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Preface

The Second World War, which ended sixty years ago, increasingly takes on the
character of legend. Even many of those who were adults at the time and either fought in
it or supported it on the home front became aware of this in later years. Almost
everyone, including those like me who remember it but were too young to participate
substantially in it, recall it as a time by which to measure other times. The war’s leaders,
on both sides, seem symbolic types as much as actual persons. The ends for which the
Allies fought were moral, cogent, and dearly achieved. Well might one say of the Second
World War what Thomas Paine wrote during the American Revolution: “These are the
times that try men’s souls,” that is, the times that test character.
Meridian’s part in World War II war was hardly different from that of many other
American cities, especially the smaller ones. All Americans at home endured the
shortages, altered routines, higher taxes, tensions born of the war’s uncertain outcome,
and—most severe—the increasing number of casualties. Indeed, the continuing call for
investment in War Bonds was made more effective by the reminder, “They give their
lives; you lend your money.”
I must confess, however, that for a youngster just entering his teens, those times
afforded unalloyed excitement. I doubt that it ever occurred to me that the Allies might
lose. Even the shock of Pearl Harbor, the invasion of the Aleutians, the fall of
Corregidor, and all the other set-backs of 1941 and early 1942 could not shake this
twelve-year-old’s faith in the outcome. Our victory at the Battle of Midway in June of
1942, for instance, did not seem anything more than a fulfillment of the ordained. My
naïve conviction was that naturally our side had won. That the battle might well have
gone the other way—and with what consequences!—seems never to have occurred to me.
In doing the research for this book, I had the opportunity to test my memory on
many things and to discover that, while much that I recalled was fairly accurate, there
were places where my memory was somewhat the worse for the passage of time. Almost
all of this narrative comes from material in microfilm files of the Meridian Star. There
one finds a good day-by-day account of the city of Meridian during those six years. I say
six years because I begin the account with Hitler’s invasion of Poland, 1 September 1939,
and carry it to the end of August 1945.
My intention has been to make this account as readable and informal as possible.
It is a strictly chronological narrative. In places, indeed, it is almost a series of short
items of daily events, but I think that this type of narrative requires that. Perhaps
eventually someone will do a more formal and analytical account. Without trying to be
exhaustive, I have included enough varied information to suggest how Meridianites were
spending their time. The story of the development of the local air base forms an
important part of this narrative, but to do justice to Key Field’s story would require a
separate work. In fact, I have collected a large amount of material from the Meridian
Star that later may form the basis of a book on that subject.
Fred W. Edmiston
July 2005
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Chapter 1: The Twenty-Year Armistice Ends.

The news on that Labor Day weekend in 1939 was disturbing, especially for those
who remembered the war of 1914-1918. On Friday, September 1, as Meridianites and
other Americans read their daily newspapers, they saw those large black letters reserved
for momentous events. Captions in the Meridian Star shouted about “Fierce Attacks by
Germans upon Poland’s Capital.” An even larger caption reminded the city of the
Franco-British promise to go to the aid of the Poles if Hitler did not withdraw his forces
from Poland. Somewhat more hopeful for Americans was another lead article about
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s intentions: “F. D. R. Certain U. S. Will Stay Out
of Big War.” A Meridian Star editorial, no doubt written before Germany’s invasion,
took a slightly lighter-hearted view of things: “Mussolini, it is revealed, now has to wear
spectacles when reading or doing other close work.” It added, “After all, the man is 56
years old and human.” Human? A few years later that adjective, used to describe Italy’s
dictator and Hitler’s ally, might have raised an eyebrow. Well, Europe for the Europeans
was probably the general attitude everywhere in the U. S. Perhaps a close second was
Thank Heaven for the Atlantic Ocean!
Despite the Depression, Meridianites had enough at home to keep them occupied
and reasonably content. They probably didn’t fret unduly about world news, and simply
read the Meridian Star and listened to news reports over radio station WCOC. Lowell
Thomas would come on at 5:45 p.m. with his news commentary, and fifteen minutes later
Fulton Lewis would certainly have something to say about the European crisis. It was
perhaps a little like a World Series when one’s favorite team is a game down. To vary
the refrain and perhaps break any gloomy moods, there would be such treats on the
evening radio as the vaudeville-type humor of Amos ’n’ Andy. There was also a
considerable choice in music: Jesse Crawford at the theater organ, Harry Horlick’s
orchestra, the Revelers Quartet, and, at nine p. m., Guy Lombardo’s “Sweetest Music
This Side of Heaven.” Despite that slogan, Lombardo’s orchestra was already sounding a
little dated to many, especially those younger persons who were becoming attached to
such newer bands as Benny Goodman’s, Kay Kyser’s, and Artie Shaw’s.
Among the popular songs on the radio, on the juke box (or nickelodeon), and at
home on ten-inch, 78-rpm records were Cole Porter’s “I’ve Got My Eyes on You,”
introduced by Fred Astaire in the film Broadway Melody of 1940. There was also the
rather silly “Hut Sut Song,” with its pseudo-Swedish lyrics, that did not really reach its
peak until a year or so later. For silly lyrics, 1939 outdid itself with “Three Little Fishes,”
which Hal Kemp’s Orchestra introduced. More substantial was “If I Didn’t Care,”
recorded most successfully on a Decca disc by the Ink Spots. Hoagy Carmichael’s “I Get
Along without You Very Well” was up to his usual good standards. This was the year
that America made its acquaintance with “Beer Barrell Polka,” which Sigmund Spaeth
pronounced the most popular song of the Second World War. “The answer to its
immense popularity,” wrote Spaeth, “is merely that it has a good tune, with possible help
from the wide appeal of its subject matter, particularly among soldiers.”1 The sheet
music and recordings of all such pieces could be bought in Meridian at the A. Gressett
Music House, 508 22nd Avenue.
1
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This may be a good place to mention that one of the most important pieces of
furniture in most homes at this time was the radio. With a dramatic immediacy that
neither the press nor moving pictures could offer, it seemed to bring the world into a
family circle; and the present European crisis was showing just how engaging a radio
receiver could be. Many considered it worth having a radio, if for no other reason, to
hear the soothing tenor voice of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. It has been said, in
fact, that F. D. R. helped greatly to popularize the radio during the early and mid-Thirties.
His “fireside chats” were important in turning him into one of the most formidable vote
getters in American history. That he was a victim of poliomyelitis, far from proving a
drawback, helped make him politically unbeatable.
There were small table-model radio sets, but most families were always very
happy when they could afford one of the large consoles, the “floor models” that often
were the centerpieces of living rooms. There was an array of brands of radios, with
Philcos, Crosleys, and Zeniths among those at the top of the list. And Sears-Roebuck
sold the popular Silvertone. An ad in the early part of this month and another in early
October, for instance, offered a fine eleven-tube, floor-model Silvertone for $59.95. It
had five bands, including both American and foreign as well as police and “airplane”
bands. There was even a connection for television, but that novelty, as a practical
amenity, was obviously some years away. Many automobiles now had radios; but in the
years before FM bands, a car’s constant movement, together with atmospheric
interference, made it difficult to receive stations with uniform clarity.
For very little money the radio offered constant entertainment and information.
Such comedians as Jack Benny and Fred Allen became almost like members of one’s
family. Variety programs such as Bing Crosby’s Kraft Music Hall remained popular
during the decade and beyond. There were excellent chances to hear good drama and
classical music. During my school days it was the students’ understanding that our Latin
teacher, Cora Morton, enjoyed driving out with her date on Saturday afternoons to park
and enjoy the broadcasts from the New York Metropolitan Opera. And radio enhanced
news reports in a way not possible in newspapers. Hearing the news reported and
explained by such as Raymond Gram Swing, Elmer Davis, Edward R. Murrow, William
L. Shirer, and H. V. Kaltenborn became part of one’s daily routine. Very soon there
would be many new names on the news broadcasts, those such as Eric Severeid, Howard
K. Smith, and Winston Burdette. News broadcasts from the scenes of battle made the
war immediate, real, and dramatic. Often the filtering and distortion of the shortwave
tended to give the broadcasts an eerie, almost surreal quality. At home, even
commentators with eccentric deliveries, such as Elmer Davis and Gabriel Heatter,
became favorites. Almost everyone who recalls those times will remember Heatter’s
voice-of-doom style and his mournfully-intoned, “Ah, there’s good news tonight!” And
on September 3 there was Davis’s dry, dispassionate Indiana accent that added an almost
dismissive quality to his opening statement, “Great Britain went to war against Germany
today.”2 It announced the end of the Armistice that followed the so-called Great War.
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By 1939 the singing commercial was becoming a common annoyance and the
object of much humor. Earlier in the 1930s there had been a few, one of the best known
of which was that sung by Harry Frankel under the name “Singin’ Sam” and sponsored
by Barbasol Shaving Cream. To the tune of “Tamany,” he sang “Bar-ba-sol! Bar-ba-sol!
No brush, no lather, no rub-in; wet your razor, then be-gin!” And even better known was
a Pepsi-Cola commercial that appeared this very year, 1939. The phrase “twelve full
ounces” was intended to differentiate it from Coca-Cola, that during this period had only
six ounces. The ditty’s tune was based on the old song “D’ye Ken John Peel”:
Pepsi-Cola hits the spot,
Twelve full ounces, that’s a lot.
Twice as much for a nickel, too.
Pssst! (sound of a bottle opening)
Pepsi-Cola is the drink for you.
Nickel, nickel, nickel, nickel,
Trickle, trickle, trickle, trickle….3
Those in the city who wished to start the long Labor Day weekend with a good
movie could choose among three theaters. The Temple offered Naughty but Nice,” with
Dick Powell and Ann Sheridan, and charged 11 cents for children and 28 cents for adults.
At the Alberta Theater one could see Joan Blondell and Bing Crosby in East Side of
Heaven, at an admission that ranged from 11 to 28 cents for children or adults. At the
Strand Theater, perhaps the least elegant of the three, there was The Story of Alexander
Graham Bell, starring Don Ameche, Loretta Young, and Henry Fonda. The Strand’s
prices were not stated in their ads, but they generally were the lowest. The Temple
offered “air conditioned” comfort, while both the Alberta and Strand were represented as
“comfortably cool.” The Temple Theater was in its present location. The Alberta was on
23rd Avenue and on the north side of the little alley that ran through where the Trustmark
Bank’s drive-in area now is.
Just next door, where now stands Trustmark Bank, there was a building that
housed, on the second floor, the city’s only radio station, WCOC. On the ground floor
were Harbour Florist, Hunt’s Pharmacy, and a few other shops. Much of the building’s
space, however, accommodated the Strand Theater, with the entrance on the Seventh
Street side and quite near the Soldier Monument. It was the least pretentious of the city’s
cinemas, but it was inexpensive and I liked it. Also, it ran older films, many of which
antedated my years of awareness. It was here, for instance, that I first saw King Kong
and Tom Sawyer, both of which were made in the early 1930s. Moreover, the Strand had
a theater organ. And though I don’t recall the brand and don’t recall hearing it played in
the theater, I remember that in the mid- and late-Thirties, Leonard Earl Campbell, a loud,
extroverted, jolly, and talented man, used to play that organ over the radio. His theme
song, “You’ll Have a Happy Time at the Strand,” was his own composition, and he
typically spinning its wheels and Secretary of State James F. Byrnes was on an official trip to Europe.
Davis came on the air with, “Well, Congress fiddles while Byrnes roams.”
3
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accompanied his own singing of it. Campbell’s was a lusty, raucous singing voice of the
type made famous by such as Al Jolson and Harry Richman. He was popular locally and
had been active in earlier years in vaudeville-type entertainment and early radio. He was
often invited to furnish light entertainment for programs in the city.
There was also a theater organ at the Temple Theater, the same one that is still
there, a Robert Morton. Ruth Richardson played it between feature films, and the last
time I remember hearing her was around 1940 or 1941. (One of the last songs I recall
hearing her play there was the silly 1939 ditty “The Little Red Fox,” usually called “N’ya
N’ya, Ya Can’t Catch Me.”) Another organist who played the Temple’s organ, at least
around 1936 and 1937, was the blind organist Walter Hughley. His playing was
broadcast over WCOC, and he accepted telephoned requests. “Under the Double Eagle,”
a march, was my favorite of his standard pieces.
The city had many good musicians, one of whom was Howard Lane, popular
band director in the city. On Friday, the first day of the war, he announced a rehearsal of
the Sons of the Legion Band at 7:30 p.m. at Kate Griffin Junior High School. Though it
was only a practice session, no one who wished to listen would be excluded.
Things were shaping up this weekend for Meridian’s black population. On Friday
evening, many members of the Mount Calvary Baptist Church enjoyed a hay ride. The
next morning two buses left from the church for the drive to Jackson, where the
passengers heard a program given by the Silver Leaf Quartet, of Monroe, La. On Labor
Day the Rev. Dr. Willis Jefferson King, black president of Gamon Theological Seminary,
spoke at the newly-remodeled New Hope Baptist Church at 8 p.m. He had traveled
widely in Europe and the Orient and held a Ph. D. from Boston University. Though the
speaking was at the New Hope Church, it was sponsored by St. Paul’s Methodist Church.
After a vigorous political campaign, Sheriff-elect Fred Ross was planning to leave
with his wife on a two-week vacation to an unannounced destination. There, said the
local paper, he would “try and forget politics [thus] better fitting himself for doing a good
job as sheriff.”
In the Grandstand at the Fairgrounds, on 22nd Avenue South, Meridian was
represented in the Southeastern Baseball League by the Scrappers. The preceding night
they had defeated the Pensacola Fliers in a double-header. The Fliers were in the
league’s first place with 86 wins and 42 losses. Meridian was at the bottom with 52 wins
and 79 losses. Other teams between them were (in order) Jackson (74/58), Gadsden
(73/63), Selma (65/63), Anniston (68/67), Montgomery (57/77), and Mobile (51/77). The
next day Meridian traded places with Mobile in the League standings.
On the preceding night Meridian’s Softball Association, representing various
businesses in the city, saw the Hasson Hustlers, of the Hasson Grocery Company’s Help
Yourself Stores, defeat the Royal Crown Cola team 7 to 6. Following that, the Alden
Mills team defeated Loeb’s Athletics 10 to 2. Tonight’s games featured Abraham’s
Grocers and the Meridian Hosiery Mills’ team.
In its Saturday issue the Star announced plans to change its policy of not
publishing an issue on Labor Day. After all, there seemed to be a war to report.
Meanwhile, today’s paper had a headline reporting that the President declared he would
not be forced into calling a special session of Congress. Nor would he rush into
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precipitate action by issuing a neutrality proclamation or convening Congress to revise
the nation’s neutrality law. On Sunday evening he addressed the nation in one of his
“fireside chats.” It did not tell the nation anything that hadn’t already been known, nor
did it technically express support for either side of the war in Europe. F. D. R. did state
his famous “I hate war” that was later to be so often quoted. And though he assured the
nation that the government would adhere to a policy of neutrality, he said he could not
expect individual Americans to be neutral. After all, one could not ignore the obvious.
Elsewhere in that same Saturday paper, in Little Orphan Annie, one of the oldest
of the comic strips, local readers saw Annie floating around in the ocean after being
tossed overboard by villains who have captured Daddy Warbucks. It was a desperate
situation that, so one assumed, cartoonist Harold Gray would not allow to last long or to
go unpunished. In Alley Oop, Dr. Wonmug had activated his time machine and sent Oop
back to ancient Troy where he would fight with the Trojans against the Greeks. There
were other comics such as Ella Cinders, Blondie, and Bringing Up Father, the latter
better known as Maggie and Jiggs.
Thus, despite a declaration of war by Britain and France against Germany on
Sunday, September 3, life went on in Meridian pretty much as it had been doing.
Clothing advertisements, despite their reflecting the continuing Depression, were
unremarkable. An article in early September announced, “Shorter Dresses, Laced
Bootees New Vogue.” Buyers for Marks-Rothenberg would doubtless take a tip from
that fashion news and quickly supply those who feared being behind the times in such
matters. And the Cinderella Shoe Shop, 2223 Fifth Street, advertised women’s
“outstanding oxford styles for fall service,” at $2.98 a pair. That price showed that the
nation was still not out of the Depression.
All prices advertised during this September almost take one’s breath away today.
Hasson’s Help Yourself Stores advertised eggs at 24 cents a dozen, California oranges for
a penny each, coffee at 18 cents a pound, ham at 27 cents a pound, pan trout for 5 cents a
pound, and a 24-pound bag of Aunt Jemima flour for 83 cents. Marks-Rothenberg
offered men’s “tropical” suits at $14.95, seersuckers at $5, and gabardines at $10. Men’s
three-piece suits were selling for $10.95. Jarman Shoes cost $5 and $6.50 a pair. A
clearance sale on women’s dresses advertised suits and coats from $2.99 to $9.99, and
summer dresses from $1 to $9.
The School of Music, Ninth Street and 28th Avenue, announced that on 11
September it would begin its 30th year. The teachers were Mrs. E. H. Hart and Ethel and
Margaret Tarry, who would teach piano; Mattie Sue Tarry to teach violin; Annye Long
for voice; and Bessie May Tartt in dramatic art.
The city enjoyed also other entertainment that September. On the eleventh the
“Original Downie Brothers Big 3-Ring Circus” performed at the Fairgrounds. Tickets
were on sale at Albright and Wood Drug Store, 500 22nd Avenue. The next day the
nationally-famous crooner Gene Austin appeared in a large tent—the ad promised that it
would accommodate 5,000—on the Old Central lot formed by 25th and 26th Avenues and
14th and 15th Streets, the present site of Fire Station No. 1.4 Austin, probably the most
successful popular recording artist of the Twenties and early Thirties, was famous for
4
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such best-selling pieces as “My Blue Heaven,” “Ramona,” and “Easter Parade.” He had
already appeared with his good friend Mae West in her film Klondike Annie and would
appear in 1940 with her in My Little Chickadee. The ad for this Meridian appearance
promised “a full complement of eighty people, including twenty lovely girls and fifteen
outstanding vaudeville acts selected from leading night clubs in America and abroad.”
Admission was 40 cents for adults and 25 cents for children.
Weidmann’s Restaurant advertised on the eleventh: “Gene Austin and his entire
company appearing in Models and Melodies, Tuesday, Sept. 12th, under their huge tent
theatre, located on the old Junior Hi (sic, actually Old Central) lot, have selected
Weidmann’s for their meals while in Meridian.” Henry Weidmann duly received an
autographed photo of Austin and added it to the many already hanging on the restaurant’s
walls.
Thus did the start of the new war register with Meridianites, as with most other
Americans. At first it was a terrible novelty, especially during the month of September as
the world watched how the German assault on Poland brought that unequal fight to a
quick end. Very soon the term Blitzkrieg slithered into the English language. An
editorial in the Meridian Star of September 12 chided what it saw as a passive, fatalistic
attitude in the local and national populations:
It is rather appalling to see the thoughtlessness with which many people
say, “Oh, yes, I suppose we’ll be in it sooner or later.”
Scarcely one of these persons has given so much as a thought to what war
would really mean to every man, woman, and child in America, even to those not
called to military service.
Three days before, the Star had warned of the danger of partisan politics at such a time:
In this difficult hour when our government is seeking to solve the
problems which our position of neutrality imposes upon us, the first need of the
nation is a partisan holiday. It is no time for politics. [The President] deserves
our confidence, our prayers and our support in his undertaking to that end [i.e., to
stay out of the war].
But after Poland had been conquered, the war seemed to settle down to just a
simmer that involved not much more than occasional confrontations on the seas. The
lack of fierce fighting brought into the language new terms such as Sitzkrieg and Phony
War. The Germans and the Allies (British and French) watched each other across a tense
frontier, but neither side seemed inclined to do much. During the next few months it
began to appear that there might be no further war.
Nevertheless, men from Meridian and the area were starting to “look military.” A
Marine recruiting officer, from New Orleans, was scheduled to be at the Meridian Post
Office on Monday, September 18. Basic requirements were that an enlistee be “white,
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single and without dependents, a grammar school education, of good moral character,
aged 18 to 25, and 64 to 74 inches in height.”5
On Sunday morning, the 10th, the officer candidates and enlisted men of the
newly-formed 153rd Observation Squadron met at Key Field Municipal Airport.
Squadron commander Lieut. Col. Allison J. Holifield, stated that “it is especially
important for every man to be present as matters of importance will be discussed and
plans will be laid for completing the organization of the unit.” The 153rd already had the
necessary number of men for Federal recognition, and formal organization was
progressing nicely. Officer candidates were Charles Pratt Brown, Roger G. Fuller, Henry
C. Allen, Fred M. Key, Algene E. Key, Eugene Vinson, Jim Shipp, Dr. Gus A. Rush, Jr.,
George Bliss, William W. Tolson, Jr., Jack Breyer, and E. E. Hosey. Enlisted men
included the following: John D. Swift, Louis A. Walker, Jr., Vernon C. Hill, Raymond E.
Weisinger, Benjamin F. Ward, James A. Covington, Douglas B. Saget, James C. Priester,
Ned A. Feltenstein, William E. Saucier, Cyrus W. Kimbrell, Arthur G. Swift, James T.
McArthur, Ross R. Bounds, Jr., Simon A. Rosenbaum, and many others. On Wednesday,
September 27, an officer from the U. S. Army’s Inspector General’s office visited Key
Field to inspect the 153rd Squadron. It was a preliminary to official recognition of the
new unit, and Lt. Col. Holifield stressed the importance of every member’s presence. On
the preceding day the Meridian City Council authorized the leasing of Key Field for
twenty years to the Federal government, specifically for the use of the 153rd.6
On Monday, the eleventh, The Civil Aeronautics Authority announced 166
colleges and universities approved for participation in the civilian pilot training program.
Meridian Junior College was one of them. Superintendent of Meridian Schools, Dr.
Horace M. Ivy, announced that starting about October first, the local college would train
between thirty and a hundred students. A student would receive 72 hours of ground
school instruction and between 35 and 50 hours of flight instruction.
Arrving in Meridian on Saturday, September 23, U. S. Representative Ross
Alexander Collins, a Meridianite and a member of the House Armed Services
Committee, put up at the Great Southern Hotel. He had been instrumental in getting
authorization to let the new squadron be formed in Meridian. Collins expressed pleasure
with the progress being made by the 153rd and said that within a few weeks construction
of additional runways and hangars would be started. About a million dollars had been
appropriated for the project.
At this same time the Meridian Star carried an advertisement under the title
“Recruiting News” that stressed aviation: “There is no better way to enter aviation than
by enlistment in the Air Corps of the United States army [sic].” It invited applicants to
write to their Army recruiting officer at the Post Office Building.
After one month of war, Meridianites and other Americans were still referring to
the matter between Germany and the British and French as the European War, that is, if
they bothered to give it a name. The term “World War” still meant the war of 19141918, which was often called The Great War. But by early October there was a suspicion
that the present mess, whatever one cared to call it, was nearly over. Besides, there were
5
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other matters that required attention—baseball, for instance. A cartoon on October fifth
showed a baseball player labeled “World Series” shoving aside a soldier labeled “War.”
And the new automobiles were appearing. The 1940 Oldsmobile introduced
“Hydra-Matic drive,” which eliminated the clutch pedal. Thus, “all the driver has to do is
step on the accelerator, steer and stop.”
On October 25 the Star reported that out in Lancaster, Cal., aviators Clyde
Schlieper and Wes Carroll were approaching the all-time endurance record of sustained
flight, set by the local Key brothers in 1935, of 653 hours and 33 minutes. They
succeeded in doing so at 3:42 p.m. on Thursday, October 26. Passing that record, they
hoped to remain aloft for another month.
Simultaneous with all the distant fighting, aviation feats, and modest
mobilization, there were occasional distinctions by local individuals. In mid-September
T. C. Lockard, Jr., called his parents from New York to tell them that he had safely
returned from England, where he had been attending Oxford. This “war refugee,” as the
Star termed him, was happy to report that he would proceed to Boston to teach and also
to work on a doctorate. Nearer home, Meridianite J. L. Quinnelly and F. H. Parker, of
Bonita, were among seventy-seven students in the R. O. T. C. at Mississippi State
College appointed to the rank of student sergeants. And in late October it was announced
that former Meridianite Ashley Snow, Jr., had been chosen to accompany Admiral
Richard E. Byrd’s expedition to the South Pole. He had been selected from several
hundred young Naval officers because of his aviation skills and general physical fitness.
On 11 November Snow would pilot the largest plane in the expedition that would leave
Philadelphia, Pa.. and last eighteen months.7
Aviation definitely was becoming the feature in the mobilization process. An
illustration of this stardom for Meridian was announced by the local paper on 19
November. Henry Aubrey, of Wichita, Kas., set up a “flight trainer” at 21st Avenue and
Tenth Street, just back of the large rock building that housed the Bus Station. The project
seems not to have been connected with any branch of the military, but Aubrey
represented his equipment as the type used by the Army Air Corps to train pilots. “There
are,” he said, “controls of a real plane—‘stick’ and rudder pedals—in short virtually
everything that is encountered by the operation of a real plane in its air flight.” He would
be in Meridian for several weeks.
But there were some considerations for mobilization other than aviation. About
11 November the Lauderdale County Chapter, American Red Cross, began its annual
drive under the direction of Nat I. Washburn and Frank Williams, Jr. Mayor Clint
Vinson said: “With Europe at war, the American Red Cross is confronted with
tremendously increased responsibilities, and this year it is redoubling its appeal to the
American people for support in the battle against human suffering.”8
Though President Roosevelt was still widely admired and supported, there was a
growing number of Americans who despised him. As Thanksgiving Day approached,
these latter had another grievance to hold against him. F. D. R. hoped 1939 would see a
7
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good season for Christmas shopping and an extra shot of adrenalin for the still-sluggish
economy. Suspecting that an additional week between Thanksgiving and Christmas
might help in that regard, he issued a proclamation that Thanksgiving would be on the
next-to-last Thursday of November instead of the traditional last. There was the expected
grumbling, and some states refused to change a long-standing tradition. Three states,
Texas, Colorado, and Mississippi, decided to have double Thanksgiving observances,
though Federal offices would follow the President’s proclamation. On the traditional
Thursday of Thanksgiving, the 30th, the Star carried the news that the Soviet Union, after
recently joining Hitler in carving up Poland, had declared war on Finland. That day’s
carving in the United States was largely confined to turkeys in those states that were
holding out against Roosevelt’s proclamation.
In early December Alexander P. de Seversky, celebrated inventor and aviation
pioneer, visited Key Field on Sunday, the third. He arrived in a Beachcraft plane owned
by Jacqueline Cochran and in which she had recently set a cross-country record and won
the Bendix Trophy. The local paper observed that de Seversky “builds P. 35s with a
cruising speed of 300 miles [per hour] for the government and…has contracts for the
delivery of planes to foreign nations….” The prominent guest was married to a native
Louisianan who had inherited land near Enterprise. With Al Key as a traveling
companion, Seversky drove down to that area to visit his real estate. He stated that he
and his wife might build a home there.
As the year drew to a close, there was mounting concern and admiration for the
valiant defense the outnumbered Finns were offering against the invading Russian Army.
Said an article in the Star’s issue for December 8:
Visualize your home suddenly wrecked by airplane bombs; your wife and
children wandering in the bleak of winter aimlessly through forests and waste
lands; thousands of men, women and children all physically, mentally and
spiritually sick; thousands of homeless and defenseless men, women and children
in dire need of medical care. If you can visualize all these facts, then you have a
more or less concrete picture of Finland, a tiny, peace-loving country at the mercy
of Russia, because she will not submit to ‘Red Russia’s’ demands on her
independence.
The Red Cross had put out a plea for donations to help these unfortunate but courageous
people, a nation whom Britain’s Prime Minister Winston Churchill praised during these
days as, “Only Finland, superb—nay, sublime. Sublime in the jaws of peril, Finland
shows what free men can do.”9 And Americans had long admired the small nation’s
faithfulness in paying the annual installments on its World War debt to the U. S. It was
for these people that citizens were encouraged to deliver donations to the Red Cross’s
headquarters in the Masonic Building on Fifth Street, over the Western Union office.
Sylvan E. Straus was in charge of the drive.
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With all the attention being given to the 153rd Observation Squadron, one was apt
to overlook the presence, in embryo, of a local artillery unit. On 5 December, Captain
Frank McKee, commanding officer of the Service Battery, 114th Field Artillery, Meridian
National Guard, notified his unit that he had received a “warning order” from Col. A. G.
Paxton, regimental commander, “that every officer and enlisted man of the 114th Field
Artillery is expected to attend the winter field training of the regiment at Camp Shelby,
Hattiesburg, 7-13 January, inclusive.” The only acceptable excuse for failing to attend
was illness certified by a physician.
At 2311 Sixth Street, diagonally across from the City Hall, Ike Davis was turning
the Little White House Cafe into a popular dining place. (A little later he would open
Davis Grill on the southeast corner of 22nd Avenue and Eighth Street.) Early in
December Davis was advertising Sunday dinners for fifty cents. It included such
appetizers as fresh shrimp or oyster cocktail, tomato juice cocktail, cream-of-chicken
soup, or mixed fruit cup, as well as a pear salad with grated cheese. Entrees included
fried, unjointed milk-fed chicken; broiled steak with parsley butter; broiled Spanish
mackerel with lemon butter; and roast young turkey, with chestnut dressing and cranberry
sauce. Vegetables were snow-flake potatoes and English peas. For dessert one could
choose chocolate nut sundae or butterscotch pudding with whipped cream. Beverages
were coffee, tea, or milk.10
Other restaurants in the city included the Post Office Cafe opposite the Bus
Station on the corner of Ninth Street and 21st Avenue. It was open 24 hours a day and in
hot weather offered “a cool balcony for family dinners.” In like manner, the Lamar Hotel
Coffee Shop advertised its “air cooled” environment. It offered luncheons for as little as
35 cents, and on Sundays featured special two-person dinners for one dollar.11
Christmas Day was also the 79th birthday of Lon Martin, 1112 19th Avenue. Born
in Chattanooga, Tenn., in 1860, he moved to Meridian as a young man. He was still
active and as recently as his 74th birthday had worked all night on the city police patrol.
He declared himself a staunch Democrat and was in favor of drafting Roosevelt for an
unprecedented third term next year. Martin told of an incident a few years before when
what he called a “vote scout” ambled up to him and, in a low voice, asked, “Mr. Martin,
what’s your politics?” Martin lowered his own voice, looked at the fellow confidentially
and said:
I’m not in the habit of telling everything I know, but you’re pretty good with a
lead pencil. Here’s one. Take it. Now, put this down and figure it out. I was
born under a Southern sun, my father carried a gun for the Southern Confederacy,
my mother was a first cousin to Jeff Davis, and her four brothers fought for the
South in the Civil War. Now, brother, add all that up and see if you can figure
what my politics is!12
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While the world might have looked somewhat the worse for wear at the end of
1939, Meridian’s appearance was definitely rosier than it had been a year before. The
Meridian Star of December 31 declared that the city had “much to feel proud about.”
There was, for instance, the re-opening of the Phillips-Jones plant by the Meridian
Manufacturing Company. There were building contracts to the amount of $418,387 and
combined bank resources of $11,885,043.95. Industrial pay rolls were approaching what
the paper called “peak figures.” More, there were “larger train, air, bus and highway
facilities, increased postal receipts, more gas, electric and telephone connections and
many new stores, business concerns and new citizens.” Meridian and the nation had
much more prosperity in store, but at what a price!

12

Chapter 2: 1940—England’s Finest Hour.

As one would expect, the new year began with Meridian’s attention keenly on
local military matters. In the second week of January, at Key Field, the 153rd
Observation Squadron held its seven-day winter field training. Tents went up on Sunday,
and everything began on Monday as planned. In no time all Key Field began to take on
the aspect of an air base. This included aviation disasters, for about a month later, on
Saturday, 10 February, two Army officers were killed when their plane crashed a minute
after take-off. Lt. J. W. Rhymes, pilot, and Corp. J. Caldronia were flying from
Barksdale Field, near Shreveport, La., in a Northrup attack plane. The wreck, about two
miles southeast of Key Field, was described as “the worst airplane crash this section of
the South has seen in many months.” Wreckage was strewn over a third of a mile of
water-covered terrain.
The 153rd was fortunate that the week of training was not later in the month, for
this January was to be a meteorological freak. Problems started on 18 January, less than
a week after the training camp ended. At four p.m. that day the temperature started
falling until by Friday morning the thermometer registered 7.1 degrees above zero, the
fifth lowest reading since record-keeping started for the city—the lowest was minus-six
on 13 February 1899. To make matters worse, there was snow on the ground, about six
inches if the writer’s memory is correct. By Thursday, the 25th, there had been a second
snow, and the prediction was for twelve degrees, with the possibility of yet more snow
and sleet. When the Star went to press on the 25th, snow was already falling briskly. The
preceding night had seen the thermometer plunge to a mere eight degrees at the Airport,
where temperatures tended to be lower than at the Weather Bureau in town, which
reported fifteen degrees. The Star later listed the lowest temperature readings for these
January days as follows:1
Date

City

Airport

18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th

14
8
12
15
21
25
17
15
7
2

14
7
9
10
17
25
9
8
3
-7

As in other places in the South, Meridianites were ill-equipped for long periods of
extreme cold. In light of this fact, St. Paul’s Episcopal Church advertised in the local
press that the church’s Parish House would be kept warm through the period of low
temperatures to offer shelter to any who might need it. And the Rev. Cecil Jones, rector,
1
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rather bravely made a point of saying that this applied to both white and black citizens.
This gesture makes that time of unusual weather all the more memorable.2
Another encouraging matter for the local economy was the news on 13 February
that I. J. Harvey, president of the Flintkote Company, had announced final approval by
his board to construct in Meridian a two-million-dollar factory that would manufacture “a
complete line of wood fiber decorative and structural insulation and wall board
products.” It was announced on 6 March that a bond issue had passed “overwhelmingly”
to assure the building of the company.
Meanwhile, the city’s residents hoped for better times ahead and, in a lighter
mood, watched in late February as Martha Ethridge jumped into the lead for the title
“Miss Meridian” in the “Meridian Begins at 40” [i.e., 1940] contest, sponsored by the
Meridian Star. Votes were cast with each 50-cent purchase or payment on accounts with
grocers. The winner and her companion would receive her choice of either a cruise, a trip
to the New York World’s Fair, or a trip to the San Francisco Fair, or four-year tuition at
any state college, or one year at college with all expenses paid. Runners-up were
Catherine Williams, Rose Brookshire, Janie Spinks, Helen McRoy, Eugenia Hardee,
Louise Mitchell, Sarah Frances Brooks, and Allie P. Brown. Judges were Mrs. Andrew
Gainey, Pauline Smith, and James T. Singley. By the 25th Helen McRoy led and Ethridge
had moved to second place.
And if that issue wasn’t sufficiently light-weight, there were at this time several
types of jokes and sayings that were sweeping the nation—and Meridian. One was the
“sez-you” joke, also called “sez-o-gram.” For example: What did the hat say to the hat
rack? Reply: You stay here; I’ll go on a head. Or, What did the ocean say to the shore?
Nothing, it just waved. Another fad was the “little moron jokes.” For example, why did
the little moron jump off the tall building? He wanted to show his girl friend he had guts.
And at about the same time there was the “Confucius say” phenomenon. One of those
went as follows: Confucius say, man who steal gold finish up with copper. Or,
Confucius say, “Show-off always show up at show-down.”
On Monday, March 25, Meridianites started standing in lines that wound from the
Temple Theater’s ticket booth westward down to the corner and then up 24th Avenue.
The attraction was the much-advertised and ballyhooed film Gone with the Wind.
Reserved seats cost $1.20 and unreserved ones were 75 cents.
Picking up on the new film’s popularity, the Meridian Star had a big ad in the real
estate section of its classified ads. Quoting Gerald O’Hara’s admonition to daughter
Scarlet, one ad reminded potential buyers that “land is the only thing worth working
for..worth fighting for…worth dying for!” Since many Meridianites would probably
have agreed, it was perhaps preaching to the converted.
By winter’s end, the news from Europe suggested that the Phony War was
perhaps getting real. A headline in the Star on March 6 said, “Allied Fliers Look for Big
Nazi ‘Blow.’” The expectation was that the Germans would make a big move with the
advent of good spring weather.
To bring the European hostilities a little closer to Meridian there was a visiting
“engineer-missionary” who spoke on March 10 at the Christian Church. William H.
2
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Edwards, born in Dundee, Scotland, and educated in America, was a passenger on the
British liner Athenia bound from Liverpool to Montreal. On the evening of the day that
Britain declared war against Germany, the ship was torpedoed by a German submarine.
Of the ship’s 1,103 passengers, 112 were killed, including 28 Americans.3
It was a strong reminder to the city’s residents that the jarring news from Europe
was not merely items in a newspaper. Another such reminder was U. S. Rep. Ross
Collins’s announcement to the Star on March 27 that in May the city would start seeing
American soldiers, loads of them. Within less than a week, three divisions, 36,000
soldiers, would pass through Meridian, via US 80, on their way to the Lake Sabine area
of Louisiana, where they would be on training maneuvers. The vanguard of the 4,600vehicle caravan would probably enter Mississippi on May 6 and camp somewhere in the
Meridian area. The last of the convoy was expected to have finished moving through by
late afternoon of May 10.
By April 9 such maneuvers seemed prudent indeed, for on that day the Star’s
headline told of a large sea battle as the Allies went to the aid of Norway. That nation
and Denmark had just been invaded by Germany. Occupation of Denmark took only a
few hours. Oslo fell in one day, Norway in twenty-eight.
The Lauderdale County Chapter, American Red Cross, made an appeal on April
13 for volunteers to sew and knit articles for refugees in Finland and Norway. Mrs. K. L.
Hunt was production chairperson—the article said “chairman.” She hoped for about
sixty volunteers as knitters and fifty or sixty for sewing. The work would be done in
offices at the Masonic Building, on Fifth Street, over the Western Union office.
On that same day an editorial in the Meridian Star, commenting on Germany’s
statement that she was occupying Denmark “for its own protection,” recalled a portion of
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, in which Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are surprised by Hamlet’s
speaking of Denmark as a prison:
Hamlet: What have you, my good friends, deserved at the hands of
Fortune, that she sends you to prison hither?
Guildenstern: Prison, my lord?
Hamlet: Denmark’s a prison.
Rosencrantz: Then is the world one.
Hamlet: A goodly one; in which there are many confines, wards, and
dungeons, Denmark being one of the worst.
Rosencrantz: We think not so, my lord.
Hamlet: Why, then ’t is none to you; for there is nothing either good or
bad, but thinking makes it so; to me it is a prison.
Yes, there was now no denying that very ugly, frightening things were happening
in Europe. Hitler seemed unstoppable. More and more, references to the war began to
creep into daily comments and ads in the press and in conversations. Frank L. “Jake”
Jacobs, candidate for mayor, stated: “While [there] is so much trouble, war and sorrow,
3
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it is pleasant to think of some of the things we can be proud of. One of these is our
BOYS BAND, which has given Meridian so much publicity all over the United States.”
Bands were very popular in Meridian, and it was at this same time that a musical festival
took place at Harris High School, for African-American bands over the state. Prof. T. J.
Harris announced that first place was taken by the Broomfield High School Band, of
Natchez, and Harris High won second place.4
The war news naturally made the city’s residents think of the man who was
leading the nation. Franklin Roosevelt impressed the great majority of Mississippians as
eminently qualified to direct our national affairs in these increasingly-difficult times.
And one young Meridianite decided to tell F. D. R. so. Roy Beryl Dumont, ten-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Dumont, wrote a poem to the President and mailed it. To
young Dumont’s delight, he received a gracious letter from Roosevelt’s private secretary,
Marguerite “Missy” LeHand: “President Roosevelt appreciates your thoughtfulness in
sending him your poem and has asked me to thank you most sincerely and to extend his
best wishes to you.”
Meridian’s chief executive was not quite so hard-pressed as was Roosevelt.
Mayor Clint Vinson even had the leisure to put out the following less-than-critical notice:
That, whereas, the rigors of a severe winter have been withstood by the vigorous
and athletic physiques of Meridian men, and spring finds them glowing and full of
pep…[and] the raiment of these same men has not withstood the onslaught of the
winter elements…[and] even Nature is taking a new and colorful raiment and the
women folks have long since shed their winter garments for glorious spring attire.
Therefore, Be It Resolved: That Saturday, April 13th, is hereby proclaimed
official Straw Hat Day…and no male inhabitant of this city should appear on the
streets…on that day, or thereafter, throughout the summer of 1940, without a new,
late model STRAW HAT!5
And also on a lighter note, Louis Rothenberg, secretary for Marks-Rothenberg
Company, explained to the Southern Conference of the National Retail Credit
Association, of which he had just been elected district vice president, that bill collecting
did not have to be absolutely negative. “Even Technicolor,” he told the group, “can be
used in collecting bills. During the fourth month, if a person has ignored his bill, we send
him a notice in blue. The blue puts him in a soft, sad mood, and he’s usually not so hard
to deal with after that.”6
On April 19 there occurred a tragic incident that involved an eccentric, 69-yearold Meridian attorney named Robert E. Dalton, often called “Colonel,” who lived at 4518
Poplar Springs Drive. Dalton often boasted that he was the “last of the Dalton boys,”
referring to the notorious outlaw brothers of earlier years who he said were his cousins.
In a New Orleans hotel Dalton got into an affray with Tulsa, Okla., salesman Lee Meyer,
whom Dalton did not know; and at some point Dalton attacked Meyer with a pocket knife
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and delivered a serious wound. Dalton later explained to Detective Captain Fred
Williams that he had stabbed Meyer “because he kidded me too much,” and it does
appear that Meyer started the dispute. When Dalton was taken to his victim’s hospital
bed for identification, Meyer admitted that he had been too drunk to recall whether
Dalton was his assailant. Dalton broke in with, “I’m the one who stabbed you, fellow.
You picked on the wrong guy. May God be with you.” When Meyer died on May first,
his assailant was charged with murder, a charge apparently later reduced to manslaughter.
Dalton talked with police officials about his adventurous past, though some of his
narrative seemed somewhat overblown. Dalton claimed to have killed thirty-two men in
his life, all in self-defense, and that he had been twice sentenced to hang and twice
reprieved. At the time of the affray with Meyer, Dalton said he was on his way to
Hollywood to appear in a film about the notorious Dalton gang of the late 1800s. When
contacted, however, Universal Studios said they were indeed working on such a film but
denied knowing any Robert E. Dalton. In addition to responsibility for the death of
Meyer, new charges were brought against Dalton for passing worthless checks in
Cincinnati, Ohio, Birmingham, Ala., and Yazoo City, Miss. After having been
previously denied bond, Dalton was released on August 12 after posting a $7,500 bond.
In July 1942 Dalton was acquitted in New Orleans of the manslaughter charge.7
Another, but less-serious, affray occurred in a hotel lobby in Jackson, Miss. No
Meridianite was involved in it but it made national news and must have caused a good
deal of amused comment in our city. On Friday night, May 2, Governor Paul B. Johnson
stepped out from behind a pillar in the lobby of the Edwards Hotel and started banging
his cane against Frederick Sullens, 63-year-old editor of the Jackson Daily News who was
passing by. As the two men rolled about on the hotel’s carpeted floor, their friends
separated them and ended the affair. Both men were bleeding but not seriously hurt.
Johnson remained silent as he made his way to the Executive Mansion, but his friends
later explained that the plain-spoken and somewhat abrasive editor had “harassed,
persecuted and embarrassed the governor and his family” since 1931.8 Sullens had
editorially taken on a lot of opponents in his career, and there were probably many in the
state and elsewhere who were tempted to buy Governor Johnson a new cane, perhaps one
with a solid gold handle.
Such demonstrations of the martial arts as these two hotel encounters took some
of the public’s attention away from the European war. In fact, a political cartoon in the
local paper on May 2 illustrated the attitudes of many Americans. In it a man holds a
fishing rod and reel which he examines with obvious interest. On the table near him are
various books and other items associated with fishing, and in his wastebasket is a
discarded newspaper containing war news.
This cartoon had been relevant until as recently as April 30 when the Star could
still carry a headline that said, “All Quiet on the Western Front.” But the issue for May
10 carried news of the German invasion of the Low Countries, and of Britain’s and
France’s vows to bomb “open municipalities” if Germany carried out its threat to bomb
Allied points. Four days later Holland was collapsing and the Nazis were reported to be
7
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inside France. On that same day Mayor Vinson issued a proclamation asking for full
cooperation with the local Red Cross in its drive to get at least $3,000 for war relief. This
was Meridian’s part of the national goal of $10,000,000. “At the present time,” said
Vinson,” humanity in parts of the world outside of the United States is suffering untold
misery as a result of the wars….” The Rev. F. Marion Dick, chairman of the Lauderdale
County Red Cross War Drive, announced that since the outbreak of hostilities, the
American people had received the reports from Europe with growing concern. As though
to justify this concern, on May 6 there appeared the first contingent of the large number
of soldiers headed for maneuvers in Louisiana. They passed through town and camped in
the vicinity of Burwell Springs, whence they would depart the next day.
Developments continued out at Key Field. A week after the arrival of the first
wave of soldiers, the Star carried a photo of a new airplane to be used by the local
National Guard. It was a BC-1A, a single-engine craft. Recently Capt. J. L. Daniel, Jr.,
and Lt. Algene E. Key flew in it to Shreveport, La., in an hour and twenty minutes.
There were now fourteen men on active duty with the 153rd Aero Squadron, though the
unit had eleven officers and 107 enlisted men, for an annual payroll of $70,000.
The airport still had only one runway (southwest to northeast), and it was, said the
Star, “in urgent need of a direct east-to-west runway, and later one or two more.” The
paper published a picture of a B-18 two-engine bomber and explained that it “frequently
will use the facilities at Key Field.”9
The war in Europe was definitely taking a nasty turn in this month of May. A
headline on the 20th, “Nazis Turn from Paris to Channel,” perhaps put the question in
most Meridianites’ minds: If the Nazis over-run the British and the French, will they stop
at the Atlantic Ocean? Nor did most in the city and the nation care to ignore the
immediate danger that Britain and France faced. They doubtless nodded as they read in
the local paper an editorial titled “Do It Now!” “European war developments have
prompted President Roosevelt to speed up a preparedness drive. The president is
working with military and fiscal officials on a request to congress for an extraordinary
defense fund that will probably exceed $500,000,000…. Now is the time to do it…. A
few months from now may be too late.”
There was a very high degree of faith in the President’s leadership, the kind of
faith expressed by Earl E. Kelley, manager of the Strand Theater. In an article on the
22nd in the Star he was described as having a great interest in the European war and as
believing that President Roosevelt had “something up his sleeve” with regard to the
defense of the United States. “Should the welfare of the United States be menaced by the
European war,” said Kelley, “I believe that boy [i.e., Roosevelt] would tell Hitler firmly
and quickly where to get off.’”
Meridian photographer Charles F. DeMulder was a native Belgian. He had been
closely following the war, especially as it involved the Nazi invasion and occupation of
his native country. He was contemptuous of the Nazi hordes, and not much less so of
what he regarded as Belgian King Leopold’s supine surrender to the Germans. Born in
the city of Ghent, DeMulder came to America at age seventeen and used his weaving
skills with several hundred Belgian textile workers in the Carolinas. His command of
9
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four languages allowed him also to serve as their interpreter. Even when speaking with
Star reporter Alex Loeb about conditions in Belgium, DeMulder was quick to say that he
was not a Belgian but rather a Belgian-born American.10
Louis Davidson was another foreign-born Meridianite whose native Lithuania
was threatened by the war’s maelstrom. As Davidson watched some green American
soldiers returning from maneuvers in Louisiana, he recalled his own comrades in a
Tsarist army many years before. Said an article in the Star:
As he watched those well-fed, bright young men, the pride of the United States
Army, rumble through Meridian on their way back from playing war in Louisiana,
Louis Davidson…sat thinking. He nostalgically recalled a very different
army…an under-fed, tired, dirty group of Poles, Finns, Russians and Germans
called the Tsar’s Imperial Russian Army.11
The Star of May 31 told Meridianites that “England Speeds Troop Removal”
from Dunkirk, even as German aircraft bedeviled British ships that ferried their men back
to England. The next day, the paper reported that all Britons had been saved except one
division. And on that same day a Star editorial, titled “Buck Up, America!,” commented
on the grim situation:
The people of the United States seem to be suffering from a sort of mental
shell-shock as the tragedy of Europe unrolls swiftly before their eyes…. It is not
fear—it is simply shock at seeing the anchors of civilization tossed overboard,
one by one…. It is horror at seeing an orderly world descend to chaos…. But at
least our own course is clarifying, and as our task becomes clearer, we begin to
bend to it, and we find relief in action…. Very well. Is there any reason why we
cannot defend ourselves? There are no supermen who have overrun half of
Europe. They are men. They have succeeded up to this point because they have
converted all life into a military machine. Have the Germans built tanks? So can
we. Have the Japanese built big ships? So can we…. With calm confidence and
reliance on our own emerging strength, America goes forward unflinchingly and
unafraid to meet whatever the world has in store.12
On June 3rd the local press reported that Paris had been bombed and that an
American had been among the fatalities. Next day, the headline said that Italy still had
not entered the fighting, but that the Germans had completed their conquest of Flanders;
and with the successful British evacuation from Dunkirk, the Germans then turned their
attention to pressing the French. The British had suffered a chastening defeat, but it was
the kind of defeat that circumstances often imbue with an almost legendary quality. It
was also the kind of defeat that makes the defeated party determine to keep fighting. And
this defeat brought out the best in Britain’s new prime minister, Winston Spencer
10
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Churchill. On June 4 Meridianites heard Edward R. Murrow tell of being in the House of
Commons and hearing the Prime Minister tell of recent events:
I sat in the House of Commons this afternoon and heard Winston
Churchill, Britain’s tired old man of the sea, sum up the recent operations. He
tried again, as he has tried for nearly ten years, to warn this country of the threat
that impends. He told of the 335,000 troops, British and French, brought back
from Dunquerque….
There was a prophetic quality about that speech. We shall go on to the
end, he said; we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we
shall fight on the beaches, in the fields, in the streets, in the hills; we shall never
surrender. If this island or a large part of it were subjugated and starving, then the
Empire beyond the seas, armed and guarded by the British fleet, would carry on
the struggle until, in God’s good time, the New World with all its power and
might sets forth to the rescue and liberation of the Old.13
On the 10th, Mussolini’s ignoble attack on a falling France and the surrender of
the French on June 17 brought to an end the German drive that had begun with the Nazi
invasion of Denmark and Norway on April 8. Meridian learned on June 20 that President
Roosevelt had formed a coalition cabinet by appointing Republicans Frank Knox and
Henry L. Stimson to the Navy and War Departments respectively.
These grim developments sent Mayor Clint Vinson, Clarke Pearce, and Dave
Cottrell to Washington, whence Vinson telegraphed the Meridian Star on June 18 to say
that he and his delegation had “encouraging prospects for the airport improvements” and
that Col. Arthur R. Wilson, of the U. S. Army’s general staff, would arrive in Meridian
by plane on the 20th to determine how much work was necessary to accommodate
appropriately the National Guard unit already stationed at Key Field. After inspecting the
base, he declared that he would give the “go ahead” order for a million-dollar
improvement project. This seems to have upgraded plans of only a few days earlier that
had called for an expenditure of $250,000 for construction by two units from the Works
Progress Administration (WPA). On Thursday evening, the 20th, at the Lamar Hotel,
Congressman Ross A. Collins was honored for his role in bringing these plans to a
successful conclusion.14
Meanwhile, more peaceful and ordinary events were happening in the Meridian
vicinity. The previous month Foursquare Gospel founder Aimee Semple McPherson
spoke at the Junior High School auditorium. She urged her fellow Christians to witness
to their religion. In her usual, dramatic, and often amusing manner, McPherson told the
audience that they “should shout their feelings,” that they should not keep their religion
“suppressed” within themselves. She told an anecdote of a young black daughter who
told her mother that she’d “got religion.” The mother took a skeptical look at her
daughter and said, “Well, you got such a slight case of it that nobody else will catch it.”15
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Shortly after Sister Aimee’s visit, another clergyman, the Rev. H. W. Walker of
the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, was opening a camp meeting on the old Beeson’s
College campus. Walker was president of his church’s Mississippi-Alabama Conference.
After discussing briefly the world situation, he said:
After the World War [i.e., World War I] when Adventists told the world that
another war was coming which would be far more terrible than the last[,] there
were many who called us “prophets of doom.” We based our predictions on plain
Bible statements. But other thinking men of the world have also predicted doom
ahead. The year of doom has started in 1940. What the end will be no one
knows.16
The Star of Sunday, May 19, reported yet more matters relatively free of emotion
or turmoil. For instance, the preliminary census figures showed that Meridian thus far
had only a modest increase of 2,031 residents over 1930. At present the city’s population
stood at 33,985, though two or three enumerators still had to finish their reports. And out
at the Junior College, George Kline “Jack” Shank was elected president of the Prentiss
Literary Society. Other officers were Vice President John Watts, Secretary John Franklin
Alexander, Treasurer Frank W. Whitfield, and Sergeant-at-Arms T. W. Wilder. Near Mt.
Barton there was under construction a “mountain reservoir.” Plans were for its
completion by the year’s end or perhaps early in 1941. It was designed to hold 5.5
million gallons of water, approximately the amount used by the area in one and a half
days. Estimated to cost $110,000, it would be 310 feet long, 110 feet wide, and 30 feet
deep.
Some of the writer’s most vivid and most pleasant memories from childhood are
from the latter 1930s and have to do with a delightful ice cream parlor directly across
from the Post Office, in the middle of the block. The owner was Argin N. Brown, a
native of Michigan, whose parents moved to Texas when he was eleven. On his own he
moved in 1938 to Meridian, where his unruly shock of hair and pleasing personality were
virtual logos of his industriousness. Becoming a specialist in the making of good ice
cream, he opened Brown’s Ice Cream Company of Meridian. When a reporter from the
local paper visited him in mid-May 1940, Brown was just completing a quantity of
“cotton” ice cream to help celebrate National Cotton Week. The cream was flavored
with a substance made from cotton seeds, and a meal made from cotton lint served as a
base. He set up in his parlor a “wheel of fortune” that operated on a photo-electric cell.
A customer stood before a mirror, and an electric impulse spun the hand on a dial. On
that dial were three items made in the shop—a sundae, a soda, and (I think) a malted
milk. If the hand stopped squarely on one of the three items, the customer got it free. My
preference was for the sundae, though I don’t recall ever winning any of them.17
Another business that brought a new dimension to the city was the Giant Food
Market, owned by the Hasson Grocery Company, of the Help-Yourself Store chain. This
new store, situated on the southeast corner of Ninth Street and 23rd Avenue, seemed at
16
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that time to justify entirely the term Giant. It had a delicatessen, a lunch counter, and a
bakery. Near the back of the store there was a special refrigerated box for milk, butter,
and related items. The front of this container was of glass and at a height to allow anyone
to reach inside easily without stooping. The store opened on Saturday, May 25.18
Though today it is difficult to understand such a fact (and I’d forgotten about it if
I’d ever known it at the time), I was astounded to read many articles in the newspapers of
the late 1930s and early 1940s about how one might “encourage” the kudzu vine to grow.
Originally from the Orient, the plant was assiduously cultivated in the 1930s to help
control erosion. Its leaves also have occasionally had some value as fodder. But for
those in later years, it may seem strange to see, for instance, an article titled “Proper Care
for Kudzu is Needed,” and such a statement as “Much of the success in getting a good
growth of kudzu depends on proper care during the first growing season.”19 Nowadays,
most people know better and are often awed by how quickly and how thoroughly—and
without care of any sort—kudzu can claim a very large area, covering even trees.
Today’s countryside in the central Gulf region demonstrates how easy growing kudzu is.
And while the kudzu made its relentless way, local aviation did also. The Atlanta
office of the Civil Aeronautics Authority notified Dr. H. M. Ivy, city school
superintendent, that the Meridian Junior College would have a quota of thirty pilots to be
trained in the summer session that ran from June 15 to September 15. W. L. Newton was
the local director of the program that was open to all male high school graduates eighteen
to twenty-six years of age. Fred Key and Bob Porter were to be the flight instructors.20
In the second week of July the Meridian Junior College and the Key Brothers Flying
Service were training a large class of student fliers. The Star published a photo of the
following students: Leo Perry, Milton Welch, James Shumate, George Davis, Roy
Malott, Fred Mayo, Alexander Loeb, Abe Netter, George Ogburn, James Evans, Virgil
Hartzog, Joseph Lenahan, William Parker, Gray Daly, Jack McCollum, Henry Havens,
Jim Richardson, Billy Walker, and Eastland Paine.21
At this same time, an editorial in the Meridian Star underscored the need for such
flight instruction—as well as more preparation for defense—when just before the fall of
France it warned the Meridian area that the nation really had but two choices:
Send planes, ammunition, food and other needed supplies to the Allies
with all possible haste in a desperate effort to swing the tide in favor of England
and France at the last moment, or
Resign ourselves to Allied defeat and prepare night and day for defense of
this nation, its possessions and other democracies in the Western Hemisphere
against invasion and aggression that are as certain to come as night follows day.22
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And even as all of this activity for defense was being done, local and national
officials were demonstrating—again—just how foolish and unthinking we can be when
we are scared. On this occasion the folly consisted in pursuing Jehovah’s Witnesses for
alleged production and sale of printed materials that threatened the nation. On June 11,
for instance, police and detectives were conducting what was described as a “thorough
search of the city for a group of persons who, citizens report, have been selling antigovernment or anti-flag saluting pamphlets in Meridian for the past several days.” It was
further stated that “Authorities believe these persons may have ‘fifth-column’ tendencies,
and may be disseminating propaganda designed to disrupt the internal tranquility of the
United States.” Each pamphlet cost a nickel. Four members of the church were arrested
on June 30, partly as a result of efforts by the local American Legion post. Dr. A. C.
Bryan, commander of the T. C. Carter, Jr., Post, charged that the Jehovah’s Witnesses
were attempting to undermine patriotism and otherwise to encourage un-American
activities. The Star stated that a search for other members of the group was continuing,
and the police asked citizens to report any additional members encountered. Several of
the arrested Witnesses defended their positions quite well. This was especially true of A.
Z. Becker, the leader of the church in the Meridian area. He said he would not promise to
cease spreading his religious beliefs, which included his conviction that saluting the flag
was an act of adoration, thus according it what is due only to God. Someone who
observed his explanation and demeanor described him as “‘standing by his guns’ in the
face of possible peril.”23 It reminds one of the difficulties faced by the early Quakers in
England in the 1600s.
For Meridianites in 1940, defense meant primarily the further development of the
local air field. Much had already been done, but more, much more, was obviously
necessary. The nation needed well-developed military installations, and many saw Key
Field as a very good candidate. The local representative in Congress, Ross Collins, had
already done good work; but he couldn’t do all of it alone. Fortunately, all of this
planning accorded very well, in timing and purpose, with Roosevelt’s proposed defense
program. Even in the present critical situation, however, FDR’s enemies smelled
political advantage. To the surprise, and even derision, of many, the President insisted
that American aircraft production for the next year be raised from 12,000 to 50,000. To
those who called this fantastic, the he said: “Let no one say it cannot be done. It must be
done, and we have undertaken to do it.” Probably few among local citizens were among
FDR’s critics. He was popular in the city; and since these planes would need crews,
Meridianites were eager to have a role in training them.24
One such trainee was Clifton R. Skinner, who back in October 1939 enlisted in
the Army Air Corps. But he had been obliged to seek training at Barksdale Field,
Shreveport, La.; and by the spring of 1940 he had compiled a good record. The local
press reported that he was a crew chief on a new bomber and “a first class airplane
mechanic with pay of $84 per month plus flying pay and allowances.”25
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By mid-1940 the war was serving as a very powerful subject for various religious
bodies and even for those not directly representing any particular faith. For instance, two
days before the Fourth of July, Leonard Melvin, of Laurel, Miss., cited both the religious
and the patriotic themes when addressing the Exchange Club at the Lamar Hotel. He said
that the Constitution, the Bible, and the American flag were the three institutions most
responsible for the nation’s liberty and democracy. And at the Forty-first Avenue Baptist
Church, the Rev. J. L. Boyd announced that the subjects of the morning and evening
services on July 6 would be “The Second Commandment as Related to the Present World
Situation,” and “The Christian Flag.” In the evening service a young man would enter
with the American flag while the congregation sang “America.” This would be followed
by a salute to the flag. Then a young woman would bring in the Christian flag while the
congregation sang “The Banner of the Cross,” and that would be followed by a salute to
the Christian flag. The entire service would emphasize loyalty to the Christian flag “even
to death.” The Salvation Army, during the second week of July, solicited funds for the
relief of victims in Europe.26 Similar statements and services became commonplace
throughout the city in these years.
Nevertheless, not all of the city’s concerns had to do with the war in Europe.
Those who could afford them were perhaps interested to read about the new Hudson
automobiles advertised by O. P. Donald Motor Sales in early June. At about the same
time the matter of Meridian’s drinking habits was raised by an item in the Star that
reported what was for E. L. Tipton and Billy Herring, of the Mississippi Beverage
Company, a “most satisfactory” increase in sales of Schlitz Beer. For those advocating
aridity, there was the more-welcome news that the Double Cola Bottling Company’s
Meridian plant had installed “expensive and ultra-modern bottling equipment.” Walter
May, proprietor, and chief bottler Onzelle Rotenberry announced that the new plant
would be formally opened on June 11 at 512 Thirty-first Avenue, in a building formerly
occupied by Lauderdale Dairies.27
At the Fairgrounds on July 10 there was a special baseball game between two
visiting black teams, the Black Barons of Birmingham, Ala., and Oscar Charleston’s
Original Crawfords, formerly of Pittsburgh, Pa. Sponsors expected the largest crowd
ever to attend a black sporting event in Meridian. An added attraction was a racing
contest between Jesse Owens , black 1936 Olympic gold medallist, billed as “the world’s
fastest human being,” and a race horse. There would be a special section in the
Grandstand for white spectators, who would have, said the Star, “an opportunity to see
some of the greatest colored players of the nation in action.”28
In early August, even as a large number of the U. S. Navy’s warships were
reported as back at Pearl Harbor, Meridian’s baseball player Eric McNair, a veteran of
the Chicago White Sox, was placed on the retired list. This was at his own request. After
having led his team in hitting during the 1939 season, his playing hit a slump
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during the present season. McNair, who attributed his recent poor showing to “worry and
inability to relax,” planned simply to return to Meridian and rest until next spring.29
Meridian’s local baseball team, the Bears, with 48 wins and 54 losses, was in
sixth place in the Southeastern League, just above Gadsden and Anniston. Jackson was
in first place with a 66-42 record. Other teams, in order of their standing between
Jackson and Meridian, were Pensacola, Mobile, Selma, and Montgomery.30
The city had many outstanding musicians, one of whom was a thirteen-year-old
accordionist named Bobby Waddell. In those days one of the most popular radio
programs was Major Bowes’ Original Amateur Hour, that originated in New York. For
six years “Major” Edward Bowes had been giving Americans a chance to show whether
they had talent. If they did not, he had no compunction in ringing a gong, a signal that
the performer was probably made for other, not better, things. It was under these
somewhat stressful circumstances that young Waddell made his way to the Big Apple,
was chosen as a contestant—and WON. On the Thursday broadcast, July 19, Bowes
announced that Waddell was the winner among the ten contestants who had appeared.31
Another Meridianite who was distinguishing himself artistically was Ed
Kimbrough, Jr., who was about to receive his master’s degree at the University of
Alabama. In the summer of 1940 he signed a contract with New York publisher
Lippincott for his novel From Hell to Breakfast, a satire on Mississippi politics. The
publisher was so enthusiastic that they gave him four times the usual advance for a first
novel. This was intended to allow the twenty-one-year-old Kimbrough to continue his
writing for another year before having to worry about a permanent position.32
On the lighter side, Meridian women read in the Star that the “Pompadour HairDo Pushes Hats This Way and That.” The men learned in the same source that “men’s
hats for fall show a definite forethought and planning for co-ordination with clothes and
accessories.” These new hats for businessmen featured such “staple colors” as brown and
blue. If the article could be believed, the “formal Homburgs and off-the-face felts are
making great strides in popularity, probably as a reaction to the informality of the
summer straws.” The same article admitted that though some of this news might sound a
“little strident,” the new hats were “very smart.” The suspicion is strong that these
pointers for men’s fashion were more practical for, say, New York than for Meridian.
But there was something else that might have had more appeal for Meridianites. Barclay
Swain’s syndicated column in the Star spoke favorably about a new electric razor. One
could, said the article, get a “fairly decent shave the first crack out of the box.” But there
was a warning: “The training period, during which one looked like a prisoner in a Nazi
concentration camp, is no more. However, there is a period of about a month during
which the face, used to the scraping of a razor, sheds a calloused surface and acquires a
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new and softer skin.” During that period one did not get a really close shave and,
moreover, needed to tolerate occasional in-grown hairs.33
Brookshire’s Ice Cream Company was advertising its special flavors. There were
black cherry—“You’ll never again say all ice creams taste alike”—and raspberry wave—
“Something new and great.” Buyers were advised to “Take home a quart today!” At the
main store one might buy a sundae or a malted milk for a dime. For fifteen cents one
could buy a banana split.34 With Brookshire’s, Brown’s and Cooper’s ice cream
establishments, residents in the area had ample access to excellent frozen deserts.
The local economy was continuing to show signs of recovery from the decade’s
long slump. Real estate, for instance, was beginning to find a better market. It was being
advertised and some of it was selling. In early July some typical real property offerings
included what was described as an “attractive 7-room home, hardwood floors, furnace; 3
acres woodland” for $4,000. And $700 would buy a new four-room house on 65 acres
seven miles outside the city. Or right in Meridian’s South Side $750 would buy a sixroom house on a large lot. The city’s wholesale business, too, was improving. In June of
1940 it showed a ten-percent improvement over June of 1939. And between Mobile and
St. Louis there would be two new streamliners, along with a new name. The Gulf,
Mobile and Northern and the Mobile and Ohio had been merged to form the Gulf, Mobile
and Ohio.35
Local enlistment and organization continued to hold much of the public’s
attention. As we have seen there were two local National Guard units in embryo, the
153rd Observation Squadron, at Key Field, and the 114th Field Artillery, styling itself the
Service Battery. Early on the morning of 2 August 1940 the latter unit would leave to
participate in a three-week maneuver of the Third Army, in the Sabine region of
Louisiana and Texas. The 114th would act as the advance and rear detachments for its
regiment and would be responsible for supplies and munitions for all the units in the
maneuver. The Battery’s commander was Capt. Frank McKee. Other officers were 1st
Lt. Robert P. Alston and 2nd Lts. Beverly M. Leigh, Paul L. Tatum, and Henry L. Havens.
Enlistments in Meridian in July of 1940 numbered 131, of whom 35 were local
men. This was a record for peacetime. On July 27 Charles P. Stroble, Jr., left for Fort
Moultrie, S. C., for active duty as a second lieutenant in the Army’s Coast Artillery
Corps. Passage of the new conscription bill would send about 107 Meridianites to Army
camps for training.36
Various types of vehicles were conveying yet more servicemen through Meridian.
On July 24 eight National Guard officers and 366 enlisted men rumbled into the city in
sixty trucks and camped at the Fairgrounds. They were en route from Fort McPherson,
Ga., to Camp Beauregard, La. This was the first of three groups that would pass through
to participate in the maneuvers in the Sabine River area. A second group of 50 would
come through on August 3, and the next day there would be 75. The railroads, too, were
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beginning their important role of transporting soldiers. On August 4 between 500 and
700 soldiers started passing through Meridian on 22 troop trains for maneuvers in
Louisiana and Texas. And though Delta Air Lines was serving the area regularly, it did
not figure prominently in the transportation of servicemen.37
Civilians, however, availed themselves of the new Delta service. For seven
dollars and one hour one could get to Birmingham. A trip to Atlanta required twice the
cost and travel time. Other destinations and their costs were Miami, $51.25 and 6 ¾
hours; New York, $62.15 and nine hours; Washington, $49.95 and 7 ½ hours; Dallas,
$24.50 and four hours; and Los Angeles, $98 and 18 hours.38
On August 15, Meridian’s 153rd Observation Squadron, identified by the
Meridian Star as the only aviation National Guard unit in Mississippi, broke camp at the
Laurel municipal airport and prepared to join the combined National Guard and Army
maneuvers in the Red River area, near Alexandria, La. The 153rd had been training at
Laurel for two weeks and would now be assigned to an Army mechanized cavalry
brigade based at Natchitoches, La.
On the day before the 153rd left Laurel, Meridian’s Kiwanis Club heard world
traveler T. C. Lockard, Meridianite now at Harvard University, say, “We have reached
one of the highest degrees of civilization in history and we must fight to defend it.” He
compared a dictatorship to a “smooth-running streamlined train” and democracy to a
“covered wagon train where, when one part bogs down, the entire procession must stop to
aid in the repairs.” America’s first task, he said, was to arm. “Mere passing of the
conscription bill…will show the world we mean to defend ourselves.” The second task
was to follow Secretary of State Cordell Hull’s suggestion and formulate a “systematic
and sane foreign policy.” The third task, said Lockard, was “the education or
propagandizing of our younger generation. I would have speakers at every school
playing upon the child’s emotions—using the more effective propaganda methods—
teaching him the advantages of democracy.” The visitor told the Kiwanians that he had
seen Hitler at the last Wagner Festival before the war and that he had been able to
observe Hitler somewhat closely. Standing before a crowd, said Lockard, everything
about the dictator tended “to lend a glow of mysticism which he wants impressed upon
German people.” He was, said Lockard, “better looking than his pictures.” When Hitler
faced the crowd, “he doesn’t look at it or seem aware of it; he’s like a solitary person
facing a sunset with a methodical salute. He gives the impression that he is not one of
flesh and blood.”39
The Army’s Sixth Motorized Cavalry, stationed at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., passed
through the city on August 10. The caravan consisted of 300 motorized vehicles and
arrived in Meridian via U. S. Highway 80 on the way to Louisiana for maneuvers. The
Meridian Police Department gave the unit an escort through the city. As the Star
commented the day before the arrival, “It will pass through Meridian in formation, and,
officials said, should present an interesting spectacle to Meridian residents.”40
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Key Field anticipated increased activity with the approval by President Roosevelt
of the WPA project for the base’s improvement at a cost of $193,586. This would pay
for such things as drainage structures, levees, clearing, landscaping, and planting sod.
There would also be the paving and extension of present runways, turnarounds, and taxi
strips, as well as construction of additional runways and emergency landing strips.41
Wisely realizing that defense requires more than those under arms, local
authorities established a program for the training of workers who might soon be needed
in the nation’s aircraft manufacturing plants and shipyards. W. L. Newton, director of
Meridian City School’s Department of Trade and Industrial Education, chose 56 students
out of 270 applications. Classes were from 4 p.m. until eight the next morning. Students
were expected to take three to five hours of shop work each day, five days a week. The
56 were divided into four 14-man groups, each of which did actual welding and also put
in one hour of classroom work each day. Welding instructors were the following: Dave
Stephenson, of the Soulé Company; A. B. Welch, of Welch’s Welding; and J. M.
Schillings. Director Newton said he hoped to open additional trade schools, perhaps even
before this one closed. His expectation was to train as many as 200 to 300 students in
sheet metal work, automobile mechanics, and—“when and if the National
Guard comes back”—acetylene welding and aircraft mechanics. All of this training was
part of the national defense program and cost the students nothing.42 These classes were
the genesis of what would become the Ross Collins Vocational School.
Education within the black community also was getting attention. On Sunday
afternoon, December 8, the Southern Leadership Training School System, operating in
Alabama and Mississippi, dedicated its local office at 17th Avenue and 19th Street. Both
black and white leaders of the community attended to help insure the success of this
effort for social, educational, and religious improvement among the African-American
population. Dr. W. H. Lewis, founder and president of the System, gave a brief history of
the organization which, said the Star’s announcement, “introduces a new system in negro
education in the South….” Prof. Guy W. Oliver, of Meridian, gave the keynote address
in a program open to the public of both races.43
Even the city’s veterans were bestirring themselves about home defense. The
American Legion’s T. C. Carter, Jr., Post no. 21, met on Thursday, August 15, to discuss
organization of home squads in every section of the city and county. This would be
coordinated with similar efforts by other Legion posts throughout the nation. The next
day, even as the Star announced the heaviest air raid yet on London, the veterans let it be
known that they had organized a home defense unit. All veterans were invited to register
and be classified. Tommy Stevens, director of publicity, said there would be weekly
meetings in which members would be given a period of military training designed to
protect the county “in the event the National Guards are called into regular service.” The
estimate was that between 1,500 and 2,000 ex-servicemen in the county were eligible to
join the home guard. By August 20, 520 veterans had enrolled in the Home Guard, and it
was hoped that within a few days that number would rise to a thousand. At about the
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same time the Veterans of Foreign Wars, as well, were getting into the “home guard”
business. However, in September the VFW’s commander complained that the area’s
citizens seemed to lack patriotic interest in the war.44
Nevertheless, by late October the VFW’s Post 79 announced the formation of
three home guard units. Veterans of foreign wars would make up the first group. The
second would consist of a limited number of patriotic civilians of varying backgrounds
and professions, those “who fail at military drill, but who wish to serve their country in
time of peace.” The third group was open to “younger men not eligible for military
service, but who wish a form of military training and health building,” as well as “those
reserve officers and men who will be placed in a deferred class of the draft and [will be]
liable for call in the future.” On November 4 the VFW Civilian Home Guard Unit No. 3,
made up of “young men learning the fundamentals of military tactics,” had a “workout”
at the city’s Pythian Building (the present Pigford Building, on the southeast corner of
Ninth Street and 22nd Avenue). Those interested in attending the next meeting two days
later were invited to call either Bob Soulé or Woody Abraham.45
When the Exchange Club met at the Lamar Hotel in mid-August, they endorsed a
military draft measure. The secretary was instructed to send that message to
Representative Ross Collins and to Senators Harrison and Bilbo. The vote came after
Judge Arthur Busby delivered what was described as a “thought-stirring talk.” Even as
he advocated a peace-time draft, Busby was conscious of his sons and his son-in-law, all
of them of draft age. “Suppose England were to be destroyed?” he asked. Only his faith
in God prevented his expecting that to happen.46
A peacetime draft was definitely a popular topic. It was also a controversial one,
though opposition was being drowned out by reaction to European events. Selective
Service was beginning to look to most Americans like a very prudent course. Marian
Mays Martin’s column in the Meridian Star on August 20 was titled “Swains Today
Lacking in Manly Qualities of Old.” Martin said that the old song “I Want a Girl Just
Like the Girl That Married Dear Old Dad” made her think that she wanted a man just like
the one that married dear old Mom. Said she, “The young men I’ve been seeing this
summer are not my style—definitely not. I like stability, ability and manliness.”
The Star of August 26 contained a letter to the editor written by Jeanne D’Arcy,
of New York. She had read that many young men were marrying in order to avoid being
drafted. Said D’Arcy: “I don’t think this is right… As a patriotic young American girl I
would like to do my bit to try and turn the tide the other way.” Her idea was, as she put
it, “to offer myself in marriage to a patriotic young American who would spring to the
defense of his country by enlisting in the army or navy.” She advised other women to
follow the same course. A bathing-suit photo accompanied the letter from D’Arcy, who
described herself as 21 years old and with blue eyes and brown hair. She was, she
assured her readers, very attractive.
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The following December the Meridian Star announced that some Meridianite,
whose name was not divulged, had replied to Miss D’Arcy’s offer with the following
proposal:
Dear Miss D’Arcy:
I think you are a very beautiful girl, and apparently a very sensible one as
well. In your view the conscription is the only thing for a young American man
to do. Every one has their own view of it but mine differs from yours.
Understand I am open for correction, but I cannot see the use of any young man
willfully exposing himself to danger. It may mean death or the loss of one’s
arms, legs or eyes. I am really fascinated in your spunk, offering yourself in
marriage to some young patriotic American, and I would like to be that man. So
this is the way I am going to put it:
I would join the Foreign Legion, the British army or even go over and
bring you Hitler’s head for the hand of such a beautiful[,] charming young woman
as yourself. This is one non-conscription man who can be turned easily to the
patriotic young man who would jump at the chance to serve his country and you.
You might say even fight for you.
I am 21 years of age, 6 ft. 2 ½ inches, weight 170 pounds, eyes gray, hair
brown and complexion ruddy. I love to live and no minor matter will change my
mind.
You can consider the matter and you be the judge.
I am anxiously awaiting a reply.
P.S. Understand, I am no coward and am not afraid of war. Please excuse the
very crude way I put my proposal. The writing is also bad as my pen went
haywire on me.
Apparently there were no further communications on this tender subject between the
parties of the first and second parts.
Judge Busby’s apprehensions for England’s fate were, of course, well founded;
but much depended upon what Prime Minister Churchill termed the “tough fiber” of the
Londoner and the Englishman. On June 18 he broadcast these stirring words: “What
General Weygand has called the ‘Battle of France’ is over; …the Battle of Britain is
about to begin…. Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duty, and so bear ourselves that
if the British Empire and its Commonwealths last for a thousand years, men will still say,
This was their finest hour.” And those who listened regularly to the news and the shortwave broadcasts heard not only this but perhaps also Edward R. Murrow’s broadcast on
August 18. It sounded a similar note:
If the people who rule Britain are made of the same stuff as the little people I have
seen today, if they understand the stuff of which the people who work with their
hands are made, and if they trust them, then the defense of Britain will be
something of which men will speak with awe and admiration so long as the
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English language survives. Politicians have repeatedly called this a people’s war.
These people deserve well of their leaders.47
Both the politicians and the people in England were about to prove themselves a very fine
and remarkable combination.
Back in America there were some remarkable people, too, as well as a number of
remarkable items. One of those items was being paraded before the American public. It
was a curious, homely vehicle named for the odd little pet owned by the comics’
Popeye—Eugene the Jeep. (The name was suggested also perhaps by the military’s
description of the vehicle as “general purpose,” abbreviated G. P.) An article in the Star
on August 22 called it a “high-speed adaptation of the ordinary farm tractor” and
suggested that it might meet the Army’s need to cope with “modern, swift mechanized
warfare.” One observer said, “It rode rough-shod over almost any obstacle, swiftly
moved five-ton Howitzers, transported troops quickly in trailers and cleared the way for
light and heavy tanks.” As it proved, it was all that and much more.
The anniversary of the war’s onset, saw a headline in the Meridian Star
suggesting that Hitler was seething over British bombing attacks on Berlin. He and
Hermann Goering had promised the Germans that Britain’s bombers would never hit
German cities, and the article suggested that the war was about to see some very bloody
German reprisals. Within five hours London was attacked thrice. And there were some
new “terror devices.” The Nazis were painting sharks’ teeth on planes, and attaching
whistles to their bombs. While falling, these bombs emitted terrifying screams.
Meridianites, as did most Americans, began to fear greatly for Britain’s fate. I
was in the fourth grade at Poplar Springs School, and we talked very much of the grave
situation faced by England, a nation with which we had many ties. Along with Hoagy
Carmichael’s “Sunrise Serenade,” we learned the words to such other songs as “There’ll
Always Be an England” and “There’ll Be Bluebirds over the White Cliffs of Dover.” We
also were required to learn all four verses of “The Star Spangled Banner.” And it was at
about this time that I first became aware of “God Bless America.” Kate Smith had
introduced the song on Armistice Day (now Veterans’ Day) in 1938. During the next
several years of the war, both at Poplar Springs and at Kate Griffin Junior High, we
learned quite a number of songs designed to make us aware of events and their
significance. Some of the titles that occur to me are “Arms for the Love of America,”
“Any Bonds Today?,” “It’s the Little Things That Count” (“Wrap up string, don’t waste a
thing; it’s the little things that count.”) It is my recollection that at Kate Griffin a number
of songs were printed on three or four sheets of legal-size paper and stapled together.
Every so often we’d assemble in the auditorium and, to the accompaniment on the piano
by someone such as English teacher Jane Emmons, we enjoyed lusty songfests.
But even as the war in Europe became more serious, another, somewhat milder
one was nearing in the United States. This was the quadrennial election. On the national
scene the great question was whether President Roosevelt, increasingly known by his
headline name “FDR,” would break the two-term tradition of American history. Good
politician that he was, Roosevelt played coy about his intentions. In those days
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Mississippians were solid Democrats, even as they would be solid Republicans in later
times—and largely for similar reasons.
But a political battle closer to home concerned the future of the state’s junior
senator, Theodore Gilmore Bilbo. “The Man Bilbo,” as he often called himself, had a
large and loyal following. For years, an announcement that Bilbo would speak in a given
place was the signal for horses and buggies from many miles around to make their way to
the event. He inspired both devotion and condemnation. Outside Mississippi, especially
in the Northeast, Bilbo was recognized as one of the most outrageous and bigoted men on
the public scene. In Meridian Bilbo had an inveterate enemy in the Meridian Star, whose
editor, James Skewes, had no use whatever for “The Man’s” brand of politics. In a oneparty state such as Mississippi (the Republicans ran only token opposition in those days)
it was the Democratic primary that counted, not the November general election. And this
summer brought out not only the opposition of the local paper but one other enemy as
well.
Stories of Bilbo’s rocky relations with women tended to follow him throughout
his long political career. I remember hearing (and at about the same time reading) when I
toured governmental buildings in Jackson, in early 1948, a story to the effect that
sometime in Bilbo’s earlier years, an irate woman entered the room where he was and
shot at him. My recollection is that guides often pointed in dramatic fashion to the bulletscarred part of the room as corroboration. I also remember reading in the paper how
Bilbo replied to someone’s question about that story. His comment was characteristic: “I
don’t know what you’ve heard, but it’s a damned lie.”
Thus it was that another of Bilbo’s enemies was quoted on the subject this
summer of 1940. Ruth Gaddy Bilbo, his ex-wife—they were divorced in 1935—urged
all “right-thinking, moral-minded, Christian, home-loving women of the state” to vote
against the state’s junior senator in the August primary. In fact, she said that at one time
she had considered running against her former husband.48 (Mrs. Bilbo addressed herself
to the state’s women, for she probably regarded male Mississippians as largely hopeless.)
Though I cannot vouch for the accuracy of the anecdote, I record an amusing
story about Bilbo as I heard it back in the 1940s from Douglas E. Mitchell, of Mobile,
Ala. Early in Bilbo’s political career, he was campaigning for a state office—it may have
been the governorship—and had been attacking his opponent rather strongly. The latter
at one point in the campaign accused Bilbo of “riding me into office,” a charge that was
often raised in those days against an opponent. When it came Bilbo’s turn to speak on
the subject, he denied categorically that he was engaging in any such equestrian tactics.
“But,” he added, “even if it were true, I would certainly not be ashamed to admit to it.
After all, our Savior rode one into Jerusalem once.”
My only occasion to hear Bilbo speak was in the summer of 1946 when he was
making his third, and last, bid for the U. S. Senate. The event took place behind the City
Hall, which in those days was not a parking lot but a grassy lawn that was the site of
political rallies and occasional religious services. I arrived too late to get a seat, so I sat
on the grass, not a difficult posture for a sixteen-year-old. At that time I was mildly proBilbo, for no good reason except that he was often amusing and I was not politically
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astute. I must admit that through much of the speech I was rolling with laughter on the
grass. But as I later commented to someone, I realized why the speech had not been
broadcast. Especially by the standards of that day the speech was quite crude. As I
afterward stopped before him to shake hands, I was impressed by his almost gnome-like
appearance, heightened by his haggard face. Cancer was already numbering his days,
and he lived only a few more months.
Roosevelt did get his third nomination, and the Republicans designated Wendell
L. Willkie, of Elkhart,Ind., to dispute FDR’s bid for an unprecedented third term. This
was my own first presidential election to take notice of, and I was outraged that anyone
would wish to displace FDR. Most Meridianites agreed with me and were perhaps
gleeful when both Willkie’s nomination and his acceptance speech were silenced locally
by power failures, an ironic touch in light of Willkie’s being a former utility magnate.
But twice during the convention’s proceedings did power failures stop the radios, the
electric fans, and the few air conditioners. Was it pure coincidence or was it simply
another facet of Mississippi politics? Or was the Mississippi Power Company making a
political statement? The company laid the blame on storms in south Mississippi.49
Meridian businessman Rex Alman saw a news story in a recent issue of the paper
stating that Alfred E. Smith, Democratic presidential candidate in 1928, planned to make
stump speeches for the GOP candidate Willkie. The irate Meridianite wrote the
following letter to Smith:
Enclosed find clipping. The majority of voters here sure appreciate your
being for Willkie. We feel like this will help F. D. R. get thousands of votes just
by your being for Willkie.
Won’t you please come down here in Mississippi and make some
speeches and help F. D. R. more? Hoping this finds you in good health and voice
and that you can make at least five speeches a day right up to election day.
I doubt if you answer this, but who cares?50
What Alman perhaps did not know was that Roosevelt and Smith had been on the outs
since the 1932 election.
Politics was not the only sport that Meridianites enjoyed. On August 21, at
Highland Park, Alex Touchstone won the city championship in men’s tennis by defeating
Winston Cameron. It was Touchstone’s third successive winning year. That same day,
in an evening game at the Fairgrounds, the Gadsden nine defeated the Meridian Bears 7
to 5 in ten innings. Meridian was in fifth place in the Southeastern League. And also on
that day, in local baseball, the Dr. Pepper Company’s team went into the lead by
defeating the Schlitz Beer team 18 to 10 in what the Star described as “a wild and wooly
session that ran the gamu[t] from the sublime to the ridiculous…including shoddy and
brilliant fielding, a triple play, and a home run with the bases loaded.” If the Schlitz
players were loaded as well, the Star didn’t say so.
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And at the Meridian Civic Center, formerly the Y.M.C.A. Building (and presently
the one occupied by WTOK Television Station), there were contests by the basketball
teams sponsored by such city businesses as Pepsi-Cola, Meridian Hoisery Mills, and Alex
Loeb.51
At this time the U. S. Housing Authority announced that it would start taking
applications from prospective residents for four low-rent apartment projects. For black
residents there would be two projects providing units at $10.50 to $11.50 a month, and
two for whites at $13 to $15. The monthly rental included both power and water, as well
as gas for both cooking and heating. Interested individuals were invited to apply for the
projects they preferred. Those for black residents were on Eighth Street and 42nd
Avenue, and in the eastern part of the city at the corner of Fifteenth Street and Eighth
Avenue. White projects were in South Side at the corner of D Street and 23rd Avenue,
and on Highway 45 at the corner of Fifteenth Street. Another project for white residents
would be ready about October first, and three other projects were expected to be finished
around the start of 1941. Apartments, described as “the last word in comfort and
convenience.” They would be equipped with modern, sanitary plumbing (including
bathtubs), gas stoves, hot water heaters, gas heaters, built-in cabinets and other features.
Otherwise, each unit would be unfurnished. The size of an applicant’s family and income
determined the size of the assigned unit.52
When Roland Eatman and Monroe Johnson, both white, escaped from the
Courthouse on the evening of September 2, local law enforcement officials got quite a bit
of exercise. The two, both convicted of highway robbery, had overpowered the jailor and
locked him in a cell. Officials then implemented what was called “one of the most
complete dragnets ever to be set in Lauderdale county.” As soon as the escapees got into
the open, they went to the White Top Taxi Company—also known by its phone number,
1808—and got into a cab that was parked there and whose driver was a short distance
away. The driver rushed over to his cab and tried to get inside but was pushed away, and
the prisoners drove away. But the cab driver recognized at least one of the two men and
yelled to his dispatcher to call the police. Back at the Courthouse, the jailor’s yells for
help brought jail officials rushing to the locked cell. A police car searching along
Highway 19 North spotted the escaped prisoners and gave chase. The fugitives drove
quickly away but eventually hurtled off the road and about 25 yards down an
embankment. Bloodhounds and officers rushed to the scene and eventually caught
Eatman five or six miles out the Old Eighth Street Road. The heavy foliage and brambles
he had passed through had ruined his clothing and badly scratched his face. Eatman was
described as a “piano-playing convict.” By September 7 Monroe Johnson had been
persuaded by his brother to give himself up. Both men were back in jail, but about a
month later Eatman committed suicide in his cell.53
Forbes Magazine, in its issue for September 15, listed Meridian as one of the best
places in the nation for concentrating sales activities, for collections, and for other
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promotional operations. Meridian was at the center of what the magazine regarded as the
fourth best business territory.54
Prospects were certainly improving for the city’s business community. Hunt’s
Pharmacy, for instance, “in the Heart of Meridian” late that September advertised a “2 for
1 sale,” which for a dime offered “our Double Thick Malted Milk made with Seale-Lily
Ice Cream.” This was also the time of year when the next-year’s models of automobiles
arrived. Reliable Chevrolet hymned their new model as “a size sensation, a style
sensation, a drive and ride sensation.” It offered a three-inch longer wheelbase and “3couple roominess in all sedan models,” as well as “a mighty 90-h.p. valve-in-head
‘Victory’ Engine.” Canady Motor Company advertised three new Pontiacs: the de Luxe
Torpedo, with a 119-inch wheelbase, for $921; a Streamliner Torpedo, with a 122-inch
wheelbase, for $1015; and a Custom Torpedo, with the same wheelbase but selling for
$1087. Motley Motor Company advertised its new Oldsmobiles starting at $852 and
featuring “hydramatic drive…no clutch, so shift.” Hobbs Auto & Supply Company
advertised new Packards from $907 to $5550.55
Let others think of new cars, but Gene and Frank Parke had their minds on
transportation of a somewhat higher sort. In the garage at their home at 2430 25th Street
they had just finished making an airplane, a Kay Tee 95, an “ultra-modern sporting ship
built entirely in Meridian.” They had started work on 1 November 1938 and were now
ready for the test flight, which would be as soon as there was sufficient rain to soften the
earth at Bonita Landing Field. Their craft weighed 950 pounds and was powered by a
101-horsepower Lambert R266 engine, at 2600 revolutions per minute. The length was
13 ½ feet, the top wing 15 feet long, the bottom wing 13 ½ feet long. On 21 gallons of
fuel, the plane could cruise 450 miles. Its top speed was 200 miles per hour with a
cruising speed of 185. Their new airplane, described as the “smallest bi-plane in the
world,” took off from Bonita Airfield on Tuesday afternoon, December 3. The little
home-made craft broke its air speed indicator at 300 miles per hour, and some believed it
could exceed that speed appreciably.56
Such experience in aviation was fast becoming a valuable commodity. On
September 16 the Star informed the area that a peacetime draft was no longer a matter of
uncertainty. President Roosevelt’ signature made 16,500,000 men between the ages of
21 and 35 eligible for conscription. The next day the paper further informed the public
that October 16 would be the day for registration.
Among the first National Guard units to be called up was the city’s 153rd
Observation Squadron. The big day was October 15. The plan was for the squadron to
add more men and to undergo a year’s training at Meridian’s Key Field. The city’s other
unit, the Service Battery of the 114th Field Artillery, 31st Division, was also called. The
31st, 35th, and 36th Divisions were assigned to Camp Blanding, Fla.57
There was a note of special interest in an announcement on September 28, namely
that the 113th Aerial Observation Squadron, of Indiana, would arrive soon to train with
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Meridian’s 153rd. Together they would number about 500 men. The plan was partly
dependent upon the WPA’s having the base sufficiently improved by October 15, when
training would start and “an air corps station” would be established. Work on the WPA
project, which would cost $634,590, began September 30 with street paving. The next
step would involve building a hangar, administration building, and new runways.58
The Flintkote Company announced it would later re-employ anyone who
volunteered or was drafted under the new military service act. The local plant was not
yet in business but was proceeding with construction of its two-million-dollar plant. As
the company’s president, I. J. Harvey admitted,
The Flintkote Company is not classified as part of a war industry in the same
sense as the makers of munitions or airplanes. And yet, as a leading supplier of
specialized products to many of the industries that do produce war materials and
particularly as a producer of essential building materials used for the vitally
important task of the housing of industries, workers, and service personnel, the
Flintkote Company is rightfully proud that it plays an important part in an
essential industry in the nation’s defense program.59
As the just-quoted statement indicates, labor was in a much better condition now
than it had been for more than a decade. The worst aspects of the Depression lessened
somewhat in the latter Thirties, though 1937 brought another economic down-turn. But
by 1940 the Wagner Labor Law and an obvious need for a defense program had already
brought an improvement in the status of labor. Earlier it would probably have been
stretching credulity to suggest a strike, even one on a modest scale; but on September 25
waitresses at the Lamar Hotel coffee shop walked out just before customers began to
arrive for lunch. The hotel’s manager, Chap Williamson, along with the desk clerk, a
stenographer, and a few bellhops and busboys quickly filled in for the departed
waitresses. The report was that about eight or nine waitresses had left over a new duty
that had been put on them. Heretofore, the busboys had cleared away dishes, but they
were also clearing away tips that customers had left. The waitresses complained and
apparently were told to clear the dishes themselves. They probably thought that the
proper remedy would have been a better policing of the busboys.60
Another ray of hope for local labor was the re-opening, on September 30, of the
Meridian Hosiery Mills. All 305 former employees were invited to return, and the
directors believed the plant would resume its past schedule of year-round operation.
Most such mills at this time were working only ten-month stretches.61
Despite an improvement in the employment situation, the Works Progress
Administration (WPA) was still very much alive and still, for many, a vital element in
their lives. For instance, in late September there was a new grant of $635,000 for the
WPA to pave some of the city’s streets. The work would start on October 3 and would
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employ 348 workers for about a year.62 In addition, there were many other kinds of labor
financed in the area by the WPA. Around 1938, for instance, the Lauderdale County
Health Department Building, at the southwest corner of Fourteenth Street and 23rd
Avenue, was built by workers for that agency. There had been other recent WPA
projects, notably the new construction at Key Field. There was even a WPA dance
orchestra that was frequently used for various public events.
On November 29 WPA employees started work on a project to extend the city’s
water mains. The President had just signed the enabling legislation that allowed $82,999
for the undertaking. City Commissioner John T. Pinkston had strongly pressed the
importance of the work, which began on 38th Avenue between Fifth Street and the rail
yard-office.
Yet another of the WPA’s functions in the area was the operation of school
lunchrooms. On September 20 fourteen such facilities opened under the supervision of
Aimee Reid, assistant district director of professional and service projects. Albia C. Gray
was district supervisor, and Ethel K. Stuart was foreperson for Lauderdale County. All
lunchrooms had running water, piped drainage, and necessary sterilization for dishes.
During the past summer an average of 55 workers had cultivated gardens and canned
29,835 quarts of fruits and vegetables for the project.63
As though the European situation had not been bad enough, Japan was making
ominous moves and threats in the Far East and the Pacific. A sub-headline in the Star for
October 2 quoted the Japanese government as saying that American and Japanese
relations would not improve until the U. S. “alters its ‘fixed ideas’ regarding the Orient
and recognizes the ‘new order in East Asia.’” A week later an editorial proclaimed
“World War Ahead.” “The United States,” it said, “seeking by every honorable means to
avoid war, now seems destined to be drawn in regardless. Japan is openly ‘courting’
hostilities against this nation. It is just a question of time—and time passes quickly.” On
the tenth, a cartoon in the paper showed a huge bin full of scrap metal. A lock on it was
labeled “U. S. Embargo on scrap Iron.” On the side of the bin was an open gate labeled
Mexico, through which the metal continued to go to Japan.
It was on this grim note that draft registration began on October 16 for what the
Meridian Star called “the greatest personal obligation ever imposed upon such a large
group of United States citizens in peace time.” The Rev. E. A. Mays urged all AfricanAmerican males to register. He hoped no black male would be “left off the government
list.” Mayor Clint Vinson proclaimed “Registration Day” and urged the cooperation of
every citizen and all employers.64 Registration would take place mostly in the city’s
several schools, in which classes would be suspended.
There had been originally only two Selective Service boards in the county, but
these were soon increased to three—one for the county and two for Meridian. Those
running the city’s two boards were Dr. A. C. Bryan, the Rev. D. H. Griffin, H. V.
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Rayburn, Leland Lyle, O. P. Donald, and J. T. Bustin. Thomas Bailey Howard, A. D.
Burdette, and B. M. Feibelman had charge of the county’s board.65
Registrants were classified into the following groups and sub-groups:66
1A:
1B:
1C:
1D:
1E:

Available; fit for general military service.
Available; fit only for limited military service.
Member of land or naval forces of the U.S.
Student fit for general military service; available not later than 1 July 1941.
Student fit only for limited military service; available not later than 1 July 1941.

2A: Man necessary in his civilian activity.
3A: Man with dependents.
4A:
4B:
4C:
4D:
4E:
4F:

Man who has completed his service.
Officially deferred by law.
Non-declarant alien.
Minister of religion or divinity student.
Conscientious objector available only for civilian work of national importance.
Physically, mentally, or morally unfit.

After everyone had been registered, each draft board then shuffled the registrants’
cards as one might a deck of playing cards. The resulting accidental sequence would
determine the serial number given to each registrant. The Star explained what then
happened:
Just as soon as this shuffling and serial numbering is completed, a report
of the total number of registration cards will be rushed to the headquarters of
selective service in Washington.
At a national lottery in Washington, a set of serial numbers from “1” to the
largest number used by any local board, will be drawn by lot. The list of serial
numbers arranged in the order drawn in the lottery is called the National Master
List. Copies of this list will be sent, through the governor, to each local board.
Upon receiving the National Master List, the local board will give each
registrant an order number. These numbers establish the order in which
registrants will be selected for service. The registrant whose serial number
appears at the top or nearest the top of the national master list [sic] will get Order
Number “1.” The registrant whose serial number is next closest to the top of the
National Master List will get Order Number “2,” and so on until each registrant
has an order number.67
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Very soon the serial numbers became unimportant. They simply formed the basis for
permanent order numbers, and these would determine a registrant’s position in Selective
Service.68
Ominously, the same issue of the Star that contained these details from the
Selective Service System, carried also two articles about Japan. One was titled “Jap
Paper Says U. S. War Looms.” It pertained to an item in the Japanese Army’s newspaper
that spoke of the “prospective Japanese-American War.” The U. S. must, it said, “be
given warning against continuance of its present Pacific policies”; and it added, “Japan
will deal a direct blow to America’s challenge because Japan is responsible for the
rehabilitation of East Asia.” The other article mentioned, almost casually, that Japan had
amassed an oil reserve of fifteen million barrels and that it had done so “largely through
imports from the United States.” As though to add piquancy to the matter, another article
in the same issue of the Meridian Star mentioned that the preceding twenty-four hours
had witnessed the most devastating air raid thus far on London.
Among the early draft registrants were Aaron Silverman, whom Catherine
Cheatham registered at the Courthouse. Another registrant was a 33-year-old, 36-inchtall midget, Harry Klima, who was appearing at the Fairgrounds in the Mississippi Fair
and Dairy Show. Klima was born in Germany and came to the U. S. when he was fifteen.
He had been in show business since 1919 and assured the registration officials that his
sympathies lay with the United States. The total number of registrants in Meridian was
4,982, and in the county 7,338, though the Russell precinct was still incomplete.69
As had been announced earlier, President Roosevelt oversaw the drawing of the
first draft number from the same fishbowl from which then-Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker drew the first number in 1917. Thus, at noon on October 29, while FDR watched,
a blindfolded Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson drew number 158. In Meridian that
was the number held by Jesse Burnett Deal, a painter at the Southern Railway shops. He
was married with three children (12, 9, and 7 years old). And though because of his
children he probably would have been exempt from service, he said that he would “abide
by the rules and regulations governing the draft.” Said Mrs. Deal: “You know, my
husband said the other day he had a feeling his name would be called first today.” Two
black men, Willie B. Naylor and Adam Brown had the first numbers at the other two
boards.70
As planned, on Tuesday, October 15, the 153rd Squadron was inducted at Key
Field, or as the Star put it, swapped “civvies for khaki.” The men were housed in what
the Star described as “screened pyramidal army tents with wooden floors, heated by army
stoves ‘shaped like [a] sailor’s pants.’” Each man received a cot and sufficient blankets
for comfort “no matter how cold the weather may get.” Each received complete uniforms
and personal equipment, “for which he is held accountable.”71
Five days into the 153rd’s training period, Alex M. Loeb, from the Meridian Star,
went out to Key Field and later described the scene. Most of the men had Saturday leave;
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so Loeb, finding the place almost empty, “wandered around on an ‘inspection tour” of his
own. He spoke of the general routine the men had followed, the filling-out of papers,
physical examinations, and all the various details involved in “pitching camp.” By the
21st they would be ready to begin their actual technical training. The Star’s visitor
thought the cabins “clean and as comfortable looking as any bachelor living-quarters in
town.” In fact, Loeb said that some of the officers thought their quarters more
comfortable than their own at home. Five or six men shared “a very large space,” and
each had his own cot and pillows, four blankets, and space to hang his clothes. One of
the officers, in comparing these quarters with what most men had had in 1917 and 1918,
told Loeb: “Back in the World War, they threw each soldier a bundle of hay, a sleeping
bag and a blanket. Today the army builds clean, wholesome cabins, provides the boys
with feather pillows and mattresses, blankets, four sheets and anything else to make them
comfortable.”72
Loeb saw a new airplane, the 047-A, and learned that another one like it was
expected to arrive on October 24. In the mess hall the visitor saw very good facilities
including a large storeroom, refrigerator, and two stoves. Enlisted men ate in a large
room in front of the kitchen, while officers had a separate, smaller dining area. The food
was “above expectations,” or as Loeb was told by one person, “excellent for army food.”
(In other words, Meridian’s restaurants need not worry.) Showers were at the end of the
row of cabins and directly opposite the entrance gate. The Post Exchange could furnish
the men with “anything from candy to suits.” This would afford the men low prices; but
the officer in charge of the PX said that he had received good support from Meridian’s
merchants, who had already been letting the men get items for very moderate prices.
And the 80 soldiers who attended the recent Laurel-Meridian football game certainly
owed High School principal J. L. McCaskill their thanks for the special rates and the kind
treatment they had received. In other words, everything had all been going very well. At
the first of the new week, however, “real training” would begin. There were still a few
rudiments to learn, however, for Loeb was told that some of the men still did not know
even how or when to salute an officer. The men would have Wednesday and Saturday
afternoons and Sundays free. There would be some organized sports as well as
occasional contact with athletic teams in town. In fact, the squadron was already
planning to have a football team next fall. From a flagpole there waved an American flag
that had been donated by the widow of Capt. L. A. Hagemeyer, who had died in
Galveston, Texas. The flag covered the casket when it was sent to Meridian.73
Civilian routines and amenities continued in Meridian, despite the initiation of
Selective Service, threats from the Japanese Empire, and the devastation caused by Nazi
aircraft over Britain. The annual Mississippi Fair and Dairy Show had attracted the usual
aficionados—apparently peaceful aficionados, too, for the police reported only three calls
for police throughout the week. The 200 Club, through its entertainment committee, met
to select an orchestra for its ball on November 14. One candidate was the nationallyrenowned band led by Jan Garber. And Tom Ivey, former chef of the Lamar Hotel, was
telling the public that the newly re-done Meridian Hotel Coffee Shop would “more than
72
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compare with any other one in town.” A quarter would buy an excellent meal, for
instance his special barbecued quarter of a two-pound spring chicken.74
Those who enjoyed passenger trains were doubtless excited when at 7 p.m. on
Sunday, October 27, the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio’s new streamliner, northbound from
Mobile, made its first appearance in Meridian. The Gulf Coast Rebel was painted silver
and red and had four air-conditioned passenger coaches. Breakfasts in the buffet started
at thirty cents, lunches at fifty cents; and meals could be served anywhere on the train. In
the “luxury lounge” one might listen to the radio, read magazines, or just relax in the
comfortable chairs and watch the scenery. The regular coaches featured seats that could
recline, and there were free pillows. Pullman cars—sleepers to those who aren’t old
enough to remember—offered both upper and lower berths, as well as private
bedrooms.75 (It was about seven months after this that the author made his first of many
trips on the Rebel to Mobile, where he spent summers and many holidays throughout the
1940s.)
It was also on this October 27 that the Meridian Star announced that the Meridian
Terminal Company, heretofore operated by the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio, would be run
henceforth by the Southern Railway.
At almost this same time—the Star chronicled the event on October 13—the
Southern Railroad announced the advent of its new streamliners. One of them, the
Southerner would run between New York and New Orleans, and on a schedule very
similar to that followed today by Amtrak’s Crescent. The diesel locomotive would pull a
lounge-observation-bar car, a 48-seat dining car, Pullman cars, and several chair cars for
non-sleeper accommodations.
Local talent from art to invention was receiving some recognition. Andrew G.
Gainey, Jr., for instance, had signed an eighteen-week contract to sing over the National
Broadcasting Company. Since he was then living in Denver, Colo., he would sing from
there and be carried by all of the network’s stations. And Claud W. Clark, who operated
the Meridian Wrecking Yard, announced that he had invented a triple-wheel arrangement
for trucks, one that he declared superior to the dual-wheel type, of which he was coinventor. He applied for, and on September 9 received, a patent for the device. The
advantages of his invention was an added carrying capacity, as well as more power due to
the small, overall diameter of the wheels. An extra advantage was that tires were smaller
and thus cheaper. He had realized some good remuneration for his dual-wheel design,
and he had good expectations of doing well on this latest one.76
There was also some talent represented out at the Meridian Junior College, where
under the direction of dramatic teacher George D. Hampton and college teacher and class
sponsor Margaret “Peggy” Howerton, tryouts for the senior class variety show were
progressing nicely. Already selected to appear were Frances Collins, Jane Harris, Dot
Dennis, and John Franklin Alexander.77 The latter would in future years excel in grand
opera at the New York Metropolitan Opera.
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Another local musician of great promise was the young Virginia Wright Matzner,
who, after musical study in Pennsylvania, returned to Meridian shortly before
Thanksgiving. As Meridian Star staff member Helen Crooks wrote on November 20,
“Virginia Wright Matzner forever exploded the idea that a ‘prophet is not without honor
save in his own country.’” Under sponsorship of the Meridian chapter of the American
Association of University Women, Matzner gave a piano concert at the Meridian Junior
College. Others who performed were Mrs. Lowry Rush and John Franklin Alexander.
The local AAUW chapter was represented by Eleene Rosenbush, Mollie Bedwell,
Catherine Cheatham, Jeanne Broach, Mary Otis Clark, Emma Ruth Corban, Cora
Morton, and Mmes. Houston Briggs, Fred Cook, D. A. Elliott, and Gibson Witherspoon.
In the years to come Virginia Matzner would be one of a growing number of outstanding
musicians in the city that included such others as Ralph Bennett, Mamie Carter
Crumpton, and Emma Lois Bosarge.78
In addition to local talent, a good flow of visiting artists gave Meridian’s
population many choices of quality entertainment. On December 12, for instance, Ruby
Elzy, black soprano, gave a concert at the City Hall auditorium under the sponsorship of
St. Paul’s African Methodist Episcopal Church. The Star’s announcement said: “Her
singing is rendered with ‘magnificent simplicity,’ according to critics’ reports. Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt is among those who praised her singing.” The announcement said
also, “Special reservations will be made for white guests.” Elzy apparently made a
second appearance in Meridian, also under St. Paul’s aegis, at the Harris High School on
December 15.79
The Meridian Police Department at this time occupied the ground floor of the
City Hall, with the entry at the rear of the building. In late October Willie Burr Francis,
department chief, was sporting a new uniform. When on the 27th the Star published a
photo of Chief Francis showing off the new look, not all of the force’s 30-odd members
had received their uniforms, but they were on the way. The uniform was blue; and
instead of the old two-button coat, the new one had four.
Meridian’s favorite coffee emporium, A. H. Niolon’s, on the southeast corner of
Eighth Street and 23rd Avenue, was telling the public that since 1883 their company had
been “bringing to Meridian only the finest of the crop…for the blending of Niolon’s
Frisco Coffee, which is roasted fresh daily in Meridian. Your grocer receives Niolon’s
Coffee fresh every day[;] therefore, it is impossible to get a stale package of Niolon’s
Coffee.” Each package of the company’s coffee contained a coupon redeemable for
premiums—such things as tableware—and just before Thanksgiving of 1940 the store
offered a 13-pound turkey for 48 coupons and a 19-pound one for 58.80 I was one of
many admirers of the company’s Frisco Coffee, a can of which had a big locomotive on
the label. Weidmann‘s Restaurant bought only that brand and, until Niolon’s went out of
business many years later, displayed a neon sign in the main dining room announcing the
fact. On the sidewalk at the entrance to Niolon’s there was a large metal bin, somewhat
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like an old storage mailbox, that held roasted peanuts. And written on that bin was the
statement, “20 million monkeys can’t be wrong; peanuts must be good.” There was a
cartoon-like drawing of a monkey carrying a very over-size peanut.
Also doing business in late 1940, and directly across from Niolon’s, was the
Pantaze Drug Company, which opened on Saturday, November 2. The site was the
former address of the Help Yourself Grocery Store No. 6. M. G. Herring announced a
special Pantaze feature, their Cozy Soda Balcony, where connoisseurs of the soda
fountain might occupy one of twelve booths and contemplate which items to buy among
the store’s drugs, cosmetics, tobaccos, candies, etc.81
The street on which Niolon’s and the Pantaze were situated was part of one of the
city’s most active sections. In that one block on 23rd Avenue, between Seventh and
Eighth Streets, were such other businesses as the Smackover Cafeteria, the Paragon Book
Store, Hunt’s Pharmacy ( at the western end of the Strand Building), and the Alberta and
Royal Theaters. And just beyond these were Klein’s Grocery, the Triangle Cafe, all three
five-and-dime stores (Newberry, Kress, and Woolworth), the Great Southern Hotel, and
the Merchants and Farmers Bank. And yet a little farther were, on Seventh Street, the
Strand Theater and Marks-Rothenberg Company and, eastward on Eighth Street, the
Cosmopolitan Cafe, whose sign out front always attracted my attention. In a moving
neon arrangement of two positions, it showed an eagle chasing a dog. The Temple
Theater stood where it yet stands. But my temples of culture were the less-expensive
Strand and the Alberta. On my rarer visits to the Temple I was always conscious of my
extravagance, though by attending the matinees I could assuage that conscience slightly.
After all, one must occasionally see first-run films.
My visits to the Royal Theater did not start until long after the place opened.
Lloyd Royal had used non-union labor to build it and was for quite a while picketed for
that indiscretion. Moreover, his was the first theater to show movies on Sunday. Both of
those facts were sufficient for my father, a union supporter and a devout Presbyterian, to
forbid my going there. I obeyed his orders until sometime in 1942.
The approach of Thanksgiving revived the ruckus from the preceding year of
whether to follow President Roosevelt’s advocacy of celebrating the holiday a week
earlier, or whether to adhere to the traditional last Thursday. Mississippi opted for the
earlier date, the 21st, in 1940. About sixteen states planned to celebrate on the last
Thursday, and New England was solidly in that category.82
In those days, the approach of the Christmas season made a youngster’s fancy
lightly turn to thoughts of fireworks. In other parts of the nation fireworks were more
associated with the Fourth of July and, to some extent, New Year’s Day. But Police
Chief Willie Burr Francis determined that in 1940 fireworks were not going to be legally
available for sale on the city’s streets, as in the past.83 If this interfered very much with
my enjoyment of a few firecrackers, rockets, and Roman candles that year, I can’t recall
it. It would not have seemed like Christmas had not at least one firecracker accidentally
gone off in my hand.
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The sports addicts in the city were not going to let the change in the holiday’s date
alter the traditional Thanksgiving football game at the local high school. This year
Meridian faced Clarksdale in the school’s fine Ray Stadium. The usual crowd made their
way there. To try to keep that crowd under reasonable control, Poplar Springs Drive and
23rd Avenue (Magnolia Drive) were declared one-way streets during the occasion.
Physicians and others who anticipated being called away from the game were asked to
park on Poplar Springs Drive. Leland D. Gebhart, Ray Stadium supervisor, said that
extra general-admission tickets had been printed and that every fan could get a good seat.
Both Coach Jim Baxter, of the Wildcats, and Coach H. C. Jenkins, of the invaders,
pronounced their respective teams in “A-1 shape”—the new Selective Service
designation for prime prospects was 1-A. Among Meridian’s team were the following:
right-halfback R. C. Britt, left half-back Kenneth Strange, fullback Jack Jackson,
quarterback Bill Thornton, left guard Hunter “Buddy” Webb, and left end Hardy “Son”
Henry. At the end of the game the Meridian players had defeated Clarksdale 32 to 6 and
thus remained undefeated. They would therefore play in the New Orleans Time-Picayune
Toy Bowl on December 14. There, the Wildcats met and defeated the Holy Cross Tigers
14 to 13 in the last minutes of the game.84
There was a special Thanksgiving program in the City Hall’s auditorium the day
before Thanksgiving. Billed as a “Good Will Presentation,” it was sponsored by the
young people at Temple Beth Israel, with support by various Christian congregations.
Mrs. William Ackerman, wife of Rabbi Ackerman, directed the pageant, and Maud
Rosenbaum welcomed the audience, announced the cast, and explained the purpose of the
affair as “a Thanksgiving offering of the young people for the privilege of living in peace
and brotherhood of this blessed America.” The ugly reports that had long been coming
from Central Europe, as well as the critical nature of the fighting, added a special
poignancy to such a program. Young Billy Ackerman, as reader, “sounded the keynote
of the pageant.” This was followed by Sara Rainey’s playing “America the Beautiful” on
the piano. Then, each of about sixteen cast members depicted one of the many national
and ethnic groups that had contributed to American and Western civilization. For
example, Herbert Wimberly represented a Native American, Nancy Griffin a Puritan, and
Rose Rainey a Frenchwoman who sang the French National Anthem. Ollie Jean Morgan,
Florence Cook, Sara Lincoln Tew, Sara Clark, Martha Covington, Anne Kass, Laverne
Watts, Bill May, Dorothy Stone, John Franklin Alexander, Shirley Dravin, and Catherine
Dick gave their renderings of the Scots, Dutch, Spanish, Scandinavians, Germans, Irish,
African-Americans, Italians, Jews, and generic Americans. When Catherine Dick, last on
the program, came down the aisle as “America,” and clad so as to suggest the Statue of
Liberty, she was joined by a Boy Scout (Tommy Bourdeaux) and Girl Scout (Bobby
Fleming) who carried large American flags. Then the scouts were joined by the cast,
who represented their parents. All of them moved closely together and sang “God Bless
America.” It was doubtless an impressive program; though this extensive ethnic and
national array curiously omitted the one nation still intact and fighting to preserve the
right to hold such programs—the English.85
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It was the weekend following Thanksgiving. Downtown, two cars traveling in
tandem stopped alongside the Lamar Building, on Eighth Street and just west of 22nd
Avenue. Presently someone noticed that one of the passengers was the vice presidentelect, Henry A. Wallace, so reporters from the nearby office of the Meridian Star caught
up with him. And though the quiet, friendly Wallace smiled and was pleasant, it was
clear that he felt he was on vacation and not in the mood to have an extended interview.
His party had apparently stopped in town merely to buy some groceries. They planned to
stop alongside the road somewhere between Meridian and Jackson to enjoy a “picnic
lunch.” The Wallace party left after spending not more than a quarter-hour in Meridian.86
Wallace quickly became a very controversial public figure and was dropped from the
ticket at the Democratic National Convention in 1944. The Democratic Party replaced
him with Harry S Truman.
On the Monday morning after Wallace’s visit, men of Meridian’s Service Battery,
114th Field Artillery of the Mississippi National Guard, were inducted into the U. S.
Army. The commanding officer was Capt. Frank McKee. Other officers were as
follows: 1st Lt. Beverly M. Leigh, Jr., 2nd Lt. Henry C. Flanagan, 2nd Lt. Henry L.
Havens, and 2nd Lt. Paul L. Tatum. Non-commissioned men were the following: James
H. Melton, W. J. Harrington, Wallace H. Heitman, William G. Grace, Lee Cooper Perry,
James D. Watts, James B. Johnson, Charles V. Hinton, Richard L. Wilson, Jr., Wilson D.
Mobley, Carl C. Webb, Luther E. Birdsong, Robert L. Blanks, Jr., Ira C. Henson, Jr.,
John D. Swift, Ludie C. Monette, William J. Willoughby, John T. Fairchild, Jr., Forrest
S. Summers, Douglas G. Middleton, Benjamin F. Birdsong, Jr., Wright B. Still, William
I. Cole, Jr., John N. Harrington, Billy B. Curtis, Joe P. Andrews, Usher W. Camp, Marion
L. Simmons, Robert T. Leigh, Eugene F. Naylor, David Lyle James, Henry M. Threefoot,
and Arthur P. Nelson.87
By the first week in December, the Meridian Service Battery was temporarily
stationed at the Meridian Fairgrounds to await their removal to Camp Blanding, Fla. The
plan was for the Meridian soldiers to get to Blanding before other components of the
114th Field Artillery and to prepare the base for their year of training there. The Meridian
Service Battery had originally been scheduled to leave Meridian on December 5 but
conditions at Camp Blanding caused a delay. At the Fairgrounds the men did some
training but apparently also idled about trying to occupy their time. A photographer from
the Star, for instance, caught Pvt. James B. “Dugan” Johnson kicking a football. “Private
Johnson,” explained the caption accompanying the photo, “until his graduation, was
renowned for his halfback work on the Meridian Wildcat grid squad.” On Tuesday
evening, December 3, the men attended a farewell, “strictly informal” banquet at
Weidmann’s Restaurant. Bob Alston, former first lieutenant and executive officer of the
battery, served as toastmaster. Guests were former battery members Carl Walters, Tom
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Lyle Mitchell, Mosby Blanks, Bill Ray, and “Hoss” Williams. Hilarity reigned as the
men enjoyed a turkey dinner topped off with ice cream and cake, beer, cigars, and
cigarettes.88
Even as the men were enjoying all this, the Temple Theater was showing a film
titled “Ramparts We Watch.” The theater’s description said, “Hitler did not want you to
see it! The TNT of entertainment. See the film that the Nazis demanded be suppressed,
the brutal, barbaric picture of Hitler’s methods of intimidation.”
Back at the Fairgrounds a fox terrier puppy had taken up with the Service
Battery’s men, who adopted him as a mascot. The Star ran a photo showing 2nd Lt.
James H. Melton holding the young dog that very quickly received the appropriate name
“Howitzer.” The little black and white animal had a very adventurous future. When the
Meridian battery went to Blanding, Lt. (later Colonel) Beverly M. Leigh put Howitzer
into his baggage and took him to their Florida base. As Carl Walters, Star sports editor,
later put it, Howitzer “has been a Dixie Division soldier ever since.” And this was long
before Mort Walker’s Sgt. Snorkel and Otto. Here’s how Walters put it in his sportspage column “Shavins”:
Howitzer is a good soldier, and has all the necessary papers to prove it.
He has a service record, a dog tag (No. 20424000), service stripes and everything,
and he’s been “shot” for rabies. His dog tag reveals that he is a Protestant and his
service record discloses to the “nosey” that Howitzer has been AWOL once.
The story of Howitzer’s one attempt to quit the Army is now a classic in
the Dixie Division. It seems that he fell victim to “gang-plank fever,” and left
without leave just before his unit boarded its transport in Virginia for the Pacific
crossing. Some say the dog left the going-away formation only because he was
cold; others say he had a rendezvous with a girl friend. No matter, Howitzer
missed the boat, and the colonel who commanded his battalion wired back to the
next Dixie Division artillery unit due to come through the Port of Embarkation
that the dog must be found. He would have turned the ship back if it had been
within his jurisdiction.
The following unit hunted high and low for Howitzer, without success.
Then it sailed, leaving word for the next artillery unit to make a search. The third
battalion to arrive located the dog but an alert MP discovered Howitzer as he was
going aboard in a duffle bag and he was put back on the dock. Finally, the fourth
and last Dixie Division outfit got Howitzer aboard ship and he was off on the long
journey to the Pacific. He was a good seaman (got sick only once), had the run of
the ship and about a month later rejoined his Service Battery mates in one of the
most joyous reunions ever staged in New Guinea.
Since then Howitzer has participated in two campaigns—at Wakde-Sarmi
and Morotai, and is a model combat soldier except where artillery fire is involved.
He takes to shelter quicker than anyone when Jap bombers come over. He sticks
close to his Service Battery, always has a wiggle for each of the 70 men in the
outfit and sleeps in a different tent each night (just to show that he’s not playing
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favorites). Howitzer is extremely dutiful in the presence of First Sergeant Wilbur
Null, of Meridian.
Most of Howitzer’s old Service Battery buddies are scattered all over the
globe, many of them officers who entered service as enlisted men. But Howitzer
sticks to his original outfit, apparently determined to prove beyond any possible
doubt that the one AWOL on his service record was unintentional and came about
under “mitigating circumstances.”
Howitzer may never live to return to Meridian because war is a perilous
business and there are several thousands of miles of ocean and land between
Morotai and Mississippi and, too, the Dixie Division has lots of “unfinished
business” that must be disposed of before the boys head home again.
So Howitzer—good soldier that he is—carries on.89
The 1940 Christmas season had the usual plethora of seasonal advertisements and
events. For those needing to buy gifts and who had the money to do so, MarksRothenberg advertised electric percolators for $4.75, lamps $1.25 and up, Cory coffee
makers from $5.45 to $9.95, Lady Dover food mixers for $15, and double waffle irons
for $9. The Star’s fashion page informed the city’s women that eighty different styles of
cotton hosiery were available, though they were not expected to replace silk or rayon.
But, said the article, “silk is becoming scarcer and more difficult to obtain with both
Japan and Italy at war.” Nylon production, begun only in 1938 and introduced in 1940,
was not yet a significant textile.90
Brookshire’s Ice Cream was advertising its “Champagne Pudding” with the
assertion that “The holiday feast is not complete without a plum pudding.” And though
its holiday special was not a plum pudding, said the ad, “it’s plum good.” The Help
Yourself Stores were advertising pork pan sausage at 15 cents a pound, two pounds of
headless pan trout for a quarter, layer cakes from fifty cents to a dollar, two-pound fruit
cakes for 70 cents, and a six-pound bag of Ballard’s Obelisk Flour for 31 cents. Penny
Stores advertised live turkeys at 22 cents a pound, and dressed ones for an additional
seven cents. Fresh dressed flounder cost 17 cents a pound, sliced bacon 19 cents a
pound, tenderized picnic hams 15 cents a pound, and oysters 23 cents a pound.91
The Meridian All-Star black football players, the Giants, who had excelled in past
seasons at high school and college, were practicing for their Christmas Day Santa Claus
Bowl game against the Starkville Bears. Football fans from all over east Mississippi
were expected to be present. The Meridian squad was working under the direction of
manager James Davis, captain James Blackwell, and assistant manager J. K. Emerson.
The game would be played at Harris High, and among the Meridian players were the
following (with schools indicated): Ed Singleton (Tougaloo College), Willie Mays
(Wiley), Emmet Mays (Rust College), ____ Walker—sic, no first name (Haven
Teachers), E. J. Turner (Alcorn State), Emanuel Brown (Alcorn State), J. K. Emerson
(Piney Woods School), Fred Jenkins (Wechsler Jr. High), Jonas Marcey (Wechsler Jr.
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High), W. C. Hogan (Harris High), Thomas Hogan (Harris High), Napoleon Ruffing
(Lisman, Ala.), James Davis (Starkville), and Perry Ruffing (Harris High). The game
was sponsored by the St. Paul’s Church building fund and the Young Men’s Athletic
Club.92
East End Elementary School’s teachers and students were working on their
Christmas program scheduled for Wednesday evening, December 18. Part of the
program would be the coronation ceremony of Little Miss East End School. Admission
was fruit, nuts, candies or money, all of which would be donated to the sick, the aged,
and the less fortunate.93
The men of the 153rd Observation Squadron at Key Field celebrated Christmas a
little early, on Friday evening, December 20. With their families present, the unit
gathered in the mess hall and enjoyed the usual amenities of a Christmas party, including
songs, exchange of gifts, and “good fellowship.” Col. Allison J. Holifield, commanding
officer, made a short talk and let it be known that all who desired might take a leave on
the 21st and plan to return by reveille on January 2.94
It was perhaps a somber Christmas for members of the Meridian Battery, 114th
Field Artillery. Already aware that they would have no Christmas leave, they were told
now to be ready to leave Meridian on Tuesday morning, December 18. So, with their
wives and sweethearts they gathered early that morning at Weidmann’s Restaurant for a
farewell breakfast to steel them for their journey to Camp Blanding, Fla., and an absence
of at least a year. In those days Weidmann’s never closed,95 so an early breakfast there
allowed the group to set out at 6:30 a.m. The first leg of the trip got them to Troy, Ala.,
at about 2:30 p.m. They had the rest of the day to rest. The second night they were in
Lake City, Fla., and arrived in Camp Blanding the next morning about 9 a.m. The word
sent back to Meridian was that the Service Battery were “roughing it,” at least
temporarily. Their new base had previously been an unspectacular Army post, and the
Meridianites found that despite recent construction, it lacked good housing. Officials
expected to need at least three more months of work to make the place reasonably
comfortable. Nevertheless, the report from Blanding to the hometown folk was that the
battery members were not at all unhappy with their situation. Margaret Allen, a
Meridianite whose husband and son were among a construction crew at Jacksonville,
Fla., visited them for Christmas. She and her husband drove over to Camp Blanding to
see the Meridian men, as well as to deliver to Gene Naylor a fruit cake from his mother.
Mrs. Allen reported that the Blanding area was very wet from heavy rains, but that the
men were comfortably situated and in good health. She said the camp was ten miles long
and fifteen wide. The men asked her to tell their families that they were doing very
well.96
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The bad weather in Meridian on the day after Christmas—a house blown down,
another minus a chimney, and many houses with damaged window panes—did not keep
residents from appreciating the area’s greatly-improved economic condition. It was
perhaps the improved economy that produced 146 more marriage licenses in 1940 than in
1939. The headline in the Meridian Star proclaimed, “Meridian Ends Greatest Year in
All Its History.” The story beneath that glowing headline described advances in industry,
business, and finance, as well as an increase in professional activities and civic projects.
Meridian Grain and Elevator Company, now in its 29th year, reported an excellent twelvemonth period. Not only did it produce feed for livestock and poultry, but it also produced
corn meal. It proudly reminded the city that it also had the only “grits plant” in the state.
And out on the Airport Road (U. S. Highway 11 South) the Flintkote Plant was preparing
to go into production at the first of the year. Henry Weidmann had purchased a brick
building adjoining his restaurant and was planning to “materially enlarge” his business.
He would also extend his present dining room to the rear of the building, thus doubling
the dining area. The kitchen also would be moved to the rear of the building, and the
second-floor dining room would be kept for larger parties. As though all this activity
were not sufficient to attest to the city’s general economic health, Chief Deputy M. H.
Yarbrough, of the Sheriff’s Department, discovered a whiskey still on a creek less than
300 yards off 22nd Avenue and near the Fairgrounds. Nearby were two fifty-gallon
barrels of mash, fully fermented and “ready to run.” The officers opined that the still had
been in operation for “some time” and that the entrepreneurs were probably planning to
“run” the mash on December 29.97
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Chapter 3: 1941—Rendezvous with Infamy

For Meridianites 1941 began with “Jesse James” and ended with war. On New
Year’s Eve an elderly man signed the Meridian Hotel’s registry as Jim Williams. It was,
he said, his way of escaping unwanted publicity. He was in town with a show about the
notorious outlaw Jesse James. More, he represented himself as the 93-year-old James
and declared that the story of Jesse’s murder in 1882 was untrue. The man murdered on
that occasion, said the visitor, was Charles Biglow, who for his own purposes had
assumed James’s identity. The hotel’s guest explained that his father Robert James was
born in Logan County, Kentucky, in the 1830s and became a Baptist preacher. His
mother was Zeldria Kohal (or Zeralda or Zerelda Cole—the Star gave three different
forms in as many places), a Methodist missionary. During the Civil War,
Williams/James said that he killed at least 100 men; and after the war, while living as Jim
Williams, he killed three outlaws and wounded another. But he insisted that the bloody
deeds credited to him were actually committed by a man named Charles Biglow. For a
while after the Civil War, so Williams/James alleged, as part-American Indian he lived
with the Shawnees in northern Missouri. Said the Star’s reporter:
He relates so many intimate details of the James family that some readily
accepts [sic] his statement that he is Jesse James. Frank Dalton [survivor of the
Dalton gang of bandits], in a deposition, taken at Tyler, Tex., Sept. 1, 1936, says
Williams is James. In 1938, before citizens and officials, Mr. Williams produced
the gun with which Biglow was killed, where he had buried it 41 years before
that.1
A Meridian citizen, not identified by the Star, said that he had known Jesse
James’s mother Zerelda, and after talking with James/Williams, said that if the latter
wasn’t James, then he was James’s ghost. But this “ghost,” seemed very much alive and
at home in Meridian—giving impromptu lectures, mailing packages at the Post Office,
and taking his second airplane ride. Lt. Fred Key, at the local base, obliged the aged
visitor on New Year’s Day. (The old fellow pronounced it not much different from
riding a horse.) While at the airfield, James/Williams regaled a large number of the 153rd
Observation Squadron with his colorful stories. He appeared once at the VFW’s “Days
of ’49 Slippery Gulch” affair, and later was expected to appear in several other cities in
the state. After that, he was to go to Florida where he was booked for 27 weeks.2
As promised, the new Flintkote began production the day after New Year’s, but
the big story downtown that first week of January was perhaps the one about a stunt man
who styled himself “Iron Man Steve” but who failed to do the sort of stunt that the late
Harry Houdini made famous. Working with assistants outside a building on 22nd
Avenue, Steve had himself trussed in a straitjacket and heavy chains, and then lifted so
that he hung upside down while dangling from an automobile’s inner-tube. As a reporter
from the Star put it, “He has performed the stunt so often, that if he did it, it wouldn’t be
1
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news. He missed; hence this story.” There was only a small crowd watching, and his
getting into his bonds forty minutes early in order to attract more of an audience may
have been the critical factor in his failure. Already somewhat fatigued before being
hoisted some fifteen feet above the street, he remained upside down about six minutes
and got most of the chains off. But by that time he lacked the energy to finish the
procedure. “It was a ticklish situation,” said the reporter. Iron Man Steve shouted, “I
can’t lift the chains; lower me down!” They did so, and his facial coloration suggested to
the spectators that it was certainly a good thing they did. The reporter added: “This does
not mean that ‘Steve’ cannot do the stunt, or that he did not want to do it.” He said he
had merely misjudged the amount of time he had remaining before he went up. A
collection from the spectators garnered only about three dollars.3
At this same time there was another somewhat unusual happening in Meridian.
Three youths arrived in town after having pushed a wheelchair all the way from New
York. Homer Shank, 21, had been a guide at the New York World’s Fair and was now
on his way home to Lemoore, Cal. Fred Berg and William Barry had accompanied him;
but since they had suddenly been called into the service, Shank would have to trudge on
alone. He was undaunted, however, and expected to reach Los Angeles by April Fool’s
Day. He said he had been promised a role in a film about the New York World’s Fair, if
he successfully finished his long journey. Shank, a student at San Diego State College,
and his companions had been averaging about thirty miles a day and put up at night along
the way wherever they could find a convenient place, often a service station. The
weather had not been a problem until the day after Christmas when they were near
Birmingham. Now, however, he seemed to be somewhat surer of his success; for he had
reached U. S. Highway 80, that would take him right into California. When asked his
opinion of his chances for finishing the trek, he replied that it would be a “push-over.”4
Even as a labor ad in the Star was complaining that the newly-opened Royal
Theater was unfair to union labor, there was a more portentous article in the paper
explaining why the Hawaiian Island of Oahu had been made “as sabotage-proof as
human ingenuity can devise.” The project had been a joint endeavor by the Army, the
FBI, the Honolulu Police Department, and a citizens’ committee of one thousand. Said
the article:
Should an enemy ever attack Oahu and come close enough to attempt a landing,
the Hawaiian Division stationed at Schofield Barracks in the center of the island
would have its air squadrons, artillery, fast tanks, machine guns and motorized
infantry in action quickly enough to repulse effectively any forces that came
within range from the outside.”5
In that same first week of January, while Honolulu pondered dangers from a “fifth
column,” an insidious viral enemy attacked Meridian. Said the Star, “Flu is prevalent in
3
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the city, but it has not swept Meridian off its feet.” Dr. Horace M. Ivy, superintendent of
city schools, reported school attendance somewhat lower but not alarmingly so. City
Commissioner John T. Pinkston was nursing a case and thus missing council meetings.
Mayor Clint Vinson himself was ailing; and though he called it only a cold, he had to
delay a council meeting. Even Dr. N. C. Knight, director of the Lauderdale County
Health Department had a “touch” of the flu. Out at Key Field several members of the
153rd Observation Squadron were the worse for it, but influenza was not stopping
preparations for receiving the new Indiana squadron due to arrive soon. Dr. Gus Rush
was medical officer for the 153rd, and the Star published a posed photo showing Rush and
Capt. Gene Vinson, both smiling for the camera, while Rush checked Vinson’s pulse.6
Those improvements at Key Field involved laying gas and sewerage lines and the
construction of new roads. The Star reported: “Work is starting on vast improvements at
Key Field, where the 153rd Observation Squadron is stationed, and where the 113th
Observation Squadron, from Indiana, will begin training Jan. 27.” Gas lines would allow
the base to replace stoves. The city would run sewer lines. Among other improvements
were a new ceiling and concrete floor for the mess hall.7
A lead editorial in the Star revealed James Skewes’ thoughts on one aspect of the
improving economy. There had been a report that the Southern Railway System was
planning to rehire workers and thus go back to the level of the “good old days” of preDepression times. Said Skewes: “If the good old days could be brought back again,
about six or eight months from today—they wouldn’t be good enough. Meridian is
headed toward a future that will eclipse anything of the past by a great margin. Get
aboard!”8 The editor’s advice to Southern had to do with the economic picture; but in
retrospect one can ponder the irony that far more than economics would be at issue a few
months later.
The start of the new year brought new plans, resolutions, and concerns. Among
the latter were what was going to become of Meridian’s Eagles and the team’s place in
the Southeastern League. The League had been made up of the cities of Meridian and
Jackson, in Mississippi, the Alabama teams of Anniston, Gadsden, Selma, Montgomery,
and Mobile, and Pensacola, Fla. The league’s president, Stuart X. Stephenson, hoped
that the 1941 season would continue with eight clubs, but he admitted that the Meridian
and Anniston teams were having financial difficulties. By January 20 the league was
proceeding to organize with only six teams definitely assured a place. Meridian and
Anniston were given a 15-day grace period “in which to straighten out club financial
affairs and meet other league requirements.” Meanwhile, Meridian’s situation was
described as “very doubtful.” In this unpromising situation, the matter was considered at
a meeting in Meridian when the following local baseball fans met with the league’s
President Stephenson: Mayor Clint Vinson, Norman Cohen, Clarke “Babe” Pearce, E. P.
McNeill, C. B. Rawlings, and Marvin R. Bates. Nothing decisive developed from the
conference. At noon on January 24 there was a last-ditch discussion of the matter at the
6
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weekly meeting at the Lamar Hotel of the Long Table Fellowship, a group of
businessmen interested in civic matters. Carl Walters, Star sports editor, urged all those
to be there if they enjoyed local baseball.9
At the Long Table meeting Bob Blair reminded the group that the increasing
population of Key Field, plus such new businesses as the Flintkote, would almost
certainly create a “boom” for local baseball attendance. Sam Wilbourne said: “My
suggestion toward unraveling the present financial muddle of the club would be to sell
the franchise to any party who would pay interest on outstanding loans made by the club
and to start anew.” Subsequent meetings and efforts were successful. Sylvan Straus was
general chairman of a campaign to raise $6,000 to operate Meridian’s team, and he
received a number of unsolicited contributions through the mail and urged others to
contribute. Those working on the baseball project with Straus were Bob Alston, Harry
W. Rice, J. A. Lacour, Joe Dean, Mayor Clint Vinson, E. S. Kean, L. J. Tucker, Clyde
Rawlings, Norman Cohen, Ransome Clark, Clarke Pearce, Chap Williamson, Bob Tew,
Harry Costello, Lamar Robinson, Fred Vann, Hugh Clift, Jr., Charles McIntosh, Frank
McLendon, W. P. McNeill, George Carter, E. L. King, and several on the police force.
It all paid off; there was a Meridian team the following summer. The manager for the
1941 season was Bennett Tate, a former major league catcher and for the past three
seasons manager for the club in Mayfield, Ky.10 For the four years after the 1941 season
ball teams everywhere in the nation were deferring to national defense.
Lloyd Royal opened his Royal Theater at 10:30 a.m. on Monday, January 6. In
those years the theater was on the west side of 23rd Avenue, between Seventh and Eighth
Street, and across from the Paragon Book Store. The opening feature film was “Spring
Parade,” starring the popular singer Deanna Durbin. Downstairs admissions ranged from
seventeen to twenty-two cents, depending upon the day of the week; while the balcony
cost eleven cents at all times. On special “bargain nights” admission was eleven cents in
both areas. The front of the theater was in three shades of blue, and the interior was done
in light colors—gray, brown, cream, and white. The aisles were covered with
“modernistic” carpet. The entire theater was, said ads, “as modern as money and skill
can make it.”11 The only sour note by later standards is that the new theater was for
whites only, even though other cinemas in the city had “colored” balconies. Though the
Star’s article did not mention the matter, one of the most interesting features of this
theater of Art Deco design was the number of “love seats” spaced at intervals along the
rows of seats. A “love seat” was about the width of two single seats but without a
separating armrest. They occasioned much comment, all favorable so far as I can
remember.
Royal was not content simply to project others’ moving pictures. In the middle of
January he contracted with Melton Barker, a film producer, to make a two-reel comedy
9
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similar to the Our Gang type—Little Rascals to a later generation. Royal planned to use
about 100 local children between the ages of three and fourteen. He announced that he
could use any number of types and talents including even those who were ordinary in
appearance, or perhaps had such features as freckles, were fat or lean, could sing or do
acrobatics, or who had comical abilities. Barker had arrived by January 16 and was ready
to start casting at the theater on the 18th. Rehearsals, which were scheduled so as not
interfere with school work, would last from the 22nd to the 24th. Production would start
on the 25th.12
And there were yet other indications of an improved economy in this new year.
An increase in the city’s use of the telephone, for instance, showed that business was
better. There were about 55,000 local and about 500 long distance calls every day. One
of the businesses helping to raise that number was doubtless Long’s Hatcheries, which on
January 24 formally opened their new plant at 2216 Fourth Street, next to the Postal
Telegraph office. The business would use the first and second floors. Long’s explained
their moving from the country into Meridian as an effort to make it more convenient for
about a hundred flock owners, who supplied the company’s eggs, as well as for the public
wishing to buy poultry feed and baby chicks. The new location was, said an article in the
Star, the culmination of twenty years of “splendid success in the production of 100-per
cent blood-tested baby chicks.” The hatchery spent about $15,000 each season for
hatching eggs, paying a premium of ten cents per dozen above the market price for
quality eggs. The business was designed to hatch 130,000 eggs every three weeks.
Another index of better times was the new Flintkote plant, whose general manager,
George Pecaro, announced that his plant was working 175 in three shifts, and expected to
hire more later. It was also significant for the local economy that by the beginning of
February, Key Field, by then the base for two squadrons, had a monthly payroll of nearly
$20,000. It was noticed that, as one party put it, five- and ten-dollar bills were much in
evidence.13
On Saturday, January 25, W. B. Grauel, on the staff of the Meridian Star, closely
observed the city’s new vitality. As he did from time to time, Grauel took a pedestrian’s
close look and concluded, “Meridian is definitely booming.” More specifically he added:
“Everywhere, people were on the move, hundreds were buying something, others were
talking about work on hand, one traveled blocks before finding parking space, and
money, important money, was in circulation on a big scale.” At six p.m. Saturday
evening he stood at 21st Avenue and Sixth Street, and in either direction he could hear
“the hum of business.” North on 21st Avenue there were scores of buyers in the shops
well past the Post Office and the Bus Station, the latter of which in those days was on the
northeast corner of 21st Avenue and Ninth Street. “Sixth Street,” said Grauel, “was a
picture to do your Meridian heart good.” Remodeled stores were very evident all along
21st Avenue, and the Lamar Hotel seemed to have few if any rooms available. Moving
12
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over to 22nd Avenue, he found the corner around Fifth Street at least as active. “Groups
were standing everywhere,” he said, “people holding packages or babies. A blind
musician was singing ‘The Prisoner’s Song.’ Buses were moving from both corners.
And, most important, cash registers were ringing as if they were operated on an automatic
control system.” The whole scene belied the weatherman’s prediction of rain. Grauel
rode out to the Flintkote plant and the airport and saw much activity there, as well. The
“WPA boys are digging a ditch all the way to the Rock House,” observed Grauel, “and
that’s a fore-runner of the future extent of the field.” He continued his rhapsody:
Mills are running full swing. Trucks are hauling this and that. Contractors are
talking about bids. ‘Joe Somebody got the contract,’ could be heard frequently.
Definitely, very definitely, money was in circulation. It was not being wasted,
however. Fewer than usual were playing coin machines. For the most part, the
buying was substantial, for clothes or foods, and cars, too. Shiny new ones, and
some that you had to push off to get started. Sheriff Fred Ross sold car tags until
a late hour Saturday night. Hundreds of automobile tires moved during the day.
The sheriff said lots of people still had to come in and pay their taxes, and maybe
some were wondering how they would meet them, but a couple of weeks like the
present one and money problems, it seemed, would be a thing of the past.14
For those who today might suspect that Grauel was indulging in hyperbole and writing
for effect, I remind them that, like most other Americans, he had gone through years in
which his hometown had borne a very different aspect. Just months before, those same
areas would have produced a very different impression.
$1,965,000 had already been allocated for expanding Meridian’s civilian airport at
Key Field; but more important was the work already done, and more that was planned, to
expand the military’s section of the aviation facility. Far more than the half-million
dollars already made available would have to be provided. On Thursday, January 23, a
large number of workers, many of them the 405 under the WPA, started work on the
Army’s new base. Key Field was to have three paved runways and one that was
“graded.” The present runway was 3,000 feet long and would be extended to a total of
5,100 feet. The WPA would construct a 6,100-foot north-south, asphalt runway, as well
as a 3,800-foot graded runway running northwest and southeast. Another, designated as
the “army runway,” would be of asphalt and would run east and west for 4,100 feet, the
width of the field. North of the field, and nearer town, there would be barracks, officers
quarters, the administration building, and other structures paid for by about $2,000,000 of
the Army’s expenditure. Additional land would be acquired through eminent domain,
proceedings for which began January 27 in county court before Judge R. M. Bourdeaux.
Said the Meridian Star, “As quickly as the city and the land owners close deeds for the
property, the army will go into action.”15
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One of the earliest efforts by the community to contribute to the relaxation and
good morale of the local squadron was a dance on Saturday evening, January 25, at the
American Legion Hall. It was the first of a series sponsored by the Legion and several
civic clubs in the city. Ralph Young and Dr. Tom Lawrence, of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce, and Dr. A. C. Bryan, of the American Legion, were in charge of
arrangements. John Stroble and his orchestra played.16
On January 27 Key Field welcomed its second military unit, the 113th Observation
Squadron, an Indiana group that had been in existence twelve years. Most of the men,
about 100 enlisted men and five officers, arrived from Indianapolis by train at 6:45 a.m.
The train stopped near Key Field, and the men marched the remaining short distance. In
addition, there was a motor convoy of twenty vehicles that arrived two days later. The
commanding officer, Maj. Oliver H. Stout, and ten other pilots, would arrive in the
squadron’s planes; but bad weather had delayed their departure. The squadron had 111
men, 22 officers and several “attached” officers. Capt. E. W. Sweeney, squadron
adjutant, had already been here several days making preparations; and Corp. Frederick
Spiegel, a member of the aerial photography section, had been here two days setting up
the unit’s laboratory. M. Sgt. Charles H. Brown was the squadron’s first sergeant. One
of the last members of the Indiana squadron to arrive was Lt. T. E. Frankenfield, who
with the squadron’s Labrador retriever mascot, Bonnie, landed “a bit tardy but intact.”
The lieutenant’s landing gear had malfunctioned and forced him to land the plane at
Nashville.17
On the afternoon of the same day that the 113th Squadron arrived at Key Field,
and Lloyd Royal’s new theater was showing Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the local
observance of Mississippi Defense Week got started under the chairmanship of J. L.
Fleming. A joint undertaking by the American Legion and the WPA, the observance
began at 4:30 p.m. at the Soldier Monument at Seventh Street and 23rd Avenue. R. R.
“Bob” Wallace, post commander of the American Legion, began the occasion with a talk;
and there was music by the Sons of the American Legion Band. Part of the ceremony
consisted of a joint maneuver over the area by the two squadrons from Key Field.
Fleming urged all public and private buildings to display American flags.18
This collaboration between the American Legion and the WPA was simply
another of the varied activities of the latter group. The Works Progress Administration
was ended after America entered the war; but it was at this date still active, even though
many formerly-unemployed had now found permanent employment. One function the
WPA still performed in Meridian was to provide a dance orchestra for various occasions.
At the beginning of 1941 the band, led by Ernest Tucker, was often employed to furnish
music for civic groups, and it assumed an even more important role as the number of
soldiers at Key Field increased. As a matter of fact, as early as the winter of 1941 there
were at least a dozen defense projects with which the WPA was occupied. In the first full
16
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week in February that work was celebrated by numerous placards in the windows of
businesses around town. “See for yourself,” said one poster, “the part this WPA project
does have in state defense.”19
It was announced in the local paper on January 30 that four pursuit squadrons
were slated to be stationed at the local air base as part of the projected addition of 2,000
soldiers. The 50th Pursuit Headquarters would have 18 officers and 204 enlisted men;
and in each of the 10th, 11th, and 12th Pursuit Squadrons there would be 33 officers and
157 enlisted men. The largest unit would be the 51st Air Base Group, with 24 officers
and 479 enlisted men. There would be also the following smaller units: a mechanical
detachment of five officers and 150 men, a weather unit of one officer and 15 men, a
quartermaster unit of nine officers and 125 men, a signal group of two officers and 38
men, an ordnance section of four officers and 72 men, and a medical detachment of 13
officers and 76 men. At least $2,500,000 was yet to be spent to make the necessary
expansions. In addition, the city government called an election for February 10 to
approve a bond issue of $100,000, the purpose of which was to purchase more land for
the Key Field project.20
The city’s mayor and commissioners tied the vote on that bond issue primarily to
defense of the nation, but there was the underlying, almost tacit, additional purpose of
helping the local economy. More soldiers meant more money circulating to the area’s
advantage. In an ad signed by Mayor Vinson and Commissioners John T. Pinkston and J.
W. Goodwin, they explained that while the Federal government was prepared to use
additional local land to expand Key Field, it was averse to buying it. The only solution
was for Meridian to acquire the land and to make it available to the Army. And since the
city’s treasury had no such funds available, it would be necessary for the city’s voters to
approve a loan that would add only 33 cents on each thousand-dollar assessment. Once
the Army was assured the use of the land, all the proposed improvements and
expenditures would go forward. The city’s officials reminded Meridianites: “We cannot
afford to think of Monday’s election in terms of an ordinary bond issue. The additional
cost to us is slight. We have been asked to help America as true Americans. We make
our answer tomorrow.”21
The vote on the bond issue coincided with the arrival of a letter from R. B.
Eleazer, of Atlanta, Ga., who wrote to the Meridian Star’s editor and owner, James H.
Skewes, to offer some “practical considerations.” Eleazer said that England had no hope
of winning the war without America’s help, and he was opposed to entering a war. Thus,
he recommended a “negotiated peace” with Hitler. In reply, Skewes published the
following editorial:
A “negotiated” peace, with Adolf Hitler dictating the terms, would mean
the end of freedom for millions of people in Norway, France, Belgium, Denmark,
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the Netherlands and other countries, and, in the end, a united attack by totalitarian
nations on the Western Hemisphere, with the United States as the big prize.
From his written words Mr. Eleazer can be classed along with the
isolationists who see no danger for this country in the rapid spread of
totalitarianism and the Nazi-Fascist policy of “might makes right.”
No person with the understanding of a grammar school student, who gives
this matter serious thought, can conscientiously decide that a “negotiated” peace
would mean anything but a complete Axis victory….
No, we do not favor a “negotiated” peace that would permit Hitler to hold
the power of life and death over millions of men and women who long for liberty.
Neither do we favor a “negotiated” peace that would permit the Axis
powers to make themselves even stronger than they are now with ultimate
invasion of this country a probability if not a certainty.
Mr. Eleazer and others of his ilk are decidedly “persona non grata” so far
as this newspaper is concerned.22
It goes without saying that the editor spoke for the vast majority of Meridianites,
and at this time a vote in favor of the Key Field bond issue was perhaps the best way a
local citizen could show his feelings on the subject. The same issue of the Star that
carried Editor Skewes’ editorial contained also an entire page given over to an appeal to
voters to support the bond project. At the top of the page was a picture of President
Roosevelt, and at the bottom of it was a list of the 48 businesses sponsoring the ad. There
were also two quotations from F.D.R.’s public declarations: “For us, this is an
emergency as serious as war itself. We must apply ourselves to our task with the same
resolution, the same sense of urgency, the same spirit of patriotism and sacrifice as we
would show were we at war….” And: “All our present efforts are not enough. We must
have more ships, more guns, more planes—more of everything….” Well, the bond issue
passed, but not quite with flying colors. In fact, though it passed in every precinct of the
city, a mere 1,675 Meridianites bothered to vote. Pretty obviously the war still seemed a
long way off to most citizens.23
Nevertheless, work on the Key Field project could now proceed. The bonds sold
well and at a coupon rate of 2 ¾ percent. The sale proved, in fact, to be one of the best
bond sales in the city’s history. The bonds were sold to George T. Carter and John R.
Nunnery, both companies from Meridian and both offering a thirty-dollar premium. The
First National Bank came in second with an offer of a twenty-five-dollar premium.24
During the years that Franklin Roosevelt was president, celebrating his birthday
was widely popular, and no more so than throughout the Meridian area. As a victim of
poliomyelitis, Roosevelt took an early interest in the fight against it. Thus it was that
January 30 was more than just a chance to wish the President a Happy Birthday; it also
became the annual date for collecting donations for his “March of Dimes” program. I
recall well that our teachers at Poplar Springs Elementary School, as well as the city’s
22
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other schools, called attention to FDR’s birthday for both of these reasons. Adults
celebrated, too, as they did in 1941 when a “President’s Ball” took place at the Shrine
Mosque. On that occasion, said those in charge of the event, more people attended than
ever before. Said the Star: “Because they danced, others will be able to walk for all the
funds from the ball will be used to combat infantile paralysis. Half is retained by the
local committee and the other goes to the national foundation.” During the intermission
Mrs. Thomas L. Bailey, county chairwoman, and Evelyn Murray, city chairwoman,
thanked the dancers for their interest and their attendance. A number of servicemen from
Key Field attended, and the decorations of flags, as well as the bunting in the national
colors, gave a definitely patriotic quality to everything. And over the stage where Bob
Brucker’s Orchestra played there was a large picture of President Roosevelt. (Brucker’s
musicians later played also for a “Junior President’s Ball” at the American Legion
Hall.)25
On that same day the FBI’s director J. Edgar Hoover passed through Meridian on
his way to investigate the wreck of a troop train near Sandersville on the 29th. Several
soldiers were injured.
On Sunday, February 2, the African-American Southern Leadership Training
School offered a special lecture on “The Negro and National Defense.” The school’s
administration building was on the corner of 17th Avenue and 19th Street. The speaker
was the Rev. W. H. Lewis, an advisor and consultant for his people for twenty years. He
was a veteran of the First World War and had been awarded medals by both the United
States and foreign nations.26
The Meridian Star of February 2 carried two items about the war and America’s
relation to it. One quoted Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox, in testimony before a
congressional committee, to the effect that if England fell, he did not doubt there would
be an attack by the Germans on the Western Hemisphere. And, he added, the odds were
against our ability to repel it. In reply to a question whether we could act soon enough to
save England, he said, “Frankly, I don’t know. I’m tremendously worried.” Somewhat
softening Knox’s gloomy outlook was a second article about an ex-Meridianite, Homer
Brett, who had recently retired from thirty years in the diplomatic service and was
visiting his cousin, Mrs. T. E. Royals. Among the places where he had served were such
Latin American nations as Venezuela, Peru, Chile, and Brazil. He said that he had been
pleasantly surprised at the high level of Pan-Americanism and hemispheric solidarity that
existed at that time.27 All of this was relevant to Roosevelt’s “Good Neighbor Policy”
that was designed to cultivate new accords in Latin-America and to heal old wounds.
Something to take the city’s mind off the European war, at least briefly, was
always welcome. Such an undertaking was the Miss Meridian contest, in early February,
sponsored by 38 of the city’s businesses. Winner of the first prize had four choices: a
16-day, all-expenses-paid Caribbean cruise, or free tuition for four years at any
Mississippi college, or one year of tuition at college (plus books and boarding), or an all25
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expenses-paid trip to Hollywood. The second prize winner received a $30-coupon book
(in denominations of ones and fives) for any merchandise at any store co-operating in the
contest. The third prize was the same as the second, except that the amount was for $25.
A contestant had to be between the ages of 16 and 30 and a resident of the Meridian trade
area. No employee of the Meridian Star was eligible. Bernice Hill was chosen “Miss
Meridian,” and Edna Adams and Nell Gordy were runners-up.28
Other matters of interest were touched on when Judge Arthur Busby charged the
grand jury in circuit court on Monday, February 3. “Gambling is going on in Meridian
and Lauderdale County on a large scale, and whiskey is being sold openly,” said Busby.
It could be stopped, he said, only if the grand jury, the officers, and the citizens worked
together on the problem.29
One might have been better advised to pass up the gambling and booze that Judge
Busby was speaking of and try instead one of the city’s cinemas. Even as Busby’s grand
jury deliberated, Meridianites were enjoying a Henry Aldrich film at the Temple; Linda
Darnell and Tyrone Power in “Zorro,” at the Alberta; Don Ameche, Betty Grable, and
Carmen Miranda in “Down Argentine Way,” at the Strand; and “One Night in the
Tropics,” with Allan Jones, Nancy Kelly, and Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, at the Royal.
All in all, very light-weight pieces but entertaining.
On Saturday, February 1, the Northwood Club gave an elaborate ball at
Northwood Country Club to honor the officers, wives, and dates of the two squadrons at
the base, a type of affair that would become almost routine as Meridian and the nation
prepared for and, later, were engaged in the war. Jimmy Pruitt’s orchestra played amid
an abundance of patriotic ornamentation. A description in the Star spoke of “the
brilliance of the dress uniforms of the officers and the formal gowns of the women” and
how it all “made the scene one of the most scintillating of the season.” More: “Tables
placed around the ballroom transformed the club house into a cabaret for the occasion.
Punch and canapés were served from a lace[-]covered table placed in the dining alcove.
Red and blue candles…illuminated the table appointments of crystal and silver.”30
Demonstrations of support of our local soldiers, especially those recently arrived
from Indiana, became a popular way to express one’s support of preparedness—to
borrow a term from World War I. The Friday Night Dancing Club gave a special
program in honor of the officers, wives, and dates of the recently-arrived 113th
Observation Squadron. The dance was held at the Northwood Country Club, and despite
the dancing club’s name, the affair took place on a Saturday—February 8. Because of
the proximity of February 14, decorations honored St. Valentine’s Day. Along with the
inevitable palms, there were red hearts scattered about, as well as bowls of red roses in
the foyer and the dining area. And above the orchestra on the balcony was a red, silver,
and blue sign that said, “Welcome 113th.”
Patriotic support with graver implications for the military was given by women
working for the Lauderdale County Chapter of the American Red Cross. In their
28
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production room in the Marks-Rothenberg Building they rolled bandages and sometimes
made other types of medical preparations and textile goods for use in military hospitals.
As the Star observed, “No one knows who will be benefited by the bandages made right
here in Meridian.” “Perhaps,” said one of the workers, “we are making bandages for our
own boys.” Mrs. Walter Holladay, chairperson of the project, begged more women to
volunteer for the work. Meridian, she said, had been assigned 47,000 bandages; and
more hands were needed to finish the work on time.31
Joining other cities around the nation in support of a nation victimized by the
Nazis, Meridian held a “Greek Benefit” program at 11 p.m., March 29, at the Temple
Theatre. The theater showed the film Strawberry Blonde, starring Rita Hayworth and
James Cagney, and let all door receipts go to the Greek Relief Society. In addition to the
film, Indiana’s 113th Observation Squadron, from Key Field, offered “comedy sketches
of army life,” a novelty band, glee club, quartet, and several other features. An audience
of 1,778 brought $830.50 to the charity.32
Meridian’s Service Battery, by early winter well ensconced at Camp Blanding,
Fla., began sending frequent reports back to the home folk. In no time at all, for instance,
the men had given the name Meridian Street to one of the camp’s thoroughfares.
Someone with a camera took a photo of the sign and, behind it, Lt. James Melton and
Sgts. Herman W. Mosby, William J. Harrington, and Robert T. Leigh. They seemed to
be practicing the art of hitch-hiking. Hardly had the Meridianites arrived in Blanding
when two of them became what Sgt. Wright P. Still called “hors de combat.” Pvt. Jack
Laird ended up in the post hospital for several days because of a cut on his leg, and Pvt.
Van Dorn McElwee had an infected toe. All members were involved in training of
various types: Capt. Frank McKee in Division supply school, Lt. Henry C. Flanagan in
how to instruct in the use of the automatic rifle, Pvt. Marion L. Simmons in cooking
school, etc. The Battery’s pet “hate” was “wood pile duty,” which required that any
soldier found idle be assigned to cutting oak wood for heating the tents and cooking in
the mess hall. There was grumbling also about having to rise at 5:30 a.m. Sgt. Still set
himself the regular duty three or four times a month of composing news reports that he
called “Service Battery Blasts” and sending them to the Meridian Star, which published
them for the community.33
Sergeant Still told of other activities. Private Simmons, for instance, was
apparently having much success in keeping the Service Battery well fed. Observed
Sergeant Still: “Food is all-important in the life of a soldier, and for that reason—and
others—we are very proud of Pvt. Marion Simmons. He is still ‘dishing up’ the best food
this battery has ever had.” In late February a typical daily menu was the following:
breakfast: fresh raw milk (that is, not pasteurized), assorted cereals, ham omelet,
molasses, toast and coffee; dinner (noon meal): spaghetti and meat balls, string beans,
candied yams, cornbread, and iced tea; supper: chili con carne, French fried potatoes,
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sliced beets, hot rolls, and coffee. Simmons and Pvt. Luther Birdsong were, as Still
phrased it, “really putting good ‘chow’ before us under supervision of Sgt. Lee Cooper
‘Red’ Perry.” Still spoke also of the rivalry between two different groups of tent buddies.
One tent consisted of the “Big Six,” which consisted of Sergeant Perry and Privates
Dugan Johnson, Jim Watts, L. C. Monette, Slick Wilson, and Dan Mobley. The other
tent housed the “Best Six,” Sergeant Robert Leigh and Privates Joe Andrews, Herman
Mosby, Tiny Harrington, Billy Curtis, and John Thomas Fairchild. Said Still, “These two
groups ‘mix it’ in any and everything from a hot argument to a jitterbug contest.” And
there were indeed opportunities to put the jitterbug contest to practical ends. The Old
Miss Band, which was the official musical ensemble for the outfit, also contained a good
dance orchestra. In mid-March the bands of the 114th and 116th Field Artilleries had a
contest, or what reporter Sergeant Still called “a battle of music.” During an
intermission, some members of the 43rd Division’s orchestra were introduced. Some of
them were experienced musicians from such bands as those led by Artie Shaw, Ozzie
Nelson, Rudy Vallee, and Don Bestor. And there were other such celebrities as the
Isham Jones orchestra and the famous crooner of the Roaring Twenties, Gene Austin.34
There were other kinds of recreation that the battery enjoyed. By mid-May the
Meridian unit had an undefeated team in softball. Curiously, they defeated the units from
both Greenville and Greenwood by the same score, 15 to 3. The Meridian team had the
advantage of several former athletes from Meridian High School, those such as Dugan
Johnson, Wallace Heitman, Lee Perry, Carl Webb, Slick Wilson, Billie Curtis, L. C.
Monette, Joe Andrews, Dan Mobley, and Wright Still. And after it got too dark to play
softball, everyone could go to the new service club for a dance on a floor that Sergeant
Still described as “about the size of the Meridian Junior college gymnasium.” A cafeteria
adjoined it. Pvt. Gene Naylor and others made it a point of going to the service club; for
there they found a number of engaging hostesses, attractive young ladies who could make
a homesick fellow forget all about Meridian.35
By early February the Service Battery was experiencing a reorganization that had
everyone shaken just a bit, mainly because it resulted in the Meridian Battery’s loss of all
of its original officers except Capt. Frank McKee. B. M. Leigh, Paul L. Tatum, Henry L.
Havens, and Henry C. Flanagan were assigned to different but related units. Lt. James
Melton kept his old post of regimental athletic and recreational officer. The
reorganization caused a change in designation for the old Battery. Now it was the
Service and Ammunition Battery, 1st Battalion, 114th Field Artillery. But the change in
name also entailed a change in residence, about 400 yards from the original one. That
was not a great distance, but it meant more hard work made more onerous by leaving a
camp site that the group had carefully made into one of Blanding’s best. Nevertheless, the
new location proved to be a better one in that it was on higher ground and was nearer the
men’s work areas.36
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The battery were very pleased when, in late winter, they received two new trucks
and a promise of 17 more. These were described as “the latest model…with power to
spare.” Privates Dan Mobley and Richard L. Wilson were delighted to be appointed the
drivers who would break-in the new vehicles. At the same time, Private John N.
Harrington was assigned the post of division photographer. And it was also at this time
that Captain Frank McKee was assigned to a three-month artillery school at Fort Sill,
Okla., and that upon his return, he would be assigned to a different duty. Thus, this was
his farewell to his old battery. Lt. Eli S. Davis, from Grenada, Miss., took McKee’s
place. Private Eugene Naylor was appointed battery reporter for the regiment’s
newspaper The Dragon. Promotions at this time were the following: Pvt. Jack Laird
promoted to mess sergeant, succeeding Sgt. Lee Cooper Perry, who was made a section
leader with the same rank; Pvt. Herman Mosby to sergeant and ammunition clerk; Pvt.
Wallace Heitman to sergeant and section leader; Pvt. Frank Birdsong to machine
sergeant; Pvt. Joe P. Andrews to sergeant in motor supply; Pvt. Luther Foye to corporal
and battalion motor vehicle dispatcher; Pvt. Robert L. Blanks, Jr., to corporal and
battalion supply clerk; Pvt. James D. Watts to corporal and battalion supply clerk; Pvt.
Richard L. Wilson to corporal and battery agent; Pvt. William G. Grace to corporal and
battery clerk; Pvt. Dugan Johnson to sergeant in battery supply; and Staff Sgt. Wright
Still to first sergeant. Since the rules allowed only one master sergeant, M. Sgt. John D.
Swift was transferred to the battalion’s Service and Ammunition Battery, where he would
retain his rank and continue his same duties as regimental motor sergeant.37
In mid-April a number of newly-arrived “selectees” were assigned to the
Meridian Battery. They were as follows: Joseph B. Abernathy, Thomas W. Avent, O. D.
Barnes, John Buckalew, G. Q. Burnside, Ernest S. Brunner, Joe Gully Byrd, Harry
“Ben” Carney, Raymond Clay, Jr., Malcolm C. Covert, Warren D. Daniels, James Curtis
Donald, Walter J. Eubanks, P. J. French, Perry F. Gibson, Dave Narcissus Graham, Eulis
L. Harrison, Ernest F. Heiden, Woody R. Jackson, Clifford C. Keller, James L. McNeill,
C. H. Morgan, Willard Null, Wilburn Null, J. W. Parker, Ernest F. Preis, Harry Lee Orr,
J. C. Reeves, Dan H. Singley, Edgar J. Spiess, Harry G. Springer, Norman L. Stuckey,
Richard W. “Whit” Sturges, Jr., William C. Suggs, Theo G. Watson, Parris C. Welch,
Leon Williams, Leroy Shipp, and James F. Snowden. These men arrived toward the end
of April and just in time to enjoy a dance at the Service Club. The regiment’s band
played; and everyone agreed that the affair went off well—“Very orderly with absolutely
no drunks,” as one person observed. The young ladies were well chaperoned, and the
hostesses declared they’d never seen a nicer dance, civilian or military. One presumes
that Pvt. Clifford Morgan missed it, for he had mumps and was the lone patient in the
hospital. Pvt. Eugene Naylor, who went home on leave, apparently also missed it; and
Sergeant Still sent word to Meridian to “warn the fair damsels.”38
In late July the 114th Field Artillery and other units of the 31st Division left Camp
Blanding for extensive maneuvers in Louisiana. In one of his last reports to the Meridian
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Star, Sergeant Still described his camp’s preparation for departure as “hustle and bustle.”
The battery had just received six new GMC “prime movers”—trucks—to help the unit
get to Louisiana. The route to maneuvers had originally scheduled the Meridian Battery
to stop overnight in Waynesboro, Miss., but this was later changed to Laurel. Sergeant
Still hoped that some friends and family members might get down there to see their
men.39
While the Meridian Battery was enjoying the hospitality of Florida civilians,
Meridian’s Civic Center was being put to good use entertaining the men at Key Field,
chiefly the 113th and 153rd Observation Squadrons. On some of those occasions the
WPA orchestra under Ernest Tucker furnished music. Volunteers among the civilian
population also helped, and the programs were often a joint effort by such organizations
as the American Legion and the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Helping servicemen travel between the air base and Meridian was another joint
effort. Obviously, a better city bus line was going to be increasingly important. Back in
1937 the Meridian City Lines had owned only five vehicles, but by the middle of
February, 1941, there were from 19 to 26 operable buses. The number of bus drivers
during that period increased from 10 to 33, and Key Field quickly became the terminus of
one of the regular routes.40 In addition, many civilian residents were quite willing to stop
and offer rides to servicemen waiting at bus stops at the air base, or even at bus stops
downtown. The author recalls as a young boy seeing his family give rides to soldiers.
Sometimes such transportation was given to servicemen who had attended the city’s
worship services and who, afterward, had perhaps been invited to Sabbath dinners. On a
number of occasions my family, members at the Federated (later Central) Presbyterian
Church, invited soldiers for the Sunday noon meal. All of the city’s religious bodies
conscientiously catered to those at the local air base, and many of the latter participated
very much in activities at the local houses of worship. Sometimes they even helped to
lead services or to contribute their musical abilities.
Those musical abilities at the air base were directed toward popular music as well
as sacred, and by late winter in 1941 the 113th Observation Squadron had its own
orchestra. A photo in the Star pictured the following personnel of the Indiana unit:
Privates Fred Wheeler, John Riley, Robert G. Simmons, Sam Eubanks, and Robert Tuttle,
and Corporals Ed Rosener and Robert Mithen.41
On Saturday afternoon, February 15, many Meridianites downtown were startled
to see a flyer, in newspaper form, circulating with the headline “America Declares War
on Germany.” Some just stood blankly staring at the paper and wondering. Yet others,
thinking the sheets had been put out by the Meridian Star, called that paper for
confirmation, even though the name at the top of the page was The Day. Eventually, it
was learned that the “war bulletin” was copyrighted 1940 by RKO Radio Pictures and
bore a dateline of 6 April 1917. It had been distributed by Lee Ozburn, manager of the
Alberta Theater, as part of an advertisement for his coming film The Ramparts We
Watch. The situation reminded many of that Hallowe’en Eve back in 1938 when Orson
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Welles, on his Mercury Theatre on the Air, was alarmingly realistic in his dramatization
of H. G. Wells’s War of the Worlds.42
Shortly after the Alberta caused some Meridianites to miss a heartbeat, the Strand
announced a new feature that, so manager Bert Bickert averred, would bring motion
pictures “the closest to third dimension that they have ever been.” (He obviously had
forgotten the earlier experiment with creating “depth” by wearing special glasses, a
novelty that would be revived briefly a decade later.) What the Strand had done was to
replace its old screen with a new “plastic molded” one. Bickert and others installed the
new screen after closing on Saturday, March 29, and opening the following Monday.
The Strand was one of many cinemas chosen for a 30-day test, partly because of the
warmer climate in Mississippi. The new type screen had not yet been perfected for
colder climates. Said the Star’s reporter, “Images stand out as though they were walking
in front of the screen, giving more depth and perspectus [sic] to the background and
settings.”43
Not at all disturbing as was the Alberta’s stunt, but no less sensational than the
Strand’s innovation, was a demonstration of a new form of film entertainment, something
called “Pan-o-Ram” or “Soundies.” In mid-February, Globe Productions, headed by
President Roosevelt’s son James, set up their company’s contraption out at Moore’s
Sandwich Shop, Eighth Street and Fortieth Avenue, and also in the lobby of the Great
Southern Hotel, at Sixth Street and 23rd Avenue. The gadget was six feet high, three feet
wide, and a little over two feet deep. One could put in a coin and watch a film on a
screen two feet high and a one and a half feet wide. The viewer was regaled with musical
numbers from films that were changed weekly. It was unlike television in that it was
self-contained—projectors, speakers, and screen all provided within the case.44 The
writer recalls seeing such a machine at a restaurant in Pensacola, Fla., in the summer of
1942; though he doesn’t recall seeing either of the two in Meridian. Neither location was
on his youthful route.
The regular cinemas were still entertaining the public. In the middle of March,
for instance, one could see “Western Union” at the Temple, starring Robert Young,
Virginia Gilmore, and Randolph Scott. The Alberta offered a second-run (but still good
toe-tapper) “Tin Pan Alley,” with Alice Faye, Jack Oakie, Betty Grable, and John Payne.
The Strand showed “Mark of Zorro,” with Linda Darnell, Tyrone Power, and Basil
Rathbone. The newest theater, the Royal, had “Nice Girl?” with Deanna Durbin,
Franchot Tone, Robert Benchley, Walter Brennan, and Robert Stack.45
But Lloyd Royal and his new cinema were having growing pains. His attitude
toward organized labor was perhaps responsible for several incidents that proved not to
have serious physical consequences but that caused a sensation and doubtless helped
local attorneys financially. At nine p.m. on Wednesday, February 26, as about 500
watched the screen, a tear gas vial broke near the front of the theater, and the entire
audience fled quickly. It was not the first such incident. On February 6 a similar vial
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was discovered in the balcony, but it was never broken. Two days later a second vial
actually was crushed, probably accidentally as some customer was walking.46
Somewhat more serious was a relatively small explosion at 8 p.m. on Thursday,
March 28. The feature, “When Tomorrow Comes” starring Irene Dunne and Charles
Boyer, had just begun when the device exploded on the left side of the auditorium and
about a fourth of the way toward the screen. Said the Star: “Except for the first flame,
there was no fire, and the fire department was not called. There was a general rush for
exits when the blast occurred, but there was no panic…and after the smoke was
cleared…the show proceeded.” Several persons went for treatment in local hospitals.
They were Catherine and Lula Pigford, twin daughters of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Pigford;
Minnie Mae Draughon; Sam Felton; Dorothy Jean Wall; and Mrs. Morton D. Sanson.
Investigators found the remains of the device—a dollar pocket watch, a center switch, dry
cell batteries, and what was left of the bomb. Royal was not in the theater but was
returning to Meridian from Gulfport and arrived at his theater about a half-hour after the
blast. He complained that he paid the city about $640 a month and thought that entitled
him to their protection. “I do not want to fall out with the police, for they have some fine
officers, but I wonder why they do not follow up the leads we gave them. I cannot
understand why they sit around and let things like this happen.” A number of servicemen
from Camp Shelby, said Royal, had helped prevent a panic. (How Royal managed to do
this while traveling from Gulfport to Meridian was not explained.) Later, Royal amended
his remarks and said that he had subsequently learned that the police had not been idle
but had been working on this latest incident, as well as the earlier ones, and that they had
been investigating so quietly that even he had not known about it. Royal’s problems had
not ended, for early in the morning three days later someone smashed the ticket window
and candy case at the theater’s entrance. The motion picture operators’ union, perhaps
feeling that their somewhat rocky relations with Royal in the past made them suspect,
called a mass meeting shortly after this most recent attack in order to deplore the
vandalism. Each union was asked to contribute money to a reward for information about
the outrages.47
Even as rumors circulated about the presence of rattlesnakes in the Royal Theatre,
Lloyd Royal responded when questioned, “This rumor is ridiculous on the face of it, but
on my way downtown this morning, I was questioned by a number of persons regarding
the mythical snakes. Everything at the theatre has been quiet for some time. I earnestly
believe this latest rumor is being circulated specifically to damage my business.” The
next day it was announced in the Star that Leo Schwartz, motion picture operator, and D.
K. Black, taxi driver and former motion picture operator, had been arrested in connection
with recent violence at the theater and brought before Judge A. B. Amis, Sr. They were
released on $2,500 bond each to await action by the August grand jury. At the time the
Royal Theatre was showing Gone with the Wind, the ad for which carried the following
note: “Special officers will be on duty for your protection! Every precaution is being
exercised during this engagement—you are protected!” In February of 1942 Schwartz
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was convicted of having set off a time bomb in the theater. He received a ten-year
sentence, which was appealed.48
Nevertheless, Royal’s new theater was thriving, as were other local businesses.
Even as the groundhog was predicting an early spring for the area, Handelman’s was
advertising women’s dresses at $1.95, $2.95, and $3.95, and “beautiful silk slips” at
prices ranging from 49 to 98 cents. Fashion notes in the Star were telling local females
that new spring bonnets were brightly colored and decked with fancy trimmings. More,
one was told to consider a hat of powder-pink felt, with a matching embroidered veil, and
worn with a black frock. The local Coca-Cola Company did not dispute that fashion tip,
and probably hoped that the fashion conscious, whether male or female, would continue
to sip “the pause that refreshes,” as well as to enjoy the new (for Coca-Cola) voice in
their sponsored programs on radio. It was Harry Frankel, better known as “Singin’ Sam.”
Earlier, Frankel had been sponsored by Atlas Beer and, more recently, by Barbasol
Shaving Cream. The new Coca-Cola program was called Refreshment Time and was
carried by WCOC. Said the Meridian Star about Frankel, “His deep, rich, friendly voice,
singing old and new popular songs, will provide a refreshing musical interlude in
anybody’s busy day.” And at 2113 Fourth Street, W. T. Legg had rented almost all of his
new frozen food lockers. Another popular company, Hardin’s Bakery, was touting its
Butter-Krust loaves, “the bread of distinctive flavor”; because, said their ads, “It costs no
more than ordinary bread.” Perhaps that last statement referred to their competitor,
Smith’s Bakery. Both bakeries, however, were successful and each had faithful
customers. Another Meridian business that was enjoying the improved economy was the
First National Bank, the ancestor of the later Trustmark Bank. On March 26 the officers
and directors of First National invited the public to come by and enjoy the remodeled
interior and its air conditioning and see the new asphalt tile floors, acoustic ceilings, and
the streamlined features that had replaced the former cages. More than a thousand
accepted the invitation and saw, in addition to all those items named above, between 75
and 80 floral arrangements.49
But one downtown group of businesses suffered a serious, $40,000-fire early on
the morning of March 21. The Miazza-Woods Building occupied the triangular-shaped
block between 21st and 22nd Avenues and Sixth and Eighth Streets. It had originally been
a six-story building, and because of its triangular shape was often called the Flatiron
Building. A previous fire, however, had occurred not long before and resulted in a fourstory building by 1941.50 Eventually, it became only the one-story building that one sees
today.
These were times that invited strong statements of political and cultural views.
Whether it was an attack on the first novel by Meridianite Edward Kimbrough, or
whether one was venting one’s hatred of the isolationists who were attacking President
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Roosevelt’s preparedness program, those expressing their views often did not pull their
punches. Kimbrough was a young English major at the University of Alabama, and his
first novel, From Hell to Breakfast, was receiving both favorable and adverse attention.
It attacked the narrow religious and racial politics of the day, so it is not difficult to see
that it would be dealt with rather harshly by many local critics. But hardly less restrained
and bitter were comments by local individuals of those in the nation who fought
Roosevelt’s policies vis-à-vis the war in Europe. All of those connected with the group
called America First came in for scathing rebuke. Meridian Judge Arthur B. Busby,
speaking before the Woodmen of the World’s meeting in Biloxi, called Montana’s U.S.
Senator Burton K. Wheeler a “Nazi agent.” “All those who oppose the administration’s
policies of aiding England and other forces aligned against the Axis,” said Busby,
“should be lined up before firing squads and shot.” Busby was especially bitter toward
the late Twenties hero, Charles A. Lindbergh, who should, said Busby, “have been shot
long ago.”51
Meridian’s business climate continued to reap benefits from the defense
movement, though not all of them were fated to pan out. In early February, for instance,
the local paper announced several industries that were considering moving to the area.
For example, one was a plant to manufacture ammunition shells, and another one was to
produce autogiros. The autogiro was a type of aircraft that had a freewheeling rotor on
top, somewhat similar in appearance to the helicopter, that turned during flight and gave
extra lift. Apparently neither of these plans got very far. The development of Key Field,
however, proved extremely beneficial, not only to between 650 and 700 WPA workers
but to others as well. In early March the Key Field program included the U. S. Army
Engineers, who began a big program to design a cantonment for 200 officers and 2,000
troopers, an addition to base personnel that would bring a monthly payroll of $150,000.
And on February 19 the U. S. Army announced a contract with the city’s Alden Mills for
manufacture of woolen socks.52
Even as construction continued at Key Field, the airmen there continued their
military duties. In those relatively early days of aviation, flying at night was still difficult
and riskier than that done during daylight. But on Monday night, February 10, the 153rd
Squadron started working on the problems connected with night flights. Dropping flares
from airplanes was the simple way the program started, though some men on the ground
fired flares from special guns. The 153rd’s sister unit, the Indiana 113th Observation
Squadron, began what the Meridian Star called “a period of basic training in the art of
soldiering.” They attended lectures on such topics as the military Articles of War, sex
hygiene, first aid, interior guard duty, and the care and display of equipment. Training in
guard duty procedures soon came in handy, because on May 13 the Meridian Air Base
was among those that the Third Air Force ordered closed to the public immediately.
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Thereafter, anyone entering Key Field would have to be identified and the purpose of the
visit approved. Civilians working on the base would require special passes.53
In downtown Meridian, the Lamar Hotel had an unusual overnight guest on the
night of February 26-27. It was none other than His Imperial Highness, Archduke Otto
von Hapsburg, son of the last Austro-Hungarian monarch, Emperor Charles I, and now
heir to a defunct throne. After the guest and his secretary left, C. M. Williamson, the
Lamar’s manager, received a letter from the secretary in New Orleans:
Gentlemen:
From Wednesday evening until Thursday morning, His Imperial Highness,
Archduke Otto stayed at your hotel in Meridian, having room no. 500.
His Imperial Highness Archduke Otto of Austria left in his room a
nightshirt.
Will you please have the kindness to sent [sic] it immediately to the
following address: His Imperial Highness Archduke Otto of Austria, Stephen F.
Austin Hotel, Austin, Tex.
The letter was signed by Henry Count Degenfeld, the Archduke’s aide de camp and
secretary. The two men, both wearing mustaches, arrived in Meridian in a black Dodge
with New York license plates. The Star published a photo of Imogene Stephens holding
up the nightshirt for the photographer.54 What irony! Otto might have been living in
Vienna’s Hofburg or Schoenbrun Palace. How far the mighty sometimes have to fall!
At the beginning of March, and while the 136 enlisted men of the 153rd
Observation Squadron were earning their total of $7,200 in monthly pay, events were
happening that kept the place active and interesting. Three airplanes described as “the
cream of the Army’s progress,” visited briefly. Two were A20-As, two-motored light
bombers with a cruising speed of 375 miles per hour at 10,000 feet; the third was a
slightly smaller A18-A. In addition, ten grading machines arrived for the heavy
construction work about to begin for new runways. Grading began at 6 a.m. Thursday
morning, March 6, and proceeded with four shifts around the clock. The Meridian Star
described the work as going with “the precision of a carefully planned blitzkrieg.” The
earth movers began at once to construct a haul road. They put the excavated earth on the
new runways, and, said the Star, “both the WPA and Wolfe Construction Company
workmen were in high [gear].” Later that month, traffic on U.S. Highway 11 was
delayed while C. G. Kershaw Company, a contractor from Birmingham, tore up part of
the road to lay a railway spur into Key Field.55
In mid-March Col. William Wright arrived in Meridian and lodged temporarily at
the Lamar Hotel; though as the commanding officer of the newly-established base, he
would soon find permanent quarters. Wright had previously been assigned to duties in
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Savannah, Ga. On April 2 it was announced that Key Field would henceforth be
officially designated as the 40th Air Base, with Wright as base commander.56
While Colonel Wright got his bearings on his new command and home, many in
Meridian began to realize that much thought needed to be given to how local and visiting
servicemen were going to be spending their off-base time. There were already occasional
activities at the Civic Center, such programs for instance as that “old-fashioned square
dance” on March 27. Music was furnished by W. A. Bledsoe “and his fiddlers.” A
previous dance had been given for the soldiers of the 134th Field Artillery, stationed at
Hattiesburg, and a large number of them availed themselves of the event. Some of them
made their plans to return to Meridian for their next leave. All of this was very good, but
many Meridianites thought much more needed to be done. At a Lions Club meeting at
the Lamar Hotel, Howard Cameron suggested that members might invite servicemen to
their homes. In addition, Hillman Taylor, acting Lions president, appointed John Ziller
and Jack Burnett to invite those men at the base who were Lions members to join the
local club at their weekly meetings.57
At about this same time the Southern Railway unveiled its new streamlined
passenger train, the Southerner, which the railroad exhibited all along the future route
that the train would follow from New Orleans to Washington. I was living in
Spartanburg, S. C., at the time and saw it there perhaps a few days after it left Meridian.
It arrived in Meridian on March 20, and to say that the new train impressed the public
favorably does not adequately state the matter. The train, in both appearance and
amenities, represented the apex of rail travel. It was, in the language of a later time,
state-of-the-art. In legally dry Mississippi, one of those amenities, the bar-car,
occasioned much comment, some of it humorous. Mayor Clint Vinson and several other
city officials went down to Hattiesburg and rode the new train into Meridian, but what
they thought of the bar is not recorded. The new streamliner was scheduled to go into
regular service on March 31. It would play a larger role in national defense than many
suspected at that time.58
The inter-urban buses, too, were putting on new faces. Three main lines served
Meridian at this time—Greyhound, Tri-State Trailways, and Gulf Transport Company,
the latter a subsidiary of the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad. Gulf Transport announced
in late March that a new feature of its buses was a radio in each seat. It could be heard
only by the one sitting in a seat and then only when the passenger placed an ear over the
seat cover under which the radio was hidden. A switch allowed one to listen to either of
two stations or else to turn the radio off. After a demonstration bus had visited Meridian,
the new service began between Meridian and Memphis on April first.59 The buses that
served the area were themselves going to be important for travel during the coming war.
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And the possibility of war was increasingly on the minds of Meridian’s citizens.
March 20th was set for the Mississippi “Defense Clinic” to be held in Meridian at the
Lamar Hotel. George Pecaro, general manager of the Flintkote Company, was state
chairman. The purpose, as stated in the Star, was “Total preparedness—for today and
tomorrow,” with a concentration on “Mississippi’s potential defense production facilities
[and] the possible effects of the world situation on ‘tomorrow’s’ American institutions.”
About 500 were expected to attend.60
In the midst of a worsening world situation, Meridian could at least anticipate the
arrival of another spring which, with the economy’s continuing improvement, might
afford some optimism. The Meridian Star made some light-hearted comment about
Jackson’s recent harping on the subject of spring’s arrival: “They have written about
robins singing and dogwood blooming.” But, continued the local paper, Meridian got
there first. “Positive evidence that spring is here was given at noon when an autoist
passed the city hall and, believe it or not, he was wearing a straw hat.” Did Jackson need
any further evidence than that? If so, how about a temperature at one p.m., on April first,
of 82 degrees?61
Perhaps it was either the spring, the city’s water supply, or something else that
added another dimension to the vernal equinox; for on that same day that the
thermometer registered 82 and the gentleman wore the straw hat, there appeared at the
Circuit Clerk’s office an African-American couple seeking a marriage license. The
woman, at age 69, was perhaps past the season of life hymned for romance by the poets;
but by comparison her fiancé, a venerable 102, was almost robbing the cradle. According
to the Star, Tom Coleman and Millie Reed, both of Meridian, seemed in good form, and
Coleman walked nimbly enough, “in no way showing the wear and tear of a century of
living.” Officials believed that the groom had established a new age record for such
undertakings, at least in Meridian. To underscore further winter’s passing in Meridian,
on April 5 baseball enthusiasts at the Meridian Fairgrounds witnessed the revived
Meridian Eagles in an exhibition game against the Pensacola Fliers.62
As though to send Tom and Millie Coleman off on their honeymoon in style, Jake
Brown, who was responsible for beautifying the lawns around the Courthouse, was hard
at work making attractive what had been, since recent remodeling of the building, a very
unsightly area. A reporter from the local paper pronounced Brown’s work “very good.”
The lawn looked well trimmed and the shrubbery was “pleasing to the eye.”63
Out at the new 40th Air Base, as workers were poised to begin construction of the
cantonment for officers and men, there was a meeting between the contractors and the
union workmen who would together spend the $1,408,535 allocated for the project. The
laborers’ union was affiliated with the American Federation of Labor and had opened an
office in the Wagner Building, opposite the offices of the Meridian Star. Union
representatives met with Gwynn Lee, project manager and representative of Volz
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Construction Company, on Wednesday afternoon, April 2, at the Key Field offices of the
Army Engineers. Volz agreed to use the union workers for the entire project, and in
return the union agreed not to strike until any differences had been mediated by a neutral
body. This attention given to labor unions and strikes came amid much discussion in the
nation about what seemed a “rash” of strikes and their effect upon the defense effort.
Even as these negotiations were proceeding at the local base, editor Skewes, of the
Meridian Star, wrote an editorial titled “Sabotage.” “The headlines tell a rather ‘sorry’
story,” he concluded.64 After many lean years, labor unions were now feeling more
confident as a result of the pro-labor Wagner Labor Relations Act, of 1935, and a
supportive Democratic administration. Mississippi, however, was still not friendly
country for organized labor.
On the next day at Key Field there was a visitor that many in the area had read
and heard about, not a person but rather a new type of military transportation. It was the
“jeep,” also called a “blitz buggy.” The homely, saucy little factotum made its way into
downtown Meridian on Thursday, April 3 and attracted much attention. A product of the
Ford Motor Company, it was described by the Meridian Star as a “powerful midget car”
that “has an over-all length of seven feet and is about four feet wide, with its
accommodations for four men.” It had a four-wheel drive, special shock absorbers to
handle any kind of terrain, and a maximum speed of 85 miles per hour. Probably getting
his information from the experts at the base, the Star’s reporter called it a
“reconnaissance car” and said it was “intended for hauling light artillery and [doing]
general field work.” This first jeep was assigned to the 153rd Observation Squadron,
which soon got a second, and two additional jeeps would arrive soon for the 113th
Squadron.65
Another machine visited Key Field the afternoon of the same day the jeep arrived.
It was described as a Pitcairn Whirl Wing autogiro, and was owned by Fred W. Soulé, of
Willow Grove, Penn. He had begun to notice an oil leak and stopped at Key Field to
have it repaired. He then flew on to Dallas, Texas.66
After these two mechanical visitors, Meridian had two famous human ones, Mr.
and Mrs. Duncan Hines, authors of Adventures in Good Eating, Lodging for a Night, and
Adventures in Good Cooking. Their books listed their choices of the nation’s best
restaurants and inns. They arrived in Meridian on April 9 and had lunch at Weidmann’s.
At one point Mrs. Hines explained: “Answering fan mail is our chief overhead. A few
days ago, my husband bought more than $1,000 worth of postage stamps at the Bowling
Green [Ky.?] post office. These stamps will be used up in a short while.”67 Henry
Weidmann got their coveted approval, and his restaurant duly appeared in their
Adventures in Good Eating. For a number of years Weidmann’s ad almost always
reminded Meridianites that it had been included in Duncan Hines’ guide. Until the
restaurant closed, one of the many photos on the walls showed the Hineses having a
Weidmann’s lunch. After Ike Davis opened his grill at 22nd Avenue and Eighth Street, I
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remember his ad on radio that said, in effect, while his restaurant wasn’t recommended
by Duncan Hines, it was recommended by Meridianites who had dined there.
Two days after the Hineses visited Meridian, an early-morning fire badly
damaged Hunt’s Pharmacy, located in the western corner of the Strand Building, at
Seventh Street and 23rd Avenue. (My recollection is that the pharmacy’s front door faced
diagonally the corner of the avenue and street, not directly at either.) Ironically, the fire
occurred exactly one month after fire damaged the Hunts’ residence. The origin of
neither was known immediately. Fortunately, the fire, which began in the prescription
area, was confined almost entirely to the drugstore. WCOC radio station, adjoining
upstairs, was somewhat damaged, though other businesses in the building, including the
Strand Theatre, were not. Only the day before, the pharmacy had finished remodeling its
lunch area “at great expense,” and had added a number of attractive tables and booths.
Until the pharmacy could be re-opened, it would operate on a limited basis from a store
next to Harbour Floral Company, another tenant of the Strand Building and just east of
the theater’s entrance.68
As a result of the fire in the Strand Building, radio station WCOC, on the second
floor of the building and close enough to Hunt’s Pharmacy to sustain some damage, was
obliged to move to a temporary location on the ground floor. In late July heavy rain
caused some flooding of the station, and a simultaneous city-wide power failure put the
station off the air from 5:40 p.m. Friday until 8:25 a.m. Saturday. But the station planned
to remain in that temporary location for another two months, after which it moved to the
top of the Threefoot Building.69
As England and its capital continued to endure relentless aerial bombardment, and
Nazi gains in the Balkan Peninsula seemed unstoppable, the Meridian Star carried an
item that told of Winston Churchill’s warning to the Soviet Union that the Nazis were
planning to move against them for the sake of oil and grain. Despite all his cares and
almost superhuman duties, the British Prime Minister never lost his sense of humor.
After Mussolini had sent his legions against the unoffending Greeks, and then had to ask
for German assistance, Churchill came forth with the following devastating observation:
“Here, surely, is the world’s record in the domain of the ridiculous and the contemptible.
This whipped jackal Mussolini, who to save his own skin has made all Italy a vassal state
of Hitler’s empire, comes frisking up to the side of the German tiger with yelpings not
only of appetite—that could be understood—but even of triumph.”70
The situation became graver every day for the Allies, though Hitler’s temporary
preoccupation with the Balkans probably threw his planned move against Stalin offschedule, with dire results for Germany. Nevertheless, there were understandablypessimistic assessments by many Americans as to the war’s outcome. Editor James
Skewes, in an editorial in the Meridian Star, addressed these apprehensions:
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Yugoslavia has been beaten to earth in less than two weeks by the Nazi
juggernaut. A few shake sad heads and mutter “This is the end!” It is not the end.
There is Greece yet to conquer, and Turkey. There is the British navy and there is
the invasion of England. There is the wide domain of an empire un-subdued….
Once again the Germans, like the Japanese, have won the battle, but the end of the
war is as far away as ever. It must be disheartening to win and win, and yet attain
no victory…. The reason is that this war is more than a military campaign. It is a
war of ideas, a war of spirit, and it is here that the Germans cannot win; it is here
that there is no victory…. The will to freedom cannot be crushed out of mankind
by a thousand panzer divisions.71
But when Frederick Sullens, of the Jackson Daily News, advocated our going to
war immediately against Germany, editor Skewes took sharp issue:
We see no immediate call for the United States to break off diplomatic relations
with the Reich. Let Hitler do it first. However, Hitler won’t. Hitler knows what
happened to the German home-morale when America joined the last World War.
Moreover, under the Rome-Berlin Axis pact, Japan is treaty-bound to declare war
upon any other nation which voluntarily enters the present European conflict. We
do not fear Japan. The yellow man has never fought except against a smaller,
weaker foe…. Even so, why take a foolish chance? Again, the present conflict
has already passed the stage of diplomatic amenities….72
Two days later, in response to Roosevelt’s announcement of a new tough policy
regarding American shipping in the Atlantic, Skewes wrote the following editorial:
President Roosevelt bluntly announces that United States warships will
patrol Western Hemispheric waters as far as necessary in the cause of national
defense.
The President also declares that U. S. warships may enter war zones at any
time the interests of America demand.
At last, we seem to be developing much-needed “nerve” in Washington.
True enough, some of our “white-livered” congressmen have established
rather obnoxious “neutrality” provisions—
Congressmen who vote less for what they deem the right, than in “friendly
gesture” to the folks at home.
Many of our “isolationists” are playing putrid politics, toadying to alienborn constituencies…. Thank God, the White House has come out in the open—
for all who wish to hear and see.
At last, Mr. Roosevelt is developing a definite, helpful leadership.
Where he leads us we shall follow—to the end.
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In peace, if possible, or through war if necessary, we shall defend
democracy—
Defend ourselves against the world.73
A week later Skewes responded categorically to a suggestion by Florida’s Senator Claude
Pepper that American war planes wreck Tokyo:
In this proposal, as all too often, the “peppery” senator apparently goes “out of
bounds.” We in America fear no enemies—except our own shortcomings. We do
not propose to “back down” in the Orient. However, why deliberately provoke a
war with Nippon? Let Japan, if she desires, make the warlike start. Then, we
shall provide the proper finish….74
At about this same time, as the possibility of war with Japan was discussed more
and more, L. G. Robinson, resident on Route 5, told the Star about an oddity among his
chickens. One of his hens had laid an egg of unusual shape and bearing a rising (or
perhaps setting) sun. He jokingly suggested that perhaps the incident was prophetic of
“international turmoil in the Far East, ‘Land of the Rising Sun.’” Especially after
America entered the war, there were numerous reportings, usually treated as amusing, of
natural phenomena that seemed to refer to the war. The most common seemed to have to
do with such marvels as the one above, or else of vegetable products that had suggestive
markings on them. Only two days after the above report, two Rhode Island Red hens laid
what were called “two freakish eggs.” On this occasion, at least, no one seemed to
recognize anything symbolic or prescient about them. But at the same time Irene
Edwards, a black Meridianite who lived at 5317 53rd Avenue, reported that one of her
hens had laid a long, narrow egg. It reminded her of “an aerial bomb.”75
All of the attention given to the nation’s perilous situation found a national and
local response from the Boy Scouts, who at President Roosevelt’s request were
participating in the delivery of over 2,000 official posters announcing the imminent start
of the sale of Defense Bonds and Stamps. The Scouts’ parents and any others who
planned to buy a new car could ponder another announcement. The Office of Production
Management decreed that the maximum number of new automobiles for 1942 would be
4,224,152. Each auto manufacturer would be told what share of the total it might
produce. The reason for limiting such consumer goods as automobiles was that military
equipment needed priority. This fact was dramatized by another announcement: The
Army had just received its fastest plane yet. Lockheed’s P-38, soon to be dubbed the
“Lightning,” had performed well at 458 miles per hour. One comment was, “The plane is
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so fast it appears and is out of sight before it can be heard.”76 That was an exaggerated
claim that would not be realized until the appearance of jets several years later.
Among the city’s businesses, the A and P Food Stores introduced what they
termed “enriched bread.” It was described as having not only dietary advantage but three
additional ones, to wit, it was dated for freshness, thoroughly baked, and less expensive.
The brand name, Marvel Bread, was sold at the company’s two locations—802 23rd
Avenue and 2101 Fifth Street. And in a recent contest of window displays, Mangel’s
won first place. Second place went to S. H. Kress and Company, and third place to Alex
Loeb, Inc. Part of the contest was a barn dance at the Bus Station. The real estate market
continued active with such “suburban specials” as one that offered a 14-room residence
on a two-acre lot near the city bus line, and that was described as a “real bargain at
$2250.” And $1600 would buy a five-room residence in the Marion Park School
district.77 In those days the Marion Park School had perhaps the highest reputation of any
of the city’s elementary schools.
P. B. Hardin was not going to let the A and P Food Stores go unchallenged with
their “enriched bread.” Less than two weeks later Hardin’s Bakery advertised their own
“Enriched Butter-Krust” bread. It was, they averred, “a new type of bread, recommended
by government agencies and nutritionists” and that “was enriched with vitamins and
iron.78
Members of both the black and white communities of Meridian continued to
distinguish themselves from time to time during these years. George Ethridge, for
instance, was by the spring of 1941 general manager of Station WHAS, Louisville, Ky.
He was a former president of the National Association of Broadcasters, and, until
recently, director of a Federal government survey of the radio industry. His resignation
from the latter was seen as indicating the bitterness of the struggle between the NAB and
Washington over control of the radio industry. Ethridge, who had been appointed to the
survey by President Roosevelt, was quitting specifically over a recent anti-monopoly
report by the Federal Communication Commission. The black community in Meridian
were delighted to welcome back Dr. DeWitt Augustus Buckingham, whose family had
lived in Meridian for almost forty years and were highly regarded by all Meridianites.
Dr. Buckingham was a 1936 graduate of Meharry Medical Collge, Nashville, Tenn., and
his internship was in City Hospital No. 2, St. Louis, Missouri. Dr. Buckingham, who.had
returned to Meridian to practice medicine, was the son of the late Dr. H. H. Buckingham,
former president of Campbell College, in Jackson.79
Lloyd Royal had not yet initiated the showing in Meridian of Sunday motion
pictures, so the Temple Theatre was available on Sunday afternoon, May 18, for a
patriotic program called “I Am an American Day” and “New Citizenship Day.” It was
sponsored jointly by the Veterans of Foreign Wars, the American Legion, and the
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Lauderdale County Educational Association. The program began with the audience’s
singing of “America,” followed by the pledge of allegiance to the flag. Dr. Roy Kleiser
gave an invocation, and master-of-ceremonies Tommy Stevenson introduced the
members of the program. Then followed the singing by the audience of patriotic songs,
with a band accompaniment. The featured speaker was E. L. Snow, who was followed
by a “presentation of certificates” to all new “citizens,” that is, to all men and women
who had turned twenty-one in 1940 and 1941. The final part of the program was the
singing of the National Anthem accompanied by the band and by Ruth Richardson on the
theater’s pipe organ. A prayer by the Rev. J. L. Boyd closed the program.80
News in mid- and late-May from Europe continued to be disheartening. The
Germans had managed to gain a foothold on the Greek island of Crete and were quickly
over-running the British defenders. And for some ten days a new German battleship, the
Bismarck, was threatening the Atlantic and compounding the bad news from the eastern
Mediterranean. The new warship seemed invulnerable. A duel with the British battlecruiser Hood ended with the sudden explosion of the latter and the survival of only three
of its crew of 1500. The career of this Nazi bugbear, however, was short-lived. Almost
by a fluke, it was sunk some distance off the French coast.
The graduating class at Meridian Senior High was the largest ever, 273; the Junior
College graduated 52. Shortly before graduation, the Meridian Senior High-Junior
College Assembly sponsored a guest lecture by Billy Neville, a member of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce. Alma Phillips, a teacher at the school, directed the event.
Neville’s talk centered on such questions as “Do we accept our responsibility as citizens,
or do we not?” and “Do we vote for the best man?” He urged students to learn to vote
intelligently. The meeting closed with a song by John Frank Alexander, accompanied by
Mary Stuart Harmon.81
In late May the first five of thirty-five new rental apartments for black
Meridianites were completed and ready for occupancy. The apartments, Savannah
Grove, were situated in an area quite near Key Field and close also to such areas as the
railroad shops, fertilizer plant, and Creosote Plant. Privately financed and made of
concrete blocks, the units were described in the newspaper as offering modern facilities at
no increase in rental fees. All rooms were plastered and well-lighted. Each building
contained apartments of varying sizes—one- to three-bedroom units—and each kitchen
had a metal-enamel sink with running water. Each apartment had a bathroom, and all
apartments were described as “fireproof.”82
Even as the Meridian Police Department was cracking down on those who blew
their auto horns unnecessarily, and Meridian’s baseball team was fifth among the eight
members of the Southeastern League (Jackson, Mobile, Selma, Pensacola, Meridian,
Montgomery, Gadsden, and Anniston), most Meridianites joined other Americans in
approving of President Roosevelt’s recent proclamation that put America on a virtual war
footing. The Meridian Star reported that the response from the nation was
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overwhelming—95 percent approving. It made Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes,
a “virtual dictator” as head of the American oil industry.83
It was perhaps in response to the President’s proclamation that the Lamar Hotel
chose a patriotic motif for its celebration of National Hotel Week, June first through
seventh. Hotel manager Harry Holbrook had his chef, Freeman Matatall, make a threetiered “anniversary cake” that was then displayed in one of the hotel’s windows. The
cake, whose icing was in the national colors, weighed forty pounds and was nineteen
inches tall. An inscription on the first tier said, “Our sons are serving America, Hotels
are serving our sons.” The second tier proclaimed, “Hotels are the 7th ranking industry.
On the top tier were flashing lights that revealed a replica of the Statue of Liberty and the
prayer, “God Bless America.”84
In an issue of the Star that carried an article stating that Meridianites wanted a
role in local soldiers’ lives, another article told of the activities of Istalena Pace, who was
the municipal supervisor of WPA recreational projects. Said she: “We have a fine group
of boys stationed at Key Field. Our patriotic duty demands they receive the best kind of
entertainment.” Pace sent out a call to representatives of the city’s various clubs for a
mass meeting on June 4 at the American Legion Hall. That location was already having
such regular entertainments for soldiers as singing on Sundays and Tuesdays, and
“soldiers night” on Thursdays. In addition, the Civic Center was open daily for the
military from nine to noon, with dancing and games from two until five p.m.85
It was anticipated that the numbers of soldiers would almost certainly increase
greatly within the next few months, because by mid-May almost half of the work at Key
Field had been completed. Some 3,000 workers were earning at least $60,000 weekly, a
sum that was undoubtedly like adrenalin to the community’s economy. The 508 men on
the WPA force working on the south end of the base were coming along nicely on the
new runways. Work on the east-west runway began on May 17, and all grading had been
finished except for 800 feet of the north-south runway. Senator Bilbo, returning to
Washington after a visit to his home in Poplarville, spent the night in Meridian. He
visited Key Field and was delighted with the progress being made.86
Perhaps some of those workers at Key Field might have been thinking of buying
one of the limited number of new cars, perhaps a new Packard “Clipper,” advertised at
$1375 by Hobbs Auto & Supply, 2605 Fifth Street. New cars were definitely uppermost
in the minds of many of the city’s drivers. And for those who caved in to their
temptations, Joe Baker’s Auto Works, on 27th Avenue, between Fifth and Sixth Streets,
was eager to keep those vehicles moving properly. Baker was a native of this part of
Mississippi, but he had recently returned from a year’s residence in California.87
Also interesting to Meridian’s motorists was the latest feat of Juan “Jumping
Jack” Hernandez, who claimed the world’s record in endurance safety driving.
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According to Hernandez’s statement to a Star representative, he had broken that record at
7:55 a.m. Tuesday, June 3, about five miles north of Meridian. At that point he had
passed the 30,000-mile mark, a feat he accomplished in 23 days, 19 hours, and 55
minutes. Hernandez had lost some time in Tupelo about midnight when, trying to make
up time, he snapped a generator bracket. But with his relief driver, Meridianite Tommy
Piggott, he intended to keep going and to drive his full 50,000 miles in not more than
forty days. And so it was that on the afternoon of Wednesday, June 18, a motorcycle
policeman met Hernandez and Piggott at the city limits on Highway 80 and escorted them
to the office of the Meridian Star. They had driven the full 50,000 miles in forty days.
The officers of the Junior Chamber of Commerce were sponsors of the endurance drive.88
The usual summer outdoor activities opened this year for children, athletes, and
those wishing to enjoy fresh air and the beauties of nature. The latter, in particular, were
happy to combine being outdoors with pleasant music. On July 6 Howard Lane, director
of Meridian’s Boys Band, played the first of weekly summer concerts in Highland Park
and scheduled for each Sunday from four to five p.m. A playground for black children
was opened at the George M. Reese Court by the WPA East End Recreation, under the
management of S. C. Barlow. Emma Thornton and Matilda Robertson were committee
leaders. At the grand opening on June 3, more than 500 persons registered. Playground
activities were supervised by Olivia Brooks, Elizabeth Owens, Bessie De Graffenried,
Tommy Willis, Geraldine Brown, and others. In addition to recreational activities for
black citizens at Reese Court, similar events were happening at Frank Berry Courts, on
Eighth Street. At the court’s park a WPA recreational program was under the direction of
Haywood Meyers and Lucille Hall. In addition to athletic activities, a bridge club met on
Thursday afternoons, at some of which black soldiers were welcome. Leaders of the
African-American Boy Scouts met at the Seminole District headquarters with A. J.
Taylor, national assistant director of inter-racial activities, in New York. They discussed
the first annual camporee, that would be held at Point, Miss., on July 18-19. In addition
to Troops 26 (Meridian) and 54 (Toomsuba), the new Troop 31, sponsored by St. Paul’s
Methodist Church, would receive its charter. Scoutmaster for Troop 31 was Claude
Williams.89
Up in New York, Gustave Heiss, of Meridian, won the national individual fencing
championship. The infantry captain was stationed at Governor’s Island, in New York
Harbor, and had won the same championship in 1936. In addition, he had been the
intercollegiate titleholder at West Point in 1930. His victory this year, on June 11, was
the result of a perfect final score in five victories. Runner-up was Marvin Metzger, of
Columbia University.90
At this time there were formed the “Squadronettes,” groups of women under the
aegis of the WPA Defense Recreation Committee and the direction of Mrs. Henry
Woods. A week earlier Mayor Clint Vinson had made a proclamation requesting public
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support for this work, whose purpose was to organize and oversee dances for servicemen.
There would be three such groups, designated X, Y, and Z. A quasi-military ranking
system called for 3 colonels, 6 majors, 12 captains, 24 lieutenants, 48 sergeants, 96
corporals, and 384 privates. The different ranks indicated not only levels of authority but
also the various duties. The local Suffragettes followed the same regulations that applied
in similar organizations elsewhere in the United States. For instance, the “privates”
would not arrive or return home alone, but would be in groups of four with a corporal
(chaperone) responsible for transportation and safety. No women would come with dates
except in special circumstances and with the committee’s approval. Admission would be
by invitation only, and the invitation would indicate whether the dance was formal or
informal. While at the dance, no one would be allowed to leave the hall and then return.
Bottled sodas would be sold only in the dance hall. Only women eighteen or over who
had completed high school were eligible to volunteer, and the committee would carefully
investigate each name submitted. Those accepted would be informed as to which groups
of “privates” they had been assigned. Since dances would vary in size, the women would
be called for “active duty” as they were needed.91
Related to the preceding efforts was a meeting held at the City Hall on Tuesday
evening, July first. Col. W. B. Wright, commanding officer of the 40th Air Base, was
present and expressed his satisfaction with the progress of the plans for entertaining the
men at Key Field and those who would soon arrive. Istalena Pace, director of the city’s
WPA recreational program, explained to the group what the program intended to
accomplish. The following women, residents of Meridian, were announced with their
special responsibilities: Mamie Carter Crumpton, music; Bessie Smith, dances; Marjorie
Woods Austin, dramatics; Maude Smith, literature; Mary Wright Williams, magazines,
books, etc.; Mmes. Sylvan Straus and Irving Rothenberg, bridge; Mrs. L. L. McAllister,
games and parties; and Mrs. Bernard O’Neil, church parties. Everyone in the community
who was willing to help was asked to register at one of several designated places: the
City Hall, Courthouse, Threefoot Building, or Marks-Rothenberg Company.92
There was a United Service Organizations drive already underway. The USO was
a new organization whose purpose was the entertainment of America’s new armed forces.
Meridian’s quota in the drive was $7,500, and the Meridian Star’s editor, James Skewes,
urged everyone in the area to give strong support. “Many communities have already
attained the ‘top,’” he said. “Because of various good reasons, our Meridian drive is slow
in getting under way. We shall doubtless make up our tardiness with increased support.”
This was no “mere local or national patriotic duty,” he urged. “It is a privilege in which
we all may share.” It was not so much a donation as it was a good investment, “an
investment in the finest, safest business in the world—our soldiers for America.”93
The local USO organizers met at the Lamar Hotel on the evening of July 15 with
the organization’s state officers. J. W. Dement was elected chairman of the men’s
division, with co-chairmen L. T. Keeton and Earl McGinnis. Mrs. M. R. Adams and
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Mrs. Thomas L. Bailey were chosen chairwomen. In July Dement became unable to
serve and was replaced by Howard Cameron. (In the latter part of July the USO
headquarters were at the Meridian Chamber of Commerce, 204 Lamar Building.) Both
the visitors and the local officials stressed “the necessity of immediate action in the
campaign to raise $7,500 as Meridian’s quota in the national USO drive and the Meridian
defense Recreation council campaign.” Among the women who volunteered to raise the
designated quota were the following (in those days married women rarely used their own
given names): Mmes. Ernest Brookshire, F. W. Kahlmus, J. N. Stallworth, R. C.
Springer, Adolph Niolon, W. D. Cook, Victor Gilbert, W. F. Holladay, Frank Taylor,
John R. Ellis, W. F. Hasson, Tom Freeman, Clarke Pearce, L. G. Gresham, Charles
Gillespie, P. J. Krouse, R. M. Snowden, B. M. Leigh, W. I. Cole, John Watts, Leroy
Rush, W. B. Lowry, Leroy Feagin, Rex Knighton, Walton Moore, Battle Crooks, John
Weems, James Bennett, J. M. Dabney, Spinks King, R. O. Lile, Ernest McLaurin, John T.
Davis, R. S. Majure, Leslie Rush, Brooks Lide, R. B. McAlpin, J. A. Givens, Charles
Borsch, William Welch, O. P. Collins, W. W. Dawson, Tom Breazeale, Wilson Beavers,
Charles Bailey, M. L. Jones, Neville Brooks, R. L. Criscoe, J. E. Gilbert, B. F. Cameron,
Jr., W. G. Campbell, E. D. Carney, Robert Gillespie, Henry Woods, and T. H. Hampton.
There were also the following women: Ada Holladay, Alice Dempster, Elizabeth Peck,
Ann Barber, Louise Green, Hilda Green, Margaret Mason, Bessie Smith, Florence
McAllum, Eleene Rosenbush, and Helen Crooks.94
St. Patrick’s Catholic Church was making plans to form what would eventually be
a part of Meridian’s system of USO clubs. On July 23 representatives of the church’s
several societies met and formed the Catholic Community Service. Mrs. A. Gay was
president, Mrs. D. N. Piazza vice president, Martina Crowe secretary, and Mrs. P. B.
Stuckey treasurer. The parish hall would serve as the CCS Center and would be open
each weekday afternoon and evening, and all day on Saturdays and Sundays. All men in
uniform, of whatever faith, were welcome. The facility formally opened on Sunday,
August 3, when forty soldiers from Key Field, Camp Shelby, and elsewhere attended.
Zoe Nelson led group singing, and there were such other activities as games and
reading.95
This attention to filling the soldiers’ free time was useful and much appreciated
by the base’s officers and administrators. Chaplain W. B. Hood, for instance, spoke
before the Optimist Club on September 10 and praised the city’s residents and officials
for all their good work. At the same time he advised them that the numbers at the base
would soon increase and would thus require even greater efforts.96 The 113th
Observation (Indiana) Squadron, for instance, was expecting to increase its 24 officers
and 118 enlisted men to full strength of 32 officers and 155 men. The unit went to
Louisiana for “big war games” during the latter half of June and came back at the end of
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the month. When they returned, their counterpart, Meridian’s 153rd Observation
Squadron, was absent doing gunnery practice at Fort Fontainebleu near Biloxi.97
After the 153rd Observation Squadron went on to Louisiana and Camp Beauregard
for maneuvers, one of their members became inadvertently detached. Lt. Fred Key had
for some reason been sent on a flight north and on the way back had been forced down
near Old Hickory, Tenn. Neither he nor his plane was hurt, and he managed to get his
aircraft back to Meridian for repairs. From there he joined his unit on maneuvers.98
The Indiana Squadron’s personnel had men with the varied backgrounds that one
would expect—military units, after all, are like great fishing seines. M. Sgt. H. Brown,
for instance, was married and enjoyed photography as a hobby. Pvt. Jack A. Roberts,
unmarried, was an employee of the Indianapolis Star. He seemed to like the area so
much that he planned to live in Biloxi after his enlistment expired. Pvt. Warren Lee
Mills, also unmarried and from Indianapolis where he worked in hardware, thought that
he too would “make a change” in his life, though he didn’t mention details. Pvt. Earl W.
Proffitt, an unmarried resident of Indianapolis, had been a shipping clerk and planned to
return to Indiana. And there were others that chatted with a reporter from the Star. Sgt.
Virgil M. Love, of Indianapolis, married with one child; Sgt. H. F. Conner, a single
drugstore clerk from Indianapolis; Pfc. Forrest D. Gwynn, an unmarried man from
Martinsville, Ind., was in the trucking business; and Pvt. James W. Irwin, Jr., of Clarks
Hill, Ind., was a mechanic and farmer. All of them with whom the reporter spoke had a
good word for the fine hospitality they had been receiving.99
A lack of rain this spring had brought a critical drop in electric power. Without
doubt, an invigorated economy, the development of the local airbase, and the increase of
the area’s population were putting an additional strain on the supply of electricity. Joe
Street, manager of the Meridian office of the Mississippi Power Company, had earlier
requested that users in the area try to conserve power. By mid-June he said that though
there had been a good response, there was still room for improvement. “Though much
headway has been made,” he said, “a survey of the situation shows much more savings
are needed. For this reason, beginning Monday [June 16] our customers are requested to
cut consumption one-third.” The city commissioners believed also that imposing
daylight saving time on the city would help conserve power.100
On June 17 the City Council voted unanimously to grant the application by the
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad to abandon the old tracks of the former Gulf, Mobile &
Northern Railroad. The old G M & N station on 22nd Avenue would be abandoned, and
all G M & O traffic would use the Union Station. Closing of the old roadbed would
eliminate the Fifth Street viaduct and would facilitate an improvement in Highway 11
between downtown and the airbase. Since the plan was to make that stretch of road fourlane, abandoning the old raised railway where it ran over Highway 11 would save at least
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$11,000 on the project.101 (As of this writing, one of the old concrete supports still stands
just off Highway 11 near the present Interstates 20/59.)
Though summer officially arrived at 1:34 p.m., Saturday, June 21, local citizens
would have told anyone that summer weather had already begun. The new season’s
arrival brought the death of Mississippi’s Senator Pat Harrison; and Mayor Clint Vinson,
just returned from a trip to Washington, prepared to attend Harrison’s funeral. Mitts
Motor Company, 404 21st Avenue, received a plaque from DeSoto-Plymouth for their
good service and attractive store. Summer found also the Meridian Eagles down to fifth
place in the league but with four of their players in the “select” .300 group of hitters: Jim
Russell, .340; Guy Mellor, .339; George Kovach, .338; and Fred Stroble, .302.102 And in
Europe the arrival of summer saw German legions invade the Soviet Union. Churchill
commented at the time: “At four o’clock this morning Hitler attacked and invaded
Russia. So, now this bloodthirsty guttersnipe, will launch his mechanized armies upon
new fields of slaughter, pillage, and devastation.” Except for starting the war, the
invasion of Russia was perhaps the Fuehrer’s worst military decision.
Late June was momentous for Key Field and for many local inhabitants. On June
24 Rep. Ross Collins announced an additional $395,274 for the digging, clearing,
draining, seeding, surfacing, and lighting of the 40th Air Base, and for building a levee
along Okatibbee Creek. Three days later the second draft registration was announced for
July 1 at the Courthouse. It was for those who had turned twenty-one since the preceding
October 16. Related to this registration was the state-wide Civilian Defense Registration
on July 18 to 19. Throughout the nation civilian males and females of all races, between
ages 16 and 65, were expected to fill out the proper cards to help index each state’s
potential manpower. Information needed was such personal data as name, address, age,
race, height, weight, birthplace, education, previous military service, employer, and
hobbies. The Meridian Star printed a facsimile of the registration card.103
A state business survey testified to marked improvement in Meridian’s economy.
Building permits continued to advance, for June’s total of $84,250 represented a great
increase over June of 1940. Even the new Defense Bonds and Stamps were selling well.
Local citizens had bought $21,824 worth of them since the project began on May first.
Established firms were prospering, such businesses for example as Abraham’s Cash
Grocery which offered specials for the Fourth of July. Steak was 32 cents a pound and
bacon 24 cents a pound. Southern Land and Development Company, 206 Pythian
Building, announced the formal opening of Meridale Gardens, “Meridian’s new restricted
subdivision beautiful.” The first of its new homes was being built less than a mile from
the city limits on Highway 45 North. Marks-Rothenberg’s buyers were just back from a
New York trip and were enthusiastic about the new styles, especially the wide use of
corduroy for both boys’ and girls’ clothing. Also worthy of comment was that the
“silhouette” in women’s attire featured “sloping shoulders and dolman sleeves.” Out at
Eighth Street and 44th Avenue Ed Davis was opening his new Shell service station on
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June 28. There were free souvenirs to all, and for each purchase of at least five gallons of
gasoline there was a gift of six water glasses. At City Hall the Council debated about the
old rubber stop markers at intersections. They were mostly worn out, and one suggestion
was new metal markers painted red and white.104
The “Soldier Dance” at the American Legion Hall, on Saturday, July 12, was one
of the most ambitious programs to date for the entertainment of those in the military.
Managed by the WPA Recreation Council, it lasted from nine to eleven. Clarice
Brookshire, a “colonelette,” was chairperson of the event, whose music was furnished by
the WPA orchestra. The dance began with a grand march led by Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Neville. There were vocal solos by Privates Clare Sawallest and Jack Young. Then,
local musician Sara Rainey led group singing, after which the orchestra took over. The
last number was “Home Sweet Home.” While the young women left with their
chaperones, the soldiers sang “Good Night Ladies.” The soldiers who attended were
from the following units: 20 from the 113th Squadron, 43 from the 40th Air Base Group,
3 from the base medical department, 2 from the 286th Quartermaster Corps, and 14 from
Ft. Benning, Ga. Among the local women and men participating, mostly as directors and
chaperones, were the following: Mrs. Henry Woods, Bessie Smith, Janey May Hall,
Margaret Mason, Frances O’Leary, Ruth Catledge, Mary Elizabeth Peebles, Mamie Price
Lewis, Zella Smith, Elizabeth Peck, and Alice Dempster. Girls invited to the dance
included the following: Anna Catherine Sledge, Jeanne Bourdeaux, Frances Rembert,
Jean Jones, Bernadeau Culpepper, Faye Lane, Naomi Street, Jane Hasson, Mary Felknor,
Melissa Sherrod, Ruth Martin, Alla Margaret Rainey, Rose Rainey, Ruth Kidd, Katherine
Shumate, Eloise Schlevoight, Mary Elizabeth Terry, Rose Brookshire, Shirley Dravin,
Sarah Tew, Sally Pelle, Sara Catledge, Carolyn Catledge, Mary Pigford, Josephine Webb,
Joyce Riddell, Thelma Sledge, Gean Clark, Lillie Hasson, Elise Feibelman, Olive Rose
Lane, Dorothy Shumaker, Dorothy Barber, Jane Mapp, Mary Margaret Tatum, and Mrs.
R. A. Saget.105
The dance had helped occupy idle time among base enlisted personnel, but
another problem was becoming obvious at this time—Meridian’s lack of sufficient
accommodations for officers. There were already 62 officers at the airbase, and 117
more were expected by the first of September. The Meridian Star declared the housing
shortage the worst in the city’s history, and many of the officers already here were
occupying inadequate temporary quarters. The local real estate board appealed to home
owners in Meridian to remodel their houses in order to allow parts of them to be rented to
officers and their families who were here already or would arrive soon. Col. W. B.
Wright, base commander, said that most officers stationed here would remain for not less
than two years. New houses were being built, but most of them were for private use. In
the summer of 1941, for example, John Hart Ascher, of Jackson, had bought the Nelson
property on the north side of 20th Street, running west from 37th Avenue and bounded on
the north by Royal Road. The plan to build thirty-six new residences was closed through
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the office of Frank McDonald, who announced that Archer and Mayo, builders, would
construct ten new homes. McDonald cited the recent brisk sale of houses as justification
for increased construction of residences.106
Out near the air base the Flintkote plant was denying reports that its waste was
fouling local streams and killing fish. Speaking on July 16 before the Kiwanis Club at
the Lamar Hotel, W. H. Davis, technician in the Flintkote’s laboratories, strongly
challenged charges that Okatibbee Creek and the streams that received its waters were
being polluted by his plant’s wastes. Davis said that only one kind of chemical was used
to make their product—alum, “the same substance,” he said, “used in the refineries of
your city water system.” He elaborated: “Proof of the harmlessness of this to marine life
can be found in some goldfish I have now in my office. These fish were put in a solution
of water from our waste pipes, 23 days ago. They are still apparently healthy.”107
City officials were probably inclined to believe the Flintkote’s spokesman, for the
company was already proving its economic worth to the area. In fact, Meridian’s leaders
were seeking other such firms, especially those connected with defense; and they weren’t
being passive about it. On July 16 there was a meeting in Jackson concerning the area’s
participation in the defense program. The Meridian delegation consisted of Mayor Clint
Vinson; Councilmen J. W. Goodwin and John Pinkston; Col. W. B. Wright, commander
of the Meridian Airbase; Dr. H. M. Ivy, superintendent of Meridian City Schools; and
City Engineer John Watts. These men submitted several proposals for a prime defense
rating.108
One defense project that all Meridianites could engage in was the collection of
scrap aluminum. In mid-July local groups such as the Boy Scouts took up the program,
following their official designation as collectors by the Federal government’s Office of
Production Management (OPM). Plans were worked out at Scout headquarters on
Wednesday, July 16; and a city-wide drive took place on July 24 and 25. Riding in
designated cars, the scouts made a house-to-house canvas of the city. Others who had
scrap aluminum to donate could deposit it in the “central bin” in front of the Soldier
Monument (at that time called the World War Memorial, or Monument) on Sixth Street
and 23rd Avenue. However, much of the metal that had already been put into that
receptacle had been stolen. Said the Star: “Meridian may boast of ‘the meanest thief’ for
much of the aluminum has been taken from the container.” Both Mayor Vinson and
Chief of Police C. C. Currie promised to protect future deposits of what was becoming
almost a semi-precious metal. Other groups joining the Scouts included the Pilot Club.
And since Secretary of Agriculture Claude R. Wickard had asked the nation’s extension
services for their cooperation, their local groups participated, as did also the Mississippi
Civilian Defense Council. The extension services were particularly helpful in collecting
aluminum from rural areas. For the city of Meridian, Frank Williams, Jr., was chairman
of the drive. The St. Louis Junk Company, owned by Meyer and Sammie Davidson,
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were the official dealers. Every day they prepared the daily deposits for shipment.109
What with such as the USO drive and the collection of scrap aluminum, and
probably the hot weather and the shortage of electric power, the Meridian Star’s society
editor found the social scene less than charged. Eleene Rosenbush complained, “The
fine feathered fish are floating lazily about, seemingly quite content with the doldrums
that have descended upon the social sea.” A few days later she happened in on a USO
meeting and discovered the reason for what had appeared to be an unsocial community.
All of the city’s women seemed to be there. “Not that we don’t approve,” she quickly
added. Oh, well, one could always drop over to the Temple Theatre and watch Carol
Landis, Don Ameche, Betty Grable, and Robert Cummings in Moon over Miami.110
It was a sobering experience to read of continual warnings and warlike gestures
by the Japanese. In the fall of this year we students in Annie Bourdeaux’s sixth-grade
class at Poplar Springs School heard our teacher speak of the grave possibility of war
with Japan. She pointed out that ever since 1853 when Commodore Matthew Perry had
opened Japan to the outside world, there had been predictions that sooner or later the
United States would have trouble with that nation. In mid-June, 1941, a Japanese former
prime minister and, by that date, chairman of the Central Cooperative Council, was
quoted as warning that “should the United States join the war, Japan accordingly would
have to be ready to participate, upon Japan’s fidelity and honor” due to her alliance with
Germany and Italy. Among the problems presented to America by such a development
was the blockage of supplies from Southeast Asia. And at the top of the list of those
supplies was rubber. Thus it was that on Wednesday, July 23, the members of the
Kiwanis Club, at their weekly meeting at the Lamar Hotel, were fascinated by a
demonstration by John McDonald, former resident of Meridian and now field
representative of the New Orleans office of the Goodyear Rubber Company. He
announced the first significant development in rubber production for the last quartercentury—he called it “America’s life insurance policy.” Reminding his audience that 95
percent of the nation’s 600,000 tons of crude rubber came from the Dutch East Indies, he
said that America’s present store could last not more than six months. But a new,
experimental, synthetic rubber was primarily made of crude oil, a resource that was then
fairly plentiful in the U. S. Then, said McDonald, “Add to this base common kerosene,
agitate the mixture to equally distribute the arrangement of molecules in the emulsion and
apply tremendous pressure. Presto! Ameripol latex….” He performed the magic in front
of the attentive Kiwanians.111
Related to this potential crisis was an editorial in the Meridian Star, on July 28.
Titled “Careful—Please,” the local paper said,
Vichy [i.e., the puppet government set up by Germany in “unoccupied”
France] again surrenders to Tokyo. Japan moves into naval and air bases in Indo109
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China. America retaliates by freezing Jap credits and threatening embargoes.
Japan freezes U. S. funds in turn. Roosevelt calls Philippine troops into the U. S.
army. Britain and Holland follow American leadership. Events are moving
swiftly. No one knows what the future holds. Many indications point to war in
the Orient. Who can tell what tomorrow may bring? Now, of all times, we need
national unity.
Even as the Pilot Club and the Boy Scouts stated on July 25 that they had
collected 1,500 pounds of scrap aluminum, and Sheriff Fred A. Ross announced that he
had poured out more than 1,100 bottles of bonded whiskey at the corner of 21st Avenue
and Fifth Street (amid many groans from a watching throng), the change from Standard
to Daylight-Saving Time was bringing problems. The vote among Meridian businesses,
including the Meridian Star, was 226 to 41 in favor of advancing the clock one hour,
though 192 businesses apparently abstained from voting in the canvas by the Chamber of
Commerce. Thus, on July 25 while many businesses in most of Meridian and Mississippi
began haphazardly to observe the advanced time, railroads and inter-urban buses
continued to operate on Standard Time. There was further confusion when a new parcel
of soldiers—the first of about 2,000 new troopers—arrived at Key Field on Friday, the
25th. The men arrived at 10:30 a.m. from Maxwell Field, Montgomery, Ala., and a
welcoming committee of Meridianites had intended to greet them. But, since Alabama
was already on Daylight Saving, the soldiers left there earlier than the Meridian group
had reckoned. An embarrassed welcoming committee thus had to rush out to the field,
where tables were turned and the intended greeters were welcomed instead by the new
arrivals. Official courtesies, remarks, and movie cameras had been put on hold for the
better part of an hour. For a week the haphazard time change produced debate, sporadic
observance, and missed appointments. Then, at midnight on July 31 Daylight-Saving
Time went officially into effect. However, there were hold-outs. As late as Sunday,
August 10, for instance, the Forty-First Avenue Baptist Church continued to observe
standard time.112
Daylight Saving might have caused the city to fail to give the new soldiers a
timely welcome, but the city’s businesses and individuals were working to make the new
soldiers’ sojourn otherwise a pleasant one. In an expansion of the USO program, Howard
Cameron, head of the men’s division, spoke at 7:30 p.m. on July 31at Harris High School
in support of establishing a USO for black servicemen. And in town, Lloyd Royal
announced that, at the Meridian Star’s suggestion, he would admit soldiers to his theater
at a special price. Thus, the Royal Theater would charge a serviceman only eleven cents,
a penny of which was state tax. And on Monday, August 4, the Post Office opened a
branch at Key Field, where it shared a building with the base’s telephone facility. The
postmark was “Key Field, Miss.” On the first day that the new post office operated, it
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handled about 600 letters going out, 250 arriving, and about 100 arriving parcels. B. C.
Wimberly was superintendent of the branch.113
On the morning of August first the city was treated to another marvel of modern
military transportation. The Fourth Division, the famous “Rolling Fourth,” started
through Meridian with its burden of men destined for the maneuvers in Louisiana. The
Fourth had about 15,500 men and was described as “the army’s only completely
motorized division and the fastest moving division in the United States and probably in
the world.” Only a portion of the division would pass through Meridian, but it would still
be spectacular. And more:
The most striking thing about the column[,] which takes about two and a
half hours to pass, is its immensity. Over 670 vehicles rumble by, carrying 4,000
troops to the Louisiana maneuvers….
The entire division, 2,600 vehicles in all, on ‘road march’ in a single
column would cover almost 200 miles of highway. Under favorable conditions,
the division is capable of moving more than 300 miles in one day. It takes 350
gallons of gasoline to move the division one mile, with 60,000 gallons used in one
day.
Equipment consists of 40 ambulances, 361 command-reconnaissance cars,
266 weapon carriers, hundreds of cargo trucks/sedans, and about 150 ‘jeeps.’114
Though the military was our first line of defense, the armed services would have
been impotent without strong industrial support. In the summer of 1941 there began a
program that was the genesis of what in Meridian would soon become the Ross Collins
Vocational School. On August 1 W. E. Mauldin, Jr., state director of vocational
education, announced an allocation of $76,059 for two schools offering courses in
making the tools of war. Meridian received $46,948 and Laurel got $29,111, which both
cities used to purchase machines for shop and welding courses. School boards and the
state’s vocational education board would be in charge of such programs.115
There were raw materials such as silk that, while more associated with peaceful
civilian use, were so important for national defense that they were soon preempted for
defense needs. Mississippi had four silk hosiery plants, one of which was in Meridian.
When the Federal Office of Production Management issued an order prohibiting silk for
civilian manufactures, the state’s 1,000 employees in hosiery mills became concerned for
their jobs. In Meridian, however, Paul Bubeck, Sr., head of the Meridian Hosiery Mills,
said: “If we can’t get any silk, we think we will get substitutes in time to prevent any
shut-down.” Plant operators said that their machines were so constructed that only slight
adjustments were necessary for conversion to long staple cotton yarn. Also, there was
already limited use of nylon in Mississippi’s hosiery mills.116
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Even as Meridian was being described by Forbes Magazine as among America’s
best cities for business, Life was describing a local practice that was getting much
national attention. The Meridian Pilot Club issued an invitation, backed by Mayor Clint
Vinson, to every citizen of the city to stop at noon each day and pray for peace. Vinson
arranged for Dave Smith, at the Waterworks Station, to sound the city’s siren every day
at noon as a reminder. So far as the author can recall, the siren continued to sound
throughout the war. News of the program reached other parts of the nation, and enquiries
and praise arrived in the Mayor’s office from such places as St. Louis, Chicago, and New
York, as well as Lincoln, Neb., Lafayette, Ind., Arlington, Va., and Louisville, Ky. Life
Magazine decided to do an article on the matter and sent a photographer here. By midSeptember the reports of the Pilot Club’s custom were eliciting even greater numbers of
inquiries from most of the forty-eight states, including many from Pilot Clubs in other
areas, as to how similar programs elsewhere might be started. Some Canadians thought
that President Roosevelt and King George VI might do well to proclaim the noon prayers
as national customs. One of the most moving letters of appreciation came from the
famed African-American scientist Dr. George Washington Carver, of Tuskegee
University. He wrote:
What a wonderful thing it is to do…in the establishment of daily prayer
for peace…. I do hope that other cities, districts and communities will take up
this same spirit [and] we can all join in this much needed movement. It cannot
but help get results such as we have never had since Apostolic days…. Just
remember that I shall join you in this movement, and I am confident that all
Christian people will do the same.”117
Meridian’s religious life profited during these years, as in many other American
cities near military bases, from the proximity of large numbers of young and talented men
and women. Sometimes the talents were expressed in secular ways, and at other times
they had a religious purpose. As early as August of 1941, for instance, a choir made up
of Camp Shelby’s 115th Medical Regiment sang at a Sunday evening service at the First
Baptist Church. Many of the singers were graduates of Purdue University, Lafayette,
Ind. Accompanying the choir was the regiment’s chaplain, Capt. George Richey, who in
civilian life had been the pastor of the First Baptist Church, in Lafayette. Some of his
former members were now in the traveling choir.118
In the first week of August, 1941, Meridianites could see several good films—
“Meet John Doe,” “Country Fair,” and “The Hurricane,” for instance. They could even
go to the Royal and see an “adult” film titled “Condemned”—Lloyd Royal was often on
the cutting edge of entrepreneurial endeavor in Meridian. And though Royal was
probably already thinking about his next controversial project, Sunday movies, that
distinction fell to the new theater at the airbase, which opened on Sunday, August 3, with
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“The Devil and Miss Jones,” starring Jean Arthur. The base’s cinema, that seated 350,
showed films on Sundays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays.119
The news that most interested Americans during early August was no doubt the
announcement that President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill had
conferred on a British warship at Placentia Bay, Newfoundland. On the fifth of the
month the Star carried a headline saying that such a meeting was “reported,” though at
that early date, few particulars appeared in the press—“Officials Keep Silent,” said the
headline. Out of this meeting came what was called the Atlantic Charter, which set out
basic principles for peace and a post-war world. As the war progressed and after the U.
S. was drawn into it, we became accustomed in Meridian to getting reports, ex post facto,
of Roosevelt’s meetings at one place or another outside the country. But after America’s
entry into the war, Roosevelt’s movements both at home and abroad were carefully
protected and often only vaguely reported by cooperative news media.
No one anywhere in America could have doubted that the nation was on the brink
of momentous and perhaps horrific events. It was in this context that on August 4 James
Skewes published an editorial that warned “Weakness is Fatal.” (When the editor spoke
of “the Netherlands,” he must have meant the Dutch government in exile.) Said he:
The United States is slow to admit that the world is what it is.
For two years the world has been beating on our door, sounding sirens,
and ringing alarms, urging us to wake up.
Gosh, how we hate to get up in the morning!
Britain hated, too, to wake from that pleasant slumber. She watched and
hoped while her potential allies, one by one fell before the aggressor….
Public declaration by Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States that a
single step beyond French Indo-China means war with all three might do the job.
It might not.
But it is the best chance.
Weakness is the one fatal error.
With Singapore and the Netherlands Indies in Japanese hands, the
Philippines are untenable.
They, too, would fall. China could no longer hold out.
A vast new empire would have at its mercy any and every contact the
United States might wish to make with Asia, just as another power threatens to
have at its mercy every such contact with Europe.
This is insufferable and unthinkable.
It is time to wake up. There is a point where patience ceases to be a virtue
and verges on sheer stupidity.
As though to dramatize the peril of the moment, there arrived back in the United
States Lieut. James F. Collins, a Meridianite, aboard the S. S. Escambion when it docked
at New York. Young Collins had been on a tour of duty as a military observer with
England’s Royal Air Force.120
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Problems of a less-sinister kind afflicted Meridian’s baseball team. All through
the season the Eagles had seesawed between fourth and fifth places in a field of eight
teams—a very ordinary showing. Then, on August 2 there was a ruckus following the
game between Meridian and Montgomery. During the game Meridian’s manager,
pitcher, and catcher carried on several verbal exchanges with umpires Felix Girard and
Coke Vann. As the game ended, a number of fans charged the umpires, and one of the
latter had dirt thrown in his face. Arbiters appeared and were later escorted from the park
by the Montgomery team. Stuart X. Stephenson, president of the Southeastern League,
later reprimanded Meridian’s team for what he called a failure to provide proper police
protection of the ball park.121
Even as the Meridian Star was reporting a poll that showed that men preferred
women who kept their hair tidy and avoided heavy lipstick, the railroad was bringing in
more men to put that report to the test. A troop-train of seven cars (five Pullmans, one
diner, and one supply car) entered Meridian over the Illinois Central tracks from Jackson.
On board were 168 recruits and four officers from Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois. They had
left Indianapolis from Fort Benjamin Harrison’s reception center and had endured a 26hour trip that Capt. Dudley S. Jackson described as uneventful but long and hot. He
praised the men’s good conduct and predicted that they would make good soldiers.
When the train reached Meridian, the Southern Railway switched it onto the airbase via
the new siding. Col. William B. Wright met the new group, as did a city delegation
consisting of Mayor Vinson, I. A. Rosenbaum, Howard Westbrook, E. L. Keeton, Sylvan
Straus, L. L. Dowling, E. P. McNeill, and Aaron Silverman. Colonel Wright informed
the arriving soldiers that there were new and excellent living facilities for them. They
probably were most eager to bathe and to shave. As one soldier remarked, “We were
probably the rattiest bunch of soldiers that ever pulled into a new camp because shaving
on the swaying train was practically taking your life in your razor hand.”122
As with most other Americans, few of these new Midwestern soldiers had been
very far from home. They later admitted to having been apprehensive about duty in
Mississippi, which to one of them had seemed “the end of the earth.” But long before the
train arrived in Meridian they had began to admire the landscape. “Holy cats!”
exclaimed one man, “look at that tall corn. That’s corn that is real corn.” Others were
eager to see their first cotton fields, and all more or less were eager to get a good look at
the Meridian area. At a dance the following Saturday, the men were appreciative of the
local women. “Gosh,” said one, “these Southern belles are lovely—just like I’d heard.
Either they were sent out here as propaganda or I’m dreaming—but don’t wake me up if
I’m dreaming.” At the dance, many of the men received dinner invitations from Meridian
citizens, which alleviated much of the men’s homesickness. Some of the advice the new
men received from those who had already been on the base for a while went somewhat as
follows: “The town and the people are swell, but it’s up to you new men to keep it that
way by acting like gentlemen and adapting yourselves as rapidly as possible.”
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Apparently they did so, for there was a continuation of very good relations between the
city and the base. One assessment that was reported from a soldier was, “An outstanding
feature of Meridianites’ interest in the soldiers is the fact [that] many, many local autoists
pause to pick up soldiers who are walking from camp to city, and back to camp.”123
This dance, that so impressed the recently-arrived airmen, was the first one given
in the new recreation hall at the airbase. The young Meridian women were later
described as “wearing colorful evening gowns.” Mrs. J. A. Riddell was general
chairperson of the event and Mrs. R. H. Crook official hostess, assisted by Norma
Brewster and Bonner Henderson. Before the dance started, soldier-driven station wagons
from the camp were sent into town to pick up the young women and their chaperones.
Each vehicle held, in addition to the driver, a chaperone and six young women. The new
recreation hall was decorated with potted plants and vases of summer flowers, and the
windows had attractive drapes. Colonel Wright, in his official welcome, expressed the
hope that the brothers of the women in attendance were being as well treated in their
camps. The program, arranged by Istalena Pace, consisted of a tango number by a
suitably-costumed ensemble from Laurel, a duet of “O Sole Mio” by sisters Sara and
Rose Rainey, and several piano solos that included “On the Beautiful Blue Danube,”
played by Corp. George Blaney. Dances for the entire group included such as the conga
and the square dance. Chaperones were Mmes. R. H. Crook, Leslie Rush, A. E. Moss, P.
B. Stuckey, Henry Reed, and Ernest Pigford, as well as Norma Brewster, Janie Mae Hall,
Opal Reagan, Ruth Hulett, Bonner Henderson, and Helen Crooks. Local young women
attending were Jane Mapp, Olive Rose Lane, Dorothy Barber, Virginia Garth, Mary M.
Tatum, Josephine Lowry, Emma Martin, Lela Mathews, Allie Margaret Rainey, Betsy
Barrell, Serena Crowe, Betty Amey, Sally Pelle, Mary Pigford, Elise Norton, Peggy
Moss, Jean Bourdeaux, Flo Crook, Helen Pigford, Ann Dunn, Ollie Jean Morgan, Nancy
Griffin, Sara Blum, Mary Crampton, Ora Lee Shannon, Lorene Smith, Sara Emmons,
Mary Felknor, Patsy Carney, Harriet Fitts, Frances Netter, Josephine Finger, Mary Jane
Barnes, Marjorie Ross, Wanda Johnson, Allie Brown, Marjorie Love, Jeanette Freeman,
Laura Nasser, Clara Nasser, Charlotte Downey, Ruby May, Gloria Plummer, Doria
Plummer, Sara Rainey, and Rose Rainey.124
At about this same time that the Midwestern soldiers arrived, two quartermaster
groups arrived at the airbase. The 89th Quartermaster Detachment, commanded by Capt.
R. F. MacMillan, was added to the Fourth Corps Air Service Command’s local unit. In
addition, twenty-three black soldiers, forming what was called a “tracking detachment,”
arrived from Company H, 31st Quartermaster Regiment, in Florida. The group included
the following: S/Sgt. Clarence H. Thomas, Sgt. Bellamy Tyree, Corp. Frederick Allen,
Corp. Simon Simpson, Pfc.. Robert L. Anderson, Pfc. Willie L. Boker, Pfc. James
Merchant, Pfc. Willie Lee Smith, Pvt. George Brown, Pvt. Wilson Davis, Pvt. Willie F.
Dawkins, Pvt. Marion Frazier, Pvt. Mannie Hampron, Pvt. George Harris, Pvt. Willie
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Jones, Pvt. Odell Littlejohn, Pvt. Felix McIntyre, Pvt. Wesley Norman, Pvt. James
Rogers, Pvt. George King, Pvt. Andrew Thomas, and Pvt. John Watts.125
Mid-August saw the arrival of a somewhat smaller group of men, members of a
detachment of the 732nd Ordnance Battalion. Assigned to permanent duty in Meridian,
these 38 enlisted men and one officer arrived by troop train, truck convoy, and private
conveyance. They had been stationed at Savannah Army Air Base, in Georgia. The men
seemed to like Meridian—its hospitality and courtesy, the large number of churches, the
city’s rule against unnecessary blowing of auto horns, the dances at the American Legion
Hall, and the good facilities at the Civic Center. Said a writer for the Star: “Impressed
by the two greatest bulwarks of morale—a contented stomach and civilian courtesy—the
ordnance companies have vowed never to leave Meridian. Even tales of added heat
during daytime in September fail to leave a mark on men inured to sand, sun, and
humidity in Savannah.”126
Scarcely more than a week after Meridian saw two sections of the “Rolling
Fourth” Motorized Division, described as both huge and perhaps the world’s fastestmoving motorized division, local authorities were alerted to expect “the largest army
vehicular movement in American history.” The “two mighty 70-mile[-]long columns,”
of the Second Army Division passed through Meridian on the mornings of August 11 and
12. They headed for the maneuvers in Louisiana and Texas and were traveling a day
apart. Each column had nearly 1,000 vehicles and needed about three hours to pass a
given point.127
During these so-called Dog Days of summer, WPA playground activities were a
great boon to the city’s youngsters. Istalena Pace, municipal recreation director,
organized a many-faceted series of activities for Tuesday, August 12, at Highland Park.
From 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. there were, for some 100 youngsters expected to attend, games
of deck tennis, volley ball, croquet, shuffleboard, table tennis, and softball. The local
recreation council provided transportation to and from the park. Anyone riding a bicycle
to or from the park, however, needed to keep in mind that Police Chief C. C. Currie
intended to fine anyone caught bicycling on sidewalks.128
It was at this time—mid-August—that the Meridian Star took the opportunity to
praise the area’s member of the U. S. House of Representatives, Ross A. Collins, for his
leading role in the development of the Flying Fortress. In Collins’s office in the House
Office Building, in Washington, there was a photo of a Flying Fortress, on which Maj.
Gen. H. H. “Hap” Arnold had written, “Dear Collins, you brought the Flying Fortress
into being.” By this time Collins had represented the district for twenty years, and was
now running against Wall Doxey for the late Pat Harrison’s vacant Senate seat. Said the
Star:
…He was going quietly over his mail when a reporter brought him word
that military authorities of various nations were acclaiming his Flying Fortress to
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be the most effective weapon ever created…. Mr. Collins doesn’t look like a man
of war. And he isn’t. He emphatically insists that he is not a military man,
though international authorities know him as this nation’s greatest civilian
military authority because of his foresight in recognizing that America might
some day have to defend itself from a frightful armored aggressor, and because he
had the courage to awaken his nation to the danger.
For a long time his was the lone voice crying in the wilderness. Military
brass laughed at him, sneered at him and tried to ignore him. Today most of these
critics have been removed and now the nation is working day and night to turn out
in vast quantities the mechanized, motorized defense equipment he has advocated
since before Hitler came into power.129
Thus did his home town pay honor to the man often called “Father of the Flying
Fortress.” Later, updated versions of his splendid bomber helped turn the tide of the war
in Europe, and end the war in the Pacific. Such aircraft as the “Memphis Belle” and the
“Enola Gay” will perhaps always share fame with such other names as “Old Ironsides,”
“the Spirit of St. Louis,” and Christopher Columbus’s trio of ships.
Meridianites probably gave little thought to shortages and rationings of consumer
goods, matters that one occasionally heard about from Europe. Goods were plentiful, and
many more consumers now had the money to buy them. It is doubtful that anyone paid
much attention to a news item on August 14 from New York to the effect that sugar and
coffee trading had been suspended on Wall Street. The reason was stated somewhat
blandly as the “exigencies of the national emergency.” More arresting would have been
the news two days later that rationing of gasoline, at the order of the Office of Price
Administration—it was about to become the familiar OPA—had been decreed for the
Atlantic Seaboard, but not as far west as Mississippi. There would be a ten-percent
reduction in the supply to service stations, whose owners would decide how to allot it.
But informal rationing of a number of items was definitely about to go into effect and
would soon be followed by stricter controls of scarce items.
As school children were returning to classes, the Meridian Star published an
article suggesting that many of the typical school supplies might during the coming year
have to take second place to the defense effort.130 And indeed they did. By the fall of
1942, when I was entering Kate Griffin Junior High School, we began to see such things
as pencils whose “erasers” seemed only to smear . And those erasers’ metal holders were
replaced by plastic ones. Notebooks no longer had the metal strip down the inside of the
spine and the snapping teeth to hold the sheets of notebook paper. All of that was
replaced by a wooden strip and holes for two or three plastic rings. Each ring had a gap
that could be opened enough to slip a sheet of paper into or out of the notebook. Then, to
keep other sheets from inadvertently slipping out, one turned the ring so that the opening
was inside the wooden base. Otherwise the notebooks remained usable for taking notes,
or writing a theme, or even to camouflage a comic book in the study hall. These and
other “deprivations” did not prevent our getting an education.
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But in the summer of 1941 all of that was still a few months away, though the
citizens of Meridian, along with most other Americans, were thinking increasingly in
terms of defense, even of war. We had two powerful and ruthless enemies, one to our
east and the other to the west. The “Morning Prayer,” that appeared daily in the Star and
that was contributed by the Rev. F. Marion Dick, of the Federated Presbyterian Church,
on August 17 was phrased pointedly: “Help us to seek a just peace for Thy sake, for
men’s sake, and for our children’s sake and for our righteousness sake and for Jesus’
sake.” Judge A. G. Busby, in Circuit Court, made a point of asking everyone in the
courtroom to bow for a minute of silent prayer when the noon siren sounded, as Mayor
Clint Vinson had requested of all Meridianites. On August 19 the Star reported that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, searching for draft evaders in the Mississippi Delta,
planned to go next to Meridian. Those men 28 or over could rest easy, however; for
President Roosevelt had just signed legislation exempting them. On August 19 the Star
reported that the War Department had announced that about 200,000 servicemen would
be released in late 1941—“unless the international situation interferes.”
When the F.B.I. agents reached Meridian, they seemed less interested in draft
dodgers than in “ferreting out spies, saboteurs, fifth columnists and other undesirables.”
Meeting in a closed session with members of the American Legion’s T. C. Carter Post,
the agents requested the members’ collaboration in undercover work.131
Meanwhile, various groups in the city continued to provide amenities for airbase
personnel. Many religious groups were active in this effort, as was Temple Beth Israel,
whose young people provided a buffet supper on Sunday evening, August 24, for soldiers
from the base. The Civic Center, that occupied the old YMCA building, continued to
serve as a downtown haven for local airmen. On August 17 the Star reported that E. L.
Westbrook, commander of the local post of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, announced
that his group was equipping one of the large parlors of the Meridian Civic Center as a
reading, writing, and lounging room for soldiers at Meridian’s airbase. A photo in the
Star of August 22 showed servicemen gathered around a piano at the Civic Center, while
Melba Gressett played from sheet music. The soldiers in the photo were Charles Holder
and Frank B. Jarrett, Nashville, Tenn.; Fred Bates, Philadelphia, Pa.; John McClelland,
Bennington, Vt.; William A. Russell, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Johnny Daye Gargone,
Pittston, Pa.; and Michael Belak and Tom Irving from Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
The first of a series of entertainments for black soldiers at the base took place on
Saturday, August 23, at the WPA Recreation Center of the Frank Berry Courts. Among
the groups participating were the Swellites Bridge, the Spicy Mixers Whist, the Cotillion
Singers, and the Harlem Glee Club—all from the Frank Berry Courts. The program,
which began at seven p.m., was under the direction of Margaret Oliver. Also present
were members of the local WPA executive council, as well as recreational leaders from
the Seminary Center.
At the air base there were increasing activities and plans for expansion. If the
2,000 personnel were augmented by another 1,000, it would require more buildings,
perhaps as many as a hundred. All of this was good news for the WPA workers, whose
weekly payroll was already $4,000. Meanwhile, in late August many of the servicemen
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already there had their first exposure to a gas “attack.” They were taken out on the field
and allowed to pass through low concentrations of gas, not enough to harm them but
sufficient to allow them to get an idea of why one needed to protect oneself against a real
attack. And in mid-August the air base received what probably were its first nurses. First
to arrive was 1/Lt. Leah A. Ryland, from Fort George G. Meade, Md. She would be
chief of nurses. About two weeks later 2/Lt. Selma E. Johnson and 2/Lt. Phyllis V.
Robinson arrived from Fort Francis E. Warren, Wyo. All three would serve in the Key
Field hospital that now had 75 beds. On Thursday afternoon, September 4, the
Lauderdale County Nurses Association, wishing to honor the nurses from the air base,
held a party at the home of Mrs. Kleo Blue, president of the Mississippi State Nurses
Association.132
Local athletics continued to entertain sports aficionados. A Meridian local
baseball team, the East End 9, defeated a DeKalb team in the jousts among Civilian
Conservation Corps teams. The CCC had also organized teams for tennis, table tennis,
croquet, and badminton. Swimming and community singing, too, had their practitioners.
Meridian’s baseball team, the Eagles, had continued a mediocre performance, dropping
yet lower when they were defeated on August 20 at Montgomery in a game shortened by
a power failure. This took Meridian’s team from fifth to sixth place in the Southeastern
League, third place from the bottom. On Thursday, August 28, the Meridian team played
Jackson’s Senators in the Eagles’ last home game. It was also Baseball Defense Bond
Day and was celebrated nation-wide in both major and minor leagues. Sylvan Straus,
chairman of the county’s campaign for Defense Bonds and Stamps, organized a local
celebration of interesting events. The following Thursday, September 3, saw the Eagles
end the season in sixth place with a double-header loss to Pensacola.133
One Meridianite, who as a civilian had been much associated with sporting events
and service as a football and basketball referee, was being transferred to Meridian’s air
base. Frank McLendon had been a prominent businessman before enlisting. He
eventually went to Fort Barrancas, Fla., but had recently been ordered to Meridian’s 40th
Air Base to be assistant to Lt. Mark E. Sherland, athletic director of the cantonment.134
The Defense Bond and Stamp campaign was just starting. On September 3 Mary
Wright Williams made the first local sale when Col. William B. Wright, commander of
the local air base, bought a thousand-dollar bond. Williams’ co-worker, Mrs. Walker
Broach, looked on approvingly. Other workers on the project included Mmes. M. G.
Cobb, William Welch, Lamar McDonald, O. S. McKee, W. G. Campbell, J. C. Lloyd,
James Jaqua, Albert Malone, George Stevens, Leonard Gathright, C. F. Bertrand, Eugene
Damon, Robert Alston, and W. J. Cavenaugh. Eventually, directing the program in the
African-American community was Esther Butler, who worked directly under Sylvan
Straus, chairman for Lauderdale County. As W. B. Grauel explained in his daily column
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“Meridian,” in the Star, Defense Stamps came in four denominations—10 cents, 25 cents,
50 cents, and a dollar. As with postage stamps, Defense Stamps had mucilage on their
backs to allow them to be pasted into little booklets. When one had collected a sufficient
number, one turned the stamps in and received the equivalent in a Defense Bond. A
twenty-five-dollar bond cost $18.75, a fifty-dollar bond $37.50, and a hundred-dollar
bond $75.00. There were also larger denominations. At this time there were two places
in town where bonds and stamps were sold, Marks-Rothenberg’s and Alex Loeb’s.135
While dozens of trucks were still working round-the-clock at hauling fill for the
additional runways at Key Field, the base’s new chapel was dedicated on Sunday,
September 5, at 3 p.m. The ceremony began with a musical number by the Meridian
High School band, followed by an invocation by Rabbi Dr. William Ackerman, of
Temple Beth Israel. There were then remarks by U. S. Rep. Ross Collins and the Rt.
Rev. William Mercer Green, Episcopal Bishop of Mississippi. Like most other military
base chapels, this one was designed to approximate the average in religious architecture.
One observer described it as having “the colonial grace of New England country
churches” as well as “the stern angles of the Mid-West and the solid structural simplicity
so often found in the South.” This same person also described it less-grandly as a “plain
barn-like building with a row of plain windows on each side, the double-door entrance
and two smaller windows (on each side of the doors) at the front end.” There was a Latin
Cross atop a plain steeple.136
Cooperation between the base and the city on entertainment and musical programs
developed apace. One such civilian effort was designed to discover and consolidate the
talents in both areas. Local musician Mamie Carter Crumpton led one group which met
at the School of Music on September 5 and decided upon a musical on the City Hall
lawn. Lieut. Mark Sherland, in charge of Key Field’s recreation, apparently liked the
idea and suggested that a second piano would be useful. Since the group needed also
suitable places for the soldiers to practice, there went out a request for both a piano and at
least twelve homes that might be used. (By the eleventh of the month a sufficient number
of homes with pianos had responded.) In addition to Sherland and Crumpton, the
committee that planned this project consisted of band leader Howard Lane, Ernest Suter,
Mrs. Eckford Summer, Lt. B. S. Bentley, Pvt. Bob Neary, and Chaplain (Lt.) W. B.
Hood.137
Another artistic interaction between Meridianites and base personnel came on
September 10 when the Kiwanis Club’s weekly meeting enjoyed some entertainment by
three soldiers from Key Field. Sgt. John Dorsey, described as a “versatile singer and
dancer,” sang “You Walked By” and “I Can’t Give You Anything but Love.” Ruth
Richardson accompanied him on the piano. Sgt. William Blaney, a concert pianist who
had appeared at New York’s Carnegie Hall, played the first movement of the “D Minor
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Suite” by Eugene d’Albert, as well as Wolfgang Mozart’s “Turkish March.” Variety was
added by Pvt. Beckham Spanyer’s magical tricks.138
Far less melodious and edifying for the area was the political race in which both
Ross Collins and Wall Doxey were running for the U. S. Senate seat made vacant by Pat
Harrison’s recent death. On September 5, in a speech on the City Hall lawn, Doxey
attacked Collins’s record in Congress, insisting that the district’s representative had
collaborated earlier with such congressional isolationists as Hamilton Fish. Doxey
complained also about what he called misrepresentation by several state newspapers,
including the Meridian Star. Doxey was supported by Senator Theodore Gilmore Bilbo,
and that certainly was enough to earn the disdain of the Star’s editor. Skewes’s opinion
was that one Bilbo in Washington was enough. The race between Collins and Doxey
elicited remarks by Bilbo, one of which was, “I have been messing with Collins off and
on for 30 years and I have never touched him yet, but what he has double-crossed me.”
Editor Skewes’s reply was as follows:
Thus Senator Theodore “Gimme” Bilbo pays Ross Collins of Meridian a
compliment. Ross Collins, being a canny politician as well as an able statesman,
understands the “mountebank” and acts accordingly. Some individuals—public
as well as private—merit no consideration. One does not observe the “niceties”
when dealing with common prostitutes of politics. Bilbo, himself, constitutes the
prime example of Mississippi “double-crossing.”139
The Meridian Star, in its issue for September 15, published another kudos for
Collins. Titled “Shall Democracy Die?,” the article was accompanied by a drawing
showing a dying soldier representing all the nations subdued by the Nazis. The text of
the article was as follows:
France is dead. Eleven other nations lie prostrate under a conqueror.
England faces the tragedy of criminal negligence, which destroyed all those
victims. Are we safe in America?... This is no time for personal political
ambitions to be considered in Mississippi. We drafted a man for President
because we needed him. But our great President needs competent support in the
mighty task of providing adequate defense weapons at a time when a mechanized
monster is running loose over the world…. We have the man needed in this tragic
hour—a Mississippian named Ross Collins, who already has provided our army
with virtually all its modern defense weapons. Patriotic Americans over the
country are praying that we show the good sense to use him in the U. S. Senate,
where his voice may be heard more clearly…. We should be proud of Ross
Collins, and send him to the U. S. Senate, where he can better help our President
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protect us from foreign dictators—just as he now is fighting an attempt at
political dictatorship in Mississippi. Mississippi should thank God for Ross
Collins. The nation needs him!
Collins lost the election. Editor Skewes was thoroughly disgusted, not only
because Collins was defeated but also because of the meager number of voters who had
bestirred themselves to vote in the primary. (In Mississippi in those days the paucity of
Republicans meant that a primary was, in effect, a general election.) And the result was
so close as to be for some time in doubt. The final state tabulation gave Doxey 59,556
votes to Collins’s 58,738, though there were questions about some precincts. Some 5,000
ballots among about 20,000 potential Lauderdale voters moved Skewes to declare the
dismal turn-out unpardonable and contemptible. Those who had not voted were “civic
traitors to the freedom they are presumed to love.” “A few hundred ‘home-town’ nonvoters,” he wrote, “could have given Collins and the nation vital victory.” Meridian was,
he said, “the ‘boob’ city of the Central South.” It suffered from “mental hookworm” and
“civic ‘sleeping sickness.’” He ended categorically: “We are drafting millions of young
men to save America. In this election we Mississippians have proven unworthy of
salvation. Too lazy even to vote to save ourselves.”140
Later, commenting on a prediction by Mississippi’s senior senator that Doxey
would win by two to one, Skewes said: “Who made this prophecy last Monday eve?
Some soothsayer or Hitler astrologer or quack fortune teller? No, none of these. This
prophet was and is ‘Bilbo the Great’—Bilbo—‘the man’! Bilbo—the politician! Bilbo—
the ‘boss’! Bilbo—the factional everything! Bilbo—the Mississippi senatorial
nothing!”141
As James Skewes would certainly agree if he were still living, Ross Collins was
and still is outstanding. Nearly a year after the campaign against Doxey, and after the
United States had been embroiled for months in the war, Charles T. Lucey, writer for the
Scripps-Howard newspapers, said that only Collins had understood Douglas MacArthur’s
pre-war warning of the need for greater military preparation and a new type of mobile,
mechanized army. Said Lucey: “Gen. MacArthur and Rep. Collins, who are the closest
of personal friends, tried for many years to wake the country and the Congress to the
danger of war and this nation’s unpreparedness.” Both men had agreed in 1933 that most
of the Army’s motorized equipment was “leftover, obsolete and worn out” materiel from
the First World War. Only one tank was classed as modern. Both men agreed in 1935
that the Army “could not perform its vital emergency missions because of the state of its
equipment.” Lucey added, “There is the mighty Flying Fortress, of which Rep. Collins is
the ‘father’ and it was also due to his urging that the great Christie tank went into
production.”142
As though differences between partisans of Collins and Bilbo were not enough to
agitate matters, the state still couldn’t quite come to terms with the matter of Daylight
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Saving Time. When Jackson and Laurel decided to return to Standard Time, the editor of
the Star admitted that while he doubted that the observance was saving much electricity,
the issue was perhaps more a matter of patriotic cooperation. But by September there
wasn’t very much daylight left to save. Mayor Vinson apparently thought so, too; for, he
announced that at midnight, September 14, the city would return to Standard Time. He
explained, “The city council, and the whole state, for that matter, wishes to cooperate
with President Roosevelt and Governor Johnson in any way possible. But the time is
nearing anyway for discontinuation of Daylight Saving Time, and such time is conflicting
in a marked degree with school and other schedules.” But not with the local 40th Air
Base, which continued to observe Daylight Saving.143
This September the city had probably a unique concurrence of events. On
Thursday afternoon, the 18th, popular Hollywood actor Louis Hayward checked into the
Lamar Hotel and left the next day for New York. On that same Friday his newest film,
Ladies in Retirement, began a run at the Temple Theatre. Traveling with him was
Bernard Nedall, who had just appeared in The Feminine Touch, with Rosalind Russell
and Don Ameche. It was both men’s first time in the South, and they professed to be
enjoying the experience. Hayward told the Star’s reporter that he was scheduled shortly
to be in a new play, Brighton Rock, in which he would act with students at Catholic
University, Washington. He assumed that in a few months it would be done as a film, but
said that it was thought best to try it first on the stage. Hayward said that if it should ever
be done as a movie, he wanted the setting changed from the south of England to the
American South. He then expressed a great liking for the South, adding, “The South has
color, and charm—there are so many things about it that are essentially dramatic.” He
regretted that his wife was not with him. “How she would love this,” he said as he
gestured with his hand toward the city beyond his room’s window. “Jove!” he
exclaimed, “I wish she was along.” The reporter noticed that when Hayward became
excited, the British accent tended to become stronger. Hayward thought his film that
would start later that day at the Temple was a good one, though he had not seen the
finished product. Wouldn’t he like to wait and see it in a personal appearance? asked the
reporter. “Yes, [but] I wouldn’t want anybody else to see me seeing it. I’m glad I’m
getting out of town early. I’ll be out of reach anyway.”144
At Key Field the 168 recruits who had arrived on August 8 and had been assigned
to the 50th Pursuit Group took their first real training hike on September 20. It was,
commented the Star, “just enough to give their feet a good workout.” Lieut. Thomas L.
Bowers led the men in a complete march around the circumference of the air base. After
that bit of exercise, none of the men doubted that the landing field could easily
accommodate the Army’s largest planes. For some reason, two days later the Meridian
Star erroneously reported that the War Department would transfer the 50th Pursuit Group
from Meridian to Selfridge Field, Michigan “at the earliest practicable date.” And on the
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following day the Star said that the report of the transfer had been erroneous; the Group
would remain in Meridian.145
Readers of the Star on September 21 might have pondered exotic Hawaiian
beaches and romantic nights when reading an ad inviting those interested to consider
applying for Civil Service work at and near Pearl Harbor, in the Hawaiian Islands. The
work would be mainly in the Navy yards, Army arsenals, and air stations. The Federal
government would pay the passage of anyone accepted for the work. An added
inducement for those trying to make up for the past years of Depression was that seventyfive percent of those already working in the Islands were availing themselves of
overtime. Applicants were warned, however, that living costs were high, though meals
were available at a government-operated cafeteria where prices were controlled. The
same issue of the Star that carried this advertisement printed also an article about the
great effort to prepare the Hawaiian Islands for any invasion force. “Hawaii,” said the
article, “the friendly, lavish, hospitable Paradise of the Pacific, has done a quick change
act.” The article continued: “Bristling with big guns, harboring the world’s most
powerful fleet and living under the roar of hundreds of fighting planes, Hawaii realizes
it’s on the spot in [the] event of a U. S. war in the Pacific. And something is being done
to prepare for the worst.” More than 10,000 civilians were being trained in first aid,
nursing, and medical skills, “which will be necessary if Hawaii ever is a target for
bombs.” The Islands were “out in front” in civilian defense. Though tourism had
slumped, defense projects had added 100,000 new workers. But Hawaii’s residents
believed the islands were “impregnable.”146
How ironic all of that Hawaiian preparation appears in hindsight! And how
fateful it all now seems for such youngsters as those preparing the 1942 yearbook at the
Meridian Senior High-Junior College. Perhaps some of them were trying to imagine
what they would be doing a year thence. The annual’s co-editors were Charles Hartzog
and Mary Ellen Bartlett; Nola Sweeney and Vaughn Carmichael were co-business
managers. Fred Mitchell and Carlton Pugh were art and photographic editors
respectively. The senior class annual committee consisted of Mary Dorothy Weidmann
(chairperson), Mary Ellen Bartlett, Thelma Bennett, Fred Mitchell, Fred Harrington,
Arthur Merrell, and Karleen Moran.147
Among those who already knew what they would probably be doing a year later
was a new dance band out at the air base. The Air Chords played their first dance at the
base recreation center on Saturday, September 20. Sgt. William Blaney led the fourteen
players that included pianist Bob Huffman, violinist Pvt. Albert Wolgin, and drummer
Jack Gifford. Local civilian Daisy Mae Alexander and Privates Oliver Jones, Eddie G.
Schwer, and Bill Porter were vocalists. The group was well received and would perform
often in the coming years. A few days later several of these men furnished entertainment
at a Rotary Club meeting at the Lamar Hotel. On that occasion Private Schwer sang
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“Night and Day,” and Huffman performed a piano number. Following that a Lieutenant
Cowart spoke about the base, which now had 108 finished buildings, 1,004 enlisted
personnel, 73 officers, and three nurses.148
In late September, those Meridian’s females who at least nodded to Dame Fashion
could ponder the report that supporting the defense effort was probably going to seem to
remind one of the late-Twenties. That is, cloth could be saved by shortening skirts. An
article in the Star suggested that while almost all American women wished to support
military and civilian preparedness, they were decidedly unenthusiastic about showing
their knees. But as distasteful as that might seem, women were even less enthusiastic at
the suggestion that men might begin wearing short pants. A little easier to take was the
news that large hats, usually a summer fixture, would be retained for fall wear.149
Another year and all of this would seem rather silly.
Even as Ross Collins was conceding the election to Wall Doxey, there were some
local events that may not be completely without interest to present-day readers. Hillman
Taylor, secretary-manager of the Mississippi Fair and Dairy Show, reported that the
recent fair was the best and most successful in the Association’s history. And on
September 24 Meridian shipped about 400 pounds of scrap aluminum to Chicago for
defense purposes. Less satisfactory to many was the news that such articles as furs,
jewelry, and toilet preparations would cost buyers more after September 30 because of a
new excise, or “luxury,” tax. And it was announced at that same time that William
Lerner, of Lerner Jewelers, had purchased the Gressett Building on 22nd Avenue, between
Fifth and Sixth Streets. Lerner would remodel it at a cost of $7,500.150
At the end of September, while Americans learned that U. S. armed forces were
landing in Iceland, the eleven bachelor officers at the air base were moving back to living
quarters on the base. Previously, they had been allowed to live off-base in Meridian.
The officers celebrated their “return” with a dinner September 30 at the new officers
club. They were as follows: Lt. Col. James B. Carroll, Capt. G. O. Townsend, Lt.
Thomas L. Bowers, Lt. C. L. Cole, Lt. B. E. Cowart, Lt. Fred Dulaney, Lt. Ernest T.
George, Jr., Lt. Kenneth B. Metcalf, Lt. James Setright, Lt. J. W. Todd, and Lt. W. W.
Wallace.151
On October first there was agreeable reciprocity between Meridian civilians and
military. In the evening at the Civic Center, the WPA recreation group supervised the
first in a series of Wednesday dances for soldiers. Annie Moore presided and greeted the
servicemen and young women. Some of the military guests were soldiers who spent that
night in Meridian on their way to Louisiana maneuvers. Music was furnished by the
usual WPA orchestra. Earlier that day, at Kate Griffin Junior High School, Chaplain W.
B. Hood and four enlisted men from the 40th Air Base, presented an entertaining program
for the young students. Hood, who had formerly been a missionary to Africa, displayed
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his collection of African musical instruments. Pvt. Edwin Schwer, of Ohio, sang several
solos; and Sgt. James J. Blaney, of Pennsylvania, played the piano. Sgt. Johnnie Dorsett,
of Michigan, tap danced; and Pvt. Jack Gifford, of Ohio, exhibited his virtuosity on the
drums.152
The fall season seemed to spur activities, both official and social, for the local
military. Perhaps Major Paul B. Wurtsmith, of the 50th Pursuit Group, precipitated it
when he and three other officers arrived on Wednesday afternoon, October first. The
other officers were Lts. Joseph A. Kelly, Robert A. O’Neill, and William R. Compton,
who arrived in three P-35 pursuit planes. The four men were the vanguard of the
remainder of their group’s move from Selfridge Field to Meridian’s air base, where the
rest arrived two days later. A delegation from the Meridian Chamber of Commerce had
intended to greet them, but a misunderstanding about the arrival time delayed the official
greeting until the following Monday morning. Since August 10, eighty-six of the
Group’s “selectees” and two officers had already been acclimating themselves to the
area.153
Black soldiers at Key Field were guests at a “Chat and Dance” event presented by
the council and members of the WPA East End Recreation Club. The soldiers were
accompanied by the Rev. C. C. Walker, chaplain guardian, and a sergeant. Guests also
included several soldiers en route to North Carolina. Hostesses were Bessie Beale, Rosa
Barlow, W. Mae Terrell, Mamie Floyd, Delia Mason Cole, Annie Mae Bell, and Fannie
Johnson White. Frances Beale and Olivia Brooks were in the information booth, and
Eula Mae Walker and Katherine Terrell were registrars. The program began with Slayton
Evans’ singing of the Negro National Anthem and “God Bless America.” Tereatha
Lewis then sang “The Rosary,” which was dedicated to the soldiers. There were games
and dancing, followed by punch and soft beverages. Incidental music was furnished by
Lovey Lee and his “Boneheating Partners’ and by Prof. Haywood Meyers.154
At this same time the WPA Recreation Council issued an appeal for equipment
and furnishings for the recreation rooms at Key Field’s 40th Air Base. There were one
large room and eight smaller ones, which the Council considered entirely inadequate for
the 1,600 soldiers already on the base, as well as about that many more expected to arrive
soon. Items needed included divans, electric fans, tables, chairs, radios, games, and card
tables. With satisfaction and perhaps a smile, the Council revealed the following letter
they had received from a soldier who had recently passed through Meridian from
maneuvers. Signing himself “The Damn Yankee,” he wrote as follows:
Believe it or not, this is that “Damn Yankee” who had the pleasure of
spending [with you] one of the most complete evenings he has spent in his whole
army service. It may not seem so great to you, who are doing your level best to
make the soldier so much at home, but may I say very honestly that you are doing
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100 per cent on your job. I am a true Yankee, but I can say that no Yankee girl
has the “Southern Fortitude” *** [sic] to take a bunch of soldiers right off the
field, dirty, tired of it all and lack of sleep and let us enter into your little world
and become one of you. Though I’m tired, I couldn’t sleep without extending my
sincere gratitude for your effort in making us better spirited lads to continue our
journey.155
Amid new reports of an intensification of Japanese anti-American comments,
both governmental and journalistic, Cole Brothers’ Circus gave the city something to
laugh about at the Fairgrounds on October 20. There were fifty clowns, one of whom,
the already famous Emmett Kelly, had earlier made a big hit in Broadway’s production of
Hellzapoppin. Also with the circus was former heavyweight champion, Jack Dempsey,
who traveled on the circus train in his own customized coach that cost $100,000. It was
explained that the “Manassa Mauler” would not appear here as a prize fighter but rather
as an entertainer, though he would at some point demonstrate some of his special jabs and
punches. He would first appear astride a five-gaited Kentucky stallion in what was
described as “the brilliant new inaugural spectacle, ‘Pan Americana.’” Dempsey took
time out to visit Key Field and to predict that the next champion boxer would come from
the ranks of the military.156
As 1941 drew nearer its end, Meridianites debated the issues involved in the
current war, including two that threatened to bring the U. S. closer to full participation.
One was President Roosevelt’s decision to arm our merchant ships and order them to
return fire when attacked by Nazi submarines, and the other had to do with the
President’s sending aid to Soviet Russia. Editor Skewes, in the Meridian Star, addressed
both issues. On the first point he found himself, perhaps uncomfortably, on the same side
with Senator Bilbo, who fully supported the arming of merchantmen. “Bilbo is Right,”
decided Skewes. “We criticize Mr. Bilbo when we feel he is wrong. We commend Mr.
Bilbo when we know he is right…. We Mississippians may fight like the ‘Kilkenny cats’
among ourselves. However, we present a united front against the world.” As for aiding
“Godless” Russia, the editor replied, in effect, that the Soviet Union was fighting our
fight. “Godless Russia,” he insisted, “is giving everything. We have given little or
nothing. What right have we to question? Why not prove ourselves?”157
Along with other Americans, Meridianites had no serious expectations that war
was but two months away, despite the worsening relations between America and Japan
and an almost undeclared war between Nazi U-Boats and U. S. merchantmen. We
continued upon our customary ways and schedules. Exactly two months before Pearl
Harbor, our Little Theater’s presentation of First Lady pleased an audience described as
“large and fashionable.” Bessie Smith, a high school English teacher who had just seen
it, was delighted and said: “It was just grand. I enjoyed it thoroughly.” That same night
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more than 700 soldiers and civilians crowded into the Civic Center for another program
offered by the WPA Recreation Council. Leonese P. Robinson, assisted by the
Sisterhood of Temple Beth Israel, supervised the affair. Various individuals from the city
and the air base furnished music. And the Meridian High School football team prepared
for what was termed “the most colorful game of the year,” the one against the Gulf Coast
Military Academy. The Meridian team sported such players as Joe Cullpepper, Ed
Frazier, Pete Piggott, Lester Williamson, “Doc” Thornton, Billie Joe Britt, Harry Drew,
“Shorty” McWilliams, Lowry Rush, Forrest Page, and John O’Neil Johnson. (G.C.M.A.
beat Meridian 19-0.)158
But if war seemed less than imminent, there was without doubt a greater emphasis
on expressions of patriotism. In this regard, similar to many other groups in the city was
the Matinee Music Club at their annual fall luncheon on Wednesday, October 8, at the
Lamar Hotel. A special feature this year was a program by men from the local air base.
The program began with a short statement by Mrs. H. M. Ivy, followed by the singing of
“The Star Spangled Banner,” which Sgt. James Blaney accompanied. Presiding, Mrs.
Eckford Summer welcomed the members and guests, about 100. Other music club
members who helped on the program included Nettie Bruister, Margaret Tarry, Helen
Crooks, and Mmes.Houston Moore, G. A. Coleman, Walton Moore, R. L. Criscoe, E. H.
Hart, E. J. Northrup, and E. C. Leonard. Helen Crooks, society editor for the Meridian
Star, was “toastmaster.” The climax of the program was a demonstration of “militaristic
influence” on music through the ages. This was done by Col. James B. Carroll in a
narration that was accompanied by Sgt. Blaney at the piano. The finale was “God Bless
America.”159
Without doubt, many Meridianites had long been proving their great interest in
the men at the local air base, both by providing them entertainment and other amenities
and also by inviting them to participate in the city’s activities. Both groups obviously
enjoyed the process and its success. Local citizens who participated had probably never
before felt so useful and productive. Mrs. Henry Kellogg, writing on behalf of a group of
women in Painesville, Ohio, wrote to thank Meridianites for their kindness toward the
women’s sons. An editorial in the Meridian Star, however, said that the picture was not
always positive. It specifically charged that some local businesses were raising their
prices for military personnel. “To profiteer on the small pay of soldiers on active duty,”
said the editorial, “is not a thing in which any community will take much pride.”160
But most Meridianites probably were not guilty of any such profiteering; for like
most other Southerners, the citizens of Meridian admired a military uniform. They were
admiring also the neatly-dressed military policemen who were much in evidence on the
city’s streets. Each policeman wore a blue armband on which “MP” stood out in white
letters. Efficient and seemingly omnipresent, they were much in evidence at the recent
fair and circus, the Friday night football games at Ray Stadium, the Civic Center,
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theaters, recreation halls, restaurants, on downtown streets—everywhere that soldiers
might go, as well as other places where soldiers were not to go.161
In mid-October Capt. Eugene Vinson visited his family in Meridian and returned
to Langley Field, Va., on the 13th. As W. B. Grauel, of the Meridian Star pointed out,
Vinson and Al and Fred Key had been assigned to the Second Bombardment Group,
where they flew B-17 Flying Fortresses, each of which weighed 57,000 pounds and flew
at an altitude between 20,000 and 30,000 feet. Vinson explained to Grauel that the
temperature of the air did not change during the first thousand feet, but it dropped three
degrees with each additional thousand feet. It got pretty cold “away up there,” said
Vinson.162
It could get “pretty cold” also in that new drive-in theater—Meridian’s first—that
Lloyd Royal opened the same day that Gene Vinson returned to Langley Field. The new
venture—Royal called it “Lloyd’s”—featured the “smiling service of the ‘sweater girls’”
as well as the snack shop’s fried chicken and “sizzling Western steaks.” The dining room
was the largest such area in the city. Seats had leather-covered, foam rubber cushions,
and tables had blue composite glass. The color scheme was described as “a tasty blend of
blue and ivory.” The new establishment, open from 4 p.m. to midnight, was managed by
Monte Hance, of Biloxi. Each of the 150 parking places had a small speaker which,
during cold weather, could be taken inside the automobile. The screen was 35 by 40 feet
in size and had been installed by RCA technicians.163
Out at the local base the men often provided for their own entertainment. The day
after Royal opened his new drive-in theater, for instance, the enlisted men of the 153rd
Observation Squadron held a dance at Northwood Country Club to celebrate the
anniversary of their induction into the Army. Some others who enjoyed softball set about
organizing their own Cage League. The initiative was taken by Company C of the 50th
Pursuit Detached Group, which led in intramural softball and by mid-October had a
perfect record of six wins and no losses. Their strength seemed to lie in the prowess of
their pitcher, Pvt. Roy Elliot, and batter, Pvt. Devon Hirschman; though their other
batters’ scores were above average. Runner-up was 40th Air Base Headquarters and
Headquarters Company, whose good status was due to pitcher Pvt. Don Hall’s winning
five times. Weather permitting, the “season” would last until October 22. The several
teams’ standings in mid-October were as follows: Company C, 6-0; 40th AB
Headquarters and Headquarters, 5-2; 53rd Materiel, 4-2; Company B (Det.), 2-2;
Ordnance, 3-4; 39th Air Base Group, 3-4; Company A (Det.), 1-3; and Quartermasters, 04. Anyone else at the base—lawyer, law student, whoever—that found all this too
frivolous to bear, was invited by Jack R. Lobrano, president of the Meridian Bar
Association, to use his law library at the Courthouse.164
No less agreeable than the softball games were two dances at the base on
Saturday, the 11th. That for the enlisted men was highlighted by the wedding in the base
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chapel of Dwight Bailey and Sarah Wilkins. Afterward, Mrs. G. D. Middleton, official
hostess for the dance, was assisted by Bessie Smith and WPA recreation leaders.
Chaperons were Zella Smith and Mmes. W. I. Cole, W. B. Allison, Calvin Long, C. G.
Parker, Clayton Catledge, J. E. Terry, and Willis Faulk. Pvt. Bob Neary was master-ofceremonies. Daisy Mae Alexander and Pvt. Oliver Jones were accompanied by Ruth
Catledge in a vocal duet. Later, the WPA orchestra played for the dance. On that same
evening at the Officers’ Club more than a hundred officers, with their wives and dates,
held a formal ball. Tables were placed “cabaret-style” about the room, but in such a way
as to provide sufficient room for the guests to dance to the music of the Air Chords,
described as the “official orchestra of the base.” The club’s president, Capt. Jack Scott,
was in charge of the party. This was the first in a series of such programs that were to
become a regular feature of the club’s activities.165
Back in the city the schools’ new session had begun with a total of 7,267 pupils.
In the black schools the enrollment of 2,518 was as follows: Harris High, 571, and
Wechsler Junior High, 771; and the following elementary schools: East End, 481; West
End, 397; Southside, 190; and Savannah Grove, 108. White enrollment of 4,749 was as
follows: Senior High-Junior College, 813; Junior High Upper Division, 690; Junior High
Lower Division, 825; and the following elementary schools: Witherspoon, 561; Chalk,
383; South Side, 314; Stevenson, 272; Oakland Heights, 203; Highland, 189; Marion
Park, 184; Tuxedo, 164; and Poplar Springs, 151.166
At this time, when the Meridian Star was informing the city that “Japs Pessimistic
over Relations with Americans” and Leon Henderson, of the Office of Production
Management, had cut future auto production by at least fifty-one percent, two units at the
air base were combined. The 153rd and 113th Observation Squadrons were merged to
form the Second Provisional Observation Group, of the Fifth Army Corps. The 113th
was, of course, the Indiana unit that had arrived sometime back, and the 153rd was the
original Meridian unit. The new group, which would be commanded by Col. Oliver H.
Stout, of the Indiana unit, would remain at Meridian. Each squadron would still retain its
original identity and personnel.167
Despite the threatened drastic cuts in automobile manufacturing, the Auto
Exchange at 3321 Fifth Street was advertising its 1942 Buicks. There was a message,
however: “Buick builds for defense. Our assignment: Building Pratt & Whitney valvein-head aircraft engines for defense use.” Another ad, by Hobbs Auto & Supply, 2603
Sixth Street, touted its 1942 Packard, the “Clipper Special Club Sedan.” It was, said the
ad, “Clipper-styled for beauty!” The claim was that it offered twelve to eighteen percent
better mileage, as well as “electromatic drive” and “simplified automatic driving.”168
Meridian’s African-American community were taking advantage of the cooler fall
weather. On Friday night, October 15, there was a “Benefit Barn Dance” at the East End
Recreation Center. Music was furnished by Lovey Lee and his Bone Beating Partners,
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assisted by Cooney Barnes. Slayton Evans was in charge of the affair which began at
7:30. And on October 30 two of the South’s outstanding black football squads met at the
Meridian Fairgrounds at 3 p.m. The Rust College Bearcats, of Holly Springs, played the
Miles Memorial team, of Birmingham. The teams met annually and played what the
Meridian Star termed a “colorful brand of football.”169
Events on the international scene were, if anything, more discouraging than ever,
and the Star regularly recorded them. When Gen. Hideki Tojo was announced as the new
Japanese premier, for instance, it was pointed out that he especially admired the German
Army. The following issue of the local paper quoted Wendell L. Willkie, leader of the
Republican Party and increasingly a supporter of President Roosevelt: “We must remove
the show and deception of hypocritical neutrality laws. We must abandon the hope of
peace. We can no more negotiate a peace with the war lords of Tokyo than with the
conquering dictator of Berlin…. They are winning now. Unless we act soon, it will be
too late.” And our own Secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox, said: “We are satisfied in
our own minds that the Japanese have no intention of giving up their plans for expansion.
If they pursue that course, a collision there is inevitable. It can occur on 24 hours’
notice.” He might have added that, as in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905, it might
happen with no notice at all. And speaking of Russia, one could say that the only hopeful
news in late 1941 was that the Germans were beginning to encounter serious problems
with weather as they reached farther into the Soviet Union. Adding to the local unease
was a report that sabotage was suspected in the burning of a 200-foot-long railroad trestle
on the Illinois Central over a marshy area near Tallahatta Creek just west of Meridian. A
troop train had been scheduled to pass minutes later.170 Amid all this disquieting
speculation, the Civic Music Association presented operatic legend Blanche Thebom on
Thursday evening, October 23, at the Junior College auditorium.
In light of the grim news arriving almost daily now, Americans under arms were
finding themselves an increasingly important group. Even though many military persons
were near the end of their commitments, it must have been obvious to everyone that
world events might alter all plans for a return to civilian life. In addition, President
Roosevelt had made provision to retire anyone who had “pressing obligations at home,”
and this meant that five men of the 113th Observation Squadron got out. A few more
were eligible to go a little later.171
Remember Meridian’s Service Battery, of the 114th Field Artillery? They had
gone on maneuvers in Louisiana and given a good account of themselves. Some in the
several groups in the exercise had the idea to use as a trophy an old bell found on a
rusting locomotive in the area of the little town of Montrose, La. Following the “battle”
at Montrose, the Service Battery took it back to their camp and made Pvt. Billie Curtis its
custodian. It was later used for mess calls and became a reminder of those glorious days
and nights in Louisiana.172
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Some military units were going in the other direction for maneuvers. Toward the
end of October, for instance, about 3500 officers and men of the First Armored Division,
as well as what the Star described as “tons of military equipment,” were expected shortly
after the unit left Camp Polk, La., on the 27th. Traveling in twenty trains, the men passed
through Meridian for maneuvers in the Carolinas.173
The Meridian Wildcats were giving a good account of themselves at Ray
Stadium. On October 24, for instance, they defeated the previously-undefeated Jackson
Tigers 20 to 7. Part of the reason was the Meridian team’s “speedy halfback,” as the
Star’s sports editor put it. It was Thomas “Shorty” McWilliams, described as
“exceptionally fast” and a good runner. “His passing,” said the article, “is improving
along with his blocking and defense work as the season nears the stretch.” On Halloween
night the Wildcats did less well against Tupelo, and the very muddy game ended
scoreless.174
It would be difficult to exaggerate the positive role played by the radio and
motion picture industries in America’s defense program. Even so relatively minor a
factor as the films, many of them later considered classics, that were seen each week
were important to both civilians and soldiers. In late October, for instance, during these
last few weeks of peace, Meridianites, both those in mufti and those in uniform, could see
such outstanding films as Orson Welles’ classic, Citizen Kane. Even the light-hearted
comedy of Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, in Buck Privates, recycled old vaudeville
routines into a very respectable evening’s entertainment; and no less satisfying was the
singing of the very popular Andrews Sisters. It was a rare juke box that did not offer at
least one of that trio’s recordings. Even such a cinematic light-weight as Moon over
Miami gave us some good tunes, to say nothing of Betty Grable, a toothsome lass who
was headed for fame as probably the favorite pin-up for soldiers in the coming war—she
had not yet married bandleader Harry James. The men at the local air base attended the
Temple, Alberta, Strand, and Royal, as well as their own base cinema. In addition,
entertainers were by now visiting the various military bases around the United States, and
Key Field got its share. In late October several stars from the popular radio shows Camel
Caravan and Grand Ole Opry came to the 40th Air Base. The program was under the
sponsorship of Camel Cigarettes, manufactured by the R. J. Reynolds Company. In those
days cigarettes were regarded as items almost as necessary to defense as, say, field
artillery and A-20 bombers. Using its own mobile stage, the traveling company
presented such celebrities as Dolly Dearman, Minnie Pearl, the Camelette Girl Trio, and
Kay Carlisle.175
Back in town civilians continued to debate America’s present and future roles in
the war that threatened. The regular meeting of the Lions Club on October 24 discussed
whether America ought to join the war and send troops, or whether we should just
confine ourselves to the role of supplier of war materiel—by being what Roosevelt had
termed the “Arsenal of Democracy.” About a dozen of the members expressed
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themselves openly. Most were in favor of making a strong stand against Japan and were
totally hostile toward the America Firsters (such isolationists as Charles A. Lindbergh
and Gerald Nye who opposed American participation in the war). They believed also
that Americans needed to realize that the country was already virtually at war. At about
this same time, the Star reported that Florida’s U. S. Senator Claude Pepper proposed the
immediate blockade of Japan to halt her imports “that will fatten her for further
conquests.”176
The women of Meridian, too, were not waiting for events to overtake them. The
American Red Cross was introducing here and elsewhere a defense measure that would
be of vital importance in the event of wartime disaster. Called the Red Cross Canteen
Corps, it was designed to train women to feed large numbers of war’s victims. The
course required twenty hours and was taught by Laura Harper from ten to noon on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Upon completion of the course, the new members
would organize a local chapter of the Canteen Corps. Mrs. T. J. Roth, head of the
volunteer Red Cross, and Mrs. J. O. Eastland were chairwomen.177
The black community met on November 3 at their library to organize a Red Cross
“call” campaign. The request was that all leaders of the African-American community
answer the call to work toward their goal. The chairman of the effort was the Rev. E. A.
Mays. He warned that any involvement in the world war would add greatly to the needs
that were already periodically created by natural emergencies.178
Even as business statistics indicated that the economy in the Lauderdale area had
improved 41.2 percent over the previous year, merchants began preparing for the
Christmas shopping season. Early in November Marks-Rothenberg Company held an
open-house for their customers to see the re-modeled second floor. Baskets of flowers
set off the new “blonde [sic] mahogany woodwork and fixtures and the rose beige
carpeting.” What had been called the French Room was now the Bride’s Room, that was
decorated in “pale green and rose beige décor with antique ivory furnishings upholstered
in rose and green.” President Roosevelt’s suggestion of an earlier Thanksgiving
celebration, as an extra spur to Christmas buying, was still getting support in Mississippi.
Both Gov. Paul B. Johnson and A. W. Hulett, president of the Meridian Chamber of
Commerce, supported November 20 as the holiday. Hulett, however, asked the city’s
merchants, not to start Christmas advertising until November 27, “with that date set for
the turning on of Christmas lights.”
The shopping season would doubtless bring more riders to Meridian’s three taxi
companies, all of which generally used their telephone numbers as their names. These
were the 855 cabs that did business with the black community, and the 4000 and 1808 (or
White Top) taxi services. The latter two announced new rates effective November first.
The “ten-cent” zone was from the downtown business district to the following bounds:
45th Avenue west, 22nd Avenue North and 17th Street, and Sixth Avenue East and
Sowashee Creek on the south. Prices increased to a maximum of thirty-five cents out to
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the Northwood Country Club, the 40th Air Base, the Creosote Plant, and the Rock House
(the latter at the Key Field civilian airport).179
There still was no relief for the shortage of housing for Meridian’s growing
population, and a survey suggested that there would be none anytime soon. The Federal
government was building about a hundred houses for non-commissioned officers at the
40th Air Base, and there were a few housing developments here and there about the city;
but by no means did these solve the problem. Requests by employees from the air base,
Flintkote, Plantation Pipe Line, and other such companies suggested that the city needed
about 100 small unfurnished houses and about 75 apartments of three to five rooms each.
The latter would ideally be in buildings each of which would contain twelve to sixteen
units. The new housing at the base would be called Key Field Defenders, a name
suggested by Aubert Knight, 4614 Fifth Street.180
Meridian’s newest hardware store, George W. Nunnery’s at 2113 Sixth Street,
opened as the city was digesting more disquieting war news. Meridianite Lee Yarbrough,
merchant seaman on board the Del Norte, reported that his ship had recently rescued
fourteen men in a lifeboat. Their ship, the Standard Oil Tanker I. C. White, was sunk by
a German submarine; and the survivors had been adrift for eight days. Yarbrough’s ship,
headed to Rio de Janeiro, transferred the fourteen to the S. S. Niles, which had picked up
other survivors. At about the same time the U. S. destroyer Reuben James was sunk by a
German U-boat just west of Iceland. Both of these sinkings came as President Roosevelt,
in a speech broadcast world-wide, urged “full speed ahead” against Hitler. Though the
Japanese kept silent about the speech, Germany and Italy denounced it. But responses
from Americans supported the President eight to one.181
At the air base the men continued to follow a preparedness program, though one
far less onerous than they would be doing by year’s end. As October ended, all base
personnel were subjected to an eight-mile hike on the 29th. Part of a physical training
exercise, the trek featured a simulated gas attack that was planned and executed by the
Second Chemical Company, commanded by Lt. Jerome E. Salny. Proceeding out the
base’s north gate, the men marched double-file down the left side of the road and out into
the city to cross such routes as Highways 80 and the Asylum Road. But there continued
to be more-agreeable off-base activities. There were the usual dances and trips into town,
and on the first weekend in November, 95 soldiers of the 50th Pursuit Group were guests
of civilians in several surrounding towns. Forty men were taken up to Aberdeen, thirty to
Louisville, twenty to Sturgis, and eight to Shuqualak. Some of the officers’ non-military
time at the base was occupied with studying Spanish. The instructor was Mrs. W. W.
Abney, of Bay Springs, Miss., formerly a teacher at the high school in Heidelberg,
Miss.182
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There were at the same time civilians, right in Meridian, who were thinking of
ways to do more for the defense effort. Even as the Star carried the news that Japanese
papers were saying that the time had come for a showdown between that nation and the
United States, the Queen City Fliers Club met at the Chamber of Commerce on
November 3 to discuss the formation of what they termed a “home guard air corps.” And
when Mrs. Harvey Lassiter heard that Claude R. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture, had
issued an appeal for scrap metal, she suggested donating to the scrap drive the old
streetcar rails, many of which were still visible through the street pavement. As though
to dramatize such efforts, the Office Of Civilian Defense, in Washington, warned
Americans “that this country must be prepared for the possibility that ‘total war’ may
come to our cellars and backyards just as it did in France, Denmark, Belgium, Holland,
Poland and other European countries.183
At this time Meridian was visited by a medley of speakers, officials, and off-beat
celebrities during the early days of November. On the 7th and 8th a fellow calling himself
Gloomy Harris, the Gloom Chaser exhibited his special talents at Newberry’s Five and
Dime. He defied anyone to make him smile. “To anyone making me smile while I am
working in the display window and I point a finger at them,” he promised, “I will present
complimentary tickets to the Temple theatre.” And, “To anyone making me smile while
inside the Newberry store, I will give a new 1942 car.” He claimed to be able to stand for
three consecutive hours without batting an eye or moving a muscle. At about the same
time, Frederick H. Worth, “lecturer, world traveler and philosopher,” spoke before the
Lions Club and the Scottish Rite Cathedral, on which occasions he said that isolationists
“should practice what they preach and not attempt to associate with those who believe in
liberty, unity and universal brotherhood.” At about the same time, Mary Elizabeth Judy,
an aide for New York Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, national coordinator of civilian
defense, spoke to a mass meeting at the Meridian Public Library to explain the national
plan for defense and how to coordinate all defense agencies. And on November 14-15
one of the nation’s few “living trademarks” was at the Giant Food Store, Ninth and 23rd
Avenue. Aunt Jemima, the black woman featured on the pancake flour of the same
name, served pancakes with butter and maple syrup. Bernard Bailey, store manager, said
that the visitor would be dressed as shown in the picture on the package.184
Celebration this year of Armistice Day (now Veterans Day), November 11, took
on special meaning. Judge Arthur Busby was the chief speaker at ceremonies at the
Soldier Monument. “We are ready,” he said, “to join our boys who once before fought
and died to preserve our liberties, so that Hitlerism shall not crush the liberties we now
have in this country.”185
In these days of rigid segregation of the races, it was often difficult for black
Meridianites to get adequate medical attention. Thus, it was an announcement of much
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importance when the city got a “Colored Clinic.” Dr. DeWitt A. Buckingham, who
would be medical director and surgeon-in-chief, opened his clinic at 2506 Fifth Street.
The Buckingham Clinic had a twelve-bed capacity, a laboratory, operating room, x-ray
and fluoroscope rooms, and consulting and reception rooms. The staff consisted of Drs.
L. F. Brooks, J. D. Macon, and R. F. Spears, as well as a dental staff of Drs. W. B. Block,
A. B. Blackwell, and H. W. Wilson. The day nurse was Bertha Jack Emerson, R. N.; and
the night nurse was Louise Tyler, G. N. Public relations director was Bobbie L. Divers.
Mamie E. Buckingham was bookkeeper and manager. Dr. Buckingham was a graduate
of Alcorn A. & M. (1929) and Meharry Medical school in Nashville (M. D., 1936). He
interned at City Hospital, St. Louis, from 1936-1937.186
The plans for a United Services Organization (USO) in Meridian were going
forward, and the choice for a secretary fell on a former Meridian resident named P. F.
Alexander, now of La Porte, Ind. Since February he had been serving as the general
secretary of his city’s YMCA, and had filled similar posts in Frankfort and Henderson,
Ky. For more than fifteen years he had been active in YMCA activities. At once
Alexander made his plans to return to Meridian to assume his position.187
The Christmas of 1941—it would be the nation’s first in this war—was promising
to produce a record volume of shopping, though contemplating Europe and the Far East
dramatized the irony of the celebration of “peace on earth.” As for shopping, however,
one of the city’s main clothing stores would have difficulty participating. Dravin’s
drygoods store, Fifth Street and 23rd Avenue, burned on November 26. And out at Key
Field, military personnel mixed Christmas preparations with air raid drills, and the
civilian employees with practice in the use of gas masks.188
But Christmas was already taking second place in the local citizens’ planning, for
by the first of December almost everything suggested that something was about to
happen between the U. S. and Japan. I was in the sixth grade at Poplar Springs School,
and Annie Bourdeaux, our teacher and school’s principal, was telling us that war with
Japan might be very near. The threat put into a new light articles in issues of the Weekly
Reader that all elementary schools received. And in town there were such events as the
arrival of a troop train carrying 123 enlisted men and two officers, en route from San
Pedro, Cal., to Camp Lee, Va. The group arrived in Meridian about noon on Sunday,
November 30, and marched to the Triangle Restaurant for lunch; and after an hour there,
they marched back to their train. The previous evening, out at Key Field, local school
teacher Bessie Smith, chairwoman for many soldier dances, was guest of honor. Smith
was ill and thus unable to attend, but she was honored and praised in absentia. Pvt.
Edwin Schwer, perhaps with Smith in mind, sang “You Can’t Run Away from Love,”
and followed it with “Till Reveille.” Pvt. Maurice Steinburger served as master of
ceremonies, and Pvt. Bob Arnott played a saxophone solo. Others on the program were
Misses Norma Henderson and Bonner Henderson and Mmes. W. I. Cole and J. C. Long.
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The following Tuesday, also at the air base, the anniversary of the formation of the 40th
Air Base Group was celebrated with an Organization Day dance and feast.189
Among the last peacetime matters of civic importance were two announcements
from the black Southern Leadership Training School. One was that the institution would
add a music department to its course offerings. Emma Todd, a graduate of Chicago
Musical College and Fisk University’s Conservatory of Music, would head the new
department. She would also be music director at T. J. Harris High School. The other
announcement was that Emily C. McLamb, graduate of Henderson Business College, in
Memphis, had been hired as office manager for the S.L.T.S.190
The Meridian Star in its issue for Saturday, December 6, had a lead article that
spoke of the “uneasy peace” in the Pacific.”
On Friday afternoon, December 5, there appeared at the Lamar Hotel two rather
well-known guests. Gladys George was a Hollywood star whose most recent film, The
Maltese Falcon, had just been shown in Meridian. Her husband Leonard Penn was also
an actor. They were driving their Buick Roadmaster from New York to California, and
were taking the southern route probably to avoid bad weather. After checking into the
Lamar, they strolled a block over to have dinner at Weidmann’s, where W. B. Grauel,
from the Star, interviewed them. George spoke of her other films, one of which was
Valiant Is the Word for Carrie, for which she received an Academy Award nomination.
Another of her films was Lover’s Headache, which was forgettable and which George
said had been a headache to act in. She and her husband graciously wrote and signed a
note for Grauel, and the reporter later wrote, “Reporting isn’t such a bad job.”191 The
celebrities left the next morning. By the time they reached California, the United States
was a very different country.
It is a rather strange experience to look back at that newspaper for Sunday
morning, December 7. It was composed in peacetime, and one is now impressed by the
ordinary daily events that were casually reported, incidents that now have almost the
quality of naiveté and understatement: FDR’s dissatisfaction with Premier Tojo’s
explanation of troop deployment in Indo-China—In Meridian there would be a
“Newcomer’s Welcome Breakfast next Thursday, to honor those new executives who had
become Meridianites during the past year—Meridian Air Base needed such tradesmen as
plumbers, painters, and sheet metal workers—Eight marriage licenses had been issued on
Saturday—Brookshire’s Ice Cream offered special eggnog ice cream for the holidays.
From this point on, and well into my twelfth year, I started taking much closer
notice of the world around me. My mother had died the preceding May, and my father
was working in Spartanburg, S. C. Since Mother’s death I had been living with my
father’s mother, sister, and brother-in-law at 1911 25th Avenue. As we generally did on
Sunday, we had attended Sunday school and morning service at the Federated
Presbyterian Church. By mid-afternoon my aunt and uncle had gone out and left my
grandmother and me at home. A cousin, Billy Hal Robbins, was visiting. He lived only
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about four blocks away and we often visited each other. He and I were in the back of the
house when the telephone rang about mid-afternoon. It was another first cousin, Elliott
H. Weir, and he asked whether we had the radio on. I replied that Grandma was in the
living room and, I thought, was listening to a football game—she enjoyed them,
especially when her home state of Tennessee was playing. Elliott then told me about the
attack on Pearl Harbor, and after hanging up I went into the living room. Grandma was
indeed getting the news of the attack but, because of her poor hearing, seemed not to
understand fully the significance of the sudden news bulletins. Billy Hal and I explained
to her what had happened, and we then walked outside and up to what was then a vacant
double lot, at 19th Street and 25th Avenue, where several neighborhood boys were playing
touch football. When we told them the news, one said, “Oh, we’ll drop a few bombs on
their little grass huts and it’ll be all over.” Though Billy Hal no longer recalls saying it,
he replied, “Yeah, that’s what we hope.” I had never been able to recall the individuals in
that group of boys, but in recent years I’ve learned that two were Hewitt Clarke, Jr., who
lived nearby, and Oscar “Buddy” Slade, whose home was next door to those vacant lots.
That night my uncle bought a copy of the Meridian Star’s “extra” edition. Its headline
was “Japs Declare War on U.S.; Attack Honolulu, Guam.” After poring over that, I got
an atlas down and started figuring the comparative populations and square mileages of
the Allies and the the Axis Powers. I was naively pleased that the Allies preponderated
in both categories. We had a radio in class the next day and listened to President
Roosevelt’s speech requesting that Congress declare war on Japan. I doubt that there
were many in Meridian who did not listen to that same speech; and though I’m sure we
discussed the war in class that day, I have no recollection of what was said.
But the declaration of war caused substantial changes in our routine in school.
We began having air raid “drills,” for instance. In those days many schools in the city
instructed pupils in the playing of a little plastic musical instrument called a Tonette.
Most were black and with a removable mouthpiece that fitted onto the elongated section
that had the finger holes. Played with the mouthpiece in place, the little instrument
sounded somewhat like a recorder or an ocarina. But detached, the mouthpiece made a
loud, shrill sound. Annie Bourdeaux, our teacher and principal, was the one who
signaled air raid drills; and it occurred to her that the Tonette’s mouthpiece was ideal. It
could be easily heard all over the second and third floors of the old Poplar Springs School
building. (First floor accommodated the lunch room and several utility areas, including
rest rooms.) To signal that the drill had ended, Bourdeaux used the school bell, a large
hand bell that could itself make a very considerable noise. Those students who lived
fairly close to the school—and quite a number did—were told to go to their homes and
then to return after a few minutes. The rest of us were sent to just north of the school,
which required us to go down a long flight of concrete steps to the large playing field,
across that, and then up a somewhat steep bank into a grove of large trees, about where
the present Poplar Springs School stands. Even from that distance we could hear “Miss
Annie’s” leisurely ringing of that large hand bell to signal the end of the drill.
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I suppose “Miss Annie” used the Tonette’s mouthpiece in order to distinguish
between air raid alarms and fire drills. A signal to begin a fire drill was a rapid ringing of
the hand bell, and the signal that a fire drill had ended was a slower ringing of the bell.
Another new routine for our school, and others in the city, was that on our school
yard had been built a large bin into which we dumped scrap paper, metal, rubber, etc.
There began, in fact, a competition among the city’s several schools, both black and
white, to see who could contribute the greatest amount of usable scrap each month.
The city started to emerge from its daze and take stock of matters. We learned
that there had been many casualties in and around Pearl Harbor—the news reports said
there were about 3,000 casualties, two warships sunk, and “other vessels” damaged.
Washington balked at revealing the entire awesome truth. Of more immediate concern
was the presence of Meridianites at Pearl Harbor. Lt. J. L. Holland, for instance, was a
physician stationed at Pearl Harbor; and he had family members in Meridian. Among
others of the city’s men who were there was Don Stanley Martin, 24, stationed on the
USS West Virginia. He had been in the Navy since October 1938 and last visited home
in March 1940. Cecil Nelson was a gunner on the USS New Orleans. Seaman 3/C
William Sinclair was on the USS Tennessee. Twenty-two-year-old Willie Walter
Godwin was an aircraft mechanic on the USS Lexington. Dr. John T. Bennett was with
the Navy and in charge of a ship’s hospital. Lt. Claude Bailey was stationed at Pearl
Harbor aboard the USS Honolulu. Capt. James D. Tillman commanded coast artillery
anti-aircraft batteries near Pearl Harbor. To make matters worse, it was quickly revealed
that the Japanese had struck elsewhere and obviously were figuring to cause mischief on
a grand scale in the Pacific. Pilot Clifton Skinner was with the Army in the Philippines,
as was T/Sgt. Harold Walters, brother of Meridian’s Mrs. Walter Jones and a nephew of
Carl Walters. Also in the Philippines was Frank Heiss’s nephew, 1st. Lt. Gustave Heiss,
Jr. Sam F. Bailey, composer for the Meridian Star, had a nephew, Lt. William Sam
Griffin, who had recently left San Francisco bound for the Philippines.192 And there were
others.
It was a sobering picture, but was the Meridian area in danger? I remember
laughing at our air raid drills at Poplar Springs School, until someone suggested that even
Meridian, with its 40th Air Base and the several railroads and shops, could make a
sufficiently tempting target. Neither I nor the civil and military authorities in the area
required any coaxing. Several officers from the base met with Mayor Vinson, the first
step in a plan that called for U. S. Army guards at vital places in the city. This included
railroads, rail and highway bridges, electric and gas companies, distribution systems, the
city’s water supply, telephone and telegraph facilities, railroad shops, and any other
places that might be judged critical. Even before hostilities began there had been concern
about possible sabotage. Military guards were ordered at such strategic sites
immediately, and the public were advised to “stay completely away” from such sites.193
Early in the war Chief of Police C. C. Currie let it be known that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation had asked his department’s help in collecting short-wave radio
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transmitters and receiving sets, as well as cameras, owned by “alien enemies” in the
Meridian area. These items were to be turned in at once to the police, who would give
the owners receipts that could be redeemed after the “present emergency.”194
In this tense and suspicious atmosphere a Portuguese seaman, Adelinito Farinho
da Silva, aroused suspicion on his bus trip from Galveston, Texas, to New York. He
stepped off his bus at the Meridian terminal and unluckily decided to look around the
area. This raised the suspicion of two policemen, A. W. Creel and M. L. Cumberland,
who detained him. Da Silva spoke no English and was taken to police headquarters.
Grady Smith, along with Peggy Howerton, who taught foreign languages at Meridian
Junior College and knew some Portuguese, managed to converse with da Silva. They
explained that the U. S. was now at war with Japan. When da Silva heard this, he tore his
hair and said he would like to tear into the Japs himself, to say nothing of the Germans,
Italians, and whomever else. Peggy Howerton’s knowledge of Portuguese was not
perfect, but she spoke four other languages—French, Spanish, German, and Italian—and
had a reading knowledge of Latin, Greek, and Danish. So, she was able to communicate
with the frightened sailor and concluded that he was quite harmless to Uncle Sam. Also,
immigration authorities in Gulfport, Miss., vouched for the man’s bona fides. “Glad that
he could go, and pledging every effort to do his bit against enemies of America,” wrote
the Star, “[da Silva] again boarded a bus and resumed his journey to New York.”195 If
only he hadn’t stepped off that bus to see Meridian!
Of course Key Field went on a round-the-clock alert. The number of posted
guards was doubled, and squadrons were ordered to “stand ready for immediate action at
all times.” Orders added: “Our regular security detail has been augmented by a
substantial number of 38th Cyclone Division [of the Indiana National Guard] men from
Camp Shelby and if called upon we are in a position to offer prompt aid to local
authorities, police and fire organizations and the office of civilian defense.” Civilian
traffic on the air base was limited to those with necessary business and an escort.196
The same issue of the Star that had an ad from Greenwald’s urging their new
radios for keeping up with the “latest war news,” also had a more-than-usually heated
editorial by James Skewes:
‘War is hell.’ ‘Hell knows no niceties.’ Mr. Roosevelt, like Mr.
Churchill, makes an eloquent and stirring speech. Words stop no bombs—revive
no dead…. Democracy is prone to indulge in too much diplomacy. None of the
Asiatic powers is hampered by the ‘punctilios’ of international decency. Why
should we handicap ourselves by any sort of rote or rule? Tokyo has bombed us
without warning. Let us reply to Tokyo in kind…. Blast the ‘Flowery Kingdom’
into nothingness. Blow the pagan Jap and his treacherous ‘Son of Heaven’ to
hell.—No apologies! No regrets!197
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Next day, Tuesday, the 200 Club put on its mid-winter dance at the Shrine
Mosque. This time it was called a “Victory Ball,” and the ballroom was decorated with a
patriotic motif. There were “V for Victory” posters here and there, as well as American
and British flags. Behind the bandstand was a huge American flag. Said the Star: “The
very danceable music of Freddie Nagel’s orchestra kept the floor crowded and pretty
Barbara Carroll, the band’s singer, with the aid of Freddie and the rest of the boys, kept
the celebrants entertained. Vivacious and gay the little San Francisco gal put across
number after number without once letting anyone know how worried she was about
enemy planes flying over her home town.” (At this time San Francisco had several
erroneous reports of enemy aircraft.) Sylvan Straus, president of the club, had already
announced that a radio would be on hand for the entire group to hear President
Roosevelt’s fireside chat. It would start at nine o’clock, and Straus urged everyone to
arrive before it began. This was Roosevelt’s first public statement since his war message
to Congress on the preceding day. The dancers heard the President vow, “So, we are
going to win the war, and we are going to win the peace that follows.” (That statement
suggested that FDR was thinking of the failure to assure peace following the First World
War.) And the radio audience heard Roosevelt warn that it would be useless to rid the
world of the Japanese menace and to allow Hitlerism to continue.198 At present we were
at war only with Japan, though FDR pondered how to solve that half-way situation.
Germany simplified that problem for us when she declared war on the United States on
Thursday, December 11. We immediately reciprocated.
Yet more names of Meridian’s men in the war zone were published. Howard
Lane (not the band director of that name) was at Pearl Harbor, and Maj. D. G. Strickler
was in the Philippines. Lawrence W. Barker, Isaac L. Hudson, John F. Walker, and
Edward C. Breaux were somewhere in the general war zone; and Reid Robinson was on
the USS Flusser at Pearl Harbor. Chief Machinist’s Mate James Angus McFarland was
aboard the transport liner Charmont somewhere between Hawaii and the Philippines.
And right in Meridian, both Key brothers received orders to report to the West Coast for
active service at an undisclosed location. Fred Key’s plane developed engine trouble en
route, but he had only a minor delay.199 They would soon be involved in piloting
bombers in the areas of Australia and the East Indies.
Out at the air base, what had been an almost casual routine had immediately
become something quite different. By December 10 the 687th Ordnance Company, of
about forty men, had departed for a permanent base; and the 212 men in the 53rd Materiel
Squadron had been alerted for removal to unstated destinations. And Key Field began to
get a flow of ranking visitors. On the same day that the Ordnance Company left, for
instance, Maj. Gen. Walter H. Frank, Third Air Force commander and a West Pointer,
arrived for a visit with Col. William B. Wright, base commander. Frank arrived in a
Douglas C-39, one of the largest Army transports. Despite the departure of some men
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from the base, it was announced that Key Field would not only be fully manned but
would even continue to expand.200
In the city most daily activities now had at least one eye on the war. Various
forms of tobacco, soon to be in short supply, were still heavily used; and local dealers
were reminding Christmas buyers that Chesterfield cigarettes, and both Velvet and
Granger pipe tobaccos, were available clothed in beautiful Christmas packaging. They
were especially popular as gifts to those in the military. Meridian’s garden clubs urged
members to plant vegetable gardens to help in the emergency—they would soon be called
“victory gardens.” Out at Key Field twelve Red Cross nutrition classes, of the county’s
Canteen Corps, examined the consolidated mess hall to observe how such food
preparation worked on a large scale. Such information would be useful to the Corps if
the area suffered an attack and required emergency food preparation. Some of its
members recalled similar operations during the previous world war. The Knights of
Pythias called for an “Americanism” meeting on December 15. The members of the
Meridian Wildcats 1941 football squad voted to dispense with their annual banquet and
to contribute the money—$75—to the special war relief fund that the Red Cross was
raising. Simultaneously, enlistment picked up as the Navy recruiting office announced
that it would be open around the clock, seven days a week.201
The same war relief fund that the Wildcat football team was supporting was a
concern also for Meridian’s black community. Chairman of the Red Cross drive, the
Rev. A. A. Mays, had already completed the annual drive; but the war’s onset now
brought an extra appeal to increase donations. Mays announced a city- and county-wide
meeting on Sunday afternoon, December 14, at St. Paul’s Methodist Episcopal Church.
Full details of the drive would be given at that meeting. Persons to contact at the several
churches included the following: M. L. Rayner, J. B. Pettus, E. E. Todd, T. R. Smith, E.
W. Turner, R. R. Strayhorn, J. Henderson, Jr., B. L. Trotter, J. P. Divers, M. O. White, H.
Hamilton, W. M. Yancey, Charlie Hill, D. Jackson, J. R. Scott, M. E. Hughes, and L.
Sherrod. At Harris High School, on Monday, December 22, there was a final rally to
urge black Meridianites to support the Red Cross’s emergency fund. Individuals and
organizations were asked to contribute. Professor T. J. Harris explained: “All citizens are
urged to be present and contribute as liberally as possible, manifesting the same spirit of
loyalty, devotion, and patriotism to the country that has so nobly characterized the Negro
in past wars and crises through which our country has passed.” Because of heavy rains,
however, the program had to be cancelled, and donors were asked instead to take their
contributions to Dr. A. L. Fielder, at Fielder and Brooks’s Drug Store, Fifth Street and
25th Avenue. There were other such efforts in the black community. For example, The
Little Pals Club, in a meeting at the home of Catherine B. Terrell, donated to the Red
Cross Emergency War Fund.202
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The Red Cross in the city also asked citizens to save all waste paper, Christmas
wrapping, magazines, and cardboard boxes, and to turn all those items over to that
organization. The collected paper would be sold and the money then used to operate the
Red Cross’s work rooms.
The sudden reality of war threw soldiers into uncertainty, not only as to their
Christmas plans but even more so the status of their enlistments. Typical was Pvt. W. J.
McDonald, at Camp Blanding, Fla., who wrote to his mother, Mrs. W. A. McDonald.
Admitting that much of the unpleasant anticipation of war was now removed, he added:
“I do hope things will work out so we will be able to come home for the holidays, but it
will be only a disappointment not a surprise, if we cannot make it.”203
One of the first hints of large-scale rationing came with the Office of Production
Management’s nation-wide order that on December 11 stopped all sales of vehicular
tires. This was done to counteract what the OPM called a “consumer’s buying wave.”
Violators were threatened with “severe penalties.” Further, “The prohibition means that
no new automobile, truck, bus or motorcycle, farm implement or other type of tire or tube
may be sold by anyone—including tire stores both wholesale and retail; filling stations,
automobile dealers or any others—except on preference rating orders of A-3 or higher.”
Allocation of available goods was important, but so was the marshaling of
citizens’ stamina and morale, even among the young. Two days after the attack at Pearl
Harbor, attorney Billy Neville spoke to the students at Kate Griffin Junior High about
their duties to their country. “The world is a history of ideas,” he said, “either good or
bad.” Even though the students might not have an active role in the war, he said, they
would certainly have one in the post-war period. He added, “We have to stay together
and work together for freedom.”204
As news arrived about the Japanese attacks on the Philippines and Wake Island,
and about how Capt. Colin P. Kelly, Jr., had given his life by crashing his plane into a
Japanese battleship, there was an announcement that Mississippi would start rushing its
men into the military sometime in January. At the outset 4,000 registrants would be
called for pre-induction physical examinations, and 2,000 others who were already
declared fit would be inducted at once. In Meridian 400 white and 200 black men were
scheduled for examinations.205
Civilians, too, were on the march. Shortly before Christmas in Jackson, the
Mississippi Civilian Defense Council was making state-wide plans for defending the
area. As a protection during air raids, there were to be observation posts around the state
at 32-mile intervals. There would be one warden for every 500 persons. In Meridian,
about 1,000 citizens, both male and female, met in the City Hall auditorium on December
11 to organize a local civil defense program. There was an executive committee
composed of the following members: Police Chief C. C. Currie, Sheriff Fred Ross, Dr.
A. C. Bryan (American Legion), E. L. Westbrook (Veterans of Foreign Wars), police
Sergeant LaValle Smith, and a soldier from the air base to be named later by Col. W. B.
Wright. Several from the base were present. Cards were passed around for persons to
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list any abilities they had that might be useful for defense. Lt. P. V. Richardson, of the
State Highway Safety Patrol and the State Civilian Defense Council, reminded the group
that everyone hoped for the best but was obliged to prepare for the worst. Unity, he said,
necessitated that they “get together, think together, and act together.” The meeting
brought out the city’s need of qualified persons to organize air-raid wardens, auxiliary
police, unexploded-bomb squads, auxiliary firemen, medical or first-aid corps, rescue
squads, staff corps, ambulance drivers, health units, demolition and clearance crews,
nurses’ aides, messengers, drivers, decontamination units, and road repair crews. Police
Chief Currie appointed the following to his committee’s advisory council: Mayor Clint
Vinson (chairman), Jack Lobrano, Rev. S. P. DuBois, Dr. W. Jeff Anderson, I. A.
Rosenbaum, J. S. Breyer, Prof. T. J. Harris (as representative of the city’s black
population), Rev. Fr. John J. Burns, Rev. Dr. William Ackerman, Dr. H. M. Ivy, Dave
Cottrell, Mrs. Clyde Lynch, Mrs. H. H. Ellis, and J. W. Cameron. In addition, Mrs. Fred
R. Davis, of the city’s chapter of the Mississippi Federation of Women’s Clubs,
announced that since national defense was paramount in their activities, they needed
recruits to take a first-aid course and then to serve as a “motor corps.” On January 16 the
Meridian Star printed the Complete Plans for Disaster Rescue Work in Mississippi, as
developed by Dr. Felix J. Underwood, state civilian defense chairman on matters of
health, welfare, and consumer interest.206
On 12 January 1942 a Captain Lee, of the Mississippi Highway Patrol, spoke
before the city’s Rotary Club to tell its members that a good civil defense program was
more important for Meridian than for many other areas. Meridian was, he said, a military
objective; and he cited the air base, railroads, defense plants, and highways as tempting
targets to an enemy. He urged also the necessity of studying the problem of food
conservation and how to deal with fires caused by incendiary bombs. This almost
certainly was not the first time the Rotary members had encountered these points, for
they had been brought up locally at previous civil defense meetings. But it was probably
useful to have them re-emphasized by the State Highway Patrol. Another sensitive
matter in the area’s defense was the weather, foreknowledge of which might help
saboteurs. Thus, on 18 January 1942 Fred H. Weck, associate meteorologist at Meridian,
let it be known that weather forecasts thereafter would be given for no later than daylight
the following day. Also of strategic importance, many local individuals and agencies
were working on the matter of food preservation. For example, at the same time that
Captain Lee was visiting Meridian, Katherine Staley, county home demonstration agent,
was explaining such matters as that canned sausage needed slightly less seasoning than
would be necessary to dry or to smoke it.
Federal officials were suggesting that synthetic rubber would perhaps end the tire
shortage in eighteen months, but that most new autos would be held for future
emergencies. This perhaps spurred Leroy Feagin, of the local Sears, Roebuck Company
to try to procure buggies for the local demand that he thought the rubber shortage would
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create.207 As far as I can recall, there was no such demand, though there was a little
amused speculation about Old Dobbin’s making a re-appearance. There were even some
rare experiments with “horse” power.
Some local male civilians were taking steps to form paramilitary units for home
defense. E. L. Westbrook led one such endeavor, the Meridian Home Guard, which had
its first drill Tuesday night, December 17, at the Pythian Building. The actual drilling
was directed by soldiers from Key Field. Nearly 100 men had signed up, and over 40
were at the Tuesday meeting. The members were ex-servicemen and civilians who were
ineligible for active service. A similar, if perhaps less-formal, effort was undertaken by
the American Legion, which called a meeting at Legion Hall on December 18. These,
also, were ex-servicemen, some of whom may have been connected with the Meridian
Home Guard. Judge Marion W. Reily explained to the men at Legion Hall what was
planned with regard to “the war emergency.”208
As important to defense as military and paramilitary service was our nation’s
ability to build the machines of war. A fore-runner to the Ross Collins Vocational
School, the Meridian Public Schools’ vocational training shops, under the direction of H.
D. Tatum, were already training young men in auto mechanics, machine shop, metal
shop, pipe fitting, and both arc and acetylene welding. The school was located at 400 21st
Avenue, though the welding department was at 2314 Fourth Street. Many of those who
were in training here, and who would later be trained at the Ross Collins School, would
find vital employment at such places as Ingalls Shipbuilding, at Pascagoula, Miss., and
Gulf Shipbuilding, at Chickasaw, Ala., near Mobile.209 The author still recalls riding at
night into Mobile from the east, across the Mobile Bay Causeway, and being able to
discern, by the light of welding torches, the outline of ships under construction at the
shipyards in the Mobile area.
Meridian citizens worked at making Christmas a little cheerier for the men at
Meridian Air Base. One idea started with several local clergymen who suggested to
Mayor Vinson that the City Hall really did not need the customary two Christmas trees.
The City Council agreed and decided to let one go the 40th Air Base. Black residents at
George M. Reese Apartments, and members of the bridge club there, had yet another
idea—to invite a number of soldiers from the base as guests for Christmas dinner. And a
Christmas program put on by men at the base, assisted by WPA hostesses Bonner
Henderson and Mrs. Henry Woods, treated the men to the charming company of young
women from De Kalb, Scooba, and Decatur, who visited the base for a formal dance on
December 13. On Christmas Day more than a hundred soldiers received gifts at the Civic
Center. Ben Arthur Davis, Jr., dressed as Santa Claus, delivered them with assistance
from Jewel Frost, of the WPA. The Rev. Alfred Mathes, pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church, read the Biblical account of Jesus’ birth.210
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On Christmas Eve there was a party at the home of Mrs. O. S. Tibbett in honor of
the Meridian Air Base’s orchestra, the Air Chords. The orchestra’s colors, blue and
silver, ornamented the dining room. There was a large cake in the center of the table, and
on it the words “Air Chords” appeared in blue and silver icing. Silver poinsettias added
an additional note of seasonal festivity. For entertainment, Bob Arnott played several
pieces on the piano, and Mrs. Tibbett gave each Air Chord member a silver tie clasp
decorated with the instrument he played.211
For the rest of December local citizens were peppered with bits of news and
warnings, most of them in some manner related to the war that America now found
herself in. Fred H. Weck, late of Duluth, Minn., assumed his duties as local
meteorologist— Sidney DeBriere and William Burroughs were both in the war zone—
selectees were warned to keep in touch with their draft boards—local Girl Scouts
announced their readiness to join the nation’s Scouts in civil defense—the mayor and
council warned citizens about shooting fireworks off their own property—rationing of
auto tires would begin on January 5—the nation’s leaders said that the military needed
over 4,000,000 men—Congress agreed that all men aged 20 through 44 were subject to
the draft and that all men 18 through 64 would have to register—Meridianites should
telephone all greetings before Christmas and New Year’s Day to avoid causing problems
for defense and the military—the Army was ready to take over from striking welders at
some shipyards—the Japanese had landed on Wake Island—bandits robbed Peden’s
Grocery, 3306 20th Street, on Christmas Eve—Robert Edward Chandler became the first
recruit at Meridian’s new Marine recruiting station—communication with Manila,
Philippine Islands, was broken.
Despite disquieting news, the city’s celebration of the holidays continued, with
some appropriate and prudent additions. The Junior Chamber of Commerce sponsored a
program that would send a Christmas gift to every Meridian soldier. At the Civic Center,
December 19 through 23, there was a “Christmas Fair,” at which Marks-Rothenberg
provided a music and book display, and Highland Craft Club exhibited hand-made
articles. There was also a puppet show, “The Nativity,” directed by Clara Craven and for
which the Rev. Alfred Mathes read the script. Hardin’s Bakery had outside decoration
showing Santa directing two elves in toy work. (In those days Hardin’s also had a large
display of Santa and his reindeer riding on the bakery’s lawn.) George Pecaro, plant
manager at the Flintkote, announced that company employees were practicing fire and air
raid drills. James Skewes, in an editorial on December 20, urged everyone to “Make
Haste, Stop Waste.” “The more of everything we have,” he said, “the quicker we are
going to win this war.” Brookshire’s Drive-In, at Eighth Street and 49th Avenue,
advertised sliced turkey sandwiches for thirty cents each, turkey salad sandwiches for
twenty cents, and champagne pudding and eggnog ice cream. On December 21 the
African-American St. Paul’s Methodist Church held its traditional carol singing,
sponsored by the Haven Rust Club, in which members made a pilgrimage about the city
to sing their carols. Emma B. Ivy, principal, and the black students at East End School
presented the operetta On Christmas Hill. Afterward, food was distributed to thirty-eight
needy homes. Black residents of Frank Berry Courts, at their recreation center, had a
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Christmas party on Sunday afternoon, December 21; and on the 23rd they presented the
play The Christ Child. On New Year’s Eve they held a dance for soldiers at the base.
Lucille Hall and Pearl McClain were in charge.
The welfare and morale of men at the air base continued to be a matter of
importance for both Meridian’s civilians and for the soldiers acting on their own behalf.
In town it was announced just before Christmas that the first USO club would open soon,
and indeed about December 30 a temporary USO was begun in rooms 206-208 of the
Marx-Rothenberg Company. P. F. Alexander was director and H. R. Denham assistant
director; Mabel Feibelman was office secretary. The rooms were open daily except
Sunday from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. There was a lounge with reading matter, stationery, and
“information,” and there were also “hobby groups” for photography, philately, dramatics,
music, and folklore. This location would be used until three permanent ones (one for
black soldiers and two for white) were established later. On base the men lost no time in
providing their own amusement by getting involved in intramural athletics. The
Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron made a clean sweep for December in boxing
and then won the trophy in track and field events. In addition to boxing, the athletic
program, which was directed by Lt. Mark Sherland, consisted of the following: 100-yard
dash, shot put, three-legged race, 220-yard dash, broad jump, high jump, discus throw,
100-yard sack race, 440-yard relay race, 880-yard relay race, distance throw, football
kick, tug-of-war, wheelbarrow race, volley ball, table tennis, and horseshoe pitching.212
The Southern Railroad announced that it had plans to help both the military and
civilians have a better Christmas. During the holiday season trains would make an effort
to assure the public that they would not “miss the spirit of Christmas because they are
traveling.” The railway installed beautifully decorated, lighted Christmas trees in all
lounge and observation cars. C. S. Edmundson, passenger agent, said that the decoration
would remain through New Year’s Day.213
As news was being disseminated that all contact with Manila, Philippine Islands,
had been lost, the African-American Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance submitted
a pledge to foster unity and good will during the national crisis. Though the organization
had hoped for a peaceful solution to international problems, the members regarded the
war a just one; and they pledged “to support our nation whole-heartedly in whatever
humble way we can.” The statement was signed by its president, the Rev. W. B. Foster,
and the secretary, the Rev. L. B. Williams.214
Within the month following Pearl Harbor the armed services recruiting stations
were of course more active than ever. But whereas recruiting statistics had once been
well reported in the local press, Sgt. H. C. Henderson, at the Meridian recruiting station,
said that War Department regulations now forbade the precise publication of names of
new recruits, quotas for given areas, or any other data bearing on troop strength. On
Thursday, January 15, on the third floor of the old Post Office Building, on the northeast
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corner of Eighth Street and 22nd Avenue, several hundred potential recruits were
examined for Army service by thirteen Army physicians, a line officer, and about twentyfive enlisted men. The examinations of white men continued on Friday, whereas black
selectees were examined on Monday and Tuesday. The new procedures would make it
no longer necessary to send anyone to such places as Camp Shelby for a final
examination. Now the men would know at once who had been selected.215
Miriam Wadro, in preparing a special article on recruitment for the Meridian Star,
took the time to go to the three recruiting stations to try to verify what she termed “the
stories of peace, harmony and good will existing all over the country among the three
rival recruiting agencies.” To her question as to the truth of these reports, Chief Yeoman
W. E. Litton, Navy recruiter, said: “Sure, when we can’t use them we send them over to
the Army. But we can’t send anyone down to the Marines—they use only supermen.”
The Army’s Sgt. H. C. Henderson explained: “We’re only recruiting men who will be
aviation cadets. They must be between 18 and 27, in perfect physical condition and have
the equivalent of a high school education. If they don’t meet all these requirements,
we’re glad to send them to the navy.” At the Marine recruiting office, the reporter heard
Marine Sergeant Mower say modestly, “When they’re not good enough for the Marines
we’re glad to send them upstairs to the army and navy boys. [We] believe in
cooperation.” The reporter concluded with irony, “And peace and harmony reign.”216
One wonders whether Sergeant Henderson’s search for cadets was compromised
when, a bit later that month, an airplane nosed over on take-off. Lieut. C. L. Turner, of
Logan Field, Md., was flying a Fairchild plane from Gunter Field, near Montgomery,
Ala., to his home in Bonham, Texas. On Monday, January 26, he had just taken off from
Key Field when he developed engine trouble and had to make a forced landing on a field
owned by D. P. Powell, just east of Meridian. There was no damage to the plane, but the
motor had to be repaired. Next day, after making the necessary repairs, Lieutenant
Turner tried to take off from the same field but the plane nosed over. Fortunately he was
not injured.217
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Chapter 4: 1942—“So far the news has been all bad.”—Franklin D. Roosevelt

Except for the retreating Wehrmacht in the Soviet Union, the news at the start of
1942 was indeed bad. Though the Meridian Star’s headline on New Year’s Day
proclaimed America’s determination to hold the Philippines, it was ominous for the
paper’s readers to learn that we were preparing for the “probable” loss of Manila.
Indeed, the Japanese entered Manila the next day, and on the third day there was a fivehour attack on Corregidor, in Manila harbor. Wake Island was already lost, apparently
along with the defending Marines. Hong Kong was gone and the Japanese had already
achieved several other victories. It was sobering, but at least the other shoe had fallen.
We now realized that we were in a very real, and probably very protracted and bloody,
war. The year 1942 promised to be a grim one. It seemed almost eerie that up to the time
the Star published its afternoon paper on New Year’s, no births had been recorded in the
city in the new year.
Families in the area worried, and sometimes agonized, about the whereabouts and
welfare of their sons. Army Corp. Rex Robinson, son of L. M. Robinson of Meridian,
wrote that he was safe in Hawaii. Acknowledging that the bombing had been a complete
surprise, he added that “all of us will have to hold our chins up, make the best of
everything and fight together.” Nannie Morton, of Meridian, had received word that her
son Donald was missing in the “Jap War Zone”; but she was later notified of his safety.
Her other sons, Norman and John, also in the war zone, were reported safe and well.1
Far less serious, but nevertheless vexing, were such other announcements, for
example, that tire and sugar rationing would begin soon. On New Year’s Day it was
made known that Allan McCants, P. J. Krouse, and Walter Henderson had been
appointed to the tire rationing board for the county. It must have been obvious to every
adult in the city that there would certainly have to be some rationing, probably a lot of it.
And doubtless some Meridianites realized that this was going to be an expensive war,
which meant that one way or another it would be necessary to raise the money to pay for
it. Already many were buying Savings Bonds and Stamps—now they would be called
War Bonds and Stamps—but the government could not depend upon such a relatively
meager and uncertain source for most of its war budget. Taxes would have to go up. On
11 February 1942, the Star’s editorial page carried a cartoon showing a U. S. taxpayer
happily skipping along and, like Snow White’s Seven Dwarfs, singing, “Yo ho! Yo ho!
To pay our tax we go. It helps defend our liberty, we know! we know!” Well, however
over-optimistic that might have been, most Americans seem to have paid willingly.
President Roosevelt had suggested that the increase in taxation should be up to half of
one’s income. Editor Skewes, of the Star, fully agreed. Winning, he averred, was worth
it. “In general, democracy is fighting for its very right to live.” Victory was, he believed,
“worthy of our ‘all-out’ sacrifice.” In another editorial Skewes explained that since the
price of newsprint was rising—more than one-fourth in the past five years—the price of
the Star would go up. Other news suggested that clothing manufacturers were looking at
conserving materials. Irvin Bender, vice president of the International Association of
Clothing Designers, predicted that men’s suits would soon be single-breasted and with
two-button coats instead of three. More, they would be without cuffs and vests.
1
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Somewhat more radical sounding was the announcement on January 3, from price
administrator Leon Henderson, that the cessation of auto and tire manufacturing might
necessitate the commandeering of some private vehicles for use by the military and
essential civilian services.2
Meridianites, like other Americans, knew that what they were experiencing and
what they were probably yet to experience were mild in comparison with what many
elsewhere in the world had long been enduring. In fact, life continued in Meridian
without any very severe alterations. We gradually learned to do with less meat than
before, to grow a few vegetables where flowers or weeds had once been, and to try to be
a little more careful with the shoes we had. We heard rhyming jingles that brought
economy home to us, such matters as taking care of the family car, because “The car in
your future and the car in your past is the one that you’re driving, so you’d better make it
last.” Many found that using saccharine instead of sugar was tolerable in tea and coffee,
though the little white tablets tended to have a bitter aftertaste. I recall discovering that I
could get a fairly good cup of coffee by sweetening it with a teaspoon of molasses. And
cooks learned that less sugar is needed to sweeten iced tea if one puts the sugar in during
the steeping process when the water is hot. In fact, I don’t remember encountering presweetened tea until the war years. Up to that time, I was accustomed to seeing undissolved sugar on the bottoms of glasses whose users had failed to stir thoroughly. But
sugar was the first formally-rationed item—in Ration Book No. 1. Many families doled
out to individual members their shares in jars, each of which had the person’s name on it.
In our family we simply put a person’s name on a strip of adhesive tape and stuck it on
the jar. And when a jar became empty, that individual could take some consolation in
knowing that he or she was cutting calories until the next sugar coupon became valid.
Around the beginning of 1942 local African-Americans had ambitious plans for
their Southern Leadership Training School, which they saw as a potential rival to
Tuskegee Institute. The expectation was that $22,000 would soon be available to the
institution, an amount intended to pay for more dormitories to house students in such
fields as effective citizenship and religious education. President W. H. Lewis admitted,
however, that at that time businessmen were already burdened with other obligations.
This meant that the drive for funds would have to be deferred a few weeks. In the
meantime, said Lewis, work would be commenced with borrowed money. On Sunday,
January 25, a new dormitory was dedicated in a special program. Margaret L. Lewis,
principal and director of the Department of Religious Education, spoke on the importance
of religious education. There were also readings and special musical numbers.3
The city continued to have its lighter moments, especially those which the
servicemen could enjoy and, on occasion, participate in. On New Year’s Day, for
instance, there was at the Civic Center a “talent night.” It was another part of the WPA
2
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recreation series, and Jewell Shannon Frost was in charge. Master of ceremonies was J.
A. Jones. Meridian’s accordion virtuoso, Bobby Waddell, who as we have seen excelled
earlier on Major Bowes’ famous radio program, played “I Don’t Want to Set the World
on Fire,” “Elmer’s Tune,” and “Under the Double Eagle.” Daisy Mae Alexander sang
“Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life.” Kate Pearl James and Faye Walker did a dance duet. Sgt.
Bob Bowden sang “Booglie Wooglie” (thus was it named in the Star, though it may have
been “The Booglie Wooglie Piggly” from the preceding year’s songs), and “I Can’t Give
You Anything but Love.” J. A. Rogers performed several banjo and vocal pieces. The
article in the Star failed to say who won the prize.4
As people awoke on Sunday morning, January 4, there was a slight blanket of
snow, which may have given at least the illusion that everyday affairs were almost like
old times. And perhaps it wasn’t too great an illusion. Both Martin Miller and Andrew
G. Gainey announced their candidacies for Tom Minniece’s unexpired term in the
legislature—Minniece had resigned to enter military service. Downtown, as the Star’s
W. B. Grauel discovered, Meridian looked about the same. Lerner’s Jewelry Store was in
its new building on 22nd Avenue, next door to the Citizens Bank, and preparing for its
formal opening about mid-month. Ike Davis, late of the Little White House Restaurant,
was about to open his new restaurant in the renovated (because of recent fire) MiazzaWoods Building, on Eighth Street and 22nd Avenue. It would be called Davis Grill.
Davis planned to open his new dining place as soon as a new soft-drink box arrived. (My
friends and I often visited the place during the later 1940s, when usually all that we could
afford was coffee and pie. Such a repast and some window shopping made a tolerable
date.) In that same building, but cater-cornered from Marks-Rothenberg’s, was soon to
be the new location for Albright and Wood Drugstore, after it moved from it former
location on Fifth Street and 22nd Avenue. Having recently suffered a fire, Dravin’s on the
corner of Fifth Street and 23rd Avenue was rebuilding the original three floors into a twostory building. The Vanity Boot Shop was about to open its shop between Newberry’s
Five-and-Ten and Marks-Rothenberg’s.5
The area still had a distance to go to reach the level of donations the citizens
would achieve later in the war. Even now, contributions to the Red Cross Emergency
Fund were lagging. The county was still $4,700 short of its quota of $15,000. Even by
the end of January the county still was about $2,882 short of its goal; so, several citizens
volunteered to donate that amount and close the matter. Somewhat more generous were
the Key Field soldiers’ wives, who were described as contributing well to the drive.
Other aspects of the Red Cross’s work continued somewhat more smoothly. For
example, Dr. N. C. Knight announced a new class in first aid, and he added: “Because of
the critical war emergency, every one who can should qualify themselves in first aid
work.” In addition, the local Red Cross asked citizens to save all newspapers, books,
magazines, and paper boxes, and to pack them in bundles labeled “Red Cross.” These
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could then be left next to garbage cans and would be picked up. The same announcement
recommended not putting them out when there was rain.6
On Thursday evening, January 8, there was a mass meeting of black citizens at the
City Hall’s auditorium. It was sponsored by the Meridian Civilian Defense Council and
Prof. T. J. Harris, of Harris High School. Those who attended filled out volunteer blanks
and were assigned to one of the many groups that would participate in the city’s defense
work. A moving picture explained such defense work as protection against incendiary
bombs. There was also a musical program, directed by Emma B. Ivy, on the theme of
“God Bless America.” Groups from the several black schools performed on such themes
as “I Am an American,” “Lessons in Tolerance,” “Things We Must Remember,”
“Educating for Defense,” and “Keep the Home Fires Burning.” In another part of the
meeting Professor Harris instructed the various committees.7
According to the ragtime king Max Morath, George Cohan said, just after
America entered the First World War, “Don’t look for this war to produce any good
songs; wars never do.” A few weeks later he wrote “Over There.” But the First World
War did produce several pretty decent songs, including some by Cohan. And the Second
World War produced some that were very popular, a few of which still hold up well.
Two of the better ones were “The White Cliffs of Dover” (already mentioned) and “The
Last Time I Saw Paris,” the latter by Oscar Hammerstein, II, and Jerome Kern. And, as
one might expect, there were some lighter and even rather daffy numbers, as well.
“Johnny Zero” told the world about a young fellow who in school was a poor student
about whom everyone jeered, “Johnny got a zero today.” But Johnny later redeemed
himself in a fighter plane in the Far East, and “Johnny got a Zero,” ceased to be a
reproach. Frank Loesser produced “Praise the Lord, and Pass the Ammunition.” It was
based on a phrase allegedly overheard from a chaplain in the heat of battle, but several
chaplains vehemently denied having said it. The disaster at Pearl Harbor inspired “Let’s
Remember Pearl Harbor,” with its reference to remembering the Alamo. These, as well
as some other similar songs, were unremarkable.
It was in the very early days after the U. S. went to war with the Axis that a
Meridianite, and a graduate of Meridian High School, made a contribution to wartime
music. Sometime in 1941 Louis “Redd” Evans (professionally he was known as Redd
Evans), son of Mrs. F. Melnecoff, wrote the music and lyrics for “He’s 1-A in the Army
and He’s A-1 in My Heart.” I remember that at that time the song had considerable
popularity. An even more popular number of his was “Rosie the Riveter,” co-written
with John Jacob Loeb. “Rosie” captured the nation’s imagination; and during the war
pictorial versions of her at work, notably one by Norman Rockwell, graced bulletin
boards and magazines throughout the nation. The song was usually played so that
between the words “Rosie” and “riveter,” there was a pause during which a rapid drum
roll approximated an air hammer flattening a rivet. Another song, “There I’ve Said It
6
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Again,” co-written with David A. Mann, has ever since been a standard and has been
recorded by such performers as Bobby Vinton, the Four Aces, Nat King Cole, and Frank
Sinatra. Evans wrote or co-wrote at least seventy-two songs. Among them are “Let Me
Off Uptown,” “Peggy the Pin-Up Girl,” “When You Cha Cha Cha,” and “Pushin’
Along.” The composer was also a talented performer on the violin, saxophone, clarinet,
piano, guitar, and ocarina (or “sweet potato”). His own recordings include “When They
Cut Down the Old Pine Tree,” “Red Wing,” and “Carry Me Back to the Lone Prairie.”
Evans performed with Horace Heidt’s orchestra and also appeared on programs with Kate
Smith, Bennie Goodman, and Eddie Cantor.8
In mid-January, while Samuel’s Jewelry Store was assessing a broken show
window and fifteen missing watches—nearby clocks and silverware were not touched—
several restaurants were soliciting Meridianites’ patronage. Out on Highway 11, near
Matty Hersee Hospital, Jerry’s Nu-Way Cafe advertised the city’s “best Bar-B-Que
sandwiches” for fifteen cents, half of a fried chicken for fifty cents, and fifteen-cent beer.
Moore’s, at Eighth Street and 40th Avenue, offered chitterlings. Britt’s Cafe, 815 21st
Avenue, offered beer at fifteen cents and called itself “Home of [the] 25c Plate Lunch,
‘none better.’” A regular dinner cost a dime more. At 2211 Eighth Street, where the
flashing neon eagle still had not caught that dog, the proprietor let it be known that the
Cosmopolitan Cafe was “open all night.” There were hot tamales, oyster loaves, and
chili of “all kinds.” Another very popular place was out at Seventh Street and 38th
Avenue, where for sixty cents the Cozy Corner Cafe provided a fried chicken dinner
“with all the trimmings.” Sandwiches and beer cost fifteen cents, and there was both a
dining room and curb service. Across from the Bus Depot, at Ninth and 21st Avenue, the
Post Office Cafe offered a special Sunday plate lunch for forty-five cents and a dinner for
twenty cents more. Entrees included broiled white fish, roast hen with dressing, chicken
liver omelet with cream gravy, roast beef sirloin, roast loin of pork, and breaded
Brookfield sausage. The choices of dessert were chocolate sundae, pineapple parfait,
mince pie in hard sauce, eggnog ice cream, apple pie with cheese, baked apple with
cream, and stewed prunes with cream. Fred Heblon was manager.9
At the same time, the city’s newest restaurant, Davis Grill, was being
congratulated by the city’s many businesses on its opening. Open round the clock, Ike
Davis’s new location offered for seventy-five cents a special Sunday dinner that included
an appetizer (shrimp cocktail, oysters-on-the-half-shell, fruit cup, or tomato juice), soup
(cream of chicken or vegetable), salad, entrée (broiled Peabody steak, turkey and
dressing, lamb chops, fried chicken, roast hen with dressing, tenderloin of trout, or grilled
calf liver), two vegetables, and dessert (ice cream, fruit Jello with whipped cream,
sherbet, or peach melba). The interior colors were cream and beige. Along the south
wall was a long counter of blond wood, with stools of polished bronze and blond wood
and seats covered with beige leather. In the center of the floor was a blond-wood
refrigerated counter that displayed salads, fruits, meats, etc. A cream-colored stairway
gave access to a dining balcony which overlooked the main dining room and was popular
8
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for both regular guests and for private parties.10
With the city’s increasing awareness of what winning the war was going to
involve, there was greater willingness to modify old routines. Several local clubs, for
instance, decided that money that previously had been spent for such things as food and
entertainment might more profitably go toward the country’s immediate and pressing
needs. For example, the Literary Club, of which Mrs. Irving Rothenberg was president,
decided to skip its annual party and instead donate the money to the Red Cross
Production Room for equipment. And the Samuel Dale Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, decided that instead of holding their annual luncheon, they should
spend that time working at the Red Cross production room. The money that would have
been spent on the luncheon was used to buy War Bonds and Stamps.11
On Friday, January 16, the nation’s jitters about spies caused a slight tremor in
Meridian. Two women, traveling westward through the city in an impressive-looking
Buick, caught the attention of the police. One of them, despite her dark glasses, was
definitely of Oriental appearance. According to W. B. Grauel, of the Star, she removed
the glasses and produced “an all-American smile.” Grauel reported her maiden name as
Mitcu Koizumi, a Japanese-American born in Reno, Nevada. She eventually was
married to a Chinese, who was in the U. S. Army, and then her name became Shiso Hing
Kan. It turned out that the owner of the car, Henrietta Lindaman (sic), was an American
whose husband was with the Army in North Carolina. She had advertised for someone
able to drive her to California, and Kan answered the ad. The latter represented herself
as, though of Japanese ancestry, now an American who wished the “Japs” would “get the
hell” out of places they had overrun. Observed Grauel: “Of course, one never knows
who can be trusted, or who cannot be trusted, but if Mrs. Kan ever starts out to be a spy,
either for Roosevelt, the Mikado, Churchill, Hitler, Chiang Kai-shek, Stalin or anybody
else, she would be a good one, for she is smart as a whip.” Well, in the aftermath of Pearl
Harbor, they looked suspicious enough for questioning at police headquarters. Mrs. Kan
rode there with Officer M. L. Cumberland, and Mrs. Lindaman in the Black Maria with
Officer John B. Shannon. The two women were annoyed at having to explain
themselves, and feared they would have to do so at every place they stopped. But later
Friday evening the two women received a clearance from the FBI. Grauel, who seemed
appreciative of Kan’s charms, agreed with the FBI. The two ladies were released and
headed westward in their heavily-laden automobile.12
W. B. Grauel had doubtless enjoyed his interview with the two women, for he
was always interested in the city’s events, both the usual and the other kind. He had a
good relationship with Meridian’s officials and often wrote about them in his column
“Meridian.” He occasionally dropped by Fire Station No. 1, too, just to say hello and
perhaps to put his left heel upon the horseshoe embedded in the sidewalk pavement just
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outside the station. It was mainly as a joke, but also partly, as Grauel put it, for “Lady
Luck to smile her most beneficial benevolence on a hard working news narrator.”13
Meridian’s businesses in mid- and late-January showed positive activity.
Mangel’s had leased the former Lerner Jewelry Company’s store at 2215 Fifth Street and
would henceforth occupy both that and the original jewelry store. Lerner Dress Shop, of
New York City, planned to remodel the building on the northeast corner of Fifth Street
and 22nd Avenue, as soon as Albright and Wood Drugs vacated it and moved to its new
address in the Miazza-Woods Building. With one eye to business and the other to
defense, Reliable Motors, 2701 Sixth Street, invited “the millions of patriotic, forwardlooking Chevrolet owners—in fact, all motorists—to join with Chevrolet dealers in a
great national ‘Car Conservation Plan.’” And Zed Hawkins, manager of Meridian’s
Coca-Cola Bottling Company, was pleased to announce that despite rationing plans by
the Office of Production Management, his company’s deliveries of syrup sugar would be
the same as those of the preceding year. Meridian’s retail druggists were kept busy. In
fact, at a meeting in January they pledged to support wholeheartedly the defense effort.
But they warned the public that customers would have to be patient about deliveries.
Priority would go to the more urgent orders; and, besides, some pharmaceuticals were
difficult to procure.14
Commander E. L. Westbrook announced that the Home Guard unit continued to
grow, especially after an appeal for more members. New men were often placed at once
into what was called the “awkward squad,” after which most of them were then put into
groups for regular drilling. Whether the trainers had to resort to the old device of tying
hay to one foot was not mentioned. Westbrook was trying to have his company officially
recognized by the state for use at strategic places around Meridian.15
Vocational training, programmed for national defense, had taken on a new
dimension in Meridian. Males were having to make room for women, who in
cooperation with the Red Cross Motor Corps program had started attending classes at the
National Youth Administration building next door to the Lamar Hotel. Eleene
Rosenbush, of the Meridian Star, was astonished by what she saw and especially by her
own participation in it. She later wrote: “Pass by the NYA school building…and you’ll
see a strange sight—Feminine figures garbed in grease monkey suits peering earnestly
into the innards of a motor—all in the interest of National Defense.” Even the
conversation that Rosenbush heard was peculiar:
Talk now runs the gamut from generator to carburetor and clothes have
taken a coverall trend. Yes, it is the Motor Corps taking their mechanics course
and many a mechanic instructor, who is giving his time so generously to the Red
Cross, is restraining the hand that holds the monkey wrench. But after all, who
are we to know at once a spark plug from a coil, or something?
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Nearly forty women were attending classes three days a week—Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, two morning classes each day and one evening. One ten-hour course
included the fundamental parts of an automobile and the “proper care and service of
emergency vehicles on the road and in the field.” H. D. Tatum was shop foreman. C. E.
Bynum and J. A. Ethridge, both of whom volunteered their time, were instructors. Their
students were the following: Mamie Perrin Gillespie, Lora Curtis, Sara Blum, Janie
Miner, Daisy Mae Alexander, Lannie Bruton, Lelia Smith Russell, Eleene Rosenbush,
Gene Kidder, Bessie Neville, Nell Parker, Regina Thornton, Alice Virginia Moss, Mary
Champion, and Mmes. William Sutherland, D. R. Thornton, E. A. Morrison, Webb
Brunson, A. D. Burdette, C. G. Parker, Jr., Ransom Cross, Walt Dunn, A. F. Edgerton, B.
J. Carter, Lowry Rush, Whit Sturges, D. R. Ready, Guy Keen, Zed Hawkins, C. L. Gray,
Jr., Redford Adams, H. C. Williams, Ted Vallery, L. B. Paine, Herman Shields, and M. J.
L. Hoye.16
As the winter of 1942 ground on, Meridian’s men, with approval or disapproval,
could read of the results of a recent conference in Washington on wool conservation.
Suits with two pairs of pants would have to go, as would pleats, cuffs, watch pockets, and
belts across the back of the coat. Vests also were out—new double-breasted suits
wouldn’t need them, anyway. The observation was: “A little bit here and a little bit there
will be taken off until they’ve cut a suit right down to its backbone.” The prediction was
that many men would complain a little, especially those who could afford to buy a suit.
There was, of course, always the better alternative—join the military and wear a uniform.
It just so happened at this time that Sgt. H. C. Henderson, Army recruiter, said that he
was seeking parachutists. As an inducement, he reminded Meridian men that those who
enlisted would “be among the first to ‘jump’ on the Japs.”17
January 30 meant that President Roosevelt’s sixtieth birthday would be celebrated
and the March of Dimes would be somewhat the richer. The celebration in Meridian,
presented at the Shrine Mosque by the Pilot Club, was one of about 12,000 around the
nation. Over the stage was the customary large picture of the President, and over it were
the words “Happy Birthday, FDR.” Both military and civilian guests attended. Donald
Bell, of Boy Scout Troop 5, entered carrying a large flag and accompanied by Yeoman
2/C Jack Pigford (Navy), Sgt. L. F. Martin (Marines), Corp. Edwin Schwer (Army), Mrs.
B. M. Leigh (nurse), Mrs. Walt Dunn (motor corps), and Elbert Harbour (civilian
defense). As the others entered, Corporal Schwer sang “God Bless America” and then
led everyone in the National Anthem.18
Even as Washington announced that auto rationing was to start on February 26
(though cars bought before New Year’s but not yet delivered were allowed), the
Lauderdale County Ration Board’s chairman, Allan McCants, turned “thumbs down” on
a motion that board members be eligible for new tires. “We’re the last ones in the world
to need tires,” he said. “What we have to do is stay right here on the job and we don’t
16
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need any tires for that…. We may not be in the armed forces but we’re being good
soldiers right here on the home front.”19
The Ration Board’s chairman was right on the mark. Defending the nation and
beating the Axis were the prime objects. And both objects were paramount for two
defense units of the Meridian Civilian Defense Council, both of which met on January
29. The Decontamination Corps, of which Dr. N. E. Katz was director, met in the City
Hall’s police courtroom. The object was to study the several gases used in warfare, and
the Corps’ duties in relation to them. The Messenger Corps, directed by R. E. Wilbourn,
met in the City Hall auditorium to discuss plans for efficient messenger service during an
emergency. This group was composed of Western Union and Postal Telegraph
messengers, Boy Scouts, carriers for the Meridian Star, and any others who might be
qualified for messenger service.20
At this same time Congressman Ross Collins made a statement that, in retrospect,
shows how well qualified he was for his duties, especially those related to our armed
services. His contention was that the several branches of the military must eventually be
unified under an “over-all national defense department.” A lack of coordination, he said,
“must inevitably jeopardize this country’s chance for victory.” To illustrate his point, he
cited the disaster at Pearl Harbor: “An inexperienced listener heard the planes in the
airplane detectors and passed this information on to a lieutenant who knew nothing about
it. This lieutenant assumed the planes heard were those of this country. There could
have been no such assumption if command was unified so that there was a check at all
times as to just what U. S. planes were in the air.”21 Though we fought the rest of the war
with separate Departments of War and Navy, Collins’s suggestion became a reality in
July of 1947 when the new Department of Defense consolidated the several branches of
the military.
Even as the War Department informed Mrs. A. T. Stuckey that as recently as
January 21 her son Philip Francis Stuckey was safe in the Philippines, Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Covington, Route 3, Meridian, learned that their son Cecil L. Covington had died at sea.
At that time Covington, a member of the Coast Guard for two and a half years, was the
first reported fatality from the county. The announcement of his death appeared in the
Star on February 3. But a month later the Star carried the news that Richard P. Molpus,
of Meridian, had been killed on the U. S. S. Arizona during the raid on Pearl Harbor,
December 7. He was thus apparently the first Meridianite to die in the war.22
Meanwhile, the potential problem of saboteurs and spies kept the Meridian area
and the state on tense alert. On Wednesday, February 4, there was a conference of all law
officers within a fifty-mile radius of Meridian with an FBI agent from Jackson. The
meeting, held in the city’s police courtroom, dealt with alien enemy control, sabotage,
and espionage under wartime conditions.23
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On Saturday and Sunday, January 31 and February 1, a Sinclair Flight Trainer
was exhibited on the west lawn of the City Hall. This was a ground pilot trainer device
that duplicated the actual maneuvers of a plane in flight. It had been brought to Meridian
by the collaboration of the Junior Chamber of Commerce’s Aviation Committee and the
U. S. Navy’s recruiting station. William Street, Jr., of the Sinclair Oil Company, had
charge of the machine, which visitors were allowed to test. The Star’s description of the
trainer was as follows:
The Sinclair Trainer is an abbreviated airplane rigged about 15 feet from
the ground. A “wishbone” consisting of two steel fork-like prongs suspends the
trainer in mid-air while a propellor [sic] in the nose of the all-metal fuselage blasts
at full speed a 75-mile-an-hour slipstream over the cockpit, thus giving the pilot
the actual feel of flying. The slipstream on the control surfaces gives the trainer
an immediate response whenever the controls are changed at the will of the
“pilot.”24
Almost exactly a year later—from 6-8 February 1943—the City Hall lawn was
the site of another aviation curiosity. On that occasion the object of interest was a
German Messerschmitt 109E. The aircraft was being shown about the nation under the
auspices of the Naval Aid Auxiliary. I remember paying my dime admission and seeing
the aircraft under a tent; adult admission was a quarter. All proceeds from the exhibit
would go to the maintenance of canteens, hospitals, and other necessary facilities in
various Naval shore installations. Though the Nazi fighter was somewhat battered, I
recall that it was in pretty good condition. It had been shot down while serving as an
escort for German bombers in a raid on Coventry, England, in November of 1940. Two
items in the Meridian Star say that the plane was on the southwest side of the City Hall,
but I am rather sure that it was actually on the north side of the building, on the lawn just
beyond the sidewalk along Seventh Street. It is possible that my memory is at fault, but it
is also possible that the announced site was changed, or even that those composing the
two articles simply were misinformed.25
Beginning Monday, February 9, Meridian’s black schools celebrated National
Negro History Week. It began with a program at East End School where students were
the main participants. Emma B. Ivy was principal, and others participating included Prof.
T. J. Harris, principal of Harris High; the Rev. C. C. Walker, First Congregational
Church; and the Rev. W. H. Lewis, president of the Southern Leadership School System.
Though not part of the program, it so happened that some individual African-Americans,
who had been participants in America’s black history, were also in the local news. Lucy
Willis, aged 96, had just died. The Star said she was a resident of Farmsdale, Ala., but it
seems more likely that her birthplace was Faunsdale. She could remember the nearmythical time in Alabama when “the stars fell.” And W. B. Grauel’s column “Meridian”
noted an elderly black couple, Dorkus Pruett, “born three years after the surrender,” and
24
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Lee Hunter, nine years her junior. Said Mrs. Pruett, “I don’t look or feel old.” It was her
third marriage. She was born in Linden, Ala., and had five children, all of them deceased
except a daughter.26
If Meridianites (and other Americans) thought they had heard the last of Daylight
Saving Time, they were disabused of that erroneous notion when, on February 4, the Star
brought up the ugly subject again. Still being touted as a defense measure—FDR, in fact,
called it “war time”—it would begin at 1 a.m. on the ninth. Appropriately, James
Skewes’ editorial on the day the new time began was titled “Wake Up, Democracy,” even
though the subject of the editorial was “work and sacrifice.” Miriam Wadro wrote a
light-hearted item in that same issue. Said she:
Meridian awoke before dawn Monday morning with many a groan about
“getting up in the middle of the night” but there were relatively few complaints or
errors because of the new “war time.”
Although all the boys out at the Air Base were heavy-lidded when they
started drilling Monday morning at 6:15 “war time” (5:15), the only real griping
came from the men on KP duty who had to get up at cold, dark 5:30 (actually
4:30) and we can’t really blame them.
Only one man missed the bus Monday morning. He left New Orleans at
12:15 Monday morning “peace time.” The bus for Demopolis left Meridian at
8:30 “war time” and he missed it by an hour. Someone hasn’t been reading the
papers lately….
“The only trouble we’re having,” said the man at the Mosby Farms, is
getting the men up. The cows don’t seem to mind a bit but several of the men
were late Monday morning.”
Asked how the chickens at the White Market reacted to the new “war
time,” the man at the phone said they didn’t like it one bit….
But it was a different story at the J. C. Long Hatcheries. “They’re always
ready to eat,” Mr. Long said of his little chicks. “Just turn the light on and they’ll
start eating. They don’t care what time it is.”
Wadro went on to say that all had been on time at Hardin’s and Smith’s Bakeries. No
one reported late at Meridian Junior College. At Meridian Junior High (Upper Division)
there were eleven sleepy-head students, and Harris High School reported six students
late. Almost half of the city’s grocery stores opened late.27 Well, at least 1942 was better
than 1941’s confusion, when no one seemed sure what the time really was, and when
states, cities, and even different groups within cities decided for themselves just what
orthodox horology was.
Amid the gloomy news that the Japanese were closing in on Singapore, there was
brighter news in Meridian with regard to the new USO Clubs. Under the leadership of
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Mrs. M. R. Adams, the USO’s Girls Service Organization was becoming organized. Its
purpose was “to render service in providing the right kind of social influence in the USO
program.” And more, “Girls between the ages of 18 and 30 to serve as social partners for
men of the armed forces are eligible for membership. They will be carefully selected and
must be dependable, popular girls of the community. Membership is by invitation only.”
One important rule was that “any girl who leaves the building or place of program during
the evening forfeits her right to return to that event and faces the possibility of being
eliminated from the membership list.”28
By early 1942 L. T. Donnelly, president of the local United Service
Organizations, announced that the city now had three USO centers for whites. (A black
USO club came somewhat later.) Each was designed so as not to duplicate unduly what
the others offered. As we have already seen, the first club to operate as a sort of
unofficial USO was the Civic Center. It was staffed by WPA workers and offered,
among other amenities, special facilities for amateur photographers. The joint formal
openings of the two main USO Clubs took place on Washington’s Birthday. (That’s
February 22 for all who, thanks to modern tampering with holidays, can’t recall the date.)
The Seventh Street club, which was in the former A. J. Lyons home where the public
library now stands, was an attractive, large residence with an impressive portico. Inside
were a reception room, two lobbies, a parlor, reading room, library, snack-bar, kitchen,
office, two game rooms, camera club room, dark room, meditation chapel, table tennis
room, club meeting room, Girls Service Organization room, front porch lounges, and a
large yard equipped for various games and for outdoor movies in the evening. The Davis
Street club used the lower floor of the Catholic School, leased for two and a half years,
and had a reception or living room with a piano, radio-phonograph, and racks for books
and magazines. There was a smaller, more private room where soldiers could write
letters or read. A large auditorium with a stage afforded facilities for not only dances but
also dramatic presentations. In the basement was what even in that anti-German time
was called a “Rathskeller.” It offered a “club” area with a snack bar and tables for such
games as table tennis and pool. At the formal opening there was music by the Meridian
Boys Band and the Air Base orchestra. National, state, and local officials held forth, with
local attorney Walker Broach as the principal speaker. On behalf of the local American
Legion post, Frank L. Jacobs, presented an American flag. Mrs. Lowry Rush led the
group in patriotic songs.29 I remember that as a youngster I occasionally dropped by the
center in the Lyons home when movies were shown outdoors after dark at the northeast
corner of the building. I sat on the grass. The only film I can recall specifically was a
very amusing short film titled Schickelgruber’s Lambeth Walk. Trick photography made
Hitler and his henchmen seem actually dancing to that music.
Preceding the formal opening, on Sunday, February 15, various groups were
assigned for the first time to specific duties at the USO Clubs. For instance, on that day
both the First Baptist and Jones Memorial Presbyterian Churches were in charge. The
two churches arranged with drivers to carry about 75 soldiers on rides about the city and
28
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to provide hosts and hostesses to serve between four and six p.m.. That afternoon 175
soldiers enjoyed refreshments, and a total of about 500 soldiers visited the clubs.30 Such
driving, however, even for so worthy a purpose, seemed endangered by an announcement
in the Star for February 17. Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, recommended partial
closing of gas stations in the East. Specifically, he thought stations might be closed in the
evenings and on Sundays. The purpose, of course, was not so much to save gasoline as it
was to save rubber, the supply of which had recently been cut off by the Japanese. In
Meridian, even the teenagers’ DBS sorority announced in the Star of February 19 that
they had voted a “Tire Saving Day,” when they would switch from cars to skates to get
from here to there.
Over in East End, at Sixth Street and 14th Avenue, Meridian’s Boys School was a
going concern, though it apparently was not long in operation. It was perhaps under the
aegis of the Optimist Club and the Junior Chamber of Commerce. The students were
learning a variety of skills, including photography. In fact, several of the students
learning photography provided the photos accompanying an article in the Meridian Star
of February 10. Director of the school was Rayford Rogers. Among those supporting the
school were Dave Cottrell, Dr. Tom Lawrence, Dr. Wilbern Lawrence, George Pecaro,
Sheriff Fred A. Ross, L. T. Donnelly, Ernest McLaurin, Simon A. Klein, Judge R. M.
Bourdeaux, Mayor Clint Vinson, and Helen Crooks.31
On February 12, Lincoln’s birthday, the Albright and Wood Drug Store opened
formally in its new location on the northeast corner of Sixth Street and 22nd Avenue. The
store had been at its old location, Fifth Street and 22nd Avenue, since its opening in
August of 1931. Myron B. Scales was manager and Earl C. Williams assistant manager.
Other employees were Mrs. Earl H. Dapp, Ruth Hawkins, Luna C. Culbreth, Ruby L.
Hawkins, J. C. Cobb, Dolores Broadway, Earl Speed, and Sybil Williamson. The store
offered a modern soda fountain and lunch counter, prescription drugs, and an array of
products that included cosmetics, tobacco, candies, and some household products.32 It
was one of the most popular such businesses in Meridian. On February 18, less than a
week after it opened, the Star carried an A & W ad for a “shoppers special” at the store’s
soda fountain—a thirty-cent plate lunch. Diners were given a choice of fried shrimp,
country-fried steak, or roast beef; steamed rutabaga and lettuce and tomato salad; coffee,
tea, or milk; and frozen vanilla custard.
Meridianites, along with other Americans, were startled when, on February 10,
news came that the magnificent French liner Normandie had caught fire and keeled over
at its pier on the Hudson River in New York. The ship had been in New York’s harbor
since August of 1939, and the U. S. eventually seized her and made plans to convert her
into a troop transport. How the fire started has never been certainly ascertained, though
many suspected sabotage. Unfortunately, when fireman poured water on the ship in an
effort to douse the flames, the great quantity of water caused the vessel to capsize. Two
Meridianites were at work on the ship when the fire began. Walter H. Jarnagin was a
30
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painter, and C. H. Hyatt, son of T. W. Hyatt, was a mechanic. Both men escaped
unharmed.33 The ship was finally raised, but plans to complete the refurbishing were
abandoned. The ship was later broken up for scrap.
The war’s need for more materials such as agricultural goods was good news for
local farmers, even though shortages and, as a consequence, rationing were hurting some
of the local businesses. E. W. Morrison, of the Eagle Cotton Oil Company, assured
farmers that there was a market in Meridian for all the peanuts they could produce. The
price of “oil peanuts” had been set by the government at $82 a ton. At the same time,
however, the sudden shortage of sugar produced at least a little grumbling. The soft
drink companies were anxious, as were makers of ice cream. Bottling companies by midFebruary were able to get only about eighty percent of the syrup they had used in 1941,
and ice cream production was down by a similar percentage. Candy production had been
cut by a third.34
There were the usual “armchair generals” grumbling about the way the war was
going, even though in retrospect it is difficult to see how military strategy could have
been otherwise. Both Britain and the U. S. had been badly unprepared for war, but at
least both nations were now led by men who had, quite early, seen the looming danger.
Unfortunately, both Churchill and Roosevelt had found it difficult to rouse a lethargic
public. Editor Skewes, in the Meridian Star for February 16, probably was not including
the President himself when he wrote: “Our politicians have been playing with the very
soul of our national security…. Small wonder that loyal Britishers are demanding
changes in the Churchill cabinet. Likewise, many Americans may well demand
improvement in our Roosevelt political ‘official family.’”
Various Meridianites continued to distinguish themselves. Two were professional
baseball players, Eric McNair with the Detroit Tigers, and James L. “Skeeter” Webb who
was playing with the Chicago White Sox. In mid-February McNair was honeymooning
in Florida with his bride, the former Beatrice Kimbrell McLemore. Webb himself had
just the preceding month been married in Meridian. In the fine arts, Jesse Saunders, son
of J. E. Saunders, appeared on February 15 and 16 in New Orleans with the San Carlos
Opera Company’s ballet.35
Local talent continued to entertain the soldiers based in Meridian. Sadly, there
still was no USO for black soldiers. Any entertainment for that very growing part of the
local military establishment was almost entirely up to whatever local black residents
could do on their own. A policy of strict segregation of the races was in force throughout
the war and much later. Thus, it is something of a surprise to see that under the
sponsorship of the WPA, a chorus made up of residents of the George Reese Courts and
the Berry Courts, as well as members of the Baptist Seminary playground, on February
17 presented a program at the white Civic Center. It was part of the regular
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Tuesday Night Revue, that was under the direction of Jewel Frost, WPA recreation leader
at the Civic Center. Emma Thornton directed the program.36
An article in the Star spoke of certain canned meats, taken for granted by
Americans of that day, that puzzled British housewives whenever they could get them.
One of the three has almost entered into American folk history, especially as a subject for
humor. Spam, a sort of poor-man’s entree, was minced ham flavored with sugar and
spices. Another and similar item, finely minced pork shoulder with the flavor of ham,
was called Mor. The third, similar to Spam, was Treet, chopped ham but without any
spicing. I remember also yet a fourth, one made by Swift and called Prem. One bought
such products in cans—or “tins,” as the British termed them—and with opening keys
attached to the cans. As already stated, British cooks were finding all four products
puzzling but tasty.37 The author remembers them rather fondly, especially Spam, which
could be used in several ways. I enjoyed a slice of it fried, perhaps with a bit of cheese
on top. Though probably no one at the time thought of it, all four products must have
been a bonanza of saturated fat.
Baseball season was still a few weeks off, but Norman Cohen, president of the
Eagles, announced on February 18 that I. B. “Rep” Fanning had been signed as “pilot”
for the Meridian team. Fanning was a veteran player in the minor leagues, as well as a
scout and manager; and all the directors of the Eagles believed him the best man
available.
Entertainment of a somewhat higher type was offered when Nathaniel Cole, a
local black tenor, was selected as a special feature by the Southern Leadership Training
School for its opening of the current SLC Good-Will Hour, that was broadcast over
station WCOC at 8:15 p.m. on February 18. The program consisted mainly of a forum by
the school’s race relations department, under the direction of Bessie Trotter.38
The war was beginning to produce some curious stories, right in Meridian. Few
could have been more interesting than that told by Navy wife Mrs. Edwin McMorries and
her life on Guam. (It seems to have been regarded as almost an impropriety in these
times for married women to use their own given names publicly.) As Eleene Rosenbush,
writer for the Star put it, “Up until December 7…Mrs. McMorries said she really lived
the life of Riley, in the land of Lava Lava and Siva Siva where the luxuries of life are free
and the necessities come high. She had five servants with a chief of the island for a
chef…. Hearts of palms, avocados, lobsters and what we consider the rare fruits were
daily items on her table while plebeian bacon and eggs were hard-to-get articles on this
island made famous by Somerset Maugham in ‘Rain.’” But on 11 January 1942 a
Japanese submarine’s shelling terrified her and 300 other women and children on the
island. For eight weeks they sought refuge in the island’s jungles and lived a primitive
existence in native huts. However, Rosenbush thought McMorries looked none the worse
for the ordeal, “so gaily does she tell her experience and so fit does she look after an
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ordeal rivaling the adventures of a Stevenson South Sea saga.” McMorries was back
home in Meridian, she said, “for the duration.”39
For the duration! It became a much used phrase, one that seemed to carry a hint
of finality and authority and to put a damper on complaints about shortages, altered lives,
and other real or imagined deprivations.
Perhaps it was the occasion of Washington’s Birthday that suggested a program at
Kate Griffin Junior High. Titled “Our American Music,” it was represented as a
“television” program and was put together by the seventh grade history classes. (The
term television was purely imaginary, for that medium was still well into Meridian’s
future.) Among those appearing on the stage were Bernard Pearson, who was the
announcer; Sam Woolvin, who represented Uncle Sam; and Jimmie Skewes, Francis
Scott Key’s friend. Ushers were Morele Kay, Bobby Gene Merrill, Marion Jackson,
Glenn Hall, and Pat Webster.40
Among the black Meridianites who were entering the military was Dr. Sam J.
Cullum, Jr., who in mid-February visited his parents, Sam J., Sr., and Mattie M. Cullum.
He had just received application papers for a commission as first lieutenant in the Army’s
Dental Reserve Corps. Dr. Cullum received his undergraduate degree in Alabama, and
got his professional degree from the Dental School of Wisconsin. At the time he received
his commission, Cullum had been serving as dental examiner for the draft board in
Houston, Texas. Even as he was receiving his commission, the Federal government
announced that on April 27 all men aged 45 to 60 had to register for non-combat status,
possibly such work as factories making essential war materials.41
Another Meridianite on active duty, Capt. Al Key, was back in the U. S. on
undisclosed official business, as well as on a surprise visit to his family and for a respite
from duty in Australia and the East Indies. Upon landing at Key Field, he was greeted by
base officials and a band; and a luncheon followed at the base Officer’s Club, with Mayor
Clint Vinson as a special guest. Key made a talk about his experiences in the South
Pacific. Though reluctant to speak precisely of what he and his brother Fred were doing
there, he did say that if the Americans had even two planes for every three of the
Japanese, they would “clean them out.” “Boys down there,” he added, “are not quitters
and if we’d just had the planes we’d be in Java now instead of the Japs.” Al and Fred
Key often flew on the same missions, Al in Ole Miss 2 and Fred in Ole Miss 3, both
planes the namesakes of the Ole Miss in which the brothers set a new endurance record in
1935.42 Admitting to his audience that the fine clothes he was wearing were not the same
uniform he wore on missions, he explained: “Everything else I had was in the laundry
and just like laundries everywhere, my clothes weren’t ready when I had to leave. And I
didn’t have time to wait.” Key entertained his audience with anecdotes about his
experiences, those such as the following: “Flying over the islands our planes were picked
up by anti-aircraft searchlights. Now Fred has a habit of leaving the key open on his
39
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radio so that when he talks we can hear what he’s saying. ‘Soupy,’ we could hear him
say to his bombardier, ‘put those lights out. They hurt my eyes.’ Now Soupy…is one of
the best bombardiers in the air force [sic] and just a few seconds later we heard him say,
‘Guess they won’t bother you any more now.’ The lights were out and so were those
anti-aircraft guns.” Key had some stern comments about home-front bickering, strikes,
and politics: “Those boys down there are fighting and they’re fighting hard. They’re
flying 18 and 20 hours a day, constantly under strain and they’re not kicking. But they
can’t fight without something to fight with. Maybe I shouldn’t be saying all this…but it
does seem that a little less squabbling up here would help give us some of the stuff we
need.”43
At the same time that Al Key was in Meridian, another aviator visited Key Field.
Commander Peter Wykeham-Barnes was a Royal Air Force pilot who was giving tactical
and fighting instruction at American air bases. He had spent the war fighting in Africa.
According to the local press, “the tall blonde [sic] Britisher who looks like the
Hollywood version of a young RAF pilot, was being returned to England to join those
brave aerial acrobats doing such a good job on the German bombers—the ‘night
fighters.’”44
Also at this time the community and state were startled to learn that on February
22 near Philadelphia, Miss., officers from Neshoba and Lauderdale Counties, as well as
the Mississippi Highway Patrol and agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
tracked down and killed Irving Charles Chapman. Twenty wounds were counted in the
body of the desperado designated by the FBI as “Public Enemy No. 1.” He had a long
criminal record, and as recently as January 14 had severely wounded Meridian Police
Officer Ralph McNair, who was also a catcher for the Southeastern League and a brother
of Eric McNair, shortstop for the Detroit Tigers. In its issue for Monday, February 23,
the Meridian Star printed several items about this infamous man who had once been a
wealthy contractor. During the Depression he had turned criminal after losing $26,000 in
the reorganization of a bank. Subsequently, he became wanted for crimes in six states
and had been at large since 8 July 1937. In its issue for March 11 the Star gave the
additional information that when Chapman was married on 28 June 1933, he gave his
name as Irven (sometimes spelled Erwin) Carl Chapman. The wedding took place in
Meridian, and the bride was Janie Williams, of Philadelphia, Miss. The Meridian Star
covered his death and career heavily. One somewhat macabre photograph showed him
lying on the embalming table at Webb Funeral Home. Only a few days later the
nationally-popular program Gangbusters broadcast a dramatization of Chapman’s death
and career, including his wounding of McNair.45
The next day after the news about Chapman’s death, the Star carried information
that was far more startling. A Japanese submarine had shelled several places along the
California coast near Santa Barbara. Aiming at the oil center in that area, the enemy craft
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fired about fifteen shells during nearly half an hour. The headline in the Star credited the
submarine’s aim with only one hit on an oil well. Though the attack was of minor
military significance, psychologically it was like a fire alarm. An edgy nation began to
see the enemy everywhere. The day after the reporting of the submarine, the Star
reported another disturbing development, that “mystery planes” had flown over the Los
Angeles area and had been “turned back” by anti-aircraft fire over a period of two hours.
It was very disturbing, even though a day later the Federal government declared the
second report a false alarm.
In the comics carried by the Star and other papers around the nation, such strips as
Terry and the Pirates, Wash Tubbs (which featured Captain Easy), and even Little
Orphan Annie were becoming involved in the war. Captain Easy, for instance, was just
escaping from Japanese captors. Other comic strips, however, tended to keep to more
ordinary themes. In L’il Abner cartoonist Al Capp continued to follow the usual events
of his hillbilly Dogpatch. Toward the end of February, Daisy Mae, who had hoped to be
marrying Abner, unhappily found herself somehow about to marry the well-named Big
Barnsmell. An elderly neighbor reassured her however, “A husbin is a husbin!! One is
as bad as another.” “Our Boarding House” was showing Major Amos Hoople, the
posturing, shiftless husband of Martha, who ran the boarding house, promoting a hasbeen boxer named Roundhouse Googan. The Major thought any occupation worthwhile
if it avoided real work.
A new draft was in the offing, and the Star published odds for those fifteen or
older of being called if the war dragged on for five years. Those aged 15-19, 75%; 20-24,
65%; 25-29, 40%; 30-34, 20%; 35-39, 10%; and 40-44, 5%. And out at Key Field
workers in the Civilian Conservation Corps, Company 2419, thought they would like to
join the armed forces. They were older men, many of them veterans of the First World
War. While they might not be able to do the most vigorous kinds of service, they could
certainly do guard duty and work in such areas as ordnance and quartermaster
departments. They could, many insisted, release younger men for fighting. At Key Field
they were enlarging and improving the field, which included drainage and landscaping.
Meanwhile, the Army recruiting office announced that enlistments were for the duration
of the war, plus six months. To be eligible, a man had to be a citizen of suitable age and
be single, or be able to show that his dependents would have sufficient support during his
absence. An enlistee needed at least a sixth-grade education and 20-20 vision without
glasses (or 20-40 with glasses). Finally, he must have a sufficient number of teeth to
“subsist on army rations.”46 Those already in the Army could probably have made some
wry comments on that last point.
On the last day of February the city performed a partial blackout, somewhat
preparatory to full blackouts for all cities within 300 miles of a coast. On Saturday
evening, Frank McDonald, chief air raid warden, issued the following announcement:
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Military headquarters of the Fourth Corps Area, Atlanta, called the police
department, which is in charge of all defense activity, and ordered a blackout of
all outside and window display signs of any nature whatsoever.
It is effective tonight and from now on, until we get authority to again use
the outside signs.
The precinct wardens were notified, and they in turn notified the zone
wardens, and in less than an hour everything was in readiness, everyone
cooperating 100 per cent.47
Whether the war had anything to do with it was not recorded, though all-out
defense did seem to be turning everything topsy-turvy, apparently including male and
female roles. At any rate, at the same time that the partial blackout was being tested,
members of the DBS Sorority gave what they called a “backward dance” at the
Northwood Country Club. Described as a WPA party (women pay all), the affair
attracted sixty couples. The girls called the boys for dates and even presented them with
corsages—of vegetables, however, not orchids.48
Regina Thornton, another Meridian sorority member and second national vice
president of Delta Beta Sigma, appeared before a legislative committee in Jackson to
argue against proposed state action to outlaw Greek-letter organizations in the state’s
public schools. To critics who called them undemocratic, Thornton said that banning
sororities and fraternities would not eliminate exclusiveness from school life. She caused
much legislative laughter when she asked the committee members, “How did you
gentlemen get into the legislature? By keeping someone else out.”49
But the DBS sorority did more than practice exclusion and give parties for one
another. The society were frequent hostesses at the Seventh Street USO, and on one
occasion, for instance, held “open house” for Key Field’s soldiers. The club rooms were
decorated with DBS black and gold, and a large society emblem over the door greeted
guests. Assisting the sorority were the B. J. Carters, Thomas L. Baileys, and Mmes. Ross
Acree, A. Dravin, and Henry Weidmann.50
But it was not a restrictive Greek-letter affair on March 6, at the Senior HighJunior College auditorium when, for their first concert, the school’s orchestra, the
MC’ans, appeared for a program. They offered boogie-woogie, ballads, blues, and
novelty tunes. There were vocal recitations and solos, the latter including “HumptyDumpty Heart” and “Chattanooga Choo Choo.” Members of the orchestra were as
follows: trumpets: Charles Edwards, Bobby Crook, Morris Williams, and Ottis Snipes;
trombones: Milton Ramsey and Edgar Loflin; saxophones: Spiro Spirson, B. H. Rea,
Millard Grimes, and W. M. Chisolm; drums: “Red” Simmons; Spanish guitar: George
Ethridge; bass horn: Edward McDonald; vocalist: Laverne Watts. The band planned
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more concerts at other schools in the area, including appearances in Enterprise and
Butler.51
Though a USO for black soldiers was still months away, a meeting on March 2
probably helped to establish one. While the Legislature debated the issue of allowing
movies on Sunday, both white and black citizens met at Harris High School to plan for an
announced increase in the number of black soldiers stationed at the local base. The main
concern was that the new soldiers have what was described as “wholesome recreation.”
Heretofore, the only attention given to African-American soldiers was largely that
arranged by various groups and individuals in the local black community, though white
representatives of USO and civic clubs pledged their firm support to the movement. The
meeting formed a committee to carry out the decisions. And though not a USO in name,
a new WPA recreational center for black servicemen was opened on March 13 at the
Masonic Temple, on 13th Street and 26th Avenue. Soon to be called the Soldier Center, it
was supervised by Lucille Hall, Minn Williams, and Heywood Meyers. Chaperons were
present at all programs, and young women were required to register in order to
participate. Among those who directed the Soldier Center were the Revs. C. C. Walker
and E. A. Mays, L. G. Cranford, and Lucille Lone. Other centers for black servicemen
included the Baptist Seminary, Berry Courts, and George Reese Courts. On March 30 a
recreation center was opened at St. Paul’s Methodist Church when about 50 soldiers
attended. The Rev. E. A. Mays gave the welcome address, which preceded group
singing, stunts, games, and refreshments. Alma Larkin, WPA recreation leader,
announced that the center would be open daily from one to eight p.m.52
On March 8, even as its editorial observed gloomily that the Allied cause seemed
“well-nigh ‘knocked out’ on the Asiatic front,” the Star’s headline read “Defense Lines in
Java Collapsing.” But the information was scarcely news to Al and Fred Keys’ families.
About three days earlier Al’s wife had received a message from him telling her that he
and his brother were safe in Australia. They had been flying out of Batavia, Java, but that
island was obviously doomed. Then, quite suddenly on March 19, Capt. Al Key arrived
in Meridian. When asked about his plans, he replied, “All I can say is that I expect to be
here two or three days and that I’m here on a special mission. Where I’m going from
here I don’t know.” When asked whether he would visit the Meridian Air Base, he
replied that an airplane was the last thing he wanted to see. A few days later Key left for
Jackson whence he would fly to his special assignment. After he had left, it was
discovered that he had forgotten to leave the keys to the family car. The Star wryly
commented that “he won’t be back for a long time.” Shortly afterward, there was news
that Key, at Rep. Ross Collins’s invitation, had appeared before a closed session of a
House Appropriations Subcommittee.53
While Al Key was in Washington, the Star published an article by Pat Robinson,
described as “With the United Nations Air Force, somewhere in Australia.” Al Key
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wasn’t the only active member of the fraternal duo. Wrote Robinson: “I saw Fred and
his navigator, Lieut. Paul Tarbutton, of Laurel, Miss. Fred is the same old drawling,
good-natured fellow, although he is now graying at the temples.” Robinson reported that
the two had been “banging away steadily at Japs for weeks with great results.” He
quoted Fred Key as follows:
I think the Japs are becoming more cautious every day. They now avoid
battle where it is possible. They like to bomb and run.
They probably are feeling the effects of our raids and also realize that we
are getting stronger. I’ve noticed that any kind of ack-ack fire now keeps their
bombers off their targets.
The other day, four of our bombers caught two Jap cruisers resting in a
harbor without steam up.
We divided up into pairs, each pair taking a ship. I went across one
cruiser, dropping bombs squarely amidships, and returned to give it another dose.
That cruiser was hit eight times. The result was a series of terrific
explosions followed by the cruiser bursting into flames.
Meanwhile, ack-ack from the shore was filling the air with shrapnel but
their fire was inaccurate and we were not hit. The other cruiser was also burning
now, and by this time Jap Zero planes were in the air to try to save them.
But our mission was already fulfilled and we got away without trouble,
losing the Zeros in the clouds.54
But Al Key, despite his reluctance to see airplanes at Key Field, would have seen
far more there than aircraft. The place was as lively as ever with varied events on the
ground. The WPA crews were busily clearing approach areas of brush and first- and
second-growth trees. In addition, Key Field personnel were working on a musical
production, Pills and Propellors, which was presented on March 12 in the auditorium at
Kate Griffin Junior High School. On the somber side, Key Field continued to have its
aviation accidents, a fatal one occurring on March 10. 2/Lt. Frank H. Pulley, of the 50th
Pursuit Group, had arrived only three days previously. He was killed when his P-40E-1
crashed at Duffee, in Newton County.
Back in the late 30s and early 40s, the state collected a much smaller sales tax
than it did in later years. If one made a purchase that carried a tax of less than a penny,
one got back change in “tokens” or “mills.” (Ten aluminum tokens equaled a penny.) A
five-cent purchase required one aluminum token. A quarter purchase needed five
aluminum tokens or their equivalent, one bronze-color token. Several states in this area
used similar taxing devices. My recollection is that the Mississippi token had a square
hole in the center. A nearby state, perhaps Alabama, had a circle; and yet another,
possibly Louisiana, had a triangle. We kids liked to collect the tokens and string them to
wear them around our necks. After the war had been going for a while, the state decided
to get rid of the metal tokens and to substitute plastic ones instead. On March 6 the Star
announced that Mississippi had decided to discontinue using metal tokens. Eventually,
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taxes were raised to a point where it was scarcely desirable to give change in sale taxes.
Besides, most citizens preferred to pay a little more sales tax than they needed, thus
avoiding filling their pockets with loose tokens.
But those “loose” tokens were still being accepted in early March at the city’s
businesses, which continued to thrive because of the war effort. The Hasson Brothers’
Help Yourself Stores were flourishing, and they announced the opening on March 6 of an
“improved” store, Number 5, at 35th Avenue and Eighth Street. On March 5 the Lerner
Jewelry Company opened its newly-enlarged store at 508 22nd Avenue. Rose Jewelry
Company told its public that while diamonds had once been the world’s best investments,
they were now second to War Bonds. On the evening of March 12 the Schwobilt
Clothing Store had its formal opening at 2116 Fifth Street. Tommy Stevenson was
manager.
As mid-March approached and the Japanese magnolias—they were now being
called Chinese magnolias—at East Mississippi State Hospital bloomed, the Matinee
Music Club presented a program at the Civic Center’s USO Club. The offerings were by
both local artists and several from Meridian Air Base, and there was group singing. Pvt.
Phil Reddy sang “There’ll Be Bluebirds over the White Cliffs of Dover,” and Pvt. Henry
J. O’Bella sang “Dear Mom.” Local artists participating included Emma Lois Bosarge,
Jessye Q. Davis, and Mmes. Victor O’Leary and Walton Moore.55
At this same time Meridianites, and the Optimist Club in particular, were
discussing the various restrictions that the war was imposing on everyone. At the top of
the list was transportation. Several of the club’s members said roller skates could offer
possibilities, though a more-realistic suggestion was that bicycles might be of some use.
All members were glad to learn that a ceiling price had been put on tires. It was to get
around the shortage of tires and gasoline that S. H. Mooney, proprietor of Mooney
Furniture Exchange, 22nd Avenue, acquired a horse-drawn wagon for hauling furniture.
The sides of the wagon were painted red, with aluminum lettering. An older form of city
transportation, streetcars, suggested to Mayor Vinson that the abandoned tracks that still
remained in many areas—streetcars had not run since 1925—would probably provide
about 211 tons of steel for the war effort. The plan was for the WPA’s workers to
salvage the rails, whose sale would bring money that those same workers could then use
for street improvement.56
And in a related matter, the production and preservation of foodstuffs, Katherine
Staley, home demonstration agent for the county, urged citizens to prepare gardens as
part of the “Food for Victory” program. To support these undertakings, Armour and
Company offered seeds at one-fourth their price for those who would plant such gardens.
Staley gave instructions for growing such vegetables as beets, broccoli, cabbage, carrots,
collards, onions and spinach, as well as how to deal with insect pests. In the same issue
of the Star there was an announcement that the War Production Board would allow
manufacturers to make “home-canning type cans” available to hardware stores and other
such distributors for sale to families. “Home canning is being encouraged,” said the
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announcement, “to lift some of the load from commercial canners….” Staley was also
directing the county’s 4-H Club girls in a project called “Vittles for Victory.” Stating that
they knew the importance of food in the battle against the Axis, they were enrolled in a
victory garden project. In all this, Staley had the help of L. H. Feagin, manager for Sears,
Roebuck and Company. Home production and canning of items of food illustrated one of
the many kinds of production urged before the Lions Club by Meridianite Thomas L.
Bailey. “Unless we recognize the danger, put selfishness aside, and pull together for
victory,” he warned, “we are a lost ball in tall weeds.” He called the present crisis “the
biggest issue we ever have faced.” Furthermore, said Bailey, “It’s time for folks to get
mad, not only about what is happening in the Pacific, but mad about the lack of activity
in Meridian and Mississippi.”57
Symbolic expression of Bailey’s sentiments came from the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio
Railroad, which announced that instead of marking its “extra” trains by the customary
little white flags on the front, they would use small Old Glories. Vice President and
General Manager G. P. Brock said that the change was especially appropriate, because
everyone on the Rebel Line was “‘running extra’ for victory.”58
In light of the overwhelming and annoying growth today of kudzu vines along
highways and in many other areas, it seems strange that discussion of conservation and
wise use of our resources in World War II would have included vegetation that in later
times would be seen as a pest. Nevertheless, P. A. Calhoun, work-unit conservationist in
the county, compared patches of kudzu with the value of “uncollected supplies of scrap
metal.” He stated that “bringing this kudzu into production is as important in the foodfor-freedom program as the collection of scrap metal is for the production of arms.” He
estimated that there were 125 to 150 acres of the plant in Lauderdale County and that it
would produce, per acre, one to two tons of hay. The kudzu would flourish, said
Calhoun, “if disked and fertilized this spring before growth begins.” Citing Secretary of
Agriculture Claude R. Wickard’s call for greater milk production, Palmer said more
kudzu would help do it.59
While news was coming in that the Japanese had bombed Darwin, Australia, the
Meridian Civil Air Patrol completed its organization. A Lieutenant Brewer (no first
name was given by the Star) from the local airbase represented Colonel Wright, base
commander, and offered the Army’s support to the new club and to provide instructors
and training equipment. Dr. N. C. Knight was squadron commander for the Meridian
club. Dr. Jason Miller, a U. S. public health officer, sought out Knight and asked to train
under him for similar duties in Hinds County, Miss. (Dr. Felix Underwood, state health
officer, had suggested he do so.) Miller had spent several years in Europe and had
watched the progress of the present war from the vantage point of several European
nations.60
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The Star of March 17 carried the unsettling news of a tornado that damaged part
of South Side. The black residents there were especially hard hit, including Monroe
McKinnis, whose home on 26th Avenue was most heavily damaged. Other residents
whose homes sustained damage included Tom Cockles, Joanna McMillan, and Laura
Sanford. Among whites whose homes were hit were Annie Calloway, E. B. Hawkins, C.
D. Shields, and J. M. Camp. In addition, the storm leveled the fence around the ball park
at the Fairgrounds and bent light poles in the outfield. A number of outdoor signs in
several parts of the city were blown down, and wind damaged the barn at the Betbeze
Brothers packing plant, on 17th Avenue. But compared with several other counties where
there were 73 fatalities and much more damage, Lauderdale County fared relatively well.
The twister was apparently part of a system that affected much of the nation and caused
132 deaths.61
Less than a week later South Side and adjoining areas suffered a second natural
disaster. Heavy rain sent Sowashee Creek, notorious in those times for its flooding, out
of its bank to a depth of one to twelve feet along a strip of land about two miles wide and
twelve miles long. Hundreds fled their homes near the creek, and rescuers were obliged
to use boats to evacuate endangered residents. By Saturday, March 21, the water was still
rising along a strip of land estimated at eight miles in length in the Meridian area. In
places the current was so swift that rescuers had to use motor boats. An appeal to the
Red Cross was answered, and local emergency officials assisted vigorously. Fireman
John Hart and his black assistant, Cooly Manny, rescued black resident Joe Williams
from his home on 31st Avenue, though earlier, on Friday evening, some residents were
reluctant to leave their homes. On Saturday morning, however, the danger was obvious.
Rex Alman, persuaded Dennis Deabors, his wife, and three children to leave in a
motorboat. Ed Taylor, a black farmer, brought out six persons in the De Graffenried
section of town, as well as several others, including his own wife, Janie, and her mother,
Hattie Clay. Among others indebted to Taylor were Edie Belle Brown, Annie Dee Bell, a
three-year-old boy not identified by the Star, and the widow of Peter Brown. Rainfall
during Friday night totaled 4.83 inches, an amount sufficient to put Sowashee at twenty
feet and Okatibbee Creek at twenty-one feet.62
Tuesday, March 17, was an important day for Meridian. For, while the city’s
South Side was assessing damage from the tornado, the Meridian Police Department let it
be known that Delta Air Lines and Col. T. P. Brady, Mississippi Highway Patrol, were
making it possible to equip the local police department with short-wave radios. The
sending apparatus would be in the station, and each car would have a radio set.
Moreover, on this day there began the nation-wide draft lottery to determine the
classification status of about nine million men. Those new radios just might be helpful in
keeping track of any of the area’s men who were less than cooperative. Of somewhat
less significance was a decision taken today by the City Council to install parking meters
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for a six-month trial. It would be several weeks before the meters were actually in
operation.63
The city’s continuing enthusiasm for recreation included bowling . Interest in the
game remained lively as the Firestone Tire Store won the championship in the annual
tournament that took place at Meridian Bowling Center. Withstanding assaults by
Meridian Motors, Dr. Pepper Bottling Company, and The Sportsman, Firestone had made
a three-game score of 3,098. The team from Vic’s Billiards received runner-up status,
and Post Office Drugs took third place. Weidmann’s Restaurant had fourth place, and
Help Yourself Stores’ Giant Food Market was in fifth. Finals for double teams featured
Tom Harding with Sgt. Bob Olson and Frank Purnell with Victor Jones. Billy Entrekin
was leader for singles, followed by Frank Purnell and Clark Sinclair.64
Residents continued to be reminded to buy War Bonds and Stamps. In midMarch, 1942, Obelisk Flour, a very popular brand in the area, ran ads that urged the
public to “Remember Pearl Harbor!” Furthermore, the company promised to exchange
its coupons for War Stamps. Elsewhere, city and county sales of these “shares of
freedom” (as the song “Any Bonds Today?” put it) were doing well. The Women’s
Committee of the Lauderdale County Savings Committee reported that from their booth
in the Marks-Rothenberg Company they had sold $7,400.35 in the two months following
January 26. Since the preceding September 1, when sales began, citizens had purchased
$109,379.25 in Bonds and Stamps. One outstanding sale was by the Rose Hill-Magnolia
Cemetery Association, which paid $4,440 for six Series E war bonds.65
There were many examples of individuals in the city who, in one way or another,
were showing both patriotism and sacrifice in their purchases and sales of War Bonds and
Stamps. Prominent among these were Meridian’s youngsters. One rather remarkable
instance was that of young Kirby L. Turnage, Jr., who worked part-time for his father in
Lally’s Furniture Store for $1.30 a week. In addition, his parents gave him all the dimes
the business collected, and these he put away for his education. At some point, perhaps,
he decided that any plans for his future education would be pointless if the Axis won the
war. He thus invested his $993.75 in War Bonds. Also remarkable for their faithful
support of the War Bond program were the Meridian Star’s paper carriers, who
throughout the war vied to see who could sell the most stamps and bonds. In April of this
year that distinction went to Clifton Brown.66
Letters from soldiers abroad were spurs to such civilian defense activity as buying
War Bonds and Stamps, and often the Meridian Star published the news they brought. In
early March, for instance, S. A. Burnett reported receiving a letter from his son Robert, a
private on duty in Newfoundland. He and his outfit had celebrated their first anniversary
in Newfoundland with a chicken dinner. Inhabitants there, he said, were “really nice to
us, inviting us into their homes and giving us parties.” His only negative comment was
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that the next day he had KP (kitchen police) duty. Said he, “Our motto, ‘Keep ’em
peeling.’” Cpl. Lee Thurner had just returned from duty in Iceland, of which he said,
“It’s not so cold in Iceland, just 10 degrees above zero.” Lieut. Joe Breyer, U. S. Air
Forces, wrote to his parents to say that he was on duty in Australia and was being well
treated. Some communications, such as a letter from family members of Oswald Hackett,
were more troubling. Hackett had served in the U. S. Navy in the Philippines in 1898.
He liked the area and remained there. Eventually he married an English woman,
daughter of the British attaché, and settled on the island of Mindanao. Following his
death in the late 1930s, his widow moved to Manila. When the Japanese overran the
Philippines, they interned several members of the Hackett family, all of whom were
civilians. So far as was known at that time, the only Meridian female in service in a war
zone was 2/Lt. Mary Louise Lowry, registered nurse; and a recent cable said she was now
safely in Australia.67
The Meridian baseball team, the Eagles, had already been having problems before
the 1942 season began. The war’s drain on manpower was threatening the existence of
sports teams all over the nation, and supporters of the Eagles had experienced the added
difficulty of getting financial support. On March 22 Carl Walters acknowledged all this
when he wrote, “The 1942 Southeastern Baseball League schedules, published today, is
not a ‘model,’ but is just about as good as could be lined up considering the several
obstacles. Road trips are cut to save traveling expenses (those precious tires!) and all
series except between ‘hot rival’ cities, such as Meridian-Jackson, run three or more
games.” On March 28 it was announced that the Eagles had bought the following six
new players: Fred Reinhart, Clary Hack, Ray Zimmerman, Pat Henry, Ed Checkley, and
John Joust. In addition to Meridian and Jackson, the Southeastern League had
Montgomery, Anniston, Mobile, and Pensacola. Selma and Gadsden were no longer
members.68
News arrived on March 25 that the Japanese had taken the Andaman Islands in
the Bay of Bengal and had begun their drive into central Burma. The preceding day the
local Army recruiting station announced that men between ages 35 and 45, in good
physical condition, could now enlist.
On the evening of March 23, at civil defense precinct headquarters at Meridian
Junior College, R. E. Wilbourn explained the importance of their duties to members of
the 12th Precinct Air Raid Group. Wilbourn was head of the messenger service of the
Office of Civilian Defense. Everyone present pledged to take the Red Cross first-aid
course, a requirement for all civilian defense workers. Sidney Kay was precinct warden,
and students from Meridian Senior High/Junior College, who lived in the precinct, were
junior wardens and messengers.69
On the afternoon of the day following this precinct meeting, a group of local men
met at the Courthouse. Walker Broach prepared a set of resolutions that showed his
familiarity with Jefferson’s phrases in the Declaration of Independence. It was resolved,
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That we rededicate ourselves to our country and mutually pledge to each
other our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor to the sole end of the victorious
accomplishment and successful conclusion of our war effort; and that for the
duration of the war there shall be no class or classes among us, neither lawyers,
doctors, capitalists, merchants, laborers, nor farmers but only Americans and that
we now lay down our arms against each other for the taking them up against a
common enemy[;] and that in the temporary surrender of our rights we may all
maintain our ultimate liberties and freedoms[,] do now urge upon our
representatives their sole consideration of the one great lobby of the American
people to win the war.
Judge Arthur G. Busby spoke along these same lines, particularly singling out labor
leader John L. Lewis for calling a strike without first consulting with President Roosevelt
and without considering arbitration. Said Busby:
Our boys are dying on the battlefield, while we squabble and bicker over
how much money we should make. They are making sacrifices and every man,
woman and child in this country should be willing to make sacrifices so that our
boys will have the planes, the ships, the guns and the bullets to win the fight for
our way of living…. [We] ought to make planes on Sunday. Yes, and…on
Christmas Day and Thanksgiving Day and every other day on the calendar…. I
say we ought to draft the wealth of this country and the man power [sic] and the
woman power as well as the youths who are dying for the ideals in which
America has always believed…. Lots of people think we’ve never been whipped
and we can’t be whipped now…. Well, we might not be able to get whipped but I
say we can all get killed.
The group then called upon District Attorney Jack Lobrano to speak, but he demurred
and got a loud laugh with a terse comment: “I think we’ve had enough speech-making.
The time for speeches is over. I say let’s stop making speeches and start fighting like
hell!”70
Another group, one a little less serious but not less patriotic than the preceding,
met on about the same day in the Kate Griffin Junior High School auditorium. Sara Alice
Walker’s seventh-grade music classes provided the novelty music and folk dances to the
accompaniment of a brass ensemble made up of band members. Dr. H. M. Ivy,
superintendent of city schools, was one of the guests. The audience sang such songs as
“America,” “The Star Spangled Banner,” “America, I Love You,” “Smiles,” “Arms for
the Love of America,” “There’s a Long, Long Trail,” and “Home on the Range.” (The
latter was perhaps sung because it was often said—erroneously, I believe—to be
President Roosevelt’s favorite song.) Several of the numbers featured such students as
Glenn Hall, Doris Beddingfield, Ann Miller, Nell Harwell, Eddie Holladay, John Chalk,
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Sam Woolvin, Aubert Knight, Marion Francis Johnson, Angela Jackson, Shirley Cole,
Roy Lee Garrison, Warner Kass, Homer A. Hayes, and Tommy Rayburn.71
On March 30 there were two much-heralded musical events in town. One was the
well-known black musical group “Wings over Jordan,” which was sponsored by St.
Paul’s Methodist Church for a program at Harris High School. Popular throughout the
nation, the group often was heard on the radio. There was a special section reserved for
white visitors. The other program, one put on by the white community, was an entirely
local one, an annual affair sponsored by the Rotary Club and called “Ladies Night.” The
pageant was presented at Chalk School and drew over 100 guests, among whom were
Col. William B. Wright and others from the air base. The script, written by Mrs. Frank
Rose and read by R. H. Crook, used music and words to carry the audience on a rapid and
perhaps somewhat sugary journey through American history. Emphasis was on the
nation’s wars. Before the meal, the Rev. Alfred Mathes, of the First Presbyterian Church,
offered grace; later Mathes personated Uncle Sam for the pageant. During the meal the
Air Chords, from Meridian Air Base, offered incidental music. At the speaker’s table the
centerpiece was an impressive floral arrangement of red, white, and blue flowers. Behind
the speaker was a large Rotary emblem illuminated by red, white, and blue lights. On the
left was the American flag and on the right the British. After the dinner, the program
began with the allegiance to the flag, followed by a prayer spoken by Albert Bozeman.
Those appearing in the pageant included Hattie Mae Egger (Betsy Ross); Minutemen Joe
Street, E. D. Carney, and Scott Bailey; John Egger (Francis Scott Key); and Mrs. Lowry
Rush, who presented songs of the Gay Nineties. The narrator sped on through U. S.
history, as the Air Force ensemble played music appropriate to each era. At the end of
the program Uncle Sam (Mathes) sang “Start a Bond Today” and then, with the entire
audience, “God Bless America.” Each woman received a War Stamp book containing
four 25-cent stamps. The woman chosen as Rotary Anne received a 25-dollar Defense
Bond.72
As though these two events on Monday, March 30, were not enough civic
excitement, members of B. K. Culpepper’s Big Skillet Club held a magnificent steak fry
at the club on that same day. The event was in honor of Edwin Albert Dunn who had
enlisted in the U. S. Army. Dunn gave it as his belief that at the present time the nation
needed soldiers more than it did lawyers. Those attending the event included B. K.
Culpepper, Flint Watson, Charlie Harrison, Milton Pace, Ben Nabors, Chief Petty Officer
F. Richards, Sgt. H. C. Henderson, Jesse H. Graham, A. B. Wagner, Lawrence Valentine,
B. C. Wimberly, and E. T. Strange. For a parting gift Dunn received a “fighting and
peace pipe.” Culpepper described it as something that Dunn could smoke “during his
fight with the Japs and then come back to his home and smoke in peace.”73
During the spring there were several reminders of the altered state of the national
marketplace. The shortage of metal was illustrated when in the Star of May 3 the White
Star Laundry offered to buy all the hangers, in bundles of 25, anyone would sell. There
were three items in the local paper on April 1 that bespoke tightening controls of
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everyday products. An announcement from the Federal government, for instance,
explained that when anyone needed to buy shaving cream or toothpaste in a tube, it
would be necessary to turn in an empty tube, which contained critical tin. Second,
officials in Jackson announced some limited tire retreading certificates, though the casual
driver was advised not to get “a gleam in his eye,” because, “Eligibility qualifications for
retreads are about as stiff as those for new tire purchases….” A third item carried slightly
better news, at least for consumers’ pocketbooks. The Office of Price Administration, in
a move to deter inflation, announced broad ceiling prices on such items as vacuum
cleaners, cook stoves, washing machines, radios, and phonographs. But the vicissitudes
of wartime business were too discouraging for some businessmen. Thus it was that on
April 5 Ben Woodruff announced that since his business in the Lamar Building could get
no more such merchandise as refrigerators, radios, and cameras, he was going to put his
entire inventory on sale and then close. Woodruff was not alone. Those selling building
materials were greatly affected, too. On April 9 the U. S. War Production Board issued
an order that blocked almost all new construction, public and private, except projects
connected with the war effort. Furthermore, very limited maintenance and repair work
was allowed. No construction, whether commercial, industrial, recreational, institutional,
and whether publicly or privately funded, could be started if the cost was more than
$5,000. Even work on highways and utilities was not excepted. An ad by several
trucking lines in the Star for April 13 informed the public that due to the need to conserve
tires and equipment, Sunday pickups had been cancelled, and schedules on other days
shortened. On April 15 the Star ran an article that, as it said, might put “jitterbugs in
jitters.” Record companies reported a shortage of shellac, a product that came from the
East Indies and was necessary in the manufacture of phonograph records. An article on
April 16 announced an order, effective immediately, from the War Production Board
freezing stocks of plumbing and heating equipment. It banned the manufacture of oil
burners and coal stokers, for residential use, after May 31.
But there were still articles available for purchase in April, as ads that month
stated. Duz granulated soap, for instance, a product of Proctor and Gamble, claimed that
“Duz does everything” and was safer for everything, “even for pretty rayon undies.” And
sugar could still be bought in any quantity; though when rationing began in early May,
the weekly limit would be a half-pound per person. Rose Jewelry Company had 14-karat
gold wedding rings from $6.95 to $27.50. One with a diamond was $16.75, $27.50 with
three diamonds. And for the well-dressed man, or one wishing to be, J. C. Penny’s
offered straw Panama hats ranging from 98 cents to $2.98. The two local bread makers,
Smith’s and Hardin’s Bakeries, were still providing loaves of sliced bread. (The author’s
favorite was Hardin’s Butter-Krust bread, in an attractive waxed wrapper that featured a
design of diamond sections.)
Easter of 1942 fell on April 5 and despite the war was celebrated as usual.
Observances ranged from the simple to the more elaborate. On Friday preceding Easter,
the black residents of George M. Reese Courts, for instance, held an Easter egg hunt for
local soldiers. Rosser Emerson, Dessie Ree Hardy, Haywood Meyers, and others who
called themselves the Moneymakers Club, invited men from the air base. There were the
usual chaperons. Sunrise services at Ray Stadium had become an annual tradition. This
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year music was furnished by the High School Ensemble, under the direction of Mary
Stuart Harmon, and the seventh grade chorus, under direction of Sarah Alice Walker.
Also at the stadium celebration, black churches presented some vocal specials. The
event’s host was J. L. McCaskill, director of Meridian Junior College. The Rev. David
H. Griffin presided, and the Rev. W. B. Abel preached.74
Although some Americans were already calling the present war World War II,
President Roosevelt put out a suggestion that the country needed a good name for the
new conflict. Such a term, he thought, should be short, descriptive, and phrased to show
that the war was to save the world’s democracies and smaller nations. He received
suggestions, apparently quite a lot. One was the People’s War. An employee of the
Treasury Department came up with the improbable War against Japanazism. Yet
another idea was Muss-Hiro-Hitler War. Roosevelt’s choice apparently was War of
Survival. Notwithstanding Roosevelt’s efforts and the neologisms they precipitated, the
two terms Second World War and World War II prevailed.75
As happened several times during the war, especially in its early days, Federal
rules and guidelines, often coupled with comments by fashion designers, announced
restrictions on the use of cloth and new ways to save or enhance materials or to prolong
the life of clothing already owned. In the early spring of 1942, for instance, women were
advised that bows were “big news.” A bow at the neck of a tailored suit could breathe
new life into an old ensemble and was very feminine—and presumably anti-Axis. Both
women and men were urged to use proper treatment of clothing to avoid a threatened
rationing of it. The advice was: brush clothing before ironing, and iron it no oftener than
necessary. One way to avoid frequent pressing was to let creases “set,” that is, to hang
clothing for 24 to 48 hours before pressing. Suits needed to be hung, preferably on
wooden hangers, as soon as being removed. As for the length of women’s skirts, the Star
of April 8 quoted Washington’s arbiters of wartime fashion: “Women’s skirts won’t be
going up or down during the war. They’re to be ‘stabilized’ at present lengths to save
cloth and prevent existing wardrobes from becoming obsolete.” A woman might shorten
but not lengthen a skirt. Customers were advised that “insteader” clothing was the idea—
“insteader silk we use rayon,” etc.76 Oddly, it apparently occurred to no one to represent
out-of-fashion clothing as a badge of patriotism.
Even rugs were put on the endangered list. On April 12 an item in the Star, titled
“Make ‘Em Last,” advised, “Grit is your rugs’ Enemy No. 1.” Consumers were urged to
clean rugs frequently and to wash them annually. And that same issue of the Star
illustrated a combination of patriotism and canny advertisement, with an admonition by
the Queen City Shoe Shop that citizens conserve leather by having their shoes repaired.
How Federal regulations were complicating the clothing situation was illustrated
in a notice by Henry Loeb, of the Alex Loeb Company. He informed his customers that
anyone who bought a suit prior to March 30, and wanted the trousers altered, could not
legally have the cuffs retained. And the law applied to everyone, not just merchant
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clothiers. There could be no cuffs on woolen or part-woolen trousers. (The law did not
apply to non-woolens.) If a merchant let someone buy a pair of trousers on which no
alteration had been made, no law had been broken; but anyone who then did put cuffs on
the trousers risked incurring a fine of $10,000 or a year in prison, or both.77
Meridianites had grown accustomed to and appreciative of efforts by members of
the air base to help with the area’s home guard. One such occasion occurred at the Civic
Center in late March when Maj. Russell King and local Police Sgt. LaValle Smith spoke
at a training conference and stressed the need for residents to prepare for possible
bombing. A few days later, however, the local home guard’s defense efforts were
temporarily handed a set-back when the State Adjutant-General’s office informed the
local unit that the latter could not be recognized without permission from the War
Department. Thus, the local home guard company disbanded until further action was
taken.78
The war, that was making business less certain, was making even local educators
more ideological and conscious of the battle between democracy and more restrictive
political systems. Out at Meridian Senior High/Junior College, Pan-American Day was
observed on April 14 with a pageant called “A Chronicle of Democracy.” Its author was
Margaret “Peggy” Howerton, a teacher of Spanish and French who was proficient also in
Italian and German. Other departments at the school worked with Howerton on the
project. A bit later that month, at the library at Kate Griffin Junior High, the city’s
teachers of English met to discuss the topic “The Role of the Teacher of English in
Wartime.” This was in cooperation with the National Council of Teachers. Maude
Smith, English teacher at the Senior High/Junior College, led the discussion and started
with the question, “What Are the Ideals of a Democracy?” Mrs. Carson Carter, principal
at Oakland Heights Elementary School, led a discussion on the question, “What
Literature Most Effectively Vitalizes Ideals of Democracy?” Junior High English teacher
Gunion Barr led a discussion of the question, “What Classroom Methods and Procedures
Serve to Promote Ideals of Democracy?” (The Star’s article describing the conference
had the word ordeals, but ideals is much more likely.)79
The new parking meters would first operate on a six-month trial, during which
time they would cost the city nothing. With a window to display any slugs that cheaters
might try to use, a meter allowed twelve minutes for a penny, an hour for a nickel.
Multiple coins could be inserted. The city ran an ad explaining how to operate the new
gadgets.80
Meridian’s baseball team, the Eagles, went into action on April 19 in an
exhibition game at the Fairgrounds against the undefeated team from Camp Shelby’s 7th
Observation Battalion. The Eagles defeated the soldiers 21-0. The first regular game
was on April 23 against Jackson, who beat Meridian 8-3. The next night Meridian beat
Jackson by the same score. The following players were on the local team: manager,
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“Rip” Fanning; pitchers: “Tex” Ferguson, Carl Nikkel, Stanley Todd, Nat Love, Walter
Beck, John Joust, Harold Harrison, and Jake Barker; catchers: “Pudge” Powers and
Johnny Lambert; infielders: Jim Walsh, Willard Padgett, Luther Gunnells, Johnny
Rigdon, Woody Arkeketa, Lloyd Heitman, and Bill Kramer; outfielders: Fred Reinhart,
Marion DeJarnett, Clary Hack, and Felix Rios. On April 16 the Star announced names of
three new players: two catchers, Mike Carrola and “Tex” Chandler, and one pitcher, Ed
Wright.81
On April 12 the Star published a photo of Congressman Ross A. Collins and Capt.
Al Key, taken on the steps of the Capitol in Washington. Collins, said the newspaper,
was “the man who put the Flying Fortress in the U. S. Army,” and Key “has been fighting
in a Flying Fortress almost from the beginning of this war, in Java, Bali, Celebes, the
Straits of Macassar, and other Pacific waters.” On the 16th Key was quoted as saying: “If
the United States and its allies could put into the Pacific war zone 50 per cent of the
planes and other strength that these Japanese possess, we could knock them out without
delay.” The enemy’s main weaknesses, said Key, were that they had long supply lines
and had spread their military forces very thinly. Their planes were fast and
maneuverable, but they lacked protective armament and were thus vulnerable to direct
hits.
On April 19, the 167th anniversary of the first shot fired in the American
Revolution, the city’s residents were excited by unconfirmed reports of a daring raid by
American bombers on the Japanese home island. (There would not be official
confirmation of the raid until the second week in May.) An accompanying article said
that the first bomb on Tokyo would bring its releaser a prize of $3,465, from a fund set up
by various parties in the nation. Details about the raid by Jimmy Doolittle’s raid were
few, but just knowing that Japan had “gotten hers” was exciting enough.
While the city enjoyed the news from the Far East, and tried to find the source of
tear gas released at night on Fifth Street, between 24th and 25th Avenues, the USOs and
soldier centers at various religious houses kept at their tasks of making life more pleasant
for GI Joe. The Civic Center and the Central Methodist Church had had a very busy
week, with another equally-busy one coming up. The swimming pool at the Center had
been out of order but was now repaired and was available for use at any time by Key
Field soldiers. At the Civic Center in the latter part of April, 22 high school girls
presented the operetta Ghost of Hilo for servicemen. Alice Quarles was director and Sara
Alice Walker was hostess. In addition, there were dances, dance instruction, art, and
badminton. At St. Paul’s Methodist Church on April 15, about 80 black soldiers from the
766th Quartermaster Corps were entertained. Directors were Alma Larkin and Queenie
Lattimore. Also for black soldiers were an open house, a barn dance, and a floor show at
Frank Berry Court on April 20. The next day 118 black soldiers were entertained at a
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“Hard Luck” dance at the East End Recreation Center, sponsored by the Merrymakers
Club and directed by Emma Thornton.82
The Seventh Street USO had a registry room in which there was a large map of
each of the forty-eight states. Military guests registered on their home states, and already
by late April many hundreds had registered from all but one state. As a map was filled,
another took its place. The first state filled was Illinois, second New York, third
California, and fourth Wisconsin. Pennsylvania was almost filled, and there were large
numbers from Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Georgia, New Jersey, Oklahoma, and Texas.
(The Star neglected to say which state had no registrants—Mississippi, perhaps?)83
Even while many local civilians were interesting themselves in the welfare of Key
Field soldiers from other places, on April 19 the Meridian Star published a letter from
Meridianite Pvt. Rubin A. Craft, at Lowry Field, Denver, Colo. He asked the Star to
publicize his desire “to hear from some of the girls back home.”
By the end of March the Boy Scouts of Troop 20 had won a scrap-metal contest
sponsored by the St. Louis Junk Company. The competition had included also the towns
of Quitman, Union, Pachuta, Hickory, and Louisville. At about the same time the
Mississippi Salvage for Defense Committee announced that a short ton (2,000 lbs.) of
scrap metal would bring $15.18, while a long ton (2,240 lbs.) was worth $17.84
While Mayor Clint Vinson was in Washington looking after such local needs as
priority for new defense housing in West End, local men who were 45-64 were being
warned not to fail to register at the Courthouse, City Hall, or public schools on Monday,
April 27. By the 29th 5,031 had registered in the county, though more names were
expected from some men who registered outside the county. In addition, Sheriff Fred
Ross announced that from April 27 through May 2, every shotgun, rifle, pistol, etc., had
to be registered, though it was not necessary to have these weapons physically present for
registration. And as though these registrations were not enough, institutional users of
sugar (restaurants, bakeries, bottling plants, etc.) were required to register their needs on
April 28-29, at the Meridian Senior High/Junior College.85
The weekend of April 25-26 was a bustling one in Meridian. From the Grand Ole
Opry such stars arrived as Bill Monroe and his Blue Grass Boys, blackface comedians
Jamup and Honey, and Uncle Dave Macon and the Dixie Dewdrops. Prof. F. D. Barnett
took a group of twenty-one African-American boys from Wechsler Junior High and
Harris High School on an educational tour to New Orleans and vicinity. Those in the
group were Leon Johnson, James Thomas, Jack Jenkins, Willard Johnson, J. D. Brown,
Louis Brown, Willie Brown, Lemuel Lee Hill, Archie Cole, Ruby Cole, Percy Lee, David
Houze, Louis Richards, Wallace Abrams, Theodore Wilson, Bennie J. Ward, Leon
Lewis, Leon Smith, Robert C. DeBruce, James Harper, and Willie B. Jackson. And at the
Seventh Street USO Club, Robert Vincent, connected with Radio City in New York,
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spent the last of several days making recordings by men from the air base. They were
called “Living Letters” and carried messages to the men’s families. Records and postage
were free for the servicemen.86 In later years Robert Vincent would distinguish himself
with his work on the sound system at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial, and later when
he established the Voice Library at Michigan State University. It contains many
recordings of the actual voices of historic individuals going back to the 1880s.
April ended amid continued war news, both the bad, the endurable, and the good.
Rumors persisted (despite continued official silence) that we had bombed Japan. In a
Fireside Chat, FDR pled for “self-denial” by every citizen. “The price is not too high,”
he said. “If you doubt it, ask those millions who live today under the tyranny of
Hitlerism.” One sacrifice was going to be made by local governments when gas
rationing, soon to start, would greatly decrease taxes from fuel sales. From Europe came
Hitler’s threat to start what were called “Baedeker raids” on Britain, that is, bombing of
historic and prized buildings marked by three stars in Baedeker’s famous guidebooks. It
was at this same time that new ceiling prices were announced by the OPA for the
duration of the war. Items affected were rents, food, clothing, services, fuel, ice, etc. At
home there were echoes of another war: W. C. Rogers, of Toomsuba, was the only one
of the county’s three Civil War veterans able to attend the Confederate memorial service
at Rose Hill Cemetery—W. C. Huckaby and G. S. Wilkerson were too infirm.87
Rental charges were the issue in a new survey made by the Office of Price
Administration in May. Meridian was one of the nation’s key defense cities in which the
WPA offices had last made a survey of rental rates in January of 1942, and Washington
officials intended to make periodic ones in the future. The dependence upon good
housing by Key Field’s military personnel and civilian employees would keep local
landlords under close watch for possible over-charging.88
May Day was observed with various activities. Black citizens celebrated the
holiday with a dance and party for soldiers at George M. Reese Court’s Recreation
Center, sponsored by the Merrymakers, Bridge Club, and All Men Club. Emma
Thornton was in charge. At the same time, the Colored Softball League planned to open
on May 3 when four teams would test each other at the Frank Berry Courts. Meridian’s
professional team, the Eagles, began the month next-to-last in the Southeastern League.89
By late April and early May W. B. Grauel, of the Meridian Star, was delighted to
see that the Meridian area was producing plentiful foodstuffs. He reported not only
vegetables but also fish and poultry in good supply. In those days the fields around
Marion produced abundant strawberry crops, and 1942 was no exception. In addition, the
area had plenty of peas, cabbage, onions, turnips, spinach, pole beans, bunch beans,
squash, and peppers. Chickens and eggs, not plentiful earlier, were now in abundance.
In addition, good supplies of oranges, grapefruit, apples, and new potatoes had been
imported. Concluded Grauel: “The war, of course, has not yet halted the usual supply of
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fine meats, but the cost naturally is higher, the government purchases being on an
immense scale.”90
In these days of the early 1940s, when preservation of food was not quite so
simple and easy as it later became, Legg’s Frozen Food Lockers, 2123 Fourth Street,
reminded the public in the Star of May 3 to grow victory gardens, to store foods that
could be preserved with ordinary home canning, and to keep other foods in frozen lockers
such as those at—well—Legg’s.
Also abundant in Lauderdale were War Bonds and Stamps. They needed only
buyers, and Wednesday, May 6 was set aside as “Bond Buying Day” in Meridian. There
was a great parade of large numbers of marchers, led by units from Key Field, with floats
stressing the seriousness of the war. Stores closed at 1 p.m. to enhance the effectiveness
of the undertaking. The parade started at 2:30 at 24th Avenue and Eighth Street, moved
east on Eighth to 21st Avenue, then south to Fifth Street, west down Fifth to 23rd Avenue,
then north on 23rd Avenue to Seventh Street, and finally west on Seventh Street to the
rear lawn of the City Hall. The purpose was to raise $500,000 for the government.
Several jeeps were placed about the downtown area as objects for “bidding,” and the one
standing in front of the Citizens National Bank brought the most--$32,025. Afterward,
Sylvan Straus, county chairman of the drive, announced that the effort had resulted in a
sale of somewhat over a quarter-million dollars worth of bonds, though that did not
include purchases made through other methods, such as payroll allotments.91 (Thomas L.
Bailey was head of the city’s War Bond drive.) Perhaps it added piquancy to the
importance of such sales when on that same day news arrived of the Japanese capture of
the fortress of Corregidor, in Manila Bay, Philippines. Also, the fall of Burma was
imminent.
Registration in early May for Ration Book No. 1—sugar—seems to have
proceeded less than smoothly. For weeks the matter had been explained to, and discussed
by, both white and black citizens. On May 3 there was a mass meeting of blacks at
Harris High School, where Prof. T. J. Harris presided and Thomas L. Bailey spoke. But
after the registration, various individuals reported confusion and long lines. Editor
Skewes, in the Star, complained that Meridianites had been allowed less time to register
than had many people elsewhere. Meridianites had often been obliged to register “after
school,” even though Memphis, Tenn., for example, had closed schools at least two days.
Jackson, Miss., closed schools for a week. Several days later Skewes wrote another
editorial commenting wryly on Washington’s statement that registration for sugar ration
books had “gone over with a bang.” Said Skewes: “Among the rare esceptions,
Washington may list Meridian, in Mississippi.” The editor mentioned the long lines, as
well as the annoyance of those who, for whatever reasons, had to register later by going
“hat in hand to a single downtown office.” By May 11 a total of 38,962 persons in
Meridian had been registered for sugar ration books. It was subsequently announced in
the Star of May 17 that local retail merchants were not allowed to keep stocks of sugar
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they then had on hand, if such quantities were in excess of the amounts allowed as
working inventories.92
The rationing of sugar spurred many to search for ways to compensate for the
product’s scarcity. One of the most popular substitutes was saccharin, which came in
white tablets of varying strengths. Saccharin, however, presented a problem for many.
Mary E. Doney, extension food preservation specialist at State College, visited Meridian
and explained that saccharin tended to taste bitter when heated. She recommended
instead such sugar substitutes as honey or corn and cane syrups.93
Collecting re-usable scrap materials was going satisfactorily. Through March and
April the county had amassed and shipped 960,000 pounds of metal, 50,000 pounds each
of rubber and rags, and 132,000 pounds of waste paper. Although it is not clear whether
the figures were new or were at least part of the previous totals, the Star reported that in
the month of May the area’s totals were 1,850,000 pounds of scrap materials, broken
down as 800 tons of iron, 60 tons of paper, 25 tons of rubber, 10 tons of rags, and 30 tons
of brass, aluminum, and lead. On June 6, at the suggestion of the Meridian Star and the
Council of Women’s Clubs, the Temple Theatre agreed to have a special benefit showing
of a film for children. Admission was some scrap metal, no minimum amount
specified.94 By early August, Bertha Brookshire, let it be known (in the Star of August 9)
that two large bins had been installed where citizens could deposit their old scrap rubber.
If anyone was unable to take the rubber to the bins, WPA employees were willing to
respond to requests for pick-ups. One bin was on the City Hall lawn, at the rear of the
building; the other was on the old city jail property.
Sugar registration did not end local concerns with rationing; it scarcely began it.
Hardly had the ado about sugar died down when on May 10 the Star published an
announcement from the Office of Price Administration about gasoline rationing. A
piece-meal operation, it had already begun on part of the Eastern Seaboard; and though it
had not yet reached Mississippi, it was coming and was predicted to be nation-wide by
sometime in July. Those without “essential” reasons to have a larger ration would be
allowed three gallons of gasoline per week. Though there would be some later
modifications, the first categories of drivers were designated by letters, and a sticker with
the appropriate designation was put on each vehicle’s windshield. The categories were as
follows: A—non-essential driving; B1—those driving 6 to 10 miles daily on essential
business; B2—those driving 10 to 14 miles daily on essential business; B3—those
driving over 14 miles a day on essential business; X—essential workers unable to predict
daily mileage, for example, physicians and nurses. One was allowed to use one’s weekly
ration as one chose, e.g., all at once or to save it for a vacation.95
The two main USOs continued to be popular with military personnel, including
those whose wives were in Meridian. The Seventh Street Club now had a grand piano
that was getting plenty of use. Director P. F. Alexander reported that there was also
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heavy use of the library, lounge, game rooms, and snack bar. The week starting on
Sunday, May 10, was an especially busy one, since it began with Mother’s Day and
events appropriate to that holiday. Later in the week there were wiener roasts, radio
broadcasts, bingo parties, and special dances accompanied by an orchestra. Service
personnel continued to use the kitchen. A new feature at the Davis Street USO allowed
soldiers to bring clothing for repair, or to have insignia sewed on uniforms. Various
businesses in the city supplemented the work done by the USO. The Lamar Hotel’s
Coffee Shop, for instance, offered servicemen a Mother’s Day special, which allowed a
fellow and his date to enjoy shrimp remoulade, baked sugar-cured ham, and strawberry
shortcake, all for one dollar.96
In those days the month of May was a popular time for the city’s public schools to
have May Festivals of one kind or another. In 1942 the author was in the sixth grade at
Poplar Springs School, and he remembers that all sixth grades in the city participated in
games and athletic events at Kate Griffin Junior High. What I think was called “Field
Day” took place on the school’s Greer Field, south of the school building. Out at
Witherspoon School on the evening of May 14 there was an operetta, Sunny of Sunnyside,
directed by Elizabeth Dobbs and Mrs. Walter Horlock. In addition to Zoe Elizabeth
Allbrook in the title role, the cast were as follows: Barbara Byrd, Peyton Moore, M. L.
Haguewood, Grady Naylor, Morris Kidd, Audie Bell Majors, Margaret Price, Doris
Mosley, Mike Wilkinson, Edward Smith, Leslie Kimbrell, Lamar Wilkerson, Dorothy
Pool, Billie Jean Pool, Leonard Clayton, Audrey Kittrell, Betsy Kittrell, Kenneth Hayes,
and Charles Grayson. Other schools had similar celebrations.97 (Though not part of the
May celebration, at this time the Star of May 17 reported that the Meridian Public
Schools had contributed $322.63 to the Chinese Relief Fund, thus putting the drive over
with a total of $3,321.57.)
In that same week of celebrations in the schools, the Philharmonic Music Club
observed Music Week on May 15 at the Public Library. Pvt. John F. Post, from the local
air base, performed two piano solos. Members present were Ruth Richardson, Mattie Sue
Tarry, Jane Denson, Sarah Alice Walker, Emma McCain, Clarice Brookshire, Cecile
Ryan, Alice Virginia Moss, Mary Zuritha Boots, and Mmes. Wallace Heitman, Walton
Moore, Carroll Culpepper, and John Dean.98
This busy week also finally brought from Washington an admission, after a threeweek silence, that several Japanese cities had indeed been bombed. Another rumor
coming from the Federal government was less popular, namely, the possibility that the
national government might have to exercise the right to seize private vehicles for public
use—it was never done. In Meridian it was announced on May 13 that local cinemas
might soon start showing Sunday movies, a policy change that had already been made in
Jackson. Proponents of Sunday films said the additional activity would help keep
children off the streets and entertain military personnel.
Another event of that bustling week occurred on Key Field. On May 14 it was
announced in the Star that a group of soldiers at Key Field had begun a “Raise for
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Roosevelt” club. The members insisted that the President’s salary of $75,000 was
“geared to the horse and buggy days and that his varied duties have increased until they
would stagger superman [sic].” They held a rally to form a club and announced their
intention to form chapters throughout the nation. On May 17 the Star published an
editorial that gave somewhat equivocal commentary on the idea.99
By mid-May the Eagles, Meridian’s baseball team, were having rather a rough
time and were in familiar territory at the bottom of the Southeastern League. Under
manager “Rip” Fanning they had lost eleven consecutive games, and the Star of May 14
announced his resignation. Outfielder Fred Stroble took over as acting manager until
Andy Reese filled the vacancy later that month. Carl Walters, sports editor, could then
report that “the Eagles are playing a far better brand of baseball…and several new players
have been added.”100
As gas rationing drew nearer, the ice-making industries in Meridian, following
directions by the Federal Office of Defense Transportation, announced on May 15 that
they would no longer make special deliveries outside their regular schedules. The only
exceptions were hospitals, military installations, or cases involving public health, life, or
safety.
While local theaters were preparing to start showing movies on Sunday, one of
the city’s theaters—it was unidentified by the Star of May 15—was the scene of an
incident that caused much indignation. When there appeared on the screen a plea for
donations to the Army and Navy Relief Fund, a young man about nineteen years of age
gave a very audible Bronx cheer. Several servicemen sitting immediately in front of him
took issue, and an altercation ensued. The civilian drew a knife, struggled briefly with
the soldiers, and quickly left the theater. The soldiers later told authorities that they could
identify him and “would ‘handle the situation themselves.’”
The six-month trial of parking meters started on Monday, May 18. On that day
about 200 parking tickets were issued, some of them probably because motorists had
failed to turn the meter’s handle after depositing coins. Within a week what the Star
termed “a flood of protests against the parking meters” was registered in the paper’s
“opinion ballot.” By Tuesday, May 26, the vote for the new contraptions was 21 in favor
and 662 against. To underscore the meters’ unpopularity, Police Officer J. R. Cole
reported that about twenty of them had been damaged, and a number of others had been
jammed by the use of slugs. By May 29 the poll showed 125 in favor of using meters and
3,360 against.
Matty Hersee Hospital was assured a congressional appropriation of $16,500 to
provide an isolation ward and clinic for treatment of venereal diseases. This was
intended mainly for service to the state’s Army camps and defense plants. The program
would be administered by the state’s health department.101
On May 17 the Star announced that the Alex Loeb Company was undertaking a
project called “Parcels for the Forces,” whereby the store guaranteed to deliver packages
of specially-chosen items to armed forces personnel anywhere in the world. Money
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would be refunded whenever a package was undeliverable. Each parcel contained items
that met the actual likes and needs of service personnel, such things as toothbrushes and
combs as well as such “delicious goodies and necessities” as the choicest brands of cakes,
jams, figs, relishes, and jellies. Prices ranged from $2.79 to $11.25.
Many in the area had already been thinking about the approaching full-fledged air
raid drills, when on the evening of May 20 Meridian’s Civilian Defense Council held a
test of the city’s air raid siren. It blew for two minutes, with a 30-second pause, and then
sounded for two more minutes. Even before this date, some citizens were trying to think
of ways to turn an otherwise-sobering event into something a little more upbeat. For
example, on Saturday evening, May 16, Ann Hasson gave what she called “a novel
blackout dance” at Northwood Country Club. Guests were members of the Beta Delta
sorority. The Star of May 18 described it: “The ballroom was turned into an air raid
shelter for the occasion with warning signs and other decorations lending a realistic touch
to the setting.” At thirty-minute intervals a warning signal sounded and the hall was
thrown into darkness.
The Meridian Star of May 19 announced the formation of the Women’s Army
Auxiliary Corps (WAAC), under the direction of Oveta Culp Hobby, of Houston, Texas.
The local Army recruiting office announced that women wishing to apply for officer
candidate school should register on May 27. The period of service would be for the
war’s duration. A candidate should be an American citizen between the ages of 21 and
45. Marital status was not an issue. While in training, a WAAC would receive uniforms,
living quarters, meals, medical service, and a salary of $60 a month. On registration day,
as reported in the Star of May 27, the following women presented themselves: Billie
Burke May, Sylvia Davis, Margaret Hughes, Neva Griffin, Nell Waldman, Frances
O’Leary, Ernestine Whaling, Helen Allen, Elizabeth Bounds, Thelma Edwards, Evelyn
White, Eleene Rosenbush, Tommye Williamson, and Mary Stone.
The Star of May 24 carried an advertisement that reminded Meridianites of
another of war’s shortages and the ramifications of those shortages. Cannady Motor
Company, Pontiac dealer, announced its 1942 model. At the same time, prospective
buyers were warned, “The car you buy today must carry definite assurance of [a] long
trouble-free life with minimum upkeep expense.” A shortage of automobiles would
make them an even greater temptation to thieves, as would the tires they rested on. In
fact, earlier that month on the 20th, the Star carried the news that someone had stolen a
wheel and tire from a garage at Ragsdale Brothers Wholesale Company, on B Street. On
May 27 the Star reported several thefts of tires.
Tire theft was indeed becoming epidemic. On June 29 the Star mentioned another
instance that involved an automobile owned by W. C. Shamrock, of Meridian. Said the
paper:
A new type of criminal has developed, due to the scarcity of tires, a man
or set of men so intent on making illegitimate money that they go to the extreme
of stealing a brand new automobile merely to obtain the tires, or the cash value of
the tires when they are sold.
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This was graphically illustrated over the week-end when a new Plymouth,
stolen Saturday afternoon from in front of Rosenbaum-Robinson’s store, was
located Sunday afternoon on the old Marion road, two miles from the city,
stripped of its tires, tubes and wheels, and also the spare tire and wheel.
Nothing else was bothered…. [The car’s owner] might as well have no
car, because he cannot replace the tires.
On July 13 the Star announced that twenty persons had been arrested recently for tire
thefts. The robberies had taken place at such stores as Firestone and Fleming Brothers
Garage.
S. H. Mooney, furniture dealer, knew the value of both tires and gasoline.
Somewhere he managed to buy a small foreign car—the Star of September 20 apparently
did not know the make—that got fifty miles to a gallon of gasoline and used only two
quarts of oil. As for the small tires, Mooney said they were “economical, if you can get
them.”
The city’s baseballers, both professional and amateur, were in full operation,
though the amateurs were probably doing better. Two black teams, the Black Brothers’
Reds and Emerson’s Yankees played a double-header the preceding afternoon, as
reported in the Star of May 25. The Reds won the opener 1 to 0, the Yankees the second
2 to 1. The same issue carried the dispiriting information that having lost 26 games and
won only 8, Meridian was still on the bottom of the Southeastern League. Carl Walters,
sports editor, flatly stated, “There is not a single outstanding player on the entire
Meridian roster.” On July 18, the Star reported that Eric McNair, Meridian’s
professional ball player with the Detroit Tigers, had been traded to the Washington
Senators. But next day the paper let it be known that McNair was leaving the game
entirely. He told the Senators’ President Clark Griffith, “I don’t want you to spend your
money on me, because whatever you pay to the Detroit club, I’m not worth it. I’m
washed up.”
At the Meridian Senior High/Junior College there were 29 college graduates, the
males of whom faced a murky future. The Star of May 26 observed: “The solemnity of
the times was echoed in commencement exercises for sophomores…Monday night….
The serious note was sounded in the discussion group led by twelve of the class on
whether students should continue their higher education or enter the armed forces or
defense industries.” The future was as bleak for those in the Senior High School
graduating class. Arthur Merrell, Jr., senior class president, was quoted in the Star of
May 27 as observing, “Our future is as dark as any ever faced by a graduation class in the
history of our nation.”
Less uncertain was the future for the black students finishing the year at East End
Elementary School, as reported also by the Star of May 26. Principal Emma B. Ivy said
that the academic year 1941-1942 was one of their most successful, and with an
enrollment of 540 it was also their largest. At their end-of-year exercises Helen Bryant
received the Good Citizenship Award presented by the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Gifts for perfect attendance were awarded to Bettye Lee Gully, Loletha
Ruffin, Leroy Bryant, and William Ivy.
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No Meridian serviceman seemed more dashing than Lt. George “Flats” Davis, son
of A. G. Davis. In thespian terms, the young pilot seemed to be from “central casting.”
The best known photograph of him that the Star used showed him in his aviation helmet
and goggles, and around his neck a debonair scarf. On his face was the hint of a smile.
As a pilot Davis flew supplies in Africa and the Far East for the Pan American Airways,
in unison with the Air Corps Ferry Command. With those he met or worked with he
obviously had a sense of humor and a flair for the dramatic. This was illustrated on the
occasion when he happened upon Al and Fred Key somewhere on the African Gold
Coast. Davis walked up and, in the manner of the legendary Stanley-Livingston
encounter, said, “The Key boys, I presume.” In late May and early June Davis was home
on furlough. He was suitably lionized by the community and was invited to make at least
one talk. It was before the Exchange Club’s meeting at the Triangle Restaurant’s Annex.
The gist of his talk seems to have been a warning against over-optimism by the American
people. He specifically cautioned against any “all being over by Christmas” ideas.102
“Flats” Davis was not the only war hero to address the Exchange Club. Fred
Gossett, a Meridian sailor who had some exciting tales about his experiences during the
attack on Pearl Harbor, had been the Club’s guest a week before. At the time the
Japanese struck he was stationed on a flagship as a cook. His bearing and deeds during
the raid earned him a decoration.103
Nor were these the city’s only heroes, or persons eager to become heroes.
William T. A. A. Ammons, for instance, was willing to enlist and serve gallantly.
Unfortunately, at 83 he was slightly over the age limit. Ammons was born on 27
November 1858 and had been a first lieutenant during the Spanish-American War, and
even as late as World War I had served in the Quartermaster Corps. Recruiters thus had
to deny him a third crack at the nation’s enemies. But there were other, younger men
whom the recruiters were very willing to take. The latest group had a fine send-off on
Tuesday morning, June 2. Flags flew for them in all downtown districts, and the
Meridian High School band, with a color guard, headed a parade in their honor.104
On May 29 some of Meridian’s home-based soldiers were special guests of the
Exchange Club, whose members prepared a spaghetti dinner for 150 Key Field men at
the Seventh Street USO. Those in charge of the event were H. K. Griffin, Frank
McDonald, Thomas L. Bailey, and M. F. Rayburn. “Sandy” and Lena Scalco did some
of the cooking. To add an air of mystery, Mmes. George Abraham and Walton Moore
represented themselves as seeresses and told fortunes in a tent on the club’s lawn. After
dark the lawn was turned into a cinema. Some Meridianites entertained soldiers in their
homes, as did the Ray Parkers, at Russell, on Saturday, June 6. Ten soldiers and their
dates were the Parkers’ guests.105
The war took another shot at local transportation when on Monday, June 1, Delta
Airlines ended service to Meridian. In accordance with a War Board order, the War
Department was taking over all of Delta’s Lockheed Electras for military use. The airline
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had already reduced its flights nationwide by half, from 20 to 10. Airmail in Meridian
would henceforth be sent either to Jackson or Birmingham.106
The city’s railroads, however, were doing more business than ever before.
Accommodations on passenger trains were in great demand and often had to be made
weeks in advance. On August 2, for instance, the Star stated that forty passengers
arriving from Jackson and headed to Washington were unable to get reservations and had
to lay over at least twenty-four hours. In addition to the regular passenger and freight
trains, many troop trains continued to rumble through the rail yards; and regular trains,
even “crack” streamliners, had to give right-of-way to troop trains. Some of the latter
stopped and allowed the soldiers to get off briefly, perhaps to enjoy refreshments that
often were provided free by volunteers. On some occasions, all soldiers on a train might
get off and march to a local restaurant, then get back on the train after dining. Those
entering the terminal’s waiting rooms were likely to see Station Master Clarence A.
Bronson as well as a large black woman, who called trains and looked after the physical
state of the area. Her first name was Suzie, and dressed in her white uniform she called
the trains in a distinctive, chanting delivery. Unfortunately, I cannot recall her last name
nor find anyone else who can, but both she and Bronson were familiar figures at the
Union Station. Elsewhere on the roads in Meridian—the shops, along the tracks, etc.—
rail employees were working an average of 65 hours a week, and they received pay for
overtime. A basic work week was 48 hours; but J. S. Breyer, master mechanic at the
Southern Railway’s shops, reported that all the men were responding very well for the
war effort. Indeed, the railroads were running so many trains that by July Police Chief C.
C. Currie was strongly suggesting that the city’s motorists use the 26th Avenue Subway
instead of having to endure long waits at the 22nd Avenue crossing.107
What is probably a typical instance of troop trains on extended stops in Meridian
is that described in the Star of June 29. The train had laid over several hours the previous
Saturday night, and the soldiers in groups of 40 were allowed to visit the Civic Center.
They first enjoyed showers and then the swimming pool. Later, they availed themselves
of the recreational facilities. They sang, danced, played games, read, wrote letters and
conversed with the WPA recreational leaders and the girls who were attending. It was a
welcome respite for the soldiers, who had already spent four days on the train.
Meridian’s Vocational Education for National Defense School received an
upgrade on June 1 when E. E. Harvison began instruction in aircraft riveting. Until lately
he had been with the Boeing plant at Seattle, Wash., where he helped build Flying
Fortresses. In Meridian he was teaching classes which, as the Star of May 31 put it, “will
equip students to take their places in the ‘Front Line of Production.’” Classes operated
six nights a week. H. D. Tatum was still shop foreman at the school which had already
been doing good work and had just graduated 16 welders, 14 marine pipe-fitters, 12
machinists, and 10 sheet-metal workers. Three of the machinists went to work at the Key
Field machine shop. There was a new department for radio, with Ed Griffin as instructor.
And on July 8 the Star announced further development of the school’s instruction in
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defense work. In that same issue of the paper was an advertisement from Ingalls
Shipbuilding Corporation, at Pascagoula, stating that it needed carpenters, pipefitters,
plumbers, machinists, etc.
Some of the vocational school’s workers would find their way to the Gulf
Shipbuilding Yard, at Mobile, where on Sunday, May 31, the U. S. S. Capps was
launched. It was the first sideways launching of an American destroyer and had special
significance for our city. Meridianite Mrs. Charles Gaines Stokes, mother of five Naval
officers, christened the new vessel. She had already been proclaimed Mississippi’s
outstanding mother of 1942. Her sons were Comdr. T. M. Stokes, Lt. Comdr. P. G.
Stokes, Lt. C. G. Stokes, Ens. Lee T. Stokes, and Ens. N. L. Stokes.108
At least thirteen Meridianites were working on the same vessel, a “Liberty” ship,
at the Alabama Drydock and Shipbuilding Company, in Mobile. One of them, Arnold F.
Nelson, wrote to H. D. Tatum: “We are all doing fine in the shipyard. Louis
(Grandpappy) Spears, Mark Walker, Walter McGrew, W. W. Stokes, Richard L. Shirley,
J. T. Glover, A. B. Johnson, C. H. Garrison, J. T. Jenkins, G. W. Carey, R. E.
Weatherford, and I are all working on the same ship. Weatherford is in the parts plant,
Linton McDonald is doing fine at Brookley Field.” (Brookley Field was the Army
airfield in Mobile.) All of these men had been in a class of 22 men in Meridian, and all
but two of them had gone into defense work.109
In early June J. R. McCravey, assistant director of the Federal Reserve Bank, New
Orleans, was in Meridian to explain to merchants some regulations designed to help
control inflation. The new rules did not affect accounts between manufacturers and
dealers, but only retail credit between $6 and $1500. A third of the purchase price had to
be paid at the time of purchase, and the rest within a year. Payments had to be not less
than $1.25 a week or $5 a month, and payments could not be more than a month apart. In
purchases of pianos or furniture, down payments could be as little as 20 percent.110
Even as fears were temporarily eased about the Federal government’s
requisitioning of privately-owned automobiles, at least “for the current year,” Star
readers were told that tire rationing and crowded buses and streetcars were putting
Americans back on their feet and teaching them how to walk. “You, too, can learn to
walk for business or for pleasure,” was the advice, “and the less fuss you make about it,
the more fun you will have.” These concerns were perhaps at least temporarily quieted
by the good news coming in at this time about a great Naval victory at the Battle of
Midway. It was the turning point of the Pacific war and traded the loss of the aircraft
carrier Yorktown for four destroyed Japanese carriers and a heavy cruiser. This news
made up for all the other bad reports that heretofore had characterized America’s military
fortune.111
In Meridian the second week of June this year was very positive and active. It
began with a gracious letter from Pfc. Henry J. O’Bella, who was being re-assigned from
Key Field and wished to tell the city how much he appreciated the kindness shown him
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by the area’s citizens. Circuit Judge Arthur Busby let it be known that there would be no
prosecution of civil cases against defendants without their consent, if they were serving in
the armed forces. Mrs. Ernest Brookshire, general chairperson of Meridian’s Salvage for
Victory Day, said plans were underway for “an intensive campaign for the collection of
scrap materials.” The VFW Auxiliary, presided over by Mrs. Norbert Irby, voted to
cooperate with the state organization in the purchase of fifteen warplanes. At the local
Home Demonstration office, Mary E. Doney explained to the area’s inhabitants that the
shortage of sugar was due mainly to two facts: sugar was an ingredient in the making of
explosives, and some sugar was being shipped to our allies. And what the Star called the
city’s first camera club was organized on June 8, at the Civic Center.112
No less positive this week was the activity among the black amateurs in the city’s
Colored Softball League. There was keen competition between the Emerson Yankees
and the Flintkotes, who on Sunday afternoon, June 7, met on the Flintkote Company’s
diamond. Following that, the Yankees took on the Block Brothers’ Reds. Said the Star:
“The Yankees are determined to oust the Berry Courts Blues from the leadership.”
PeeWee Carter was pitcher for the Yankees, Marshall Barnes the catcher. At the same
time as the Yankees/Flintkote game, the Blues battled the Army Camp team at the Berry
Courts diamond.113
At this time the city got more news from citizens who had been in dangerous
situations in the Pacific. Mrs. E. P. Bryan, Jr., and her infant son Walter Alvin Bryan,
were visiting Mrs. Bryan, Sr., at her home at 917 29th Avenue. The younger Mrs. Bryan
was living with her husband in Honolulu at the time of the Japanese attack, and could see
much of the air battle from her home. Standing at her window, she could actually see
opposing aircraft fighting and an occasional crash, though she could not identify any of
the planes. Her husband was on his ship in the harbor during the raids, but his ship was
not hit. She did not see him until the following weekend. And the day following the
story about the Bryans, the Star published an item about Meridianite Willis Walton
Goodwin, who was reported safe after his ship, the aircraft carrier U. S. S. Lexington, was
sunk at the Battle of the Coral Sea, May 7-8. A friend in town had just received a card
from him saying, in verse:
On this cruise out, we’re having lots of fun,
Doing our part to sink the Rising Sun.
We’re dividing the oceans just half in two,
The Japs take the bottom, the rest for me and you. [see footnote]114
By mid-June, as the nation tried to digest the news coming in about the Naval
battles of Midway and the Coral Sea, Meridianites were actively working to give the
armed forces both the money and the necessary support on the home front. Mayor Clint
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Vinson issued a proclamation that almost commanded citizens to put at least ten percent
of their incomes into War Bonds and Stamps, in order to help meet the national goal of a
billion dollars. As news arrived of the Japanese landing on Attu, in the Aleutian Islands,
the city learned that the first practice black-out would probably come at the end of the
month. The city continued to strain for news of its men on the fighting fronts. Some
news was hopeful, as was a report that Meridian soldier Pfc. Noel E. Hinson, missing in
action from the Philippine campaign, was perhaps a prisoner; and some was exciting,
such as that another Meridianite, bomber pilot Capt. James F. Collins, had shared in
sinking a Jap aircraft carrier at the Battle of Midway. That the local collection of scrap
metal and rubber was succeeding was shown when the WPA announced that they had
gathered six fifty-ton rail boxcars of metal and rubber “to scrap the Japs.” Texaco service
stations were offering a cent a pound for scrap rubber. By June 19 the Meridian area had
collected 137,805 pounds of scrap rubber.115
Capt. James F. Collins (see above) came in for some special praise from Thomas
L. Bailey, who declared that Collins’s bravery at the Battle of Midway served as an
example and a challenge for everyone at home to work harder to assure victory. Bailey,
county director of the War Bond campaign, suggested that one of the best ways to do this
was to continue buying the bonds. Bailey quoted Collins’s account of his share in the
Midway battle: “We just dodged between two cruisers, played leapfrog over the Jap
carrier, and laid our torpedos [sic].” Another article in the same issue of the Star, without
mentioning Collins, said that the Navy had demonstrated at Midway a new torpedo
bomber, the Grumman Avenger. It was described as “the speediest craft of its type in
existence,” and as quite a surprise for the Japanese.116
The Star of August 12 stated that the black Boy Scouts at St. Paul’s Methodist
Church had been active in collecting scrap rubber, as well as in other projects connected
with defense. The leader of the troop was the Rev. C. C. Walker. He welcomed the
following new members: Ezell Colbert, Garrett Hunter, Rufus Lampley, James Price,
Hunter Phillips, Hollis Chester, Raymond Williams, and Henry Brookins.
The shortage of metal for bottle caps forced the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company to
close from June 24 to the first of July. Manager Ray Barksdale said that his company
could re-use the metal in caps if the public and dealers collected them and returned them
to the bottling company.117
On June 16 the Star announced that the City Council had approved an anti-noise
ordinance against “the blowing of whistles by locomotives, and factories, ringing of bells
by locomotives; blowing of automobile horns, especially by taxi drivers…to ‘hurry-up’
their fares; late-hour music from ‘juke boxes’ and unnecessary noise by city street
cleaning crews.” On June 20 the local paper stated that Police Chief C. C. Currie and his
assistant Roy Gunn had announced a related measure, a speed limit of 25 miles-per-hour
inside the city and 15 miles-per-hour in the business district.
Even as the Office of Price Administration said that the weekly sugar ration per
person would remain a half-pound, and the Meridian Eagles remained on the bottom of
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the Southeastern League, James Davis, district manager of Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company, announced that all local employees had pledged ten percent of their
pay to buy War Bonds. They received an award of achievement for this promise. And
from Australia came word that several Meridianites down there—Hoyt Eason, Al Key,
Fred Key, Joe Breyer, and Tom Minniece—all agreed that they would enjoy getting the
Meridian Star, a bundle of issues going back to February 1. They had received only a
few old issues. Pfc. W. D. Williams, “somewhere in the Pacific War Zone,” wrote to his
mother that he was getting the Star and hoped to keep getting it as long as he was in the
Army.118
According to the Star of June 19, (“‘Win the War’ Stamp Suggested by Soldier of
Meridian Airport”) Sgt. Jack A. Haek, a philatelist and a member of the 39th
Bombardment Squadron, at Key Field, had sometime before suggested to J. C. Downey,
of the Meridian Post Office, that there ought to be a U. S. stamp containing the popular
symbol “V,” that was increasingly being used to mean Victory. Downey, also a stamp
collector, was state representative of the National Federation of Postal Clerks. In a
column he wrote for the organization’s monthly, Union Postal Clerk, Downey mentioned
Haek’s idea. By mid-June the suggestion had resulted in a new stamp showing an eagle
with wings open in a V, across which was “Win the War.” The author can vouch for the
fact that during the war he saw this stamp more than any other, perhaps because it was
the chief three-cent stamp, the amount then required for sending a standard first-class
letter. It went on sale at the Meridian Post Office on July 10.
A fashion item in the Star of June 20 suggested that new “tricks” for female high
school teens now included blouses, costume jewelry, “and amusing hats”; and as tasteful
as that might have been, it probably was not quite so tasty as was the ice cream in iced
coffee that Marks-Rothenberg was hymning on the fashion page. Nor the “Victory Pie”
that the Star touted on June 22. This latter was said to be “so good that it promises to be
popular even after the sugar restrictions are no longer necessary.” This recipe used no
sugar. Ingredients: 1 pint fresh strawberries, raspberries, or peaches; 1/3 cup of honey;
one package of strawberry gelatin; six ounces (about ¾ cup) of cream cheese; ¼ cup of
cream. Directions: bake the pastry shell, then cool; wash berries and add honey. Prepare
the gelatin as directed on the box, cool until gelatin starts to thicken, then add berries.
Combine cream cheese and cream, beat until stiff. Spread the mixture into pie shell.
Pastry shell recipe: ¾ cup all-purpose flour, ¼ teaspoon salt, ¼ cup shortening, and ice
water. Sift flour and salt together, break up shortening and add. Beat until pastry
resembles coarse meal, then add enough water to hold mixture together and roll on
floured board.
Two more Meridianites who had been on board the U. S. S. Lexington, sunk in the
Battle of the Coral Sea, had been happily accounted for. Aviation Machinist’s Mate
Willie W. Godwin received a furlough in mid-June and thus was able to account for
himself in person. Gunner’s Mate James Farmer, son of Clara and the late Jim Farmer,
was also safe from the ship’s destruction. The sunken carrier was to be replaced with a
new one, and Rear Adm. Fred Sherman, former captain of the Lexington, recommended
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that the new carrier be given the same name.119 And so it was. A new carrier, originally
intended to be named Cabot, was changed to Lexington.
Housing in Meridian was an increasingly-serious problem. Part of the shortage
was created by the arrival of wives and families of defense workers and soldiers at Key
Field. On June 28 the Meridian Star carried a plea from the city’s officials that residents
inform real estate agents of any vacant rooms, apartments, or houses. There were still
some houses being offered for sale, and comparing the prices with only a year or two
previously would suggest that sellers were trying to take at least a slight advantage of the
shortage. For instance, a house was advertised in the Star of June 28 for $3,100. It was
downtown on Ninth street, between 28th and 29th Avenues. Fortunately, despite the nearban on new construction, W. Walker George, executive director of the Meridian Housing
Authority announced in the Stars of June 26 and August 3 that Washington officials had
approved construction of a new low-rent housing project by Currie and Corley, general
contractors. The project would cost $357,000 and would provide 79 brick, duplex-style
dwellings, administration and recreational buildings, and a playground. It would be
situated in West End between 45th and 48th Avenues, and Fifth and Eighth Streets. The
expectation was that occupancy would start by 14 November 1942, and Key Field would
have preference. By the first of August construction had already begun on the project
that would be called “Victory Village.”
Two more crashes occurred at Key Field, both of them on the last weekend of
June. On Friday a Naval fighter plane crashed at 5 p.m. and killed the pilot, Ensign
James Eric Zetterlund, of Chicago. He had taken off from Floyd Bennett Field, New
York, and went down about 200 yards from the southeast corner of the local base. The
plane caught fire at once. Two days later, also at 5 p.m., Lt. C. M. Norwood, based at
Key Field, was killed when his plane, a P-39 Bell “Aircobra,” crashed in the wooded area
about a mile southeast of the field. On July 12 the Star reported another tragedy at the
local base. Charles G. Lewis, a 29-year-old sergeant from Marion, N. C., backed into a
taxiing airplane and was killed.120
Another accident the following month involved three Key Field men in a much
less serious mishap in downtown Meridian. The men, members of the 338th Service
Squadron, were working at the government quartermaster warehouse on 22nd Avenue.
The elevator on which the men were standing tilted and threw them about nine feet to the
ground. They were taken to the base hospital. Most seriously injured was Pfc. Hubert S.
Hartman, of Keyser, W. Va., whose leg was fractured. The other two were Tech. Sgt.
Leary H. Wallace, resident in Meridian, who had injuries to a shoulder and hand; and Pvt.
James A. Dickerson, of Natchez, who received ankle injuries.121
Meridian had its first practice blackout on Tuesday, June 30. W. LaValle Smith,
secretary of the Meridian Defense Council, announced before the event that everything
had to be dark except industries vital to the war effort. Telephones should not be used, so
that they would be available for air wardens and deputies. Pedestrians were to stop, and
stores and homes had to be darkened, either with lights out or else by use of effective
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blackout curtains. The best advice was given succinctly as, “Put out lights. Stay home,
be quiet. Don’t telephone.” Ruth Coleman, black director at the Negro Youth Center,
said that the blackout would not interfere with a planned wiener roast “as everything has
been arranged to cooperate with air wardens 100 per cent.” At the two USO clubs there
were blackout dances and a movie, In Old Chicago.122 The author remembers that
blackouts were signaled with blasts on the city’s siren. And during the exercise, there
were watchers placed about the city, as well as several perched atop the Threefoot
Building. In the latter place, one of the persons was Helen Crooks, of the Meridian Star
staff. The monitors’ commentary, carried over radio station WCOC, might include such
a statement as, “I see a light that seems to be somewhere around 25th Avenue and 18th or
19th Street. Would some warden check on that.” After a few moments, there might be a
follow-up statement that the light had, or had not, gone out.
With a tip of the hat to Ivory Soap’s slogan at that time about its purity, officials
declared the test blackout “99.44 per cent perfect.” Only two lights failed to go out—in
two businesses where personnel had failed to turn them off at closing time. In a few
cases wardens tried mistakenly to run other wardens off the streets. Observers atop the
Threefoot Building could see a few lights that were subsequently extinguished, and
several “cigarette lightings” that turned out to be fireflies. Some lights seen from
Meridian’s skyscraper proved to be beyond the city’s limits and thus outside the blackout
zone. An editorial in the Star praised the help that Withers Gavin and WCOC had given
to make the blackout a success.123
The Lauderdale County Medical Society had already decided that in the event of a
real air raid, victims would be taken immediately to Matty Hersee Hospital for
emergency surgery, and then to the hospital of their choice. Each of the city’s hospitals
had two or three physicians assigned to this kind of work. Unassigned physicians were to
report to Matty Hersee for duty.124
Neither the arrival of the hot month of July, nor the Meridian Eagles’ tenacious
hold on last place in the Southeastern League, nor the recent blackout’s being only 99.44
percent perfect, nor apparently anything else was going to detract from other interesting
or important happenings. The Temple Theatre, for instance, was showing a filmed
interview with Meridianite Capt. Jim Collins about his experiences during the Battle of
Midway. And at the Davis Street USO there were three members of the British R.A.F.,
one of whom, David Goodchild, was from the same town in Ireland that the Rev. Father
John J. Burns, of St. Patrick’s Church, came from. Also, the city was proud of four
Meridian men who had enlisted in the Marines’ new Magnolia Battalion, that had already
acquired about fifty enlistees from across the state. The four Meridianites in it were Lee
B. Chatham, Dolphus Glanton, Jr., Roger Cummings, and Everett Jerome Eubanks. The
deadline to join was July 3. More disturbing—but as it proved, not serious—was that on
July 2 the GM & O’s northbound Rebel derailed about a quarter-mile south of Quitman.
All cars left the track but none overturned, and the only injury was minor. The cause was
a partly-open switch.
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Meridian’s Fourth of July celebration—on a Saturday and the first celebration of
the nation’s birthday in this war—was described by the Star as “quiet—unusually so.”
There was the customary discharging of fireworks but apparently less than in the past.
(At the end of July the city banned fireworks, believing them inappropriate “in view of
the seriousness of the present war effort.”) Baseball fans went to the Fairgrounds to see
Meridian defeat Jackson 5 to 1. Except for a concert by the Key Field band Saturday
morning, the soldiers at the base started their celebrations a little late. By Saturday
evening, however, many khaki-clad men poured into town. Several hundred civilians
cooled off in the swimming pool at Highland Park, or visited the small zoo that was
maintained there in those times, or watched while their children enjoyed the playground.
Some Meridianites rode over to Forrest to see a rodeo, and others went to Clarkco State
Park. At the movies there was The Wife Takes a Flier, a farce in which Joan Bennett,
Franchot Tone, and Allyn Joslyn made many humorous gibes at Hitler and his regime.
Despite the holiday, the Post Office remained open for modest activity, and Mayor
Vinson fished in Newton County.125
The city’s black community continued to be closely involved in the nation’s
defense program. In the early part of July, Seaman Second Class Grady Earl Mosley was
home on an eight-day furlough from his station at Norfolk, Va., where he was training as
a gunner’s mate. James Clark was training there also. At about the same time, there was
a party for servicemen at George M. Reese Court Recreation Center, where Pfc. George
Kendall, of Key Field, and Virginia Weidman won a jitterbug contest. Members of the
Twilight Social Club presented a cake for the guests, somewhat over 200. A “street
dance” was announced for July 17, when a prize would be awarded for the best
dancing.126
Mid-July from the 10th to the 12th brought a variety of brief items of interest.
Marks-Rothenberg had an ad about their new dollar “corsages,” colorful cellophane and
ribbon ornamenting clusters of Savings Stamps—either ten 10-cent ones or four 25-cent
ones. And to date the Meridian area had collected 616,568 pounds of scrap rubber. The
parking meters, for all their unpopularity, had just brought in a weekly take of $609; and
the U. S. Director of Defense Transportation hinted darkly of the possible need to ration
civilian transportation. Out at Key Field, none other than Lt. Gen. Henry H. “Hap”
Arnold, Chief of Army Air Forces, stopped off for a brief inspection tour. Base
Commander Col. William B. Wright welcomed him. It was Arnold’s first time at the
Meridian base.
On Saturday, July 11, at the Lamar Hotel, about 90 percent of what the Star of
July 12 described as “50 huge consignments for defense projects” were awarded during
the bidding among representatives from 109 lumber companies. The bidding continued
until all contracts had been assigned. Similar meetings took place in Shreveport, La., and
Atlanta, Ga., though Meridian was said to be the only city where railroads had cooperated
by supplying data on rates.
For quite a while Meridian’s businesses had been prospering. Indeed, business
was so brisk and traffic so heavy that retail stores, in cooperation with the Office of
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Defense Transportation, changed their office hours to 9:30 to 6:30 on weekdays and 9:30
to 7:30 on Saturdays. It was hoped that the change would mitigate traffic congestion.127
Among those thriving busineses were The Vogue, 2205 Fifth Street, which
advertised a clearance of dresses from $3 to $12. Brookshire’s Drive-In, Eighth Street
and 49th Avenue, promised to make it worth one’s while to try their “Best cheeseburgers”
and strawberry sundaes, each of which could be purchased for fifteen cents. Woodham’s
Hairdressing Shop, 2202-5 Eighth Street, offered “High Flying Feather Cuts” that were
“made to order for wartime wear.” “Once it is set,” said the ad, “it needs only one
brushing a day and no hairpins to keep it in place.” To bring the ad up to date, it was
illustrated by a woman in uniform and airplanes flying overhead. Rayner Drug and Paint
assured the public that though the military had called many into service, the store still had
good employees to meet their medicinal needs. One aspect of the Meridian area’s
business, however, was declared a no-no. The county government sent out a warning that
the punch boards that many of them were offering to their customers were violating the
laws against gambling.128
Two new businesses opened within two days of each other. On August 1, Simon
Cohen, manager, opened the Butler Shoe Store at 2120 Fifth Street, the first of the chain
in Mississippi. The other was Jimmie’s Spaghetti House, owned by Jimmie Rates and his
wife, which opened on July 30 at 4613 Eighth Street. Waitresses were Josephine Cruter,
Mildred Burt, and Alice Baldridge. The cooks were Charlie Jones, Mary Jones, Louise
Prachet, and Minnie Jones. Billy Kinard and Jimmie Rates, Jr., handled curb service.
Each evening from six to nine there was special music; and for this time, when air
cooling systems were somewhat rare, the three large fans must have been a special
attraction. Another plus was the attractive rubber-tiled floor in a black and rust-colored
checkerboard pattern. In addition to a counter there were three double nooks upholstered
in green. The walls were colored brown and beige, with “gay Mexican curtains at each of
the 14 wide windows, shaded on the outside by awnings.” Lighting was by fluorescent
fixtures. The restaurant became popular, especially for club meetings.129
By this time the Meridian Star was regularly receiving mail and notifications
about Meridian’s servicemen around the world. On July 12, for instance, they reported
on newly-promoted Capt. Robert Philip Alston, of Chanute Field, Ill., and on Walter
Bowman Calhoun and Thomas Martin Walker, both of whom were Naval cadets at
Pensacola, Fla. Others included 2/Lt. Wright Pigford Still, Ft. Sill, Okla.; S/Sgt. Luther
Jackson, Ft. Benning, Ga.; Thomas O. Mason, Jr., in medical training at Camp Pickett,
Va.; Cpl. Preston J. Culpepper, who had just been promoted; Pfc. J. E. Joiner,
quartermaster at New Orleans Air Base; Petty Officer A. B. Crenshaw, just arrived at
Pearl Harbor; and Leonard Burroughs, in Florida.
The Star of July 14 mentioned something new at the paper’s office. Lt. Paul H.
Bubeck, Jr., wrote to his parents via that new-fangled correspondence, the V-mail letter.
Designed to save space and make easier the task of handling the great volume of letters to
and from the millions of American soldiers, the process involved writing a letter on a
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specially-printed form, which was then microfilmed. The military then transported that
and many other such filmed copies to America or from America to the servicemen around
the world. Upon arrival at the letter’s destination, postal authorities made an enlarged
positive copy of it and mailed it in a window envelope to the recipient. Both those
writing to soldiers abroad and servicemen abroad writing home had to use the same
special form for their letters. Appropriate stationery was widely wherever stationery was
sold. Soldiers abroad had the privilege of sending mail free of charge. According to an
item in the Star on August 31, V-mail had gone into use on June 15.
Soldiers stationed in Meridian this summer could thank many civilians for making
the hot summer in Mississippi a little less unpleasant. (July, 1942, was the driest month
in the Meridian area since 1918, second-driest since records began.) On Monday, July
13, began what was probably a typical week. The Soldier Service Center, at the Civic
Center, offered Frank Bogart and George Trotter, who were stationed at Key Field but
who in civilian life were also nationally-known entertainers. They starred in a novelty
show for which music was furnished by the Key Field Kadets. At this same time there
were other programs about the city that catered to a variety of interests. The Seventh
Street USO offered an “al fresco” box supper, compliments of the First Presbyterian
Church. In the same week the First Christian Church entertained at their own Soldier
Service Center. On another occasion the Central Methodist Church offered a “cooking
night” for soldiers to try any kind of cuisine they thought they could handle. One soldier
vowed to treat everyone with potato salad “like his mother makes.” Something else that
made the summer heat more tolerable for soldiers at the air base was a change noted by
the Star on July 17, namely a relaxation in the dress code. Men could dispense with ties
and leave the shirt’s top button open, though sleeves had to remain down and buttoned.
This change applied only on base; off base the more formal dress code still held.
July 17 was set aside as U. S. Heroes Day, to be celebrated rather early in the day
with a parade. Meridianites might start the event by going downtown and enjoying
breakfast at Weidmann’s, Davis Grill, or perhaps at the soda fountain in Albright and
Wood Drugs. For only twenty cents A & W offered an egg, grits, two strips of bacon,
toast, jelly, and coffee—hard to beat even then. And A & W was not more than a block
away from the parade route that started on Eighth Street and then turned down 23rd
Avenue and stopped at the Soldier Monument. Mayor Clint Vinson, Commissioner John
Pinkston, and other officials led the procession. Key Field lent its band and 300 soldiers.
Said the Star: “Continuous cheering, so noticeable in the first World War as soldiers
marched by, was lacking this time. Instead the onlookers watched the khaki-clad men
with a choke in their throats and tears in their eyes.” But when the flag passed, there
were cheers. At the Soldier Monument the band played a fifteen-minute program under
direction of Sgt. R. L. Regan. The Meridian Boys Band, under Howard Lane, was
present, too, but apparently played only during the parade. The purpose of the entire
program was to spur purchases of War Bonds and Stamps.130 That evening, as reported
by the Star of July 17, an African-American quartet at the base, called the U. S. Army
Melody, joined with two civilian ones, Lily of the Valley and Christian Travelers, for a
series of musical programs at St. Elizabeth’s Methodist Church.
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But musicians from the air base had raised the ire of Local 152, American
Federation of Musicians, who wrote to Col. William B. Wright, base commander: “For
several months we have been standing by watching the musicians at the Fortieth Air
Base…individuals, orchestra and a brass band…play for radio programs and dances at
the two USO clubs [and] social clubs in Meridian for which they receive $2 per person.”
To Wright’s regret, the War Department subsequently banned musicians at Key Field
from playing off-base. But the issue did not end there. Apparently the first to squawk
were the USO clubs in town. Then, the city’s three music clubs—Matinee, Philharmonic,
and Music Teachers Association—condemned the ban. In less than a week the War
Department made a new ruling: Key Field musicians might play for USO clubs and
service centers in Meridian. Such occasions would be those for “free social activities
attended solely by enlisted men and their guests, at the discretion of the commanding
officer of the Base.”131
Beginning Sunday, July 19, WCOC celebrated “Columbia Week” (Columbia
Broadcasting System) with such programs as Coca-Cola’s The Pause That Refreshes,
Gene Autry’s Melody Ranch, Gulf Oil’s We, The People, Philip Morris’s Crime Doctor,
singer Vaughn Monroe, Swan Soap’s Tommy Riggs and Betty Lou, and Lucky Strike’s
Your Hit Parade. (Perhaps it seems strange today that programs might have been
sponsored by cigarette companies, but no one who can’t recall these times can appreciate
the importance that tobacco, especially in the form of cigarettes, had in America and the
world.) WCOC was a fixture in the Meridian area, even though it was also possible to
pick up clearly such other distant, but powerful, stations such WLW Cincinnati and
WWL New Orleans. Other stations too were often clearly received in Meridian,
especially certain Texas stations—Dallas, Ft. Worth, Laredo, etc.
Meridian’s 40th Air Base had become an important local fixture. On July 25 the
Meridian facility celebrated its first anniversary “on the job.” It had begun on 25 July
1941 when the 40th Air Base Group arrived from Maxwell Field, Montgomery, Ala. The
Meridian Star of July 19 carried the news that Executive Officer Lt. Col. Earl W.
Sweeney, who arrived in Meridian in January 1941, had been transferred to the Air
Transport Command, Washington, D. C. His replacement was Maj. George S. Brewer.
Among the Meridianites who entered the service at this period were Dr. D. H.
Moore and Harold Harris. Dr. Moore announced that he was closing his office, at 405-6
Threefoot Building, to enter the armed forces. Eighteen-year-old Harris played for seven
years with the Meridian High School’s band, under Howard Lane’s direction. After three
months in the Army, he was playing in an 80-piece band at Fort Knox, Ky. Harris’s band
director praised the youngster’s musicianship and told Lane to send him some more
players.132
Word came in mid-July from several other Meridianites. Thurman Russell Stokes
wrote to his mother that he was well and was on the island of New Caledonia. Pvt.
Clifton R. Skinner’s wife had heard in March that he was safe, but she now learned that
he was missing in action following the fall of Corregidor. Everlena Hare, a black
resident of Meridian, received a letter from her son, Pvt. James Hare, saying that he was
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somewhere in Australia. “The Australian people,” he wrote, “are the most hospitable in
the world. They treat us fine, showering us with all kinds of courtesies. Please give my
love to all my Meridian friends and tell them I am safe and sound.” And from
Hollywood, Calif., came a letter and photo from Corp. George Shannon. The photo
showed Shannon and Corp. Everett Taylor, a friend from Utica, Miss., at the Hollywood
USO with famed song writer Harry Revel, who was master-of-ceremonies. Revel, who
had to his credit such recent films as Fibber McGee and Molly’s Here We Go Again,
treated the two soldiers to dinner and a show.133
In July two new clergymen arrived in Meridian. The Star of July 13 announced
that Dr. William Lowry Compere, Sr., had accepted a call from the Fifteenth Avenue
Baptist Church and would begin his duties on September 15. The paper’s issue for July
23 announced that the Rev. John C. McQueen, Jr., had accepted the pastorate of the
Federated Presbyterian Church—the name was changed shortly after his arrival to
Central Presbyterian Church. McQueen had been pastor of the Hunter Presbyterian
Church, Lexington, Ky.
On Sunday, 26 July 1942, the city’s buses began stopping only at every other
corner, and the Key Field band, under direction of Tech. Sgt. Joseph F. Regan, gave a
concert at Highland Park. But a more sensational event that Sunday was that the Royal
Theater began showing Sunday movies. According to Lloyd Royal, many Meridianites
and soldiers had begged him to do so. Said Royal, “If any law enforcement officer in
Meridian is unfair enough to arrest me and wink at hundreds of other violations in
Meridian every Sunday, we will decide the issue in the courts of the land….” The film
was Escape from Hong Kong. Well, Royal showed his film—three times in fact—and no
one attempted to arrest him, possibly because no admission was charged. Those
attending could, if they wished, drop some money into a box which, according to the
Meridian Star, collected a “considerable sum.” Meridian, however unwillingly, was
having to adjust to a rapidly changing world; and it was probably causing consternation
to many such as those church women whom the Star of that same fateful Sunday reported
protesting “whiskey conditions” in the city, “especially among the soldiers.”
W. G. Grauel’s column “Meridian,” in the Meridian Star, occasionally consisted
of the author’s meanderings and musings in the newly-bustling city. On the same day
that Royal started showing Sunday movies, Grauel’s column had the following fetching
glimpse of a municipal moment sixty-odd years ago:
Meridian from the eleventh floor of the Lamar hotel at 5 o’clock Friday
[July 24] afternoon, looking west:
A line of railway tank cars traveling over the Southern tracks at about 27th
Ave….. American and British flags waving in the breeze from the fourth floor of
Marks-Rothenberg’s building…. An automobile parked on 5th St. near 22nd Ave.,
in the space marked off for city busses.
Only one empty parking space on the north side of 5th St. from 21st to 22nd
Aves…. A car backs out from in front of J. C. Penney’s and another auto waits
and moves into the parking place vacated…. 12 persons board the bus as it stops
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at 5th St. and 22nd Ave…. A black and white pigeon takes a perch on the edge of
F. W. Mitts building roof.
Those soldiers who had perhaps not had enough excitement at Royal’s defiance of
the community’s mores could have gone over to the Seventh Street USO where the
Lauderdale County Nurses Association provided hostesses for an “open house.” Mrs. T.
J. Connell, head of the decorations committee, arranged summer flowers in the reception
rooms. Bernice Horne, president of the association, welcomed the guests, with assistance
by Mamie Armistead, Lula Hardy, Estelle Bryan, Opal Regan, Agnes McGovern, and
Clarice Diamond. Mollie Vic Brown played violin solos; and Alice Quarles, Jewell
Frost, and Ruth Richardson accompanied group singing.134
The Meridian Eastern Star chapter held their annual picnic on July 28 at
Goodwin’s Camp, on which occasion the Air Chords Orchestra, of Key Field, received
all the prizes. Leading the entertainment were Freida Owen and assistants Lucille Watts,
Bob Arnott, Frank McDonald, H. M. Shillings, and Mmes. E. R. Simmons, C. C. Beard,
Frank Peery, A. S. Bozeman, and George Abraham.135
Katherine Staley, county home demonstration agent, urged families to save fats,
which were needed in making glycerin for explosives. In those times there were still
people who used some of their rendered fats for home-made soap. Staley said that even
this was helpful, for it helped conserve commercially-made soaps. She requested that
families save non-rancid fats in clean containers. These should be kept refrigerated or in
a cool, dark place until they were delivered to a local butcher or some other designated
place of deposit. Key Field got into this program, too. Lt. John H. Goodloe, officer-incharge at the consolidated mess hall, said all waste grease would be contributed to the
proper receivers. The area’s designated recipients of waste fats were the following:
Gilbert’s Market, 703 35th Avenue; Giant Food Store, Ninth Street and 23rd Avenue; City
Meat Market, 2308 Fifth Street; and Boutwell’s Grocery, 1320 Sixth Street.136
Even in wartime the fine arts were still alive and being supported. Fred M.
Mitchell, a young Meridian artist, had a one-man exhibit in Jackson at the Municipal Art
Gallery. The exhibit consisted of oils, water colors, and pencil drawings. Later he would
study on a scholarship at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Penn. In
Meridian, at the City Hall auditorium, the Matinee Music Club sponsored a piano recital
by Margaret Key. She had just received her bachelor-of-music degree at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music.137
As August began, the city government toyed with the idea of acquiring the Civic
Center, whose present use was almost exclusively as a place of recreation for servicemen.
The property had once been the Young Men’s Christian Association, but in August of
1938 it was acquired from the New York Life Insurance Company by a group styling
themselves the Meridian Civic Academy. It was to be run as a civic and business project.
The operating board consisted of members of the Rotary Club, Meridian Junior Chamber
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of Commerce, Exchange Club, Lions Club, Business and Professional Women’s Club,
Pilot Club, the local American Legion, Meridian labor unions, the City of Meridian, and
Lauderdale County outside of Meridian. Officers were W. S. Smylie, Ben Pollman, and
Clark Pearce. In 1939 part of the building was leased to the county for some of its
offices, but these were soon moved to the newly-remodeled Courthouse. At that point the
committee renovated the dormitory rooms in the building and rented them to men. A
subsequent membership drive had little success, and by September, 1940, an insufficient
income was accompanied by many unpaid bills. This situation was temporarily
alleviated by making one floor available for renting rooms to women. In 1941 space was
provided to the WPA for recreational functions, and this use increased as more soldiers
arrived in Meridian. Eventually, the WPA had a pay roll amounting to about $4,000 a
month. However, the increase of activities for soldiers left less space for rental purposes,
and the women were asked to leave. This proved to be no solution, for there were few
single men who needed rooms and the building had no facilities at all for married
couples. By 1942 this was the situation in which the owners found themselves, and they
told the city government that either Meridian would buy the building or the committee
would close it. As it turned out, there was one other possibility—that the city contribute
an amount that, combined with what the committee had, would be sufficient to continue
operating it. Mayor Vinson, however, thought it would be beneficial for the city to buy
the property, provided it could be legally done. Vinson’s idea was that the city might buy
it and then lease it to a government agency during the war, or even have the Federal
government operate it. The Civic Center Committee pointed out that the U. S.
government, through the WPA, provided an annual payroll of about $50,000 to operate
the building. In addition, the committee said, there was a government agency prepared to
spend $25,000 to remodel the building. City Attorney R. R. Wallace suggested that the
city could not legally acquire the property without a two-thirds vote by the city’s
electorate. On Tuesday, August 4, the City Council decided to turn the matter over to the
state attorney general for a decision.138
More rationing rumors hit the Meridian area. One report suggested that the U. S.
government was considering a plan that would facilitate the rationing of anything that
Washington might consider scarce. A possible “refinement” of this idea was a proposed
ration book that would accommodate all items likely to need rationing. And, closer to
home, James A. Davis, district manager of the Southern Bell Telephone Company, spoke
to the Rotary Club of the desirability of limiting telephone calls, perhaps to just one call
per day for each telephone. Phone lines, he said, needed to be kept open for industrial
use in the defense effort. Davis said that telephone use had increased a hundred percent
during the past year.139
On August 13, at Ray Stadium, the Meridian Civilian Defense Council staged a
simulated air attack for several thousand spectators. The featured speaker was Col. J. V.
Crabb, of Key Field. Members of the Council were Police Sgt. LaValle Smith, executive
secretary, and Frank McDonald, W. L. Elkin, Dr. T. G. Cleveland, Capt. Corbett Green,
Capt. Green Bishop, R. E. Wilbourn, Albert Weems, and Dr. N. E. Katz. The chief object
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of interest on the playing field was a small building erected for the main demonstration.
As a siren screamed a warning, the lights went out and a magnesium flare was dropped to
light the target, which, said the Meridian Star, “evidently was hit by a gas bomb—
billows of smoke poured from its doors and windows.” Shortly thereafter, “Rescue
squads came on the run, having been summoned by messengers, who, in everyday life,
are Meridian Star carriers and Boy Scouts.”140
The old problem of labor stoppages, much criticized since the war began, hit the
city in mid-August when thirty-one employees of the Meridian and Bigbee Railroad
struck. Their action delayed delivery of some strategic materials and thus was unpopular.
The resulting criticism of their striking at this time was probably the reason that almost
immediately the strikers agreed to move the defense materials without pay.141
Several Meridianites figured in local military news during the mid-August days.
Capt. Al Key was promoted to major at about the same time that Col. Wendell B. McCoy
replaced Col. William B. Wright, Jr., as the new base commander at Key Field. Word
came back that Meridian’s old 114th Field Artillery had been ranked tops in turning out
officers. Sergeant Henderson, U. S. Army recruiting office, said that for the first time
since the war started, experienced mechanics and radiomen were being “hand-picked” for
the Army Air Forces. And Coach Jim Baxter, of Meridian High School, let it be known
that he had volunteered for the Army and expected to be called within a month.142
Two more air disasters occurred in the area during the weekend of August 22 to
23. An A-20-C bomber crashed in the woods south of U. S. 80, about five miles from
Key Field. An A-20-A bomber crashed in an open field three miles northwest of
Meridian. Five fliers died in the two crashes.143
Anticipating the Christmas season this late August 1942 in Meridian, the new film
Holiday Inn starred Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire. Among the film’s several songs by
Irving Berlin, by far the most important was “White Christmas.” It was either that fall, or
possibly the fall of 1943, that I heard a very charming rendition of the song at an
assembly in Kate Griffin Junior High’s auditorium. I had perhaps already heard the song,
but my first memory of it is as I heard it sung on that occasion by a trio of teachers, two
of whom I can recall as sisters Cecile and Edith Ryan—Cecile’s later married name was
Lewis and Edith’s was Pickett. I believe that my seventh-grade homeroom (and English)
teacher, Jane Emmons, accompanied them on the piano. And Edith Ryan was my
homeroom (English) teacher the next year, in the eighth grade. The third member of the
vocal trio I can’t recall. Another hint of Christmas in the Star of August 28 was the
announcement from the Post Office that packages for those in the armed forces abroad
should be mailed between October first and November first—the sooner the better. A
parcel’s physical limits were weight of eleven pounds and length of 18 inches, or 42
inches in length and width combined. Parcels containing perishables, intoxicants, or
harmful items were unacceptable.
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The War Bond drive was still doing well in the Meridian area. In August
Lauderdale County again exceeded its quota of sales. Total sales brought $200,535.35,
slightly more than the quota of $197,200. One event that helped make the drive a success
had been the “bond auction” on August 27 at the Owen Brothers Union stockyards.
Local merchants had contributed merchandise valued at $1,800, which brought in
$78,600 at the auction. And even the young performed outstanding and patriotic acts to
help the drive. One of them was eleven-year-old Bill Mitchell, son of C. M. Mitchell. As
the Star reported on September 3, young Mitchell had bought fourteen dollars’ worth of
War Stamps. Out of a sixty-cent weekly allowance, he invested forty-five cents and
treated himself to a movie with the remaining fifteen cents.
Upon being chosen for the mission by the Federated Council of Churches of
Christ in America, Dr. N. H. Jeltz, pastor of the St. James African Methodist Episcopal
Church, left on August 31 for Tombstone, Ariz. During his week there he preached to
50,000 black soldiers at Fort Huachuca.144
The black soldiers in Meridian, too, continued to receive the attention of the local
community. On September 1 the teen-aged women of George Reese Courts gave a cakewalk dance for black soldiers from the air base. The next night the All-Men’s Club, at
the Masonic Services Center, sponsored a “slack suit party” for the soldiers. There were
also card games, prizes, and other entertainments.
The end of August found Meridian baseball closing and schools opening. The
Eagles were at the bottom of the Southeastern League. They had, in fact, been in that
position long enough to claim squatters’ rights. While baseball closed down, however,
the city’s scholars were preparing for another academic session. And those going away
to boarding school or college now had one additional item to take with them. Maj. W. E.
Holcomb, state director of the Office of Price Administration, reminded them to be sure
to find room in their suitcases for their sugar ration books.
Key Field started off September when on the 2nd the base theater accommodated
the very popular radio program Camel Caravan. Sponsored by that brand of cigarettes,
the show was a comedy-variety affair that stretched back nearly ten years. During the
war years it featured at one time or another such nationally-popular figures as Herb
Shriner, Connie Haines, Lanny Ross, Abbott and Costello, and Xavier Cugat. The
show’s appearance at Key Field contained the usual singing, dancing, instrumental
numbers, and humor. The show in Meridian was perhaps recorded for later broadcast,
though the Star’s issue of September 2 did not say so.
Something has already been said in this narrative about the restrictions on the use
of cloth, especially wool, in the manufacture of clothing. At this time there was a
governmental blast at what was called the “zoot suit,” a rather absurd type of male attire
that began about 1940, especially among the fanciers of the new jitterbug dance. A zoot
suit featured baggy trousers with cuffed bottoms narrowed so as to be just large enough
to slip over the unshod foot. The double-breasted coat, with wide lapels and padded
shoulders, reached to about mid-thigh. Accessories included a very wide-brimmed felt
hat and a ridiculously-long watch chain. All of this is to say that such a suit used a lot of
material, more than wartime restrictions would tolerate. It was, as the phrase (and at least
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one song) at the time put it, “a zoot suit with a drape shape.” Thus, in addition to the
opprobium that fashion fads have always created among the more conservative
community, there was the additional annoyance at the lavish use of cloth. Said a report at
the time:
With the rest of the nation going without cuffs on its trousers, Uncle Sam
finally offered official—and disapproving—comment on the suits which
jitterbugs lovingly call a ‘solid set of threads.’ He warned that the ‘drape shapes’
and the ‘grip hips’ and the ‘jut cuts’ and the ‘reat pleats,’ and the ‘cleave sleeves’
may have to go for the duration.145
The scrap metal and rubber drive was still doing quite well. On Labor Day
residents were advised to set out their contributions for easy pick-up. Some had already
done so, even before the holiday arrived; but some of those deposits had been stolen by
unknown parties. Wallace Brothers Circus appeared in Meridian at the Fairgrounds on
that same Labor Day, and the owners announced that they would give 100 free tickets to
any Girl and Boy Scout troops who helped collect scrap for the Labor Day drive. The
drive on Monday brought in 220,000 lbs of scrap. It continued two more days.146
As schools started and the fall season was in full-swing, the regular collection of
scrap metal and rubber gathered momentum. On September 20 the Star recorded that the
city and county had exceeded a million pounds. On October 4 the paper announced the
start of another national scrap drive, one in which the city’s schools would play a big
role. There was on each campus a collecting bin into which the several types of critical
materials could easily be deposited. To emphasize the importance of such collecting, the
paper stated that one bucket could make 3 bayonets; 11 washing machines provided
materials for a half-ton truck; a set of golf clubs made a machine gun; 5 tractors made a
medium tank; a copper kettle made 84 rifle rounds; and 2 refrigerators made a 60-mm
mortar. On October 6 the Star reported that Poplar Springs Elementary School had
collected four truck loads of scrap, apparently a record up to that time. And two days
later the Star added that Poplar Springs’ student Ben Arthur Davis, Jr., was probably their
most active pupil in making calls to prospective donors. On the eleventh the paper was
more specific about the top collectors and the pounds of metal and rubber: Poplar
Springs, 4,455 metal, 125 rubber; Highland, 3,285 metal, 50 rubber; Oakland Heights,
600 metal, no rubber. The other schools had less, but the campaign was just beginning.
At Marion Park School, as the Star reported on October 12, two students, sixth-graders
Rosalyn Kennedy and Beth Sanderson, collected a truck-load of scrap. At the same
school, Betty Maud Campbell brought in the second-largest amount—154 pounds—and
Vaughn, Beryl, and Hack Rush collected 126 pounds each. A day later, Clifton Hyatt,
student at Stevenson School, persuaded his family to donate the iron fence that
surrounded the family plot in Rose Hill Cemetery. In light of the following statistics,
students elsewhere, too, must have been working as diligently: On Thursday, October
15, the Star reported that the Meridian area (the counties of Lauderdale, Choctaw,
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Kemper, Lowndes, Neshoba, Newton, Oktibbeha, Noxubee, and Winston) had collected
3,852.73 tons of scrap, enough to fill 75 railroad boxcars. Of that total, 33 tons had been
collected by the Meridian public schools, enough (said the Star of October 16) to make
80 anti-aircraft guns. Stevenson School had led in the drive, with Chalk a close second.
Among Meridian’s black population there was a mass meeting on October 4 to
prepare a city-wide campaign to press the collection of salvageable materials. Dr. N. H.
Jeltz gave the invocation, after which Ruby Wright Luce sang the old First World War
song “Keep the Home Fires Burning.” The Rev. R. L. Young was master of ceremonies.
The Rev. E. A. Mays was chosen chairman of the scrap drive, which was afterward
described as very successful.147
The sale of War Bonds and Stamps was proceeding merrily, as well; and the
schools’ students were among the most assiduous agents and purchasers. By October 13
the students at the Kate Griffin Junior High School had bought, or persuaded others to
buy, $1,274.45—of which $559.75 was done by the Lower Division. (Lower Division
was the 7th and 8th grades; Upper Division, 9th and 10th). The students’ efforts were
assisted by Hollywood stars Laraine Day, Andy Devine, and Vera Zorina. The Star of
September 28 and 29 reported that the three, at a dinner at the Lamar Hotel, managed to
sell $157,750 in War Bonds. (A minimum purchase of $,1000 guaranteed attendance.)
According to an item in the Star of September 16, local housewives made
Meridian the first place in the state to start a campaign to salvage tin cans for the war
effort. The War Production Board’s instructions were to wash the empty cans
thoroughly, remove the labels, remove the tops and bottoms, flatten the cans, and put the
tops and bottoms inside the flattened cans. They could then be put into a container and
placed out with the regular trash for pick-up. The WPB stated that this routine should
continue long after the end of the war. On October 7 the Star cited a “social” of the
Poplar Springs Methodist Church’s Youth Fellowship, the admission to which was tin
cans properly prepared for donation to the war effort.
Another effort to retrieve available metals was that launched by the Business and
Professional Women’s Club to collect old keys. Mrs. J. H. Crenshaw was chairperson of
the campaign. Keys contained several metals needed for the war effort.148
The Federal mints made a change in the nation’s coinage that would save vital
metals. The Star of September 13 announced that the new nickel would make its
appearance “this week.” To save the nickel and 25 percent of the copper formerly used,
the new five-cent piece would contain 35 percent silver, 56 percent copper, and nine
percent manganese.
“That men stationed at Key Field should never be lonely, is the intention of staff
members of the two USO clubs and the Soldier Service Centers of Meridian.” This was
the announced policy of Meridian’s USO clubs and other service centers. The Davis
Street USO showed films each night and changed the film twice a week. There were
dances on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings, with music by the Key Field
Kadets. Monday evening there were wiener roasts and barbecues. At the Seventh Street
USO Len Barrell, Charles Gillespie, and Thomas L. Bailey served as masters of
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ceremonies. The Air Chords, of Key Field, furnished the music. Among the women
serving were Willie Esther Hayes, Willie C. Harbour, Effie Temple, and Nellie
Meyers.149
The week beginning September 27 was a typically busy one at the city’s clubs for
armed forces personnel. On Monday, September 28, there was a “Farewell Dance” at the
Seventh Street USO Club in honor of P. F. Alexander, who had for the past nine months
served as director of that club. On October 1 he left for Jackson, where he would become
executive secretary of the YMCA. Later that same week the Seventh Street USO offered
a variety of programs. On Tuesday, for instance, Pvt. Daniel J. Fuino continued giving
instruction in dance, and E. L. King gave lessons in bridge. Wednesday was “Sociability
Night” that featured bingo and group singing, the latter accompanied by Jane Denson.
On Thursday and Saturday there were dances. Friday and Sunday offered moving
pictures. At the Davis Street USO there was a variety of activities on Sunday. Monday
offered games, pool, dancing, and a wiener roast; and on every day of that week there
were the usual occupations and diversions for service personnel. In addition to other
activities at the Civic Center, on Wednesday evening the Air Chords played for a dance.
There were additional activities at the soldier centers operated by the several churches.150
The Meridian Senior High School Wildcats included the following excellent
football players: Charles Fitts, Jimmie Pigott, George Howell, Charles Bidgood, Louis
Wright, Charles Wright, Dick Keever, John O’Neill Johnson, Jimmie Thrash, “Shorty”
McWilliams, Bill Hasson, and Lowry Rush. In the season’s opening on Saturday,
September 19, the Wildcats beat Quitman 25 to 0 in Ray Stadium.151
On Friday, September 18, the African-American Non-Commissioned Officers
Club, of Key Field’s 13th Aviation Squadron, and the R. B. Matthews Chapter, Daughter
Elks, jointly sponsored a dance and banquet at the Soldier Services Center. The guests
were members of the 777th Quartermaster Corps. The Center was highly decorated with
the national colors and with potted plants, and music was furnished by the Army Air
Chords. Sgt. Alfred Brandon, vice president of the Officers Club, and Lillian Harris
received the guests. Ruby Wright, teacher in the East End School, sang “Indian Love
Call” as a tribute to the soldiers. Officers from the base mess hall served a dinner of
Southern fried chicken, English peas, potato salad, rolls, and punch.152
At this time a topic of interest in Meridian and the South generally had to do with
a rumor that was one of the results of the appalling system of racial discrimination in
American society, especially in the South. The author recalls hearing the rumor
discussed on more than one occasion. It was a well-known fact that Eleanor Roosevelt,
wife of the President, was very upset by the conditions under which black Americans
lived. President Roosevelt probably shared at least some of her views, but his political
position forced him to be more circumspect. Mrs. Roosevelt, however, could afford to be
somewhat more candid; and this is undoubtedly one of the main reasons she was widely
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disliked by white Southerners. There began to circulate among whites the report that
many black women had organized what they called Eleanor Clubs. An article in the Star
for September 23 said that these clubs were especially popular in Mississippi, North
Carolina, Alabama, and Florida. The rumor went on to say that members had such
slogans as “All Negroes out of the kitchen by Christmas.” The report also said that the
advice was that if a member was serving a dinner and heard derogatory words spoken by
the employer’s family or guests against the President and his wife, the black worker
should quit. The local paper’s article did not mention it, but the author remembers
hearing also that these clubs even had what they called “Shoving Days,” on which black
members should refuse to be jostled on sidewalks by white passersby. According to the
Star, the Federal Bureau of Investigation had found no evidence to verify the rumor.
In mid-September Governor Paul B. Johnson recommended that the Legislature
pass the 35-mile-per-hour highway speed limit recommended by Congress, though earlier
in the year that body had rejected a proposed 40-mile-per-hour limit. Federal Price
Administrator Leon Henderson announced that the starting date would be October 1, but
that trucks and buses on their regular schedules were exempt. The state’s lawmakers
followed the Governor’s recommendation, and the Mississippi Highway Patrol vowed to
have its 1,500 officers enforce the new law to the “very limit.”153
On September 22, at the Lamar Hotel, there was there was the first meeting of the
Meridian Navy Mothers’ Club. About 70 women attended, and W. A. Leavell,
commander of the T. C. Carter Post, American Legion, presided. Elizabeth Elmore was
chosen to serve as temporary chairperson, Tommie E. Weir as temporary secretarytreasurer.154
As reported in the Star of September 30, the Citizens Service Corps was
organized at a meeting the next day at the City Hall. The group’s function was to plan
and coordinate the area’s “war services” and to furnish trained volunteers for the various
wartime agencies. Somewhat related to this, and reported in the same issue of the local
paper, was a new Federal regulation that required all landlords to register their properties
within 45 days after October 1. Rent control was the purpose of this move, and
registration in Meridian began on October 15 in the Threefoot Building. As was reported
by the Star on October 4, Judge R. M. Bourdeaux was the rent director for Lauderdale
County. Rents were fixed at the level of 1 March 1942, and the effective date of the
freeze was October 1.
Movement by President Roosevelt about the nation during these times was rigidly
guarded amid great secrecy. Thus, it was not until Thursday, October 1, that the Star
revealed that Roosevelt’s train had passed through Meridian on the 29th and had halted
for fifteen minutes at about 9:45 p.m. FDR was on a visitation of military posts and had
just been at the Higgins Plant, in New Orleans, La., and then Camp Shelby, at
Hattiesburg. He thus arrived in Meridian over the Southern’s New Orleans and North
Eastern tracks. The president was in his private car and did not make an appearance,
though about a hundred curious Meridianites peered from behind an iron fence, and past
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soldiers and FBI agents, to try to catch sight of the famous traveler. As the Star reported,
the paper had received some advance notification of the visit but had withheld the
information to protect the nation’s leader. At Camp Shelby Roosevelt had gone through
a double line of soldiers for the thirteen-mile trip to review what was at that time reported
as the largest infantry post in the nation.
Later, on October 6, the Star reported further on the outstanding work done by the
New Orleans and North Eastern Railroad. The paper quoted J. S. Breyer, master
mechanic for Meridian’s North Terminal Company, in his talk before the city’s
Rotarians. Breyer assured the club members that Meridian had “one of the nation’s
busiest industries right in her backyard.” He showed the group a coveted banner, the
Army-Navy E Award (i.e., for Excellence), given recently to the NO & NE Railroad for
its service in such work as preserving FDR’s secrecy and safety. The railroad, said
Breyer, ran more than 100 trains every 24 hours between Meridian and New Orleans.
In the evening of October 1 there was another blackout that was afterward rated
“OK.” This time, however, the practice exercise was a surprise. Also, it extended from
the Alabama border east of Meridian and westward to the Mississippi River, and north to
the Tennessee border. The Meridian Star later described how the drill was announced:
Along with cities in the territory running south along the I. C. railroad,
north to the Tennessee line and west to the Mississippi river, Meridian received
orders from the state office of the civilian defense in Jackson to stand by for a
blackout alarm sounding sometime between 8:30 and 10 p.m.
A yellow flash was received at the control boards at the police station
from New Orleans at approximately 8:30 p.m., the blue light at 8:45 p.m.,
followed by the red flash at 9 p.m. In case of a raid the lights flash at intervals
marking the approximate distance of the enemy plane from the city.
As the red light flashed, the sirens sounded the alarm in Meridian and
lights began disappearing from stores and homes and office buildings. It took
about 15 minutes for the blackout to become effective and one or two buildings in
the downtown district remained dimly lit through the entire blackout.
The Flintkote plant was only partially darkened, and the railroad lines and yards did not
dim for the test. All of this was because of their status as critical industries. About 1,200
citizens participated in the Meridian drill. During the blackout, a group of observers
watched from the observation tower on the 14th floor of the Threefoot Building. There
were Maj. H. S. McCallum, chief of fire watchers E. D. Carney, chief air raid warden
Frank McDonald, and Ernest McLaurin. At the controls in the police station were
LaValle Smith and associate air raid warden Walker Broach. McDonald and McLaurin
broadcast their observations over WCOC, often pointing out violations. Over at the
Seventh Street USO a dance continued uninterrupted; for when the lights went out, the
Air Chords simply continued to play in the dark. Said the Star, “At a few other pleasure
spots in the city the music also continued to be played through the darkness.”155
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Eleene Rosenbush, society editor for the Star, was also much in evidence during
the blackout. She later had some observations on the exercise:
Bedecked in tinkling bells so that we could be found in the dark, we
betook ourselves atop the Threefoot building for blackout observations last eve
and got the thrill of our lives seeing the light-bejeweled city suddenly draped with
a shroud of blackness. Music floating from the black below added an eerie
atmosphere and the scream of fire trucks tearing downtown to answer a false
alarm was an additional excitement to the evening. Too much praise cannot be
given to Frank McDonald, chief air raid warden, and his corps who have done
such a splendid job of coordinating the city into a well-organized unit of civil
defense. (Even if he did chase us in the dark with a “mike,” to “say a few
words.”)156
It was probably on the day preceding the blackout (above) that African-American
soldiers from Key Field’s 13th Aviation Squadron were honored guests at the George M.
Reese Courts for what was termed an “Accumulation Dance.” It was sponsored by the
Merrymakers Club, that a day later also hosted a wiener roast for the soldiers. Table
games were coordinated by Pfc. George Taylor and Lillie Brown. Cpl. A. R. Lindsay and
Lula McClellan directed the singing. Emma Thornton was still the recreation leader at
the Center.
On October 4 the local press announced that Mississippi’s first blood bank would
soon open in Meridian. At that time there were but 135 such blood suppliers in the
nation, but 40 more were planned.
The annual Mississippi Fair and Dairy Show opened at the Fairgrounds on
Monday, October 5. Admission was 25 cents for adults, 10 cents for children, and 10
cents to park an automobile. In the spirit of the times, this fair was termed the “Victory
Show.” At the Grandstand there was the Sun Brothers’ Circus. The Fair featured Clyde
Beatty, nationally-famous animal trainer, who later had his own circus. He also appeared
in motion pictures in the 30s and 40s.
While the fair prepared to open, the U. S. Navy let it be known that they could
still use more binoculars. There had been a wide appeal for those items to be donated or
sold to them, and the Navy let it be known that the best response to the appeal in
Mississippi and Alabama were the twenty-two pairs that Meridianites had donated.157
At the Triangle Restaurant’s annex, in early October, J. L. McCaskill, principal of
Meridian Senior High-Junior College, addressed the Exchange Club about his school’s
immediate future. The war, he said, had made certain changes imperative. Education
now had to prepare students for what had become a military force of specialists.
Otherwise, McCaskill warned, “we can lose this war on the educational front.” Every
able-bodied male enrolled in the ninth through the fourteenth (i.e., the second year of
junior college) grades would likely see military service, and most females in those grades
would probably see service in some position directly connected with war work.
156
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McCaskill said that the college158 would go into its new program as soon as possible.
Furthermore—and it must have been a bit of a shocker for his audience—there would be
no more inter-scholastic games and activities until after the war. The schools would have
to find other ways to emphasize physical fitness. Coach Doby Bartling was present also,
and he told the club members that the spirit of the Wildcats this year was the best he had
ever seen.159 (Perhaps that was stated in subtle opposition to McCaskill’s intention to do
away temporarily with inter-mural games.)
Also this October there appeared a book, Blueprint for Victory, written by formerMeridianite Homer Brett. He lived in San Leander, Calif., with his daughter Mrs. George
Rowzee. The book was published in New York by Appleton-Century Company. The
Star commented about the publication in its issue for October 11.
On October 8 several black Meridianites met at Young’s Beauty Salon to update
plans to participate in the current scrap drive. Chairman was the Rev. E. A. Mays, of the
Salvage Committee. Mays said: “All of us cannot fight at the front but we can do our
share in our country’s fight for life…. Uncle Sam needs the scrap. We will get it.”160
On October 12 the famed bandleader and showman Ted Lewis played for two
occasions in Meridian. At 8:30 p.m. his band appeared at the Junior College auditorium,
and later he played for a dance at the Shrine Mosque. Proceeds for the second program
were used to help establish Meridian’s blood bank. Lewis was famous for his manner of
singing and talking his way through a song’s lyrics. And every so often he’d call out, “Is
EVERYbody happy?” He played the clarinet and wore his trademark, a battered top-hat,
which he’d occasionally knock off his head and let tumble down an arm, then catch it and
return it to its proper place. Sometimes he would do a strutting routine for a song such as
“Me and My Shadow.” For that one he was sometimes accompanied by a young AfricanAmerican who would, in the background, duplicate all of Lewis’s movements.
The Star had a regular page that discussed matters pertaining to food, fashions,
and the home. In the issue for October 12 women were reminded that while the war’s
rationing meant less elaborate hair styles, one could still be feminine. But whatever the
hair style, all women were advised about the proper food for men in the service. The title
told it all: “Don’t Thrust Tea Parties on Soldiers.” For some it perhaps recalled a joke
that circulated at that time about some American soldiers in England, where they were
being entertained by a neighborly British housewife. She had prepared tea and crumpets
for the group, and most of the men did not find the refreshments very exciting. Suddenly
the hostess exclaimed, “Oh, there’s still one crumpet left; what shall I do with it?” Said
the sergeant somewhat under his breath, “The first guy who tells her goes on report.”
Closer to home food problems did not include crumpets but had to do with such
matters as a looming shortage of nitrate of soda in the coming year. This possibility led
County Agent J. D. Howerton to recommend that farmers plant winter peas or vetch. In
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the spring these crops could be plowed under to help nourish regular spring and summer
plantings. And an ad for Kellogg’s All-Bran warned against the danger of “wartime
constipation” caused by longer hours, harder work, and irregular meals. But an ad by
Meridian’s Rexall Drug Stores was of questionable service for diners. The stores offered,
for $1.39 each, plates on which were the slogan “Remember Pearl Harbor” and drawings
of the attack.161 Remembering Pearl Harbor in the middle of a meal, however, would
probably have risked generating dyspepsia or hyperacidity.
There was an inter-racial meeting on Sunday, October 18, at the City Hall. The
theme was “Christ Is the Answer.” Representing the black community were the Revs.
Dr. N. H. Jeltz and E. A. Mays. The white clergymen were the Revs. Dr. T. M.
Brownlee, Alfred Mathes, and William L. Compere, Sr. The program began with a
singing of “The Star Spangled Banner.” Also part of the program was a performance by
an African-American chorus of fifty voices.162
This mass meeting of Meridian’s two main racial groups was an acknowledgment
that only a united and dedicated community and nation could wage a successful war.
This same community fervor pervaded even the youngsters. That fact was illustrated at
Kate Griffin Junior High School, where students in history teacher Lillian McNeill’s
homeroom, in the first month of classes, purchased $1,187.25 in War Bonds and Stamps.
McNeill had set up various rankings to distinguish student buyers. “Admirals” were
Peggy Fitts, Rachel Currie, Sam Parker, Ann Jackson, Terry Lee Bennett, Martha Jean
Phelps, and Olive Hopkins. Francis Lide and Virginia Majure were “vice admirals.”163
On October 19 Gypsy King Emil Mitchell and his nephew, Mike Wilson Mitchell,
were buried at Rose Hill in a double funeral. The King had died about three days earlier
in Attalla, Ala., and his nephew died on almost the same day. The Gypsies already had a
lot at the Meridian cemetery, for in 1915 Emil Mitchell’s wife Kelly had died while her
group were in the Meridian area. (The writer remembers walking home after school that
October day and having to wait for the king and nephew’s funeral procession to pass
along Seventh Street.)
At the Kate Griffin Junior High auditorium, on Saturday, October 24, the Army
Air Forces Training Center, from Maxwell Field, Ala., put on Red, White and Khaki, a
musical revue that was a special version of the well-remembered This Is the Army, by
Irving Berlin. The Meridian performance was sponsored by Craig Field, at Selma, Ala.
Most of the performers had been professional entertainers before the war; and one of
them, Pvt. Morris Efron, had been closely involved with the earlier and very successful
Broadway show from 1938, Hellzapoppin. Other performers included Dave Rubin,
“Professor of Pantomime,” who had toured night halls for years; and Lt. Wayne E.
Scrivener, master of ceremonies, described as the only amateur in the production. The
famous “singing band” of Gunter Field also provided many of the orchestra, though some
other musicians from Craig Field played for the Meridian performance. The cast of
thirty, traveling in military trucks, arrived in town from Jackson. Admission to the show
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was the purchase of 10- and 25-cent War Stamps, which were sold by the Meridian War
Bond Sales Committee.164
Meanwhile, the usual activities were taking place at the USOs. At the Davis
Street Club, in an issue of the club’s miniature newspaper The Keyhole, an invitation to
amateur thespians achieved “immediate” response. The Key Field Medical Department,
for instance, volunteered to stage a program on Friday, October 23; and the exercise
apparently started a regular use of the club’s stage. At the same time, the Seventh Street
USO continued showing movies, roasting wieners, and dancing by moonlight. The Civic
Center made heavy use of its indoor swimming pool, a rarity in Meridian, especially at
this time of the year. At the George Reese Courts fifteen newly-arrived AfricanAmerican soldiers, stationed at Key Field, were entertained at a dinner party. The same
number of young women helped make the occasion even more enjoyable, as did also an
impromptu entertainment program.165
In the latter part of October there were other amenities and entertainments for
both soldiers and civilians. One occurred on the 23rd, in the Junior College auditorium,
when the Civic Music Association presented operatic soprano Dorothy Kirsten; and on
November 10, also at the Junior College auditorium, there was a performance by pianistcomposer Alec Templeton. At the cinemas, during the last week of October, one could
see Bambi, Gunga Din, and This Above All. Radio offered the Edgar Bergen-Charlie
McCarthy program, William L. Shirer’s news commentary, Harold Peary’s The Great
Gildersleeve, and Walter Winchell’s salty commentary. Grady Allen’s Coffee Cup
Cafes—he now had two of them—was offering a half-dozen oysters for thirty cents, a
dozen for fifty cents. He was also still offering the good coffee for which his restaurant
was named, although the Office of Price Administration announced that coffee rationing
would begin on November 28, about a month away. The allowance for those over age
fifteen would be one pound every five weeks. Until a new ration book appeared, the first
coffee purchase was to be made with the last stamp in the sugar rationing book.
Also, in the last days of October and in early November, the city dealt with
several other matters, some agreeable, others not. As the city’s officers were considering
purchasing the Civic Center, it was obvious that the severe drought had been unaffected
by the meager .02-inch rainfall on the 29th. Nevertheless, assuming that the dry spell
would end long before spring, the Lauderdale County Extension Service urged all to start
planning their 1943 victory gardens. The first of November found the Meridian Wildcats
at the top of football’s Big Eight. And a broken rail just west of Hickory, Miss.,
overturned two Illinois Central chair cars and two Pullmans.
Armistice Day (present Veterans’ Day) had been designated as the occasion for a
new 1942 strategic scrap drive, though Katherine Staley, County Home Demonstration
agent, warned citizens to try to avoid donating anything that still had important practical
or sentimental significance. Those heavily involved in this round-up were the following:
Frank Ross, D. R. Thornton, J. Cliff Watts, W. S. Smylie, Paul Bubeck, Sr., George
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Pecaro, Eugene Cater, Asa Goldman, A. D. Burdette, Ira McArthur, C. R. Robinson, John
Pinkston, and Joe Street. Paul Bubeck, manager of the local Hosiery Mills, scavenged his
own place of business and found 7,000 pounds, in addition to the 228,000 pounds the
company had already contributed. Robert Hover and Bernard Baker, two students at
Kate Griffin Junior High School, persuaded the county’s supervisors to contribute the
Confederate cannon on the Courthouse lawn to the war effort.166 It was not an entire
cannon but only a barrel that rested upon a plain, specially-made concrete base.
The second week in November brought news that American forces had landed in
North Africa and had, with the British, begun a “second front.” Meanwhile, German
forces in Russia were running into difficulties at a city named Stalingrad. But that same
week brought the sad news of the death of one of Meridian’s most promising young
servicemen, Capt. George “Flats” Davis, of the U. S. Army Ferry Command. As though
that were not bad enough, a fighter plane crashed on November 8 at Key Field. Two men
were killed—2/ Lt. Victor Windus, 25, of Denver, Colo., and Sgt. Jack L. Condo, 23, of
Monticello, Ind.167
In the Star of November 8 Evelyn Gaston, principal, announced that Tuxedo
Elementary School would present a patriotic program on Monday at 7:30 p.m. It was
part of the observance of American Education Week, and would feature songs, readings,
talks, etc. The public were invited.
The need for women in the work force was becoming obvious. On Sunday,
November 8, the Star carried an ad from the U. S. Employment Service, whose local
office was in the Threefoot Building, for women aged 18 to 32. The openings were for
factory work, and the need was for women in good physical condition and with good
vision. In the paper’s same issue the Meridian Council of Women’s Clubs, in their
annual luncheon, warned women in the area to avoid inactivity. If they were to be of any
help in the war effort, they needed “to work and not sit.”
C. H. Phillips wrote a letter to the War Department to urge using the old Post
Office, on the northeast corner of 22nd Avenue and Eighth Street, as a “soldier center.”
“With the expenditure of not more than $25,000, and perhaps less,” he wrote, “the
government could renovate and remodel the old post office building in such a manner as
to make it a splendid recreational facility for men stationed at Key Field.” At that time
only a few Federal workers were using the building. Warning of the void that would
result from plans to end using the Civic Center Building for soldiers, Phillips believed
that the old Post Office could compensate for the loss.168
St. Paul’s Methodist Church, one of the city’s oldest black churches, in midOctober celebrated its 76th anniversary. Its minister, the Rev. E. A. Mays, celebrated his
ninth year as its pastor. By early November, the Rev. C. C. Walker, of the First
Congregational Church, was making his plans to leave for the Army and serve as a
chaplain.169
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The Star of November 10 carried the announcement that on the following day, at
7:30 p.m., the new vocational school would be dedicated. Present for the occasion were
Congressman Ross A. Collins, Dr. H. M. Ivy, and Principal J. L. McCaskill. In addition,
Aubrey Williams, head of the National Youth Administration, was a visitor from
Washington. Later, in the Star for December 6, the school was reported as having, in
November, placed 38 trainees into war production. Nine were acetylene welders (two of
whom were women), seven in aircraft riveting (five women), two in sheet metal work,
and three in machine shop. All were employed at not less than $7.54 an hour.
The evening before that dedication of the new vocational building saw yet another
practice blackout—the third. This time it was rated perfect in the business district and
“nearly so” in the residential areas. At one point Joe Burnett, a warden, discovered a
store on Sixth Street with a light burning. Unable to get in, he broke the glass in one
window and cut his forehead as he tried to enter. As had become customary, the drill was
monitored atop the Threefoot Building and in the WCOC studio. Here’s how the Star
described the affair:
First came the message that the yellow signal had been received [from the Fourth
Corps area in Atlanta] which meant the enemy was approaching and caution was
necessary. This message was relayed to Meridian residents by Mr. [Frank]
McDonald. A seemingly long wait—although it was only a few moments—and
then the [illegible word indicating a color] signal which meant a raid was
imminent. Then came the danger flash—the red signal. The enemy is here ready
to drop the hellish bombs.
An observer atop the Threefoot Building studied the darkened city and decided that the
Courthouse “stood out like a huge piece of appliqué on a dark background.” The same
observer continued:
Once a train neared the city and the rays from its headlight pierced the
darkness like streamers of white ribbons.
Several times during the demonstrations, cigarettes were easily
discernible. Uncannily Mr. McDonald was able to name the almost exact spot
where such offenses occurred and in cases of lights in homes, could name the
correct address.
Throughout the drill one light burned somewhere near 27th Avenue and Eleventh Street.
McDonald said he had seen it in the two previous drills. Then came the all-clear, said our
observer, “and then again the master switch seemed to have been touched…and once
again Meridian was ablaze with light and color.”170
In light of the great attention paid to the three armed services in and around
Meridian, it is perhaps easy to forget that there was a very active Civil Air Patrol
squadron in the city. It had been an organized unit since April of 1942 and now had 31
members, as well as four airplanes. The planes were based at Bonita Field, on the
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southern outskirts of Meridian. There were the following officers: Dr. N. C. Knight,
commander; Albert Weems, executive, training, and operations officer; Ed King,
adjutant; Dr. W. F. Beavers, intelligence and public relations officer; J. O. Holsomback,
equipment and supplies officer; Chester Blanks, transportation officer; C. J. Lanahan,
communications officer; M. C. Welch and N. B. Slaton, flight leaders. The volunteer
organization was part of civilian defense, and anyone knowledgeable about aviation was
welcome. The members had gone through an 80-hour course given by instructors from
Meridian’s Key Field.171
Mid-November brought more rationing advisories. On the 15th the Star warned
that all motorists who failed to register for gasoline ration books on the following
Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday would have to wait until after November 28. And those
who had difficulty getting started each day without a cup of coffee learned the worst from
the Star of the 18th—coffee rationing would begin at midnight the following Saturday,
the 21st. The Star of the 22nd gave further information: From the 21st through the 28th
there would be no sales of roasted coffee except to such institutional buyers as hotels,
restaurants, and hospitals. Starting on the 29th so-called “cup-a-day rationing” would
begin, whereby a consumer might use stamp 27 in ration book no. 1 (sugar).
Subsequently, stamps 25 and 26 might be used. No green coffee was to be sold at all.
The Terrace Inn, an apartment building at 2413 Ninth Street, caught fire on
November 19 and sustained damage to the building which was valued at $30,000. Mr.
and Mrs. A. O. Johnson, the owners, had some insurance to help repair the damage,
which was mainly on the third floor. Unfortunately, this was not to be the last fire at
Terrace Inn. The writer recalls watching it burn completely in late October of 1948.
That fire took the life of Fire Chief Otis Culpepper.
There were more cheerful events in Meridian as this Thanksgiving season neared.
One was the major dramatic production of You Can’t Take It with You, staged at Kate
Griffin Junior High. The cast included Harry Partin, Jane Reid, Mary Ann Rivers, Robert
Miller, and Julian Patrick. In addition, on the Sunday before Thanksgiving, St. Patrick’s
Catholic Church placed inside the nave an American flag, a Papal flag, and a roll of
honor which contained the names of all the church’s members in the armed forces.
Chaplain R. A. Thompson, of Key Field, made the dedicatory address. And at the several
USO clubs and service centers the Thanksgiving motif was present—a bit of home for
those not at home. The Seventh Street USO held a dance on Thanksgiving night, when
the Air Chords of Key Field supplied the music. Davis Street USO also had a dance on
that same evening. Hostesses were Zoe Nelson and Adolph Gay. The Meridian Civic
Center held their dance the night before Thanksgiving.172
The presence of Key Field and the public’s awareness of the large number of
service personnel elsewhere doubtless played some role in a new concern among
Meridianites about the welfare and morals of those in the armed forces. Though it might
be difficult to prove, the Meridian Star, in its issue for November 25, stated that Meridian
was “the first city in the nation to hold a meeting of citizens to study the moral, health
and legal aspects of prostitution and social diseases.” The purpose was given as “for
171
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remedying the vice situation and to protect the health of its citizen soldiers stationed here
and transient soldiers.” These points were emphasized by representatives of 28 civic
organizations, as well as Federal authorities, at a meeting on November 24 at the
Meridian Public Library.
And though by mid-November Lauderdale County’s citizens were behind in their
quota for buying War Bonds and Stamps—only $68,197 of $197,200—car clubs were
being established to help people get to and from work. The plan was to get at least three
passengers to share the driver’s car. If an automobile was too small to seat four or more,
then the car’s capacity was the guide. This made a car eligible for a B sticker and also
put fewer cars on the road. After all, gasoline rationing began nationwide on December
first. Meridian Transportation and Traffic Club advocated that those of the city’s
business and professional men who had B and C ration stickers might contact the club
when planning a business trip. If those cars could accommodate more passengers, the
fact could be registered with J. M. Corrigan, Jr., president of the club.173
The Meridian Star’s issue for Thanksgiving Day contained a number of items of
major or minor interest locally. The War Production Board prohibited delivery of
whipping or heavy cream to households, retailers, restaurants, hotels, and other
institutions. Of the other milk products, said Federal officials, ice cream would be the
“first to go.” When the milk shortage became really serious, cheese would probably be
available, but would be put on the ration-point system. Draft registrants were ordered to
carry their classification cards with them at all times and to surrender them upon entering
service. Women were urged to turn in their silk and nylon stockings, and were told:
“Now little lady/Don’t you cry/Your stockings will be powder bags by and by.” Those
who owned alarm clocks were advised to make them last, for their manufacture required
scarce metals as well as skilled workers who were better employed making such items as
delayed-action bombs. And the Federated Presbyterian Church, at Ninth Street and 28th
Avenue, had opened a center for armed services personnel.
Public transportation was making further changes and retrenchments. The
Southern Railroad on December 6 announced new schedules to cooperate with the war
effort. This would include also its streamliners Tennessean, Southerner, and the allPullman Crescent. The Gulf Transport Company announced that its buses would start on
a new schedule necessitated by gas rationing and other wartime imperatives. The
company asked the public to take only essential trips and even then, if possible, not on
weekends.174
The food supply continued to be a concern locally and nationally. On November
30 the Star announced that in December Federal officials were allowing consumers to use
their “blue” ration coupons to buy fresh grapefruit, apples, vegetables (including Irish and
sweet potatoes), eggs, cornmeal, grits, dried beans, wheat flour, self-rising flour, and
whole wheat flour. Careful brewing of coffee would make the supply last longer.
“Measure carefully and accurately,” the reader was advised, “using level, not heaping,
spoons-full [sic], and eliminate ‘one for the pot.’” Later, put the unused brewed coffee
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into the refrigerator. Finally, buy no more coffee than could be used, for fresh coffee
goes further. Thus, the Star of December 3 listed the items that, by the end of one year of
war, were being rationed: tires, autos, gas, sugar, coffee, meat, dairy products, canned
goods, dried fruit, clothing, housing, toothpaste tubes, refrigerators, musical instruments,
electrical implements, lawn mowers, typewriters, and—of all things—juke boxes. An
editorial cartoon in the Star of December 4 showed Uncle Sam as an optometrist saying
to his customer (Wishful Thinker), who has put aside his old glasses (Optimism) and
donned a new pair (Realism), “Now read what is on that chart.” And what the customer
sees is, “This war will be long and costly.”
This problem of food supply was one of the purposes for forming the “Victory
Corps,” a civilian organization made up of students from all over the nation and intended
to coordinate the work of America’s educational institutions with the war effort. In light
of the worsening manpower situation, Corps members would begin helping with food
production in the spring of 1943, especially after the academic year had ended. The Star
of November 29 said that Meridian High School and sixty other schools in Mississippi
were participating. The Star on December 7 said that 300 of the city’s senior high and
college students would participate and that they were meeting that same day for an
inaugural ceremony presided over by Superintendent of City Schools Horace M. Ivy. J.
O. Carson outlined the goals. Also present were Lts. J. L. Larkin and Harry D.
Terwillinger, guests from Key Field. Terwillinger was a survivor of the attack on Pearl
Harbor.
Despite the scarcity of meats, among many other food items, Legg’s Frozen Food
Lockers, 2113 Fourth Street, addressed the area’s farmers in an ad in the Star of
December 5:
Mr. Farmer, you can have all the meat you want! Meat Restriction Order
No. 1, which was effective Oct. 1st, does not legislate the amount of meat a farmer
or producer of meat may slaughter for his own use, although it is hoped by the
Government that even the [meat] producers will restrict themselves to the 2 ½
pounds…per person as other people are being asked to do….
The man who kills his own meat will have it…. To do so won’t be an
unpatriotic dodge of Meat Rationing [but] is the really patriotic thing to do
because…it is doubtful that the railroads and truck lines will be able to haul all
the live stock [sic] offered. So kill your own….
Another of the city’s businesses, Smith Bakery, announced its contribution to the
diet of wartime Meridianites. The bakery offered a product called Roman Meal bread,
which was made of whole grain wheat, whole grain rye, and some wheat bran. The bread
had been invented about forty years before by a physician who cited the practice, by the
ancient Romans, of supplying soldiers with daily rations of wheat and rye.175 As well as
the writer can recall, the bread in color was somewhat between white bread and whole
wheat.
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The first black Meridianite to join the Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC)
was probably Minnie P. Lackey. She had formerly been employed by the Northwood
Country Club. According to the Star of December 2, she reported for duty at Fort Des
Moines, Iowa.
On December 4 President Franklin Roosevelt announced that the Works Progress
Adminsitration (WPA) would be terminated by 1 February 1943 in many states and in the
others as soon thereafter as possible. The WPA, as we have seen, was heavily involved
in recovery from the Depression in the Meridian area. After the war began in Europe and
even after America’s entry, the organization was important in the creation of Meridian’s
air base, as well as in building projects and other varied activities elsewhere in the area.
But the President had decided that the nation had achieved a degree of recovery and that
now all attention needed to be put on full-time employment in industry and the armed
forces. As President Roosevelt is often quoted, “Dr. New Deal” had become “Dr. Winthe-War.”
The same issue of the local paper that announced the end of the WPA, also told
all 18-year-old Americans to register for Selective Service. (The next day’s issue said
that the President had ended voluntary enlistments.) And that same issue announced that
the season’s first Christmas dance for men at Key Field had taken place the preceding
evening at the Shrine Mosque. The Altrusians, a local club, were hosts, and Key Field’s
Air Chords and orchestra furnished music. The hall was decorated with pine boughs and
other Christmas greenery; and behind the orchestra was a rural snow scene painted by
Effie Temple, employed at the Soldier Center. During the dance the hall was illuminated
by a spotlight operated by George Davis, whose son Capt. George “Flats” Davis had
recently given his life in Africa. Those who arranged the dance included Mr. and Mrs. E.
P. McNeill, Mrs. George Abraham, Jerry Jehrring, and Mrs. Frank Lancaster, president of
Altrusa.
An increasing number of advertisements in the local press used defense and the
war as a theme around which to picture their products. A typical example was the ad that
Marks-Rothenberg used in the Star of December 5. There was a sketch of a sailor, along
with a text—“Remember last December, that free peoples may not perish from this
earth”—and another—“Enlist in your Navy today.”
Under the prevailing system of racial segregation, Meridian’s black population
had little access to cultural events presented or sponsored by the white majority, such
programs, for instance, as those of the Civic Music Association. However, the black
population did, from time to time, have programs by both local and visiting artists of their
own race. It so happened that one of those visitors was Shackelford Davis, the wife of a
New York soldier stationed at Key Field. A lyric soprano well-known in the Northeast,
she was persuaded to give a concert, scheduled originally for December 7 but then
changed to the eleventh, in St. Paul’s Methodist Church.176
Another effort to make Christmas warmer and more satisfying for men at Key
Field was the one called “Share Christmas with a Soldier.” Supported by several of the
city’s civic clubs, the plan also had support from several businesses in town—Alex Loeb,
J. C. Penney, Marks-Rothenberg, Sears Roebuck, and Rosenbaum-Robinson. These
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stores displayed large boxes into which the public might deposit suitable items for the
local men in uniform. The gifts were then distributed to as many soldiers as possible at
the Seventh Street USO on December 24.177
Wives of black soldiers at Key Field organized in December. The group was
called the Soldier-Civilian Busy Housewives Victory Club. Alice Jones, of Charleston,
S. C., was president; and Mozella Christian, of Texas (no city stated), was head of the
membership committee. The club met every week on Thursdays at the black Soldier
Center.178
It was at this time, as announced in the Star of December 12, that Meridianites
were encouraged to wear the emblem of a small silver star for each family member in the
armed forces. The Meridian Star offered them for fifty cents each.
The Star on December 12 and 13 carried the news of two more airplane crashes.
Two light bombers from Key Field, and flying in a three-plane formation, sideswiped
each other and crashed in a forest about ten miles northeast of Meridian. One flyer was
dead, two (one from each plane) had parachuted safely, and one was missing. The
missing man, a pilot, was later found dead in a dense thicket.
The Star of December 13 announced that Henry J. Meyer, I. A. Rosenbaum, and
Sylvan E. Straus, all of Meridian, were members of the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee, Inc., designed to provide relief emigration assistance, and
educational and reconstruction support, to 795,000 refugees.
Boy Scout activity among African-American scout troops included a training
course recently conducted for scoutmasters in the Choctaw Area Council. The sixteen
scoutmasters listed by the Star of December 13 were as follows: T. J. Harris, James
Taylor, Riley Harris, J. W. Cole, Herbert Hann, Guy W. Oliver, C. W. Williams, C. T.
Butler, Armstead Johnson, Melvin Sudberry, Nelson Phillips, J. C. McGlothlan, Odell
Jordan, Johnnie Roberts, James Bishop, and E. L. Williams.
As the 1942 Christmas season descended upon Meridian, its citizens greeted it in
various ways. The Rev. E. A. Mays, black pastor of St. Paul’s Methodist Church,
appealed to Meridian’s African-American population to make a special effort to share
Christmas with men at the local base, as well as with the ill and aged, the widows and
orphans. Mrs. William Adler, temporary chairwoman of the Key Field Camp and
Hospital Council, requested donations “to provide Christmas cheer and gifts for the
hospitalized and able[-]bodied military personnel of the Meridian Air Base.” Christmas
meant good food, and Smith’s Bakery advertised special three-layer cakes. There were
chocolate, coconut, pineapple, caramel, lemon, and Lady Baltimore cakes in fifty-cent or
dollar sizes, and pecan cakes for a dollar. If cake without ice cream was incomplete,
there was Brookshire’s eggnog ice cream. The public were advised to “take home a
quart.” And out at Key Field the men put together a variety show that they called Bombi,
and which they produced on three evenings at the Junior College auditorium.179
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Christmas lights in Meridian, and particularly those burning in or outside homes,
gave the city’s officials added reason to warn Meridianites to turn off all lights before
leaving home. After all, a practice blackout could come quite suddenly—to say nothing
of a real air raid. The Star on December 16 reminded residents of this.
There were efforts by several black citizens during the pre-Christmas season to
form a swing band. Joseph Finley was director and worked with the following officers:
James Evans, president; Eddie F. Rimpson, vice-president; Willie Figgers and Charles
Curry, secretaries; Pete Hunter, treasurer; C. Cross and Pat Lloyd, reporters; M. Godfrey,
E. Ray, and O. Daniels, librarians.180
Down at Kate Griffin Junior High, the students in Janie Sullivan’s homeroom
were achieving wonders with what they termed the “Stamp Army.” Six students had
reached the rank of “general” and were helping their army to “rapidly move towards
victory.” Those six had achieved their ranks by purchasing bonds. Their names were
Billy McLemore, John Chalk, Jimmie Skewes, Billy Hal Robbins, R. A. Emmons, and
Jimmie Hall. There were, in addition, two majors—James Dove and Paul O’Leary.
Captains were Harold Shirley and Walter Eppes, both of whom were reported as
“working for a promotion.” First Lieutenant Shirley Markham was “keeper of the
records.”181
In mid-December the city learned that 2/Lt. William Battle Crooks, Jr., recently
had barely escaped death. On November 11 he and one Canadian, nine British, and four
other Americans, were crossing the Atlantic in a British four-engine bomber that crashed
into the sea. They spent two days on a half-inflated life raft, dividing their time between
swimming and making the most of their frail support. Eventually, a Spanish steamer, the
Miraflores, picked them up and took them to Lisbon, Portugal. In a letter to his parents,
Crooks said that shortly after reaching Lisbon he saw a London paper with an account of
the rescue. It had been copied from a Berlin paper.182
On December 20, at the Temple Theatre, there was a large “community sing.” It
was part of the city-wide program “Share Your Christmas” and was held in collaboration
with Key Field personnel, some of whom presented some special numbers. Admission
was a wrapped package for someone at the air base. These gifts were later taken to the
huge Christmas tree at the Seventh Street USO and distributed on Christmas Eve. Those
with additional gifts could deposit them beforehand in special containers in several
downtown stores.183
In December P. J. Krouse became the new chairman of Lauderdale County’s
Board 38, of the War Price and Rationing Administration. He succeeded Allan McCants,
who had resigned after a year’s service. Walter Henderson was elected vice chairman,
and the board members were W. M. Stallworth, R. P. Bailey, W. F. Hasson, W. A.
Leavell, Ira McArthur, L. S. DuBois, B. J. Pollman, and R. W. Sturges.
Christmas of 1942 was a very quiet one in Meridian. As the Star phrased it, “The
fire department never turned a wheel.” The Highway Patrol “put a couple of drunks in
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jail, but nothing much else happened.” Over at Rex Ambulance service, the drivers
reported “little to do but eat fruit cake and enjoy a couple of Christmas cigars.” The city
police reported merely two minor traffic accidents on Christmas Eve, and Chief C. C.
Currie praised the city’s inhabitants for not violating the ordinance against fireworks.
The temperature on Christmas Day was 77, the warmest since 1899. The days between
Christmas and New Year’s were exceptionally rainy, which probably helped maintain the
city’s peace. On the 27th and 28th 4.84 inches of rain fell; and around 45th Avenue and
Fourth street, Didley Branch flooded and caused the evacuation of a number of
residents.184
The Star of December 28 reminded Meridianites that Washington had issued a
new list of items to be rationed: canned and bottled fruits and fruit juices, canned and
bottled vegetables and vegetable juices, canned soups, dried fruits, and frozen fruits and
vegetables. Items not yet on the list included candied fruits, chili con carne, fruit cakes,
puddings, jams, jellies, olives, pasta, pickles, potato salad, relishes, and frozen fruits and
vegetables in containers larger than ten pounds. On December 30 the Star had somewhat
better news about rationing rules. Washington had announced its intention not to require
restaurants’ patrons to present ration coupons. The official position was that such a
requirement would present a problem “too great to be surmounted.” Instead, restaurants
would be rationed on the basis of their past food purchases.
A matter somewhat related to the preceding subject was the meeting on December
30, in Meridian, of the Southeast District Extension farm workers. J. V. Pace, State
College Extension economist, said that the agricultural picture had the following goals:
•
•
•

Stabilization of prices near or slightly above the present levels.
Emphasis on increased production of food products essential in the war
effort.
Maintenance of the supply of farm products in the face of labor shortage,
and in spite of shortages in farm machinery and other tools of
production.185

Despite the war, J. D. Howerton, county agent, reported that the county’s farmers
had had a successful year. They had succeeded with regard to the government’s request
to increase production of almost everything, including especially such items as eggs,
chickens, milk, pork, and beef. The only exception was peanuts.186
On December 30 the Southern Bell Telephone Employees Association entertained
Key Field personnel at the Civic Center. Association head Margaret Smith, Sybil Bailey,
and Nell King welcomed the guests, and Birdie Sue Gunn and Margaret Blakely served
refreshments. Corporal Newmeyer—no first name was in the local paper—served as
master-of-ceremonies, and Key Field’s Air Chords provided music.187
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Economically, 1942 had been a good year for the Meridian area. The Star of
December 20 reported that a total of $5,033,520 had been spent on “various projects and
other financial activities.” Bank clearings up to November 30 were $29,168,273, up from
the $26,029,384 of the preceding year.
Abroad, however, it had been a grim year for the nation. According to the Star of
the last day of the year, the total dead of the Navy, Army, Marines, and Coast Guard now
stood at 20,397. That figure would rise horribly as the war progressed.
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Chapter 5: 1943—The War Turns a Corner.
1943 gave us some very creditable songs, as well as some that pushed their luck
in silliness. One of the year’s best songs, however, was actually a product of 1931; but
“As Time Goes By” did not catch fire until it appeared in the 1943 film Casablanca. The
musical Oklahoma gave us such imperishable numbers as “People Will Say We’re in
Love,” “Oh, What a Beautiful Morning,” and “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top.”
Perhaps the most popular novelty song of the year was the simple, straightforward
“Pistol-Packin’ Mama,” composed and recorded by Al Dexter. (The following year, in
first year Latin class, Cora Morton had us memorize a version that rendered “Lay that
pistol down, Babe…” as “Arma depone, Infans….”) “They’re Either Too Young or Too
Old” was a single lady’s assessment of her dating chances after the armed forces had
decimated the hometown’s male population. But popular music this year was severely
disabled by a row between the recording companies and James Caesar “Czar” Petrillo,
head of the Musicians’ Union.
The new year brought good news to members of St. Patrick’s Catholic Church. In
the Star of January 11 the Rev. Fr. John J. Burns announced that his church had paid off
all its indebtedness.
There also arrived a report, given in the Star of January 7, that a German radio
broadcast to both London and the U. S. claimed that a Nazi submarine had gone 90 miles
up the Mississippi River to a point just below New Orleans. The purpose of the alleged
movement was the destruction of a bridge. No bridge was reported destroyed. The
German claim could not be confirmed, and the U. S. Navy would not comment.
Another arrival, so to speak, was that of the gremlin. The diminutive,
imaginary creature apparently made its first appearance among American military units
abroad. Whenever something went wrong, the miscreant laid the blame upon gremlins.
Cartoonists depicted them as gnome-like varmints with mischievous facial expressions.
But by the beginning of 1943 the Meridian Star, taking seriously its mission as a public
sentinel, gravely warned the Meridian area: “The Gremlins, which caused such havoc
among fliers in England and have been expanding their activities elsewhere, will be seen
daily in The Meridian Star.”1 What the paper meant was that it would run a cartoon
series about the little imps. From this point on it became the fashion, in the face of
almost any mishap or even dereliction of duty, to exclaim with a shrug, “Gremlins!” At
Kate Griffin Junior High I saw a campus-made poster complaining of soft-drink bottles
scattered about the campus. The culprits were “bottle gremlins.”
The Star of January 5 reported that the city would pave or otherwise improve the
streets around the new Victory Village. Forty-sixth Avenue, between Paulding to Eighth
Streets, would be paved; and gravel would be laid on Paulding from 45th to 47th Avenues,
and from Paulding Street to the north boundary of the housing project.
On January 3 the Star stated that on the following Saturday, Harry Rice, manager
of the Temple Theatre, would show James Cagney in Captain of the Clouds. Admission
would be some quantity of copper, a metal badly needed in war production.
The war continued to crop up frequently in the nation’s comic strips, as it did in
several this January. In Wash Tubbs, Captain Easy prepared to lead a raid into Germany
in order to steal secret plans. In Little Orphan Annie, the red-headed little heroine was
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being sent by train to spend some time with a tall, dignified, bald-headed fellow named
Malcolm Mitt, who was one of “Daddy” Warbucks’ friends. The only catch was that a
Nazi spy had taken the real Mitt prisoner and had put him, along with others of Mitt’s
entourage, into a dungeon under the grand castle-like estate. For a while the Nazi
interloper, who had ingeniously managed to pass himself off as Malcolm Mitt, laid his
plans that involved turning the seaside castle into a U-boat haven. But he planned
without taking into consideration the clever Annie and the (inevitable) eleventh-hour
arrival of Warbucks.
On January 10 the Meridian Star ran a big one-page ad urging citizens to vote in
favor of the city’s purchase of the old YMCA building—the Meridian Civic Center, that
was being used as a recreational center for the military. The City Hall’s advice was that
upon the city’s purchase of the property, it would continue to be maintained “for the
duration” by the Federal government as a soldier retreat. After the war, it would revert to
the city “with all improvements which the government has made.” The voters, as
reported by the Star on the 14th and 15th, decided against the city’s purchase of the
building. At the same time, the vote also went against continued use of parking meters.
The City Council, though not bound by the vote on parking meters, would remove them
by February 18. That date, according to the Star of January 29, was dictated by the terms
of the original contract of installation.
Mid-January brought further wartime warnings and restrictions. The 15th was the
last day anyone without Ration Book One might apply for it; and no one without the first
book could get Ration Book Two. Later, lacking Ration Book One, used for both sugar
and coffee, apparently was found to be a more serious problem than had been anticipated.
Many of those individuals who ate all their meals in restaurants had failed to register for
the first book. The book’s original purpose of controlling the sugar supply had been
expanded; and now with stamp 17 to be used for shoes, those who lacked the book found
themselves in extra difficulties. The week starting Monday, February 22, was the time
for registration for the first ration book. And to simplify the procedure, officials adopted
a plan devised by John B. Pearson, principal at the Junior High School’s Upper Division.
The Meridian Star published a blank form which a registrant might fill out and take to a
local school, or even mail in. This would avoid long lines.2
According to the Star of February 14, the U. S. Sugar Plant Field Station
informed County Agent J. D. Howerton of its interest in seeing local farmers consider
growing sugar cane as in past years. It might be useful in light of the sugar shortage.
The area’s farmers almost ceased growing the crop after the local market shrank.
There were additional restrictions on citizens’ driving. One might drive to a
nearby restaurant for meals “if necessary.” A driver might “make pleasure stops along
the route of necessary driving providing the stops do not increase the distance traveled.”
One might “drive the children to mother’s house while [doing] the week’s grocery
shopping,” though this was not permitted if one were “pleasure bound.” “Farmers may
drive cars to [the] mill to have grain ground into meal.” But driving to social functions,
even for charity, was not allowed.3
2
3
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The Star for January 27 advised citizens of new rationing regulations. Rationing
of canned goods would begin within the next three or four weeks, after which five cans
were the most an individual could have at the start. Failure to abide by this rule incurred
the loss of an 8-point stamp for each can over the limit. Home-canned goods, canned
baby foods, and cans of less than eight ounces would not be counted in the total.
And Meridianites were beginning to appreciate just what those little “point”
stamps and ration coupons were all about. They read in the Star of January 29 that the
old slogan “The customer is always right” had become a war casualty. An item from
Chicago told of a customer’s requesting two pounds of coffee. Said the clerk, “I can let
you have only one pound.” “But,” protested the customer, “I have two stamps.” The
clerk retorted, “So write me a letter.”
It may be of some interest to readers of this narrative to know which canned foods
were most popular to Meridianites during this period, and the number of points each
required. The Star of 23 February 1943 tells us the main ones: 20-oz peas (16 points),
20-oz corn (14 points), 19-oz tomatoes (16 points), 19-oz asparagus (14 points), 19-oz
green beans (14 points), 18-oz spinach (11 points), 30-oz pears (21 points), 30-oz peaches
(21 points), 30-oz sliced pineapple (24 points), 20-oz grapefruit (10 points), 17-oz fruit
cocktail (11 points), 46-oz grapefruit juice (23 points), 46-oz tomato juice (32 points), 46oz pineapple juice (32 points), 23-oz tomato juice (17 points), 1 qt. grape juice (15
points), and 10½-oz soup (6 points).
And though cigarettes were not rationed formally, they were often limited to a
certain number of packs to a customer, generally one or two. In light of all the morerecent attitudes toward tobacco, especially cigarettes, a typical ad from the Philip Morris
Company, and published in the Star of February 23, is interesting: “Your throat never
feels smoked out when you join Johnny’s CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS, scientifically
proved less irritant—far safer—for your nose and throat!” An accompanying photo was
of “Johnny,” the little bellhop who was publicized in those days as “the world’s only
living trademark.” This was after MGM’s “Leo the Lion” had died. John Dunning, in
his excellent history of early radio, says that Philip Morris’s “Johnny” was actually
Johnny Roventini, a former bellhop at the Hotel New Yorker, where he had been making
fifteen dollars a week. When Milton Biow, of the cigarette company, first saw the
diminutive bellhop, he had what Dunning calls “a stroke of pure advertising genius.”
Biow at once persuaded Roventini to stroll through the hotel while paging Philip Morris.
Biow was delighted, and “Johnny” was hired at $20,000 a year. Thereafter, radio
listeners grew accustomed to hearing the piping voice yelling—as “Johnny” seemed to be
saying it—“Call for Philip Mor-raisss!” with at least a second’s gap between words.
Then an announcer would say, “And that’s Johnny, stepping out of thousands of counters
and shop-windows all over America.”4 In fact, that last statement was used by Groucho
Marx on one occasion when he was in a restaurant and a waiter dropped a heavy load of
dishes. Groucho rose and announced, “Ladies and gentlemen, that was Johnny stepping
out of thousands of counters and shop-windows all over America.”
Without doubt, cigarettes were still regarded almost as a legitimate part of a
soldier’s gear. The old First World War song “Every Sammy Needs His Smoking Over
4
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There” still seemed appropriate. Thus, on several occasions groups or individuals in
Meridian arranged for parcels of cigarettes to be sent abroad to armed services personnel.
In late February at a meeting in Carpenters’ Hall, for instance, Meridian’s Central Labor
Union voted to furnish Americans abroad with what were then called, with grim humor,
“coffin nails.” The Union members contacted tobacco companies and worked out a plan
for $250-worth of cigarettes to be sent overseas to the armed forces. Another cigarette
donor was Archie Joannos, proprietor of the Coney Island Lunch Room. He bought
20,000 Camel cigarettes through the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and sent them to
soldiers and sailors serving overseas. There was a ban on sending large quantities to
individuals but not to large groups.5
Some news in January from those in the service was gratifying, that for instance
about Maj. Algene E. Key’s being awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for his service
in the South Pacific. But other reports were tragic. Nineteen-year-old Conrad Sims
Covert, a Meridianite, died in the Naval hospital in San Diego, Cal.; and Meridian pilot
Lt. Joseph L. Harrington, 24, was killed in a crash near Columbus, Ohio.6
In late January, even as Meridianites were learning about Hardin’s Butter-Krust
Bread, or hearing that “Oxydol washes white without bleaching,” or welcoming Margaret
Lifsey, of Jackson, as the new manager of the Strand Theatre—after all that, they were
reading that the sale of War Bonds locally was lagging. The county’s January allotment
was $280,300, but by the 24th a mere $98,587.50 had been spent, $97,443.75 of it by the
city.7
On Tuesday evening, January 26, at Northwood Country Club, Hasson Grocery
Company celebrated the 25th anniversary of its Help-Yourself Stores, including its Giant
Food Store. Master of ceremonies was the company’s secretary-treasurer, H. G. Fitts.
The main speaker was Ben Pollman, manager of Smith’s Bakery. Walter Hasson,
president of the company, paid tribute to all who had worked for them, especially those
that were in the armed services. Local musician and entertainer Leonard Earl Campbell
regaled the group with both vocal and instrumental music.8
I remember that when I was at Poplar Springs Elementary School, in the latter
1930s, we were periodically visited by Dr. C. C. Massey, a dentist who worked with the
Lauderdale County Health Department, especially as it concerned the city’s schools. I
dreaded his arrival, and on one or possibly two occasions had to visit his office. But
perhaps I can give him some of the credit for my being relatively free, as an adult, of
serious dental problems. At any rate, the Star of January 31 announced that Dr. Massey
was leaving his position with the county and was returning to private practice. On the
occasion, Dr. H. M. Ivy, city public school superintendent, recalled that an office had
been set up for Massey at the Kate Griffin Junior High School. There he instructed,
examined, and corrected dental problems.
January 30 saw the customary celebration of President Roosevelt’s birthday (his
st
61 ), as well as the related appeal for donations to the March of Dimes campaign against
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infantile paralysis. The Shrine Mosque was again the scene of the celebration, and Key
Field’s Air Chords provided music. The Pilot Club, sponsor of the dance, asked that
donations be sent to any of the following members: Club president Mrs. Sam Coats, or to
Mmes. Thomas L. Bailey, Bess Calvert, P. B. Stuckey, or Willie Harbour.9
On Ground-hog Day the War Manpower Commission gave a 30-day notice to
many thousands of Selective Service registrants in the nation that they had a choice:
either find some essential war work or face being drafted by the military. To make
matters even worse, the ground-hog saw his shadow in Meridian between eleven a.m. and
noon.
As part of a state-wide plan involving 25 cities, Meridian began setting up a
system to economize travel. Called a “Share-the-Ride Plan,” it involved the placing of a
bulletin board in the Great Southern Hotel, southeast corner of 23rd Avenue and Sixth
Street. On the board was a state map on which each of several cities was given a number.
On the other side of the board were hooks, one for each numbered city. Blue cards were
provided on which drivers wrote the cities they planned to travel to, the number of
passengers they could accommodate, and their phone numbers. On white cards potential
passengers wrote where they wished to go and how they could be contacted. For quick
reference, the cards were then hung on the properly-numbered hooks. Thereafter, it was
necessary only for someone to remove outdated cards. Any charges were up to
individual drivers.10
On the morning of February 4 a plane took off from Key Field and immediately
crashed about a half-mile southeast of the air base. According to the Star of that same
date, it was a training plane from the Royal Netherlands Flying School, in Jackson.
Aboard were three Dutch fliers and a fourth person who was identified in the Star of
February 7 as Lt. George Nicholas Verry, of Glendale, Cal. Though the American was
killed, the other three men apparently were not.
Early February brought other tidings, some local and others far away. Thomas L.
Bailey, prominent Meridianite, announced his candidacy for governor. Meridian pilot Lt.
Frederick W. Mayo, Jr., survived being shot down and making a belly landing on
February 1 in North Africa. At home, Naval Warrant Officer Frank A. Maseda, son of
Manuel Maseda, owner of the Cosmopolitan Cafe, was visiting his parents. On Tuesday,
the 8th, shoe rationing began—three pairs of shoes per person annually. And a rumor that
all clothing would soon be rationed had caused a perceptible rise in business in the city’s
clothing stores. The clothing rumor proved to be a canard.11
Out at Meridian Senior High/Junior College, on Friday, February 12, the MCians,
the school orchestra directed by Charlie Miller, gave a program in the auditorium. The
players were Gene Damon, saxophone; Bobby Crook, George Stephens, and Ottis Snipes,
trumpets; Edgar Loflin and Reuben Moulds, trombones; Milton Lawrence, piano; Duke
Lyle, bass; and Dick Keever, drums. Vocalists were Sara St. John, Francine Clayton,
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Frances Collins, and guest singer Forrest Page. This was probably the last time the
orchestra played, because several players were about to be drafted.12
The Retail Merchants Association, at its first meeting of the year on February 11,
elected Frank Rosa chairman. The members voted to observe the same holidays in 1943
that they had in the previous year, namely, July 4, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas, and New Year’s Day. The members spoke of the need to honor the request by
the Office of Price Administration to curtail services that entailed unnecessary expenses
and the participation of too many employees.13
Meridian Senior High/Junior College received the U. S. Treasury Department’s
merit award for participation in the Schools-at-War Program. This involved activities
and the learning of skills that aided the war effort. The award was a flag similar to the
Minute Man flag awarded business enterprises.14
Also probably deserving some sort of award were the 436 women who during
January had contributed a total of 6,692 ½ hours of work at the Lauderdale County
Chapter, American Red Cross. Mrs. J. A. Ridell, general chairwoman of volunteer
services, made the report and explained that the work was done in the following areas:
canteens, motor corps, nurses aides, knitting, sewing, making surgical dressings, and
performing administrative duties.15
This was a type of work that showed that Meridianites had learned that the war
was going to have to be won on both the foreign and the home fronts, and so was the
interracial mass meeting held on Sunday, February 14, at the Central Methodist Church.
It must have been clear to many in the area that the gulf that existed between the white
and black populations was a very real and dangerous threat to the successful prosecution
of the war. That it did not prove a worse one is very fortunate. The meeting at the
Central Methodist Church, part of an observance of Race Relations Sunday, had been
called by both the Lauderdale County Ministerial Association and the Negro Ministers’
Alliance. Presiding was the Rev. D. H. Griffin, pastor of the First Christian Church. The
two featured speakers were the Rev. William L. Compere, Sr., of the Fifteenth Avenue
Baptist Church, and the Rev. Dr. N. H. Jeltz, of St. James African Methodist Episcopal
Church.16
As for the city’s black population’s contributions to the war effort, the record
shows that despite whatever resentment they may have felt toward the system of
segregation, the area’s African-Americans made important sacrifices. They, too, bought
War Bonds and Stamps, helped collect critical materials in scrap drives, endured the
shortages of goods, entertained soldiers, and served in the military. Typical of many was
Staff Sgt. Johnnie W. Larkin, who had volunteered on 24 July 1941. He was seriously
wounded at age 22 in northeast Africa on 31 January 1943. And at about the same time,
seventeen black men, all from Meridian, joined the Army and were assigned to the 14th
Armored Division, stationed at Camp Chaffee, Ark. Those from Meridian were as
12
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follows: Privates Lloyd G. Henderson, Daniel J. Wilson, Willie J. Mercer, Chester Irby,
Andrew Harrison, Gus Roberts, Menzo Blanks, Edward E. Shadwick, and Barnell
McRee.17
Mid-February brought a typical variety of events to Meridian. There was, for
instance, the celebration by Max Levi of his 85th birthday, as well as sixty years work
with Marks-Rothenberg. Levi had come to Meridian in 1879 from Norfolk, Va. Even as
rationing neared for canned goods and local buying of those products picked up,
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R. Wickard announced that, starting March 1, dried
beans, peas, and lentils would be added to the rationing list. Word reached the city that
Meridian’s Commander Thomas Murray Stokes had been awarded the Naval Cross for
heroism in the Pacific area. And out at Chalk School, the Meridian Little Theater
presented The Ryerson Mystery, starring Harry E. Rice, Jr., Dot Merrey, D. A. Elliott,
Mrs. Howard Cameron, Dr. Meyer Rosenbaum, Jewel Valentine, Aubrey Knight, Orlene
Smith, Alice Allison, and, from Key Field, Pvt. Nelson Grimes. On the radio one could
listen to such programs as The Green Hornet, Edward R. Murrow’s This Is London, The
Fitch Bandwagon, One Man’s Family, and the relatively new and very popular horror
program sponsored by the Colgate Company, Inner Sanctum. The program’s famous
“squeaking door” became as famous as did “Raymond, your host,” who was the
delightfully-hammy Raymond Edward Johnson.18
The Meridian Star for February 24 carried an item about the crash, some four
miles north of town, of a light bomber from Will Rogers Field, in Oklahoma. Two of the
three crew members parachuted safely. The pilot, however, was killed. Though the local
paper did not identify the type of the aircraft, I am pretty sure that it was an A-20 and that
it was the crash that several of us rushed out to see. It happened in the late afternoon, and
several of us could see smoke rising from a point north of us on 25th Avenue and near
19th Street. Word of the crash quickly circulated, and several of us started toward the
smoke that continued to be visible. I believe that after walking and running for quite a
distance, we got a ride from someone for about the last mile. As we arrived, we could
see an ambulance crew carrying a sheet-covered body away from the crash site. The
plane had crashed about 300 feet off the nearby road, and the wreckage was still
smoldering. There were fragments of various sizes scattered about the field and even
onto the dirt road where we were. At the time we heard that two of the three crewmen
had parachuted successfully, but that the pilot, wishing to get the plane outside the
residential area, had stayed too long with the aircraft. When he jumped, his parachute
failed to open. I remember picking up a piece or two of the fragments, and at school the
next day a good many students showed pieces they had retrieved.
Toward the end of February, and after the start of shoe rationing, there still
persisted a rumor that other types of clothing would be rationed. Many Americans
reacted to this by rushing out to stock up on many other items of clothing. Then, when
the rumor proved false, these hoarders began returning many of their purchases in
exchange for credit slips. They had understood that if the items were later added to the
17
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list of rationed goods, they might use these slips for purchasing items—and without
ration coupons. The Office of Price Administration said no.19
There were other, somewhat more patriotic, activities at this same time. For
instance, the employees and representatives of the Southern Railway System met on
February 26 in the City Hall’s auditorium to discuss how the company might increase
their purchase of War Bonds. Over at the Meridian Star, the newsboys were still
engaged in a contest to see who could sell the most War Bonds and Stamps. By the end
of February the leader was Warner Kass, himself a refugee of Hitler’s filthy regime. And
from Army Air Forces’ headquarters came word that Major Algene E. Key, on duty in
England, had flown his final combat mission. His missions in Europe, combined with
those previously done in the southwest Pacific, took him to the maximum length of such
service.20
According to the Star of March 1, the preceding week’s distribution of Ration
Book 2 amounted to 40,576 for Meridian—13,656 issued at black schools and 29,920 at
white schools.
The progress of the war was such that there was a growing optimism and great
relief from the grimmer days of the preceding year. Hitler was sustaining his second
devastating winter in the Soviet Union, especially the total German defeat at Stalingrad.
As Churchill phrased it, the German soldiers at Stalingrad had the “consolation” of
knowing that they had been led not by the German General Staff but by “Corporal Hitler
himself.” The Russian Army had also finally broken the long German siege of
Leningrad. In North Africa the Americans, after a shaky start, had begun to achieve
some successes; and the British were pushing the Germans westward. At a strategic
conference in Casablanca, President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill met with
French Generals DeGaulle and Giraud. The Japanese were still a lethal force in the
Pacific, but even they had been suffering some serious reverses. Churchill, too, had
already realized that the Allies’ fortunes were improving, and he amused the Good Cause
with one of his typically terse, witty, and well-phrased observations: “Ah, this is not the
end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is perhaps the end of the beginning.”
Yes, as the Star of February 24 reported, many were even predicting that the war would
end in 1943. Others, though, such as Senator Walter F. George, of Georgia, doubted that
early an end. He did, however, have some “substantial hope” that the war would be over
in late 1944.
Meridian’s black community were still very much involved in the nation’s
defense. In late winter they welcomed home M/Sgt. Houston Lloyd, stationed at Will
Rogers Field, Okla. He had volunteered in 1942 at age 17 and, as the Star of March 5
reported, was visiting his parents. And the city’s black citizens continued to give
financial support to the defense effort. As reported, for instance, in the Star of March 7,
there was 100% participation during the county’s Red Cross War Fund, whose chairman
for the school division of black fundraising was C. McB. Harris. On March 10 the Star
paid tribute to the faculty at Wechsler Junior High School; they had contributed twice the
amount to the Red Cross that they had in 1942. Their names were the following: J. R.
19
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Scott, L. Jones, Lola Johnson, G. Williams, M. Sweetner, B. Lewis, J. M. Threadford, Z.
A. Roberts, N. R. Clay, M. Nave, Annie Patterson, Laura Inge, S. A. Davis, Helen Horne,
Virginia Rhone, and Principal L. E. Carr.
Mid-March activities seemed to show that predictions of an early end of the war
were, if anything, making the entire city’s inhabitants work all the harder. Meridian Star
carriers were still performing wonders in their sales of War Bonds and Stamps. On
March 12 the paper reported the week’s best achievers as Charles Craven ($234.30),
Grover McDonald ($134.50), Thomas Stewart ($120), and Elmer Litchfield ($92). The
paper’s report on Friday, March 19, showed that Warner Kass was again on top with
sales of $128.50. Then came Alva Moore ($94.50), Jackie Jackson ($93.60), and Ronald
Beasley ($43.30). The Star of March 12 reported on the Lauderdale County Victory
Garden Club, which had been organized the preceding day at the Courthouse. The
members announced their intention to work through the various garden and civic clubs as
well as home demonstration and Four-H Clubs. The new club’s steering committee
consisted of chairwoman Mrs. Joe Morris, Katherine Staley, and Mesdames Henry Myer,
Wick Myckoff, J. B. Pearson, and J. D. Howerton. This same issue of the paper
announced that on March 29 rationing would start for beef, pork, lamb, mutton, butter,
cheese, edible oils, fats, and canned fish. The paper’s section on home, food, and
fashions urged housewives to become familiar with tripe.
Perhaps in support of the efforts described immediately above to increase the
number of victory gardens, the Star of March 20 contained an editorial urging as many
citizens as possible to produce victory gardens. “No plot is too small,” said the editorial.
The next day’s issue spoke of a victory garden contest in which prizes would be awarded
to successful growers. All farmers in the county, said the group, had pledged to grow
additional gardens. The organizers also let it be known that they needed donations to pay
for promised prizes, and the following businesses had already made donations: Vanity
Boot Shop, The Vogue, The Parisian, Perfection Laundry, Meridian Grain and Elevator,
Smith’s Bakery, the Sturges Company, Sears-Roebuck, Alex Loeb, Marks-Rothenberg,
White Lumber Company, Rayner Drug Store, Rosenbaum-Robinson, Sherrod Hardware,
and the Meridian Star.
As the city’s Navy mothers had already done, mothers of men in the Marines held
their first meeting on March 18 at the Lamar Hotel. The following women were the
leaders until permanent officers could be chosen: Florence Covert, Mary Ryan, Ethel
Rein, Ruby Moore, and Hazel Haney. They were assisted by S/Sgt. C. M. Harris and Sgt.
Upton (no first name was stated in the Star of March 19).
Another effort to encourage citizens to buy War Bonds was that organized by the
Women’s War Saving Executive Committee. It was called the Homemaker’s
Housecleaning War Bond Rally, sponsored by the Council of Federated Clubs, and ran
from March 25 through the 31st. The effort was under the direction of Mrs. Harry
Malott, assisted by Mrs. Ernest Moss, and was operated through the several booths run by
volunteer workers. All women’s groups in the county were encouraged to participate.
Each club would vie for the honor of buying the most bonds, and each booth’s
saleswoman for the most sales. The winning club would be named the “Banner Club.”
At the start of the contest the Twentieth Century Club was in top place. The theme song
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of the effort was “It’s the Little Things That Count,” a tuneful and upbeat number that
saw much use during these years. Four suggestions for a homemaker’s “doing her part”
were the following:
Each housewife is to take the money she would normally spend in
replacing and buying needed household equipment (no longer on the market), and
invest it in bonds and stamps.
Pay herself a salary for extra work she must do because her maid or handy
man is working in a defense plant, and use said salary to fill her stamp album,
which she turns in for a bond before April 1.
Put her self-denial money, which she would have used to buy new
curtains, rugs, or a new coat into bonds that might be used for that purpose after
victory is won.
Mrs. Housewife then registers her bonds with her favorite saleslady at one
of the uptown booths, naming her club or organization she wished credited with
the purchase. The booths will keep score, announcing each day’s leader.
Let us buy a stamp a day for the man who’s away.21
At long last, there were concrete plans in March to provide a USO Club for the
area’s black soldiers. The city’s USO Council announced that its efforts “over a
considerable period” had succeeded. The site selected, renovated since a fire eighteen
months earlier, was the second floor of the Lally Furniture building at Fourth Street and
25th Avenue. The Army and Navy YMCA was to operate the facility, though it would
have the cooperation of the local USO Council, the director of the Davis Street USO, and
several leaders from Meridian’s black community. The space chosen for the new club
measured 62 by 71 feet, an area large enough to accommodate a dance floor, snack bar,
showers, and rooms for reading, writing, and games. As the local paper reported, various
black groups and organizations in the city would be invited to cooperate in the project so
as to make this “a home away from home” for the African-American soldiers at Key
Field, as well as for those merely passing through the area.22
On March 23 the feature at the Royal Theater was Who Done It?, starring Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello. As popular as that comical pair were, another attraction that
evening was the newsreel, Roar, Navy, Roar, that accompanied the feature. In that film
there was an interview with a Meridian airman, Major Jim Collins, with the 13th Air
Force under Gen. Nathan Twining. Collins had fought in the Battle of Midway and was
the first flier to sink a Japanese aircraft carrier with torpedoes.
Rationing announcements continued to pour from Federal authorities. One let it
be known that starting Monday, March 29, each American would be allowed to buy a
maximum of two pounds of “popular type” steak or 3 ½ pounds of hamburger per week.
“Actually,” continued the statement, “most people will buy less because they will want to
use some of the same coupons for butter, lard, cheese or canned fish. They will have 16
points to spend per week at an average coupon cost of 8 points per pound for the whole
21
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group of foods.” Another announcement at about the same time said that in the future
fruit juices would require fewer ration points, and prunes and raisins none at all.23
Within the space of only three days, while local citizens digested the latest news
about rationing, Meridianites received two caveats. Frank McDonald, in the Star of
March 24, warned the city to expect soon another practice blackout. This time, however,
the event would be quite unexpected. The siren would be the first signal. (Citizens going
out for the evening had better make sure to turn all lights off.) The other alert came from
an editorial in the Star of March 26. The new 1943 pennies had arrived that day. They
were made of steel and coated with zinc, very similar in appearance, said the paper, to
ten-cent pieces, with which they would often thereafter be confused.
The railroad tracks passing through Meridian were, if anything, carrying even
more traffic than earlier. J. S. Breyer, master mechanic of the Southern Railway System,
spoke to the Lions Club at their meeting in the Triangle Restaurant Annex. According to
Breyer, a train arrived in or left Meridian approximately every fourteen minutes. That
was about 100 trains a day. It was the greatest rail activity in the city’s history, and
ninety percent of it was freight for war purposes. The other ten percent were passengers,
eighty-five percent of whom were military personnel or persons visiting them.24
Lt. James L. Woods, Special Services Officer of the 48th Bomb Group at Key
Field, hatched the novel idea that citizens might enjoy writing their names on bombs that
later would be dropped on the enemy. The “Bonds for Bombs” campaign was scheduled
for April 5-10, and Woods’ idea was to extend the privilege to those in the county who
bought Bonds or Stamps. A list of suitable targets for the three one-ton bombs—the
number apparently was later increased to four—provided for Lauderdale County was
made by Lt. Woods, assisted by Major R. G. Mayrand, head of Special Services at Key
Field. Those working on the project at Key Field prepared the three bombs—one labeled
Germany, another Italy, and another Japan—so that the fearsome “eggs” would be “fully
loaded but made safe for display purposes.” Key Field then began a tour that from April
5 through the 10 transported the bombs by truck for exhibit at various schools in the city
and county. The several articles in the Star about the project seem to suggest that the
method of letting buyers sign the bombs may have been changed. At first, the plan seems
to have been that any pupil or citizen who purchased a twenty-five-cent stamp could
write his or her initials on a bomb. A fifty-cent stamp bought one’s full name, a dollar
one’s name and address. Other articles, however, seem to imply that at the schools, at
any rate, only those students signed whose class or room purchased the most Bonds or
Stamps. However, that may simply have been meant that in addition to letting students
sign after buying, the several classes also vied for first place among buyers. At Meridian
Senior High-Junior College, for instance, Mrs. Eugene Seale’s first period class won with
$2,635 in purchases. The total for the school was $8,344. The school’s bomb was
eventually sent overseas in memory of the following former students who had given their
lives: Capt. George “Flats” Davis, Lt. Hoyt M. Eason, Ensign Jack Parker, and Lt. Joe
Louie Harrington. More purchasers were added at the Friday-night football game with
Tupelo, when the school’s bomb was exhibited on the field during half-time. Other city
23
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schools that did well for the program were Chalk ($252.60), Oakland Heights ($143.40),
Wechsler Junior High ($278.25), and Highland ($607.05). Prof. T. J. Harris, principal,
said that Harris High for the past three weeks had been purchasing an average of $200 a
week. After the bombs had toured the county’s campuses, they were taken to downtown
Meridian for the same ceremonies at 22nd Avenue between Fifth and Sixth Street. All
purchasers then had the privilege of voting to determine which three on the list of targets
proposed by Lt. Woods and his committee would hatch the Lauderdale eggs.25
And speaking of weapons, we might take notice that it was on March 28 that the
Meridian Star published an announcement from the War Department about a new
weapon. It was the bazooka, an anti-tank piece that was fired from the shoulder but
delivered no recoil. The article did not give the origin of the name, but for citizens of that
day it was probably unnecessary. Both a famous radio and a film star, Bob Burns was a
slow-talking, folksy comedian from Van Buren, Arkansas. The public were equally
familiar with his odd-looking, odder-sounding “musical” instrument which he played
during his radio appearances. Looking a little like a section of stovepipe, the bazooka
was played in a manner similar to that of a trombone. The tone sounded somewhat like a
hoarse tuba.
Word reached Meridian at the end of March that one of its talented sons in the
Army, Pvt. Marion Moore, was directing Army radio much as he had as an announcer at
WCOC. After being transferred from Maxwell Field, Ala., he was soon in charge of
public relations at his new post at George Field, Ill. It was apparently before his entry
into the Army that Moore, the brother of Leslie Bevan, of Meridian, began to show his
talents at writing scripts, directing, acting, and managing the variety shows which were
broadcast over the Southeast Network. He also excelled as a master of ceremonies. “I
did everything,” he said, “but sweep out the studio, and they were going to add that to my
repertoire.” Al Jolson featured Moore in his radio hit Hold On to Your Hats, and band
leader Sammy Kaye arranged a part for him in his motion picture Iceland. What brought
him most prominently to the nation’s attention, however, were his appearances on the
popular radio show Moon River, that emanated twice weekly from Cincinnati’s 50,000watt WLW, and was heard throughout the nation via what was then the Blue Network.
As difficult as it is for a later, more-prosaic America to understand the popularity in
those days of a program that featured the reading of poetry, it is a fact. And thus it was
that with a pipe organ in the background, various individuals recited poetry and charmed
listeners from as far away as Europe. And one of the charmers was Marion Moore. As
the Star put it, “‘Moon River’ quickly became a favorite of thousands of romanticminded listeners who thrilled to Moore’s rendition of sentimental odes, backgrounded
with soft organ melodies.”26
It is interesting occasionally to examine the prices that citizens were paying for
goods at this time, whether rationed or not. If one had the necessary coupon, one might
buy a pound bag of Eight O’Clock Coffee for 21 cents at the A & P Food Stores (or, as
one announcer in those days mistakenly said it, “A & Poo Feed stores”). The Penny
25
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Stores offered a pound of sliced bacon for 45 cents and 8 points. They also advertised, at
37 cents and 5 points, a 12-ounce can of Swift’s Prem, a processed meat concoction very
similar to the better-known Spam. The Burnett brothers’ stores advertised 3-pound cans
of Snowdrift shortening for 79 cents and 15 points, a pound of butter for 57 cents and 8
points, a pound of All-Sweet oleomargarine for 25 cents and 5 points, a 7-ounce can of
tuna for 39 cents and 3 points, and a pound can of pink salmon for 29 cents and 7 points.
The Star in early April published charts and diagrams designed to assist housewives in
purchasing rationed goods, especially in relation to the required number of points.27
Something has already been said about the misfortune that customs of the day
severely limited social inter-action between black and white Meridianites. In no area was
this more unfortunate than in such cultural events as musical concerts and recitals, both
classical and popular. And though it was not much mitigation, two cinemas, the Temple
and Alberta, did at least have balconies reserved for black patrons. Furthermore, whites
rarely attended predominantly black events, such recitals, for example, as that on the
evening of Monday, April 5, when the visiting black tenor Luther King sang classical,
popular, and spiritual numbers for a concert at Harris High School. He was accompanied
by his wife Jean Houston. A native of Georgia, King had studied at Fisk University, the
Mannes Music School, and at schools in Cleveland, Ohio. He had appeared with the
Detroit and Cleveland Symphony Orchestras.28
On April 8 there were two unhappy groups in the community. One was the beer
drinkers. Having learned nothing from the “Noble Experiment” of the 1920s, the
county’s board of supervisors voted to ban both beer and wine. The other disaffected
citizens were the city’s school teachers who, like those elsewhere in the state, were
unhappy with their salaries and also with the lack of support on the issue by the state
government. (Martin Miller, Meridian representative in the Legislature, did urge raises
for teachers.) It was feared that many teachers would not sign their new contracts but
rather would seek more remunerative work. An editorial in the Star came to the teachers’
support and spoke in favor of a raise in salaries. In the same issue that carried the
editorial, there was a notice that three teachers at the Senior High/Junior College would
not renew their contracts. Robert Coker would become a mathematics professor at
Mississippi State College; Michael J. Eubanks would manage his father-in-law’s pecan
grove at Lumberton, Miss.; and Martin Stegenga intended to become head of a
subdivision at the Mobile shipyards.29
On Monday evening, April 12, there was a special football game in Ray Stadium
between the Meridian Wildcats and the Tupelo Golden Wave. Played by Big Eight
Conference rules, it was what the Meridian Star of April 11 called the “first regulation
spring game against an out-of-town team in Meridian High history” and what Principal J.
L. McCaskill described as a “real football game.” Among Meridian’s players were
Thomas “Shorty” McWilliams, Jimmy Thrash, Charles Bidgood, “Sonny” Gilmore,
Charley Wright, and Kenneth Davis. Dabbs Long, a blocking back, had been injured in
practice and would not play. Despite the strong Wildcat team, Tupelo won 32-6.
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In mid-April the local press had exciting news about two Mississippi prisoners.
One delighted the public by his escape, the other by his capture. The Star of April 14 had
the remarkable news that Meridian’s 1/Lt. George H. Ogburn, earlier reported as having
crash-landed in Germany and been captured, subsequently escaped and was now again in
action in North Africa. Two days later the local paper reported recent news about
Mississippi’s legendary criminal, Kenny Wagner. In 1926, at a trial in Meridian, he had
been convicted of a murder committed elsewhere in the state. He was sentenced to
Parchman Penitentiary but escaped on 27 October 1940. The Star of April 16 carried the
news that Wagner had been recaptured that day in Bristol, Virginia.
On Thursday, April 15, at St. James African Methodist Episcopal Church,
members held a fashion show for which tickets had been sold. Several soldiers from Key
Field helped with the event. Participants included the following: Dr. Howard Wilson, Ed
Jackson, Sol Ruffin, Lem Houze, Alex Mitchell, James Hargis, A. B. McQueen, Fred
Young, Dewitt Webster, Marion Smith, Gertrude Lucas, Mary Louise McInnis, Annie L.
Kirksey, Dora Brantley, Mary E. Brooks, Willie H. Houston, Parthena Wright, L. V.
Harris, Mary F. Hall, Ora Hall, Naomi Sims, Lillie Lewis, Daisy L. Beal, Mattie B.
Jackson, Ludie Williams, Lula Berry, and Daisy Kidd.30
The Second U. S. War Loan campaign ran from April 12 to the end of the month.
The national goal was a loan of $13,000,000,000, of which Mississippi’s share was
$25,310,000. Sylvan Straus was head of the drive in Lauderdale County, whose share,
$1,349,000, was second to that of Hinds County. The rather effective slogan for the drive
was “They give their lives; you lend your money.” Throughout the war Meridian and
Lauderdale County had a pretty good record of responding to such drives, for all facets of
the city and the county were inclined to participate. Public responses to such loans were
faster in some instances than in others, but the city and county seem always to have met
expectations eventually. The schools always responded well, and already in this second
one the city’s schools had invested $62,251.17 in War Bonds and Stamps. As one would
expect, the Senior High/Junior College led with $20,506.20. One big purchase that
greatly helped the county to its goal was the $100,000-purchase by the Flintkote
Corporation. At the Meridian Star the newsboys received the U. S. Treasury
Department’s award “for maintaining an average sale of one 10-cent War Savings Stamp
per week per city home-delivery subscription for eight consecutive weeks.”31
On Tuesday, April 20—it just happened to be Adolf Hitler’s 54th birthday!—
there was a big parade in downtown Meridian to help boost sales for the Second War
Loan. It was four miles long and took an hour to pass a given point. Key Field lent some
of their trucks, jeeps, and weapons to the procession, as well as WAACs, nurses, and
1,000 soldiers. The local police and firemen marched, as did civic clubs, the Red Cross,
Spanish-American War veterans, school units, etc.; and there were floats that represented
the several Allied nations. Bands from Key Field and from both black and white high
schools provided music.32
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On Tuesday afternoon, April 27, at the Confederate memorial service in Rose
Hill Cemetery, there was a precedent established not only for Meridian and Mississippi
but also perhaps for all the states of the Late Confederacy. That is to say, two nonSouthern chaplains from Key Field participated in the ceremony. The speaker was
Chaplain J. H. K. Miller, a native of Pennsylvania; and Chaplain John M. Haight, an
Episcopal priest from New Jersey, offered the invocation and the benediction.33
In keeping with what had been the gradual, nation-wide phasing out of the Works
Progress Administration, almost all of that agency’s operations in the state had ended by
April 30. The only exception was the operation of school lunchrooms, which service
ended in early May after all records and final reports had been completed.34
A new report on clothing came in early May from the War Production Board. A
pending directive on female attire called for “slimmer feminine silhouettes, cleaner lines
and elimination of more frills.” The order was “expected to reduce skirt widths slightly
and…do away with exaggerated ‘peg tops,’ drapes and other fabric-using devices.”
Meanwhile, Alex Loeb’s advertised rayon hosiery “that fit better and look like silk.” The
price was $1.15 for 45 gauge, $1.35 for 51 gauge.35
On Monday, May 3, the junior class at Harris High School presented Corporal
Ames O. Willis in recital in the school auditorium. He was director of music at Camp
Shelby, Hattiesburg. Willis appeared in 1933 at the Chicago World’s Fair and since then
had traveled widely with musical groups. He also had sung on the same benefit program
with the film actress Carole Lombard just before her death in a plane crash.36
In light of the difficulties that Meridian’s Eagles had experienced the previous
year, there was no great interest in trying to have a professional baseball team in 1943.
Instead, local interest was centered on the semi-professional Moss Specials. On Sunday
afternoon, May 16, the Meridian team met a team from Camp Shelby’s 35th Division.
The game, played at the Fairgrounds, was a 4-4 tie. Playing military teams was not
always a sure thing. For instance, the Moss Specials had been scheduled to play a
double-header with Camp Shelby’s Field Artillery Lions on Sunday, June 13. When it
was learned that the Lions could not appear, the Meridianites were then scheduled to play
instead a Camp Shelby team made up of Hawaiians of Japanese ancestry. Meridian’s
team had the following players: Sam McRaney (pitcher and captain), Lavelle Ivy
(catcher), William Barnes (1st base), William Boswell (2nd base), Grady Thomas (also
given in Star as 2nd base), Raymond Knight (shortstop), George Mitchell (3rd base), and
outfielders Thomas Stewart, Willard Jones, and Talmadge Duke. Alvis Smith was
“utility.” Meridian beat the visitors 4-1. The Star could not resist phrasing the caption as
“U. S.-Japs Beaten.”37
Rationing went relentlessly on. The Star of May 22 announced Ration Book 3 for
distribution in June, and also printed a sample application. Two days later the local paper
carried a notice that War Price and Rationing Board 38 advised all food merchants, both
33
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in the city and in the county, not to make any further deliveries of sugar for home
canning. Instead, a new amendment provided that Stamps 15 and 16 were good as of that
day. And to discourage hoarding, news appeared without prior warning in the Star of
June 2 that rationing of canned milk had begun that day.
Late May had a number of upbeat events. For instance, another test blackout on
May 25 rated a grade of “perfect” in the next day’s Star. It was Meridian’s first use of
new air raid signals. The city became completely dark except for such exempted areas as
the railroad shops, the Flintkote plant, and railway locomotives. It was doubtless a
satisfying accomplishment, as was also the news that same day that the Meridian area led
the state in recruiting for the Marines. And two days later the Star cited Kathryne
Edwards Marquis as the first Mississippian to join the new Marine Corps Women’s
Reserve.
The next practice blackout was scheduled for June 1, while Meridian High School
would be holding its graduation ceremonies. The school officials promised to cooperate,
and those managing the blackout believed it would be a good test of how a large group
functioned during such a drill. Businesses in town were allowed very dim lights for the
protection of merchandise, and one light was left burning on stage during the
commencement program. Ex-Congressman Ross A. Collins and other guests heard
graduates Paul Goode and Nola Sweeney speak on “Education for War” and “Education
for Peace.” Principal J. L. McCaskill observed that the blackout was a good example of
education for war. But in the city the test was not so successful as previous ones had
been. Everything went well until the third signal, which was intended only to allow
pedestrians and autos to proceed cautiously with lights dimmed, but not for citizens to
turn on outside lights and neon signs. Confused by the new system, many of the public
did just that. Nor was there the same cooperative spirit as in the one a week before. La
Valle Smith, secretary of the Civilian Defense Council, said future blackouts would be
held without warning. S. R. Power and R. E. Steen, of the Mississippi Office of Civil
Defense, visited Meridian on June 17 to talk with Smith and Frank McDonald about the
new air raid signals, rules, and regulations, and how they might be improved.38
On June 26 the Star published a very clear explanation of the new air raid
warning system. The first (or blue) warning was a “steady blast” meaning that enemy
planes were headed toward Meridian. It was a notice to douse all lights, “unless
specifically exempted.” Autos might continue with lights on low beam, pedestrians
might continue walking, workers would remain on the job, and civilian defense workers
should become mobilized. The second (or red) warning, a series of short or wavering
blasts, meant that bombing was expected. Traffic was to stop, all lights (“except
authorized emergency lights”) were to be doused, and everyone was to take shelter (but
see next paragraph). The third (or another blue) warning was indicated by a steady blast
of the siren. It indicated that “Enemy planes have passed but may return.” All lights had
to remain out (again, “unless specifically exempted”), citizens might leave shelters and
resume activities, motorists might resume driving but with low-beams, and civilian
defense personnel should remain mobilized. The fourth (white) signal was an all-clear.
That would be made known by phone notices to wardens, and street lights would be
38
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turned on. The message: “Danger appears to be over.” It ended the blackout and
civilian defense personnel might be demobilized.
Two questions arise. Didn’t allowing “specifically exempted” places such as the
Flintkote Plant and rail yards to remain illuminated make them stand out very starkly
against the otherwise-darkened city? And since those places constituted the main targets
in the area, didn’t their remaining lighted defeat the purpose of practice blackouts,
certainly during a real air raid? It seems odd. The other question has to do with air raid
shelters. I can recall nothing about their existence during those years, and I know that I
never left my home during these drills. More, I recall nothing being said on the subject at
that time. Nor do I find anything in the files of the local paper that suggests there were
special places of safety prepared to receive anyone.
On May 26 the local paper carried an Associated Press item about a Meridianite
in North Africa. He was Lieut. Col. Charles Eastburn, who commanded the armored
column which took the city of Bizerte. As his column moved in, he was startled to see
one of those new American vehicles, a jeep, already in the town ahead of the tanks. As
Eastburn’s column moved in, the driver of the jeep called over to T/Sgt. W. C. Martin, of
Vardaman, Miss., driver of an American half-track, “Hey, you better pull your tank over
to the curb and get it under cover.” Such stories served to enhance the jeep’s legend.
The defense effort and the war had not caused rationing of politics, and Meridian
found itself facing a first primary on August 3 and a second one on August 24. In those
days the Republican Party had little role in state politics, but the Democrats were already
scrambling. The main candidates for the city’s voters were as follows: W. Y. Brame and
Willie L. Harper for sheriff and tax collector (in those days the sheriff was responsible for
both duties); Howard Cameron, the only candidate for chancery clerk; Cicero C. Ferrill,
Sr., the only candidate for circuit clerk; Jesse K. Hagemeyer and Nate S. Williamson,
candidates for state senator; W. L. Clayton and J. Theron McDonald, candidates for
county attorney; Ross R. Bounds, candidate for supervisor of Beat 1; Frank McDonald,
candidate for county tax assessor; Ramsom Clark, only candidate for justice of the peace.
Meridianite Thomas L. Bailey was a candidate for governor and would win the two
primaries and, because of almost-nonexistent Republican opposition, the November
election.39
On June 6 the Meridian Star, in an article by Eleene Rosenbush, revealed that the
Southern Railway in Meridian had trained a so-called “railroad” battalion that by 1943
was operating in Tunisia, North Africa. The Southern was the first railroad in America to
be selected for such a program, and the Meridian group the first to be trained. The
battalion’s men learned alongside the regular Southern crews in Meridian and on the road
between Meridian and New Orleans. The training period began on 15 March 1942 and
lasted until November 20. Lt. Col. Frederick W. Okie commanded the unit and
frequently visited Meridian from his headquarters in Hattiesburg. Before the war Okie
was a Southern Railway division superintendent and lived in Birmingham, Ala. As
Rosenbush put it, “Much of the success of the Tunisian campaign is attributed to the
railroad battalion which kept the supply lines running, repaired the engines abandoned by
the enemy and reconstructed the tracks destroyed by the Axis.” Commander of the entire
39
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railroad operations in North Africa was Gen. Carl R. Gray, Jr., who had often visited in
Meridian when the men were training there. In February of 1943 the battalion was
rushed to Gafsa, in central Tunisia, to try to save as much rolling stock as possible when
American forces were withdrawing and numerically-superior Axis forces were advancing
on it. General Dwight D. Eisenhower later awarded the Legion of Merit to Colonel Okie
for the latter’s service under fire in North Africa. The men at the Southern Railway’s
Meridian shops trained at least one other battalion, the 749th Railroad Battalion, most of
whose personnel were New Englanders who had worked on the New York, New Haven,
and Hartford Railroad.40
Early June brought several local events of varying importance. There was a
decision by the city’s Retail Merchants Division, of the Chamber of Commerce, to close
businesses each Wednesday at 1 p.m., starting June 9. At the same time Dr. J. V.
Duckworth’s champion horse, King Merry Boy II, won five ribbons at the Fulton-De
Kalb Horse Show, in Atlanta, Ga. On June 9, at Highland Park, Howard Lane’s High
School Band, resumed their weekly summer concerts. And many Meridianites, as well as
the Meridian Star, continued to ponder the origin of the notorious zoot suit, that was
exercising the public almost as much as women’s fashions had during the 1920s.41
On the night of June 11-12 Meridian had visit from Lt. (S.G.) Buddy Rogers, of
the Navy. The former movie actor and band leader quietly checked into the Lamar Hotel,
at the same time requesting that he receive no publicity. Somehow, however, Sheriff
Fred Ross discovered him and gave the reluctant celebrity a tour of the Courthouse and
jail.42 Whether that was Ross’s commentary on Rogers’ band music and acting career
was not recorded, nor was Rogers’ opinion of Meridian’s points of interest.
Meridian’s churches experienced some changes as June turned into July. One
change came when the Rev. Cecil B. Jones, rector of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church,
preached his final sermon on June 27. His place was taken by the Rev. Duncan M.
Hobart, a native of Booneville, N. Y., who came to Meridian after serving at the Church
of the Epiphany, Atlanta, Ga. Another change, described at the time as a first in
Mississippi Methodism, was the election and ordination of a minister to Elders Orders to
enable him to accept a chaplaincy in the U. S. Army. He was the Rev. B. B. Rogers,
pastor of Wesley Methodist Church.43
The home-and-fashion page of the Star of June 12 advised women that
“Hollywood Goes for Cotton.” New frocks were simple, because “Elegancy Isn’t
Patriotic.” In the next day’s issue the city’s readers were reminded to “Fix it up, wear it
out, make it last, or do without.” Well, that advice was often quoted, with variations, and
was not too difficult for a city and a nation with a vivid memory of the Depression.
Most of Meridian’s women were probably less concerned with fancy fashions
than they were about making a contribution to the defense effort. And one group of them
planned what they called (from the color of the proposed uniform) the “Gray Ladies
40
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Corps.” It would be a Red Cross volunteer service; and like the “Pink Ladies” of later
years, the new group would perform various personal services in hospitals. They would
sponsor entertainment, offer shopping services, give occupational therapy, visit wards,
write letters, etc. Mmes. Eugene Damon and Albert Weems, co-chairpersons of the Gray
Ladies Corps, called a meeting of the organizational committee for Wednesday, July 21.
The group was being organized at the request of Key Field’s base hospital. Prospective
members were told: “The need for volunteer service is urgent. As the Gray Ladies Corps
is one of the most interesting and useful of the Red Cross volunteer services, the
Meridian women are being urged to sign up for the classes to instruct them for
recreational services in the hospital.” Twenty-five women were present on Monday,
August 2, at the Scottish Rite Cathedral to organize the first class. The speaker was Lt.
Col. G. H. Ham, commanding officer of Key Field’s hospital. He was accompanied by
Lt. Leah Ryland, of the base hospital’s nursing corps. The first class for the Gray Ladies
began at the Cathedral on Wednesday, July 4.44
In the Star of July 1 W. B. Benson, local weather official explained that the recent
limited weather reports were necessary to avoid giving aid to America’s enemies. “No
one knows,” he said, “how close the enemy submarines may be to our coast and if
weather reports were given over the radio or given three or four hours in advance, the
enemy would know exactly what to expect and could more easily plan attacks.”
Since Independence Day fell on Sunday, the Courthouse, City Hall, Public
Library, garbage pickup, and most businesses observed Monday. On the local scene Mrs.
Thomas L. Bailey, city librarian, announced that the library now had 51,752 books, and
that the men from Key Field had almost doubled the number of library patrons. National
events during the weekend included President Roosevelt’s signing of legislation on
Friday to change the Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) to the Women’s Army
Corps (WAC). He also announced that with the improvement in the war against enemy
submarines, it might soon be possible to increase coffee and sugar allowances. (In a
speech on July 28 Roosevelt announced the end of coffee rationing.) In addition, the new
“pay-as-you-go” system for national income tax went into effect.45
And speaking (above) of the WAC organization provides an appropriate place to
record that Maude Smith, an indomitable English teacher—and language purist—at
Meridian Senior High School/Junior College, went on record as urging every woman
eligible for military service to “step forward again as you have always done in every
emergency [and join the WAC].” Smith at the time was president of the Meridian
Chapter of the American Association of University Women.46
Maude Smith was outspoken and never inclined to mince words. In a time when
quite a number of topics and terms were taboo, she advocated saying what needed to be
said. She was contemptuous of circumlocution and euphemisms. I recall her dictum, “If
you mean syphilis, say syphilis.” One of the topics she tackled at this time was that of
teachers’ salaries. She thought them ridiculous and she was right. As a member of the
Lauderdale County Teachers’ Association, she issued a group statement criticizing the
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state for its habit of taking its educators for granted. Smith reminded the public that the
average annual salary for teachers, supervisors, and principles was $568. It was
impossible to live and also to provide for old age on such a salary.47
Out at the new Ross A. Collins Vocational School, W. L. Newton, director, said
that over 8,000 students had already finished the war training program. Three years
earlier, money had been made available in Meridian for giving men and women the skills
needed to do defense work. Said Newton:
With four borrowed welding machines, no scrap metal, no building, and
3,500 trainees, the program began in the Welsh welding shop. Electric welding
was the first trade taught…. After moving four times down town, the trainees and
directors finally had a permanent location in the Ross A. Collins Vocational
School on 24th Avenue last September. This adequate building was constructed
by youth under supervision of NYA [National Youth Administration].48
Another event that weekend was the completion of the USO for AfricanAmerican service personnel. The new facility opened its doors at one p.m. on Sunday,
July 11, though the formal opening occurred a week later at 3 p.m. when a black
orchestra from Key field furnished the music. The club occupied the second floor of the
Lally Furniture Store, 2331 Fourth Street. O. C. Twyner, director of the club, announced
that the Girls’ Service Organization had been formed to cooperate with him and his
assistant in the club’s social programs. These events would include dances, formal and
informal parties, and such special entertainments as picnics and barbecue suppers. The
club was provided with modern furniture, shower facilities, snack bar, kitchen, piano,
record player, and such games as table tennis. The Fourth Street USO, according to an
item in the Star, functioned “as an extension of the Seventh Street USO club, operated by
the Army and Navy YMCA, one of the participating agencies in the United Service
Organizations.” The black committee members charged with the club’s operation were
Dr. R. F. Spears, Prof. T. J. Harris, the Revs. B. W. Coates and E. A. Mays, and Claude
W. Williams. Director O. C. Twyner operated under the supervision of H. R. Denham,
director of YMCA-USO.49
The Seventh Street USO added another facility—overnight sleeping for
servicemen. Starting the week of July 11 the club would remain open all night for the
benefit of men who slept there instead of returning to the base. Beds had been placed in a
special area of the large building—it was a former residence—and there was a caretaker
to look after the overnight guests and to waken those who needed to catch trains or buses
during the night.50
At this time Principal J. L. McCaskill resigned his position at the Senior
High/Junior College. His place was taken by John B. Pearson, who had been principal at
the Kate Griffin Junior High School’s Upper Division. Pearson’s assistant director would
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be J. O. Carson. Leland D. Gebhart replaced Pearson at the Junior High’s Upper
Division.51
It was also at this time that a Meridianite Naval hero, Commander Howard W.
Gilmore was awarded posthumus honors for gallantry. During a fight in the Pacific
earlier in the year, a Japanese gunboat prepared to ram Gilmore’s submarine. The
Commander was topside and managed to maneuver his craft so as to position it to ram the
enemy instead. Nevertheless, the Japanese boat kept up a heavy machine gun barrage,
and Gilmore cleared his sub’s deck and gave the order “Take her down!” His ship
managed to submerge, damaged but safe; but Gilmore was lost. He was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor and Purple Heart. He had earlier received the Gold Star
for sinking 25,946 tons of enemy shipping on one voyage. He had previously received
also the Navy Cross, presented by Adm. Chester Nimitz, commander-in-chief in the
Pacific, for “audaciously and skillfully driving his submarine into an enemy harbor and,
while almost looking down the muzzle of their guns, sinking two 1,700-ton Japanese
destroyers at anchor and seriously damaging, if not sinking, a third.” Gilmore’s widow,
Hilda St. Raymond Gilmore, of New Orleans, received the final awards on July 13. Her
ten-year-old son Howard and six-year-old daughter Vernon Jeanne, were present. The
son expressed an interest in joining the Navy, and Admiral Bennett—no first name was
given in the Star’s article—said that he would request a place for the boy at Annapolis.52
Another Meridianite, S/Sgt. Charles G. Cook, received an award shortly after the
honors to Gilmore. Cook had been serving in England as a turret gunner on a bomber.
On one occasion when his plane was returning from a mission, it caught fire. Though the
pilot managed to land the craft, the fire became worse and Cook prepared to leave. Then
he noticed that Sgt. Harry M. Smith, of Corpus Christi, Texas, was still inside and had
been overcome by smoke. Cook reentered the aircraft and pulled Smith to safety, shortly
after which the airplane exploded. Cook’s heroism earned him the Soldier’s Medal.53
Some of Meridian’s civilians as well won laurels. In the realm of the fine arts, the
city’s residents could be proud of Barry Regan, young Meridian singer, who had been
trained under Nettie P. Bruister and was now studying on a scholarship at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music. Meridianites were shining in the political arts, as well; for the
city seemed poised to put one of its own citizens into the Governor’s Mansion. On July
27 Meridian’s own Thomas L. Bailey, now a candidate for governor, spoke in the city as
his supporters yelled, “It’s Tom’s time.”
Those women who were having difficulty finding adequate hosiery probably
found interesting a suggestion in the Star’s home-and-fashion pages, on July 31, of a new
liquid solution that one simply applied to the legs. It was the color of regular nylon
stockings and, except under careful investigation, looked like regular hosiery. For best
results, it was necessary to shave the legs carefully. Some women, for greater
verisimilitude, even painted a “seam” down each calf. The “nylons” could be easily
removed with soap and water. Though the article did not mention it, another alternative
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to nylon stockings was a type of hosiery that was a mesh netting. (My recollection is that
this was not especially esteemed by most women.)
On Thursday night, August 5, the newly-organized Company I, Second Regiment,
of the Mississippi State Guard, was formally inducted into service at the Triangle
Restaurant’s Annex, where proprietors Mr. and Mrs. Glen Phipps prepared supper for the
new company. Officers were Capt. Frank Williams, Jr., 1st Lt. Redford Adams, and 2nd
Lt. Fletcher Tatum. About 45 candidates had already taken the physical examination and
were present. The inducting officer was Adj. Gen. Ralph Hays, of the State Guard. Hays
explained that the Guard would take the place of the former National Guard, which was
now in Federal service, and that the Mississippi State Guard had no connection with the
Federal government.54
The Meridian Ministerial Association had recently organized what they called the
Committee of Fifty. It was intended to improve the enforcement of laws, especially those
pertaining to prostitution and the use of liquor. The group called on officers to enforce
those laws in state and local codes and to summon anyone who might have information
about illegal acts. The committee further urged that those summoned be placed “under
penalty” while testifying.55
On Tuesday, August 10, the Star reported that during the past two weeks its paper
carriers had sold $3,174.60 in War Bonds and Stamps. The first week’s top seller, with
$750, was Percy McLemore. The second week James McGinnis came out ahead with the
same amount. Others who did especially well were Edward Norton, Karl Goldman, and
Harold Shirley.
On Monday, August 16, a Douglas DC-3 with two 1,200-horsepower engines
landed at Key Field’s civilian terminal at 11:47 a.m. and re-established Meridian’s
association with Delta Airlines. A large delegation of civilians and military figures were
there to welcome the plane and its 21 passengers. Among those on board was C. E.
Woolman, of Atlanta, general manager and founder of Delta Air Lines. Chief stewardess
Annette Adams presented Mayor Clint Vinson with a large basket of flowers. The
restoration of Delta service to Meridian was sufficiently important for several of the
company’s officers in Jackson to be on hand for the arrival ceremony. The new service
meant the resumption of air mail to and from Meridian, and on this first trip there was a
record nine pounds of air mail deposited here and twenty pounds put on board. The
airplane remained in Meridian for fifteen minutes and then took off eastward for Atlanta,
Ga. A short time later Delta offered flights to the following places: Shreveport ($15.00),
Atlanta ($14.00), and Dallas ($24.50).56
There was also something of a revival in another Meridian business when the
newly-decorated Lonnie’s Cafe re-opened on August 18 at 2109 Ninth Street. The
proprietor, Lonnie Lowery, now owned also the Cosmopolitan Cafe, at 2211 Eighth
Street, where Effie Raley was manager. The Star of August 17 carried many ads from
the city businesses congratulating Lowery on his re-opening.
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Local events continued to keep the city’s collective mind fixed on fighting the
war. On August 22 the Star identified Ben Pollman as head of the county’s Third War
Loan, which started September 9. Lauderdale’s quota was $2,890,000. The Star of
August 26 said that the county’s retail merchants had pledged their “full cooperation” to
the war effort and in reaching Lauderdale County’s quota of the war loan’s goal. Also,
on August 23 the city’s grocers were invited to meet that same day at the Courthouse,
where representatives of the War Price and Rationing Board would explain new food
regulations.
On August 24 there arrived what was billed as “the four-mile-long ‘salute to
wood,’” a caravan that arrived from Camp Shelby on the first leg of a 4,200-mile journey
through ten Southern states. Its purpose was to stimulate the production of lumber and
pulpwood, products badly needed for both military and civilian uses. This caravan
consisted of a full “war-strength company of infantry,” with eight officers and 327 men,
as well as 50 military vehicles such as jeeps, scout cars, and trucks towing guns. There
were also such other items as anti-aircraft searchlights, camp equipment, and a Higgins
landing boat. Also featured were exhibits of lumber and pulpwood war products from
twenty Southern, Midwestern, and Eastern states. The caravan planned 38 “War Shows,”
the first of which was at Ray Stadium on Wednesday evening, August 25, at 8 p.m.57
And while Meridian admired that exhibition, they could discuss also such local
matters as that their own Thomas L. Bailey had won the second Democratic primary in
the governor’s race, which practically assured his election in November. Another matter,
and one that caused some concern, was a rumor that Key Field might be turned into a
huge hospital or even a camp for prisoners of war. Base commander Col. Harold
Peterson denied the truth of the rumor. And Major Fred Key, a guest speaker before the
Exchange Club, spoke of his work in England, especially that pertaining to the bombing
campaign.58
On August 26 there was another unannounced blackout that in the next day’s
paper was pronounced a “90 per cent success.” The caution siren sounded at 11:45, the
first blue signal at midnight, and the signal for a total blackout at 12:10. The second blue
signal sounded at 12:20. Frank McDonald, chief air raid warden, reported what he called
a “few very bad violations.” Only one sign was left on, but five lights in downtown
businesses burned merrily throughout the blackout. Two of them were “very
conspicuous” lights in banks, in “strict violation of military orders and of civilian defense
regulations.” Otherwise, there had been few arrests, and no building had to be forced
open.
Even as reports spread of a bumper crop of sweet potatoes in the area, and as the
Meridian Star announced the termination of editorials—to save paper and make more
space for war news—Alex Loeb’s full-page public-service ad reminded the public that
the current Third War Loan was intended to help pay for the planned invasion of Europe.
Therefore, insisted the ad, “$100 extra, mind you—for everybody.”59
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City schools in those days started shortly after Labor Day, which in 1943 was on
September 6. The School of Music, however, on 28th Avenue and Ninth Street, had
begun on the first of the month. Emma Lois Bosarge presided over opening exercises,
assisted by Mrs. E. H. Hart and by sisters Ethel, Mattie Sue, and Margaret Tarry. The
city’s black schools announced that their new academic year would begin on Monday,
September 13. Principal T. J. Harris announced the teachers at Harris High School as the
following: Annie C. Boone, Marion H. Brooks, J. E. Cain, Riley B. Harris, Carolyn G.
Hunter, Dresden L. Jackson, Eddye Jackson, and Hazel H. Jones. The principal at
Wechsler Junior High was Lydia E. Carr. Other principals were as follows: Emma B.
Ivy (East End), E. L. Williams (West End), and Mamie E. Finn (South Side).60
The announcement the preceding day of Italy’s unconditional surrender probably
added some extra enthusiasm to the big War Bond parade and sale on Thursday,
September 9. Ben Pollman, county chairman of the war loan drive, reported that the
activities resulted in a total sale of $135,091.75, about five percent of the county’s quota
in this Third War Loan. The afternoon parade, composed largely of Key Fielders, made a
very good impression on spectators. Base Commander Col. Harold Peterson and his
staff, as well as some civilians, filled the reviewing stand at the Post Office. Above the
stand was the American flag, with the state flag to the reviewers’ right. On their left was
the British flag. Though not everyone could be given a ride in a jeep, military truck, or
staff car, everyone who bought bonds with maturity values of $25, $50, or $100 was so
accommodated. That was a total of 252 riders. The parade consisted of municipal police
cars, military police cars, Major Ben A. Bentley (parade commander) and his staff, colors
and color guards, 39th Air Base Squadron, First Aid Section, Medical Division, First
Headquarters WACS, 903rd Quartermaster Division, 13th Aviation and 917th
Quartermaster (both of them African-American units), an ordnance unit, and tactical
units. As it always did, Meridian gave the parade’s participants a hearty reception.61
On the same day of the parade, the city’s Lions’ Club had as guest speaker Capt.
James Lavelle Secrest, a 22-year-old pilot from Bailey, Miss., who had served for ten
months in the Pacific theater. He had received the Air Medal for “meritorious
achievement in aerial flights against the enemy in the Solomon Islands area.” The
Japanese fliers, he said, were courageous but not so well trained and coordinated as the
Americans. He said his squadron had destroyed 86 Japanese Zeros on Guadalcanal the
previous November and early this year.62
As an extension of the parade and the enthusiasm it engendered, there was in the
following week—from Tuesday through Thursday—an exhibit on 22nd Avenue between
Fifth and Sixth Streets of a Key Field P-39 fighter aircraft. Overnight the plane was
protected by guards. The street was closed along the eastern side of Marks-Rothenberg’s,
and admittance to see the plane was the purchase of a 25-dollar bond. A guide from the
air base conducted explanatory examinations of the airplane. The Key Field Band played
for the exhibit from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday, and the Meridian High School Band played
on Wednesday from 3 to 6 p.m. During this exhibit, Meridian’s banks opened for extra
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periods from 7 to 9 p.m. in order to explain the purchase of War Bonds and how to keep
them safe after purchase. To heighten the public’s interest in buying bonds, Capt.
Richard L. Bisgard was present on Wednesday to autograph any bonds bought. He had
recently returned from a year of combat in North Africa, where he was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross for “outstanding achievements while participating in the
Tunisian campaign.” On 14 February 1943 he earned also a Purple Heart, and in the
following May received the Air Medal (with Bronze Oak Leaf Cluster). He was
presently a member of a reconnaissance squadron at Key Field.63
Getting the P-39 to that downtown exhibit site had required some strategic and
tactical expertise, not of the military type but of the more ordinary spatial sort.
Threatened traffic tickets were useful, too. On the day of the exhibit, from Matty Hersee
Hospital to 22nd Avenue, Eighth Street had to be cleared of parked cars from 6 to 8 a.m.
Any cars found there were towed away. In addition, there could be no traffic on that part
of Eighth Street during those hours.64
Harry Rice, manager of the Temple Theatre, announced that on Sunday,
September 19, anyone exhibiting a War Bond bought during the Third War Loan would
be admitted free to the theater’s showing of Watch on the Rhine, that starred Bette Davis
and Paul Lukas. This, incidentally, seems to have been the first time a theater other than
the Royal offered Sunday movies.65 None of the other cinemas at this time advertised
Sunday films. All of the theaters apparently favored them, and perhaps Rice figured that
he would be less harshly criticized if he sweetened his confrontation of the Blue Laws
with a patriotic gesture.
Scarcely less festive than the Third War Loan rally was the “gigantic torch light
parade” that honored Thomas L. Bailey on September 16. The primaries were over, and
his election in November to the governorship was essentially assured. Nevertheless one
still saw such signs around the area as “It’s time for Tom” and “It’s Tom’s time.”
There was yet more rationing news at this time. The Star of September 12 carried
an announcement that Ration Book 3 would become usable “tomorrow.” The brown
stamps marked A, and worth 16 points, were for meats, fats, oils, and rationed dairy
products. They were good through October 2. That would give one plenty of time to get
over to Clark’s Food Store, which on September 16 advertised the formal opening next
day of its newly-enlarged store. In business for about two and a half years, the store had
drug, grocery, and meat departments. And if one could not find what one needed there,
there were also the Burnett Grocery Stores that on September 10 advertised such items as
the following: a pound of butter for 51 cents, 5 lbs of Irish potatoes for 23 cents, a 5-cent
can of sardines, a pound of sliced bacon for 42 cents, and a pound of chuck roast for 31
cents.
After dining on those rationed and (by later standards) inexpensive foods,
Meridianites could turn on their radios and hear such programs as Quincy Howe’s and
Lowell Thomas’s news reports, Jack Armstrong adventures, Bill Stern’s sports report,
Fred Waring’s orchestra, the Dinning Sisters, H. V. Kaltenborn’s news commentary, and
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the popular programs I Love a Mystery, Blondie, Lum and Abner, and a dramatization of
some Hollywood film on Cecil B. DeMille’s Lux Radio Theater.
Late on Saturday, September 18, a military aircraft was caught in bad weather
north of Meridian, went out of control, and crashed. The two aviators were connected
with the Royal Netherlands Military Flying School, at Jackson. Lt. Charles Gustave
Uyterelst, a native of Java, was killed. The other flier, whose name was given in the Star
of the 19th only as Briekheuvzen, parachuted successfully without serious injury and was
taken to a local Meridian hospital.
Meanwhile, as September drew to a close, the Star on the 24th brought out the
disturbing information that Meridian was faced with a “serious manpower shortage.”
More alarming was the statement that local employment was suffering seriously from
absenteeism, or laying off from work for no valid reason. Much local attention, including
that of the Police Department, was given to this problem; and there were threats that
some malingerers might soon find themselves in uniform.
As though that report weren’t bad enough, there was also the news that
Lauderdale County was lagging in meeting its quota in the Third War Loan. As of
Thursday, September 24, the county had reached only 47% of its quota. But matters had
improved measurably by the following Saturday, when the area was within 30% of its
goal—only $886,920.30 short of the goal of $2,890,000. George Carter, county director
of the drive, and Ben Pollman, county chairman, said the county had only until the
following Thursday to reach its goal. The state’s quota was 55 million dollars, and the
nation’s was 50 billion dollars. The Star on Tuesday reported that an auction the
preceding night had brought the county’s total within $726,000 of the goal. By the
following Thursday, September 30, the Star reported that the county’s drive was still
short by $316,000. However, the Star reported on the following Sunday that both the
state and the county had exceeded their quotas. A little late, but not by much.
Also doing his part for defense was Mose Bailey, a black resident of Bailey. By
mid-October his two-and-a-half-acre garden had produced a good quantity of vegetables
that the Meridian market would find useful; and on the rest of his land he grew cotton.
His son was in the Army and stationed in Portland, Ore.66
Manager J. L. Snelgrove put an ad into the Star of September 26 about the formal
opening of the Ambulance Service Company, 2315 Eighth Street. He stated that the
company had “two modern fully equipped ambulances on duty 24 hours daily.” An
accompanying photo, however, shows what looks some sixty years later like nothing
more than a long family sedan.
At the movies in late September one could see Thank Your Lucky Stars, one of
several star-studded extravaganzas spawned by the war and featuring such top
entertainers as Eddie Cantor, Hattie McDaniel, Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart, and the
mad-cap, self-proclaimed master of “music depreciation,” Spike Jones and His City
Slickers. Another film was To the Shores of Tripoli, which gave yet more publicity to the
important fighting being done by the Marines. Saludos Amigos was Walt Disney’s way
of trying to give a timely boost to President Roosevelt’s “Good Neighbor Policy.” I
remember going to see the film at the time and enjoying very much the Latin American
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quality of the stories and the music. The part about the little plane that had to take the
mail through the Andes, and confront the scowling, threatening peak Mt. Aconcaugua,
has remained with me to this day.
It was also in keeping with Roosevelt’s wooing of Latin America that Alma
Phillips, who taught Spanish and French at the Senior High/Junior College, announced
that she was placing in the school’s library an exhibit of books, photos, maps, etc., from
Latin America.67
Also at the Meridian High School the Wildcats were, by the start of October, on
top of the Big Eight Conference. They already had two wins—against Kosciusko and
Greenwood—and no losses or ties. Walter “Sonny” Gilmore was known as their “pivot
man.” Other team members included Charles Bidgood, Kenneth Davis, Charles Wright,
Billy Melton, Thomas “Shorty” McWilliams, Billy Hudson, and Jimmy Thrash.
The search for scrap metal continued. On October 15 the Star said that with the
nation’s steel industry facing an “unprecedented shortage in essential production
materials, Meridian’s industrial leaders Thursday afternoon adopted plans to support a
state-wide drive to obtain ‘every piece of loose scrap and dormant mechanical
equipment’ in the commonwealth for government uses.” Later, on the 17th, the local
paper said that the city’s efforts to aid Mississippi’s drive for 55,000 tons of scrap had
gone from the “talk stage” to direct action and that industrial concerns in the area had
begun a concerted drive. “Anyone with a large enough amount of scrap metal,” said the
Star, “could call dealers and have it picked up.” Again the issue was raised of whether
the old streetcar rails still embedded in some streets would be useful in the scrap drive.
As far back as 8 December 1942 the Star reported that the city council had discussed the
matter. And on the 15th of that month the paper said that the council would begin
searching for a good way to retrieve what was estimated to be about 200 tons of steel.
Nearly a year later—it was on October 14—the Star stated that the Federal government
was not interested in the streetcar tracks. But three days later the city officials were still
discussing the matter. Said the Star: “The government will be asked to check into the
feasibility of removing the rails in the immediate future. Federal representatives had
visited the city earlier in 1943 to discuss this phase of a scrap drive then in progress but
failed to take final action.”
The scrap drive spread to the other parts of the city‘s society, including the public
schools, that during the last days of October began a special collection competition. As
part of the contest among the county’s schools, the St. Louis Junk Company offered two
25-dollar War Bonds for the winners, one in the county, the other in Meridian. The
winning school in each area would be based on the amount of scrap collected in ratio to
the number in the school. On November 7 the Star reported the following results to date
of the city’s schools collecting the largest amounts of scrap: Witherspoon, 5,290 pounds;
Stevenson, 3,440 pounds; Southside, 3,000 pounds; Tuxedo, 2,826 pounds; Chalk, 1,350
pounds; Poplar Springs, 1,220 pounds; East End (black), 1,000 pounds. The paper said
nothing to suggest that families were reporting a rash of missing items around their
homes.
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Another retrenchment caused by the war economy was announced by the Office
of Defense Transportation, though it proved less distasteful than the Star first reported on
October 15. The first statement was that effective Sunday, October 17, there would no
longer be funerals or the delivery of flowers on Sundays. Then, on the 17th the paper
altered that to say that funerals on Sunday would not be affected but that deliveries of
flowers on Sundays would no longer be permitted. In the Star of 6 April 1944, however,
Rose Hill and Magnolia Cemeteries let it be known that there would be no more Sunday
funerals, except in rare cases when other arrangements could not be made for the arrival
of a non resident’s body.
The recent drive against law violations, especially those dealing with alcoholic
beverages and prostitution, was apparently having some effect. Chief among the
advocates of legal action against miscreants were the churches. At a well-attended
“Good Government Rally” on October 25 at the Central Methodist Church, Sheriff Fred
Ross declared “public indifference and hypocrisy” responsible for what he saw as
immoral conditions in the county. A week before, however, the several law enforcement
bodies in the area reported that the preceding three weeks had been the quietest on record.
“Business just ain’t,” was the way they put it. On the weekend of the 16th and 17th, for
instance, the only arrests were for minor infractions. And on the same Sunday of the
rally at the Central Methodist Church, the Star carried a statement from Col. Harold G.
Peterson, Key Field commanding officer, expressing his appreciation of the work the
Meridian Police Department had done to help reduce venereal diseases in the area. He
was sure that a “continuation of efforts of all agencies combined will lead to making
Meridian one of the cleanest, safest cities in the United States.”68
Meridian and the county had a treasure trove of talent and expertise at the local air
base, and the various clubs and other groups in the city often called upon them. This was
especially true of such military-related organizations as the American Legion. For
instance, on October 21 the local post invited Maj. Ben A. Bentley, base intelligence
officer, to speak on the subject of the danger of spreading rumors or of inadvertently
relaying critical information to America’s enemies. His talk was titled “Avoid Loose
Talk.”69 Everyone who remembers these war years can recall seeing warning posters
with such messages as “Loose Talk Sinks Ships” or a picture of some disaster with the
message “Somebody talked.” Those working in sensitive or critical areas might see a
sign on a wall with a message such as “What you see here, what you say here, when you
leave here let it stay here.”
And in late October, yet more items were added to the rationing list. The Office
of Price Administration let it be known that starting October 31, jams, jellies, and
preserves would be rationed. In addition, to frustrate hoarders, there was an immediate
eight-day freeze on the retail sale of these items before rationing started.70
Meridianites continued to find ways to entertain themselves. The Meridian Civic
Music Association, for instance, neared the end of its most successful recruiting season
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on record. At about the same time, the Meridian Horse Show, sponsored by the Lions
Club, took place at the Fairgrounds on Friday and Saturday, October 29 and 30. And on
that Friday, the Meridian Wildcats continued their climb when they defeated Tupelo 620. “Shorty” McWilliams was the star of that game.71
But a war was on and Americans could not afford to be too wrapped up in
entertainment. From time to time the local paper published ads about defense industries
that needed workers. In the Star of October 29, for instance, the War Manpower
Commission, of Meridian, at 2101 Fifth Street, announced: “Construction Laborers
Needed by Vital War Job in the Vicinity of Knoxville, Tennessee.” The job was for 58
hours a week at 57 ½ cents per hour for the first forty, and 86 ¼ cents for the other 18
hours. Amenities included “Adequate facilities for room and board on project
reservation.” Also, transportation to the site was paid. Though not identified as that, this
may well have been for the atomic energy project at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
There was still plenty to do in Meridian for the defense effort. The city’s Girl
Scouts, for example, took as a special project the buying of equipment for medical kits
for use on rescue ships—such items as safety pins, scissors, bandages, etc. Another local
group, the Red Cross Canteen Corps, under the leadership of Mrs. J. O. Eastland,
established a new record at the Union Station in late October. They served meals to
several hundred men who arrived by train and were traveling under some secrecy to an
undisclosed destination. Before the train arrived, the Red Cross Corps had been warned
that there would be only twenty or thirty minutes in which to serve the food; and the
Meridian women did it in fifteen, a record for them. They had not known the exact time
of the train’s arrival; thus, the group could only hold themselves in readiness. During the
afternoon of waiting they worked at the Temple Beth Israel’s vestry room making nearly
2,000 sandwiches and as many cookies. When the train arrived, there were also two
thousand cups of hot coffee ready for the weary, hungry soldiers.72
In early December, however, there was some severe criticism of what the critics
called a lack of support for, and participation in, other Red Cross activities. The Star
accompanied an article in the issue for December 12 with a photo of a lone Red Cross
worker making bandages at the local production rooms. Under the photo were five
paragraphs phrased to shame local readers for not participating in greater numbers. The
Star quoted “observers” as saying: “If this picture…were sent across the seas it would
stir the indignation of the men on the battlefields, and rightly so.”
Somewhat related to this same theme—the two articles were juxtaposed in the
Star of December 12—was an essay by the paper’s columnist C. H. Phillips. Said he:
“The future potentials of Meridian in terms of economic stability or in the matter of
developing currently untouched assets, material or social, will…depend upon the
willingness of local citizens to join with one another in cooperation, in a spirit of amity in
the days immediately ahead.”
In early November S/Sgt. Carl H. Upchurch, a prisoner of war, wrote an
interesting letter to his parents. The young flier had been a turret gunner on a Flying
Fortress, The Rat Killer, when it was shot down over Germany. His letter had an
71
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interesting postscript: “Please do all you can for the German prisoners back there in the
States. They must be as lonely and homesick as I am.”73
In the Star of November 5 Chamber of Commerce President I. A. Rosenbaum
announced that George Pecaro, manager of the Flintkote Company, had been named head
of the newly-organized Committee of Economic Development and Post-War Planning.
The new committee was a part of the Chamber.
On the morning of November 9, in the Senior High/Junior College’s Little
Theatre, a number of young men started taking the Army-Navy college qualifying test as
possible candidates for commissions in the several branches of the military. Those who
qualified were then given special consideration for the Army’s Specialized Training
Reserve program or the Navy’s college program, depending upon the candidate’s choice.
Candidates were required to be graduates of civilian high schools and in their final term.
They must have reached at least their 17th birthday by 1 March 1944, but not their 22nd.74
Mississippi’s first blood bank, sponsored by the Meridian Junior Chamber of
Commerce, received its first donations in early November. Blood collected would be
available for any emergency in the state, and its transportation would be done by the
Meridian Civil Air Patrol. The first donors were Clifton Walker, W. M. Mullican,
Kenneth Sauer, and Yeoman 2/C. A. H. Felkner.75
John C. Greiner, of New York, was associate director of the Army and Navy
Department of the Young Men’s Christian Association. On Tuesday, November 9, he
arrived in Meridian and visited the Seventh Street USO. Greiner was on a tour of
Southern cities and was very complimentary of the work being done in Meridian by H. R.
Denham’s corps of workers.76
The Star on November 15 carried an interesting article about Meridian flier Sgt.
James Collier, a 1941 high school graduate who joined the Army Air Forces the
following August. He was the sole survivor of an American bomber that was badly
damaged over Naples, Italy. Collier was both the waist gunner and the radio operator.
“Three of our engines began giving out,” said Collier later, “and we had to drop out of
formation. That’s what the [enemy] fighters were waiting for and they began coming at
us like a pack of hounds.” One of Collier’s thumbs had been shot off, but he believed he
had shot down at least two enemy planes. Even though the co-pilot had been shot in the
lungs, he managed to get them back across the Mediterranean Sea and then to crash-land
in the North African desert. Only three aboard the plane were now alive—Collier, the
co-pilot, and the tail gunner. They began staggering across the sands in the direction,
they hoped, of their camp. On the second morning the co-pilot had died and was left
where he was. The next evening the tail gunner asked Collier to remove his (the tail
gunner’s) mother’s photo from his inner pocket, and then said he could go no farther.
Assuming he was dying, the gunner requested Collier, if he survived, to notify the
gunner’s mother. Shortly afterward the gunner died, but Collier kept moving forward
and was picked up three days later by British soldiers.
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Almost as though making an effort to replace Collier’s downed bomber, a group
of Meridian clubwomen were cooperating with the Mississippi Federation of Women’s
Clubs to sponsor a “Buy a Bomber” campaign in November. They had a goal of
$300,000 worth of War Bonds. The Meridian Council of Women’s Clubs, of which Mrs.
Ernest Moss was president, was so successful that the women exceeded their goal by
$411,648.20, for a total of $711,648.20. The announcement was made by Mrs. H. M.
Ivy, state chairwoman of war finance77
As Thanksgiving neared, there were the usual preparations. However, the word
was that in some parts of the state there would be two-thirds fewer turkeys than in times
past. The word was also that telephone usage was going to be more limited as well. In
fact, the public were asked not to make long-distance phone calls on Thanksgiving
weekend. The nation’s “war business” needed to have priority.78
The Meridian Wildcats’ 55-7 victory over Memphis Tech added a special and
agreeable touch to an otherwise odd Thanksgiving. (The game before 5,306 spectators
was on Friday following the Thursday holiday, and sports editor Carl Walters called it “a
fitting finale” to a great season.) The holiday itself, the second in this war, would, said
the Star, “probably be recorded as one of the quietest ever known in the city’s history.”
“Only one departure from the customary observance could be observed,” added the
paper, “this being that a large number of local residents had to forego ‘turkey and
dressing.’” Most of the turkey crop for 1943 had gone to the armed forces. Perhaps the
dearth of turkeys helped account for some of the shooting of squirrels within Meridian’s
city limits, which Police Chief C. C. Currie denounced and vowed to stop.79 Well, at
least Thanksgiving was again being celebrated on the last Thursday in the month.
Another way to give thanks was to make lap robes for wounded servicemen at
Key Field and at the Foster Hospital, in Jackson, Miss. That’s what the Marine Mothers’
Club did at this Thanksgiving season. The women had already finished five robes.80
Collection of scrap continued in the area. E. E. Freeman, chairman of the
Lauderdale County Salvage Committee, announced that bins had been placed at the
Soldier Monument at Sixth Street and 23rd Avenue to receive tin cans, paper, and other
scrap materials. The bin was on the west side of the monument and at the curb, reaching
from Sixth to Seventh Streets. Across the roof of the shed, and in big letters, were signs
identifying the four types of scrap for each bin. Freeman asked that paper products be
wrapped in separate bundles according to the type of paper—newspapers, corrugated
paper, etc. He reminded the public again of the proper method to prepare tin cans.
Freeman also encouraged residents to donate their old or surplus clothing for those in
need in Allied countries.81
Incidentally, the somewhat elaborate collection bin in front of the Soldier
Monument on Sixth Street attracted national attention and was selected to serve as a
model for other such structures in America. It was designed by Lt. Ernest W. Steuart, of
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Key Field, whose plans were approved by the city council. Subsequently, the Federal
government sent photos and plans of the structure to all county chairmen in the nation.82
Meridianite Homer Brett’s new book, Blueprint for Victory had been published,
and the author donated a copy to the local library. His experience in the American
diplomatic service from 1911 to 1941 made his observations of interest. In this latest
book Brett urged that the defeat of Japan was of primary importance. Germany’s defeat
was, he thought, of secondary importance.83
Out at Meridian High School, Wildcat fans were still luxuriating in the recent
defeat of Memphis Tech. Now they could rejoice that three Wildcats had been named to
the first squad of the All-Big Eight team. The players were Charles Wright, Kenneth
Davis, and Thomas “Shorty” McWilliams. The latter was chosen as the Most
Outstanding Player.84
Pearl Harbor Day was observed in a ceremony at the Courthouse. The program
began at the main entrance when the Key Field band played three marches. Also featured
were two wounded soldiers, one of whom declared, “The outcome of this war depends
not only upon our armed forces, but upon the home front as well.” On the Courthouse
lawn were a jeep and several machine guns for the crowd’s inspection. Much of the
program, however, proved somewhat disappointing to those who had organized it; for
though visitors were invited into the building to view a free movie and hear the two
wounded soldiers tell of their experiences, only about 75 did so.85
As the Christmas season approached, public utilities asked civilians to show
consideration to those defending the nation. The Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company repeated and extended the request, made at Thanksgiving, that the public use
long distance service in such a way as not to interfere with military and defense needs.
The hours between 7 and 10 p.m., especially, were a time when members of the armed
forces would most likely be trying to make personal calls. There was a slogan: “Give
seven to ten to the Service Men.” And a reminder from Greyhound Bus Lines advised
the public that many in the military would be trying to get home for Christmas.
Greyhound’s message was: “Give your seat to those in the service for that Christmas
trip!”86
Women’s fashions were getting mixed signals in mid-December. Fashion experts
were advising civilian women not to wear their long hair straight without curls at the
bottom—“don’t let long hair just hang down in back.” On the other hand, visiting
military women were advocating a more serious fashion: swap civvies for a uniform.
Down at Kate Griffin Junior High a “WAC caravan” consisting of 71 WACs and officers
put on a show designed as a recruiting tool. There was a 54-piece band which played
several selections, and a smaller 20-piece band that turned out “hot blues and boogie
woogie.” At the same time, “lady Leathernecks” from the New Orleans district’s
procurement headquarters arrived in their “spacious mobile trailer unit.” Prepared to do
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about a week’s recruiting in Meridian, they parked their trailer in front of the Post Office
and kept it open every day from nine to five.87
Mid-December brought important news. On the 15th, the Star let it be known that
President Roosevelt had just returned safely from conferences at Tehran and Cairo. Also
important, but more disturbing, was word of an epidemic of influenza in the nation—
there were already 125 cases in Meridian. Another announcement in this issue was that
the new and “still-expensive drug penicillin” was working wonders but was still in short
suppply. Even a plentiful supply, however, would have been ineffective against the flu
virus, and an effective flu vaccine was still in the future.
Four days before Christmas there was on display in front of the City Hall, a
Japanese two-man submarine captured after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. The set-up
was similar to one, months before, of a German Messerschmitt fighter plane, and the site
of the exhibit was almost the same. Labeled as a “Bundles for America” program, this
relic was a little more expensive, which may be why I don’t recall its being in the city.
The Luftwaffe relic cost a youngster my age only a dime to see, whereas the submarine
cost two ten-cent War Saving Stamps, in addition to the regular admission.88 Also, for
some reason the German enemy interested me more than did the Japanese.
The USO clubs in the city were preparing their usual holiday festivities as
expertly as a well-done, if somewhat scarce, Christmas turkey. On the evening of
December 23 at the black USO on Fourth Street, 100 female students from Harris High
were honored guests for a dance. Red Adams’s Swing Orchestra provided the music. O.
C. Twyner, director of the USO, said the informal dance would begin at eight. On
Christmas Eve there was a special party for service personnel who would receive gifts
and enjoy the singing of carols. Also on Christmas Eve two black Girl Scout troops sang
carols at the Key Field hospital. And on the following Sunday they presented a program
at St. Paul’s Methodist Episcopal Church. At that program Troop 1 celebrated its fifth
anniversary.89
At the Seventh Street USO many young musicians of Meridian put on a
Christmas carol festival sponsored by the Music Teachers’ Association, whose president
was Emma Lois Bosarge. Another sponsor was the Matinee Music Club, Kate McRaven,
president. Among the youngsters performing were Mary Margaret Curtis, Judith White,
Rosalyn Kennedy, Hazel Godfrey, Harvey Kavonian, Jr., Andrew Fenn, Jr., and Joan
Buckley.90
Several groups in Meridian planned to distribute gifts to less-fortunate families
and individuals. The Salvation Army, for instance, passed out bundles of food at 2 p.m.
on Christmas Eve; and later at its Christmas tree program distributed about 100 gifts.
Gifts were distributed also at the King’s Daughters Tuberculosis Hospital on Christmas
Day. At the Family Welfare Service and at the Davis Street USO about twenty Key Field
soldiers helped distribute presents to about 120 underprivileged children. Maud Fail,
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head of Wesley House, said her group would give eight parties for the poor. Another
agency that distributed food was the Fifteenth Avenue Baptist Church.91
No less generous or timely was the gesture made by the Meridian men employed
by the Southern Railroad. They pledged to give themselves as Christmas presents, which
they accomplished by working eight straight hours on Christmas Day, without pay, in the
hope that it would help bring peace and victory a bit sooner. This came even as a
threatened strike moved the Federal government to take over the railroads.92
1943 had been a year in which 46 black and 431 white Meridianites had worked
diligently and successfully as Meridian Civilian Defense Volunteers. Together they gave
a total of 1,911 hours of service, not counting work done on the War Fund and the drives
for Community Chest (ancestor of United Way). The black workers organized with zone,
sector, and block units, each with a volunteer leader. Workers of both races helped to
issue ration books, register applicants for canning sugar, encourage the planting of
victory gardens, etc. They assisted in War Loan drives and gave help to the Rationing
Board. It was a splendid record.93
The end of the year brought news of the death of Governor Paul B. Johnson, Sr.
He died on Sunday, December 26, less than a month before his term ended. Lt. Governor
Dennis Muphree assumed the office for the brief remainder of the term, and before the
inauguration of Meridian’s own Thomas L. Bailey.
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Chapter 6: 1944—Nemesis.
Meridian’s citizens could begin the year at the movies with Stage Door Canteen,
a slightly less successful partner of the later Hollywood Canteen. There was also The
Gang’s All Here, which presented Alice Faye, Carmen Miranda, Charlotte Greenwood,
Edward Everett Horton, and band leader Benny Goodman. Steven H. Scheuer describes
it as a “wacky and irresistible extravaganza.”1
During the coming year Meridian and the rest of the nation would be listening—
or in some cases trying to avoid listening—to the usual bevy of new songs. There was
the punning She Broke My Heart in Three Places; the 1944 English version of the 1939
Spanish song Amor, Amor, Amor; and another piece of verbal absurdity, Mairzy Doats.
To later generations, the song Milkman, Keep Those Bottles Quiet recalls a time when
milk was left in bottles at one’s front door, postmen came around twice daily, and many
homes received frequent deliveries of ice. (There was the joke about the woman who
wistfully opined that Frigidaire could never take the place of the iceman.) This was a
time when Lucky Strike’s Your Hit Parade dominated radio on Saturday evenings and
Frank Sinatra’s singing caused bobbysoxers to scream with delight, and their elders to
snort in disgust.
Local citizens were reminded in early January that community effort was as
important as ever to the defense program. The Federal government announced that yet
another War Loan—the Fourth—would begin on the 18th. On that day the city’s black
citizens held a rally at Harris High School to consolidate their plans. The Flintkote
Company revealed that its employees were already investing more than $3,000 each
month in War Bonds. And everyone was reminded of Meridian’s new blood bank and
that one might donate blood at any of the following places: Weidmann’s Restaurant,
Hunt’s Pharmacy, S. H. Kress’s Five-and-Ten, and Newberry’s Five-and-Ten.2 During
the coming months there would be many more such reminders that the war was far from
over. But if Americans worked as well in the coming year as they had in the past, 1944
just might end the war, or at least set the stage for 1945 to bring the great culmination.
Meanwhile, local residents could find consolation in an item in the Star of January 22
that quoted Congressman Arthur Winstead as saying that, despite rumors, there were no
plans to change the status of Key Field.
One of Meridian’s black musicians was doing very well in the Army. Pvt. Joseph
Finley, formerly director of Harris High School Band, was a member of the 770th Army
Band, at Greenville Army Air Base, S. C. The twenty-year-old Finley was a skilled
trumpeter and saxophonist.3
In early February another black musician, a visiting singer named Emanuel
Mansfield, gave a recital in Harris High School auditorium. The hosts provided seats for
white guests wishing to attend.4
It must have been constantly in the back of the minds of many of Meridian’s
white majority that the local and even national attitudes toward the black minority was
blatantly, and dangerously, indefensible. And to those whites who allowed themselves to
1
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consider the matter frankly, it must have been obvious that the status quo could not be
continue much longer. Occasionally there were efforts, often made rather gingerly, to try
to put the best face on racial relations. One such was at the First Presbyterian Church on
Sunday afternoon, February 13, the day after Lincoln’s birthday. Both black and white
clergy were invited to participate in what was called a “good-will service.”5
A concern for the problem of racial segregation may have been part of the reason
for a “Civic Service Plea” that appeared in the Star on February 27. It read as follows:
“In the opinion of competent observers here, the full potentials in terms of this
community’s industrial, agricultural and commercial development will not be realized
unless and until the field of civic service is broadened to include all classes, all groups
and diversified elements within the city.”
Lauderdale was one of ten counties that still had not met their quotas in the recent
War Loan. To help rectify this situation, officials at Key Field lent another of their
planes, a P-40 fighter, which was put on display at the usual place—22nd Avenue between
Fifth and Sixth Streets. From February 8 through 11 one might examine the aircraft after
purchasing at least a 25-dollar War Bond. It must have worked. Something did, for by
the middle of February it could be announced that the county and the state had exceeded
their quotas for the Fourth War Loan. Meridian’s black citizens, too, were pleased that
they had exceeded their goal of $100,000. Obviously it was better late than never, and on
February 22 the High School/Junior College presented a musical program to celebrate the
(belatedly) successful completion of the Fourth War Loan. A cast of 65 presented a
sketch of the history of American music. The MCians, the High School orchestra,
played; and the stage numbers were under the direction of Dorothy Beswick and Rose
Dravin. Neil Rosenbaum gave an impersonation of Frank Sinatra singing “This Is a
Lovely Way to Spend an Evening”; though whether a bevy of bobbysoxers squealed in
the front row does not appear in the record. Other performers included Jennie Piazza,
Julian Patrick, Frances Collins, Billy Melton, Martha Cobb, Sonny Gilmore, and
Winfield Dunn.6
Actually, Lauderdale County was doing better in the purchase of War Bonds than
some of the preceding paragraph might seem to suggest. In the final tally this was one of
nine counties with top records in the recent War Loan campaign. In the effort by the
Mississippi Farm Bureau Federation to “purchase” bombers, one of nine was “bought” by
Lauderdale County. As a result, the name Meridian Mauler was written on the front of
the fuselage of a B-17F.7
The Star of February 13 announced that Walter Henderson had replaced P. J.
Krouse as chairman of the War Price and Rationing Board No. 38, in Lauderdale County.
Non-combat service by women in the several military branches was becoming a
well-accepted innovation. Quite a number of local women had already enlisted, and
others were being sought. From the WAC recruiting station, 2208 Eighth Street, recruiter
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Cpl. Dora Kelley reminded the public that a WAC doing such work as driving a jeep was
releasing a male soldier who was more urgently needed elsewhere.8
For about two months, Lula Abraham, clerk of local Draft Board No. 1, had been
under investigation on a charge of unfitness for her position. The complaint had begun
with charges by the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and Carpenters Union
that Abraham was inept. However, the Selective Service, in Washington, entered the
case and exonerated her after an investigation. Abraham then abruptly resigned, as did
two members of the Draft Board, W. V. Ludlum and Robert G. Gillespie.9
The same issue that carried the preceding item had also a photo and
accompanying article about Adolf Hitler’s nephew, William Patrick Hitler. The young
man was a son of the German Fuehrer’s half-brother. Young Hitler joined the U. S. Navy
and probably had to endure a great deal of kidding.
Even by the early 1940s Meridian’s hospitals were becoming regional hospitals,
whose services were often sought by those living well outside the city in east Mississippi
and west Alabama. But by 1944 a shortage of physicians was causing concern, especially
in light of the possibility of major epidemics. The war, of course, exacerbated the
situation.10 There seemed to be no immediate solution to this problem. Medical facilities
at Key Field might be of some assistance in a real emergency, but their primary concern
was the soldiers’ welfare.
A less-pressing but persistent problem continued to be citizens’ proper disposal of
tin cans. Some households were simply continuing to dispose of them with regular
household garbage. John B. Pearson, chairman of the Citizens Service Corps, said:
“Effective cooperation by the Meridian public in our efforts to collect and ship tin cans to
detinning plants is almost wholly lacking.” He reminded the area’s population of the bins
at the Soldier Monument or those at the several schools and at many grocery stores.11
The Star of February 22 announced that starting on the 27th Meridianites would
begin to see the new red and blue ration tokens, each of which was worth a point. Red
tokens would be given in change for red ration coupons, blue ones for blue coupons.
They were used when a customer bought an item that required fewer points than the
coupon was worth.
While some in the city were attending the cinemas to see the excellent, if
somewhat sinister, actor Laird Cregar in his role as Jack the Ripper in The Lodger, or
enjoying the Irving Berlin tunes in This Is the Army, many went out to the Senior
High/Junior College to hear the MCians again. The orchestra’s vocalists were Mabel
Louise Hopper and Julian Patrick. Robert Miller and Chester Sumrall dressed up as old
maids and sang “They’re Either Too Young or Too Old,” “Don’t Get Around Much
Anymore,” and “Friendship.” The proceeds of their program were used to purchase new
curtains for the auditorium.12
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On March 3 the county’s black schools’ held Field Day at Stevenson School, in
Toomsuba, Miss. Bailey Vocational School was the winner in the high school and
elementary events. In the high jump the winners were Mildred Jackson and Malan
Curter, and Zongehert Stribling won the basketball throw. Prof. and Mrs. T. J. Harris
were present to watch Harris High win in the oratorical contest.13
Because of their close association with civil aeronautics and their early entry into
military aviation, long before the U. S. had entered the war, Algene and Fred Key
probably attracted more attention during the war than any other of Meridian’s many sons
and daughters in the armed forces. The public followed their daring exploits very
closely; and whenever the Keys returned to Meridian, either together or separately, their
appearances in various public situations always were closely observed. Fred Key’s
bomber in Southeast Asia was named the Ole Miss II, after the original aircraft flown in
the brothers’ endurance flight in 1935. In the Star of March 9 there is the following
account, copied from the Boeing News Weekly, of Key’s earlier wartime experiences:
Flying home from Australia after spending nearly eight months helping
keep elderly Flying Fortresses in the air over the South Pacific, Fred Stolz,
Boeing service engineer, brought back the story of one of the most ancient of all
B-17s—the “Guinea Pig.” The Fort has flown at least 1,500 combat hours.
One of the first B-17Es to roll out of Plant 2, the “Guinea Pig,” then
known merely as 41-2472, was taken from Boeing Field December 24, 1941, by
the Seventh Air Force. Immediately heading for action, the plane came into India
too late to go on to the Philippines, so instead went on to Java.
Arri[vi]ng at Melang [sic, Malang?] January 15, the plane was flown by
Capt. Fred Key and bore the name “Old [sic] Miss II.” The first “Old Miss” was
a plane in which Key had set an endurance record of 427 hours continuous flight
over Meridian, Miss.
Most of the records of the “Guinea Pig,” alias “Old Miss II,” were lost on
the beaches of Java. When the Dutch stronghold fell[,] there was no time to save
records of the flights a bomber had made. But the men who flew the plane
remember some of its deeds. So do the Japs.
“Old [Miss.] II” was the first B-17E to reach the combat zone, and that
meant it was the first Fort in action to have a tail gun. That new stinger is the
main reason the Japs remember “Old Miss.” On its first mission the plane
chalked down five Zeros from the tail alone.
Lieut. Col. Henry Goodman, of General MacArthur’s staff, has a skimpy
record that shows flights the plane made to Palembang [Sumatra], to Balikpapan
[Borneo], an attack on an aircraft carrier and raids in the Macassa [sic] Straits
melee. On one mission to Macassar, the plane was credited with downing
eighteen Zeros.
Goodman’s records show flights only through February 15, 1942, but he
states the Fortress made at least thirty missions from Java.
13
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“Old Miss” also wrote another chapter in history when it joined the group
of Fortresses on the flight to Del Monte in the Philippines to help evacuate the
personnel.
The Fort went on to Australia and was soon playing a part in the Coral Sea
battle. Now called the “Guinea Pig,” the plane took a beating in the Coral Sea
battle so was taken to Essendon [Australia] and salvaged. However, the need for
planes was great, so “Guinea Pig” was rebuilt. The plane went into action
wearing a tail made from those of two other Forts.
“Guinea Pig” made frequent trips to the air depots to have its wounds
mended and its face lifted, but it kept coming back for action. After joining the
retreat in the early days of the war, it helped stop the Japs on New Guinea and
then joined the offensive action.
It took part in the bombings of many Jap bases—of Raboul [i.e., Rabaul,
New Britain] and Lae [New Guinea]—being over Lae the morning Allied troops
took the Jap base. “Guinea Pig” helped shove the Japs back up the coast line until
December, 1943, when it was decided to send the battle-weary old Fort back to
the States.
The “Guinea Pig’s” flying days aren’t over with the 6,000-mile flight
home. Still bearing the battle scars and patches of nearly two years of war, it is
now being used for training.
From England came word about a 9th Air Force bomber manned by a crew all of
whom were Meridianites. The men were Howell E. White, James M. Brown, Richard C.
Randall, and James A. McLemore. The type of bomber was not stated, but the four men
called it the 4-F, a name chosen because all four said it was the classification the
Selective Service ought to have given all of them.14
Also in mid-March, the local Coca-Cola Bottling Company, in concert with the
company’s bottling plants elsewhere in the nation, was collecting musical instruments to
be shipped to our armed forces overseas for their entertainment. Coca-Cola wanted
anything except pianos, double basses, or phonographs.15
An ad in the Star of March 17, from E. D. Carney, manager of the Meridian office
of the U. S. Employment Service, was a hint of the Normandy Invasion that was a scant
three months away. Carney announced an urgent call for workers to go to the Charleston
Navy Yard, South Carolina, to help produce and deliver landing crafts. Later, on April
24, the local paper announced that “special hiring representatives” would arrive that day
from Charleston Navy Yard, where workers were “urgently needed to help build a new
type of Navy landing craft, the LSM.” The Navy needed 6,000 workers for April through
July, and here the ad flatly stated that the boats were needed for the coming invasion.
In the Star of March 24, Carl Walters, sports editor, expressed his opinion of the
generation of young Americans who were defending the nation:
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They wondered how America’s “gilded youth” was going to meet the acid
test. They remembered, of course, how their own and other people’s youngsters
had run the gamut of foolishness; spending too much money, driving cars too fast,
swallowing goldfish, wearing zoot suits and going wild over jitterbugging and
swing. They remembered, too, how lots of young men (college students
especially) had said: “We’re not going to fight in anybody’s war; when it comes
time for shooting we will ‘sit it out.’”
Today—more than two years after the United States was forced to fight by
Japan’s treacherous attack on Pearl Harbor—the boys who were going to “sit out”
the war are bearing the brunt of battle all over the globe. The oldsters are no
longer clucking their tongues and wondering. They know now, that American
youngsters have the physical, mental and moral stamina to meet any test that
comes their way.
On March 25 new taxicab rates went into effect. Zone number one was the
business district, inside of which the fare was 25 cents. In zone 2, inside the city but
beyond the business district, the fare was 35 cents. Outside the city cost 25 cents a mile,
but no trip could exceed ten miles. And there were to be “no trips to Honky Tonks or
Night Clubs.” To the airport in a direct route cost a dollar, plus 25 cents for each
additional passenger. A trip to Northwood Country Club cost a dollar.16
Among the public entertainments scheduled in April was that on April 6 and 7
when several Grand Ole Opry stars were in Meridian. A tent was erected on Highway 45
North opposite Highway Village. There was space for an audience of 3,000 at 30 cents
each. Those on the program included Jamup and Honey, Minnie Pearl, Uncle Dave
Macon, Eddie Arnold, Speedy McNatt, Gabe Tucker, and Roy Wiggins. Another, later in
the month, was that of a black male quartet, the Soproco Spiritual Singers, who were in
town on April 19 and 20 and appeared at the T. J. Harris High School and at the Union
Baptist Church. They had sung over New Orleans’ station WWL.17
On Sunday, April 2, the Star said that the Civil Air Patrol would offer an air
training program for boys 15 to 17 years old. C. J. Lenahan, commander of the local
CAP squadron, announced the new Federal program. There would be no charge for the
course, and students might voluntarily withdraw at any time. The program was more
fully explained at a model airplane show that afternoon at the Bonita Airport. On April 9
the local paper revealed a plan to rename the Bonita Airfield in honor of Meridian fliers
who had died in the war.
In early April letters from several Meridian men stationed in England reported
reading the following notice in Stars and Stripes, the official Army newspaper overseas:
“Meridian (Miss.) Reunion—All men interested in a reunion of Meridian boys in London
around April 15, contact Staff Sgt. Richard Randall.” If there was any such reunion, it
apparently was not reported by the Meridian Star.18
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As the city‘s schools were collecting clothing to be sent to war-ravaged areas of
the Soviet Union, Meridianites were upset by the loss of the Grandstand at the
Fairgrounds. It burned completely on Sunday afternoon, April 16. Built before the First
World War, the structure accommodated about 7,500 spectators. A few days later, Carl
Walters, sports editor of the Star claimed to have received a letter signed simply “a rabid
baseball fan.” It said that since the Fairgrounds’ Grandstand had burned and the city was
without a decent ball park, the city government ought to build a new baseball field. The
name suggested for it was Moss Park, in honor of John C. Moss, who for years had
encouraged many youngsters to play the game.19
For Meridianites, as for other Americans, the imminent invasion of Western
Europe produced tension caused by hopeful expectation but also by the sobering
realization of the human toll that such an operation entailed. Someone—the person was
not stated—suggested to the Lauderdale County Ministerial Association that the area’s
religious bodies plan special prayer services for the imminent, but still unknown, D-Day.
The city’s businesses planned to close for one hour on D-Day to cooperate with religious
services. If the news came in the morning, prayer services would be from 11:10 to 11:50,
and from 4:10 to 4:50 if in the afternoon. It was also at this time that the local Red Cross
let it be known that as D-Day neared, there was a greater-than-ever need for bandages.20
Perhaps to help relieve the tension building in advance of the invasion of France,
Carl Walters, Star sports editor, wrote a paean to dogs and the people they owned.
“Thousands of dogs aren’t worth a dime so far as their pedigrees and ability to do
something worthwhile are concerned” wrote Walters, “but are priceless for the simple
reason that their owners love them with a passion that can only be understood by other
dog lovers.” He mentioned specifically several local pooches:
There’s quite a dog colony out our way and, believe it or not, we like ’em
all. Carroll Culpepper, Jr. has a much-bewhiskered Scottie, named Laddie, that is
an excellent replica of Fala, President Roosevelt’s boon companion. Frank L.
(Jake) Jacobs owns a fine German police dog (we don’t know his name), and
Atwood and John Chalk, who live just down the street, have a Collie named Rip.
The Walters canine is a wire-haired terrier named Priscilla—Prissy for
short—whose craving for candy is exceeded only by her ability to “bark a good
fight.”
Not residents of the immediate neighborhood, but frequent visitors, are
Mullan (short for Mullan’s Gallant Fox Hunter), a wire-haired terrier belonging to
E. L. King, and a black cocker spaniel belonging to P. L. Mosley that we call
Smoky Joe. (Smoky Joe was numbered among the missing a couple of weeks ago
and we don’t know whether he has been found or not.)
One of the best known dogs in the city (especially to Meridian Star
subscribers on Route No. 28), is Butch, described as “just dog.” Butch is owned
by Hugh Crooks Williams, Jr. Star carrier, and Butch in turn, owns Hugh. The
19
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partnership works out admirably, and the business of seeing that Star subscribers
on Route No. 28 get their papers promptly is a dual responsibility.
Another dog that we have noticed is a mixed-breed that makes his
headquarters on the Pantaze Drug store corner (23rd Avenue and Eighth street).
This pooch is mostly Scottie (probably with a dash of Dachshund) and should be
named Slung Low, for his tummy almost drags the ground. He is a quiet,
dignified and peaceable fellow and seems utterly content to just watch life roll by.
Slung Low (we’ll call him that, lacking a formal introduction), bothers
nobody, never barks or bites and manages to stay out of trouble. In those respects
he sets a good example for lots of two-legged animals who for some
unaccountable reason, are forever and eternally barging into other people’s
affairs.
Someday, ration points permitting, we are going to toss a party for Slung
Low with beefsteak “refreshments.” We might even seek to interview him in an
effort to learn something of his philosophical slant on life (which is evidently
based upon tolerance, kindness and appreciation of the little things that come his
way.
Slung Low has “got something” that lots of humans would love to have:
Peace of mind.
The former YMCA building, on the southwest corner of 23rd Avenue and Ninth
Street and that had heretofore been very useful for the entertainment of servicemen, was
now almost an orphan. Recent efforts by the city government to purchase it had failed to
get voters’ approval. By the spring of 1944, the Army-Navy USO-YMCA organizations
let it be known that they had no further use for the building, despite the excellent
facilities, including an indoor swimming pool.21
Since April had been a very wet month—11.55 inches—it was probably fortunate
that the Boy Scouts waited until Saturday, May 6, to collect waste paper. Homes were
asked to put out their bundles of paper by 9 a.m. in order to facilitate the Scouts’ task.
Key Field and the St. Louis Junk Company provided trucks.22
By May, the city began bracing itself for another mayoral campaign. Perhaps the
earliest announced candidate was Rex “The Wrecker” Alman, whose ad in the Star of
May 11 said that though he would not accept campaign contributions, he did appreciate
the half-gallon of molasses that someone had left on his doorstep. One of his main issues
was that there needed to be a viaduct to carry traffic on 21st Avenue across the railroads.
He said also that the 22nd Avenue crossing was the roughest “this side of Berlin.” In
those days there was no viaduct over the railroads at 22nd Avenue. Instead, there was
always a watchman who signaled when an automobile might make its bumpy way across
the rails.
On Sunday afternoon, May 7, more than 100 boys ten to sixteen years old
gathered at the Moss Baseball Diamond, in College Heights. The occasion was in
response to a published invitation by John C. Moss to “teach, supervise, and direct a
21
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baseball ‘clinic’ for the kids.” This was a result of a program that Sylvan Straus had
already started, and that included also Judge J. A. Riddell, Sheriff W. Y. Brame, the Rev.
Duncan M. Hobart, John Pearson, and Leland D. Gebhart.23
The white and black races still did not associate, even in sports, but there was a
similar program for black youngsters at the same time as that conducted by Moss for the
whites. African-American youngsters 10 to 18 years of age were invited to meet on
Sunday afternoon, May 14, at the Frank Berry Courts, where they would be taught to play
softball and baseball. Among the leaders of the program were S. C. Barlow, G. W.
Oliver, and Ed Fitts.24
Another aspect of enriching the lives of Meridian’s teenagers was the project to
begin what was called a “youth canteen.” By mid-May the main problem was to find a
suitable location. The Junior Auxiliary took the initiative in the project that would offer a
recreational center for young boys and girls.25
Mid-May witnessed the beginning of the Fifth War Loan, which ran from June 12
through July 8. Several downtown stores—Alex Loeb, Marks-Rothenberg, J. C. Penney,
and Sears Robuck—arranged to have a bond selling contest.26 All of this was on the
assumption that citizens in the area, and the nation, still had some extra cash left from the
four previous drives. The Star of May 25 revealed how important Key Field was in such
drives. During the past April its personnel had sold the most War Bonds of all the bases
in the Third Air Force.
The Meridian Sanitarium, on 28th Avenue, was one of six hospitals in the state
designated as a depository for the new, and still somewhat scarce antibiotic, penicillin.
Other hospitals in Meridian and nearby areas might apply there when necessary. The
War Production Board sent four million “Oxford units” of the antibiotic to the Meridian
hospital.27
At the Lamar Hotel on Monday evening, May 15, plans were worked out to
participate in a recruiting campaign for women in the military. In addition to Mayor
Clint Vinson and the several commissioners, there were Florence McAllum, Nancy
Eastland Paine, Bessie Smith, Helen Crooks, D. W. Gavin, Leroy Feagin, and D. R.
Thornton.28
Out at the Flintkote plant, the company had just published the first issue of The
Flintkote Forester, designed to promote sound forestry practices among farmers and
landowners in eastern Mississippi.29
Late May in those days was always an exciting time for us youngsters, because
despite examinations, it meant the end of the school year and three full months of
vacation. Harris High School’s graduation took place on Friday, May 19. The
valedictorian was James Winston, the salutatorian Willie J. Smith. Harris High students
planning to enter the military were Leroy Archibald Glenn, Warren Nathaniel Jackson,
23
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William Rodgers, Clyde Walker, Tommy Wilson, and Elijah Cross. Meridian Senior
High School’s Billy Hudson, senior class president and an outstanding football player,
was making plans to enter the Navy in August. The vice president was Naomi Payne, an
honor graduate. Class secretary, Joyce Hall, was graduated with highest honors and
would enter college in the fall.30
The Star of Tuesday, May 23, let it be known that renovations and remodeling of
the Seventh Street USO had started the preceding day. The contract for the work, which
would cost $2,641.10, was awarded to L. B. Priester and was to be finished in 60 days.
In addition to the remodeling, much new equipment had been bought for the club which
seemed to be the city’s most popular haven for military personnel. During April a total
of 13,010 servicemen had used the club, and 515 men had slept there. In addition to at
least fifty other services, there was free coffee around the clock. Mrs. S. C. Mosley was
in charge of plans for a new snack bar. There was every intention to keep the new
construction from interfering with a dance planned for June 1. It would be held in the
open-air dance pavilion, and the entire Key Field orchestra would furnish the music.
Charles Gillespie was chairman of the board, and Helen Crooks was secretary.
During these years when American labor was just emerging from the Great
Depression and had an outstanding champion in the White House, unions began to enjoy
more political influence than ever before. In less than half a century unions had changed
from being generally regarded as illegal combinations, to being honored organizations
whose votes politicians courted openly. The South, however, was still largely unfriendly
toward organized labor, and many Meridianites shared that attitude. The author spoke
with a former policeman, who requested anonymity, that he remembered the lean years
during the late 1930s when Mayor Clint Vinson doggedly refused to let the members of
the police force be in civil service, or have any other status that would prevent the
mayor’s hiring or firing them at will. But on Friday afternoon, 26 May 1944, the
Meridian Police Department completed union organization under the American
Federation of Labor. The first president was Walter Owen, with J. L. Mayatt as vice
president. A. L. Taylor was recording secretary, and Mike Nichols was financial
secretary. The new union was Local 811. The base monthly salary for a policeman or
fireman soon became $135, and on Tuesday, 20 March 1945, it was raised to $155. 31
On Wednesday, May 31, the local press reported that on the previous day the
state’s Emergency Transportation Committee, composed of Governor Bailey and the
heads of departments in charge of the enforcement of traffic laws, had abandoned the 35mile-per-hour highway speed limit. Now the maximum speed for passenger cars was 55,
buses 50, and trucks 40. This was the result of a dispute between the Federal and
Mississippi governments. Said the Star:
The dispute arose when the [Mississippi] commissioner of public safety
charged that the OPA had refused to act on official records of cases of speed limit
violations. The commissioner, C. R. Bradley, issued a statement declaring that
30
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highway patrolmen would hereafter arrest only those motorists driving their
passenger automobiles at more than 55 miles per hour, the legal speed limit in
Mississippi.
The OPA answered with a warning that 35 miles per hour was the national
speed limit for war-time purposes and that motorists going faster would be liable
to revocation of their gasoline rationing privileges.
Commissioner Bradley retorted that his men had no authority under state
law to enforce the lower speed limit.
Governor Bailey repeated his statement that “all state officials, departments and
employes will cooperate with federal officers to conserve tires, gas and automobiles by
individual observance of the 35 mile limit.” His use of the word individual indicated that
each driver would be his own policeman. As the Star’s article concluded, the situation
“threatened to leave Mississippi motorists in a state of confusion as to what constituted
illegal speeding in this state.”32
On the same day that news about the change in highway speeds arrived, the Star
reported that the Red Cross production room at the Scottish Rite Cathedral was urging
more women to help make items such as kit bags for service personnel. Mrs. T. P. Shine,
head of the sewing room, said that 300 were needed at once for the Navy. The women in
the production room had received a letter from C. Cutter Hurniston, in the Pacific theater,
speaking of how useful the kit bag was.33
On June 6 the bubble of tension burst with the news that the long-awaited
invasion of France had started. The Star published two editions that day, a morning
“extra” and a regular afternoon edition. (The writer bought one of the extras and years
later gave it to a friend who had been in the invasion.) The later edition had a headline
that spoke of a “9-Mile Allied Gain in France.” On that same evening, at the Central
Methodist Church, the County Ministerial Association sponsored a “union” prayer
service to pray for the Allied soldiers involved in the invasion.34
The Star of June 8 reported that “Eric McNair, who played last year with
Indianapolis and enjoyed good success with Detroit, Mack’s A’s and other major league
teams, has reported to the Minneapolis Millers.” It added, “Skeeter Webb…is with the
Chicago White Sox.”
On Monday, June 12, the Star, in a laudatory article on former-U. S.
Representative Ross Collins, cited the Army Air Forces’ Gen. “Hap” Arnold as crediting
Collins with development of the Flying Fortress heavy bomber. The article said also that
Collins had brought several new post offices to the Meridian area, one of them in
Meridian. Collins was credited also with having been instrumental in building the new
Meridian Senior High/Junior College, as well as the adjoining Ray Stadium and
Vocational School.
The Fifth War Loan started Monday, June 12, and by the next day was reported as
going well. To dramatize the drive, on June 15 there was a show staged on 22nd Avenue
32
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between Fifth and Sixth Streets, by the 76th Infantry Division, Camp Shelby. For the
convenience of bond buyers, there were booths operated by the wives and families of the
servicemen, and managed by Bessie Smith, an English teacher at the Meridian High
School. There was also an exhibit of such weapons as a bazooka, a howitzer, machine
guns, and cannons. Some soldiers gave interviews. The first five days of the Bond drive
brought in $462,361.35
As the Normandy invasion and the Fifth War Loan proceeded, music stores in
town reported that the most popular song at present was “Long Ago and Far Away,” with
music by Jerome Kern and lyrics by Ira Gershwin. According to one music store, second
place went to “I’ll Be Seeing You,” which Sigmund Spaeth believed the most popular
song of 1944. The same store gave third place to “I’ll Get By,” a revival from 1928. At
another store second and third places went to “Amor, Amor, Amor” and “It’s Love, Love,
Love”—two different songs despite the similar titles (one in Spanish, the other in
English).36
At this same time, Mrs. George Middleton, head of the Lauderdale County Joint
Recruiting Program, announced that the Civilian Defense Workers were making a houseto-house canvass in Meridian of women 20 to 50 years of age. The survey, under the
auspices of the State Joint Recruitment Committee that was headed by Mrs. Thomas L.
Bailey, was designed to encourage eligible females to enlist in one or another of the
armed forces’ female auxiliaries.37
Shortly after D-Day there were two very important pieces of news in the local
paper. One had to do with the successful development of a new type of Flying Fortress, a
“Super” Fortress designated as the B-29. The report said also that the new aircraft had
been bombing Japan. The other item of aeronautical interest was that England had just
become the target of pilotless German bombs, a new weapon that came to be called the
V-1.
Back in March, the Star let it be known that the California Shipbuilding
Corporation, Terminal Island, Wilmington, Calif., would name one of their ships after
Meridian. It would be one of a series of fifty so-called Victory ships named for
American cities. This type of vessel, along with the previous Liberty ships, could be built
with unprecedented dispatch; but the Victory ships had greater speed than did the Liberty
ships and, thus, were less likely to be victims of enemy submarines. Meridian’s would be
named the S. S. Meridian Victory and assigned the designation VC2-S-AP3 (VC2 was
the designation for all Victory ships). The keel was laid on April 26, and on June 20 the
10,500-ton vessel was launched as the shipyard’s 361st ship and the 24th of its Victory
class. At the launching, Mrs. Roy S. Campbell, wife of the superintendent of Calship’s
Steelyard, did the christening. By February of 1945 the ship was in the Pacific where it
carried supplies for American armed forces. It visited such areas as New Guinea and the
Palau Islands.38
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The latter part of June 1944 turned into a very hot month. On Sunday, June 18,
the thermometer rose to 100 in town, 102 at Key Field. The temperature on June 22 was
99 in town, the highest for that date since 1899. At the airport that day the temperature
reached 103. Even by the 24th the city still sweltered in 97 degrees. In those days there
were relatively few places that had air-cooling systems. Some of the cinemas did, and
doubtless a ticket to one of them seemed to offer considerably more than merely a chance
to see such feature films as Now Voyager, Passage to Marseilles, and A Guy Named Joe.
Or, one might find it a good time to make a purchase at one of several stores in town that
offered a relief from the heat, such places as Marks-Rothenberg’s, Newberry’s, and a few
others.
The heat did not keep the Meridian Riding Academy from opening at this time.
Located on the Asylum Road (now called State Boulevard), it was a half mile north of
Highland Park on the road to a nightclub called Woodland Inn.39
Neither snow, nor rain, nor—in this instance—heat could deter the Fifth War
Bond drive, which continued relentlessly. In fact, Key Field personnel, already fighting
the war, again put their prestige into the fight to help Uncle Sam fund it. On Friday, June
30, they presented a show called “Madcap Interlude” in the Meridian Junior College
auditorium. It was sponsored by Alex Loeb’s and the Lauderdale County War Bond
Committee. Among other features, it offered Pfc. Fred Smith as master of ceremonies,
the WAC Chorus Girls, the Key Field Four close-harmony quartet, Pvt. Ismael Velez’s
Latin American songs, and the Key Field Orchestra. The Negro Civic Association were
actively engaged in the campaign, too. Dr. L. F. Brooks headed the endeavor, and Bertha
Brooks was in charge of a house-to-house canvass. A War Bond booth was erected on
Fifth Street to help meet the 100,000-dollar quota for Meridian’s black population. And
out at Northwood Country Club there was an invitational golf tournament on July 2-4.
Head of the tournament committee was A. T. Edgerton, and both Alabama and
Mississippi supplied entrants. Prizes were War Bonds.40
To dramatize the bond drive, on Thursday afternoon, June 29, there was a
downtown parade which the Star described as “impressive.” Hundreds of soldiers
marched along the city’s streets. In addition, there were displays of battle implements
that had been brought from the Ordnance Plant at Flora, Miss. On the reviewing stand
directly in front of the Soldier Monument were Col. E. C. Lynch, commander of the
Third Tactical Air Division, and his staff. Other reviewers, all from Key Field, included
Col. J. E. Bodel, Maj. A. T. McMillin, Maj. Ben A. Bentley, and Capt. E. B. Sisk. With
them were members of the Lauderdale County War Finance Committee. Said the Star:
“Cheers, rahs and other expressions of jollifications were missing in this ‘invasion
parade.’ Instead, seriousness and soberness were shown on the faces of those who
marched and those who watched. There could be no celebration in times such as
these….” Elements of the parade included the following: Girl and Boy Scouts; bands
from Flora, Key Field, and Meridian High School; various patriotic organizations; Red
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Cross; department stores; Gold Star Mothers; State Guard; Flintkote Plant; city schools;
and Hardin’s and Smith’s Bakeries.41
The Star of July 1 recorded a milestone in American history, though few today
would recognize it as such. But as of the preceding midnight, the final remnants of the
Works Progress Administration expired. The paper observed that during the agency’s
nine years it had spent $10,136,743,293 to provide some degree of employment for 8 ½
million persons. In the minds of many Americans, the WPA came to be associated only
with the digging of ditches and building of roads, or similar occupations. Many,
especially those who hated Roosevelt and the New Deal, often derided it as a
boondoggle, and sneered that the initials WPA stood for “We Piddle Around.” But it had
done far more than its critics would concede. It tried to employ as many abilities and
talents as possible among unemployed Americans. Even hard-pressed artists might find
employment painting murals, for instance, in public buildings. Writers, or those whose
work had been the putting of pen to paper, were often employed in such projects as the
preservation of local history. Musicians found employment in giving music lessons. But
of all its accomplishments, perhaps the most important was that it brought some degree of
hope to millions, and at a time when hope was a scarce commodity.
High winds on the Fourth of July—at least 34 miles per hour—blew down trees
and power lines, broke windows, and knocked WCOC off the air for several hours. But
all that did not keep the city from celebrating, if the relatively somber atmosphere could
be called a celebration. But gas rationing, travel restrictions, the weather, the awareness
of the terrible combat in France, and what the Star called “inconveniences of the times”
could not dampen everything. On the 2nd there was Sacred Harp singing at the
Courthouse, followed by an outdoor dinner in the nearby area of the curb markets.
Perhaps it did not help matters that the Fifth War Loan was not going well in the county,
and there were only three days left in the drive. Black citizens, too, were only half way
toward their goal.42 And then, as had always happened in the past, the Stars of July 9 and
15 were able to announce that both white and black citizens in the county had again
exceeded Lauderdale’s quota, even if they had been somewhat slow about it.
On July 21 the Star let it be known that at the Temple Theatre on July 24, the
Meridian Navy Mothers’ Club would receive a Certificate of Service for their hard work
in the recent Fifth War Loan. Harry Rice, theater manager, presented the award to Nancy
McFarlane, commander of the club.
One other factor in the sober quality of the celebration of the Fourth may have
been the earlier vote by citizens to ban the sale of beer and wines. The issue cropped up
again in early July, but the county supervisors avoided pressing the matter.43 Prohibition
in Mississippi had long been a joke, and eventually the state, finally deserted by
Oklahoma, became the only “dry” state in the nation. In those days it was often jeeringly
said that the most enthusiastic supporters of Prohibition were the clergy and the
bootleggers. On August 21, the Meridian Star published a somewhat tongue-in-cheek
article about the preceding Saturday night: “Lauderdale county’s ‘night spots’ were
41
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going full blast on the week-end, according to a survey made during that period of time.
Hard whiskies continued to be ‘hard to find,’ either within or without the city proper, but
premium beer could be obtained at a ‘premium’ price of 40 cents per bottle.” This was
perhaps a fairly correct assessment of conviviality in Meridian. The only questionable
statement here is that whiskies were “hard to find.”
Nor were illegal stills hard to find, sometimes even within the city limits. For
instance, on Friday, September 8, Deputy Sheriffs A. B. Ruffin and Martin Gunn
destroyed a liquor still a few yards south of the “old” fairgrounds on 22nd Avenue. The
still was an all-copper one, the first seen in the county “in many years.” It was later
described as “one of the finest ever found in the county.”44 One hopes that the copper
still at least found its way into the scrap drive.
In mid-July there was a fire at the Rogers Candy Company, 2104 24th Avenue.
Damage to the ceiling, roof, and machinery was to the extent of more than $5,000.45 The
company was often called the Candy Kitchen, at least by my crowd of friends who lived
in the neighborhood. At the age of twelve or thirteen I enjoyed going there and, for a
nickel, getting a bag full of candy “scraps” left over from preparing, for commercial
retailers, such confections as peanut brittle and coconut candy.
An item in the Star for July 14 is disturbing to anyone concerned for the
preservation of historical materials, especially during such momentous events as the
Second World War. The Star was the paper of record for much of East Mississippi and
West Alabama. As such, it received information, both textual and photographic, about
those in the service from that fairly extensive region. Here’s what the paper said:
From time to time, The Meridian Star receives photos of local service
men—many of them from foreign naval and army posts. In so far as our limited
space permits, we are publishing these pictures and the accompanying stories, free
of charge. We shall gladly give the original photos to the families of the fighters,
if they will call at the Star office any week day before noon.
It is also our pleasure to display many of these photos on a bulletin board
in the office window and these, too, will be given [to] service men’s families on
request. So remember, if your favorite soldier, sailor or marine appears in the
pages of the Star, or on this bulletin board, the original is yours just as soon as we
have finished with it.
The Star’s policy was apparently to discard eventually anything not requested in
accordance with the preceding directions. Doubtless some of the materials were taken by
families or other interested persons, but it would appear that many other items were
discarded. What a treasure they would be today! Many of the photos that did appear in
the paper, of somewhat inferior quality as reproduced on newsprint, would be very
interesting and valuable in the original prints.
Among those local men in the military were the three sons of African-American
parents Corine and Walter Triplett. They were Lt. Henry Minor Triplett, Sgt. Johnny B.
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Triplett, and Seaman 3/C Jesse W. Triplett. All three men grew up in Meridian and were
graduated with honors from Harris High School. The parents were members of St. James
Church and made a point of buying War Bonds regularly.46
It was announced in the Star on July 18 that the Meridian Police Department had
just purchased a “brand new Black Maria,” a six-cylinder, 125-horsepower Dodge. The
new and fearsome vehicle replaced one that had recently been damaged in a traffic
accident. Officer Bennett Watson went to Lubbock, Texas, to buy it and then drove it
back, a distance of 900 miles.47 One wonders whether he observed the wartime speed
limit.
Mention the name Tim McCoy to almost anyone today and you’ll almost surely
be met with a blank, So-What stare. And yet, for youngsters coming up in the 1920s and
1930s that name meant the very model of a movie cowboy. He followed ably in the
footsteps of such other stars as William S. Hart and helped pave the way for such others
as Gene Autry and Roy Rogers. Thus it was that when the Star revealed on July 18 that
Tim McCoy was stationed at Key Field, almost everyone recognized the name. McCoy
had been not only an actor in horse operas but also a former adjutant general in the
Wyoming National Guard, a veteran of World War I. Now he was a colonel enrolled at
Key Field in the Ground Liaison Officers’ School. McCoy had returned to active duty in
1942 and in February 1944 was promoted to colonel. In his state’s National Guard he
had held the rank of brigadier general.
Recent local elections—it was in the Democratic primaries which were equivalent
to general elections—saw the emergence of a successor to Mayor Clint Vinson. The next
one would be Frank L. “Jake” Jacobs. J. T. Pinkston and Walter H. White were chosen
as city commissioners. Another new local officer was Andrew B. Fenn, Sr., who was
appointed squadron commander of the Meridian Civil Air Patrol.48
The end of July apparently found the city in something of a doldrums—not much
really exciting news, except of course from abroad. There was at least some positive
local news: Though infantile paralysis, or polio, was in the epidemic stage in some other
areas, there were no cases in Mississippi. Out at the air base, there was an open-house on
August 1 to celebrate the 37th anniversary of the formation of the Army Air Forces. The
Office of Price Administration announced that the price of a cup of coffee would return
to five cents, except in those places that had been charging more before the price freeze
in October 1942. A photo in the Star showed three women in bathing suits—one with
bare midriff and straps, another a backless one-piece item, and the third an “irreducible
minimum” of two pieces. The caption said, “They’ve gone as far as they can go.” Ah,
how easy it is to under-estimate human ingenuity! Somewhat more amply clothed, local
athletes were doing well. The Meridian American Legion junior baseball team won a
double victory over the Corinth team—10-6 and 13-3. Jack Cook pitched both games for
Meridian and in the second game struck out sixteen batters.49
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Even the men at the local fire department were obliged to find ways to kill time.
On Saturday, July 29, 80-year-old C. A. Edwards, came down from Neshoba County.
Hours passed as he idly walked about the downtown area. Then something caught his
eye. It was an attractive red box, a little like a mail box, he thought, and yet…. Then he
saw a knob on it that cried out to be turned. Edwards did so and for about half a minute
Edwards and Meridian remained unchanged. Edward’s second half-minute began with
sirens and ended with fire engines racing toward him, Chief P. M. Pigford’s car in the
lead.
The Chief stopped and got out of his vehicle, walked briskly over to Edwards, and
asked earnestly, “Where’s the fire?”
“Fire?” Edwards exclaimed. “It’s hot, but I haven’t seen any fire.”
The Chief then asked, “You didn’t, by any chance, pull the box, did you?”
“You mean this red thing?” asked Edwards. “If you do, excuse me. I was curious
to know what it was. I turned the knob. I’m awful sorry if I put you out.
“Well,” said the Chief, “I get curious myself sometimes. We’ll just forget about
it.”
The false alarm was the only one of any kind the department got that day.50
On a somber note, however, the Star in late July published a preliminary list of
the county’s casualties. Introducing the grim tally was the following statement: “An
ever-growing casualty list for Lauderdale county shows 60 dead, 32 missing, 45 wounded
and 11 prisoners of war to total 148 World War II casualties. One internee in a neutral
country was included in the list, but not classified as a casualty.” Of the number, 49 of
the dead were from Meridian, as were 28 of the missing and 41 of the wounded. All
eleven of the prisoners of war were from Meridian, as was the interned soldier. The
paper acknowledged that their information did not pretend to be complete or free or
errors, and they asked anyone with more accurate information to contact the Star. In fact,
on the following Sunday there was an additional list with some corrections. That tally
added eleven more—6 dead, 1 missing, and 5 wounded. This raised the total number of
casualties to 159.51
The problem of ceiling prices spilled over onto restaurants. A local restaurateur,
Henry Weidmann, was named to a 17-member district council that had an advisory role
for the state’s dining establishments. The council worked out a list of 40 basic food items
whose prices all state restaurants would have to post prominently by August 16. Each
restaurant’s ceiling prices would continue to be the highest price charged during the week
of 4-10 April 1943.52
The city continued to enjoy seasonal entertainments. Lloyd Royal, proprietor of
the Royal Theater, announced in the Star of August 3 that there would be free out-door
movies that evening at Victory Village. They had been originally scheduled for showing
in West End at 40th Avenue and Fifth Street. The showing, sponsored by the Meridian
Junior Athletic Association, included Buster Crabbe in Drums of the Jungle and several
short comedies. The day following Royal’s free films, the Star recorded that Meridian
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Senior League baseball games were being held at South Side, Red Clay Hill (Old Central
Hill and now the site of Fire Station No. 1), Greer Field (at Kate Griffin Junior High), and
East End.
The Star of August 4 stated that the Aviation Committee of the Meridian
Chamber of Commerce was investigating the possibility of having Key Field become a
permanent military base after the war. This report went to the paper via Sylvan Straus,
vice-chairman of the Aviation Committee.
Two of the nation’s main charitable organizations, the Red Cross and the
Salvation Army, remained active in these days. The Red Cross reported that in July
volunteer workers in its production room in the Scottish Rite Cathedral made 42,600
surgical sponges, 8 turtle-neck sweaters, 5 Navy scarves, 8 pairs of knee bands, 43 pairs
of stump-socks, 27 sleeveless sweaters, 14 mufflers, 19 pairs of gloves, 72 pairs of
pajamas, and 247 kit bags. These were produced by 338 workers in 2,124 hours. In
addition, there were such other groups of workers as the Canteen Corps, Gray Ladies,
Motor Corps, and the wives of men at Key Field. A Salvation Army mobile canteen for
the local servicemen was in Meridian on August 27 and 28. It was operated by Capt. J.
T. Hudson, of New Orleans, and offered hot and cold beverages, cookies, doughnuts,
writing materials, and devotional books.53
On August 8, at 7 a.m., the 31st Avenue bridge over Sowashee Creek collapsed.
A northbound truck was just passing a southbound wagon at the bridge’s south end. The
truck, driven by James Mercer King, stopped to allow the mule and wagon, occupied by
Lela Clay and Alice Trotter, to pass. The mule, however, seemed inclined to remain in
the middle of the bridge and shied away from the west tip of the bridge. This caused the
truck, after it had begun to move, to veer in such a way that its floor struck a supporting
beam. The bridge, about 110 feet long and with metal beams and supports, collapsed.
Commissioner J. W. Goodwin said he did not know how old the bridge was, but he knew
that it had been re-paved in 1936. The problem of re-building the structure, or keeping it
in good condition, had been complicated by the scarcity of materials. Fortunately, no one
was hurt, though metal beams fell on both vehicles.
Two days after the bridge collapsed, a fire at about 1:30 a.m. damaged Lloyd
Royal’s Ritz Theater, on Fifth Street near 23rd Avenue. The Star, a block farther east, and
the Ritz were the city’s two cinemas expressly for black patrons.54
As unpopular as parking meters had been in the earlier trial period, there was now
talk of bringing at least some of them back to ameliorate the parking situation. On
Wednesday, August 9, the Kiwanis Club discussed the matter. Some thought that it
would suffice just to enforce present parking regulations, while others believed the public
would support meters if the money collected was used for such public projects as
improving the playgrounds and the Civic Center.55
As news arrived about the Allied invasion of Southern France, the possibility of
turning Key Field into a permanent, post-war military base (discussed earlier) perhaps
suggested one other institution for the Meridian area. In mid-August Mayor Frank L.
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Jacobs led a city delegation to Washington, D. C., to urge that a veterans’ hospital be
built at Meridian.56
By the middle of August, the Lauderdale Chapter of the American Red Cross had
added another endeavor—a prisoner of war information bureau. It was under the
direction of Mrs. J. A. Covington and her assistants, Mrs. W. G. Campbell and Mrs. Gabe
H. Carney. Their main project in the summer of 1944 was the preparation of elevenpound boxes of food for prisoners of war.57
The total number of casualties for Lauderdale County, as reported in the Star of
Sunday, August 20, was now 175. Of these, 69 were deaths, 57 of which were from
Meridian. It was sobering information and promised to become yet more so.
Nevertheless, we all knew that it was inevitable and necessary. But victory now seemed
not greatly distant, and Meridian merchants met on Monday, August 21, to discuss plans
for the day when the Nazi scourge would be over.
Meanwhile, the State Guard still had work to do; but Local Company F’s former
Armory had been sold, and the company was without a headquarters. Capt. Frank W.
Williams, commanding officer of Meridian’s unit, appealed to owners of other suitable
buildings. A short time later W. D. Cook and Ike Rosenbaum, owners of the Civic
Center, offered the basement of that building for the State Guard’s use.58
On Sunday, August 20, a small group in Meridian helped broaden the concept of
the marriage ceremony. Maxine Clearman, of Duffee, Mississippi, and Pvt. Johnnie Roe,
in Honolulu, were married at 7:30 p.m. by telephone. The Rev. J. O. Sansing, of Duffee
Baptist Church, conducted the double-ring ceremony from E. T. Strange and Nate S.
Williamson’s law office. Here’s how the Star described it on the following Monday:
It was necessary for Mr. Strange to identify the bride and the officiating
minister for the commanding general of the groom’s station.
As the ring was placed on the bride’s finger the Rev. Mr. Sansing
announced this fact to the groom and over the telephone he pledged his vows to
his bride who was listening here. This was repeated as the chaplain in Honolulu
placed the ring on the groom’s finger as he listened to his bride say the vows.
The bride, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Clearman of Duffee, wore a
pink summer ensemble with matching accessories. The groom, formerly of Great
Falls, Mont., has been overseas four years and has been wounded twice.
The WAVES had proved a very attractive institution to Meridian women. Up to
Monday, August 21, 21 Meridian women had joined the Naval auxiliary. They were as
follows: Alice Geraldine Bates, Stacie Virginia Beavers, Alice Elizabeth Boutwell,
Jeanne D. Broach, Sarah Evelyn Cade, Sara B. Collins, Martha Ethridge, Ira L. Herring,
Agnes Adelle James, Fannie Louise Jones, Ann Emma Lowry, Alice Lurster, Clara Belle
O’Miri, Daisy Illges Rademacher, Ora Mae Richardson, Ouide (Ouida?) Rogers, Mildred
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Emma Sillars, Mary Eula Swain, Melba Elizabeth Taylor, Sara Alice Walker, and Lurita
Agnes Watkins.
Many of the city’s dwelling units were at this time available for rent, but S. T.
Watts, area representative for the Office of Price Administration, warned that any
landlords who had failed to register their rental units with the local rental office within
thirty days were in violation of the Price Control Act.59
While the area was buoyed by the news that local business had seen a 12-percent
gain in the past month, and speculation continued about when peace would come, the end
of August brought yet more dispiriting casualty reports. The total number of the county’s
casualties was now 186, of which 74 were deaths, 32 were MIAs, 67 were wounded, and
13 were prisoners.60
Unrealistic hopes and unfounded rumors continued but perhaps with less
plausibility. Rosy expectations of the war’s early end seem to have abated, perhaps in
light of the appalling casualty figures. Persistent rumors that Key Field was to be closed
were modified to another rumor that some of the base’s activities would be curtailed.
Neither report proved accurate, however, for the war was now entering a stage where full,
effective prosecution was essential; and the Allies needed to keep an ever-tightening grip
on their enemies’ necks. That tight grip abroad had its counterpart at home. Thus, the
local War Price and Ration Board, whose chairman was Walter Henderson, announced
that its staff had been increased because of a heavier workload. In addition to Henderson,
the present members were Walter Hasson, Whit Sturges, and Ira McArthur. New
members included Dan Thornton, Giles Patty, Len Gresham, Harry Laskey, and Len
Barrell.61
Civic concerns in mid-September included salvage and traffic. For example,
Commander W. T. Wardlaw, of the local American Legion post, feared that unless local
citizens cooperated more fully, the city would not meet its goal in the waste-paper drive.
In addition, the increased rail activity caused by the war had made the city much more
aware of the need for a better way for automobile traffic to cross the railroads. A large
group of residents met at the Lamar Hotel on August 12 to discuss the problem. The
consensus was that after the war a viaduct would have to be built across the tracks at
some suitable place. The suggestion was that it be a memorial to the county’s dead
servicemen.62 It would take two decades for that idea to be realized.
The several soft drink bottling companies of Meridian—Dr. Pepper, Double Cola,
Hires, Coca-Cola, Nehi, Pepsi Cola, and Seven-Up—put an ad in the Star of September
15. It asked the people in the Meridian area to turn in any soda bottles they might have.
“Owing to Wartime restrictions,” said the ad, “we Bottlers can buy only a limited
quantity of new bottles, and that amount is not sufficient to replace our bottle lossage at
present.”
In the same paper that carried the above advertisement from the soft drink
bottlers, there was yet another warning from Police Chief C. C. Currie that excessive
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blowing of auto horns was making the department’s work more difficult. He described it
as a very serious problem, especially on Eighth Street. On September 17 the Star
reported that police officers were experiencing especially heavy traffic on Saturday. Said
one of the officers: “I feel as if Meridian was as crowded with cars today as before gas
rationing.” Said another: “I stood five solid hours directing traffic at 23rd Ave. and 8th
St., and was busy every minute of the time.” Parking places were hard to find, even as
late as 9 p.m. (One must remember that in these times auto traffic on every state or
Federal highway entering Meridian emptied into Eighth Street.)
Mrs. Charles Moss, head of the public library, announced a number of new books
that had been added to the collection. Among them were the following: Mississippi
writer James Street’s By Valor and Arms; Spring Harvest, a collection of short stories
that included two by Meridian author Ed Kimbrough; The Razor’s Edge, by W. Somerset
Maugham; and Thomas B. Costain’s Ride with Me.63
The Gray Ladies were celebrating their first anniversary of assisting in the area’s
hospitals, especially the one at Key Field. Eight of their number had just received their
“chevrons”: Saramel Repsher and Mmes. D. G. Strickler, W. T. Bass, Albert Weems,
Chester Sumrall, E. L. Summer, E. G. Damon, and Lowry Rush.64
By fall, the Council of Meridian Church Women had definitely decided to turn the
former Civic Center into the Christian Social Center, and to make it a memorial to those
from Meridian who had served in the armed forces. The city government had already put
$200,000 into the building, so the MCW needed to try to “redeem” that amount. At a
recent meeting the CMCW had adopted a constitution and made plans to allow part of the
building to be a Young Men’s Christian Association facility where three days a week
men and boys could use the pool and gymnasium. In addition, conference rooms would
be available for civic groups and clubs. By December, however, the women’s group let it
be known that they would be unable to carry out these plans.65
By late September the total county casualties were 200, of which 80 were deaths
and 74 wounds. The number of missing was 31, and there were 15 prisoners of war.66
At this time the Lauderdale County Post-War Planning Committee sent out
questionnaires to try to determine approximately how much employment would be
available in the area with the restoration of peace. The first questionnaire went out
during the summer to manufacturers, merchants, etc.; and local businesses were now
working on a second questionnaire. A third was sent out before the end of September.
The goal, of course, was to find employment for as many returning service persons as
possible.67
The Army was returning to Delta Airlines more of the equipment that had earlier
been appropriated for defense use, and this made it possible for the company to start a
second daily flight east and west to Birmingham and Jackson.68
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Ever since the mid-1930s the old Federal Post Office on the northeast corner of
Eighth Street and 22nd Avenue had been something of a municipal white elephant. It was
nevertheless an interesting-looking building, and at one time the city might have bought it
for $17,500. It did not, however, and the Star of September 28 stated that the Gulf Oil
Company had bought the building for $35,000 and planned to demolish it and erect a
“super-storage facility for automobiles.”
Even as the area’s farmers complained that recent heavy rains had damaged the
cotton crop, merchants in Meridian reported that business the past August had been ten
percent better than August of 1943.69
By early October 40 boys had enrolled in the cadet program supervised by the
Civil Air Patrol, which hoped to start a program also for girls. Lt. E. C. King announced
in the Star of October 1 that the first course would be held Thursday night, October 5, at
the Ross Collins Vocational School. The goal was to form a cadet reserve from which
the Army could draw.
Despite the war, the annual Mississippi Fair and Dairy Show opened on Monday,
October 2, at the Fairgrounds. Several staff members from the Star visited the fair and
later had some wry observations. But so as not to invite any flak, the paper began with a
disclaimer: “Most, if not all incidents herein related concern outside Meridian and
outside Mississippi amusement enterprises—hence, no reference, whatsoever, to localsectional fair employes or management. All experiences are based on facts—and facts
are news.—The Editor.” Having theoretically disarmed all critics, the following excerpts
may give some idea of what the Star’s staff members thought of the Mississippi Fair and
Dairy Show:
Do you want to spend $20—quickly—and net about 50 cents worth of
alleged “merchandise” or other—“prizes”?
You can do it, all right, with very little trouble.
Go to the Fairgrounds and make an all-inclusive tour of the attractions on
the so-called “gay midway.” You don’t have to include the shows, or rides, to get
rid of your money in a hurry.
Just confine your evening’s activities to the games of many names.
Backed up by $20 of Meridian Star money, especially allotted for this
purpose, the writers visited each and every lay-out on the Fairgrounds midway—
35 or more in number—and after the $20 is gone we now ’count “in exchange,”
so to speak, the following articles:
One package of stale cigarettes (we know they’re stale because they have
a Tennessee tax stamp on them), two water glasses (they ought to retail for about
5 cents each), two pencils (retail value not more than 2 ½ cents each), one little
red, white and blue paper thingamajig (value—one cent, maybe—and labeled
“MADE IN JAPAN”), a plastic thimble (it couldn’t cost many pennies in
wholesale lots), a small bar of “ersatz” soap and other inconsequential trifles.
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The writers then sneered at the places—they dominated the midway—that were “take-achance devices,” those that promised a “winner every time,” and the bingo places that
gave prizes after five wins, though “you’d be surprised (or would you?) at how difficult it
is to bingo five times before your money is all gone.” Finally:
We could continue, at great length and in minute detail, but you ought to
have the general idea, by now. The big objective of the midway seems to [be to]
ease the maximum number of players of the maximum of money-burden in the
minimum of time.
P.S.—You can also get your “fortune” told at about five places.
P.P.S.—And there are fair exhibits, too. Good in quality, but not too
numerous.70
As November’s presidential race neared, there were increased criticisms of
Mississippi’s and some other states’ efforts to keep the vote small. In most of the South
in those days there was always at least a bit of fear that the black population would
somehow manage to cast a few ballots. Those who remember these earlier times will
recall, for instance, that Senator Theodore Bilbo got himself into trouble, during his last
campaign in 1946, by going on record as advising the state’s whites to use all available
methods to keep black voters away from the polls. It was in this context that many
Southern congressmen fought against the Federal government’s effort to oversee voting
by members of the armed forces. The chief issue was almost certainly this same dread
that blacks in the armed forces might manage to cast some ballots. And since AfricanAmericans were strong supporters of Franklin Roosevelt, even some Republicans in
Congress were pleased at the prospect of restricting the black vote. Southern Democrats
took the position that they didn’t care for whom blacks might or might not vote; they
simply did not wish them to vote at all. Thus, qualifiying to vote could be a very
complicated process, depending upon one’s race.
This situation very likely played some role in concocting the absentee ballot that
the state sent out to those in the service in 1944. One white Meridianite, T/Sgt. William
L. Baradell, at Buckley Field, Colorado, received his ballot and then wrote a letter to the
editor of the Meridian Star. “Frankly,” he said, “I was amazed when I received and
opened my ballot. It was hard for me to decide whether I was supposed to be psychic or
just plain stupid. I showed the ballot to several fellows from some of the other states and
they laughed.”
Those who operated the Travelers Aid at the railroad station had a very heartwarming tale to tell in October of 1944. The person on duty, usually a woman, was
accustomed to occasional calls for financial help from the traveling public; but there was
one appeal that stood out. Sallie Hendon said that while she was accustomed to giving
such aid to travelers in distress, she was not accustomed to getting much of it back. But
on one occasion in the fall of the year she gave money to a soldier from a camp in the
North. He arrived on a train after banks had closed but needed money to catch a bus.
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Telling his difficulty to “the lady at the light,” he received the money he needed and
made his bus connection. Later, Hendon received a letter and a check from the soldier.
He wrote:
I have had many beautiful things done for me along the path of life, this is
one of the many. I do not know what we soldiers would do if we did not have you
splendid women to love us, pray for us and back us at every turn of the
way….There were so many things to do and so brief a time to do them in until
most of the things I had planned to do were left undone…but…it was possible for
me to enjoy a reunion with my family many hours earlier than otherwise [and] my
family joins me in deep appreciation, gratitude and thanks….71
Meridian had another money drive on its hands—that for the National War Fund
and Community Chest. On Friday, October 6, Meridian’s black community met to make
their plans. Chairman of the drive was the Rev. R. L. Young. Their quota was ten
percent of the county’s quota of $76,990.35. On the 8th the Negro Civic Association met
to make plans for the drive. President of the association, Dr. L. F. Brooks, said that the
group was, in effect, the “Negro Chamber of Commerce.” Officers included E. F.
Young, Jr., C. W. Williams, T. J. Harris, S. C. Barlow, B. W. Coates, J. A. Burns, C. O.
Inge, N. H. Jeltz, M. Oliver, W. A. Reed, Jr., A. L. Fielder, F. L. Thames, Frank Hodges,
L. S. Beale, B. T. Walker, Esther Butler, and R. L. Coleman. The white community met
on Monday, October 9, at the Lamar Hotel to plan their strategy. Directors were M. F.
Rayburn and the Rev. W. L. Compere, Sr.72
The National War Fund/Community Chest drive began formally with a parade on
Monday, October 9. Each participating agency had a unit in the parade, whose marshal
was Wayde Ousley. The Key Field Band played the National Anthem, and local Sea
Scouts presented the flag. Cub Scouts, said the Star of October 10, “built human
pyramids,” and black Boy Scouts demonstrated signaling with Morse Code and
semaphore. The Salvation Army’s band, under Maj. Clara Bivans, played several hymns.
On the same day that the above parade took place, Capt. Frank Williams, Jr., of
the State Guard, received the new rank of lieutenant colonel and the new post of
regimental executive officer. Gov. Thomas L. Bailey made the presentation at a banquet
held the same day at the Lamar Hotel in Williams’ honor. Williams had been
commanding officer of Meridian’s Company E, which place was now filled by Henry F.
Tatum, Jr., who was promoted from first lieutenant to captain. Second Lieutenant
Carmer W. Coney was promoted to first lieutenant, and Sgt. Elmer L. Gossett became
second lieutenant.73
Meridian had several night clubs on the edge of the city at this time. One was the
Star Lite Inn, three miles north of Meridian on Highway 45. An ad extolled it as “a new
restaurant of distinction where you may dance if you like.” The place offered music by a
nine-piece ensemble called the 9 Star Lite Stars. Sandwiches and other foods were a
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daily feature, and every other night there was special fare, with barbecue a specialty.
Another club was the Woodland Inn, which billed itself as “Meridian’s Finest Night Club
for 12 Years.” It was a “10 minute drive” out what was usually called the Aslylum Road,
now called State Boulevard.74
On October 19 the Meridian Star printed an article that, for its several details
about the local economy and business scene, as well as post-war planning, is given here
in its entirety, despite the awkward sentence structure:
Meridian’s incoming official administration which will be composed of
Mayor-elect Frank L. Jacobs and Councilmen-elect John T. Pinkston and Walter
H. White will face and must solve the most serious financial problems this
community has known since its incorporation but current tangible indications
point to widespread industrial and commercial growth of a major nature and
expansion without a predicate [sic—precedent?] in previous history.
In relation to the latter belief, the purchase of the old post office property,
nd
22 avenue at Eighth street, by Gulf Oil company is prima facie evidence of
national-concern faith on the one hand and of a general northward movement of
commercial house construction on the other. With interest in “locations in
Meridian” already being manifested by numerous business firms, authoritative
sources of information say the city’s new administration will openly seek to
support such advancements and formally ask for citizen-support in the program.
A reported past policy of property owners to unreasonably hike land
values when sought for purchase by larger type business companies will be
definitely placed on the “taboo list,” either through cooperation on the part of the
property owners, themselves, or through a demand that said sought properties be
re-assessed on the city tax rolls, it is said.
In short, the doors of Meridian will be thrown open to full industrial
development by reputable concerns, a considerable number of which are currently
in contact with the new administration membership. In a recent visit here, L. P.
Sweatt, president of Mississippi Power company, said it is his considered belief a
decentralization of industry on a nation-wide basis is in the offing and that
Meridian is ideally situated to share in potential Mississippi developments.
Representatives of the power company are working toward this end at this time.
With these achievements seen by observers as “just around the post-war
corner,” city officials are openly concerned over a financial condition “which will
require the cooperation and help of every citizen to solve.” The total bonded debt
of Meridian is nearly $4,000,000, it is said, and operating expenses are annually
running over $100,000 more than is taken in from all sources of revenue. Mayorelect Frank L. Jacobs is of the opinion this condition will be remedied but that the
problem can only be solved through concerted effort and cooperation on the part
of local residents.
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Community liabilities and possible assets, alike, will be taken directly to
the people for their approval or disapproval in the coming four years, it is
declared.
A little later in October at the Triangle Restaurant’s Annex, Mayor-elect Jacobs
spoke before the Exchange Club concerning the city’s future. In the presence of two
visiting veterans of the war, Lt. Col. Algene Key and Capt. William Battle Crooks,
Jacobs told the group that Meridian citizens were going to have to work together “if this
city is to be made into the fine place residents would have it to be.” It was as necessary
for civilians to work together in the post-war period, said Jacobs, as it was for the
members of a military unit during the war. He said that “in Meridian we have been so
busy fighting each other that we have failed to fight for Meridian.” A good way to begin,
Jacobs suggested, was to repair and paint the city’s dilapidated buildings. Cecil
Edmundson, president of the Exchange Club, pledged his members’ cooperation.75
Post-war planning was also in the minds of Commander George Hargrave and his
Stephenson-DeLauncey Post 79, Veterans of Foreign Wars. They announced a plan to
establish a VFW “home for the convenience and comfort of the battle-scarred veterans
who will return to Meridian.” The local VFW made plans to start soliciting donations on
October 21.76
Another call arrived for interested individuals willing to help build B-29
Superfortresses at plants on the Pacific Coast. No experience was necessary, and
transportation to the building site would be paid. For men 18-50 and women 18-40 the
company’s officials offered good pay, housing, and working conditions.77
Meridian’s salvage committee was making progress but was hampered by
inadequate storage space for tin cans waiting to be shipped. Until recently the items were
held in a lumber yard, but now the lumber company needed the space for business
purposes. The committee asked for suggestions or offers of space.78
Meridian’s Red Cross Canteen Corps had been getting some favorable
advertisement. Thus, in late October a committee from Keesler Field, at Biloxi, came to
Meridian to see what the visitors had heard was “the best Red Cross Canteen Corps
between Florida and California.” The visitors included a Major Paulen, from Keesler, as
well as Mollie Hodges, executive secretary of the Biloxi Red Cross Chapter; Hamilton
Stevens, ARC field director at Keesler; and Henry Mellen, assistant field director. The
visitors seemed to be duly impressed by the local chapter. Subsequently, the Meridian
public were invited to become better acquainted with the Canteen Corps, and to that end
were invited to the supper meeting at Northwood Country Club on November 2. Mrs. L.
G. Gresham, chairwoman of the volunteer services of the Red Cross chapter, asked that
as many of her group attend as possible, and that they wear their uniforms.79
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The Star of October 24 had an article about three Meridianites—Sgt. Truman F.
Smith, S/Sgt. William E. Bounds, and Lt. Thomas L. Townsend—who were on a recent
bombing mission by the 15th Air Force in Italy. The mission, on July 18, was described
by officials as one of the outstanding operations of the war thus far. The force involved
26 B-17s on a bombing raid over Memmingen, Germany. Bad weather deprived the
American bombers of fighter protection, and they had to fend off about 200 German
fighters. The men’s unit received a Distinguished Unit Citation for their difficult
operation.
By the end of October the county’s total casualties in the war had risen to 220.
These were 82 dead, 86 wounded, 33 missing, and 19 prisoners-of-war. Another week
would add nine to the total, including two more fatalities.80 It was a rising and depressing
tally that had been especially exacerbated by the two recent invasions in Europe and the
island-hopping campaign in the Pacific.
Downtown, as Samuel’s Credit Jewelers opened at its new location at 2203 Fifth
Street, local police had a worsening problem with violators of driving rules. A recent
traffic survey revealed increasing contempt for the city’s traffic regulations. There were
such violations as double parking, unloading of trucks in improper places, overtime
parking, unnecessary blowing of horns, and improper mufflers. A little later, the Star
took up this problem and seemed to castigate the city officials who were about to leave
office. Said the paper, “An expression repeated on several occasions was ‘we hope the
in-coming city administration does something about it.’” The new city court judge,
Frank K. Ethridge, Sr., was credited with having already lessened the number of violators
of traffic regulations.81
The Star of November 5 announced that Harvey Irby, manager of the Bonita
landing field, planned to turn that airport into a “class 1 airport.”
During November’s first week, Meridian’s smokers faced a crisis, which the Star
defined as a “complete lack of popular brand cigarettes in the city.” The Star quoted
businessmen as saying that the problem would perhaps worsen. There were even some
people who said the shortage might last for two or three years. The cigarettes that were
still on the market had been made mostly from the 1941 tobacco crop; the 1944
“improved crop” would not be available for cigarettes until 1947. What one did have to
suffer for one’s country! Some distraught citizens turned to “roll-your-owns,” but that
method did not work well for those accustomed to the commercially made “coffin nails.”
A badly rolled cigarette often had the problem, among others, of dropping burning flakes
onto one’s clothes. Most men of that day could never quite pull it off as well as heroes in
the popular western films seemed to do. The temporary crisis in Meridian led some local
smokers to give up the habit.82
In an impish moment, the Star carried the local tobacco problem a bit further:
The “HCC” and the “CS” have caused hundreds of Meridian residents,
rich and poor alike, to become charter members of the “ATGA,” an organization
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which requires no membership fees, is predicated upon no formal program, and
whose final purpose is not tangible.
Translated properly, “HCC” means High Cost of Cigars and “CS” means
Cigaret and Cigar Shortage, and “ATGA” means Amalgamated Tobacco Gripers’
Association.
With the cigarette and cigar shortage apparently an established fact with
some attachments of permanency, local smokers more and more are turning to roll
your owns, to pipes, old-fashioned chewing and even snuff.
Mayor Clint Vinson, who has been seen but seldom without a “good
stogie” between his teeth in the past 15 years, or more, appeared at city council
session Tuesday morning with a brand new pipe. He admitted the daily hunt for a
“good cigar” had become too much of a problem. Although he made no
particular expression for publication, it was apparent he was thinking in terms of
the famous Vice-President [Thomas] Marshall statement: “What the country
needs is a good five-cent cigar.”
Most smokers, in the premises, long since have resigned themselves to
waiting for findings of the present investigation of the cigarette-cigar shortages
but few have any reasons to believe “smokes” will be plentiful in the early
future.83
On Wednesday afternoon, November 8, Marks-Rothenberg held a fashion show
on its newly-decorated second floor. A. H. McAllister, manager of merchandise,
delivered a welcome to the guests and introduced Flora Swor. She represented Richard
Hudnut’s Fifth Avenue Salon and gave a commentary about the line.84
At Wechsler Junior High, the boys’ division of the Luxis Club was organized.
Officers were Willie Shannon, Armand Wimberly, and Hollis Chester. The club
members were hosts to the Girls’ Luxis Club at the black soldiers’ USO, on Fourth
Street. There were games and refreshments.85
For those concerned about such matters, it may be interesting to know that
armadillos, which by the late twentieth century had become a common sight in this area,
were present even during World War II, though as curiosities. The Star of November 12
reported that three of the little creatures were found in an old cemetery in Macon, Miss.
“How they came to be there,” said the paper, “is a mystery, for they are native to South
and tropical America and seldom are found further north than Texas.” Well, even twolegged Texans have been known to migrate, perhaps on the assumption that Texas
extends to the Canadian border and the Atlantic.
In November, Amanda Mae Kennedy, a sixteen-year-old African-American from
Toomsuba, won a hundred-dollar War Bond in a state-wide garden contest for girls. She
was a 4-H Club member in a contest sponsored by the Farm Bureau. The previous year
young Kennedy had won a twenty-five-dollar bond for placing first in the
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Lauderdale County Garden Contest, sponsored by the white Council of City Garden
Clubs.86
On Sunday, November 12, the American Legion presented an Armistice Day
program at the Temple Theatre. The theme was the need to assist returning veterans to
find employment and a quick re-adjustment to civilian life. Said attorney Ed Snow,
regarding the new G. I. Bill of Rights: “The government will see to it that we will not
have another depression and as far as the returning servicemen and women are
concerned, they will receive every assistance and consideration.” He added, “This great
government of ours will not let our boys and girls come back and sell apples on the
street.”87
And for some of those servicemen still on the home front, Group I of the “GSO
girls” of the black USO entertained service personnel from Key Field and Meridian with
a “tag event” on Wednesday evening, November 15. Group I’s “Liberty Belles” asked all
GSO girls and their guests to attend the event, which offered refreshments. Emma Clara
Gray was president, Eva Boykin was secretary, and Herbert Borders was director.88
As 1944’s Thanksgiving neared, it appeared that there would be another shortage
of turkeys for the dinner table. The main reason given continued to be that the military
came first. In addition there were the unusually warm weather, the black market, and
ceiling prices that made producers of turkeys less inclined to produce. Chickens were
again suggested as one solution to the problem.89
And perhaps Thanksgiving’s nearness moved a soldier in the 749th Rail Battalion,
that had trained at the Southern Shops in Meridian, to write a letter to Star staff member
Casper Phillips. In fact, he was moved to write in verse:
Sitting on my G. I. bed,
My G.I. hat upon my head,
My G.I. pants, my G.I. shoes,
Everything free, nothing to lose,
G.I. tie, G.I. socks—
Gee, I wish I were back at the shops.90
Just before Thanksgiving, the local American Legion post prepared for the
imminent holiday season that would honor those in the armed services. One project was
to make a banner that would pay homage to all Meridian servicepersons. Roy Gamblin
and P. O. Robinson were in charge of the project and asked the city’s cooperation in
getting a shoulder patch from every unit in which Meridianites were serving. About forty
had already been turned in. In addition, the Legion asked the community to help them
get 500 gift boxes for wounded soldiers in Mississippi hospitals. Suggested items
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included such as cigarettes, handkerchiefs, stationery, air mail stamps, playing cards, and
toilet kits.91
As we have seen, shipbuilders had already honored Lauderdale County by naming
a Victory Ship for Meridian. At New Orleans, the Delta Shipbuilding Company laid the
keel of a Liberty Ship on 9 October 1944 and launched it nine days later as the SS Sam
Dale. Later, however, at the Norfolk Navy Yard, Va., it was converted for Naval use,
and on 1 April 1945 was commissioned the USS Hesperia. Decommissioned on 27
February 1947, at San Francisco, Calif., it remained in the reserve fleet at Suisun Bay,
California, until it was scrapped in 1973.92
As the value of women’s service to the military became increasingly obvious,
their recruitment continued. On Thursday, November 23, for instance, the local WAC
recruiting office broadcast an enlistment play over station WCOC. It starred Privates
Rosaline Roulston, Joy Smith, Samuel Main, and Guy Kingsford. The play was written
by John Rodell and Stephen McCarthy, with music by Paul Jordan.93
The Sixth War Loan began on Monday, November 20. To help increase the sale
of the government’s debentures, Meridian jeweler Sammy Samuels announced that he
would sell alarm clocks for War Bonds at an auction at Samuel’s Credit Jewelers, 2203
Fifth Street, on December 1. The clocks were metal, pre-war types, and Samuels had
acquired them especially for this purpose. Elsewhere in the Meridian area, the
Lauderdale County Sixth War Loan Committee was asking families who had lost
members in the war to provide photos of them. These would then be displayed to
heighten willingness to buy War Bonds. And out at the Meridian Junior College the firstperiod, homeroom representatives devised a plan to help the county reach its goal. Each
first-period class would endeavor to buy a $1,000-War Bond for each of the county’s
soldiers who had lost their lives in the war—at that time it was 84. Then, after the end of
the drive, there would be a memorial service held in the college auditorium in memory of
all these men.94
Ben J. Pollman, county director of the Sixth War Loan, and John Egger, the
chairman, gave good reports on the progress of the drive. They said that Carroll “Bunky”
Hughes, a young Meridian student, had sold $30,000 of Bonds in the Fifth Loan, and that
he intended to do even better in this one.95
Meridian’s black citizens had a quota in the Sixth War Loan of $85,000. One of
their methods of raising the amount was to present the touring Negro Reception Center
Chorus, 28 voices, from Fort Benning, Ga. The program was at the Harris High School
auditorium on Tuesday, December 12. For admission one had to show a bond, or a
receipt for one, bought during the current campaign.96
Another tactic, somewhat melodramatic but intended to emphasize what the
bonds would buy, attracted the area’s citizens out to Ray Stadium on Monday evening,
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November 27. There the spectators witnessed an attempt to give some sense of what it
meant to be on a battlefield, to experience what the Star termed “the hellishness of war.”
The Armed Service Forces Training Center, at Camp Sibert, Ala., did the staging. Before
a shivering crowd that was (perhaps for that reason) somewhat less than had been
expected, the soldiers presented such “actual” combat operations as hand-to-hand
combat, the storming of the wooden replica of a pillbox, and demonstrations of such
weapons as “flying bombs,” flame throwers, and booby traps. A curious detail of the
exhibition was the tale of some of the soldiers who, before performing in the nighttime
event, spent all day in Meridian. Here’s how the Star described it:
Need for America to be on her guard was brought home by one of the
principals who played the role of a German soldier. Wearing a Nazi uniform all
day Monday he told how he questioned an officer of the law as to the location of
the OPA office and escaped detection. Even when he visited the OPA office and
asked for gas [ration coupons] the clerk failed to recognize his uniform and
agreed to “give the returned soldier gas.” In a restaurant his clothes were
recognized and he stated the diners almost forgot to eat their meal. The
speaker stated that the children were the ones who really spotted the men in
the German uniforms, for practically every child they passed gazed in amazement
at the enemy clothing.97
But some Meridianites had seen someone who apparently was a real German
soldier a month earlier on Saturday morning, October 28. He was at Weidmann’s having
breakfast with two American soldiers who were apparently taking him to a place of
confinement, though neither guard would give any information. One of the Americans
was a medical corpsman and the other a military policeman. Naturally they attracted
attention, but the Americans, when questioned about their captive, would say only,
“Please go away.” According to the Star’s staff member, the prisoner
appeared to be an officer of high rank, with proud mein [sic, i.e., mien] and stern
military bearing, wearing the traditional monocle. He was clothed in an
immaculate and excellently tailored uniform, resplendent with gold braid and
glittering insignia. His hair [was] gray and thin, worn parted in the center and
brushed flat against the head. His age could be judged as in the fifties, and the
empty plate before him indicated that American food was indeed as satisfactory as
the German equivalent of K ration.98
The description of the German is so stereotypical—a monocle, indeed!—that one
wonders whether it was some kind of charade.
The county’s casualties, as reported at the end of November, were 81 dead, 94
wounded, 33 missing, and 20 captured or interned—a total of 228.99
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Again the Meridian High School Band distinguished itself in late November.
Howard Lane had formed the band in 1929 and was still the director. The latest kudos
was the appointment as the official band for the Mississippi State Junior Guard. Among
those who held special leadership positions for marching purposes were Martha Riddell,
Mona Phillips, Roy Grayson, Robert Connell, Joann Bailey, Carrie Page, Vondell
Thompson, Effie Jeanne Watkins, Ann Conard, and Jean Moreland.100
What was styled “Meridian’s First Annual Rodeo” was held in early December at
S. H. Mooney’s Riding Academy, 22nd Avenue South. The first show, scheduled for
Wednesday, the sixth, had to be cancelled because of rain; so the affair lasted from
Thursday, the 7th, through Saturday, the 9th, with a matinee on Saturday. The show
featured Homer Todd’s “daring western riders,”one of whom was Hank Linton.101
The local USOs always strove for elaborate celebrations at Christmas. This year
the Seventh Street club planned a “Share Your Christmas Program” for personnel at Key
Field, something similar to that of the preceding year, when the USO had worked with
local citizens to prepare over 900 gifts. Harry Rice, manager of the Temple Theatre,
announced a benefit showing for the Seventh Street USO at 1 p.m. on Sunday, the 17th.
Admission was a wrapped gift for the Seventh Street Club’s Christmas program, and
donors were asked to put their names and addresses on each package.102
Preparation for Christmas may have run afoul of the Sixth War Loan, which was
making heavy weather of it in Lauderdale. Nevertheless, there were efforts to make Pearl
Harbor Day, both in Meridian and in the nation, “the greatest sales event ever undertaken
in this nation” for War Bonds. On December 5 the Meridian Council of Women’s Clubs
met at the Seventh Street USO to stress the importance of their role in the current drive.
Mrs. I. A. Rosenbaum, service chairwoman for the Council, explained the plan of the upcoming house-to-house canvass, particularly emphasizing the importance of immediate
purchase of bonds.103 The Meridian Star, on December 12, put prominently on its first
page a short essay designed to shame local citizens: “Eighty-four Lauderdale county
heroes have given their all for their country and will never return to their loved ones.
Even this has not stirred the hearts and patriotism of Lauderdale countians for they go
calmly about their way with no apparent thought of those who are now fighting, bleeding
and dying for them….” On December 17 the Star had to announce Lauderdale County’s
failure to meet its quota in the Sixth War Loan, which had ended the preceding day.
Several local officials declared that this was “to the everlasting shame of this county.”
Lauderdale had fallen $138,674 short of its goal of $724,000.
Perhaps an item in the Star of December 18 helped put the buying of War Bonds
into proper perspective. Readers of the paper learned that the cost of a B-29
Superfortress was $600,000. A 50-caliber machine gun cost $200, and a light tank was a
little more expensive—$22,500. A Liberty Ship cost no less than $1,660,000. The
message of all of this sort of information seemed to be, provide the money to pay for such
items—or learn to speak German and Japanese.
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In the same issue (December 17) that spoke of the county’s failure to reach its
goal for buying War Bonds, the Star reported that the city was enjoying the heaviest
Christmas buying in its history. Also in the same issue was a suggestion where some of
that buying may have taken place—at J. W. Holt’s Drugstore, 505 23rd Avenue. Holt
said that his “connections and cooperation with the manufacturers” had enabled him at
the last minute to get such scarce items as Elgin vanities @ $5.50 up, flashlight batteries
(no price stated), bobby pins (no price given), musical powder boxes (metal or wood) @
$4.50 up, fountain pens @ $2.25 up, cigarette boxes @ $7.50 up, billfolds @ $1.50 up,
Norris candy (no price stated), and rubber gloves @ 50 cents a pair. Other shoppers were
perhaps attracted by the Southern Pipe and Supply Company’s ads of several “pre-war
cast iron enameled bathtubs.” But not all Christmas shoppers were inclined to pay for
their gifts. Samuel’s Credit Jewelers discovered that late Friday afternoon, December 22,
a shoplifter had stolen a diamond wrist watch containing twenty round diamonds and
eight baguettes in a platinum case. This followed by two days a report by the Police
Department that shoplifting was “far below normal.”104
The African-American Stringer Grand Lodge, F. & A. M. (Colored) began its 69th
annual convention in Meridian at noon on Tuesday, December 5. John L. Webb, grand
master, presided over about 800 officers and delegates representing 18,390 members.
For many years this group had been considered one of the most outstanding black lodges
in the world. It had flourished under the leadership of Dr. Thomas W. Stringer, for whom
it was named. It functioned very effectively, especially in such matters as charities. In
later years the lodge grew less active, but during the past six years Webb and a few loyal
supporters had carefully and successfully effected a revival. Meridian Attorney J. A.
Burns was an officer in the lodge.105
On December 11 the city experienced its second snowfall of the season, though
there was no more accumulation than the first had brought. This one, however, was
accompanied by some sleet and rain. Despite the usual problems, perhaps the otherwise
grim weather heightened Christmas spirit and anticipation.
Christmas preparation included such customary events as the annual carol festival
put on by the Music Teachers’ Association on Saturday, December 16. President of the
group was Nettie Bruister. The program was directed by Mattie Sue Tarry, Bessie May
Tartt, and Mrs. J. W. Young. And at the black soldiers’ Fourth Street USO, the main
Christmas party was delayed a bit until December 28th. Those wishing to contribute gifts
for the occasion were told to leave them at Fielder and Brook’s Drugstore, Palace
Drugstore, or Jones’ Supply Shop. Churches contributed cakes, candies, fruits, and nuts.
Community singing began at 7:30 with Mrs. B. W. Coats as mistress of ceremonies.106
On Christmas Eve, the Davis Street USO served coffee, fruit, candies, and homemade cake to the armed services personnel. Following that was a sumptuous Christmas
dinner. Afterward, Santa dispensed gifts from under the Christmas tree, after which the
guests danced until midnight. Afterward, many of the happy crowd attended Midnight
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Mass. On Christmas Day the USO was open all day. In January of 1945 Arthur
Ferentino became the new director of the Davis Street USO.107
The year ended well for Meridian’s economy. Bank clearings were up by
$1,626,322.72, and U. S. Postal receipts rose by $49,072.88. Meridian and the county,
despite some gagging and lagging on occasion, had invested more than $15,000,000 in
War Bonds. In addition, said the Star, “The railroads, bus lines, air lines, truck lines and
even the horse and buggy industry hit a peak in activity….” Some businesses, however,
did suffer because of wartime shortages and restrictions.108
And though most Americans suspected that their enemies were facing defeat,
there were still the ghastly casualty reports. The statistics at the end of December showed
that 85 from the county had died, 109 had been wounded, 35 were missing, and 22 were
either prisoners-of-war or being held as internees. The total casualties were now 251.109
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Chapter VII: 1945 and Victory.
On Tuesday morning, January 2, the new city council and Mayor Frank L. Jacobs
met. The city and the nation were in much better economic condition than before
wartime prosperity had begun to dispel the last vestiges of the Depression. And despite
the sobering effect of the war’s cost in human lives, there was an air of expectation that
this new year just might end the horrible slaughter, at least in Europe. All indications
were that the European war would end before the Japanese war. But the war in Asia,
even by the best-informed estimates, was expected to stretch far into 1946. An invasion
of the Japanese home islands was dreadful to contemplate.
One of those who had experienced the rigors of warfare in the Far East, Major Joe
Breyer, was back in Meridian in mid-January. He had served for three years with the
Army Air Forces in the South Pacific. On his travels Breyer had encountered a number
of Meridianites, including those of the 114th Field Artillery who had gone to the South
Pacific theater. Being back in Meridian, said Breyer, was like being re-born.1
Indeed, the contemplation of what soldiers on the front lines were enduring—and
accomplishing—made all the more determined those responsible for enforcing civic
duties in general and especially what was called the “Work or Fight Program.” In
Meridian, Chief of Police O. H. Booker issued an order “to arrest and detain for
investigation [everyone] suspected of vagrancy or absenteeism [from work].” Even by
January 17 the Chief said malingering was still a serious problem. Booker complained
also about such lesser violations as leaving “dead” cars parked on the streets. He
announced that each owner had three days to remove his vehicle, or be arrested. Booker
also warned owners of automobiles that tires were becoming scarcer and, hence, more
tempting to persons of easy conscience.2
In the city’s business world, the three local banks held their annual meetings. The
only change by any of them was that the Merchants and Farmers Bank elected Frank Y.
Whitfield a director.3
A national poll of radio listeners at the end of 1944 produced the following
results: Bob Hope was picked as the favorite comedian and entertainer; Jack Benny was
runner-up. Bing Crosby was the favorite male singer, Dinah Shore the top female singer.
In sports the favorite reporter was Bill Stern. Among a host of good announcers, Don
Wilson, Jack Benny’s emcee, was the top pick. The two top band leaders were Guy
Lombardo for “sweet” music, and Harry James for swing. The top children’s radio
program was Let’s Pretend, which dramatized traditional fairy tales. (I was especially
fond of this program, which was sponsored by Cream of Wheat.) The top song was “I’ll
Walk Alone,” which Sigmund Spaeth described as “rather lugubrious.” The top
instrumental number was David Rose’s “Holiday for Strings” a very fetching piece that
was actually a holdover from 1943.4
The Women’s Home Demonstration Market was dispensing good home-grown
products at 2310 Fourth Street. They offered such items as fresh vegetables, butter, eggs,
dressed chickens, corn meal, potatoes, canned goods, etc. They did not follow a regular
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schedule but opened on certain announced days of the week. For instance, in the fourth
week of January they opened on Wednesday and Saturday.5
Though President Roosevelt warned that anticipating the end of the war might be
detrimental to its successful prosecution—and the Meridian Star agreed with him—the
sense that victory was not far distant made many in the area start contemplating the
wonderful culmination of civilization’s struggle and how best to celebrate the event.
Meridian’s black churches met at Mt. Calvary Baptist Church to consider a suitable
victory program. In addition to the host church, the following participated: Fifth Street
Baptist Church, Macedonia Church, Mt. Valley Church, Pilgrim Progress Church, Mt.
Zion Church, Mt. Hermon Church, New Prospect Church, Newell Chapel, and Ebenezer
Church.6
By Wednesday, January 24, 275 parking meters had been put back on some of the
city’s streets. They had never been voted out, but the city had removed them simply
because of their unpopularity. By now, however, most Meridianites wanted the meters
returned; and they were placed on 22nd Avenue from Fourth to Eighth Streets, and on
Sixth Street from 21st to 23rd Avenues.7
It may have been at this time that the local military authorities claimed to find
unsanitary conditions in several of the city’s restaurants. I seem to remember that at
some point during the war, the officials at Key Field put at least one restaurant,
Weidmann’s, off-limits. At any rate, in the latter part of January, Dr. R. L. Simmons, of
the Lauderdale County Health Department, said that special efforts were being made to
improve sanitary conditions in the city’s eating establishments.8
Many in Lauderdale County doubtless had bad consciences about how the white
majority had long treated the area’s black citizens. For many years the cruder, wilder,
and (often) more violent white elements had been able to silence any criticism, whether
from blacks or whites. Most citizens, even when they know some public policy is wrong,
are unwilling to speak up. But there are exceptions. In late January, for instance, the
First Baptist Church made its building available for a series of lectures, to capacity
audiences, by Charles A. Wells. On Monday evening, January 23, Wells spoke on
“Religious and Racial Persecution at Home and Abroad.” It was his opinion that
persecution was pathological, “a disease which affects men who know the truth but have
turned their backs upon it.” He made a canny reference to the returning servicemen and
wondered rhetorically whether, for instance, they would be “anti-labor or pro-labor.”
And he asked his audience to consider what to expect from “millions of organized
negroes [who] have organized power.” He asked further, “[W]ould Christ be pro-labor or
anti-labor, [and] can the church solve racial and economic problems?” Wells compared
American prejudice with the Nazi horror that was in its dying agonies. He pointedly
showed how persecution through the ages has frequently had a religious aspect.
Superintendent of City Schools Dr. H. M. Ivy, suspecting that the heavy attendance
would require more space, offered the use of the auditorium at the High School/Junior
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College. The audience, however, voted to stay at the church.9 If anyone took issue with
Wells’s views, there is no record of in the press.
The welfare of the area’s boys and girls remained a matter of high priority during
these years. For instance, Meridian had long had active Boy and Girl Scout troops. The
Star of January 23 announced that the new president of the Choctaw Area Council was
Paul H. Bubeck, Sr. Another development, discussed in the paper on January 27, was the
maturing of plans to construct a Teen-Age-Canteen, which the local Junior Auxiliary
would build. It would have a recreation room, snack bar, portable game tables, terrace
with a barbecue pit, and boys’ and girls’ lounges. Those eligible to use the facility would
be junior and senior high students. The canteen would be open three to six p.m. on
weekdays and three to eleven p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. Along with standard items
of furniture, there would be a piano and a jukebox. A call went out for the public to help
acquire as many of these items as possible.
Toward the end of January, Carl Walters, Star sports editor, crossed swords with
Lt. Col. Frank Williams, Jr., local funeral director and officer in the Mississippi State
Guard. Earlier, Williams had advocated a “junior state guard” whereby young teenagers
would receive military training, but without disrupting their schooling. Walters dissented
in one of his columns and said he thought that such a program was no substitute for the
year of compulsory military training that Gen. George C. Marshall advocated. How else,
asked Walters, would a young fellow “learn how to fire rifles, machineguns [sic], cannon,
mortars, bazookas, anti-aircraft guns and similar weapons?” He discussed Williams’s
complaint about interrupted or delayed college study:
About quitting college and going back: They could take their one year of
military training before starting college. And while giving statistics of those who
do not reenter college after quitting, why not also give the statistics on those who
never enter college at all[?] You’d be surprised, maybe, to discover that only a
very small minority of high school graduates have the necessary money to attend
college.
Williams replied that Walters was out of his element. “You are fine in your column of
sports, and I would advise you to stay in that sphere of activity as you know something
about that. Your politics, etc., are not so hot.” Replied Walters: “Thanks, Colonel, for
admitting that we know something about sports. In regard to “politics, etc.,” we fail to
see where our column on compulsory military training had anything at all to do with
politics.” A little later, Walters received a letter from Meridian Senior High/Junior
College’s assistant-director, J. O. Carson, who also disagreed with Walters’ position.10
Apparently, neither Williams nor Carson changed Walters’ opinion.
January ended with the county’s total casualties at 267, of which 89 were
fatalities, 117 wounded, 37 missing, and 24 prisoners-of-war or internees.11
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Mayor Jacobs announced that Ben Arthur Davis had been appointed “city
consultant” on future projects of municipal beautification. Jacobs also said that the City
Hall was going to be spruced up. It would get “a good bath, a new dress and a few fancy
requirements in trimmings.” The interior would be repainted and redecorated, and the
exterior cleaned and washed. All of the old shrubbery was to be replaced, except for a
Douglas fir at the northeast corner.12
On January 30 at the Shrine Mosque there was the customary celebration of
President Roosevelt’s birthday. The Pilot Club sponsored the event, and half the fund
received went to the National Infantile Paralysis Campaign. Sgt. Nathan Schwartz, a
native of Poland and stationed at Key Field, performed some magical tricks for the
occasion.13
There was an announcement by the Federal government that, in order to conserve
electricity, starting February 1 there would be a “brownout” for most of the nation. The
only excepted areas were such states as Washington and Idado, with good hydroelectric
power, and such as Texas and southern Louisiana, that had plentiful supplies of gas.
Since Meridian was within the affected area, the city would use no electricity for such
purposes as out-door advertising or decorative lights, show windows, marquees
exceeding 60 watts, street lights beyond the necessary, or outdoor signs that were not
traffic directors.14
Several years before, Meridian’s American Legion post had announced plans to
make U.S. Highway 45, between Meridian’s city limits and Marion, into “one of the most
beautiful [highways] in the state” as a memorial to those who had died in the two world
wars. At the start of 1945 Martin Miller, local attorney, donated nine rose bushes for this
“living memorial.” Mrs. Tolbert Watson and Mrs. A. P. Carney, Jr., supervised the
planting. The plan included also the placing of a memorial monument at the eastern end
of the drive.15
The protracted war and an increase in personnel brought another plea for more
houses, apartments, and rooms in the city, for both the military and civilian workers at the
base. Anyone with any such accommodations to spare was asked to contact the Seventh
Street USO.16
In early February an anonymous reporter from the Star was greatly impressed
with the dedication and efficiency—and good culinary skills—of the Meridian Fire
Department. “Such things as petty jealousy, personal dislike, unwillingness to work or
accept dangerous personal risk or back-biting,” he averred, “are not part of the Meridian
organization.” They took great pride, he believed, in being the state’s finest fire fighters.
As proof of all this he cited the following incident:
An example of personnel attitude was discovered by a reporter of The
Meridian Star last week when a chili-rabbit dinner was staged in honor of Mayor
12
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Frank Jacobs, Commissioner Walter H. White and other friends. Shortly after the
feast got underway, an alarm was turned in from box 13 in downtown Meridian.
In less than 45 seconds, all equipment in the station was moving out into the
streets to the scene of the reported fire and all were fully manned. On returning,
none of the men voiced a single complaint because they were forced to “quit”
their dinners.
Members of the department will frankly tell you that “Pep” Culpepper, C.
E. Zachary and H. K. Hill “are the best cooks on earth”….that J. W. Reynolds is
“the finest mechanic in America”….that Chiefs P. M. Pigford and Green Bishop
are “in a class all their own….” that “our department has the best men and is the
best department anywhere.[”] They mean it and they completely believe it. So
does your reporter on The Meridian Star.17
At about the same time, another municipal department, the Police, were receiving
complaints about a recent swindler, a woman who professed to be a seeress and to have
otherwise spectacular gifts in the area of “blessing” prized items. This was one of several
types of assignment which the Star’s somewhat roving staff member, W. B. Grauel,
could really enjoy. “Madame So-and-So,” as Grauel called her—apparently no one knew
her name—had already “blessed” $500 in cash and six diamond rings, of a total value of
about $3,000. Now the police were searching for Madame, who was described as 35,
comely, and pleasant-talking, to use her talents to help them find the missing items. She
had conned a number of local citizens into trusting her to fulfill their greatest wishes.
Her scheme—and apparently there were many practitioners of it in America at the time—
was to ask a credulous client to bring her some item of value, and she would guarantee
that the person’s wish would be granted. Madame would then pretend to wrap the
valuable in a package, which she then returned to the gull. At least, that was what she
seemed to be doing. Actually, the package she returned was nothing more than an old
newspaper or some other valueless item that was wrapped inside the package. The last
admonition was that the “blessed” package should remain unopened until after a certain
number of days. That was essential, she said, for the magic to work. By then, Madame
would be cultivating green fields at a considerable distance from Meridian. Meanwhile,
said Grauel, “This reporter Friday night got out his Swami board. He asked Swami:
‘Swami, where is Madame So-and-so?’ Swami said: ‘Natchez.’”18
On Tuesday morning, February 13, Kay Kyser and his band, one of the nation’s
top dance music ensembles, missed a rail connection to Jackson and had to spend several
hours in Meridian. The band was on a month’s tour of 21 of the nation’s general
hospitals. It started on February 1 at the Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C., and
would end at the U. S. Marine Base, San Diego, Cal. The day before their arrival in
Meridian, they were in Tuscaloosa, Ala., where they gave a performance at 5 p.m. But
since a heavy rain kept some hospital patients from being present, Kyser kindly
consented to give a second show at 7 p.m. As an article in the Star observed, this change
in plans perhaps saved the lives of Kyser and his band. Had they left Tuscaloosa earlier,
17
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their special Pullman car would probably have been attached to a freight train whose
caboose and 38 cars were derailed by a tornado between York and Livingston, Ala. From
Meridian the band proceeded to Jackson and then to Camp Shelby, where Kyser
broadcast his usual Wednesday radio program, the very popular Kollege of Musical
Knowledge.19
The same storm system that endangered the Kyser band also produced a tornado
that killed five persons southeast of Meridian, in the Causeyville-Jones Store area. The
entire Meridian area had bad weather.20
Prof. T. J. Harris, Dr. L. F. Brooks, and others held an organizational meeting for
the black citizens’ Red Cross drive. E. F. Young, Jr., and the Rev. B. W. Coates were
chosen co-chairmen.21
On February 16 the eminent author and historian, Dr. Will Durant, spoke to the
Meridian Executives Club. It was later described as the largest audience for any of the
Club’s meetings. Durant was author of such popular and important works as Mansions of
Philosophy and The Story of Civilization.22
The February grand jury concentrated on the sale of beer and the physical
condition of the Courthouse and the East Mississippi State Hospital. Beer sales, said the
jury, should be stopped or, if not in violation of the law, permitted to all businesses that
wished to sell the beverage. As for the Hospital, its condition was disgraceful, especially
cottage E. Even the Courthouse, the local seat of law, was described as a “disgrace.”23
The grand jury’s findings were perhaps simply a continuation of the concern
about the area’s moral climate, an issue that went back a year or more. Another
expression of that concern was the curfew that began at midnight on Sunday, February
25. It affected such “night spots” as shooting galleries, bowling alleys, pool halls,
amusement parks, carnivals, circuses, penny arcades, dance halls, and gambling places.
J. W. McKelvaine was very concerned about these and other problems and said so in a
letter to the Meridian Star. There was, he believed, “a smoke screen to keep residents
from knowing the truth.” Furthermore,
In fairness to everyone, I think the city of Meridian proper for the past few
years has had a cleaning up of its dives and I think that trend will continue with
this [new] administration[;] but when a grand jury of this county for days and
days with the circuit and county attorneys and sheriff’s office at its disposal finds
bed bugs at the asylum, tobacco juice at the courthouse and overlooks the slot
machines, gambling tables and whiskey sales at various spots all over the county,
I think it is high time that every citizen may ask why. 24
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Casualty totals for the month of February were 287. That was an increase of 20
over the return a month before. The number of dead was now 94, an increase of 5 in a
month. The wounded now numbered 127, and 41 were missing. There were 24 prisoners
or internees.25
Public entertainment at the end of the month included a dance at the Meridian
Country Club, where the featured orchestra was Chan Chandler’s. And on Tuesday
evening, February 27, the Meridian Little Theater presented Yes, My Darling Daughter.
It was directed by Marjorie W. Austin, and the cast were Mrs. D. A. Elliott, Lewis
Wilson, Maud Rosenbaum, Wayde Ousley, Morele Kay, Russell Wright, and Catherine
Graham.26
The issue for 12 March 1945 of the national weekly newsmagazine Time
contained an article that caught the attention of C. H. Phillips, of the Meridian Star’s
staff. It told of an American soldier who had been wounded and captured by the
Germans. He had sustained a broken femur, which German physicians repaired by
inserting a metal rod into the bone’s marrow. And they had done this by making only a
relatively small incision. When the soldier was later examined at England General
Hospital, in Atlantic City, N. J., the American physicians were amazed at what they
proclaimed as “daring and ingenious.” Phillips, however, observed that the procedure
was essentially the same as one done in Meridian in 1937 by Drs. Leslie and Lowry
Rush, and described at that time in an internationally-read medical journal, which was
circulated in Germany and Austria.27
Boy Scout Walter W. Ivey, Troop 14, Southside Baptist Church, was the first
Scout to reach the 1,000-pound quota of waste paper in the two-month Boy ScoutGeneral Eisenhower Waste Paper Campaign. And Marion Park Elementary School, by
collecting 32,518 pounds of scrap paper, became the first school to reach an average of
100 pounds per student. 28
Another patriotic drive, the Red Cross War campaign, was having some success.
All employees of the following businesses contributed: Kay’s, Western Union,
Woolworth, Smith’s Bakery, General Supply and Machine Co., Brookshire’s Ice Cream,
Dement Printing, Milton Supply, First National Bank, Merchants and Farmers Bank, and
Citizens’ National Bank.
Frank Parke, a 66-year-old machinist at Soulé’s Machine Shop, invented a
practical motor-driven garden plow. He made it out of “bed rails, an automobile drive
chain, gears and other discarded parts.” He subsequently said that though he thought it
would not revolutionize gardening, it might “help [it] along.”29
More bad weather hit Meridian and the state in mid-March. On the morning of
the 15th high winds and heavy rain pounded and flooded parts of the city. A 20-minute
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downpour dropped 1.78 inches of rain, and 50 mile-per-hour winds did some damage.
The weather front caused tornadic winds in the area of Greenwood, Miss.30
The increase in the number of African-American soldiers at Key Field brought
more attention to their needs. In the latter part of March, for instance, there went out a
plea, mainly to Meridian’s black community, for as many rooms and apartments as
possible to accommodate the wives and families of African-American soldiers stationed
at Key Field. In addition, the Fourth Street USO, for black personnel, was being fully
utilized. A typical occasion was that on Tuesday, March 20, when three members of the
Harris High School graduating seniors were entertained at the USO prior to their
induction. Those in charge of the entertainment were the tenth grade class. Others
involved in giving the program were members of other classes, class sponsors M. A.
Leach and A. C. Boone, USO director Herbert Borders, faculty members, and several
soldiers and sailors from Squadron “C” and the Engineers Battalion, of Key Field. Red
Adams’s band played while the crowd enjoyed cake and ice cream.31
The month’s final report of casualties showed that the total number of deaths for
the county had risen to 100. There were 142 wounded, 42 missing, and 26 prisoners and
internees. These made a total of 310 casualties.32
On March 27 rumors circulated in Meridian and the nation that peace was
imminent in Europe. The rumor added that President Roosevelt would address the nation
by radio at 1 p.m. and that Hitler would step down. Other reports included a supposed
statement from Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower that the German Army had been defeated on
the Western Front. These rumors were a result of a misinterpretation of a few actual
facts, such as that cabinet members and foreign diplomats abroad should remain at their
posts during the United Nations organizational meetings in April.33
All of these rumors were accompanied by heavy rains; rivers in the area were
rising. The Mississippi River was flooding in West Tennessee and Southeast Louisiana
and threatening to flood Arkansas and Southern Missouri. On Friday, March 30, heavy
rain and strong winds caused damage in the Meridian area. Trees were blown down and
some buildings were damaged. Two days later in the afternoon more heavy rain and
wind caused power failures and general havoc in the Meridian area and throughout the
Central Gulf region.34
There continued to be understandable expectation, and even tension, as it became
clear that the war in Europe was almost certainly near its end. Public and private
organizations and businesses were planning how best to respond to the news. For
example, Dr. H. M. Ivy, superintendent of Meridian public schools, said that the schools
would cooperate with churches’ plans for services when peace would be announced.
Schools would dismiss students if the news came before 11 a.m. If after 11 a.m., schools
would continue and dismiss as usual in time for services at 4 p.m.35
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The recent flow of heavy rains and rivers was not matched, however, by a heavy
flow of dollars into the Red Cross War Fund. Records showed that 40,000 in the county
had failed to donate, and one local Red Cross worker called it “shameful.” The city’s
black population, however, had met their quota by mid-April.36
War Bonds and Stamps were apparently doing better than the Red Cross Fund.
The writer remembers, for example, that a number of home rooms at Kate Griffin Junior
High School had a perfect weekly record of purchases of War Bonds and Stamps, and
this was doubtless true elsewhere in the school system in this spring of 1945. My own
home room, May Tatum Hull’s ninth-grade English class, got a half-holiday for our
steady purchasing.
By the end of March the county’s total war casualties were 320. There were 103
dead, 149 wounded, 42 missing, and 26 prisoners-of-war or detainees.37
The Walter Kass family, including son Warner and daughter Ann, were now
American citizens. They had left Frankfurt, Germany just before the war started, and
arrived in the United States on 18 April 1939.38
The former Bozeman’s Cafe, at 2100 Fifth Street, re-opened on April 11as the B
& F Cafe. It had been remodeled, and the new owners were Joe F. Fulenwider and his
sister-in-law, Mrs. V. T. Bragg. Bragg had earlier managed a restaurant in the
Greyhound-Trailways Bus Station, and Fulenwider was the former manager of the
Meridian City Bus Lines.39
April 12, of 1945, still remains one of the most upsetting dates in my memory. A
youngster about to turn fifteen in nine days, I could remember no other president than
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. When Herbert Clark Hoover left office, I was not quite
three. Like most Mississippians of that day, my family were strong supporters of both
Roosevelt and the Democratic Party. In fact, FDR became almost like a member of the
family. His voice—it was a cultured, mellow tenor—was extremely pleasing and
reassuring. It was worth having a radio just to hear his famous “fireside chats” and his
other, more-formal, speeches. To this day I cannot see a moving picture of Roosevelt or
hear his voice without choking up and perhaps shedding a tear. In fact, I feel a wave of
emotion even as I write this.
In the late afternoon of April 12 I was with two or three other fellows across the
street from where my family lived at 1907 28th Avenue. (For some reason, this house and
my Aunt Era Mallard’s home next door had reversed numbers. Ours should have been
1911 and hers 1907.) At some point one of the neighborhood kids called to us, “Did you
know that President Roosevelt is dead?” We all stopped and stared. “Don’t joke like
that,” I shouted. He assured us he was telling the truth, and insisted, “Go inside and
listen to the radio.” I did, and for the next three days the radio offered only solemn music
and news breaks. All regular broadcasting ceased until after the President’s funeral.
Oddly, phone service in Meridian was halted on the 14th at the time of FDR’s funeral (see
the Meridian Star of April 14). Of all that appropriate music on the radio, there was one
36
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piece in particular that caught my attention, an andante cantabile movement from a
composition by Peter Tchaikowsky. I had been unfamiliar with it, but I heard it several
times during the period of mourning. To this day I always think of FDR when I hear it.
The black students at Harris High School held a memorial for President Roosevelt
the day following his death. With World War II veterans and both Girl and Boy Scouts
present, the group gathered around the flag pole and faced east. They sang “God Bless
America” and “Nearer My God to Thee.” Then taps was played.
Like Abraham Lincoln, Roosevelt had gained the special love of AfricanAmericans. Both presidents had a special concern for black Americans, and each was
probably painfully aware that he was unable to do as much for them as he might have
wished. This earned each of them much hatred. In addition, Eleanor Roosevelt’s wish to
improve the status of America’s black population made many white Americans hate her,
too. That she could more openly show her concern made her more hated than even the
President was. But the hatred that both Roosevelts shared is one of their finest legacies.
Also like Lincoln, Roosevelt lived not quite long enough to see the end of his
nation’s war, but long enough to know that it would end successfully. Each died in April,
eighty years apart and almost to the day.
But, there still was a war to finish and a peace to secure. War Bonds and Stamps
were still being sold, goods were still being rationed, and Nazi and Japanese warlords still
lived. And there were many items still on the price-control list. On April 27 the
Meridian Star published an extensive list of price-controlled goods and suggested that
citizens take it along when shopping. The end of the month brought more rumors of the
war’s end and such other related matters as Hitler’s alleged death. On May 1 the Star
announced new times for churches’ services for V-E Day—Victory in Europe. If the
news came before 9 a.m., services would be at 10; if between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., services
would be at 4 p.m.; if between 3 and 7 p.m., services would be at 8 p.m.; and if the news
came after 7 p.m., services would be the next day at 10 a.m.
In the midst of all of this expectant planning and rumor mongering, tire dealers in
Meridian feared that one result of it would be that drivers would become less careful with
their tires.40
Key Field still was bustling—and occasionally experiencing surprises from
aircraft. For instance, on Friday afternoon, April 13, a Navy “flying boat” discovered an
oil leak while passing over Meridian. The only water the pilot could see was the rather
diminutive reservoir system at Bonita, kept by the Meridian Water Works for
emergencies. The third pond was largest, and the pilot managed to set his craft down
there without damaging it. Mechanics from Key Field worked on the plane, even as
military officials tried to keep photographers and other curious members of the public
away. Officials confiscated several cameras. The pilot was unsure that he’d be able to
fly the plane away safely, but apparently he was.41
On Tuesday, April 24, a Navy TBF airplane, being badly battered by a heavy
storm, tried to land at Key Field; but a foggy landing area prevented the pilot, Lt. (j.g.)
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Robert W. Spring, of Lewiston, Montana, from clearly seeing the runway. He and his
single passenger, WAC Sgt. Adale R. Mintz, of Jackson, Mississippi, were forced to
parachute from the plane. They reached the ground with only minor injuries, but the
plane struck two homes in East End and landed in a vacant lot just to the rear of 1716 17th
Avenue, where Charley Husbands lived. The aircraft was a total wreck. Its motor
crashed into the family’s kitchen just after they had left it to go into their living room.
Two bedrooms and a bath in the home of R. L. Brown, 1806 16th Avenue, were badly
damaged; and though several persons were in the house, none was harmed. One or two
other houses received minor damage.42
The Meridian Star said goodbye to Carl Walters, who in mid April ended his
eighteen years with the local paper, mostly as sports editor.43
Already the city was witnessing the return of considerable numbers of veterans.
The American Legion’s Sixth District—Meridian’s—reported a great increase in
membership, 1,935 at present, or 450 more than the year before.44
During April’s final week, slot machines were a big topic of conversation. These
were not “one-armed-bandits” but rather parking meters and juke boxes. It was
announced that the new parking meters were working well and bringing in about $500 a
week for the city’s treasury. On the less positive side, the police were mystified by the
thefts of juke boxes. They had been disappearing for a month.45
Harris High School and the other black schools in Meridian were proud of the war
records of its students and faculty, several of whom had died in defense of the nation. To
give expression to that pride, they planned what they called Memory Lane. From 39th
Avenue and 12th street to Harris High, those preparing the memorial planted many native
trees, evergreens, and flowering shrubs. Memory Lane was dedicated at Harris High on
Sunday, May 13 at 5 p.m. The Rev. W. B. Foster made a memorial address. Other
speakers were Martin V. B. Miller, of the State Board of Educational Institutions; Dr. H.
M. Ivy, superintendent of city schools; and Mayor Frank L. Jacobs. Part of the program
was the unveiling of a plaque honoring those who had died in the war. There were more
than 200 stars on the service flags of the city’s African-American schools. Gold stars
represented the following deceased persons: Keley Salter, Murphy Beckon, Earl
Marzette, Joe Clay, Ed Lewis Clark, Mastroid Hardy, and Floyd Le Flore, all of whom
died in the United States, and William H. Hogue, who died in Germany. As the Star
phrased it, “In the honor roll are three chaplains, one captain, two lieutenants, six WACs,
many corporals and sergeants, one Red Cross worker overseas and many teachers and
students doing special war work in Washington.” In addition, Harris High School had a
number of citations for its participation in the Schools-at-War programs.46
The county’s total casualties at the end of May’s first week was 370. Of this
number 112 had died, 185 had been wounded, 46 were missing, and 27 were prisoners.47
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The Black Army Wives Club met every Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the Fourth Street
USO. Mildred Crowell was president, Dora Anna Russell secretary.48
Sherman Johnson, of Meridian’s African-American community, had composed a
song, “Baby, Tell Me,” and had been told by a New York band leader that the song
“should go over.” He said also that several bands planned to record it. On May 24 the
Star announced that Johnson’s song had been accepted by the New York publisher, and
Johnson said that any profit he received for the song would go into War Bonds now and,
after the war, into a home. Johnson was a former employee of the Temple Theatre.49
On Monday, May 7, the Star carried news of Germany’s surrender, but stores and
the city generally awaited an official announcement from President Harry S Truman. The
public then learned that houses of worship would hold prayer services on Tuesday from
10 to 11 a.m. Such businesses as Rose Jewelry Company and Marks-Rothenberg had
full-page ads hailing victory in Europe.
The Star on May 10 carried a tentative statement from the city’s tire dealers that
though there might soon be more gasoline, there would be no new tires. The best advice
they could give was “recap in time.”
On May 11 the Civic Music Association had its final program of the season.
Featured was the French vocalist Martial Singher. The first number was the “Star
Spangled Banner,” which was sung by both the guest and the audience. At the end of the
program Singher sang “La Marseillaise,” the French national anthem. As he sang the
second verse, he knelt. At the end of the program the somewhat awed audience gave him
a prolonged applause.50
On Monday, May 14, the Seventh War Loan drive began. In Meridian there was
the customary rally in the customary place, 22nd Avenue between Fifth and Sixth Streets.
Walker Broach presided. In addition to music by Howard Lane’s Meridian High School
Band, there were speeches and prayers. Mary Stuart Harmon sang “The Battle Hymn of
the Republic” and “Any Bonds Today?” Three days later Key Field personnel had
already fulfilled nearly a third of their quota, and by the 18th the county had realized
almost a fifth of its goal. And though on May 26 the Star announced that War Bond sales
in the area were still somewhat slow, by May 31 Mississippi had taken the lead for the
entire nation in the Seventh War Loan, though Lauderdale County was 71st among the
state’s 82 counties.51
About half a block from where the rally was taking place, Alex Loeb’s
department store was offering the “shirt of the future.” It cost $7.50 and was made of
nylon “with the look and feel of silk.” On Sunday, May 20, the company announced the
opening “of a beautiful modern millinery salon on the recently completed front
mezzanine floor.”52
In addition to the war loan drive, such other drives as the one for waste paper
continued. Out at Witherspoon Elementary School, sixth-grader W. L. Howington
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received a medallion from Washington for having collected 3,312 pounds of waste
paper.53
The Mississippi Power Company announced the rescission of the order issued the
preceding January by the War Production Board against certain uses of electrical power
for advertising and display purposes. Nevertheless, though the “brown-out” was over,
the MPC still urged that power not be wasted. Curtailed advertising, however, probably
did not unduly damage the city’s commercial interests. In 1944 the Meridian area had led
the state in business, and there is nothing in the record to suggest that this good fortune
did not continue into 1945.54
It was a rare civilian whose thoughts were not now on America’s armed forces.
Holding first place in public consciousness, of course, were those who had died or
sustained injuries or loss of freedom. By the end of May, the county’s military casualties
totaled 365, of whom there now were 112 dead, 193 wounded, 45 missing, and 15
prisoners of war.55 Already there had been much thought about how these heroes,
especially those who had died, might be properly memorialized and honored, and how
best to show gratitude and a proper welcome to the ones returning. Many of those who
had been fighting in Europe were soon to be arriving, some to be released and others for
transfer to the Far East for what was expected to be a difficult ending of the war against
the Japanese. There were already even some men returning from the Pacific theater, and
the Star told of one of them:
When the G. M. and O Rebel arrived in Meridian, the hostess learned that
a coach passenger—wife of an overseas serviceman—had a long distance call
from her husband who had just landed in San Francisco.
Realizing the importance of such a call, the hostess, Miss Viva Lea
McInnis, immediately ran into the station, contacted the long distance operator
and asked that the call be put through. There was some delay and it looked as
though the lady wouldn’t have time to wait for the call and continue her journey
too. Miss McInnis arranged to hold the train briefly and just in time the long
distance wires were connected. Although the conversation was a brief one, the
serviceman who had just returned after three year[s] in the Pacific was able to talk
to his wife. And the Rebel had a very happy passenger for the rest of her
journey.56
In preparation for the summer, Dr. H. M. Ivy was advisor for a new city-wide
playgrounds program that began Monday, June 4, under the direction of Obie Brown.
There were playgrounds at seven locations: East End School (black), Chalk School,
Southside School, Kate Griffin Junior High’s Greer Field, Witherspoon School, Old
Central (or Red Clay) Hill, and Harris High school. These places were open six days a
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week from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on Sundays from 2 to 6 p.m. There was always
supervision.57
Various members of the Meridian Star staff reported frequently on the everyday
lives of soldiers on the several fronts. In the issue for June 3, for instance, Casper
Phillips’ column reported that Harry Coombs, former local boilermaker for the railroad,
was then in Germany with the 786th Railway Battalion. “Battalion Harry,” wrote
Phillips, “said he prefers the Hons [i.e., young ladies] in France to the Huns in Germany.”
After the war in Europe ended, the Star on August 5 reported on another railroad unit, the
727th Railway Operating Battalion, that was stationed at Mannheim, Germany, and
engaged in restoring German railroads to supply American occupation forces. In his June
3 column, Phillips also reported an anecdote, amusing and apparently factual, about two
soldiers during the current fighting on Okinawa:
Two soldiers were in a fox hole in Okinawa. One of them cut loose at a
Jap and remarked, “That’s the way I used to shoot squirrels on Okatibbee.” The
second soldier said nothing. Finally he blazed away at a Jap and remarked,
“That’s the way I used to shoot squirrels on Sowashee.” The first soldier nearly
jumped out of the fox hole. “Where are you from?” “Meridian, Miss.,” was the
answer. And that’s the way Melvin Smith, machinist at the shops ran across Ben
Sharp, who used to drive the tractor at the shops.
Perhaps it was inevitable that among the soldiers stationed at Key Field there
would be some who found Southern life odd and even unpleasant. One who signed
himself “Yankee” wrote a letter to the Meridian Star. The letter, published in the issue
of May 20, complained of high rents and of how he saw the black population treated.
Later, a letter signed “A Southerner” countered that “we live peacefully together until
someone like our ‘Yankee’ friend (?) ‘North of the Mason and Dixon Line’ comes along
and causes trouble.” Another letter arrived from J. H. Morgan, who was relieved that the
state had “a [Sen. Theodore] Bilbo and a [Rep. John] Rankin to look after the Mississippi
racial congressional investigations.” “A Reader” from Meridian wanted the complainer
to know, “If you think what one Yankee or a million think, matters to Southern people,
you are mistaken.”58 It was now just a tiny cloud in an apparently serene national sky.
More War Bond rallies were held on June 6 and 7 in the “rally place” on 22nd
Avenue, between Fifth and Sixth Streets. Appearing on each occasion were Lt. Alex
Touchstone, recipient of the Purple Heart for wounds received in Europe, and Sgts.
Barney Gunn and Charles Fitts, who had been prisoners of war. John Egger, county
chairman of the War Bond drive, was master of ceremonies on the first day, Howard
Cameron on the second. As an extra inducement to purchasers, on Thursday at Key Field
there was an “Airmada” of a number of warplanes. Those who had purchased bonds
could board a bus at the Strand Theater and ride to the air base. On display there were
the following pursuit or fighter aircraft: P-38 “Lightning,” P-47 “Thunderbolt,” and a P51 “Mustang.” Bombers were a B-17 “Flying Fortress,” a B-24 “Liberator,” and a B-25
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“Mitchell.” In addition, there was an AT-6 advance trainer and a C-47 hospital ship.
Mrs. James H. Skewes, chairwoman of the rallies, announced that the Greyhound Bus
Company had donated $5,000 to the county, and that Albright and Wood Drug Company
had given $2,000. Sale of bonds at Wednesday’s rally totaled $483,396.25.
Nevertheless, the county was still somewhat laggard in this Seventh War Loan drive and
on Friday, June 8, was $55,753 short of its goal.59
Perhaps the county’s citizens had other plans for their money. (The Star of July 8
reported that May’s business was 7% above that in May of 1944.) For instance, they
might have been withholding their money to buy some of those 600,000 new automobiles
whose production was tentatively planned for the next year. Also, some of the citizens’
money had to go to pay for those new buildings that were going up or that were
planned—33 in March, 32 in April, and 25 in May.60
The government’s problem, however, was that there were millions of the military
who were still on battlefields and in no position to buy much of anything. These men had
not been forgotten, however, and the Alex Loeb Company remembered them with a 64page booklet titled Post Yarns, that contained stories, articles, and cartoons from The
Saturday Evening Post. It was a pocket-size, very portable item that Loeb’s offered to
mail free of charge to any place in the world.61 Nor was that all. On Saturday, June 16,
Alex Loeb Company announced that the store would start a four-page monthly called the
Home-Town News. It would offer local news, sports, and anecdotes for the information
and entertainment of the county’s armed services personnel. It would be free, and Loeb’s
offered to send it free-of-charge anywhere in the world if families would provide the
names and addresses.62
Returning veterans, too, were on the minds of the Stephenson-DeLauncey Post,
Veterans of Foreign Wars. In mid-June the post members voted unanimously to buy
what is today called Merrehope, 905 Martin Luther King Drive, and which was then the
Fred C. Gossett home. The VFW post planned a renovation and remodeling for the old
house that had 24 rooms and a lot with a 400-foot front and a depth of 500 feet. The plan
was to allow any veteran to participate in any functions and amusements that were held
there. The post planned to set aside one room as a memorial to all who had died in the
armed forces. The room would also receive a bronze plaque bearing the names of all
servicemen from East Mississippi. Another room would be set aside for veterans and
their families when visiting Meridian. Further, the VFW intended to ask citizens of
Meridian and East Mississippi to help in the purchase of the building.63
It was the apparent lack of fervor to buy bonds that sparked an unattributed
column in the Star of June 13. “Whether people realize it or not,” said the anonymous
writer, “a terrific and costly war is raging in the Pacific and contrary to the thinking of
some people it is far more deadly than that in the European theater.” It added,
“Lauderdale county people seem to have forgotten that the war is still being fought….”
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The poor showing locally in the Seventh War Loan moved Mayor Jacobs to make
the following proclamation:
WHEREAS, the war with Japan has reached a critical stage requiring the
complete unity of the people and a sacrificial effort on the part of every citizen,
and
WHEREAS, the City of Meridian and Lauderdale County has [sic] not
subscribed its quota of E Bonds in the Seventh War Loan Drive, and the time is
short and the people of Meridian and Lauderdale County have never failed to
meet the demadns [sic] made upon them and will back the armed forces to the
limit, but it is necessary that every citizen do his part now, and
WHEREAS, the Seventh War Loan Committee has set aside Thursday,
June 21, 1945, as E-Bond Day in Meridian and desires on said day to sell
sufficient E Bonds to over-subscribe Meridian and Lauderdale County’s quota,
THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Frank L. Jacobs, as Mayor of the City of
Meridian, do hereby proclaim Thursday, June 21, 1945, as E-Bond Day in
Meridian, and do most urgently request every sacrificial effort necessary to meet
the quota of the City of Meridian and Lauderdale County on that day.64
By the time the Meridian Star was published on the 21st, Bond sales were
proceeding briskly to the strains of bands and the accompaniment of heavy soliciting and
a round-the-clock Bond-selling program, chaired by the inexhaustible, seemingly
omnipresent, and almost inevitable Helen Crooks. All banks remained open until 5 p.m.,
and 100 of the city’s leading merchants remained away from their businesses in order to
work for the drive. Taking a lesson from the First World War, “three-minute speakers”
went on WCOC to persuade—or, as the case might require, to shame—those listening to
dig down one more time. Of course it worked, as it always had in the past. On the
following day, the 22nd, the Star reported the need for $175,000 to cap the drive.
Subsequent reports by the paper were the following: on the 26th the paper said the county
was $80,119 from its goal, on the 29th a mere $25,000, and July 1 the county had actually
exceeded its quota by about $40,000. The Star of July 15 reported that the state’s
purchase of E-Bonds was $34,048,619, more than in any other war loan.
Despite the war, Mooney’s Riding Academy announced that the city’s Third
Annual Horse show would take place at the academy on June 14-16.65
In mid-June, Mayor Jake Jacobs let it be known that the city’s playground
program, that he had promised during his campaign, was in danger of ending. In a
council meeting that was closed to the public, Commissioners John T. Pinkston and
Walter H. White told the Mayor that the city’s finances could not accommodate the
project. Jacobs countered that police court fines and a strict enforcement of parking
regulations ought to be able to pay for the playgrounds, with money left over. Finally,
Jacobs said, “I have done all in my power, I am handing to the city clerk my personal
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check for $1,227.50 to pay the salaries of the supervisors and instructors for the two
weeks they have worked ending June 15.” Furthermore:
I am forced to throw [down] the gauntlet. At every turn, my efforts to
make Meridian greater, and so far as the playgrounds are concerned safer, are
repeatedly blocked. First, it was the Civil Service Board taking over virtually
council powers, next it was objection to payment for improvements at Highland
Park, and now it is a direct setback to the playground program.
I have taken the initiative to trying to do something for Meridian. It has
been customary for the mayor to be active, and while I am not the wisest man in
the world, I made various promises to the people, and I have tried to fulfill them.
Other candidates, when they were making their campaigns, more or less assented
to the improvements I then advocated.66
Meridian had long been fortunate to have several good hospitals. In addition to
the Matty Hersee, chiefly for charity cases, Rush’s, Anderson’s, Riley’s, and Lewis’s had
been operating for some years. In addition, there was the Meridian Sanitarium on the
northwest corner of 28th Avenue and 13th Street. On Saturday, June 16, this hospital was
purchased by the Catholic Sisters of St. Joseph, who renamed it St. Joseph’s.67
The Meridian area was warned on Sunday, June 17, that the supply of Coca-Cola
would definitely be affected after July by a worsening shortage of sugar.68 This
happened, of course, when the best-informed experts believed that the Japanese war
would last a year or more after the war in Europe had ended. The atomic experiments
that were then in progress in New Mexico were a well-kept secret, and even those
working on the project could not predict how successful those endeavors would be nor
how they might affect the war’s outcome.
As anyone living at present in the Gulf Coastal Plain will acknowledge, the socalled “fire” ant has proved itself a great pest but, like politics, not one entirely
intolerable. After all, one can accommodate oneself to almost anything, even headaches
and television commercials. But in the early 1940s Mississippians could not be quite so
certain that these tiny pests were indeed tolerable. In June editor James Skewes railed
against them in the Meridian Star. After observing that control efforts had hitherto been
unsuccessful, he still urged the word exterminate. Probably unwittingly the editor came
close to what would be a much later effort to control the fire ant. He did it with these
delightful lines from Dean Jonathan Swift:
So, naturalists observe, a flea
Has smaller fleas that on him prey;
And these have smaller still to bite ’em,
And so proceed ad infinitum.69
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By the latter part of June the county’s casualties totaled 357, of which 116 were
deaths, 196 wounded, and 45 missing. There were no data for prisoners and internees.70
Victory gardens were still popular. On Saturday, June 30, those responsible for
the Black Victory Garden Vegetable Show set up their display next door to the Hall
Fixture Company, 207 23rd Avenue.71
The limitations on auto driving put something of a premium on bicycles and
probably suggested to the city’s officials that they might be a source of revenue. At any
rate, there was a brisk sale of the new licenses. It was probably the first such license
required by the city since Matt Ferguson and John Draughon introduced the first bicycle,
a velocipede, to Meridian on 16 June 1869. Another source of revenue was jay-walkers,
whom police began to arrest in late June.72
Black amateur baseball clubs were still popular. Among the most active were
those at the Frank Berry Courts and the Mountain View (the Star did not give either team
a special name), Charlie’s Sluggers, East End Rookies, Fifth Street Cats, and the Bonita
Eagles.73
Even as the G. M. & O Railroad was celebrating the 10th anniversary of its
streamliner Rebel (“the South’s first streamliner”),74 troop trains for servicemen returning
from Europe began to make heavy demands on the railroads, that were forced to use
almost any type of coach that would roll, however antiquated. The Star of July 7
reported that to help accommodate the many troop trains, starting July 6 Pullman spaces
had been cut by half. The change was to last three months. Even regular passenger trains
often had coaches that were far from modern. Many, for instance, did not have air cooled
interiors, even though air-conditioned coaches had become very common by the 1940s.
Cars that were not air-cooled usually had a modest electric fan on the wall at each end of
the coach, just below the ceiling. In addition, windows of such primitive coaches could
be opened, and many of the passengers did so to allow wind created by the moving car to
flow through the hot interior. Unfortunately, the wind brought in dust, smoke, and
cinders, as well. After a train journey, especially a long one, the weary traveler needed a
very good bath and a quantity of eyewash. But as the Star of July 5 reported, in addition
to all these problems, returning servicemen complained also of many coaches that were
filthy and infested with vermin.
Nevertheless, the trains kept coming, many of them filled with soldiers being
moved to the Far East for the expected invasion of the Japanese home islands. The Red
Cross Canteen Corps, which had already been doing good work meeting many trains
passing through, in July set up their own special shop in the Union Station’s baggage area
to position themselves for even greater efficiency. They asked the public for donations of
magazines and books (preferably small ones), games, cards, bottle openers, etc. Such
items could be donated at the Red Cross headquarters in the Marks-Rothenberg building.
Probably typical of the train-loads of men who passed through this Meridian facility were
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the 428 on a troop train on Saturday, July 21. They had been riding for three days and
were very tired. Upon arrival in Meridian, they received ice cream, cold beverages,
cigarettes, playing cards, and reading matter. When leaving, many of the men gallantly
kissed the hands of the Red Cross workers. The Gray Ladies and the Women’s Motor
Corps also were helpful in this work. The WMC, especially, were busy with such
ministries as those occasioned by the arrival of an airplane filled with wounded men from
the Pacific. After arriving at Key Field, the plane was grounded and detained for several
days. During their stay here these injured servicemen were aided by Meridian’s female
organizations, which provided transportation, good food, and souvenirs of their brief stay
in the city. 75
Nor did this heavy demand on transportation neglect the bus lines. Indeed,
passenger traffic was so heavy on the railroads that it created an even greater volume than
usual for the inter-urban buses. P. L. Baltzell, manager of Meridian’s Bus Station,
reported that bus travel had increased “tremendously,” mainly from the restrictions of rail
travel.76
Meridian’s last wartime Fourth of July was a quiet one. There were no auto
mishaps, and only a few arrests for minor infractions. There was no paper on the holiday,
but Skewes’ editorial in the next day’s Star urged everyone to get to work on post-war
plans and problems. In retrospect, this advice was perhaps not premature.
On Thursday evening, July 5, the Chamber of Commerce had a gala dinner at the
Lamar Hotel in honor of George Pecaro, head of the Flintkote Plant and president of the
Chamber of Commerce. He was leaving Meridian to live in New York.77 Though
probably not designed as part of Pecaro’s send-off, there was an eclipse of the sun on
Monday, July 9. The Star of July 8 reported that it would be total and visible in Meridian
and that it was the first such eclipse seen in the United States since 1932. On July 9,
however, the paper corrected its previous statement; the eclipse would be only partial.
After Meridian ceased using streetcars in 1925, for over a decade there was no
well-developed means of public transportation. For a short period in the mid-1930s, the
Mississippi Power Company operated a few city buses that charged a ten-cent fare.
Then, on New Year’s Day, 1937, the Meridian City Lines began operating on a franchise
and charging a five-cent fare (three cents for students). Their buses continued to run
throughout most of the war. (I remember that as a student I used to buy packages of
student tickets, each of which could be torn off as needed.)78
In early summer, 1945, R. F. Cross and G. N. Harrison proposed to supplant the
Meridian City Lines and thus applied for a franchise to operate a five-line bus system for
the city. Subsequently, a number of individuals accused the Mayor of showing undue
favoritism toward Cross and Harrison. Edwin A. “Dick” Dunn, unhappy with the manner
in which the advocates for the Meridian City Lines had been treated, placed a large
advertisement in the Meridian Star. Said Dunn: “As a citizen of Meridian…I felt it my
duty to make a formal protest as to the treatment accorded some of our finest citizens and
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labor leaders by Mayor Frank Jacobs during a formal meeting of the city council.” Dunn,
to support his charge that Jacobs was biased in favor of the new proposal, gave his
account of what had happened at that meeting and to those speaking in favor of the
current bus lines:
Judge A. B. Amis, Sr., legal counsel for Meridian City Lines, whose
character, honesty and integrity have never been questioned, seemingly [was] held
in virtual contempt and repeatedly harassed.
J. T. Farr, one of America’s greatest Union Labor leaders and a former
citizen of Meridian…[was] denied full voice and rebuffed on two or more
occasions.
Ed Gallagher, grand old man of Meridian and defender of civic interests
for over 40-odd years—[was] told to sit down many times by Mayor Jacobs. I. H.
May, official Union Labor delegate—[was] rebuffed by Mayor Jacobs.
Casper C. Phillips, veteran attorney and official delegate of Southern
railroad machinists…[was] never given an opportunity to express disapproval of
the Cross-Harrison franchise.
Letters from nearly every important Union Labor organization in
Meridian, all opposing [the] Cross-Harrison franchise…[were] stopped from
public reading and hearing.
Commissioner John T. Pinkston, he of tested character and unquestioned
honesty—[was] kept “voiceless” by repeated interruptions and other tactics.
Several fine ladies, at the meeting to present supporting evidence in behalf of
Meridian City Lines…[were] not given recognition.
Dunn went on to complain that the Mayor, in a previous newspaper ad, “would have you
believe [his] first thought has been for Union Labor.” Then, Dunn asked several
questions such as “Is Mr. G. N. Harrison a brother-in-law of Mr. Willard Brown of
Lauderdale?” and “Is Mr. Willard Brown of Lauderdale an advisor of Mayor Jacobs?”
Denying the efficacy of “mere threats and rumor agents,” Dunn insisted that the citizens
would find out “the whole truth.” “Organized Labor,” he said, “has not and will not take
unwarranted insult and their ranks are being swelled by men and women from all walks
of life. Thank God they will speak soon and thank God we have John Pinkston in the city
hall on Seventh Street and 24th Avenue and he’s there to stay.” Nevertheless, the Mayor
and Council (despite Commissioner Pinkston) approved a proposed ordinance to allow
the Cross-Harrison challengers to have a 25-year franchise, subject to approval of the
city’s voters on August 28.79
Mayor Jake Jacobs was beginning to encounter some rough sailing in his new job,
and no doubt was looking for ways to improve his situation. Speaking before the city’s
Lions Club in early August, he told the members that when he began his duties, he
discovered that the city was spending $150,000 a year over its income. He was working
to close the gap, mainly by re-installing parking meters. That was all very well, but quite
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a number of Meridianites were now beginning to wonder just what to believe regarding
the Mayor’s position and judgment in the city bus controversy.80
One of Dunn’s problems was that he was in an area where a considerable number
of the inhabitants were about as friendly toward organized labor as they were toward
racial justice. Anyone in those days who spoke for labor or an end to Jim Crow laws was
branded an “agitator.” One recalls Oscar Wilde’s statement: “Agitators are a set of
interfering, meddling people, who come down to some perfectly contented class of the
community and sow the seeds of discontent amongst them. That is the reason why
agitators are so absolutely necessary.”81
Dunn was one such agitator, and a determined one at that. The city’s officials
published a copy of the proposed new franchise in the Meridian Star of July 27. It
required more than three full columns. Two days later the paper carried Dunn’s twocolumn article titled “Dead Cat on the Line!” It was, said a note, “paid for by members
of organized labor.” Moreover, said an introductory note, “Every statement made herein
is true and can be verified and every conclusion reached can be sustained by fact and
augmented by reason and logic.” It gave the reader a brief recap of the area’s recent
economy and organized labor’s position in it. Dunn reminded citizens that the area’s
“lumber reserves had been gutted by the war and had to be replaced.” The city’s
railroads had ordered fifty new diesel locomotives, which required less maintenance and
thus would reduce the number of employees in the shops. Key Field could not be
counted on much longer as an employer. Ten thousand returning veterans and war
workers would need work. “In addition to these things,” he said, “it was known that what
we call the Meridian trade area had all but distintegrated under the stress of new
competitions—from York to Tuscaloosa, Alabama; from Newton to Jackson and from
Philadelphia to Laurel and Waynesboro.” Everyone had known, he said, that “90 cents of
every dollar coming into the city of Meridian was a ‘war dollar,’ or money being
expended by the U. S. Government for war purposes and it was known this one day
would cease.” In addition:
Lest it be forgotten! On the first day of the first council meeting held on
January 3, 1945, the local Civil Service Law was attacked and every effort, fair or
foul, was made to destroy this fine protective statute. The first step in a program
that was to end all semblance of unity, officially and unofficially, in this
community had been taken. And, yet, there were those who ask public political
aid on the theory they would support and sustain the Civil Service Law!
Dunn went on to discuss threats made against those who spoke against these attitudes,
suggesting, for instance, that such harassment had contributed to the death of City Judge
Frank K. Ethridge.
No wonder [continued Dunn] a nationally known industrial leader recently
declared: “We cannot come to your city under the circumstances.” No wonder,
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of the more than 35 major industries which have come South into Mississippi
since January 1, 1945, not one has seen fit to seriously consider our community.
They said we should be fair to new industry! But: About eight years ago, a new
concern came into the city of Meridian known as Meridian City Lines, Inc. It
came with happy promises of support and backing by our people and by our
official leadership. In the lean and hard depression years, the management and
the personnel worked hand in hand towards the day when they might give
Meridian the finest bus transportation service in the state. Then came December
7, 1941.
Bitter years have followed since that day. Unable to obtain new
equipment, with repair parts all but unavailable, that firm some how [sic]
managed to run their busses on time and render service in spite of terrific
handicaps….
The war with Japan, we believe, will soon be over. As the matter stands
today, this city is without a major buffer post-war project of any kind. Since
January 1, 1945, no effort has been made along this line. Industries are afraid to
settle in the Meridian community. Disunity and fear are on every hand, and God
fearing people are sorely troubled. All American industry knows the sad, pathetic
story and only a miracle of united effort can protect the foundations upon which
this city was builded.
Dunn put one more reminder to the citizenry into the Star on August 5, and asked
that on August 28 they vote against the Cross-Harrison proposed bus service, which
would prepare for the Meridian City Lines to present theirs. It reminded everyone that
the city’s present bus company had sent 18 men to the armed forces. On Tuesday,
August 28, Meridian voters defeated the Cross-Harrison proposal resoundingly, 7 to 1.82
Mention earlier of racial justice makes it appropriate to record here that at this
same time Dr. H. M. Ivy, superintendent of city schools, spoke before the Junior
Chamber of Commerce on a tender subject. It was important, he said, that the education
level of black children be raised and that it was going to take money. Part of the
improvement was going to have to do for the African-American community what the
Ross Collins Vocational School had been doing for the whites. After all, said, Ivy, the
vocational school had already educated 10,000 white men and women for wartime
work.83 It was my understanding in these and subsequent years, both from what I
observed and what I learned from others, that Dr. H. M. Ivy was doing all in his power to
bring about a substantial improvement in the condition of the city’s black residents,
especially in education. For instance, he was interested in establishing not only a
vocational school for black students but a junior college as well. He doubtless knew the
problems he faced, but he was astute enough to realize that changes in Southern society
were inevitable and imminent. The question was whether we would manage those
changes or be engulfed by them. I am convinced that Dr. Ivy was a much more valuable
public servant than most realized during his lifetime.
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At this time the Junior Chamber of Commerce expressed an interest in providing
Meridian with a municipal auditorium. They had received a letter from Senator Theodore
Bilbo, who promised Federal assistance on the project.84
With the war in Europe now over, and with no further need to withhold the
information, the Southern Railway was boasting of its training of railroad battalions,
starting with the first in March of 1942 when Meridian was the hub of the training.
This extra war job [said Southern’s President Ernest E. Norris] was taken
on early in 1942 when the Transportation Corps of the War department asked the
railway to teach railroading to American soldiers who would some day have the
job of operating military railroads in a distant “theater of operations.” And
although the Southern’s rails were already beginning to hum with a record volume
of wartime traffic, a “school” was made available for the soldier-railroaders,
without charge, on the 200-mile main-line of the Southern between New Orleans
and Meridian. Instruction cars and other special facilities were provided, and
veteran Southern officers and employes volunteered to serve as “teachers.”85
One of the city’s new businesses, Ryan Supply Company, opened formally on
Monday, July 23, at 814 21st Avenue. The company, managed by W. B. Plummer,
offered home and farm appliances.86
As discussed earlier, Dr. DeWitt A. Buckingham, a black native Meridianite,
began a medical practice in the city in 1940. He also served two years as an associate in
surgery at the Afro-American Hospital, Yazoo City, Mississippi. Meanwhile,
Buckingham established his own hospital in Meridian, where he performed more than
800 operations. In 1942 he went into the U. S. Army as a captain in the Medical Corps,
and was honorably discharged on 27 February 1945. The following March he opened an
office in Meridian’s East Bay area. In late July, 1945, Dr. Buckingham received the very
prestigious appointment to the surgical staff of the Permanent Foundation Hospital,
Oakland, California.87
Among the Negro Softball League’s seven teams , the Frank Berry Courts club
was leading by late July. (A Key Field team often played with them but was apparently
not part of the league.) The league standings were as follows: 1) Frank Berry Courts, 2)
Charlie’s Sluggers, 3) East End Rookies, 4) Mountain View, 5) Fifth Street Cats, 6)
Bonita Eagles, and 7) Southside Sluggers.88
Popular music continued to play its own important role in the war effort, as
composers tried hard to express for both soldier and civilian the many emotions that were
engendered by separation from friends and loved ones. Top song in Meridian in late July
was “Sentimental Journey,” which was number 2 in the nation. Second in local
popularity was a lively salute to the Navy, “Bell-Bottom Trousers.” Third was “The
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More I See You,” fourth was “I Wish I Knew,” and fifth was “Dream,” which was
number one in the nation. On recordings the most popular numbers included the
following: “Mail Call Today,” “New Moon over My Shoulder,” “Caledonia,” “You Was
Right, Baby,” and Johnny Mercer’s arrangement (and lyrics) of “The Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fé.”89
The Office of Price Administration (OPA) had allotted 2,500,000 automobile tires
to be rationed to the public in July and August; but as July came to an end, no tires were
in sight for motorists with only the standard “A” gasoline ration coupons. However, the
OPA allowed extra gasoline to returning servicemen to allow them to search for
employment.90
The Star of July 26 announced that the second annual model airplane meet,
sponsored by the Meridian Exchange Club and by the Boy Scouts, would be held at the
Bonita Airport on August 5. On August 6 the paper stated that Meridian placed first and
Stonewall, Mississippi, second. Royce Kimbrell directed the affair.
On Friday, July 27, Meridian housewives received the bad news that those items
requiring blue ration tokens would rise in token value and, thus, be more difficult to buy.
This included canned and bottled goods. However, grapefruit and orange-grapefruit juice
blends, tomato catsup, and chili sauce would take fewer points.91
Doubtless, even at this late date there were those who wondered why this or that
male was not fighting somewhere on distant battlefields. Casper Phillips, the Star staff
member who kept the local public informed about events at the railroads’ shops, had an
anecdote about one such event. Phillips told of Porter Fairchilds, a veteran machinist at
the rail shops. He was walking down Fifth Street and passed a rather portly, middleaged, and near-sighted woman, who asked him pointedly, “Young man, why are you not
in the army?” Fairchilds looked at her and replied, “For the same reason that you are not
a chorus girl in Earl Carroll’s Vanities.”92
In the same column as that above, Phillips mentioned a matter that was already
causing concern for men at the rail shops—the proliferation of diesel locomotives. Men
at the shops knew the implications to the labor force of these new machines, for the diesel
was far more powerful and needed appreciably less maintenance. “They don’t stop at the
shops [in Meridian] for repairs but keep going to Birmingham, Washington and New
York,” was the complaint. And the post-war period was certainly going to see a lot more
of them.
Though the war in Europe was over, the suffering it had caused was not. In many
countries millions of people were in desperate want; and a new set of letters was
becoming familiar, DP (displaced person). America, the “arsenal of democracy” as
Roosevelt had put it, was still one of the few nations able to do much to mitigate the
suffering. Thus it was that the local Red Cross put out an appeal to Meridian’s citizens:
“From across the seas comes the appeal of expectant mothers and the cries of unborn
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children to the women of Meridian for immediate aid in providing proper clothing for the
little ones.” Donations were thankfully accepted at the Scottish Rite Cathedral.93
Closer to home there was a need for workers, this time to travel to South Dakota
to help with the wheat harvest. The state of Mississippi sent 250, 20 of them from
Lauderdale County. They left at the end of July, and another group was preparing to
leave on August 7.94
At the beginning of August the county’s total casualties were 368, of which there
were 118 dead, 204 wounded, and 46 missing.95
But as distressing as those statistics always were, this time there was at least some
important mitigation. The great majority of Americans were not quite sure what to make
of that announcement that a new, almost unimaginably-destructive, bomb had destroyed
the entire city of Hiroshima, Japan. In the Meridian Star of Monday, August 6, the
article about the atomic bomb was but one of five items on page one’s top row. The
paper had no headline as such, and the article’s caption was merely “U. S. Uses Atomic
Bomb against Nips.” Few Americans had a clear understanding of what an atomic bomb
was, and for several years the Federal government had been closed-mouth about its
development of the horrific weapon. Even Tuesday’s issue still had no headline, and
only one of four top-row articles was about the new bomb. The heading was “Nips Say
Big Atomic Bomb Damage.” But the Soviet leaders knew what an atomic bomb was,
and by Wednesday there was a headline—“Russia Declares War on Japan.” The front
page had at least eight front-page articles about the new bomb. Thursday’s paper
reported that a second bomb, possibly more than one, had been dropped on Nagasaki,
Japan. The next several days contained lead articles about Japan’s offer to surrender and
the Allies’ tentative acceptance.
The Star seemed reticent to editorialize about the new bomb. In light of the
puzzled surprise that most Americans felt, this is not strange. Besides, something of this
magnitude required serious thought. Thus, on Sunday, August 12, almost a week after
the first news, the Star’s weekly “Good Morning!” editorial took up the matter:
We blast doorway into unknown.
Our atom bomb defies imagination:
Might to wipe away huge cities at a stroke—
Potential desolation of nations—even continents.
Eventual self-destruction of the world!
Science dips into the hitherto impossible to tap the basic power of the
universe.
PRESENT: We dedicate dread sun-god magic unto Mars for Far East
victory IN WAR.
FUTURE: We hjope to harness sun itself to serve humanity and to secure
the age of PEACE.
Anglo-America and Britain—plan to keep dread secret solely to ourselves.
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All would-be aggressors take due notice.
We can blow capitals and nations off the map at will.
First Big Three rounds go to Comrade Stalin.
Poker Truman has both ace and joker in the hole for play.
We may wisely thank whatever gods may be:
Christians hold the awful formula.
Only we can atom-rule man-destiny.
We alone may dictate morality and decency.
We have chained the lightning in the past.
We snatch the thunderbolt of Jove in future.
Anglo-Saxon might brings Anglo-Saxon obligation:
Dedication unto deathless right!
The editor closed the essay with these lines from Rudyard Kipling’s Recessional:
For heathen heart that puts her trust
In reeking tube and iron shard—
All valiant dust that builds on dust.
And guarding, calls not Thee to guard—
For frantic boast and foolish word,
Thy mercy on Thy People, Lord!
The Japanese offer to surrender came with a proviso that they might keep their
emperor. After some consultations and misgivings, the Allies consented, though it
technically violated their demand for “unconditional surrender.” To emphasize the Allied
attitude and understanding, it was decreed that Gen. Douglas MacArthur would have
authority over the Mikado.
At the same time, the Meridian Merchants’ Association stated that if the official
news of surrender came before 2 p.m., stores would close for the rest of the day and on
the following day. On the 11th the Star said that the Allies had “conditionally” accepted
the Japanese proposal. The headline on the 13th said “Allied [Nations] Impatiently
Awaiting Japanese Reply.” Shortly after that the news of final surrender arrived too late
for that day’s regular issue. It softened further the latest total of casualties, which were
the same as those of the previous week, except that one more person was listed as
missing. There would be more as the tallies caught up, but at least those statistics would
be a reporting of what had already occurred. Presumbably the killing had ceased.
As in all other American cities, Meridian celebrated the news of the end of World
War II in a manner appropriate to the end of an epoch so mammoth and portentous that
one’s children and grandchildren probably would grow bored of hearing about it. C. H.
Phillips, of the Meridian Star’s staff, headed his article “Big Celebration: Meridian Goes
Wild; 23 False Fire Alarms.” Said Phillips: “New York, Chicago, and New Orleans may
have staged bigger and noisier celebrations but no city in these United States did a more
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thorough job of giving full vent to the observance of cessation of hostilities with Japan
than did Meridian Tuesday night.” He continued:96
Within a matter of minutes following the official report that Japan had
agreed to formal conditional surrender…downtown Meridian became clogged
with happy cheering humanity. It was a demonstration that ran the absolute in
extremes: there were the hundreds upon hundreds whose joy was totally
unrestrained and manifested itself in cheers, shouts and gay abandon, but there
also were mothers, fathers and others who stood with tear-dimmed eyes, their
pent-up emotions arrested in memory of one who would never return to his native
community.
Whether Tuesday night’s celebration outdid the one which occurred in
1918 following the end of World War I, could not be determined but most
observers stated “we have never seen anything like this before.” The passage of
27 years causes many a lapse in memory.
Equipped with bells, whistles, tin cans and other noise-making
instruments, downtown Meridian Tuesday night became a bedlam and stayed that
way until the wee hours of morning. Those without bells, whistles and tin cans
made up for it vocally. Confetti, scrap paper and boxes sailed down from
buildings and made a veritable jungle of the city streets.
The city picked up six truck loads of “celebration” paper Wednesday.
Phillips was pleased to say that despite the celebrators’ relative abandon, he could
state that the crowd was “a good-natured happy throng” and that neither city nor county
officers had to make any arrests. The Fire Department reported 23 false alarms during
the night, but, said a department official philosophically, “It was dangerous but it was a
part of it.”97 After all, the world had been at war just two-weeks less than six years, and
America had been involved in it more than three and a half years.
For a few days almost everything other than the war’s end was anticlimactic,
including even the new 1946 Nash that was pictured in the newspaper and represented as
having “many improvements.” It offered 25 to 30 miles to the gallon, greater body
strength with less weight, a more-powerful engine, and new front-end suspension. The
war’s end warned that an influx of veterans might swamp some high school and junior
college classes, and families of men stationed at Key Field might have to leave soon and
take some of the city’s teachers with them. Dr. H. M. Ivy put out an urgent call for
qualified persons to teach full- or part-time in every level of public school education. A
little later the State Board of Education, moved by the critical shortage of teachers, said
that ex-military personnel, whose teaching licenses had lapsed, might still be re-hired.98
But everything pointed to an unspeakably-welcome winding-down. Hubert
Hobbs, for instance, of Dixie Motors, at Sixth Street and 26th Avenue, announced that
Meridian’s first consignment of civilian jeeps had arrived—Dixie Motors was the area’s
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distributor of the vehicle made by the Willis Automobile Company. Many ads had a
victory theme: “Ring out for victory!” said Abraham’s Food Center. B. F. Goodrich said
merely, “Liberty Wins.” McClure’s Furniture Store had, “Total victory for the United
Nations.” Comic strips were a few days behind the news, so Buz Sawyer showed its hero
still with the U. S. fleet headed toward a hostile Japan. But everyone forgave the
anachronism and was delighted to know better.99
And there were other peace “dividends.” One that caused special concern was the
serious unemployment that was expected to follow the closing of defense plants. In
addition, the OPA told motorists that they might throw their gasoline ration books away,
and the wartime 35-mile-per-hour speed limit ended on August 18. However, the WPB
said that shoes would have to be rationed a little longer, though not past the end of the
year. Contrary to news about “buying sprees” elsewhere in the nation, however,
Meridianites’ purchasing appeared not to change.100
Ike Walker, proprietor of the Central Service Station, expressed his appreciation
to his customers “for their cooperation and patience during the past war years,” and
added: “We regret that it was necessary to have to collect ration stamps, and we also
regret the many times we were unable to supply you with Ethyl Gasoline or a Grade 3
tire.”101
Black Meridian song writer Sherman Johnson, whose “Tell Me Baby” has already
been mentioned, was still working and had turned out another song, “Evil Blues.” As
yet, however, there was no sheet music or recording of his first song. Johnson was a
drummer with Red Adams’s orchestra and was believed to be the only drummer who
used six sticks in a drum act.102
As though to snap the citizens back into cruel reality, the county’s total casualties,
for mid-August, were announced in the Star of August 19. There were now 370, of
whom 119 were dead, 205 were wounded, and 46 were missing. The paper on August
26, however, reported no change in casualties from the preceding week.
Somewhat discordant, also, was the announcement by the Red Cross that surgical
dressings would continue to be made at the Scottish Rite Cathedral until their quota had
been filled. The dressings would be turned over to Key Field.103
More sanguine was the news that there was a plan to build 500 new homes in
Meridian during the next few months. The cost was estimated at $2,500,000. Also, there
was predicted a boom for the area in repairs and re-modeling.104
The first Meridianite to accept and complete his education under the new G-I Bill
of Rights, Champ C. Gipson, son of the J. V. Gipsons, received his right to practice law.
Chancery Judge George B. Neville granted the right on Saturday, August 25. Young
Gipson had finished his studies at Cumberland University and then passed his bar
examination.105
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One might still buy War Bonds, though most people now were perhaps thinking
more about cashing some of those they already had. But in his “Roundhouse Rounds,”
Casper Phillips told an anecdote about H. S. Bell, machinist at the Southern Railroad
Shops. Bell presented himself at a Post Office window, on the other side of which stood
postal agent Jim Downey. “What can I do for you?” asked the agent. Bell said he’d like
to buy a Victory Bond. “What denomination,” inquired Downey. “None of your
business!” exclaimed Bell. Then, more evenly, “But if you must know, I’m a Baptist.”106

And thus the great day was about to arrive when Japan’s peace emissaries would sign the
formal surrender. A large American flotilla was headed toward Tokyo Bay, where on
September 2, on board the USS Missouri, Gen. Douglas MacArthur would preside over
the ceremonies. Radio operator on that ship was former Meridianite Stanley Magruder.
In addition, among the ships just approaching the Japanese mainland was the 40,000-ton
USS Mississippi. The “Old Missy” had seen some fierce fighting in the war. In October,
1944, she was the flagship of a unit that defeated the southern forces of the Japanese fleet
in the Battle of Suriago Strait. In the Lingayen Gulf she was hit by a Japanese suicide
plane which killed 26 officers and men. And she was in the ferocious Battle of Okinawa,
where the Mississippi lobbed shells into the famed Shuri Castle. Late on the afternoon of
Tuesday, August 28, as the American ships neared Japan, Rear Admiral Lynn D.
McCormick was piped aboard the Mississippi. On it hundreds of sailors, including many
from Mississippi, were in mass formation. Lt. Commander Nelson T. Levings, of
Gulfport, presented the Mississippi state banner on behalf of Governor Thomas L. Bailey,
a Meridianite. Said Levings: “The people of Mississippi feel a deep pride to know that
this United States ship which bears the name of their state has shown itself so gallantly in
this mighty conflict.” The ship’s captain, John F. Crow, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y., said: “I
accept this flag and order it flown from the mainmast when this ship sails into Tokyo
Bay.” Admiral McCormick said: “I hope you, Commander Levings, will convey to
Governor Bailey our sincere thanks. To you men of the Mississippi this is an emblem of
great and noble work that you have done in aiding in keeping the shores of our homeland
free and undefiled.” Subsequently, while the band played “Dixie,” the Mississippi flag
ascended the mainmast, to take its place just below the Stars and Stripes. It was
appropriate that after arriving in Tokyo Bay, the Mississippi anchored in the same spot
occupied in 1853 by Commodore Matthew Perry’s flagship, the first Mississippi.107
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Brown, Clifton—150.
Brown, Edie Belle—149.
Brown, Emanuel—47.
Brown, Pvt. George—92.
Brown, Geraldine—79.
Brown, M/Sgt. H.—82.
Brown, J. D.—158.
Brown, Jake—71.
Brown, James M.—member of all-Meridian
bomber crew, 240.
Brown, Lillie—188.
Brown, Louis—158.
Brown, Mollie Vic—179.
Brown, Obie—282.
Brown, Mrs. Peter—149.
Brown, R. L.—280.
Brown, Willard—289.
Brown, Willie—158.
Brownlee, Rev. Dr. T. M.—at inter-racial meeting
at City Hall, 190.
Brown’s Ice Cream Co.—21.
Bruister, Nettie P.—105, 222, 268.
Brunner, Ernest S.—63.
Brunson, Mrs. Webb
Bruton, Lannie—133.
Bryan, Dr. A. C.—23, 37-38, 56; on local civil
defense committee, 120.
Bryan, Mrs. E. P., Jr. —169.
Bryan, Mrs. E. P., Sr.—169.
Bryan, Estelle-179.
Bryan, Walter Alvin—169.
Bryant, Helen—165.
Bryant, Leroy—165.
Bubeck, Paul H., Jr.—175.
Bubeck, Paul H., Sr.—88, 191-192, 272.
Buckalew, John—63.
Buckingham, Dr. DeWitt Augustus—76; opens
clinic for Afro-Americans, 113, 292; served in U.S. Army,
292; appointed to hospital in Oakland, Calif., 292.
Buckingham, Dr. H. H.—76.
Buckingham, Mamie E.—113.
Buckley, Joan—234.
Burdette, A. D.—38, 192.
Burdette, Mrs. A. D.—133.
Burnett, Joe—193.
Burnett, Robert—150-151.
Burnett, S. A.—150.
Burnett, Jack—70.
Burnett Brothers (groceries)—214, 226.
Burns, J. A.—259, 268.
Burns, Rev. Fr. John J.—121, 173, 202.
Burnside, Grice (Groce?) Q.—63.
Burroughs, Leonard—175.
Burroughs, William—in war zone, 123.
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Burt, Mildred—175.
Bus Station—11, 54, 76, 288.
Busby, Judge Arthur B.—29, 60, 68, 95, 112, 152,
169.
buses (see Meridian City Lines).
buses (interstate)—70, 233, 278, 288.
Business and Professional Women’s Club—180;
launch drive for salvaging of old keys, 184.
Bustin, J. T.—37-38.
Butler, C. T.—198.
Butler, Esther—96, 259.
Butler Shoe Store—175.
Bynum, C. E.—133.
Byrd, Barbara—162.
Byrd, Joe Gully—63.
Byrd, Adm. Richard E.—9.

Cade, Sarah Evelyn—joins WAVES, 254.
Cage League (softball at air base)—106.
Cain, J. E.—225.
Caldronia, Corp. J.—crash fatality, 13.
Calhoun, P. A.—calls for cultivating kudzu, 148.
Calhoun, Walter Bowman—175.
California Shipbuilding Corp.—Builds SS
Meridian Victory, 247.
Calloway, Annie—149.
Calvert, Bess—206.
Cameron, Mrs. B. F., Jr.—81.
Cameron, Howard—70, 81, 87, 218, 283.
Cameron, Mrs. Howard—208.
Cameron, J. W.—on local civil defense
committee, 121.
Cameron, Winston—33.
Camp, J. M.—149.
Camp, Usher W.—45.
Campbell, Betty Maud—183.
Campbell, Mrs. Roy S.—christens SS Meridian
Victory, 247.
Campbell, Mrs. W. G.—81, 96, 254.
Campbell, Leonard Earl—4, 205.
Campbell College—76.
Camp Blanding, Fla.—45, 48, 61-64, 120.
Camp Chaffee, Ark.—207.
Camp Lee, Va.—113.
Camp Polk, La.—109.
Camp Shelby, Miss.—11, 224.
Camp Sibert, Ala.—266.
Canady Motor Co.—35.
Candy Kitchen—250.
Cannon, Sarah Ophelia—aka Minnie Pearl, 241.
Capps (see USS Capps)
“Car Conservation Plan”—by Chevrolet dealers
nationwide, 132.
Carey, G. W.—168.
Carmichael, Vaughn—101.
Carney, Mrs. A. P., Jr.—273.
Carney, E. D.—153, 187, 240.
Carney, Mrs. E. D.—81.
Carney, Mrs. Gabe H.—254.
Carney, Harry “Ben”—63.
Carney, Patsy—92.
Carpenters’ Hall—205.
Carr, Lydia E.—principal Wechsler Jr. High, 210,
225.
Carrola, Mike—157.
Carroll, Barbara—118.
Carroll, Lt. Col. James B—102, 105.
Carroll, Wes—endurance pilot, 9.

Carson, J. O.—196, 222, 272.
Carter, Mrs. B. J.—133, 144.
Carter, Mrs. Carson—meeting on role of English
teacher in wartime, 156.
Carter, George T.—53. 58. 227.
Carver, Dr. George Washington—89.
Carter, “PeeWee”—169.
casualties in war from county and city—252, 254,
255, 256, 262, 266, 269, 272, 276, 277, 278, 280, 282, 287,
294, 295, 297.
Cater, Eugene—192.
Catholic Community Service—81.
Catledge, Carolyn—84.
Catledge, Mrs. Clayton—107.
Catledge, Ruth—84, 107.
Catledge, Sara—84.
Cavenaugh, Mrs. W. J.—96.
ceiling prices (see price controls).
Central Labor Union—205.
Central Methodist Church—entertains service
personnel, 157, 176; celebrates Race Relations Sunday, 207;
“Good Government Rally,” 229; union prayer service for DDay, 246.
Central Presbyterian Church (nee Federated
Presbyterian Church)—64, 95, 114, 178, 195.
Chalk, Atwood—242.
Chalk, John—152, 199, 242.
Chalk Elementary School—107, 153, 213, 228,
282.
Chamber of Commerce (see Meridian Chamber of
Commerce).
Champion, Mary—133.
Chandler, Robert Edward—first recruit in city
new Marine recruiting office, 123.
Chandler, “Tex”—157.
Chandler (Chan) Orchestra—276.
Chapman, Irving Charles—criminal killed near
Philadelphia, Miss., 142.
Charlie’s Sluggers (softball team)—287, 292.
Charleston, Oscar—24.
Chatham, Lee B.—Marine enlistee, 173.
Cheatham, Catherine—39, 42.
Checkley, Ed—151.
Chester, Hollis—170.
Chicago White Sox—Skeeter Webb with, 139.
Chinese Relief Fund—162.
Chisolm, W. M.—144.
Christ Child, The (play)—presented at Frank
Berry Courts, 123-124.
Christian, Mozella—198.
Christmas—(1939) 11; (1940) 43, 47-49; (1941)
110, 113, 122-124; (1942) 197-200; (1943) 233-235; (1944)
267-269.
Churchill, Winston S.—10, 19-20, 30, 73.
cigarettes—sent overseas to military personnel,
205. (see also rationing and shortages).
Cinderella Shoe Shop—6.
cinemas—4-5, 65, 109, 214; Sunday movies, 76,
162; disturbance in unidentified theater by civilian male, 163.
(see also individual theaters)
Citizens National Bank—128, 160, 276.
Citizens Service Corps—186, 238.
City Meat Market—179.
Civic Center (see Meridian Civic Center).
Civic Music Association—108, 191, 197, 229230, 281.
Civil Air Patrol (see Meridian Civil Air Patrol).
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)—96;
Company 2419 at Key Field made up of World War I vets,
143.
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Civilian Defense Registration—83, 247.
Civil Service Board—286.
Clark, Claud W.—41.
Clark, Ed Lewis—deceased Harris High soldier
honored, 280.
Clark, Gean—84.
Clark, James--174
Clark, Mary Otis—42.
Clark, Ransome—53, 218.
Clark, Sara—44.
Clarke, Hewitt, Jr.—115.
Clark’s Food Store—226.
Clay, Hattie—149.
Clay, Joe—deceased Harris High soldier honored,
280.
Clay, Lela—253.
Clay, N. R.—210.
Clay, Raymond, Jr.—63.
Clayton, Francine—206.
Clayton, Leonard—162.
Clayton, W. L.—218.
Clearman, Maxine—254.
Cleveland, Dr. T. G.—180.
Clift, Hugh, Jr.—53.
clothing and fashions--6, 16, 25, 47, 83, 102, 171,
189, 215, 216, 219, 222-223, 233, 251; cost of, 6;
conservation of materials, 126, 133, 155-156, 182, 219; threat
to ration all clothing, 206.
Coates, Rev. B. W.—221, 259, 275.
Coates, Mrs. B. W.—268.
Coats, Mrs. Sam—206.
Cobb, J. C.—138.
Cobb, Mrs. M. G.—96.
Cobb, Martha—237/
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.—67, 132, 286; collected
musical instruments for overseas soldiers, 240.
Cockles, Tom—149.
coffee (see rationing and shortages)
Coffee Cup, The—191.
Cohen, Norman—52, 53, 140.
Cohen, Simon—175.
coinage (see salvage).
Coker, Robert—214.
Colbert, Ezell—170.
Cole, Archie—158.
Cole, Lt. C. L.—102.
Cole, Delia Mason—103.
Cole, Police officer J. R.—163.
Cole, J. W.—198.
Cole, Nathaniel—singer, 140.
Cole, Ruby—158.
Cole, Shirley—153.
Cole, Mrs. W. I.—81, 107, 113.
Cole, William I., Jr.—45.
Cole Brothers’ Circus—104.
Coleman, Mrs. G. A.—105.
Coleman, R. L.—259.
Coleman, Ruth—173.
Coleman, Tom—71.
Collier, Sgt. James—flier shot down, 231.
Collins, Frances—41, 207, 237.
Collins, Maj. James F.—90; helped sink Japanese
carrier, 170; filmed interview with at Temple Theater, 173;
filmed interview at Royal Theater, 211.
Collins, Mrs. O. P.—81.
Collins, Ross A.—member of U.S. House, 8, 15,
20, 23, 83, 97, 157, 217; views and actions on U.S. defense
structure, 134, 246; instrumental in building new Senior
High/Junior College, 246; praised by Meridian Star, 93-94;
praised by Charles T. Lucey, 99; campaign for senate, 98-99,

102; Al Key visits to testify in Congress, 145; present at
dedication of R. C. Vocational School, 193.
Collins, Sarah B.—joins WAVES, 254.
Colored Softball League—159, 169.
comics (newspaper)—6, 143; reflect war, 202203.
Community Chest—235, 259.
Compere, Rev. William Lowry, Sr.—178, 207,
259; at inter-racial meeting at City Hall, 190.
Compton, Lt. William R.—103.
Conard, Ann—267.
Condo, Sgt. Jack L.—killed in plane crash, 192.
Confederate cannon (at Courthouse)—to war
effort, 192.
Confederate memorials—216.
Coney, Carmer W.—259.
Coney Island Lunch Room—205.
Connell, Mrs. T. J.—179.
Conner, Sgt. H. F.—81.
Cook, S/Sgt. Charles G.—heroism award, 222.
Cook, Florence—44.
Cook, Mrs. Fred—42.
Cook, Jack—251.
Cook, W. D.—254.
Cook, Mrs. W. D.—81.
Coombs, Harry—283.
Corban, Emma Ruth—42.
Corrigan, J. M., Jr.—195.
Cosmopolitan Cafe—43, 130, 223.
Costello, Harry—53.
Cotillion Singers—95.
Cottrell, Dave—development of Key Field base,
20; on committee for local civil defense, 121; and Meridian
Boys School, 138.
Council of City Garden Clubs—263-264.
Council of Federated Clubs—Homemaker’s
Housecleaning War Bond Rally, 210-211.
Council of Meridian Church Women—256.
Council of Women’s Clubs (see Meridian Council
of Women’s Clubs).
County Home Demonstration Office—169, 179,
191.
Courthouse—34, 39, 71, 80, 151, 180, 219, 224,
233, 275; Confederate cannon to scrap drive, 192.
Covert, Conrad Sims—dies in Naval hospital,
205.
Covert, Florence—210.
Covert, Malcolm C.—63.
Covington, B. F.—learn of death of son, 134.
Covington, Cecil L.—very early war casualty,
134.
Covington, Mrs. J. A.—254.
Covington, James A.—8.
Covington, Martha—44.
Cowart, Lt. B. E.—102.
Cozy Corner Cafe—130.
Crabb, Col. J. V.—180.
Craft, Pvt. Rubin A.—158.
Craig Field, Ala.—190-191.
Crampton, Mary—92.
Cranford, L. G.—directed Soldier Center, 145.
Craven, Clara—123.
Creel, A. W.—117.
Crenshaw, Pet. Off. A. B.—175.
Crenshaw, Mrs. J. H.—184.
crime and criminals—16-17, 34, 60, 65-67, 123,
157, 229, 250, 268, 270; Irving Charles Chapman killed, 142;
tire theft, 164-165; punch boards illegal, 175; female
swindler, 274; theft of juke boxes, 280; law-abiding crowds
celebrate war’s end, 296.
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Criscoe, Mrs. R. L.—81, 105.
Crook, Bobby—144, 206.
Crook, Flo—92.
Crook, R. H.—153.
Crook, Mrs. R. H.—92.
Crooks, Mrs. Battle—81.
Crooks, Helen—42, 81, 92, 105, 244, 245; and
Meridian Boys School, 138; during air raid drills, 173; bond
sales, 285.
Crooks, Capt. William Battle, Jr.—261; survives
air crash at sea, 199.
Cross, C.—199.
Cross, Elijah—245.
Cross, R. F.—proposes new city bus line, 288291.
Cross, Mrs. Ransom—133.
Crow, Capt. John F.—of USS Mississippi, 298.
Crowe, Martina—81.
Crowe, Serena—92.
Crowell, Mildred—281.
Crumpton, Mamie Carter—42, 80, 97.
Cruter, Josephine—175.
Culbreth, Luna C.—138.
Cullum, Mattie M.—141.
Cullum, Dr. Sam J., Jr.—141.
Cullum, Sam J., Sr.—141.
Culpepper, B. K.—153.
Culpepper, Bernadeau—84.
Culpepper, Mrs. Carroll, Sr.—162.
Culpepper, Carroll, Jr.—242.
Culpepper, Joe—105.
Culpepper, Fire Chf. Otis—194.
Culpepper, “Pep”—274.
Culpepper, Cpl. Preston J.—175.
Cumberland, Police Officer M. L.—117, 131.
Cummings, Roger—Marine enlistee, 173.
Currie, Police Chief C. C.—85, 93, 116-117, 167,
200, 232, 255-256; on local civil defense committee, 120121.
Currie, Rachel—190.
Currie and Corley—to build new housing project,
172.
Curry, Charles—199.
Curter, Malan—239.
Curtis, Pvt. Billie B.—45, 62, 108.
Curtis, Lora—133.
Curtis, Mary Margaret—234.

Dabney, Mrs. J. M.—81.
Dalton, Frank—50.
Dalton, Robert E. “Colonel”—16-17.
Daly, Gray—22.
Damon, Mrs. E. G.—256.
Damon, Gene—206.
Damon, Mrs. Eugene—96, 220.
Daniel, Capt. J. L., Jr.—18.
Daniels, O.—199.
Daniels, Warren D.—63.
Dapp, Mrs. Earl H.—138.
Da Silva, Adelinito Farinho—questioned as
suspicious person, 117.
Daughter Elks, R. B. Matthews Chapter—help
sponsor banquet and dance for black soldiers at Key Field,
185.
Daughters of the American Revolution, Samuel
Dale Chapter—131.
Davidson, Louis—19.
Davidson, Meyer—85-86.

Davidson, Sammie—85-86.
Davis, Ben Arthur, Jr.—122, 183.
Davis, Ben Arthur, Sr.—273.
Davis, Eli S.—63.
Davis, Mrs. Fred R.—on local civil defense, 121.
Davis, George—197.
Davis, Capt. George “Flats”—22, 197; with Air
Corps Ferry Com’d, 166; death, 192, 212.
Davis, Ike—11, 72-73, 128.
Davis, James—47, 48, 171.
Davis, James A.—180.
Davis, Jessye Q.—147.
Davis, Mrs. John T.—81.
Davis, Kenneth—214, 228, 233.
Davis, S. A.—210.
Davis, Shackelford—lyric soprano, 197.
Davis, Sylvia—164.
Davis, W. H.—85.
Davis, Pvt. Wilson—92.
Davis Grill—11; opens 128, 130-131, 176.
Davis (Ed) Shell service station—83-84.
Davis Street USO (Catholic)—81, 137, 161, 173,
184, 185, 191, 194, 211, 234, 268-269.
Dawkins, Pvt. Willie F.—92.
Dawson, Mrs. W. W.—81.
Daylight Saving Time—82, 87, 99-100, 136.
DBS Sorority—hold “Tire Saving Day,” 138;
hold “backward dance” during blackout, 144; hostesses at
Seventh Street USO, 144.
D-Day—242, 246.
Deabors, Dennis—149.
Deal, Jesse Burnett—39.
Dean, Joe—53.
Dean, Mrs. John—162.
DeBriere, Sidney—in war zone, 123.
De Bruce, Robert C.—158.
Decatur, Miss.—women attend party at Key Field,
122.
Decontamination Corps—134.
Defense Bonds and Stamps (see War Bonds and
Stamps).
Defense Recreation Committee—79, 80, 84.
Degenfeld, Henry Count—69.
DeGraffenreid, Bessie—79.
DeGraffenreid section—flooded, 149.
De Jarnett, Marion—157.
DeKalb, Miss.—women attend party at Key Field,
122.
Delta Air Lines—27; equipping local police with
radios, 149; aircraft commandeered by War Dept., 166-167;
service restored to Meridian, 223.
Delta Beta Sigma—144.
Delta Shipbuilding Co.—265.
Dement, J. W.—80-81.
Dement Printing Co.—276.
Dempsey, Jack—104.
Dempster, Alice—81, 84.
DeMulder, Charles F.—18-19.
Denham, H. R.—124, 221, 231.
Dennis, Dot—41.
Denson, Jane—162, 185.
Diamond, Clarice—179.
Dick, Catherine—44.
Dick, Rev. F. Marion—18, 95.
Dickerson, Pvt. James A.—injured downtown,
172.
Didley Branch—200.
Divers, Bobbie L.—113.
Divers, J. P.—119.
Dixie Division—46.
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Dixie Motors—296-297.
Dobbs, Elizabeth—162.
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co.—33; bowling team, 150.
Donald, James Curtis—63.
Donald, O. P.—37-38.
Donald (O. P.) Motor Sales—24.
Doney, Mary E.—169.
Donnelly, L. T.—president of local USO, 137;
and Meridian Boys School, 138.
Dorsett, Sgt. Johnnie—103.
Dorsey, Sgt. John—97.
Double Cola Bottling Co.—24.
Dove, James—199.
Dowling, L. L.—91.
Downey, Charlotte-92.
Downey, J. C.—171.
Downey, Jim—298.
Doxey, Wall—93; campaign for senate, 98-99,
102.
draft (see Selective Service).
Draughon, John—helped introduce the bicycle to
Meridian, 287.
Draughon, Minnie Mae—66.
Dravin, Mrs. A.—144.
Dravin, Rose—237.
Dravin, Shirley—44, 84.
Dravin’s Drygoods—113, 128.
Drew, Harry—105.
DuBois, L. S.—199.
DuBois, Rev. S. P.—121.
Duckworth, Dr. J. V.—219.
Duke, Talmadge—216.
Dulaney, Lt. Fred—102.
Dumont, I. M.—16.
Dumont, Roy Beryl—16.
Dunn, Ann—92.
Dunn, Edwin Albert “Dick”—153, 288-291.
Dunn, Mrs. Walt—133.
Dunn, Winfield—237.
Durant, Dr. Will—visiting speaker, 275.

Edwards, William H.—14-15.
Efron, Pvt. Morris—190.
Egger, Hattie Mae—153.
Egger, John—153, 265, 283.
Eleanor Clubs—185-186.
Eleazer, R. B.—57-57.
Elkin, W. L.—180.
Elliot, Pvt. Roy—106.
Elliott, D. A.—208.
Elliott, Mrs. D. A.—42, 276.
Ellis, Mrs. H. H.—on local civil defense
committee, 121.
Ellis, Mrs. John R.—81.
Elmore, Elizabeth—186.
Elzy, Ruby—42.
Emerson, Bertha Jack—113.
Emerson, J. K.—47.
Emerson, Rosser—154.
Emerson’s Yankees (black softball team)—165,
169.
Emmons, Jane—181.
Emmons, Rome A.—199.
Emmons, Sara—92.
enlistment—7, 8, 26, 123, 124-125, 151, 166,
217; Army’s and Navy’s specialized training reserve
programs, 231; program to encourage female enlistment, 244,
265.
Entrekin, Billy—150.
Eppes, Walter—199.
Ethridge, Judge Frank K.—290.
Ethridge, George—76, 144.
Ethridge, J. A.—133.
Ethridge, Martha—14; joins WAVES, 254.
Eubanks, Everett Jerome—173.
Eubanks, Michael J.—214.
Eubanks, Sam—64.
Eubanks, Walter J.—63.
Evans, James—22.
Evans, James (leader black swing band)—199.
Evans, Louis “Redd”—Meridianite song
composer, 129-130.
Evans, Slayton—103, 108.
Exchange Club—24, 29, 166, 180, 188, 261, 293.

Eagle Cotton Oil Co.—139; interested in peanut
oil, 139.
Eagles (Meridian baseball team)—52-53, 71, 83,
91, 96, 140, 151, 156-157, 159, 163, 165, 170-171, 174, 182,
216.
Eason, Lt. Hoyt M.—171, 212.
Eastburn, Lt. Col. Charles—218.
East End Elementary School—48, 107, 165, 185,
282; presents operetta, 123; celebrates National Negro
History Week, 135; scrap drive, 228.
East End Recreation Center—107, 157-158.
East End Rookies (softball team)—287, 292.
Easter—(1942) 154.
Eastland, Mrs. J. O.—110, 230.
East Mississippi State Hospital—275.
Eatman, Roland—34.
Ebenezer Church—271.
Economic Development and Post-War Planning,
Committee of—231.
Edgerton, Mrs. A. F.—133.
Edgerton, A. T.—golf tournament for War Loan,
248.
Edmundson, Cecil S.—124, 261.
Edwards, C. A.—252.
Edwards, Charles—144.
Edwards, Irene—75.
Edwards, Thelma—164.

fads—“sez-you,” “little moron,” and “Confucius
says” jokes, 14.
Fail, Maud—234-235.
Fair (see Mississippi Fair and Dairy Show).
Fairchild, John T., Jr.—45.
Fairchilds, Porter—293.
Fairgrounds—5, 6, 24, 33, 39, 45, 71, 104, 108,
149, 156, 174, 183, 188; Grandstand burns, 242.
Family Welfare Service—234.
Fanning, I. B. “Rip”—140, 156-157.
Farmer, USN Gun. Mate James—survived sinking
of carrier Lexington, 171.
Farr, J. T.—289.
Faulk, Mrs. Willis—107.
Feagin, L. H.—148.
Feagin, Leroy—121, 244.
Feagin, Mrs. Leroy—81.
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—search for
draft evaders and spies in Miss., 95, 116-117, 131, 134; and
Irving Charles Chapman, 142; and existence of “Eleanor
Clubs,” 186.
Federal Communication Commission—76.
Federated Council of Churches of Christ in
America—182.
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Federated Presbyterian Church (see Central
Presbyterian Church).
Feibelman, B. M.—38.
Feibelman, Elise—84.
Feibelman, Mabel—124.
Felkner, Yeoman 2/C A. H.—one of first blood
donors, 231.
Felknor, Mary—84, 92.
Feltenstein, Ned A.—8.
Felton, Sam—66.
Fenn, Andrew B., Jr.—234.
Fenn, Andrew B., Sr.—251.
Ferentino, Arthur—269.
Ferguson, Matt—helped introduce the bicycle to
Meridian, 287.
Ferguson, “Tex”—157.
Ferrill, Cicero C., Sr.—218.
Fielder, Dr. A. L.—119, 259.
Fielder and Brooks’s Drug Store—119, 268.
Fifteenth Avenue Baptist Church—178, 207, 235.
Fifth Street Baptist Church—271.
Fifth Street Cats (softball team)—287, 292.
Figgers, Willie—199.
Finger, Josephine—92.
Finley, Pvt. Joseph—199; in Army band, 236.
Finn, Mamie E.—225.
Firestone Co.—150, 165.
fireworks—limitations on, 123, 174, 200.
First Armored Division—passes through city on
maneuvers, 109.
First Baptist Church—89; helps open USO clubs,
137-138; lectures on civil justice, 271-272.
First Christian Church—14-15, 176, 207.
First Congregational Church—192.
First National Bank—58, 67, 276.
First Presbyterian Church—122, 176, 237.
Fisk University Conservatory of Music—114,
214.
Fitts, Charles—Sgt. 185, 283.
Fitts, Ed—244.
Fitts, H. G.—205.
Fitts, Harriet—92.
Fitts, Peggy—190.
Flanagan, Henry C.—45, 61, 62.
Flatiron Building—67.
Fleming, Bobby—44.
Fleming, J. L.—56.
Fleming Brothers Co.—165.
Flintkote Co.—14, 36, 49, 50, 53, 54, 71, 123,
187, 215, 231; need for more housing, 111; reacts to charge
of pollution, 85; War Bond campaigns, 236, 249; publishes
Flintkote Forester, 244.
Flintkotes (black softball team)—169.
Flora, Miss.—band in Meridian War Loan parade,
248.
Floyd, Mamie—103.
Flying Fortress (aircraft)—Ross Collins and, 93.
food (production, sale, and preservation)— 37,
119, 147-148, 150, 159-160, 191, 196, 200, 208, 210, 213214, 224, 226, 229, 263; Victory Pie, 171; shortage of
chemical fertilizer, 189-190; formation of “Victory Corps,”
196; ration points on foods, 204; shortage of turkeys, 232;
black Victory Garden Vegetable Show, 287. (see also
County Home Demonstration Office, Women’s Home
Demonstration Market, and Lauderdale County Extension).
football—Meridian Sr. High, 40, 44, 105, 109,
119, 185, 191, 214, 228, 230, 232, 233; black teams, 47.
Forbes Magazine—34, 89.
Ford Motor Co.—72.
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.—91.

Fort Des Moines, Iowa—197.
Fort Huachuca, Ariz.—182.
40th Air Base (see Key Field Army Air Forces
Base).
Fort Knox, Ky.—177.
Forty-first Avenue Baptist Church—24, 87.
Foster, Rev. W. B.—124, 280.
4-F—bomber flown by all-Meridian crew, 240.
4-H Clubs—148. (see also food production and
preservation)
Foursquare Gospel Church—20.
14th Armored Div.—207.
Fourth Army Division—moves through city, 88.
Fourth of July—(1942) relatively quiet, 174;
(1943), 220; (1944) subdued, 249; (1945) quiet, 288.
Fourth-Street USO (for black servicemen)—87,
139, 144, 221, 234, 263, 268, 277, 281; GSO Girls entertain,
264.
Foye, Luther S.—63.
Francis, Police Chief Willie Burr—42, 43.
Frank, Maj. Gen. Walter H.—visits Key Field,
118.
Frank Berry Court (see Berry (Frank) Court).
Frank Berry Courts—black softball team, 292.
Frankel, Harry (see Singin’ Sam).
Frankenfield, T. E.—56.
Frazier, Ed—105.
Frazier, Pvt. Marion—92.
Freeman, E. E.—chairman of Lauderdale Co.
Salvage Com., 232.
Freeman, Jeanette—92.
Freeman, Mrs. Tom—81.
French, Pete J.—63.
Friday Night Dancing Club—60.
From Hell to Breakfast (novel)—25.
Frost, Jewel Shannon—122, 128, 140, 179.
Fuino, Pvt. Daniel J.—185.
Fulenwider, Joe F.—278.
Fuller, Roger G.—8.

Gainey, Andrew G., Jr.—41.
Gainey, Andrew G., Sr.—128.
Gainey, Mrs. Andrew G, Sr..—14.
Gallagher, Ed—289.
Gamblin, Roy—264.
Gamon Theological Seminary—5.
gardening (see food production and preservation).
Gargone, Johnny Daye—95.
Garrison, C. H.—168.
Garrison, Roy Lee—153.
Garth, Virginia—92.
gasoline (see rationing and shortages).
Gaston, Evelyn—192.
Gathright, Mrs. Leonard—96.
Gavin, D. W.—244.
Gavin, Withers—head of WCOC, thanked for
help during air raid drills, 173.
Gay, Mrs. A.—81.
Gay, Adolph—194.
Gebhart, Leland D.—44, 222, 244.
General Supply and Machine Co.—276.
George, Lt. Ernest T., Jr.—102.
George, Gladys—visiting film actress, 114.
George, W. Walker—172.
George Field, Ill.—213.
Giant Food Store—21-22, 112; bowling team,
150, 179.
Giants (black football team)—47.
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Gibson, Perry F.—63.
Gifford, Pvt. Jack—101, 103.
Gilbert, Mrs. J. E.--81
Gilbert, Mrs. Victor—81.
Gilbert’s Market—179.
Gillespie, Charles—184, 245.
Gillespie, Mrs. Charles—81.
Gillespie, Mamie Perrin—133.
Gillespie, Mrs. Robert—81.
Gillespie, Robert G.—resigns from Draft Board,
237.
Gilmore, Hilda St. Raymond—222.
Gilmore, Cmdr. Howard W.—posthumously
awarded Cong. Medal of Honor and Purple Heart, 222.
Gilmore, Walter “Sonny”—214, 228, 237.
Gipson, Champ C.—first Meridianite to use GI
Bill, 297.
Gipson, J. V.—297.
Girard, Felix—91.
Girl Scouts of America—123, 272; scrap drives,
183; buy medical kits for rescue ships, 230; black scouts sing
Christmas carols at Key Field, 234; in War Loan parade, 248;
black Scouts memorialize President Roosevelt, 279.
Girls’ Service Organization—221.
Givens, Mrs. J. A.—81.
Glanton, Dolphus, Jr.—Marine enlistee, 173.
Glenn, Leroy Archibald—enters service, 244.
“Gloomy Harris”—entertainer, 112.
Glover, J. T.—168.
Godfrey, Hazel—234.
Godfrey, M.—199.
Godwin, USN Mach. Mate Willie Walter—
stationed at Pearl Harbor but ship at sea during attack, 116;
survived sinking of carrier Lexington, 171.
Goldman, Asa—192.
Goldman, Karl—223.
Gold Star Mothers—in War Loan parade, 249.
Gone with the Wind—14.
Goode, Paul—217.
Goodloe, Lt. John H.—179.
Goodrich (B. F.)—297.
Goodwin, Councilman J. W.—57, 85, 253.
Goodwin, Willis Walton—safe after carrier
Lexington was sunk, 169.
Goodwin’s Camp—179.
Goodyear Rubber Co.—86.
Gordy, Nell—60.
Gossett, Elmer L.—259.
Gossett, Fred—166.
Grace, William G.—45, 63.
Graham, Catherine—276.
Graham, Dave Narcissus, Jr.—63.
Graham, Jesse H.—153.
Grand Ole Opry stars appear—158, 241.
Grauel, W. B.—54-55, 96-97, 106, 114, 128, 131132, 135, 159-160, 178-179; female swindler, 274.
Gray, Albia C.—37.
Gray, Mrs. C. L., Jr.—133.
Gray, Gen. Carl R., Jr.—railroad battalions, 219.
Gray, Emma Clara—264.
Gray Ladies—Red Cross volunteers, 219-220,
253, 256, 288.
Grayson, Charles—162.
Grayson, Roy—267.
Great Southern Hotel—8, 43, 65, 206.
Greek Benefit Program—61.
Greek-letter organizations—attacked by
Legislature, defended by Meridianite Regina Thornton, 144.
Green, Capt. Corbett—180.
Green, Hilda—81.

Green, Louise—81.
Green, Rt. Rev. William Mercer—97.
Greenville Army Air Base, S. C.—236.
Greenwald Co.—117.
Greiner, John C.—USO official visits, 231.
gremlin—202.
Gresham, Mrs. L. G.—81, 261.
Gresham, Len—255.
Gressett, Melba—95.
Gressett (A.) Music Co.—2, 102.
Greyhound Bus Co.—70, 233, 284.
Griffin, Rev. David H.—37-38, 155, 207.
Griffin, Ed—167.
Griffin, H. K.—166.
Griffin, Nancy—44, 92.
Griffin, Neva—164.
Griffin, William Sam—in Pacific area at time of
Dec. 7 attack, 116.
Grimes, Millard—144.
Grimes, Pvt. Nelson—208.
Gulf, Mobile and Northern (see Gulf, Mobile and
Ohio Railroad).
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad—26, 41, 70, 8283, 148, 282, 287; Rebel derails, 173.
Gulf Oil Co.—257, 260.
Gulfport, Miss.—immigration officials in, 117.
Gulf Shipbuilding Yard, Mobile, Ala.—168.
Gulf Transport Bus Co.—70, 195.
Gully, Bettye Lee—165.
Gunn, Sgt. Barney—283.
Gunn, Birdie Sue—200.
Gunn, Martin—250.
Gunnells, Luther—157.
Gunter Field, Ala.—190-191.
Gwynn, Pfc. Forrest D.—82.

Hack, Clary—151, 157.
Hackett, Oswald (family)—151.
Haek, Sgt. Jack A.—postage stamp design
suggested by soldier at Key Field accepted, 171.
Hagemeyer, Jesse K.—218.
Hagemeyer, Capt. L. A.—40.
Haguewood, M. L.—162.
Haight, Chap. John M.—216.
Hall, Pvt. Don—106.
Hall, Glenn—141, 152.
Hall, Janey May—84, 92.
Hall, Jimmie—199.
Hall, Joyce—MHS highest honors graduate, 245.
Hall, Lucille—124, 145.
Hall, Mary F.—215.
Hall, Ora—215.
Hall Fixture Co.—287.
Ham, Lt. Col. G. H.—head of Key Field hospital,
220.
Hamilton, H.—119.
Hampron, Pvt. Mannie—92.
Hampton, George D.—41.
Hampton, Mrs. T. H.—81.
Hance, Monte—106.
Handelman’s Co.—67.
Haney, Hazel—210.
Hann, Herbert—198.
Hapsburg, Otto von—69.
Harbour, Elbert—133.
Harbour, Willie C.—185, 206.
Harbour Florist—4, 73.
Hardee, Eugenia—14.
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Hardin’s Bakery—67, 76, 123, 154, 205; and
Daylight Saving Time, 136; War Loan parade, 249.
Harding, Tom—150.
Hardy, Dessie Ree—154.
Hardy, Lula—179.
Hardy, Mastroid—deceased Harris High soldier
honored, 280.
Hare, Everlena—177-178.
Hare, Pvt. James—177-178.
Hargis, James—215.
Hargrave, George—261.
Harlem Glee Club—95.
Harmon, Mary Stuart—77, 155, 281.
Harper, James—158.
Harper, Laura—110.
Harper, Willie L.—218.
Harrington, Fred—101.
Harrington, John N. “Tiny”—45, 62, 63.
Harrington, Lt. Joseph Louie—dies in air crash,
205, 212.
Harrington, William J.—45, 61.
Harris, S/Sgt. C. M.—210.
Harris, C. McB.—209.
Harris, Pvt. George—92.
Harris, Harold—177.
Harris, Jane—41.
Harris, L. V.—215.
Harris, Lillian—185.
Harris, Riley B—198, 225.
Harris, T. J.—principal of Harris High School, 16,
213, 221, 225, 239, 259; and Red Cross, 119, 275; and
civilian defense, 121, 129; celebrates National Negro History
Week, 135; and rationing, 160; Boy Scouts, 198.
Harris High School—42, 87, 107, 114, 160, 234,
244, 251, 282; Red Cross relief fund rally, 119; civilian
defense, 129; and Daylight Saving Time, 136; recreation for
black soldiers, 145; musical programs, 153, 216, 236, 241;
War Bond purchases, 236, 265; wins oratorical contest at
Field Day, 239; graduates to enter service, 277; memorial for
President Roosevelt, 279; Memory Lane established in honor
of alumni in military, 280.
Harrison, Pvt. Andrew—208.
Harrison, Charlie—153.
Harrison, Eulis L.—63.
Harrison, G. N.—proposes new city bus line, 288291.
Harrison, Harold—157.
Harrison, Sen. Pat—23, 83, 93, 98.
Hart, Mrs. E. H.—6, 105, 225.
Hart, Fireman John—149.
Hartman, Pfc. Hubert S.—injured downtown, 172.
Hartzog, Charles—101.
Hartzog, Virgil—22.
Harvey, I. J.—14, 36.
Harvison, E. E.—167-168.
Harwell, Nell—152.
Hasson, Ann—164.
Hasson, Bill—185.
Hasson, Jane—84.
Hasson, Lillie—84.
Hasson, W. F.—199.
Hasson, Mrs. W. F.—81.
Hasson, Walter—205, 255.
Hasson Brothers Grocery Co. (see Help Yourself
Stores).
Haven Rust Club—123.
Havens, Henry L.—22, 26, 45, 62.
Hawaii—ads for employment, 101.
Hawkins, E. B.—149.
Hawkins, Ruby L.—138.

Hawkins, Ruth—138.
Hawkins, Zed—132.
Hawkins, Mrs. Zed—133.
Hayes, Homer A.—153.
Hayes, Kenneth—162.
Hayes, Willie Esther—185.
Hays, Adj. Gen. Ralph—223.
Hayward, Louis—visiting film actor, 100.
health in city—163, 234, 238, 244, 251; state’s
first blood bank at Meridian, 188, 236; conditions in city’s
restaurants, 271; hospitals, 286.
Heblon, Fred—130.
Heiden, Ernest F.—63.
Heiss, 1/Lt. Gustave, Jr.—79; in Philippines at
time of Dec. 7 attack, 116.
Heitman, Lloyd—157.
Heitman, Mrs. Wallace—162.
Heitman, Wallace H.—45, 62, 63.
Help Yourself Stores—5, 6, 21-22, 43, 47, 147;
25th anniversary, 205.
Henderson, Bonner—92, 113, 122.
Henderson, Sgt. H. C.—recruiting officer, 124,
125, 133, 153, 181.
Henderson, J., Jr.—119.
Henderson, Leon—107.
Henderson, Pvt. Lloyd G.—208.
Henderson, Norma—113.
Henderson, Walter—126, 199, 237, 255.
Henderson Business College—114.
Hendon, Sallie—Travelers’ Aid agent, 258.
Henry, Hardy “Son”—44.
Henry, Pat—151.
Henson, Ira C., Jr.—45.
Hernandez, Juan “Jumping Jack”—78-79.
Herring, Billy—24.
Herring, Ira—joins WAVES, 254.
Herring, M. G.—43.
Highland Craft Club—123.
Highland Elementary School—107, 213; scrap
drive, 183.
Highland Park—33, 79, 93, 178, 219, 248, 286.
Hill, Bernice—60.
Hill, Charlie—119.
Hill, H. K.—274.
Hill, Lemuel Lee—158.
Hill, Vernon C.—8.
Hines, Duncan—72-73.
Hinson, Pfc. Noel E.—missing, perhaps a POW,
170.
Hinton, Charles V.—45.
Hirschman, Pvt. Devon—106.
Hitler, Adolf—described, 27; death reported,
279..
Hobart, Rev. Duncan M.—219, 244.
Hobbs, Hubert—296.
Hobbs Auto & Supply Co.—35, 78, 107.
Hobby, Oveta Culp—164.
Hodges, Frank—259.
Hodges, Mollie—261.
Hogan, Thomas—47.
Hogan, W. C.—47.
Hogue, William H.—deceased Harris High soldier
honored, 280.
Holbrook, Harry—78.
Holcomb, Maj. W. E.—182.
Holder, Charles—95.
Holifield, Lt. Col. Allison J.—8, 48.
Holladay, Ada—81.
Holladay, Eddie—152.
Holladay, Mrs. W. F.—81.
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Holladay, Mrs. Walter—61.
Holland, Lt. J. L.—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
Holsomback, J. O.—194.
Holt’s (J. W.) Drugstore—268.
Home Guard—28-29, 122, 132, 156.
Home-Town News—published and sent to
servicemen by Alex Loeb’s, 284.
Honolulu (see USS Honolulu)
Hood, Chaplain W. B.—81, 97, 102-103.
Hoover, J. Edgar—59.
Hopkins, Olive—190.
Hopper, Mabel Louise—238.
Horlock, Mrs. Walter—162.
Horne, Bernice—179.
Horne, Helen—210.
Horse Show (see Meridian Horse Show).
Hosey, E. E.—8.
Hosiery Mills (see Meridian Hosiery Mills).
hospitals—163, 173, 286; during air raids, 173;
become regional hospitals, 238; Meridian Sanitarium a
depository for penicillin, 244; Mayor Jacobs urges a
veterans’ hospital for Meridian, 253-254.
housing (see Meridian—residential buildings and
housing projects).
Houston, Jean—214.
Houston, Willie H.—215.
Houze, David—158.
Houze, Lem—215.
Hover, Robert—192.
Howard, Thomas Bailey—38.
Howell, George—185.
Howerton, County Agent J. D.—189, 200.
Howerton, Margaret “Peggy”—41, 117, 156, 210.
Howington, W. L.—281-282.
Howitzer (mascot of 114th F.A.)—46-47.
Hoye, Mrs. M. J. L.—133.
Huckaby, W. C.—Confederate veteran too ill to
attend memorial in Rose Hill Cemetery, 159.
Hudson, Billy—228; to enter Navy, 245.
Hudson, Isaac L.—in Pacific area at time of Dec.
7 attack, 118.
Hudson, Capt. J. T.—253.
Huffman, Bob—101, 102.
Hughes, Carroll “Bunky”—265.
Hughes, M. E.—119.
Hughes, Margaret—164.
Hughley, Walter—5.
Hulett, A. W.—110.
Hulett, Ruth—92.
Hull, May Tatum—278.
Hunt, Mrs. K. L.—14.
Hunter, Carolyn G.—225.
Hunter, Garrett—170.
Hunter, Lee—136.
Hunter, Pete—199.
Hunt’s Pharmacy—4, 35, 73; place for blood
donation, 236.
Hurniston, C. Cutter—stationed in Pacific theater,
246.
Husbands, Charley—280.
Hyatt, C. H.—138.
Hyatt, Clifton—183.
Hyatt, T. W.—138.

Illinois Central Railroad—suspected sabotage,
108.
Independence Day (see Fourth of July).
influenza—51-52, 234.

Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., Pascagoula, Miss.—
168.
Inge, C. O.—259.
Inge, Laura—210.
Irby, Pvt. Chester—208.
Irby, Harvey—262.
Irby, Mrs. Norbert—169.
“Iron Man Steve”—50-51.
Irving, Tom—95.
Irwin, Pvt. James W., Jr.—82.
Ivey, Tom—40-41.
Ivey, Walter W.—276.
Ivy, Emma B.—123, 129, 225; celebrates
National Negro History Week, 135, 165.
Ivy, School Supt. Dr. Horace M.—8, 22, 52, 85,
152, 196, 205, 271-272, 280, 282, 291; on committee of civil
defense, 121; dedication of Ross Collins Vocational School,
193; on V-E Day, 277; calls urgently for teachers for 19451946, 296.
Ivy, Mrs. H. M.—105; “Buy a Bomber”
campaign, 232.
Ivy, Lavelle—216.
Ivy, William—165.

Jackson, Angela—153.
Jackson, Ann—190.
Jackson, D.—119.
Jackson, Dresden L.—225.
Jackson, Capt. Dudley S.—91.
Jackson, Ed—215.
Jackson, Eddye—225.
Jackson, Jack—44.
Jackson, Jackie—210.
Jackson, S/Sgt. Luther—175.
Jackson, Marion—141.
Jackson, Mattie B.—215.
Jackson, Mildred—239.
Jackson, Warren Nathaniel—enters service, 244.
Jackson, Willie—158.
Jackson, Woodie R.—63.
Jackson, Miss.—Johnson-Sullens affray, 17.
Jackson Daily News—17.
Jacobs, Frank L. “Jake”—15-16, 242; at opening
of USO clubs, 137; elected mayor, 251, 260, 261; new
mayor, 270, 273, 273-274, 280; proclamation about 7th War
Loan, 285; announces probable end of 1945’s summer
playground, 285-286; advocates new bus company, 288-291.
James, Agnes Adelle—joins WAVES, 254.
James, David Lyle—45.
James, Jesse (see Williams, Jim).
James, Kate Pearl—128.
Jamup and Honey (comedians)—appear 158, 241.
Jaqua, Mrs. James—96.
Jarnagin, Walter H.—138-139.
Jarrett, Frank B.—95.
jeep (vehicle)—31, 72; first civilian jeeps arrive
in Meridian after war’s end, 296-297.
Jehovah’s Witnesses—persecution of, 23.
Jehrring, Jerry—197.
Jeltz, Rev. Dr. N. H.—182, 207, 259; at city-wide
meeting to encourage black participation in salvage drive,
184; at inter-racial meeting, 190.
Jenkins, Fred—47.
Jenkins, H. C.—44.
Jenkins, J. T.—168.
Jenkins, Jack—158.
Jerry’s Nu-Way Cafe—130.
Jimmie’s Spaghetti House—175.
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Joannos, Archie—205.
Johnson, A. B.—168.
Johnson, A. O.—194.
Johnson, Armstead—198.
Johnson, James B. “Dugan”—45, 62, 63.
Johnson, John O’Neil—105, 185.
Johnson, Leon—158.
Johnson, Lola—210.
Johnson, Marion Francis—153.
Johnson, Monroe—34.
Johnson, Gov. Paul B., Sr.—affray with F.
Sullens, 17; on earlier Thanksgiving, 110; on 35-mph speed
limit, 186; death, 235.
Johnson, 2/Lt. Selma E.—96.
Johnson, Sherman—composer, 281, 297.
Johnson, Wanda—92.
Johnson, Willard—158.
Joiner, Pfc. J. E.—175.
Jones, Alice—198.
Jones, Rev. Cecil B.—13-14, 219.
Jones, Charlie—175.
Jones, Fannie Louise—joins WAVES, 254.
Jones, Hazel H.—225.
Jones, J. A.—128.
Jones, Jean—84.
Jones, L.—210.
Jones, Mrs. M. L.—81.
Jones, Mary—175.
Jones, Minnie—175.
Jones, Pvt. Oliver—101, 107.
Jones, Victor—150.
Jones, Mrs. Walter—116.
Jones, Willard—216.
Jones, Pvt. Willie—92-93.
Jones Memorial Presbyterian Church—helps open
USO clubs, 137-138.
Jones’ Supply Shop—268.
Jordan, Odell—198.
Jordan, Paul—265.
Joust, John—151, 157.
Judy, Mary Elizabeth—112.
Junior Auxiliary—and Teen-Age-Canteen, 244,
272.
Junior Chamber of Commerce (see Meridian
Junior Chamber of Commerce).

Kahlmus, Mrs. F. W.—81.
Kan, Shiso Hing—suspected spy, 131.
Kass, Anne—44, 278.
Kass, Walter—278.
Kass, Warner—153, 210, 278.
Kate Griffin Junior High School—5, 31, 102, 120,
152, 162, 192, 194, 199, 205, 221-222, 282; Key Field
presents musical in auditorium, 146; meeting on role of
English teacher in wartime, 156; War Bond and Stamp
purchases, 184, 190, 278; musical revue by Army AF, 190191; “WAC Caravan” to encourage women’s enlistments,
233-234.
Katz, Dr. N. E.—134, 180.
Kavonian, Harvey, Jr.—234.
Kay, Morele—141, 276.
Kay, Sidney—151.
Kay’s Co.—276.
Kean, E. S.—53.
Keen, Mrs. Guy—133.
Keeton, E. L.—91.
Keeton, L. T.—80.
Keever, Dick—185, 206.

Keller, Clifford C.—63.
Kelley, Cpl. Dora—WAC recruiter, 238.
Kelley, Earl E.—18.
Kellogg, Mrs. Henry—105.
Kelly, Capt. Colin P., Jr.—death, 120.
Kelly, Emmett—104.
Kelly, Lt. Joseph A.—103.
Kendall, Pfc. George—174.
Kennedy, Amanda Mae—263-264.
Kennedy, Rosalyn—183, 234.
Kershaw (C. G.) Co.—69.
Key, Lt. Col. Algene E.—8, 10, 18, 106, 166,
171, 224, 239, 261; endurance flight, 9; orders to report to
West Coast, 118; speaks at Key Field about South Pacific
duty, 141-142; visits Meridian briefly on special mission,
145; in Washington, 157; promoted to major, 181; awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross, 205.
Key, Capt. Fred M., Sr.—8, 9, 50, 82, 106, 141142, 166, 171; pilot training, 22; orders to report to West
Coast, 118; reported safe in Australia, 145; article about,
145-146; article about South Pacific exploits, 239-240.
Key, Margaret—179.
Key Brothers Flying Service—22.
Key Field (municipal airport)—8, 55; passenger
service curtailed, 166-167; passenger service restored, 223,
256.
Key Field Army Air Forces Base (see also
military units)—8, 59, 69, 100, 102, 226, 243; athletics, 106,
124; Christmas (1941) 113, (1941) 122-124; base cinema
opens, 89; black soldiers at, 103, 277; city ponders soldiers’
off-duty time, 70; chapel, 97; base housing called Key Field
Defenders, 111; closed to public, 68-69; crashes, 13, 125,
146, 172, 181, 192, 198, 206, 208, 227, 279-280;
construction and development, 18, 20, 23, 28, 35-36, 39-40,
52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 68, 69, 71-72, 78, 83, 97, 102, 146;
construction by CCC Co. 2419 made up of older men, 143;
daylight saving time, 87, 100, 136; dress code, 176;
entertainment, 56, 78, 80, 97, 106, 111, 113-114, 122, 123,
146, 182, 185, 197; hospital, 96, 198, 220; Jack Dempsey
visits, 104; Key Field Band, 176, 248; more downtown
housing needed, 111; new jeep appears, 72; new men arrive,
91-92; nurses, first arrive, 96; officially designated 40th Air
Base, 70; Medical Dept., 191, 238; on alert following Dec. 7
attack, 117, 118; post office branch opens on base, 87-88;
radio stars visit, 109; receives new P-38, 75-76; recreation
rooms, 103; tradesmen such as plumbers and painters needed,
114; training, 96, 111, 142; transportation from downtown to
base, 64; visited by Alexander P. de Seversky, 10; visited by
Maj. Gen. Walter H. Frank, 118; visited by L/Gen. H. H.
Arnold, 174; aids Meridian Civil Air Patrol, 148, 194; starts
Raise-for- Roosevelt Club, 162; musicians’ union objects to
base personnel’s playing off base, 177; celebrates base’s first
anniversary, 177; Soldier Service Center, 185; city’s “Share
Christmas with a Soldier,” 197-198; sell and purchase of War
Bonds, 212-213, 244, 248; rumors of change of status for
base, 224, 236, 255; “Airmada” on display to help sell War
Bonds, 283-284.
Key Field Camp and Hospital Council—198.
Key Field Defenders—name for base housing,
111.
Key Field Four—close harmony quartet in War
Loan show, 248.
Key Field Kadets—(musical group) 176.
Kidd, Daisy—215.
Kidd, Morris—162.
Kidd, Ruth—84.
Kidder, Gene—133.
Kimbrell, Cyrus W.—8.
Kimbrell, Leslie—162.
Kimbrough, Ed, Jr.—25, 67-68.
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Kinard, Billy—175.
King, E. C.—257.
King, E. L.—53, 185, 242.
King, Ed—194.
King, Pvt. George—93.
King, James Mercer—253.
King, Luther—visiting singer, 214.
King, Nell—200.
King, Maj. Russell—helps with Home Guard,
156.
King, Mrs. Spinks—81.
King, Dr. Willis Jefferson—5.
King’s Daughters Tuberculosis Hospital—234.
Kingsford, Pvt. Guy—265.
Kirksey, Annie L.—215.
Kirsten, Dorothy—191.
Kittrell, Audrey—162.
Kittrell, Betsy—162.
Kiwanis Club—27, 85, 86, 97, 253.
Klein, Simon A.—and Meridian Boys School,
138.
Klein’s Grocery—43.
Kleiser, Dr. Roy—77.
Klima, Harry—39.
Knight, Aubert—111, 153.
Knight, Aubrey—208.
Knight, Dr. N. C.—52, 148, 194.
Knight, Raymond—216.
Knights of Pythias—119.
Knighton, Mrs. Rex—81.
Knox, Sec. of the Navy Frank—59.
Kovach, George—83.
Kramer, Bill—157.
Kress’s Five-and-Ten—43, 76; place for blood
donation, 236.
Krouse, P. J.—126, 199, 237.
Krouse, Mrs. P. J.—81.
kudzu (plant)—cultivation, 22, 148.
Kyser, Kay—band leader and band marooned in
Meridian, 274-274.

labor—36-37, 245; shipyard strikers, 123;
musicians’ union objects to Key Field personnel’s playing off
base, 177; strike on M & B Railroad, 181; threatened strike
causes government to take over railroads, 235; manpower
shortage, absenteeism, and malingerers, 227, 270; “Work or
Fight” program, 270; defense jobs advertised, 230;
Carpenters’ Union charges SSS clerk Lula Abraham as inept,
238; call for workers at Charleston Navy Yard, 240; planning
for post-war labor force, 256, 264, 290; call for workers on
B-29s on Pacific Coast, 261; problem for Meridian posed by
diesel locomotives, 293; local workers to S. Dak. to help with
wheat harvest, 294; local fear of unemployment as defense
industry winds down, 297.
Labor Day (1939)—2, 4, 5.
Lackey, Minnie P.—first black member of
WAACs, 197.
Lacour, J. A.—53.
LaGuardia, Fiorello H.—112.
Laird, Jack—61, 63.
Lally’s Furniture Co.—150, 211, 221.
Lamar Building—45.
Lamar Hotel—29, 40-41, 53, 54, 69, 70, 78, 80,
85, 86, 100, 101, 105, 114, 178, 184, 210, 219, 255, 259, 259,
288; awarding of 50 defense projects, 174; start of Navy
Mothers’ Club, 186; program to recruit women into services,
244.
Lamar Hotel Coffee Shop—11, 36, 162.

Lambert, Johnny—157.
Lampley, Rufus—170.
Lanahan, C. J.—194.
Lancaster, Mrs. Frank—197.
Lane, Faye—84.
Lane, Howard (band director)—5, 79, 97, 177,
267, 281.
Lane, Howard (soldier)—118.
Lane, Olive Rose—84, 92.
Langley Field, Va.—106.
Larkin, Alma—WPA recreation leader, 145, 157.
Larkin, Lt. J. L.—196.
Larkin, S/Sgt. Johnnie W.—wounded in N.
Africa, 207.
Lasky, Harry—255.
Lassiter, Mrs. Harvey—112.
Lattimore, Queenie—157.
Lauderdale Co. Board of Supervisors—214.
Lauderdale Co. Courthouse (see Courthouse).
Lauderdale Co. Educational Assn.—77.
Lauderdale Co. Extension Service—191.
Lauderdale Co. Health Dept.—205.
Lauderdale Co. Joint Recruiting Program—247.
Lauderdale Co. Medical Soc.—173.
Lauderdale Co. Ministerial Assn.—207.
Lauderdale Co. Nurses Assn.—96, 179.
Lauderdale Co. Post-War Planning Com.—256.
Lauderdale Co. Rationing Board—133-134.
Lauderdale Co. Victory Garden Club—210.
Lauderdale Co. War Bond Com.—248.
Lauderdale Co. War Finance Com.—248.
Lauderdale Dairies—24.
Lawrence, Milton—206.
Lawrence, Dr. Tom—56; and Meridian Boys
School, 138.
Lawrence, Dr. Wilbern—and Meridian Boys
School, 138.
Leach, M. A.—277.
Leavell, W. A.—186, 199.
Lee, Gwynn—71-72.
Lee, Lovey (and his Bone Beating Partners)—
107.
Lee, Percy—158.
Le Flore, Floyd—deceased Harris High soldier
honored, 280.
Legg, W. T.—67.
Legg’s Frozen Food Lockers—160, 196.
Leigh, Mrs. B. M.—81, 133.
Leigh, Beverly M.—26, 45, 62.
Leigh, Robert T.—45, 61, 62.
Lenahan, C. J.—commander local CAP, 241.
Lenahan, Joseph—22.
Leonard, Mrs. E. C.—105.
Lerner, William—102.
Lerner Dress Shop—132.
Lerner Jewelers—102, 128, 132, 147.
Levi, Max—208.
Levings, Lt. Cmdr. Nelson T.—presents Miss.
flag to USS Mississippi, 298.
Lewis, B.—210.
Lewis, Cecile Ryan—181.
Lewis, Sgt. Charles G.—killed at Key Field, 172.
Lewis, Leon—158.
Lewis, Lillie—215.
Lewis, Mamie Price—84.
Lewis, Margaret L.—127.
Lewis, Ted (bandleader)—appeared in city, 189.
Lewis, Tereatha—103.
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Lewis, Rev. Dr. W. H.—and Southern Leadership
Training School, 28, 59, 127; celebrates National Negro
History Week, 135.
Lewis Hospital—286.
Lexington (see USS Lexington)
Lide, Mrs. Brooks—81.
Lide, Frances—190.
Life Magazine—89.
Lifsey, Margaret—205.
Lile, Mrs. R. O.—81.
Lindaman, Henrietta—suspected spy, 131.
Lindbergh, Charles A.—68.
Lindsay, Cpl. A. R.—188.
Linton, Hank—267.
Lions Club—70, 109-110, 112, 148, 180, 212,
225, 289.
Litchfield, Elmer—210.
Literary Club, The—131.
Littlejohn, Pvt. Odell—93.
Little Pals Club—donates to Red Cross
emergency fund, 119.
Little Theater (see Meridian Little Theater).
Little White House Cafe—11, 128.
Litton, Chf. Ymn. W. E.—Navy recruiter, 125.
Lloyd, M/Sgt. Houston—209.
Lloyd, Mrs. J. C.—96.
Lloyd, Pat—199.
Lloyd’s (Royal’s drive-in theater)—106.
Lobrano, Jack R.—106, 121, 152.
Lockard, T. C., Jr.—9, 27.
Loeb (Alex) Co.—34, 76, 97, 197-198, 210, 216,
224; shortage of cloth causes alteration problems, 155; aids
Bond sales, 244, 248; “Parcels for the Forces,” 163-164;
“shirt of the future,” 281; publishes booklet Post Yarns and
Home-Town News for servicemen, 284..
Loeb, Alexander—22, 39-40.
Loeb, John Jacob—co-composer with Meridianite
Louis “Redd” Evans.
Loflin, Edgar—144, 206.
Lone, Lucille—directed Soldier Center, 145.
Long, Annye—6.
Long, Mrs. Calvin—107.
Long, Dabbs—214.
Long, Mrs. J. C.—113.
Long (J.C.) Hatcheries—54; and Daylight Saving
Time, 136.
Long Table Fellowship—53.
Lonnie’s Cafe—223.
Louisville, Miss.—entertains Key Field men, 111.
Love, Marjorie—92.
Love, Nat—157.
Love, Sgt. Virgil M.—82.
Lowery, Lonnie—223.
Lowry, Ann Emma—joins WAVES, 254.
Lowry, Josephine—92.
Lowry, 2/Lt. Mary Louise—151.
Lowry, Mrs. W. B.—81.
Lucas, Gertrude—215.
Luce, Ruby Wright—184.
Lucey, Charles T.—on Ross Collins, 99.
Ludlum, W. V.—resigns from Draft Board, 238.
Lurster, Alice—joins WAVES, 255.
Luxis Club—at Wechsler Jr. High, 263.
Lyle, Duke—206.
Lyle, Leland—37-38.
Lynch, Mrs. Clyde—121.
Lynch, Col. E. C.—reviews War Loan parade,
248.

MacArthur, Gen. Douglas—praises Ross Collins,
99.
MacMillan, Capt. R. F.—92.
Macon, “Uncle” Dave (and Dixie Dewdrops)—
appears, 158, 241.
Macon, Dr. J. D.—113.
Magnolia Battalion—Miss. Marine group, 173.
Magruder, Stanley—aboard USS Missouri, 298
Main, Pvt. Samuel—265.
Major Bowes’ Original Amateur Hour (radio
program)—25.
Majors, Audie Bell—162.
Majure, Mrs. R. S.—81.
Majure, Virginia—190.
Malone, Mrs. Albert—96.
Malott, Mrs. Harry—210.
Malott, Roy—22.
maneuvers (see military maneuvers).
Mangel’s Co.—76.
Mannes Music School—214.
Manny, Cooly—149.
Mapp, Jane—84, 92.
Marcey, Jonas—47.
Marine Mothers’ Club—210; make lap robes for
wounded servicemen, 232.
Marines (U.S.)—enlistment, 7, 217.
Marion Park Elementary School—107; scrap
drive, 183, 276.
Markham, Shirley—199.
Marks-Rothenberg Co.—6, 16, 43, 47, 61, 80, 83,
97, 110, 123, 128, 178, 197, 197-198, 208, 210, 225, 263,
281, 287; temporary USO club at, 124; sale of War Bonds,
150, 174, 244.
Marquis, Kathryne Edwards—first state woman
into female Marines, 217.
Martin, Don Stanley—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
Martin, Emma—92.
Martin, Sgt. L. F.—133.
Martin, Lon—11.
Martin, Ruth—84.
Martin, T/Sgt. W. C.—218.
Marzette, Earl—deceased Harris High soldier
honored, 280.
Maseda, Nav. WO Frank A.--206
Mason, Margaret—81, 84.
Mason, Thomas O., Jr.—175.
Masonic Building (5th St.)—15.
Masonic Temple—a de facto USO for black
servicemen opens, 145.
Massey, Dr. C. C.—205.
Matatall, Freeman—78.
Mathes, Rev. Alfred—122, 123, 153; at interracial meeting at City Hall, 190.
Mathews, Lela—92.
Matinee Music Club—105, 147, 179, 234; objects
to War Dept. ban of Key Field personnel’s playing off base,
177.
Matty Hersee Hospital—163, 173, 286.
Matzner, Virginia Wright—42.
Mauldin, W. E., Jr.—88.
May, Bill—44.
May, Billie Burke—164.
May, Ruby—92.
May, Walter—24.
Mayatt, J. L.—first vice-president Police union,
245.
Mayo, Lt. Frederick W., Jr.—22; survives being
shot down, 206.
Mayrand, Maj. R. G.—212.
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Mays, Rev. E. A.—37, 110, 145, 198, 221; heads
Red Cross war relief drive in black community, 119; directed
Soldier Center, 145; leading black participation in salvage
drive, 184, 189; at inter-racial meeting at City Hall, 190..
Mays, Willie—47.
McAllister, A. H.—263.
McAllister, Mrs. L. L.—80.
McAllum, Florence—81, 244.
McAlpin, Mrs. R. B.—81.
MC’ans—high school orchestra gives first
performance, 144-145; celebrates 4th War Loan, 237.
McArthur, Ira—192, 199, 255.
McArthur, James T.—8.
McCain, Emma—162.
McCallum, Maj. H. S.—187.
McCants, Allan—126, 133-134, 199.
McCarthy, Stephen—265.
McCaskill, J. L.—40, 155, 188-189, 214, 217;
dedication of Ross Collins Vocational School, 193; resigned
as principal of High School, 221.
McClain, Pearl—124.
McClellan, Lula—188.
McClelland, John—95.
McClure’s Furniture Co.—297.
McCollum, Jack—22.
McCormick, Rear Adm. Lynn D.—piped aboard
USS Mississippi near Tokyo Bay, 298
McCoy, Tim—cowboy actor on duty at Key
Field, 251.
McCoy, Col. Wendell B.—new base commander,
181.
McCravey, J. R.—168.
McDonald, Edward—144.
McDonald, Frank—166, 179, 180, 187, 188, 193,
212, 217, 218, 224.
McDonald, Grover—210.
McDonald, John—demonstrates synthetic rubber,
86.
McDonald, Mrs. Lamar—96.
McDonald, Linton—168.
McDonald, Theron—218.
McDonald, Mrs. W. A.—120.
McDonald, Pvt. W. J.—120.
McElwee, Van Dorn—61.
McFarland, C.Mach.Mate James Angus—on sea
during Dec. 7 attack, 118.
McFarlane, Nancy—249.
McGinnis, Earl—80.
McGinnis, James—223.
McGlothlan, J. C.—198.
McGovern, Agnes—179.
McGrew, Walter—168.
McInnis, Mary Louise—215.
McInnis, Viva Lea—282.
McKee, Frank—11, 26, 45, 61, 62.
McKee, Mrs. O. S.—96.
McKinnis, Monroe—149.
McIntosh, Charles—53.
McIntyre, Pvt. Felix—93.
McLamb, Emily C.—114.
McLaurin, Ernest—187; and Meridian Boys
School, 138.
McLaurin, Mrs. Ernest—81.
McLemore, Beatrice Kimbrell—139.
McLemore, Billy—199.
McLemore, James A.—member of all-Meridian
bomber crew, 240.
McLemore, Percy—223.
McLendon, Frank—53, 96.

McMillan, Joanna—149.
McMillin, Maj. A. T.—and War Loan parade,
248.
McMorries, Mrs. Edwin—curious story about life
on Guam, 140-141.
McNair, Eric—24-25, 139, 142, 165, 246.
McNair, Police Officer Ralph—wounded by
Irving Charles Chapman, 142.
McNatt, “Speedy”—241.
NcNeill, E. P.—52, 91, 197.
McNeill, James L.—63.
McNeill, W. P.—53.
McPherson, Rev. Aimee Semple—20.
McQueen, A. B.—215.
McQueen, Rev. John C., Jr.—178.
McRaney, Sam—216.
McRaven, Kate—234.
McRee, Pvt. Barnell—208.
McRoy, Helen—14.
McWilliams, Thomas “Shorty”—105, 109, 185,
214, 228, 230, 233.
Meharry Medical College—76, 113.
Mellen, Henry—261.
Mellor, Guy—83.
Melton, Billy—228, 237.
Melton, James H.—45, 46, 61, 62.
Melvin, Leonard—24.
Mercer, Pvt. Willie J.—208.
Merchant, Pfc. James—92.
Merchants and Farmers Bank—43, 270, 276.
Meridian—City Council, 84, 85; economy, 12, 24,
26, 34-35, 49, 52, 54-55, 67, 68, 71, 78, 82, 83, 89, 110, 132,
147, 174-175, 201, 255, 257, 260, 268, 269, 270, 284, 297;
“Salute to Wood” exhibit, 224; shortages hurt some
businesses, 154, 229, 255; shortage of residential buildings,
84-85, 111, 172, 255, 273, 277; housing projects, 34, 77, 202;
home and business contruction, 83, 284, 297; population, 21;
Public Library, 112; public schools, 37, 52, 107; concern for
public safety after Dec. 7 attack, 116-117; civil defense
organization, 120-121; water supply, 21, 37, 89; streets, 3637, 69, 82-83, 84, 147, 202, 243, 255; noon prayer, 89, 95;
parking meters, 149-150, 156, 163, 174, 203, 253, 271, 280;
anti-noise ordinance, 170, 256; traffic regulations, 170, 262;
city’s concern for morals and welfare, 194-195, 223, 229,
275; Council considers buying Civic Center Building, 179180, 191, 203; post-war planning, 231, 260-261, 264, 288,
290.
Meridian and Bigbee Railroad—strike, 181.
Meridian Bar Assn—106.
Meridian Boys’ Band—16, 79, 137.
Meridian Boys School—138.
Meridian Chamber of Commerce—81, 87, 103,
112, 219, 288; on observing early Thanksgiving, 110;
committee on post-war planning, 231; on possibility of
making Key Field a permanent base, 253.
Meridian City Council—122; leases Key Field to
U.S., 8; considers acquiring Meridian Civic Center, 179.
Meridian City Hall—32, 42, 84, 122, 134, 135,
273; mass meeting of black citizens for Meridian Civilian
Defense Council, 129; Auditorium, 42, 44, 80, 134, 179, 190.
Meridian City Lines (buses)—64, 278, 288-291;
begin stopping at only every other intersection, 178.
Meridian City Schools, Dept. of Trade and
Industrial Education (see vocational training).
Meridian Civic Academy—179.
Meridian Civic Center—34, 64, 70, 78, 93, 95,
102, 105, 122, 123, 127, 137, 147, 157, 167, 176, 185, 191,
192, 200, 194, 254; black musical program, 139-140; camera
club, 169; City Council considers acquiring, 179-180, 191,
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203; USO announced it had no further need of facility, 243;
plan to create Christian Social Center, 256 .
Meridian Civil Air Patrol—148, 193-194, 251; to
deliver for local blood bank, 231; training program for young
boys, 241, 257.
Meridian Civilian Defense Council—129, 134,
172, 180-181, 217; civil defense volunteers, 235.
Meridian Council of Women’s Clubs—collection
of scrap materials, 161, 192; “Buy a Bomber” campaign,
232; war loan drives, 267.
Meridian Country Club—276.
Meridian Defense Recreation Council—81.
Meridian Eastern Star—179.
Meridian Executives’ Club—275.
Meridian Fire Dept.—252, 273.
Meridian Grain and Elevator Co.—49, 210.
Meridian Horse Show—230.
Meridian Hosiery Mills—5, 34, 36, 88, 192.
Meridian Hotel—50.
Meridian Hotel Coffee Shop—40-41.
Meridian Junior Athletic Assn.—252.
Meridian Junior Chamber of Commerce—56, 64,
77, 79, 179; and Meridian Boys School, 138; program to send
Christmas gift to every Meridian soldier, 123; sponsors
Sinclair Flight Trainer, 135; sponsors state’s first blood bank,
231; supported a municipal auditorium, 292.
Meridian Junior College—21, 117; starts pilot
training, 8, 22; dramatics, 41; graduation, 77, 165; and
Daylight Saving Time, 136; civil defense 12th precinct, 151;
program by famed bandleader Ted Lewis, 189; Civic Music
Association, 108, 191; variety program by Key Field, 198;
and 6th War Loan, 265.
Meridian Junior High School (Lower Division)—
107.
Meridian Junior High School (Upper Division)—
107, 203; and Daylight Saving Time, 136.
Meridian Little Theater—104, 208, 276.
Meridian Manufacturing Co.—12.
Meridian Mauler—name of a B-17 bomber, 237.
Meridian Merchants Assn.—295.
Meridian Ministerial Assn.—223.
Meridian Motors Co.—bowling team, 150.
Meridian Music Teachers Assn.—234, 268;
objects to War Dept. ban on playing off base by Key Field
musicians, 177.
Meridian Police Dept.—85, 229, 268; anti-noise
law, 77; new uniforms 42; to get short-wave radios, 149;
struggle for labor benefits, 245; new Black Maria, 251.
Meridian Public Library—162, 256; meeting to
discuss morals and welfare of Key Field soldiers, 194-195.
Meridian Riding Academy—248. (see also
Mooney’s [S.H.] Riding Academy).
Meridian Sanitarium—depository for penicillin,
244, 286.
Meridian Senior High/Junior College—107;
programs in auditorium, 108; MC’ans, school orchestra, 144,
206-207, 238; Pan-American Day (1942), 156; graduation,
165; female students present operetta at Merician Civic
Center, 157; receives Treasury Dept’s merit award, 207; War
Bond sales, 212-213, 215, 237; Latin American exhibit, 228;
Key Field stages show to help 5th War Loan, 248 .
Meridian Senior High School—band, 97, 166,
219, 248, 281; graduation, 77, 245; football, 40, 44, 105, 109,
119, 185, 191, 214, 228, 230, 232, 233; yearbook for 19411942, 101; Ensemble (music), 155; Victory Corps for food
production, 196.
Meridian Senior League (baseball)—253.
Meridian Softball Ass’n—5.
Meridian Star—171; quoted 7, 10, 12, 18, 22, 71,
93, 187, 193, 210, 262, 266; on Selective Service, 38;

German invasion of Denmark, 15; grim European war (June
1940), 19; Japan, 37; Sen. Bilbo, 32; “Miss Meridian”
contest, 14; prints Complete Plans for Disaster Rescue Work
in Mississippi, 121; in favor of raises for teachers, 214;
paperboys sell War Bonds and Stamps, 150, 210, 215, 223;
about railroad battalion, 218; announces no more editorials to
save space, 224; quoted in a “Civic Service Plea”; comments
on War Loan drives, 248, 267; photos and data about area’s
service personnel sent to Star, 250; on traffic regulation, 262;
on shortage of tobacco, 262-263; items about controversy
over proposed new city bus line, 290; reports A-Bomb, 294295.
Meridian Terminal Co.—41.
Meridian Transportation and Traffic Club—195.
Meridian Victory (see SS Meridian Victory).
Meridian Wildcats (see Meridian Senior High
School—football).
Meridian Wrecking Yard—41.
Merrell, Arthur, Jr.—101, 165.
Merrey, Dot—208.
Merrill, Bobby Gene—141.
Merrymakers Club—entertains black soldiers,
158, 159, 188.
Messenger Corps—134.
Messerschmitt 109E—aircraft on display on City
Hall lawn, 135, 234.
Metcalf, Lt. Kenneth B.—102.
Metzger, Marvin—79.
Meyer, Henry J.—198.
Meyer, Lee—16-17.
Meyers, Haywood—103, 145, 154.
Meyers, Nellie—185.
Miazza-Woods Building—67, 128.
Middleton, Douglas G.—45.
Middleton, Mrs. G. D.—107.
Middleton, Mrs. George—247.
Miles Memorial—black football team in annual
exhibition game, 108.
military maneuvers—15, 18, 26, 27, 63-64, 81-82,
88, 93, 102, 108-109.
military police—105-106.
military units in Meridian—parties in city, 60; 2nd
Chemical Co., 111; 2nd Provisional Observation Gp.
(merger of 113th and 153rd AOS), 107; 4th Corps Air
Service Command, 92; 10th Pursuit Sqdn., 57; 11th Pursuit
Sqdn., 57; 12th Pursuit Sqdn., 57; 13th Aviation Sqdn.,
African-American Non-Commissioned Officers Club, 185,
188, 225; 31st Quartermaster (Co. H), arrives, 92; 38th
Cyclone Div (Indiana Nat. Gd.), 117; 39th Air Base Group,
106; 39th Air Base Sqdn., 225; 39th Bomb. Sqdn., Post
Office accepts soldier’s design for new stamp, 171; 225; 40th
Air Base Group, 70, 71, 80, 83, 84, 92, 96, 102, 103, 106,
109, 111, 114, 116, 122, 177; 48th Bomb Gp., 212; 50th
Pursuit Gp., 57, 100-101, 103, 106, 111, 146; 51st Airbase
Gp., 57; 53rd Materiel Sqdn., alerted for removal to new
location, 118; 89th Quartermaster Det., arrives, 92; 113th
Aerial Observation Sqdn., 35-36, 52, 56, 60, 61, 64, 68, 81,
84; arrival in Meridian, 56; maneuvers, 81-82; orchestra, 64;
personnel, 82; special basic training, 68; merged with 153rd
AOS, 107; five men released in Oct. 1941, 108;
Headquarters & Headquarters Sqdn., 124; 114th Field
Artillery (Service Battery), 11, 26, 35, 45-47, 48, 61-64,
181, 270; maneuvers, 108; 153rd Aerial Observation Sqdn.,
8, 11, 13, 18, 26, 27, 35, 39-40, 48, 50, 52, 64, , 68, 69;
entertainment, 106; maneuvers, 82; winter field training, 13;
merged with 113th AOS, 107; 286th Quartermaster Cps, 84;
338th Service Sqdn., 172; 687th Ordnance Co., 118; 732nd
Ordnance Bat. Det., arrives, 93; 777th Quartermaster Cps.,
185; 903 Quartermaster Div., 225; 917th Quartermaster
Sqdn., 225.
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Miller, Ann—152.
Miller, Charlie—206.
Miller, Chap. J. H. K.—216.
Miller, Dr. Jason—148.
Miller, Martin—128, 214, 273.
Miller, Martin V. B.—280.
Miller, Robert—194, 238.
Mills, Pvt. Warren Lee—82.
Milton Supply Co.—276.
Miner, Janie—133.
Minnie Pearl (see Sarah Ophelia Cannon).
Minniece, Tom—128, 171.
Mintz, WAC Sgt. Adale R.—280.
Mississippi Beverage Co.—24.
Mississippi Civilian Defense Council—responds
to Pearl Harbor attack, 120.
Mississippi Defense Clinic—71.
Mississippi Defense Week (1941)—56.
Mississippi Fair and Dairy Show—39, 40, 102,
188, 257-258.
Mississippi Federation of Women’s Clubs—121;
sponsors “Buy a Bomber” campaign, 232.
Mississippi Office of Civil Defense—217.
Mississippi Power Co.—33, 82, 260, 282, 288.
Mississippi Salvage for Defense Com.—158.
Mississippi State College—9.
Mississippi State Guard (Meridian Co.)—223,
249, 254, 259, 272.
Mississippi State Nurses Assn.—96.
“Miss Meridian” contest—14, 59.
Mitchell, Alex—215.
Mitchell, Bill—182.
Mitchell, C. M.—182.
Mitchell, Douglas E.—32.
Mitchell, Emil—funeral of Gypsy “king,” 190.
Mitchell, Fred—101.
Mitchell, George—216.
Mitchell, Louise—14.
Mitchell, Tom Lyle—45-46.
Mithen, Robert—64.
Mitts Motor Co.—83.
Mobile and Ohio Railroad (see Gulf, Mobile and
Ohio).
Mobley, Wilson D. “Dan”—45, 62, 63.
Molpus, Richard P.—killed on USS Arizona at
Pearl Harbor, 134.
Monette, Ludie C.—45, 62.
Moneymakers Club—154.
Monroe, Bill (and his Bluegrass Boys)—appear,
158.
Mooney, S. H.—147, 165.
Mooney Furniture Exchange—147.
Mooney’s (S. H.) Riding Academy—“Meridian’s
First Annual Rodeo,” 267; third Annual Horse Show, 285.
Moore, Alva—210.
Moore, Annie—102.
Moore, Dr. D. H.--177
Moore, Mrs. Houston—105.
Moore, Pvt. Marion—on radio’s Moon River,
213.
Moore, Peyton—162.
Moore, Ruby—210.
Moore, Mrs. Walton—81, 105, 147, 162, 166.
Moore’s Sandwich Shop—65.
Moran, Karleen—101.
Moreland, Jean—267.
Morgan, Clifford H.—63.
Morgan, J. H.—283.
Morgan, Ollie Jean—44, 92.
Morris, Mrs. Joe—210.

Morrison, Mrs. E. A.—133.
Morrison, E. W.—139.
Morton, Cora—3, 42.
Morton, Donald—safe in war zone, 126.
Morton, Nannie—126.
Mosby, Herman W.—61, 62, 63.
Mosby Farms—and Daylight Saving Time, 136.
Mosley, Doris—162.
Mosley, Seamn. 2/C Grady Earl—174.
Mosley, P. L.—242.
Mosley, Mrs. S. C.—245.
Moss, Mrs. A. E.—92.
Moss, Alice Virginia—133, 162.
Moss, Mrs. Charles—256.
Moss, Mrs. Ernest—210; “Buy a Bomber”
campaign, 232.
Moss, John C.—242, 243-244.
Moss, Peggy—92.
Moss Baseball Diamond—243.
Moss Field—suggested name for new baseball
field, 242.
Moss Specials—baseball team, 216.
Motley Motor Co.—35.
Moulds, Reuben—206.
Mount Calvary Baptist Church—5, 271.
Mount Hermon Church—271.
Mount Zion Church—271.
Mountain View (softball team)—292.
Mower, Sgt. ___—Marine recruiting officer, 125.
Mullican, W. M.—one of first blood donors, 231.
Municipal Art Gallery (Jackson)—Meridian artist
displays at, 179.
municipal bond issues—to expand Key Field, 5758.
Murray, Evelyn—59.
Murrow, Edward R.—20, 30-31.
Music Teachers’ Assn. (see Meridian Music
Teachers’ Assn.).
musical events—42, 97-98, 101-102, 105, 108,
139, 140, 141, 147, 153, 162, 179, 189, 191, 197, 216, 236,
237, 238, 241, 281; revue by Army AF, 190-191.
Mussolini, Benito—2, 20.
Myckoff, Mrs. Wick—210.
Myer, Mrs. Henry—210.

Nabors, Ben—153.
Nagel (Freddie) orchestra—118.
Nasser, Clara—92.
Nasser, Laura—92.
National Association of Broadcasters—76.
National Broadcasting Co.—41.
National Negro History Week—celebrated in Feb.
1942, 135.
National Retail Credit Assn.—16.
National War Fund—259.
National Youth Administration Building—132.
Naval Aid Auxiliary—135.
Nave, M.—210.
Navy Mothers’ Club—186, 210, 249.
Naylor, Eugene F.—45, 48, 62, 63.
Naylor, Grady—162.
Naylor, Willie B.—39.
Neary, Pvt. Bob—97, 107.
Negro Civic Ass’n—259; works for War Loan,
248.
Negro Ministers’ Alliance—207.
Negro Reception Center Chorus—and Sixth War
Loan, 265.
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Negro Softball League—292.
Negro Youth Center—173.
Nelson, Arnold F.—168.
Nelson, Arthur P.—45.
Nelson, Cecil—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
Nelson, Zoe—81, 194.
Netter, Abe—22.
Netter, Frances—92.
Neville, Bessie—133.
Neville, Billy—77, 84, 120.
Neville, Judge George B.—297.
Newberry’s Five-and-Ten—43, 112, 128; place
for blood donation, 236.
Newcomer’s Welcome Breakfast—114.
Newell Chapel—271.
New Hope Baptist Church—5.
New Orleans (see USS New Orleans)
New Orleans and North Eastern Railroad (div. of
Southern Railway System)—187.
New Prospect Church—271.
Newton, W. L.—aviation program, 22; vocational
training, 28, 221.
New York Life Insurance Co.—179.
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad—
219.
Nichols, Mike—officer in first Police union, 245.
Nikkel, Carl—157.
Nimitz, Adm. Chester—222.
9th Air Force—and an “all-Meridian” bomber
crew, 240.
Niolon, Mrs. Adolph—81.
Niolon (A. H.) Coffee Co.—42-43.
Norman, Pvt. Wesley—93.
Norris, Ernest E.—president of Southern RR, 292.
Northrup, Mrs. E. J.—105.
Northwood Country Club—60, 106, 144, 164,
197, 205, 261; golf tournament for 5th War Loan, 248.
Norton, Edward—223.
Norton, Elise—92.
Norwood, Lt. C. M.—killed in crash near Key
Field, 172.
Null, Wilburn—63.
Null, Willard—63.
Nunnery, John R.—58.
Nunnery (George W.) Hardware Co.—111.

Oakland Heights Elementary School—107, 213;
scrap drive, 183.
O’Bella, Pvt. Henry J.—147, 168.
Office of Civilian Defense—151; warns of
possibility of total war on homefront, 112.
Office of Price Administration (OPA)—94, 191,
255.
Office of Production Management (OPM)—85,
107, 120.
Ogburn, George—22.
Ogburn, 1/Lt. George H.—215.
Okatibbee Creek—83, 85, 149, 283.
Okie, Lt. Col. Frederick W.—railroad battalion,
218-219.
Old Central Hill (or Red Clay Hill)—6, 282.
Old Post Office Building—suggested as soldier
center, 192; purchased by Gulf Refining Co., 257.
O’Leary, Frances—84, 164.
O’Leary, Paul—199.
O’Leary, Mrs. Victor—147.
Ole Miss II—Fred Key’s plane in SE Asia, 239240.

Oliver, Guy W.—28, 198, 244.
Oliver, M.—259.
Oliver, Margaret—95.
Olson, Sgt. Bob—150.
O’Miri, Clara Belle—joins WAVES, 254.
On Christmas Hill (operetta)—at East End
School, 123.
O’Neil, Mrs. Bernard—80.
O’Neill, Lt. Robert A.—103.
Optimist Club—81; and Meridian Boys School,
138, 147.
Original Crawfords (baseball team)—24.
Orr, Harry Lee—63.
Ousley, Wayde—276.
Owen, Freida—179.
Owen, Walter—first president Police union, 245.
Owen Brothers Union Stockyard—182.
Owens, Elizabeth—79.
Owens, Jesse (Olynpic star)—24.
Ozburn, Lee—64.

Pace, Istalena—78, 80, 92, 93.
Pace, J. V.—State College Extension economist,
200.
Pace, Milton—153.
Padgett, Willard—157.
Page, Carrie—267.
Page, Forrest—105, 207.
Paine, Eastland—22.
Paine, Mrs. L. B.—133.
Paine, Nancy Eastland—244.
painting (artistic)—179.
Palace Drugstore—268.
“Pan-o-Ram” (or “Soundies”)—65.
Pantaze Drug Co.—43, 243.
Paragon Book Store—43, 53.
Parisian, The—210.
Parke, Frank—35, 276.
Parke, Gene—35.
Parker, Mrs. C. G., Jr.—107, 133.
Parker, F. H.—9.
Parker, Ens. Jack—212.
Parker, John Woods—63.
Parker, Nell—133.
Parker, Ray—166.
Parker, Sam—190.
Parker, William—22.
parking meters (see Meridian).
Partin, Harry—194.
Patrick, Julian—194, 237, 238.
Patterson, Annie—210.
Patty, Giles—255.
Paxton, Col. A. G.—11.
Payne, Naomi—MHS honor graduate, 245.
Pearce, Clarke “Babe”—20, 52, 53, 180.
Pearce, Mrs. Clarke—81.
Pearson, John Bernard, Jr.—141.
Pearson, John Bernard, Sr.—203, 221-222, 238,
244.
Pearson, Mrs. John Bernard, Sr.—210.
Pecaro, George—54, 71, 123, 231; and Meridian
Boys School, 138, 191-192; leaves Meridian, 288.
Peck, Elizabeth—81, 84.
Peebles, Mary Elizabeth—84.
Peery, Mrs. Frank—179.
Pelle, Sally—84, 92.
Penn, Leonard—visiting film actor, 114.
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Penny Stores (groceries)—213-214.
Penny’s (J. C.)—154, 178, 197-198; Bond-selling
contest, 244.
Pepper, Sen. Claude—75.
Pepsi-Cola Co.—34, 170.
Perfection Lanudry—210.
Perry, Lee Cooper “Red”—45, 62, 63.
Perry, Leo—22.
Perry, Comm. Matthew—86, 298.
Peterson, Col. Harold—225, 229; base
commander denies change in status of Key Field, 224.
Pettus, J. B.—119.
Phelps, Martha Jean—190.
Philharmonic Music Club—162; objects to War
Dept. ban of Key Field personnel’s playing off base, 177.
Phillips, Alma—77, 228.
Phillips, Casper C.—289.
Phillips, Casper H.—192, 230, 264, 276, 283,
293, 295, 298.
Phillips, Hunter—170.
Phillips, Mona—267.
Phillips, Nelson—198.
Phillips-Jones Plant—12.
Phipps, Glen—223.
Piazza, Mrs. D. N.—81.
Piazza, Jennie—237.
Pickett, Edith Ryan—181.
Pigford, Catherine—66.
Pigford, Mrs. Ernest—92.
Pigford, Helen—92.
Pigford, Yeoman 2/C Jack—133.
Pigford, Lula—66.
Pigford, Mary—84, 92.
Pigford, Fire Chief P. M.—252, 274.
Piggott, Jimmie—185.
Piggott, Pete—105.
Piggott, Tommy—79.
Pilot Club—85, 87, 133, 180, 206; noon prayer
suggestion, 89.
Pinkston, Councilman John T.—37, 52, 57, 85,
176, 192, 251, 260, 285, 289.
Plantation Pipe Line—need for more housing,
111.
playgrounds—79, 93, 285-286.
Plummer, Gloria—92.
Plummer, W. B.—292.
Poland invaded—2, 7.
Pollman, Ben J.—180, 199, 205, 224, 225, 227,
265.
Pool, Billie Jean—162.
Pool, Dorothy—162.
Popeye (comic character)—referred to, 31.
Poplar Springs Elementary School—31, 58-59,
86, 107, 113, 115-116, 205; salvage drive, 183, 228.
Poplar Springs Methodist Church—tin can
salvage, 184.
Porter, Pvt. Bill—101.
Porter, Bob—pilot training, 22.
Post, Pvt. John F.—162.
Postal Telegraph Office—54, 134.
Post Office—8; stamp design suggested by Key
Field soldier accepted, 171.
Post Office Cafe—11, 130.
Post Office Drug Co.—bowling team, 150.
Post Yarns—booklet published by Alex Loeb’s
and mailed to servicemen, 284.
Powell, D. P.—125.
Power, S. R.—217.
Powers, “Pudge”—157.
Prachet, Louise—175.

prayer at noon—89, 95.
Preis, Ernest F.—63.
Prentiss Literary Society—21.
Price, James—170.
Price, Margaret—162.
price and rent controls—154, 159, 186, 151, 252,
255, 279.
prices—3, 6, 11, 26, 27, 34, 35, 41, 47, 53, 76, 78,
83, 102, 110, 123, 130, 138, 154, 172, 175, 188, 191, 213214., 223, 226, 241, 151, 252, 268.
Priester, James C.—8.
Proffitt, Pvt. Earl W.—82.
Pruett, Dorkus—135-136.
Pruitt (Jimmy) orchestra—60.
Pugh, Carlton—101.
Pulley, Lt. Frank H.—plane crashes, 146.
Purnell, Frank—150.
Pythian Building—29, 122.

Quarles, Alice—157, 179.
Queen City Fliers Club—112.
Queen City Shoe Shop—155.
Quinnelly, J. L.—9.

Rademacher, Daisy Illges—joins WAVES, 254.
radio—popularity, 3-4, 270; programs, 226-227.
(see also several stations’ call letters).
Ragsdale Brothers Wholesale Co.—164.
railroad battalions—218-219, 264, 283, 292.
railroads—26, 41, 59, 70, 82, 91, 108, 113, 186187, 191, 230, 292; increase in traffic, 167, 187, 212, 255,
287; strike on M & B RR, 181.
Rainey, Alla (Allie?) Margaret—84, 92.
Rainey, Rose—44, 84, 92.
Rainey, Sara—44, 84, 92.
Raise for Roosevelt Club—started at Key Field,
162.
Raley, Effie—223.
Ramsey, Milton—144.
Randall, Richard C.—member of all-Meridian
bomber crew, 240; calls for meeting in England of all
Meridian men, 241.
Rankin, U.S. Rep. John—283.
Rates, Jimmie—175.
Rates, Jimmie, Jr.—175.
rationing and shortages—94, 119, 120, 180, 195196, 200, 204, 210, 211-212, 216-217, 229, 235; tires, 121122, 123, 126, 127, 154, 165, 168, 203, 208, 279, 281, 293;
synthetic rubber demonstrated, 86; sugar, 94, 126, 127, 132,
139, 160-161, 169, 170, 182, 203, 216-217, 220, 286;
tobacco, 119, 204, 262-263; gasoline, 94, 138, 161, 163, 165,
194, 195, 203, 293; war’s end brings permission to throw gas
ration books away, 297; milk products, 195; meats, 196, 211212, 232, 264; clothes hangers, 153; hosiery, 195, 222-223;
alarm clocks, 195; tubes for toothpaste and shaving cream,
154; soda bottles, 255; coffee, 94, 191, 194, 220; shoes, 206,
208; electricity, 273, 282; shortages hurt some businesses,
139, 163, 170, 255, 269; institutional users of sugar to
register, 158; ration books, tokens, and coupons, 160-161,
203, 216, 226, 238, 293; telephone service, 180; threat to
ration civilian transportation, 174; threat to ration all
clothing, 206, 208-209; 35-mph speed limit, 186, 245-246;
35-mph speed limit ends with war, 297; chemical fertilizer in
short supply, 189-190; tax on bicycles, 287. (see also War
Price and Rationing Adm., Board 38).
Rawlings, Clyde B.—52, 53.
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Ray, Bill—46.
Ray, E.—199.
Rayburn, H. V.—37-38.
Rayburn, M. F.—166, 259.
Rayburn, Tommy—153.
Rayner, M. L.—119.
Rayner Drug and Paint—175, 210.
Ray Stadium—44, 185, 214, 224; simulated
military attacks, 180-181, 265-266.
Rea, B. H.—144.
Ready, Mrs. D. R.—133.
Reagan, Opal—92.
real estate—14, 26, 76, 260.
Rebel (GM&O streamliner)—41, 148, 282, 287;
derails, 173.
recruiting (see enlistment).
Red Clay Hill (see Old Central Hill).
Red Cross (see American Red Cross).
Red Cross Canteen Corps (see American Red
Cross).
Red, White, and Khaki—muscial revue by Army
AF, 190-191.
Reddy, Pvt. Phil—147.
Reed, Mrs. Henry—92.
Reed, Millie—71.
Reed, W. A., Jr.—259.
Reese, Andy—163.
Reese (George M.) Court—79, 122, 174; present
music program at Meridian Civic Center, 139-140; center for
black soldiers, 145, 154 (Easter 1942), 159, 182, 188, 191.
Reeves, James C.—63.
Regan, Barry—222.
Regan, T/Sgt. Joseph F.—178.
Regan, Opal—179.
Regan, Sgt. R. L.—176.
registration (see Selective Service).
Reid, Jane—194.
Reily, Judge Marion W.—122.
Rein, Ethel—210.
Reinhart, Fred—151, 157.
Reliable Motors Co.—35, 132.
Rembert, Frances—84.
rent controls (see ceiling prices).
Repsher, Saramel—256.
Retail Merchants Assn.—207.
Revel, Harry—178.
Rexall Drugs—190.
Rex Ambulance—200.
Reynolds, J. W.—274.
Rhone, Virginia—210.
Rhymes, Lt. J. W.—crash fatality, 13.
Rice, Harry W.—53, 202, 226, 249, 267.
Rice, Harry W., Jr.—208.
Richards, CPO F.—153.
Richards, Louis—158.
Richardson, Jim—22.
Richrdson, Ora Mae—joins WAVES, 254.
Richardson, Ruth—5, 77, 97, 162, 179.
Richey, Chaplain George—89.
Riddell, Judge J. A.—244.
Riddell, Mrs. J. A.—92.
Riddell, Joyce—84.
Riddell, Martha—267.
Rigdon, Johnny—157.
Riley, John—64.
Riley Hospital—286.
Rimpson, Eddie F.—199.
Rios, Felix—157.
Ritz Theater—damaged by fire, 253.
Rivers, Many Ann—194.

Robbins, Billy Hal—114, 199.
Roberts, Pvt. Gus—208.
Roberts, Pvt. Jack A.—82.
Roberts, Johnnie—198.
Roberts, Z. A.—210.
Robertson, Matilda—79.
Robinson, C. R.—192.
Robinson, L. G.—75.
Robinson, L. M.—126.
Robinson, Lamar—53
Robinson, Leonese P.—105.
Robinson, P. O.—264.
Robinson, Pat—writes about Fred Key, 145-146.
Robinson, 2/Lt. Phyllis V.—96.
Robinson, Reid—aboard USS Flusser at Pearl
Harbor at time of attack, 118.
Robinson, Corp. Rex—safe in Hawaii, 126.
Rodell, John—265.
rodeo (see Mooney’s [S.H.] Riding Academy).
Rodgers, William—enters service, 245.
Roe, Pvt. Johnnie—254.
Rogers, Rev. B. B.—219.
Rogers, Lt. (S.G.) Charles “Buddy”—actor and
band leader visits city, 219.
Rogers, J. A.—128.
Rogers, Pvt. James—93.
Rogers, Ouide (Ouida?)—joins WAVES, 254.
Rogers, Rayford—director of Meridian Boys
School, 138.
Rogers, W. C.—Confederate veteran at memorial
service in Rose Hill Cemetery, 159.
Rogers Candy Co.—250.
Roosevelt, Eleanor—42, 185-186.
Roosevelt, Franklin D.—start of W.W. II, 2, 23;
celebration of birthday and “March of Dimes,” 58-59, 133,
205-206; how regarded, 9, 11, 16, 18, 68, 77, 111; 1940
election, 31-32, 33; meets Churchill, 90; speeches, 3, 5-6,
118, 159; Thanksgiving ruckus, 9-10, 43, 110; calls for
suggested names for current war, 155; Raise for Roosevelt
Club begun on Key Field to increase FDR’s salary, 162-163;
travels through Meridian, 186-187; death, 278-279.
Rosa, Frank—207.
Rose, Mrs. Frank—153.
Rose Hill-Magnolia Cemetery Assn.—150, 229.
Rose Jewelry Co.—147, 154, 281.
Rosenbaum, I. A.—91, 121, 198, 231, 254.
Rosenbaum, Mrs. I. A.—267.
Rosenbaum, Maud—44, 276.
Rosenbaum, Dr. Meyer—208.
Rosenbaum, Neil—237.
Rosenbaum, Simon A.—8.
Rosenbaum-Robinson Co.—165, 197-198, 210.
Rosenbush, Eleene—42, 81, 86, 132, 133, 140141, 164, 188, 218-219.
Rosener, Ed—64.
Ross, Frank—191-192.
Ross, Fred—5, 55, 87, 219, 229; on local civil
defense committee, 120; calls for registration of firearms,
158; and Meridian Boys School, 138.
Ross, Marjorie—92.
Ross Collins Vocational School—28, 88, 122,
221, 291; dedication, 193; Civil Air Patrol class meets, 257.
Rotary Club—101-102, 121, 153, 179, 180, 187.
Rotenberry, Onzelle—24.
Roth, Mrs. T. J.—110.
Rothenberg, Mrs. Irving—80, 131.
Rothenberg, Louis—16.
Roulston, Pvt. Rosaline—265.
Rowzee, Mrs. George—189.
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Royal, Lloyd—43, 53-54, 65-67, 76, 87, 106, 252;
new drive-in theater, 106; on his showing Sunday movies,
178; fire damages Ritz Theater, 253.
Royal Crown Bottling Co.—5.
Royal Netherlands Flying School, Jackson,
Miss.—206, 227.
Royal Theater—43, 51, 53, 56, 65-67, 211; begins
showing Sunday movies, 178, 226.
Royals, Mrs. T. E.—59.
Rubin, Dave--190
Rucker (Bob) orchestra—59.
Ruffin, A. B.—250.
Ruffin, Loletha—165.
Ruffin, Sol—215.
Ruffing, Napoleon—47.
Ruffing, Perry—48.
Rush, Beryl—183.
Rush, Dr. Gus A., Jr.—8, 52.
Rush, Hack—183.
Rush, Mrs. Leroy—81.
Rush, Dr. Leslie—276.
Rush, Mrs. Leslie—81, 92.
Rush, Lowry—105, 185.
Rush, Dr. Lowry—276.
Rush, Mrs. Lowry—42, 133, 137, 153, 256.
Rush, Vaughn—183.
Rush Hospital—286.
Russell, Dora Anna—281.
Russell, Jim—83.
Russell, Lelia Smith—133.
Russell, William A.—95.
Rust College Bearcats—annual exhibition of
black football, 108.
Ryan, Cecile—162.
Ryan, Mary—210.
Ryan Supply Co.—opens, 292.
Ryland, 1/Lt. Leah A.—96, 220.

saboteurs—95, 108, 116-117, 131, 134.
Saget, Douglas B.—8.
Saget, Mrs. R. A.—84.
St. Elizabeth’s Methodist Church—one military
and two civilian quartets give program, 176.
St. James African Methodist Episcopal Church—
182, 207, 215; Triplett family, 251.
St. John, Sara—206.
St. Joseph, Sisters of—purchase Meridian
Sanitarium, 286.
St. Louis Junk Co.—scrap metal, 85-86, 158, 228,
243.
St. Patrick’s Catholic Church—81, 194, 202.
St. Paul’s African Methodist Episcopal Church—
5, 42, 48, 79, 234; meeting for Red Cross war relief fund,
119; carol singing Christmas 1941, 123; center for black
soldiers, 145, 157; sponsors Wings over Jordan, 153; Boy
Scouts collect scrap, 170; Shackelford Davis, lyric soprano,
197.
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church—13-14, 219.
Salny, Lt. Jerome E.—111.
Salter, Keley—deceased Harris High soldier
honored, 280.
salvage—85, 87, 102, 161, 170, 174, 183-184,
189, 228, 232, 261; old streetcar rails, 112, 147, 228; on
school campuses, 116, 228; waste paper, 120, 255, 276, 281;
collection by Boy and Girl Scouts, 158, 183; collections in
Lauderdale, Choctaw, Kemper, Lowndes, Neshoba, Newton,
Oktibbeha, Noxubee, and Winston Cos., 183-184; Salvage
for Victory Day, 169; kitchen fats saved, 179; tin cans, 184,

238, 261; copper, 202; old keys, 184; new coins to save
critical metals, 184, 212; Armistice Day (1942) was a new
strategic scrap drive, 191-192; collection bins at Soldier
Monument, 232-233.
Salvation Army—24, 234, 253, 259.
Samuel’s Credit Jewelry Store—130, 262, 265,
268.
Sanderson, Beth—183.
Sanford, Laura—149.
Sansing, Rev. J. O.—254.
Sanson, Mrs. Morton D.—66.
Santa Barbara, Cal.—Japanese sub shells coast,
142-143.
Saucier, William E.—8.
Sauer, Kenneth—one of first blood donors, 231.
Saunders, J. E.—138.
Saunders, Jesse—ballet artist, 139.
Savannah Army Air Base, Ga.—93.
Savannah Grove Apts.—77.
Savannah Grove Elementary School—107.
Sawallest, Pvt. Clare—84.
Scalco, “Sandy” and Lena—166.
Scales, Myron B.—manager, Albright and Wood
Drugs, 138.
Schillings, H. M.—179.
Schillings, J. M.—28.
Schlevoight, Eloise—84.
Schlieper, Clyde—endurance pilot, 9.
Schlitz Beer Co.—33.
School of Music—6, 225.
Schools at War Program—280.
Schwartz, Leo—66-67.
Schwartz, Sgt. Nathan—273.
Schwer, Corp. Edwin G. “Eddie”—101, 103, 113,
133.
Schwobilt Clothing Store—145.
Scooba, Miss.—women attend party at Key Field,
122.
Scott, J. R.—119, 209-210.
Scott, Capt. Jack—107.
Scottish Rite Cathedral—112, 220, 246, 294, 297.
scrap drive (see salvage).
Scrappers (Meridian baseball team)—5.
Scrivener, Lt. Wayne E.—190.
Seale, Mrs. Eugene—212.
Sears Roebuck—3, 148, 197-198, 210; Bondselling contest, 244.
Second Army Division—travels through town, 93.
Second Bombardment Group—106.
Secrest, Capt. James Lavelle—225.
Selective Service—local attitudes toward draft,
27, 29-30; registration, 35, 37-39, 83, 95, 158, 195, 197;
register all 18 through 64, 123; register all men 45 to 60 for
non-combat status, 141; odds of being drafted, 143; warning
by War Manpower Commission, 206; clerk Lula Abraham
cleared of charge of unfitness, 238.
Selfridge Field, Mich.—100, 103.
Seminary Center—95.
“Service Battery Blasts” (reports from 114th
FA)—61-64.
Setright, Lt. James—102.
Seventh-Day Adventist Church—21.
Seventh Street USO—137, 158, 158 161, 166,
176, 184, 187, 191, 194, 198, 221, 231, 234; DBS Sorority
hosts, 144; Lauderdale Co. Nurses Assn. host “open house,”
179; “Share Your Christmas,” 199, 267; building renovated,
245; request for more city housing, 273.
Seversky, Alexander P. de—10.
Shadwick, Pvt. Edward E.—208.
Shamrock, W. C.—164.
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Shank, George Kline “Jack”—21.
Shank, Homer—51.
Shannon, Corp. George—178.
Shannon, Police Officer John B.—131.
Shannon, Ora Lee—92.
Share-the-Ride Plan—206.
Sharp, Ben—283.
Sherland, Lt. Mark E.—96, 97, 124.
Sherrod, L.—119.
Sherrod, Melissa—84.
Sherrod Hardware—210.
Shields, C. D.—149.
Shields, Mrs. Herman—133.
Shine, Mrs. T. P.—246.
Shipp, Jim—8.
Shipp, Leroy—63.
ships honoring city and county—237, 239-240,
247, 265.
Shirley, Harold—199, 223.
Shirley, Richard L.—168.
Shrine Mosque—President’s birthday, 59, 133,
206, 273; 200 Club, 118; famed bandleader Ted Lewis, 189;
Christmas (1942) dance for Key Field, 197.
Shumaker, Dorothy—84.
Shumate, James—22.
Shumate, Katherine—84.
Shuqualak, Miss.—entertains Key Field men, 111.
Sillars, Mildred Emma—joins WAVES, 254.
Silverman, Aaron—39, 91.
Simmons, Mrs. E. R.—179.
Simmons, Marion L.—45, 61-62.
Simmons, Dr. R. L.—271.
Simmons, “Red”—144.
Simmons, Roger G.—64.
Simpson, Corp. Simon—92.
Sims, Naomi—215.
Sinclair, Clark—150.
Sinclair, Seaman 3/C William—in Pearl Harbor
raid, 116.
Sinclair Flight Trainer—135.
Sinclair Oil Co.—135.
Singher, Martial—concert for Civic Music Assn.,
281.
Singin’ Sam—67.
Singleton, Ed—47.
Singley, Dan H.—63.
Singley, James T.—14.
Sisk, Capt. E. B.—at War Loan parade, 248.
Skewes, James Henry (Meridian Star editor)—52,
80; on Bilbo, 32, 98-99; on Ross Collins, 98-99; disgust at
voters for Collins’s defeat, 99; on overcharging soldiers, 105;
on aid to Soviet Russia, 104; on the war, 57-58, 73-75, 86-87,
90, 117, 139; on labor unions, 72; on avoiding waste, 123; on
raising taxes, 126; on Daylight Saving Time, 136; on
registration for sugar rationing, 160; on the fire ant, 286.
Skewes, Mrs. James Henry—284.
Skewes, Jimmie B.—141, 199.
Skinner, Clifton R.—23; in Philippines at time of
Dec. 7 attack, 116; missing following fall of Corregidor, 177.
Slade, Oscar “Buddy”—115.
Slaton, N. B.—194.
Sledge, Anna Catherine—84.
Sledge, Thelma—84.
Smackover Cafeteria—43.
Smith, Alfred E.—33.
Smith, Alvis—216.
Smith, Bessie—80, 81, 84, 104, 107, 113, 244,
247.
Smith, Dave—89.
Smith, Edward—162.

Smith, Pfc. Fred—in War Bond show, 248.
Smith, Grady—117.
Smith, Harry M.—222.
Smith, Pvt. Joy—265.
Smith, Kate (popular singer)—31.
Smith, Leon—158.
Smith, Lorene—92.
Smith, Margaret—200.
Smith, Marion—215.
Smith, Maude—80, 220-221; headed meeting on
role of English teacher in wartime, 156.
Smith, Melvin—283.
Smith, Orlene—208.
Smith, Pauline—14.
Smith, T. R.—119.
Smith, Sgt. Truman F.—262.
Smith, Police Sgt. W. LaValle—on local Civilian
Defense Council, 120, 156, 172, 180, 187, 217.
Smith, Willie J.—Harris High salutatorian, 244.
Smith, Pfc. Willie Lee—92.
Smith, Zella—107.
Smith’s Bakery—67, 154, 198, 205, 210, 276; and
Daylight Saving Time, 136, 196; War Loan parade, 249.
Smylie, W. S.—180, 191.
Snelgrove, J. L.—227.
Snipes, Ottis—144, 206.
Snow, Ashley, Jr.—9.
Snow, E. L.—77.
Snowden, James F.—63.
Snowden, Mrs. R. M.—81.
Soldier Center (see Masonic Temple).
Soldier-Civilian Busy Housewives Victory
Club—198.
Soldier Monument—4, 85, 112, 176, 238.
Soldier Service Center (see Meridian Civic
Center).
Sons of the American Legion Band—5, 56.
Soproco Spiritual Singers—241.
Soulé, Bob—29.
Soulé, Fred W.—72.
Soulé Machine Shop—28, 276.
“Soundies” (see “Pan-o-Ram”).
Southeastern League (baseball)—5, 33, 52, 77,
96, 151, 159, 165, 171, 182.
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.—
171, 200.
Southerner (SR streamliner)—41, 70, 195.
Southern Leadership Training School—28, 59,
114, 127, 135; presents singer Nathaniel Cole, 140.
Southern Pipe and Supply Co.—268.
Southern Railway System—41, 52, 70, 91, 124,
186, 195, 212, 235; railroad battalions, 218-219, 264, 292.
Southside Baptist Church—276.
Southside Elementary School (black)—107.
Southside Elementary School (white)—107, 228,
282.
Southside Sluggers (softball team)—292.
Sowashee Creek—149, 283; bridge collapses,
253.
Spam-like products—140.
Spanyer, Pvt. Beckham—98.
Spears, Louis “Grandpappy”—168.
Spears, Dr. R. F.—113, 221.
Speed, Earl—138.
Spicy Mixers Whist—95.
Spiegel, Frederick—56.
spies (see saboteurs).
Spiess, Edgar J.—63.
Spinks, Janie—14.
Spirson, Spiro—144.
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Sportsman, The—bowling team, 150.
Spring, Lt. (j.g.) Robert W.—parachutes from
plane crash, 279-280.
Springer, Harry G.—63.
Springer, Mrs. R. C.—81.
Squadronettes—79.
SS Meridian Victory—Victory Ship named for
Meridian, 247.
SS Sam Dale—Liberty Ship originally named for
Dale, 265.
Stale, Katherine—121.
Staley, Katherine—147, 179, 191, 210.
Stallworth, Mrs. J. N.—81.
Stallworth, W. M.—199.
Starlite Inn—night club, 259-260.
Steen, R. E.—217.
Stegenga, Martin—214.
Steinberger, Pvt. Maurice—113.
Stephens, George—206.
Stephenson, Dave—28.
Stephenson, Stuart X.—52, 91.
Steuart, Lt. Ernest W.—232-233.
Stevens, Mrs. George—96.
Stevens, Hamilton—261.
Stevenson, Tommy—77, 147.
Stevenson Elementary School—107; salvage
drives, 183-184, 228.
Stevenson School, Toomsuba, Miss.—black
schools’ Field Day, 239.
Stewart, Thomas (paper carrier)—210.
Stewart, Thomas (baseball player)—216.
Still, Wright Pigford—45, 61-64, 175.
Stimson, Sec. of War Henry L.—39.
Stokes, (Navy) Lt. C. G.—168.
Stokes, Mrs. Charles Gaines—christens USS
Capps at Mobile, Ala.—168.
Stokes, Ens. Lee T.—168.
Stokes, Ens. N. L.—168.
Stokes, Lt. Cmdr.—P. G.—168.
Stokes, Cmdr. Thomas Murray—168; awarded
Naval Cross, 208.
Stokes, Thurman Russell—177.
Stokes, W. W.—168.
Stone, Dorothy—44.
Stone, Mary—164.
Stout, Oliver H.—56, 107.
Strand Building—73.
Strand Theater—4, 18, 43, 65, 73, 205.
Strange, E. T.—153.
Strange, Kenneth—44.
Straus, Sylvan E.—53, 91, 96, 118, 198, 244, 253;
and War Loans, 160, 215.
Straus, Mrs. Sylvan—80.
Strayhorn, R. R.—119.
Street, Joe—153, 192.
Street, Naomi—84.
Street, William, Jr.—135.
Stribling, Zongehert—239.
Strickler, Maj. D. G.—in Philippines at time of
Dec. 7 attack, 118.
Strickler, Mrs. D. G.—256.
Stringer, Dr. Thomas W.—268.
Stringer Grand Lodge, F. & A. M.—268.
Stroble, Charles P., Jr.—26.
Stroble, Fred—83, 163.
Stroble (John) orchestra—56.
Stuart, Ethel K.—37.
Stuckey, Mrs. A. T.—134.
Stuckey, Norman L.—63.

Stuckey, Philip Francis—reported safe in
Philippines, 134.
Stuckey, Mrs. P. B.—81, 92, 206.
Sturges, Richard Whitfield, Sr.—199, 255.
Sturges, Richard Whitfield “Whit,” Jr.—63.
Sturges, Mrs. Whit—133.
Sturges Co.—210.
submarine (2-man Japanese)—on display on City
Hall lawn, 234.
Sudberry, Melvin—198.
sugar rationing (see rationing and shortages).
Suggs, William C.—63.
Sullens, Frederick—74; affray with Gov. Johnson,
17.
Sullivan, Janie—199.
Summer, Mrs. E. L.—256.
Summer, Mrs. Eckford—97, 105.
Summers, Forrest S.—45.
Sumrall, Chester—238.
Sumrall, Mrs. Chester—256.
Sun Brothers’ Circus—188.
Suter, Ernest—97.
Sutherland, Mrs. William—133.
Swain—Mary Eula—joins WAVES, 255.
Sweatt, L. P.--260
Sweeney, Lt. Col. Earl W.—56, 177.
Sweeney, Nola—101, 217.
Sweetner, M.—210.
Swellites Bridge—95.
Swift, Arthur G.—8.
Swift, John D.—8, 45, 63.
Swor, Flora—263.

TAC (see Teen-Age Canteen).
Tarbutton, Lt. Paul—Fred Key’s navigator, 146.
Tarry, Ethel—6, 225.
Tarry, Margaret—6, 105, 225.
Tarry, Mattie Sue—6, 162, 223, 268.
Tartt, Bessie May—6, 268.
Tate, Bennett—53.
Tatum, Fletcher—223.
Tatum, H. D.—122, 133, 167, 168.
Tatum, Henry F., Jr.—promoted captain in local
company of State Guard, 259.
Tatum, Mary Margaret—84, 92.
Tatum, Paul L.—26, 45, 62.
taxes—on luxuries, 102; on incomes, 126, 220;
state sales tax tokens, 146-147; state gasoline taxes less
because of rationing, 159.
taxi companies—fares, 110, 241.
Taylor, A. J.—79.
Taylor, A. L.—officer in first Police union, 245.
Taylor, Ed—149.
Taylor, Corp. Everett—178.
Taylor, Mrs. Frank—81.
Taylor, Pfc. George—188.
Taylor, Hillman—70, 102.
Taylor, James—198.
Taylor, Melba Elizabeth—joins WAVES, 255.
teachers’ salaries—214, 220-221.
Teen-Age Canteen (TAC)—planned, 244, 272.
telephones—limitations on use, 123, 180, 233;
increase in use 100% by mid-1942, 180.
Temple, Effie—185, 197.
Temple Beth Israel—95, 97, 230; Sisterhood, 105.
Temple Theater—4, 5, 43, 46, 61, 76-77, 86, 112,
173, 202, 226, 264, 281; collection of scrap metal, 161;
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“Share Your Christmas,” 199, 267; Meridian Navy Mothers’
Club honored, 249.
Templeton, Alec—191.
Tennessee (see USS Tennessee)
tennis—33.
Terrace Inn—damaged by fire, 194.
Terrell, Katherine—103.
Terrell, W. Mae—103.
Terry, Mrs. J. E.—107.
Terry, Mary Elizabeth—84.
Terwillinger, Lt. Harry D.—196.
Tew, Bob—53.
Tew, Sara Lincoln—44, 84.
Thames, F. L.—259.
Thanksgiving Day—(1939) 9-10; (1940) 43-44;
(1941) 110; (1942) 194-195; (1943) 232; (1944) 264-265.
Thebom, Blanche—108.
Thomas, Pvt. Andrew—93.
Thomas, Sgt. Clarence H.—92.
Thomas, Grady—216.
Thomas, James--158.
Thompson, Chap. R. A.—194.
Thompson, Vondell—267.
Thornton, Bill—44.
Thornton, D. R.—191-192, 244.
Thornton, Dan—255.
Thornton, Mrs. D. R.—133.
Thornton, “Doc”—105.
Thornton, Emma—79, 140, 158, 159, 188.
Thornton, Regina—133; appears before
Legislative committee, 144.
Thrash, Jimmie—185, 214, 228.
Threadford, J. M.—210.
Threefoot, Henry M.—45.
Threefoot Building—73, 80, 186, 192; during air
raid drills, 173, 187, 193.
Thurner, Cpl. Lee—151.
Tibbett, Mrs. O. S.—123.
Tillman, Capt. James D.—in Pearl Harbor raid,
116.
Tipton, E. L.—24.
tire rationing (see rationing and shortages).
tobacco rationing (see rationing and shortages)..
Todd, E. E.—119.
Todd, Emma—114.
Todd, Lt. J. W.—102.
Todd, Stanley—157.
Tolson, William W., Jr.—8.
Tonette (musical instrument)—115-116.
tornadoes (see weather).
Touchstone, Lt. Alex—33, 283.
Townsend, Capt. G. O.—102.
Townsend, Lt. Thomas L.—262.
transportation problems—138, 147, 151, 203,
229, 233; car clubs, 195; “Share the Ride” plan, 206; state
argues with Feds. over 35-mph highway speed, 245-246; tax
on bicycles, 287; cut in Pullman service, 287.
Travelers’ Aid—at railroad station, 258.
Triangle Cafe and Annex—43, 113, 166, 188,
212, 223, 261.
Triplett, Corine and Walter—three sons in
military, 250-251.
Triplett, Lt. Henry Minor—250.
Triplett, Seam. 3/C Jesse W.—251.
Triplett, Sgt. Johnny B.—250-251.
Tri-State Trailways Bus Co.—70.
troop trains—26-27, 56, 113, 167, 230, 287.
Trotter, Alice—253.
Trotter, B. L.—119.
Trotter, Bessie—140.

Trotter, George—176.
Tucker, Ernest—56, 64.
Tucker, Gabe—241.
Tucker, L. J.—53.
Turnage, Kirby L., Jr.—150.
Turner, Lt. C. L.—plane crash, 125.
Turmer, E. J.—47.
Turner, E. W.—119.
Tuttle, Robert—64.
Tuxedo Elementary School—107, 192, 228.
Twentieth Century Club—210.
Twilight Social Club—174.
200 Club—40, 118.
Twyner, O. C.—221, 234.
Tyler, Louise—113.
Tyree, Sgt. Bellamy—92.

Underwood, Dr. Felix J.—121, 148.
Union Baptist Church—241.
United Service Organizations (USO)—80-81, 86,
87, 113, 124, 136-138, 157, 161, 184-185, 194, 234, 267;
during air raid drills, 173; USO Girls Service Organization
organized, 137; for black soldiers, 145, 211, 221, 234; USOs
object to War Dept. ban on Key Field musicians’ playing off
base, 177; USO’s stated policy, 184. (See also the several
clubs: Davis Street, Fourth Street, Masonic Temple, Seventh
Street, and Meridian Civic Center.)
U. S. Army Engineers—68, 72.
U. S. Employment Service—192.
U. S. Heroes Day—(1942) parade, 176.
U. S. Housing Authority—34.
U.S. Navy—local recruiting office sponsors
Sinclair Flight Trainer, 135.
U. S. Sugar Plant Field Station—suggests
increasing sugar cane crops, 203.
USO (see United Service Organizations).
USS Capps—Meridianite launches ship at
Mobile, 168.
USS Honolulu—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
USS Lexington—at sea during Pearl Harbor raid,
116.
USS Mississippi—at Tokyo Bay surrender, 298.
USS New Orleans—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
USS Tennessee—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
USS West Virginia—in Pearl Harbor raid, 116.
Upchurch, S/Sgt. Carl H.—prisoner of war, 230.
Upton, Sgt.___—210.
Uyterelst, Lt. Charles Gustave—killed in plane
crash, 227.
.

V-E (victory-in-Europe) Day—254, 277, 279,
281.
V-J (victory-over-Japan) Day—271.
V-mail stationery—175-176.
Valentine, Jewel—208.
Valentine, Lawrence—153.
Vallery, Mrs. Ted—133.
Vanity Boot Shop—128, 210.
Vann, Coke—91.
Vann, Fred—53.
Velez, Pvt. Ismael—in Key Field show for War
Loan, 248.
Verry, Lt. George Nicholas—dies in plane crash,
206.
veterans’ hospital—Mayor Jacobs urges Meridian
as site of vet hospital, 253-254.
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Veterans of Foreign Wars (local post)—29, 50,
76-77; equip USO club, 95; local civil defense, 120; charge
SSS clerk Lula Abraham with incompetence, 238; plan to
establish retreat for veterans, 261, 284.
Vic’s Billiards—bowling team, 150.
Victory Corps (see food).
victory gardens (see food).
Victory Pie—171.
Victory Village—new housing project, 172, 202,
252.
Vincent, Robert—makes recordings at Seventh
Street USO, 158-159.
Vinson, Mayor Clint—9, 16, 18, 20, 52, 53, 70,
79-80, 83, 85, 91, 122, 141, 147, 174, 176, 223, 244, 251,
263; on daylight saving time, 100; development of Key Field
base, 23, 57; noon prayer suggestion, 89; on military draft,
37; defense of Meridian area after Dec. 7 attack, 116, 121;
and Meridian Boys School, 138; and defense housing, 158;
urges 10% income into War Bonds, 169-170; attitude toward
police officers’ job benefits, 245.
Vinson, Eugene “Gene”—8, 52, 106.
Vocational Education for National Defense—28,
122, 132, 167-168. (see also Ross Collins Vocational
School).
Vogue Shop—175, 210.
Volz Construction Co.—71-72.
voting procedures—war complicates absentee
ballot in 1944, 258.

WAC Chorus Girls—Key Field group in War
Bond show, 248.
Waddell, Bobby—25, 128.
Wadro, Miriam—125; writes in Star on Daylight
Saving Time, 136.
Wagner, A. B.—153.
Wagner, Kenny—desperado, 215.
Wagner Building—71.
Waldman, Nell—164.
Walker, B. T.—259.
Walker, Billy—22.
Walker, Rev. C. C.—103, 170; celebrates
National Negro History Week, 135; directed Soldier Center,
145; enlists in Army as chaplain, 192.
Walker, Clifton—one of first blood donors, 231.
Walker, Clyde—enters service, 245.
Walker, Eula Mae—103.
Walker, Faye—128.
Walker, Rev. H. W.—21.
Walker, Ike—297.
Walker, John F.—in Pacific area at time of Dec. 7
attack, 118.
Walker, Louis A., Jr.—8.
Walker, Mark—168.
Walker, Sara Alice—152, 155. 157, 162; joins
WAVES, 255.
Walker, Thomas Martin—175.
Wall, Dorothy Jean—66.
Wallace, Vice Pres.-elect Henry A.—45.
Wallace, T/Sgt Leary H.—injured downtown,
172.
Wallace, R. R. “Bob”—56, 180.
Wallace, Lt. W. W.—102.
Wallace Brothers’ Circus—183.
Walsh, Jim—157.
Walters, Carl—45-46, 53, 116, 151, 163, 165,
232, 242-243, 272; on quality of American youngsters in the
war, 240; retires from Meridian Star, 280.

Walters, T/Sgt. Harold—in Philippines at time of
Dec. 7 attack, 116; essay on local dogs, 242.
War Bonds and Stamps—75, 83, 96-97, 126, 131,
147, 150, 171, 174, 184, 210-211, 215, 223, 225-226, 235;
War loan drives, 160, 182, 195, 205, 215, 224, 227, 236, 237,
244, 246, 248-249, 265, 267, 278, 281, 283-285; Mayor
Vinson urges 10% of incomes go into War Bonds, 169-170;
U. S. Heroes Day, 176; Bond “auction” at Owen Brothers
Union Stockyards, 182; movie stars visit to encourage sales,
184; downtown exhibits to promote sales, 225-226; “Buy a
Bomber” campaign, 232; black composer to put royalties into
War Bonds, 281; Bonds continue to sell after peace, 298.
War Manpower Comm.—206, 230.
War Price and Rationing Adm., Board 38—199,
216-217, 224, 237, 255.
War Production Board—184, 195, 216.
Ward, Benjamin F.—8.
Ward, Bennie J.—158.
Washburn, Nat I.—9.
Watkins, Effie Jeanne—267.
Watkins, Lurita Agnes—joins WAVES, 255.
Watson, Police Off. Bennett—251.
Watson, Flint—153.
Watson, Theodore G.—63.
Watson, Mrs. Tolbert—273.
Watts, J. Cliff—191.
Watts, James D.—45, 62, 63.
Watts, John—21, 85.
Watts, Pvt. John—93.
Watts, Mrs. John—81.
Watts, Laverne—44, 144.
Watts, Lucille—179.
WAVES—254.
WCOC (radio station)—2, 4, 5, 73, 249; SLC
Good-Will Hour presents black tenor Nathaniel Cole, 140;
during air raid drills, 173, 187, 193; celebrates Columbia
Week honoring CBS, 177; recruitment of women, 265; and
7th War Loan, 285.
weather—268; 1940 cold period, 13-14; 49, 82,
83; spring’s arrival (1941), 71; war’s change in forecasting,
121, 220; tornadoes, 149, 275; heavy wind, rain, or flooding,
149, 200, 249, 257, 276-277, 279; dry weather, 191; warm,
rainy Christmas of 1942, 200; hot weather in 1944, 248.
Weatherford, R. E.—168.
Webb, Carl C.—45, 62.
Webb, Hunter “Buddy”—44.
Webb, James L. “Skeeter”—139, 246.
Webb, John L.—268.
Webb, Josephine—84.
Webb Funeral Home—142.
Webster, Dewitt—215.
Webster, Pat—141.
Wechsler Junior High School—107, 209-210,
213, 225, 263; tour of New Orleans, 158-159.
Weck, Fred H.—121, 123.
Weems, Albert—180, 194.
Weems, Mrs. Albert—220, 256.
Weems, Mrs. John—81.
Weidman, Virginia—174.
Weidmann, Henry—49.
Weidmann, Mrs. Henry—144.
Weidmann, Mary Dorothy—101.
Weidmann’s Restaurant—7, 42, 45-46, 48, 49, 72,
114, 176, 266, 271; place for blood donation, 236.
Weir, Elliott H.—115.
Weir, Tommie E.—186.
Weisinger, Benjamin F.—8.
Welch, A. B.—28.
Welch, M. C.—194.
Welch, Milton—22.
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Welch, Parris C.—63.
Welch, Mrs. William—81, 96.
Welch’s Welding—28.
Wells, Charles A.—271.
Wesley House—234-235.
Wesley Methodist Church—219.
West End Elementary School—107.
Westbrook, E. L.—95; home guard, 122, 132; on
local civil defense committee, 120.
Westbrook, Howard—91.
Western Union office—15, 134, 276.
West Virginia (see USS West Virginia)
Whaling, Ernestine—164.
WHAS (Louisville, Ky.)—76.
Wheeler, Sen. Burton K.—68.
Wheeler, Fred—64.
White, Evelyn—164.
White, Fannie Johnson—103.
White, Howell—member of all-Meridian bomber
crew, 240.
White, Judith—234.
White, M. O.—119.
White, Walter H.—151, 260, 274, 285.
White Lumber Co.—210.
White Market—and Daylight Saving Time, 136.
White Star Laundry—153.
White Top Taxi Co.—34.
Whitfield, Frank W.—21.
Whitfield, Frank Y.—270.
Wiggins, Roy—241.
Wilbourn, R. E.—134, 151, 180.
Wilbourne, Sam—53.
Wildcats (see Meridian Senior High School—
football)
Wilder, T. W.—21.
Wilkerson, G. S.—Confederate veteran too ill to
attend memorial in Rose Hill Cemetery, 159.
Wilkerson, Lamar—162.
Wilkins, Sarah—107.
Wilkinson, Mike—162.
Williams, Aubrey—193.
Williams, C. W.—198, 259.
Williams, Catherine—14.
Williams, Claude W.—79, 221.
Williams, E. L.—198, 225.
Williams, Earl C.—asst. mgr. Albright and Wood
Drugs, 138.
Williams, Frank W., Jr.—9, 85, 223, 259, 272.
Williams, G.—210.
Williams, “Hoss”—46.
Williams, Hugh Crooks, Jr.—242-243.
Williams, Jim—claimed to be Jesse James, 50.
Williams, Joe—149.
Williams, Rev. L. B.—124.
Williams, Leon—63.
Williams, Ludie—215.
Williams, Mary Wright—80, 96, 133.
Williams, Minn—145.
Williams, Morris—144.
Williams, Raymond—170.
Williams, Pfc. W. D.—171.
Williamson, C. M.—69.
Williamson, Chap—36, 53.
Williamson, Lester—105.
Williamson, Nate S.—218, 254.
Williamson, Sybil—138.
Williamson, Tommye—164.
Willis, Lucy—135.
Willis, Tommy—79.
Willkie, Wendell L.—33.

Willoughby, William J.—45.
Will Rogers Field, Okla.—208, 209.
Wilson, Pvt. Daniel J.—208.
Wilson, Lewis—276.
Wilson, Dr. Howard W.—113, 215.
Wilson, Richard L. “Slick”, Jr.—45, 62, 63.
Wilson, Theodore—158.
Wilson, Tommy—enters service, 245.
Wimberly, B. C.—153.
Wimberly, Herbert—44.
Windus, 2/Lt. Victor—killed in plane crash, 192.
Winston, James—Harris High valedictorian, 244.
Witherspoon, Mrs. Gibson—42.
Witherspoon Elementary School—107, 162, 228,
281, 282.
Wolfe Construction Co.—69.
Wolgin, Pvt. Albert—101.
Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) (see
Women’s Army Corps).
Women’s Army Corps (WAC)—164, 197;
changed to WAC, 220, 237-238.
Women’s Home Demonstration Market—270271.
Woodham’s Hairdressing Shop—175.
Woodland Inn—night club, 248, 260.
Woodruff, Ben—wartime shortages kill business,
154.
Woods, Mrs. Henry—79, 81, 84, 122.
Woods, Lt. James L.—“Bonds for Bombs” plan,
212--213.
Woolman, C. E.—223.
Woolvin, Sam—141, 153.
Woolworth’s Five-and-Ten—43, 276.
Work or Fight program—270.
Works Progress Adm. (WPA)—20, 28, 36-37, 55,
56-57, 69, 78, 79, 80, 84, 93, 95, 102, 122, 127-128, 137,
147, 161, 180; its termination, 197, 216, 249.
Worth, Frederick H.—112.
WPA East End Recreation Club—79, 103.
WPA Orchestra— 56, 64, 84, 102, 107.
WPA Recreation Council—103, 105, 107, 140,
145.
Wright, Charles—185, 214, 228, 233.
Wright, Ed—157.
Wright, Parthena—215.
Wright, Ruby—185.
Wright, Russell—276.
Wright, Col. William B.—80, 84, 85, 91, 92, 96,
118, 120, 148, 153, 174, 177; arrives as commander of new
base, 69-70; replaced by Col. W. B. McCoy, 181.
Wurtsmith, Maj. Paul B.—103.
Wykeham—Barnes, Cmdr. Peter—British pilot
gave tactical and fighting instruction in U.S., 142.

Yancey, W. M.—119.
Yarbrough, Lee—111.
Yarbrough, M. H.—49.
Young, E. F., Jr.—259, 275.
Young, Fred—215.
Young, Mrs. J. W.—268.
Young, Pvt. Jack—84.
Young, Rev. R. L.—at city-wide meeting to
encourage black participation in scrap drive, 184; and drives
for National War Fund and Community Chest, 259.
Young, Ralph—56.
Young Men’s Athletic Club—48.
Young Men’s Christian Assn. (YMCA)—34, 179,
256.
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Young’s Beauty Salon—189.

Zachary, C. E.--274
Zetterlund, Ens. James Eric—plane crashes near
air base, 172.
Ziller, John—70.
Zimmerman, Ray—151.
zoot suits—182-183, 219.
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